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Preface
We are proud to present the 14th edition of the Sound and Music Computing Conference
(SMC-17). The conference is hosted by Aalto University in Otaniemi, Espoo, Finland.
This year’s theme “Wave in time and space” contains a language joke, as the Finnish word
“aalto” appearing in the name of our university means “a wave”. When the Aalto University
was formed in 2010 by merging three Finnish universities, Helsinki University of Technology,
Helsinki Business School, and the University of Arts and Design, the SMC-related activities
were distributed in three different units, the Department of Signal Processing and
Acoustics, the Department of Media Technology (currently Computer Science), and the
Department of Media. In spring 2017, the Aalto Acoustics Lab was founded as a research
center gathering all SMC-related researchers of Aalto University. We have our own office
building and acoustic measurement laboratories next to each other in the main Aalto
campus in Otaniemi, Espoo. The Acoustics Lab was in fact the old name of the acoustics
research unit in the technical university, but it was abandoned about ten years ago, when
the university structure was re-organized. It was now the right time to start using it again.
The SMC-17 conference is the first common activity of the new Aalto Acoustics Lab: the
chair Vesa Välimäki, the papers chair Tapio Lokki, and the music chair Koray Tahiroğlu
represent the three different units, which meet at the Aalto Acoustics Lab.
The scientific program of SMC-17 includes 3 keynote lectures, 45 oral presentations, and
20 posters. In addition, there are 15 sound installations or fixed media, and 14 music pieces
to be presented in three concerts. Furthermore, a demo session at the Aalto Acoustics Lab
is open to all SMC-17 goers. The 65 papers published in these proceedings were selected
out of 85 submissions by the program committee. We are honored to welcome keynote
speakers Dr. Toshifumi Kunimoto, a famous synthesizer designer from Yamaha
(Hamamatsu, Japan), Prof. Anssi Klapuri, the CTO of Yousician (Helsinki, Finland), a
company producing musical games, and Dr. Simon Waters (Belfast, UK), a reputable
composer of electroacoustic music.
The SMC conference series has been running without constant financial support from any
association for many years. We are always getting many participants, who sponsor this
conference series by paying the registration fee, which can be kept relatively low in
comparison to some other international conferences. With the help of external sponsors, it
is possible to not only offer access to all oral and poster presentations, keynote talks, and
demos, but also offer free lunches, coffee breaks, concerts, and a banquet to all SMC-17
participants. We would like to express our gratitude to our sponsors: Genelec, Native
Instruments, Applied Sciences – Basel, the Acoustical Society of Finland, and the Federation
of Finnish Learned Societies.
We welcome you all to Finland and to Aalto University, which you may remember as the
wave university. We hope that you will enjoy SMC-17!
Otaniemi, Espoo, June 19, 2017
Vesa Välimäki
SMC-17 Chair

Tapio Lokki
SMC-17 Papers Chair
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Special Issue, Call for Papers
Sound and music computing is a young and highly multidisciplinary research field. It
combines scientific, technological, and artistic methods to produce, model, and
understand audio and sonic arts with the help of computers. Sound and music
computing borrows methods, for example, from computer science, electrical
engineering, mathematics, musicology, and psychology.
In this Special Issue, we want to address recent advances in the following topics:
·
Analysis, synthesis, and modification of sound
·
Automatic composition, accompaniment, and improvisation
·
Computational musicology and mathematical music theory
·
Computer-based music analysis
·
Computer music languages and software
·
High-performance computing for audio
·
Interactive performance systems and new interfaces
·
Multi-modal perception and emotion
·
Music information retrieval
·
Music games and educational tools
·
Music performance analysis and rendering
·
Robotics and music
·
Room acoustics modeling and auralization
·
Social interaction in sound and music computing
·
Sonic interaction design
·
Sonification
·
Soundscapes and environmental arts
·
Spatial sound
·
Virtual reality applications and technologies for sound and music
Submissions are invited for both original research and review articles. Additionally,
invited papers based on excellent contributions to recent conferences in this field
will be included in this Special Issue; for example, from the 2017 Sound and Music
Computing Conference SMC-17. We hope that this collection of papers will serve as
an inspiration for those interested in sound and music computing.

Manuscript Submission Information
Manuscripts should be submitted online at www.mdpi.com by registering
and logging in to this website. Once you are registered, click here to go to the
submission form. Manuscripts can be submitted until the deadline. All papers will be
peer-reviewed. Accepted papers will be published continuously in the journal (as

xi

soon as accepted) and will be listed together on the special issue website. Research
articles, review articles as well as short communications are invited. For planned
papers, a title and short abstract (about 100 words) can be sent to the Editorial
Office for announcement on this website.
Submitted manuscripts should not have been published previously, nor be under
consideration for publication elsewhere (except conference proceedings papers). All
manuscripts are thoroughly refereed through a single-blind peer-review process. A
guide for authors and other relevant information for submission of manuscripts is
available on the Instructions for Authors page. Applied Sciences is an international
peer-reviewed open access monthly journal published by MDPI.
Please visit the Instructions for Authors page before submitting a manuscript.
The Article Processing Charge (APC) for publication in this open access journal is
1200 CHF (Swiss Francs). Submitted papers should be well formatted and use good
English. Authors may use MDPI's English editing service prior to publication or during
author revisions.

Guest Editors
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Tapio Lokki
Stefania Serafin
Meinard Müller
Vesa Välimäki
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Keynote 1:
Toshifumi Kunimoto (Yamaha, Japan)
History of Yamaha's electronic music synthesis

This keynote presentation will cover Yamaha's history as an electronic keyboard
instrument manufacturer. Yamaha entered the electronic organ business in 1959
with the release of the Electone D-1. In the beginning, Yamaha's organs were
designed using analog circuitry. Nowadays, Yamaha uses state-of-the-art digital
signal processing (DSP) technologies in their products. This knowledge of DSP
technologies for audio and musical applications can be applied not only to musical
instruments, but also to audio equipment. This presentation will discuss the issues
that arose during Yamaha's transition from analog to digital, as well as introduce
some of the latest products Yamaha has developed with their cutting-edge DSP
technologies.
About the speaker: Toshifumi Kunimoto was born in Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan in
1957. He received the B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees for his work on ARMA digital
filter design from the Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan
in 1980, 1982, and 2017, respectively. In 1982 Toshifumi Kunimoto joined Yamaha,
where he has designed large-scale integration (LSI) systems for numerous musical
instruments such as the Electone, Yamaha's trademark electronic organ line. He has
created numerous signal processing technologies used in Yamaha synthesizers and
pro-audio equipment. Among his designs are the famous Yamaha VL1 Virtual
Acoustic Synthesizer and the CP1 electronic piano. He has also contributed to
several Japanese specialized music and audio publications with articles describing
the behavior of analog audio equipment such as guitar stompboxes. Since 2008, he
has worked at Yamaha's Center for Research & Development in Hamamatsu, Japan.
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Keynote 2:
Simon Waters (Queen's University Belfast, UK)
Revisiting the ecosystemic approach

It is ten years since the publication of my "Performance Ecosystems: Ecological
approaches to musical interaction" in the EMS07 Proceedings, a paper in which I
attempted to think through the implications of regarding player, instrument and
environment as contiguous and interpenetrating in musical activity. As I
acknowledged at the time this drew on the work of my colleague John Bowers and
on that of my community of research students at the University of East Anglia. In
the intervening period the studios and research centre there have been closed
down, and the utility of thinking in such a manner has been tested by my moving to
the (historically) more "interaction design" focused context of the Sonic Arts
Research Centre in Belfast.
Speaking at SMC 2017 affords me the opportunity to reflect both on antecedents
to the ideas in the original paper, and on the implications of ecosystemic
thought beyond musical performance, in the related disciplines of design and
computing, and in human conduct more generally. As my musical concerns have
during the same period increasingly focused on improvisation, this also leads to a
consideration of time, timing and timescales in such conduct, and of the immense
resource represented by surviving acoustic musical instruments - which embody
histories and ideas which extend their capacity beyond mere instrumentality.
About the speaker: Dr. Simon Waters joined the staff of the Sonic Arts Research
Centre at Queen's University Belfast in September 2012, moving from his previous
role as Director of Studios at the University of East Anglia (1994 - 2012). He initially
established a reputation as an electroacoustic composer, with awards and
commissions and broadcasts in the UK and abroad, working with many
contemporary dance and physical theatre companies and visual artists including
Ballet Rambert, Adventures in Motion Pictures and the Royal Opera House Garden
Venture, and with pioneering multimedia theatre practitioners Moving Being.

From a focus on electroacoustic works for contemporary dance in the 1980s, his
work has shifted from studio-based acousmatic composition to a position which
reflects his sense that music is at least as concerned with human action as with
acoustic fact. His current research explores continuities between tactility and
hearing, and is particularly concerned with space as informed by and informing
human presence, rather than as a benign "parameter". He has supervised over fifty
research students in areas as diverse as improvising machines, inexpertise and
marginal competence in musical interaction, silence and silencedness, soundscape
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and acoustic ecology, real-time audio-visual composition and performance systems
design as well as in more explicitly "compositional" areas.
His publications are similarly diverse, recent examples exploring empathy and ethics
in improvised conduct, early nineteenth century woodwind instrument production in
London, the notion of the "local" in a ubiquitously digitized world, and hybrid
physical/virtual instrument design.
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Keynote 3:
Anssi Klapuri (Yousician, Finland)
Learnings from developing the recognition engine for a musical instrument learning
application

Yousician develops an educational platform that helps our users to learn to play a
musical instrument. In a typical setting, the user has a mobile device in front of her
and plays a real acoustic instrument to interact with the application running on the
device. The application listens to the user's performance via the device's built-in
microphone and gives real-time feedback about the performance, while also showing
written music on the screen and playing an accompanying backing track. In this talk,
I will discuss the learnings that we had while building the music recognition engine
for our application. There are several technical challenges in using a musical
instrument as a "game controller", particularly so in a cross-platform environment
with a very heterogeneous set of devices. The most obvious challenge is to
recognise the notes that the user is playing, as the quality and acoustic
characteristics of instruments vary widely. The noise conditions for the recognition
are often quite demanding: the accompanying music from the device speakers tends
to leak back to the microphone and correlates strongly with what the user is
supposed to play. At the same time, the application should be robust to background
noises such as someone talking in the background and potentially other students
playing a few meters away in a classroom setting. Timing and synchronisation sets
another challenge: giving feedback about performance timing requires
synchronisation accuracy down to roughly 10 ms, whereas the audio I/O latency
uncertainties are often an order of magnitude larger on an unknown device. I will
discuss some of our solutions to these challenges and our workflow for developing
and testing the recognition DSP. I will also discuss briefly the audio processing
architecture that we use and the reasons why we decided to build our own audio
engine (on top of JUCE) to be in full control of the audio capabilities. I will end with
a more personal note as a person who moved from the academia to a startup
roughly six years ago, reflecting on the most satisfying vs. frustrating moments and
the most interesting or surprising aspects during that time.
About the speaker: Anssi Klapuri received his Ph.D. degree from Tampere University
of Technology (TUT), Finland in 2004. He visited as a post-doc researcher at École
Centrale de Lille, France, and Cambridge University, UK, in 2005 and 2006,
respectively. He led the Audio Research Group at TUT until 2009 and then worked
as a Lecturer in the Centre for Digital Music at Queen Mary University of London in
2010–2011. Since 2011, he has worked as the CTO of Yousician, developing
educational applications for learning to play musical instruments. His research
interests include audio signal processing, auditory modeling, and machine learning.
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THE DESIGN OF A LIGHTWEIGHT DSP PROGRAMMING LIBRARY
Victor Lazzarini
Maynooth University,
Ireland
victor.lazzarini@nuim.ie

ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the processes involved in designing
and implementing an object-oriented library for audio signal processing in C++ (ISO/IEC C++14). The introduction
presents the background and motivation for the project,
which is related to providing a platform for the study and
research of algorithms, with an added benefit of having an
efficient and easy-to-deploy library of classes for application development. The design goals and directions are explored next, focusing on the principles of stateful representations of algorithms, abstraction/ encapsulation, code reuse and connectivity. The paper provides a general walkthrough the current classes and a detailed discussion of two
algorithm implementations. Completing the discussion, an
example program is presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1998, I introduced version 1.0 of the SndObj library [1],
which was at the time most likely one of the first generally available free and open-source general-purpose C++
class libraries for audio processing. It came out at around
the same time as another early C++ toolkit, STK [2], which
was mostly oriented to synthesis with physical models. The
SndObj library included not only signal processing classes
but also support for cross-platform realtime audio and MIDI,
as it aimed to encompass all the general-purpose audio use
cases [3]. The original code was completely based on prestandard C++, as it appeared around the same time the
C++98 was about to be published. It was heavily modelled
on Stroustrup’s prescriptions [4].
Over time, the library developed to include some of C++98
and later C++03 ideas, but its development suffered from
the twists and turns of the language as it began to be standardised. In hindsight, writing thousands of lines in hundreds of source-code files based on a moving target as was
C++ twenty years ago was an unwise and perilous task.
However, someone had to do it. In the following decade,
many C++ object-oriented library projects got developed,
as the terrain got firmed underneath them.
My own attention got diverted elsewhere and from about
2005, very little was done to the SndObj library apart from
adding wrappers to it and employing it as the basis for
Copyright: © 2017 Victor Lazzarini . This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which

Python projects. The code, however, proved to be a good
resource for teaching and I extracted many components
from it as free-standing functions that I would use in classroom, creating a small function library for my students [5].
This allows the algorithms to be studied and played with,
but it is not robust enough to be used more generally.
With the advent of C++11 [6], I have renewed my interest in the language and have realised that it is now in a
much more stable state, which would warrant some time
and resource investment. For those who work mostly in
C, like myself, it is still a system of elephantine proportions that lacks some of the finesse of small languages. It
has been described as having “the power, the elegance, and
the simplicity of a hand grenade” 1 . However, when used
in moderation, it can provide a number of benefits as an
extension of C.
This is the background to the development of AuLib [7].
The motivation is to provide a simple, lightweight platform
for the study, teaching, and research of digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms for audio, taking advantage of
the newer, more established, C++ standards. It also has the
added benefit of providing efficient and portable code that
can be easily packaged and deployed in general-purpose
applications. The fundamental aim is to provide wrappers
for algorithms, where the audio processing code can be
easily accessed, studied, and modified. This is wrapped
in a very thin interface layer that allows easy connectivity
of objects and a class hierarchy that emphasises common
components and code re-use. The library code attempts to
adhere strictly to C++14 [8] standards and best practices,
as it aims to provide an example of robust software design.
This paper is organised as follows. We will present the
library design and discuss the decisions taken in its development. A tour of the library and its current constituent
classes is shown next, exploring it from the perspective of
signal generation, processing, and input and output. Finally, two classes are singled out for a more detail discussion and a full program example is presented.
2. LIBRARY DESIGN
The library design borrows from a number of sources, which
have shown the best practice in the implementation of audio programming code. One of the guiding aspects was
to allow a good deal of flexibility in the construction of
classes, instead of mandating the presence of specific components via an abstract base class with a number of empty

permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.
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virtual methods. Instead, processing methods may or may
not exist in a derived class, depending on what they are
supposed to implement. They can be given any name,
although the established informal nomenclature is to call
them process().
The principal base class in the library is AudioBase.
This is subclassed to implement all different audio-handling
objects, from synthesis/processing to signal buffers, function tables, delay lines, and audio IO. The layout of Audio
Base is informed by a number of basic design decisions
that underpin the principles of AuLib.
2.1 Stateful vs. stateless representations
One of the basic motivations for AuLib was to place selfstanding algorithms, previously implemented as free functions, within a wrapping object allowing the safe-keeping
of internal states. Let’s explore this idea with a simple example of a sinusoidal oscillator, described by eq. 1.
 Z

s(t) = a(t) sin 2π f (t)
(1)
A C implementation of such function would have to take
account of the sample-by-sample phase values that are produced by the integration of the time-varying frequency f (t).
Typically, in a sane implementation, the current value of
the phase would be kept externally to the function, and
modified as a side-effect (listing 1).
Listing 1. C function implementing eq. 1
const double twopi = 8. * atan(1.);
double sineosc(double a, double f,
double *ph, double sr){
double s = a * sin(*ph);
*ph += twopi * f / sr;
return s;
}
While this is entirely appropriate to demonstrate and expose the oscillator algorithm for study, it is clearly not robust enough to be incorporated into a library. Quite rightly,
users would expect to be able to use such functions to implement multiple oscillators, in banks, or for amplitude
or frequency modulation. In this context, a programmer
could inadvertently supply a single phase address to a series of calls to such functions when implementing a bank
of oscillators and would clearly fail to get the intended result. While it could work when carefully employed, such
as stateless presentation of the algorithm is clearly incomplete.
While there are ways of describing a sine wave oscillator in a stateless or purely functional fashion, once we are
committed to define the computation in a stateful form, we
need to provide a means to keep an account of the current
state. Clearly, a self-contained oscillator will need to maintain the last computed value of the phase, as the algorithm
contains an integration. For this, we can wrap the whole
algorithm in a class that models its state and the means to
get an output sample. A minimal C++ class implementing
such oscillator is shown in listing 2.

Listing 2. C++ class implementing eq. 1
struct SineOsc {
double m_ph;
double m_sr;
SineOsc(double ph, double sr)
m_ph(ph), m_sr(sr) {};
double process(double a, double f){
double s = a * sin(m_ph);
m_ph += twopi* f / m_sr;
return s;
}
};
With an object-oriented implementation, the stateful description of the algorithm is complete and provides enough
robustness for use in a variety of contexts. Likewise, if we
look across the various types of DSP operations that a library would hope to implement, we will see all sorts of
state variables involved. This provides enough motivation
for the wrapping of such algorithms in C++ classes.
2.2 Abstraction and encapsulation
In fact, by clearly describing an algorithm as having a state
and a means of computing its output, we are abstracting
the DSP object as a specific data type. This encapsulates
all the kinds of operations we would expect to be able to
apply to such an object. What are the things we would
like any DSP algorithm to contain? It would be useful for
instance for it to hold its output so that we only need to
compute it once. Basic attributes such as the sampling rate
and the frame size (number of channels in an interleaved
signal) would also be essential.
For efficient implementation, the output should not be
limited to sample-by-sample computation (as in the minimal example of the oscillator in listing 2). Typically, we
would want a block of frames to be generated for each call
of a processing method, which may vary in size. A means
of registering whether the object is in an error state would
also be useful for program diagnostics. In this formulation,
a class that models a generic Audio DSP object would contain the following attributes (listing 3)
Listing 3. Attributes of the Audio DSP base class
class AudioBase {
protected:
uint32_t m_nchnls;// no of channels
uint32_t m_vframes;// vector size
std::vector<double> m_vector;
double m_sr;// sampling rate
uint32_t m_error;// error code
...
};
These are protected so that no unintended modification is
allowed. This class is for all practical purposes a wrapper
around an audio vector (of double floating-point samples).
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Methods for basic manipulation are also added: scale, offset, modulation, mixing, and sample access are provided
through overloaded operators. Setting and getting samples
off the vector are also provided (single channel samples,
full blocks, etc.), and to modify the vector size, as well as
methods to get the value of the object attributes.
2.3 Code re-use
Since we have embraced, for good reasons, the objectoriented approach, it is very useful to take advantage of
inheritance, as well as composition. For this reason, I have
designed the class hierarchy from the most general to the
most specific, although overall the tree is not very deep
(six levels at most). We will see two specific cases in more
detail in section 4, but as an example, the ResonZ class
shows how the re-use of code can be employed. In fig. 1,
we see that it is subclassed from a series of parents.

This shows an example of how each subclass represents
mostly small modification of its parent, with most of its
code re-used. Another benefit is that if a modification needs
to be made (e.g. a bug fix), it does not need to be reproduced at several places (which opens the door for introducing small errors at these different locations).
Code re-use through composition is also employed throughout the library. For example, the Delay class holds an
AudioBase object that implements its delay line, using
the inlined access methods provided in that class. The
Balance class, which implements envelope following and
signal amplitude balancing, is made up of two Rms objects that are used to measure the RMS amplitude of input
signals. Rms itself is a specialisation of a first-order lowpass filter class. In another example, the TableSet class,
which is an utility class for the band-limited oscillator class
BlOsc is made up of a vector of FourierTable objects
containing waveform tables.
2.4 Connectivity
Some special attention has been given to the ways in which
objects can be easily connected with each other and with
code from other libraries (both in C and C++). For this to
be achieved, there are two ways in which input and output
to objects can be achieved:
1. Through direct pointers to data: these are presented
in the form of const double* to allow signals
from other libraries and non-AuLib sources to be inserted as inputs to processes. These, in turn, also
return a const double* to the object vector so
that they can be sent to other destinations. This type
of connectivity is unsafe, from a C++ perspective, as
it requires the programmer to carefully set the vector boundaries, although it is common place within
a C-language context.
2. Object references: processing methods also allow
connections to and from const AudioBase &
variables, which provides more safety since vector
boundaries are checked before access. They are the
preferred way to pass signals from one library object
to another. For convenience, classes overload the
operator() as a shortcut for processing methods
using object references.

Figure 1. The ResonZ class and its parents.
At the top-level, Iir implements the basic second-order
infinite impulse response (IIR) filter engine in direct form
II (eq.2), with externally-defined coefficients.
w(t) = x(t) − b1 w(t − 1) − b2 w(t − 2)
y(t) = a1 w(t) + a1 w(t − 1) + a2 w(t − 2)

(2)

The LowP class holds a frequency parameter to calculate
Butterworth low-pass coefficients; BandP adds a bandwidth attribute and re-implements the calculation of coefficients for a Butterworth band-pass configuration; ResonR
re-implements the coefficient computation for a Resonator
with an extra zero at R; ResonZ just sets the a2 coefficient
to -1, otherwise using the coefficient update code from its
parent.

While there is no mandatory way in which this is enforced in derived classes, the informal convention is to provide two processing methods as part of the public interface:
one which deals with data pointers (producing and/or consuming arrays) and another that uses object references as
input and/or output, as shown in listing 4. These methods
delegate to a private virtual DSP method, which does the
actual processing for the object and can be overriden in a
derived class. This approach allows for good separation of
concerns between interface and implementation.
Listing 4. Processing methods and their connectivity
class Proc : public AudioBase {
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virtual const double *
dsp(const double *sig);
public:
const double *
process(const double *sig) {
return dsp(sig);
}
const Proc &
process(const AudioBase &obj) {
if(obj.vframes() == m_vframes &&
obj.nchnls() == m_nchnls) {
process(obj.vector());
} else m_error = AULIB_ERROR;
return *this;
}
const Proc &
operator()(const AudioBase &obj) {
return process(obj);
}
...
};
No blocking operations (and/or resource allocation) should
take place in a processing method. This is also the case
for all inline vector manipulation methods (operators, etc.)
provided by the base class, which are all real-time safe.
3. A TOUR OF THE LIBRARY
There are currently 61 classes in the library, of which 56 sit
in the main AudioBase tree. Fig.2 shows the AuLib::
AudioBase class hierarchy. These classes can be loosely
categorised as processing (signal generators and processors, ie. they implement process() methods), function
tables, holding mostly constant buffers, and input/output,
which allow some form of audio IO through read() or
write methods. In addition to these, the library also features note, instrument and score model classes.
3.1 Signal generators
Signal generators in AuLib include standard table-lookup
oscillators (discussed in more detail in section 4), sampledsound and band-limited waveform oscillators, phase generator, table readers, and envelope generators. The Sample
Player class takes a buffer/function table containing recorded samples and plays it back with pitch and amplitude
control either in a loop or as a single-shot performance.
It can handle multichannel sample tables producing multichannel output and uses linear interpolation for table lookup.
The library supports a number of function table classes,
derived from FuncTable, which hold waveforms, envelopes, or signal samples. These can be read by oscillators or by table lookup objects, whose indices can be derived from any signal. A phase generator connected to a
table reader implements an oscillator algorithm.
The BlOsc class implements band-limited waveform synthesis using wavetables stored in a TableSet object. This
will contain a set of band-limited tables that are selected
according to the desired fundamental frequency. Currently,
TableSet supports classic waveforms (such as Sawtooth,

Square and Triangle) constructed using FourierTable
objects. However the mechanism can be expanded to handle generalised band-limited waveforms.
The library contains single-segment linear and exponential signal generators, which can be triggered and reset.
Extending these, a generalised multi-segment plus release
envelope class Envel is provided. It uses a utility class,
Segments, that is used to set up a segment list that can
be shared among several envelopes (and also used for envelope tables). A pre-packaged four-segment envelope,
ADSR (attack-decay-sustain-released) is derived from it as
a convenient way to create simple envelopes. The release
segment in these classes is triggered by a specific method
(release()), which makes the envelope jump immediately to that stage.
3.2 Signal processors
The library contains a basic set of signal processing classes.
Seven types of second-order, plus two first-order (low- and
high-pass) filters are present, alongside root-mean-square
detection and signal balancing. The Delay class implements fixed or variable delays (depending on the choice
of overloaded processing functions), with or without feedback. It can implement comb filters, flangers, vibrato and
chorus effects. Derived from it, we have a high-order allpass filter and a general-purpose finite impulse response
filter (implementing direct convolution, which is discussed
in section 4). Delay objects can be tapped by Tap (truncating) or Tapi (interpolating) processors.
Some signal-processing utilities are present. A channel
extractor, Chn, takes an interleaved multi-channel input
and outputs a requested channel. A signal bus, SigBus,
can be used as a mixer, with scaling and offset. Completing these, there is an equal-power panning class, Pan, that
produces a stereo output from a mono input signal.
In addition to these time-domain processing classes, AuLib
provides support for streaming spectral processing using
the short-time Fourier transform and its derivative, the phase
vocoder. Free (stateless) functions for complex and real input discrete Fourier transform (using a radix-2 algorithm)
are implemented from first principles and are also available
for general use. A partitioned convolution class is also implemented using these functions.
3.3 Input and output
An asynchronous (non-blocking) input and output (IO) facility is provided as part of the library, through the SoundIn
and SoundOut classes. The interface is fairly agnostic as
far as its implementation is concerned. Currently, it provides a frontend to libsndfile 2 , for soundfile IO, portaudio 3 , for realtime device IO, and std::iostream for
standard text IO.
Users of the library do not actually depend on these two
IO classes. For instance, an application could place the
processing classes directly in an audio system callback (e.g.
through Jack 4 ), without the use of any AuLib IO object.
2

http://www.mega-nerd.com/libsndfile
http://www.portaudio.com
4 http://jackaudio.org
3
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Figure 2. AuLib class hierarchy.
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Equally, a processing graph based on library objects can
be incorporated in a variety of settings, such as embedded
hardware, mobile devices, etc..
In addition to Audio, a MidiIn class is also provided, dependent on the PortMidi library 5 . This is used to create
MIDI-based applications, using the Instrument class.
4. EXAMPLES
In this section, we will look in detail at two examples of
standard DSP algorithms and how they are implemented in
the library.
4.1 Table-lookup oscillator
The table look-up oscillator, whose pedigree can be traced
back to MUSIC III [9], is one of the cornerstones of digital synthesis systems. It is defined by the pair of equations
3 and 4, which characterise table lookup and phase increment, respectively, and represent a generalisation of eq.1
(N is the function size in samples and fs is the sampling
rate; a(t) and f (t) are the amplitude and frequency parameters).
s(t) = a(t)T(ω(t))

(3)

ω(t + 1) = f (t)N/fs

(4)

The function T() in eq.3 can be implemented in various
forms. The simplest of them employs a floor operation,
bω(t) mod Nc. This is called a truncating lookup and is
implemented in listing 5, for the base class Oscil. Other
forms can include interpolation schemes of various orders.
In AuLib, linear and cubic lookups are implemented in derived classes, Oscili and Oscilic (fig.3).

m_vector[i] =
m_amp * m_table[(uint32_t)m_phs];
mod();
}
}
Given that these share most components and only differ
in how the table is accessed, it makes sense to express this
commonality by inlining some operations. The functions
f (t) and a(t) are updated from inputs in am_fm(), where
they can vary on a sample-by-sample or vector-by-vector
basis.
In order to give full flexibility and efficiency in parameter handling, a set of overloaded process() methods
are provided, for fixed, varying, or modulating frequency
and/or amplitude parameters. The actual processing code
is delegated to dsp() virtual method (shown in listing 5
for the truncating case), which is then called by the process() interfaces defined in the base class.
4.2 Convolution
As a second implementation, we will have a look at direct
(delay line) convolution, defined in eq. 5 for an impulse
response N samples long. This effectively implements a
finite impulse response (FIR) filter, which gives the name
to the class containing the algorithm (Fir). Given that its
main structure is a delay line, we inherit all of its internal
components from Delay (fig.4).
y(t) =

void
AuLib::Oscil::dsp(){
for(uint32_t i = 0;
i < m_vframes; i++){
am_fm(i);
5

http://portmedia.sourceforge.net/portmidi

s(t − n)h(n)

(5)

n=0

All we need to do is override the dsp(const double*)
method. As in the previous example, and indeed across all
of the library, signal processing is delegated to this function by the interface.

Figure 4. The Fir class and its parents.

Figure 3. The Oscil class and its parents and children.

Listing 5. Truncating table-lookup oscillator.

N
−1
X

The implementation is shown in listing 6, which is very
compact. We can think of it as a fixed delay line tapped
at each sample, with scaling factors taken from an impulse
response (provided by a buffer/table object). Since the loop
goes accessing the samples from maximum to no delay, the
impulse response has to be read in reverse order.
Listing 6. Convolution implementation.
const double *
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38) as a means of adding the dry and wet effect signals at
the pan processing input.

AuLib::Fir::dsp(const double *sig){
double out = 0;
uint32_t N = m_ir.tframes();
for(uint32_t i = 0;
i < m_vframes; i++){
m_delay[m_pos] = sig[i];
m_pos = m_pos != N-1 ?
m_pos + 1 : 0;
for(uint32_t j = 0,rp = m_pos;
j < N; j++){
out +=
m_delay[rp] * m_ir[N-1-j];
rp = rp != N ? rp + 1 : 0;
}
m_vector[i] = out;
out = 0.;
}
return vector();
}

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper described the design of a simple, lightweight
audio DSP library in C++. The main motivation is to provide a platform to develop and collect algorithms for the
study, teaching and research in audio programming. The
library classes are effectively thin wrappers that envelope
succinct and efficient implementations of DSP operations.
The code has been designed to be robust enough for generalpurpose deployment in audio processing applications. Source code and multi-platform build scripts are provided at
https://github.com/vlazzarini/aulib
AuLib is free software, licensed by the Lesser GNU Public License.
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Listing 7. Echo example program.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<Chn.h>
<Delay.h>
<Pan.h>
<SigBus.h>
<SoundIn.h>
<SoundOut.h>
<iostream>
<vector>

using namespace AuLib;
using namespace std;
int main(int argc, const char **argv) {
if (argc > 2) {
SoundIn input(argv[1]); // audio input
std::vector<Chn> chn(input.nchnls()); // input channels
std::vector<Delay> echo(input.nchnls(),
Delay(0.5, 0.75, def_vframes, input.sr())); // delay lines
std::vector<Pan> pan(input.nchnls()); // stereo panning
SigBus mix(1. / input.nchnls(), 0., false, 2); // mixing bus
SoundOut output(argv[2], 2, def_vframes, input.sr()); // audio output
uint64_t end = input.dur() + 5*output.sr();
std::vector<uint32_t> channels(input.nchnls()); // list of channels
std::iota(channels.begin(), channels.end(), 0);
cout << Info::version();
while ((end -= def_vframes) > def_vframes) {
input();
for(uint32_t channel : channels) {
chn[channel](input, channel + 1);
echo[channel](chn[channel]);
pan[channel](echo[channel] += chn[channel],
(1 + channel) * input.nchnls() / 2.);
mix(pan[channel]);
}
output(mix);
mix.clear();
}
return 0;
} else
std::cout << "usage: " << argv[0] << " <source> <dest>\n";
return 1;
}
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose to extend the concept of the Internet of Things to the musical domain leading to a subfield coined as the Internet of Musical Things (IoMUT).
IoMUT refers to the network of computing devices embedded in physical objects (Musical Things) dedicated to
the production and/or reception of musical content. Musical Things, such as smart musical instruments or smart devices, are connected by an infrastructure that enables multidirectional communication, both locally and remotely.
The IoMUT digital ecosystem gathers interoperable devices and services that connect performers and audiences
to support performer-performer and audience-performers
interactions, not possible beforehand. The paper presents
the main concepts of IoMUT and discusses the related implications and challenges.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a substantial increase in smart devices and appliances in the home, office and other environments that connect wirelessly through local networks
and the Internet. This is the manifestation of the so-called
Internet of Things (IoT), an umbrella term encompassing
the augmentation of everyday physical objects using information and communication technologies. In the Internet of Things, Things refer to embedded systems that are
connected to the Internet, which are able to interact with
each other and cooperate with their neighbours to reach
common goals [1]. The core technology enabling the IoT
consists of wireless sensors networks (WSNs) [2]. These
are networks of tiny autonomous sensor and actuator nodes
that can be embedded in any physical object for control and
monitoring via wireless transmission. To date, however,
the application of IoT technologies in musical contexts has
received little attention compared to other domains such as
consumer electronics, healthcare, smart cities, and geospatial analysis [3].
In this position paper we propose to extend the concept
of IoT to the musical domain leading to a subfield that we
coin as the Internet of Musical Things 1 (IoMUT). Through
1

The term “Internet of Musical Things” (or “Internet of Music
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its technological infrastructure, the IoMUT enables an ecosystem of interoperable devices connecting performers and
audiences, to support novel performer-performer, audienceperformers and audience-audience interactions.
Section 2 examines works and technologies related to the
envisioned IoMUT. In Section 3, we argue for the prospect
of a holistic integration of these technologies to create the
envisioned IoMUT. Sections 4 and 5 discuss the implications and the current major challenges to establish the
IoMUT, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. RELATED WORK
In this section we review key related works on which our
IoMUT vision is founded.
2.1 IoT technologies
Wireless sensors networks (WSNs) design has been the
object of much research, both in academia and industry
(e.g., [5]). This has resulted in the definition of new communication protocols for WSNs, especially for low data
rate and low power consumption, such as IEEE [6], Zigbee 2 , ROLL 3 . Very recently, researchers are investigating
the integration of WSNs with future wireless cellular networks, the so called 5G networks. The state-of-the art of
the activity is the narrow-band IoT (NBIoT) [7].
Unfortunately, most of these protocols are not favourable
for the networking of musical instruments. While the most
cutting-edge networks (e.g., the fifth generation of cellular wireless networks) will deliver very high data rates,
they will also provide communication delays of the order
of 25ms [7]. The interconnection of musical instruments
poses stringent requirements in terms of end-to-end latency
to transmit and receive messages (which will have to be of
the order of milliseconds [8,9]), and the reliability or probability of successful message receptions (which will have
to be of the oder of 10−10 bit error probability). However, such requirements are not only for the application of
IoT to the networked music domain, but also for emerging
classes of services, such as telepresence, virtual reality, and
Things” ) [4] has previously been employed in the context of specific
semantic audio applications as part of the EPSRC FAST-IMPACt project
(www.semanticaudio.ac.uk), or as challenge to develop wearable
instruments in hack sessions. However, to the best of our knowledge,
what it entails has not been formalised in the wider context of audience/performer interactions, which is the aim of the initiative described
in this work.
2 www.zigbee.org
3 www.ietf.org/dyn/wg/charter/roll-charter.html
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mission-critical control. This is pushing the development
of the emerging paradigm of “Tactile Internet” [10] and
millimeter Waves (mmWaves) communications [11, 12].
Tactile Internet refers to an Internet network where the
communication delay between a transmitter and a receiver
would be so low that even information associated to human touch, vision, and audition could be transmitted back
and forth in real-time, making remote interaction experiences, virtual or human, effective, high-quality and realistic. This novel area focuses on the problem of designing
communication networks, both wireless and wired, capable to ensure ultra-low latency communications, with endto-end delays of the oder or few milliseconds. The technological vision of Tactile Internet is that the round-trip time
to send information from a source to a destination and back
experiences latencies below 5ms. An important aspect of
the Tactile Internet vision is the reliability and low latency
for wireless communications. One of the emerging technology for the wireless communication is mmWaves. Such
a technology uses wireless frequencies within the range of
10 to 300 GHz and offers data rates of giga bits per seconds
over short distances. These frequencies make possible the
design of small antennas that can be easily embedded in
musical instruments (as proposed in the Smart Instruments
concept [13]). Moreover, the high data rates will enable
the transmission of multimodal content in high resolution.
2.2 Digital ecosystems
Digital ecosystems are the result of recent developments
of digital network infrastructure inheriting from principles
of ecological systems [14]. They are collaborative environments where species/agents form a coalition to reach
specific goals. Value is created by making connections
through collective (“swarm”) intelligence and by promoting collaboration. The concepts underlying digital ecosystems match well the proposed goals of the Internet of Musical Things where multiple actors, smart devices and intelligent services interact to enrich musical experiences.
2.3 Networked music performance systems
Networked music performance (NMP) systems were proposed to enable collaborative music creation over a computer network and have been the object of scientific and
artistic investigations [9, 15–17]. A notable example is the
ReacTable [18], a tangible interface consisting of a table
capable of tracking objects that are moved on its surface
to control the sonic output. The ReacTable allows multiple
performers to simultaneously interact with objects either
placed on the same table or on several networked tables in
geographically remote locations.
Networked collaborative music creations can occur over
a Wide Area Network (WAN), or a Local Area Network
(LAN) and in particular over a wireless one (WLAN) [17],
and different methods have been proposed for each of these
configurations. In [9], the authors provide a comprehensive overview of hardware and software technologies enabling NMP, including low-latency codecs, frameworks,
protocols, as well as perceptually relevant aspects.

2.4 Participatory live music performance systems
Within interactive arts, participatory live music performance (PLMP) systems capitalising on information and communication technologies have emerged to actively engage
audiences in the music creation process [19]. These systems disrupt the traditional unidirectional chain of musical communication from performers to audience members
who are “passive” from the creative point of view (see e.g.,
[19–22]). Interaction techniques for technology-mediated
audience participation have been proposed exploiting a
wide range of media and sensors, from mobile devices [19–
21, 23, 24] to tangible interfaces [25] such as light sticks
[26] (see [19] for a review and classification framework).
Most PLMP systems require the audience to use a single type of device and application. Nevertheless, different
types of devices could be exploited simultaneously to enrich interaction possibilities. To date, audience creative
participation has mainly been based on manual controls or
gestures using smartphones (e.g., screen touch, tilt). Expressive modalities could be increased by tracking physiological parameters (e.g., electrodermal activity, heart rate)
[27] [28] at the individual and collective levels using devices specifically designed for this purpose, or by tracking
more complex audience behaviors and body gestures. Furthermore, means of interaction in current PLMP systems
typically rely on the auditory or visual modalities, while
the sense of touch has scarcely been explored to create
more engaging musical experiences.
2.5 Smart Instruments
Recently, a new class of musical instruments has been proposed, the Smart Instruments [13]. In addition to sensor
and actuator enhancements provided in the so-called augmented instruments [29, 30], Smart Instruments are characterised by embedded computational intelligence, a sound
processing and synthesis engine, bidirectional wireless connectivity, an embedded sound delivery system, and a system for feedback to the player. Smart Instruments bring
together separate strands of augmented instruments, networked music and Internet of Things technology, offering
direct point-to-point communication between each other
and other portable sensor-enabled devices, without need
for a central mediator such as a laptop. Interoperability
is a key feature of Smart Instruments, which are capable
of directly exchanging musically relevant information with
one another and communicating with a diverse network of
external devices, including wearable technology, mobile
phones, virtual reality headsets and large-scale concert hall
audio and lighting systems.
The company MIND Music Labs 4 has recently developed the Sensus Smart Guitar [13, 31] which, to the best
of our knowledge, is the first musical instrument to encompass all of the above features of a Smart Instrument.
Such an instrument is based on a conventional electroacoustic guitar that is augmented with IoT technologies. It
involves several sensors embedded in various parts of the
instrument, which allow for the tracking of a variety of
4
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gestures of the performer. These are used to modulate the
instrument’s sound thanks to an embedded platform for
digital audio effects. Acoustical sounds are produced by
the instrument itself by means of an actuation system that
transforms the instrument’s resonating wooden body into
a loudspeaker. Furthermore, the Sensus Smart Guitar is
equipped with bidirectional wireless connectivity, which
makes possible the transmission and reception of different
types of data from the instrument to a variety of smart devices and vice versa.
2.6 Smart wearables
The last decade has witnessed a substantial increase in the
prevalence of wearable sensor systems, including electronic
wristbands, watches and small sensor tokens clipped to a
belt or held in a pocket. Many of such devices (e.g., Fitbit 5 ) target the personal health and fitness sectors. They
typically include inertial measurement units (IMUs) for
capturing body movement and sensors for physiological
data (e.g., body temperature, galvanic skin response, heart
rate). Such devices, here referred to as smart wearables,
include wireless communication options to link to mobile
phones or computers. In some cases, a small display, speaker or tactile actuator may be included. A distinguishing
characteristic of wearable devices is their unobtrusiveness:
they are designed to be worn during everyday activity and
to passively collect data without regular intervention by the
user. Such features make these devices suitable to track
and collect body movements and physiological responses
of audience members during live concerts. However, to
date, this challenge has been scarcely addressed.
Moreover, to date, the use of the wearable devices exploiting the tactile channel in musical applications has been
rather limited. Noticeable exceptions are Rhytm’n’shoes, a
wearable shoe-based audio-tactile interface equipped with
bidirectional wireless transmission [32], and Mood Glove,
a glove designed to amplify the emotions expressed by music in film through haptic sensations [33].
2.7 Virtual reality, augmented reality, and 360◦ videos
The last two decades have seen an increase of both academic and industrial research in the fields of virtual reality
(VR) and augmented reality (AR) for musical applications.
Several virtual musical instruments have been developed
(for a recent review see [34]), while musical instruments
augmented with sensors, such as the Sensus Smart Guitar,
have been used to interactively control virtual reality scenarios displayed on head-mounted-displays (HMD) [31].
AR has been used to enhance performance stages for augmented concert experiences, as well as for participatory
performances applications. Mazzanti et al. proposed the
augmented stage [35] an interactive space for both performers and audience members, where AR techniques are
used to superimpose a performance stage with a virtual environment, populated with interactive elements. Spectators contribute to the visual and sonic outcome of the performance by manipulating virtual objects via their mobile

phones. Berthaut et al. proposed Reflets, a mixed-reality
environment that allows one to display virtual content on
stage, such as 3D virtual musical interfaces or visual augmentations of instruments and performers [36]. Poupyrev
et al. proposed the augmented groove, a musical interface for collaborative jamming where AR, 3D interfaces,
as well as physical, tangible interaction are used for conducting multimedia musical performance [37].
Immersive virtual environments have been proposed as a
means to provide new forms of musical interactions. For
instance, Berthaut et al. proposed the 3D reactive widgets, graphical elements that enable efficient and simultaneous control and visualisation of musical processes, along
with Piivert, an input device developed to manipulate such
widgets, and several techniques for 3D musical interaction [38, 39].
The growing availability of 360◦ videos has recently
opened new opportunities for the entertainment industry,
so that musical content that can be delivered through VR
devices offering experiences unprecedented in terms of immersion and presence. Recent examples include Orchestra VR, a 360◦ 3D performance featuring the opening of
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony performed by the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, accessible via an app for various VR headsets 6 , Paul McCartney’s 360 cinematic concert experience app allowing the experience of recorded
concerts with 360◦ video and 3D audio using Google’s
Cardboard HMD, Los Angeles Radio Station KCRW, which
launched a VR App for “intimate and immersive musical
performances” 7 and FOVE’s Eye Play The Piano project,
which allows disabled children to play a real acoustic piano
using eye tracking technologies embedded in HMDs 8 .
3. THE INTERNET OF MUSICAL THINGS
The proposed Internet of Musical Things (IoMUT) relates
to the network of physical objects (Musical Things) dedicated to the production, interaction with or experience of
musical content. Musical Things embed electronics, sensors, data forwarding and processing software, and network connectivity enabling the collection and exchange
of data for musical purpose. A Musical Thing can take
the form of a Smart Instrument, a Smart Wearable, or any
other smart device utilised to control, generate, or track responses to music content. For instance, a Smart Wearable
can track simple movements, complex gestures, as well as
physiological parameters, but can also provide feedback
leveraging the senses of audition, touch, and vision.
The IoMUT arises from (but is not limited to) the holistic integration of the current and future technologies mentioned in Section 2. The IoMUT is based on a technological infrastructure that supports multidirectional wireless
communication between Musical Things, both locally and
remotely. Within the IoMUT, different types of devices
for performers and audience are exploited simultaneously
to enrich interaction possibilities. This multiplies affordances and ways to track performers’ and audience mem6
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bers’ creative controls or responses. The technological infrastructure of the IoMUT consists of hardware and software (such as sensors, actuators, devices, networks, protocols, APIs, platforms, clouds, services), but differently
from the IoT, these are specific to the musical case. In
particular, for the most typical case of real-time applications, the infrastructure ensures communications with low
latency, high reliability, high quality, and synchronization
between connected devices.
Such an infrastructure enables an ecosystem of interoperable devices connecting performers with each other, as
well as with audiences. Figure 1 shows a conceptual diagram of the different components that are interconnected
in our vision of the IoMUT ecosystem. As it can be seen
in the diagram, the interactions between the human actors
(performers and audience members) are mediated by Musical Things. Such interactions can be both co-located (see
blue arrows), when the human actors are in the same physical space (e.g., concert hall, public space), or remote, when
they take place in different physical spaces that are connected by a network (see black arrows).
Regarding co-located interactions, these can be based on
point to point communications between a Musical Thing
in possession of the performer and a Musical Thing in possession of a audience member (see the blue dashed arrows),
but also between one or more Musical Things of the performers towards one or more Musical Things for the audience
as a whole, and vice versa (see the blue solid line arrow).
An example of the latter case could be that of one or more
Smart Instruments affecting the lighting system of a concert all. Regarding remote interactions, these can occur not
only between audience members/performers present at the
concert venue and remote audience members/performers
(see the solid black arrows), but also between remote audience members/performers (see the black dashed arrows).
The communication between Musical Things is achieved
through APIs (application programming interfaces, indicated in Figure 1 with the small red rectangles), which
we propose could be based on a unified API specification (the IoMUT API specification). The interactions mentioned above, based on the exchange of multimodal creative content, are made possible thanks to Services (indicated with the green areas). For instance, these can be
services for creative content analysis (such as multi-sensor
data fusion [40], music information retrieval [41]), services
for creative content mapping (between analysis and devices), or services for creative content synchronization (between devices). In particular, the implementation of novel
forms of interactions that leverage different sensory modalities makes the definition of Multimodal Mapping Strategies necessary. These strategies consist of the process of
transforming, in real-time, the sensed data into control data
for perceptual feedback (haptic, auditory, visual).
4. IMPLICATIONS
Thanks to the IoMUT it is possible to reimagine the live
music performance art and music teaching by providing a
technological ecosystem that multiplies possibilities of interaction between audiences, performers, students, teach-

ers, as well as their instruments and machines. This has
the potential to revolutionise the way to experience, compose, and learn music, as well as even record it by adding
other modalities to audio. In particular, IoMUT has the potential to make NMP and PLMP more engaging and more
expressive, because it uses a radically novel approach to
address the fundamental obstacles of state-of-the-art methods, which hinder efficient, meaningful and expressive interactions between performers and between performers and
audiences.
The IoMUT ecosystem can support new performers-performers and audience-performers interactions, not possible
beforehand. Examples of use cases include novel forms
of: jamming (e.g., using apps running on smartphones to
control the sound engine of a smart instrument); enhanced
concert experiences (e.g., audience members in possession
of haptic feedback smart wearables “feel” the vibrato of
a smart violin or the rhythm of a smart drum; the emotional response of audience is used to control the timbre
of Smart Instruments or the behavior of stage equipment
such as projections, smoke machines, lights); remote rehearsals (point-to-point audio streaming between Smart Instruments).
To date, no human computer interaction system for musical applications enables the many interaction pathways
and mapping strategies we envision in the IoMUT: oneto-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, many-to-many, in both
co-located and remote situations. In contrast to traditional
acoustic instruments, the IoMUT framework allows to establish “composed electronic instruments” where the control interface and the process of sound production is decoupled [42]. New situations of “performative agency” [42]
can be envisioned by letting audience members and the
intelligence derived within the IoMUT digital ecosystem
influence the outcome of specific musical performances.
By applying the IoT to music we envision to go from the
traditional musical chain (i.e., composers writing musical
content for performers, who deliver it to a unique and “creatively passive” audience) to a musical mesh where possibilities of interactions are countless. We envision both
common (co-located participatory music performance in
a concert hall) and extreme scenarios (massive open online music performance gathering thousands or hundreds
of thousands of participants in a virtual environment).
Combining such IoMUT musical mesh model with
VR/AR applications it is possible to enable new forms of
music learning, co-creation, and immersive and augmented
concert experiences. For instance, a violin player could see
through AR head-mounted-displays semantic and visual
information about what another performer is playing, or be
able to follow the score without having to look at a music
stand. An audience member could virtually experience to
walk on stage or feel in the “skin” of a performer. A whole
audience could affect the lighting effects on stage based on
physiological responses sensed with wireless smart wristbands. Such smart wristbands could also be used to understand audiences’ affective responses. An audience could
engage in the music creation process at specific times in a
performance as prepared in a composer’s score. A concert-
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the IoMUT ecosystem.
goer could have access to “augmented programme notes”
guiding and preparing them prior to the concert experience by learning more about historical and compositional
aspects and listening to different renderings interactively,
and letting them see the evolution in the score as the music
is being played or additional information about the soloist
during the concert.
In a different vein, the IoMUT has the potential to generate new business models that could exploit the information
collected by Musical Things in many ways. For instance,
such information could be used to understand customer behaviour, to deliver specific services, to improve products
and concert experiences, and to identify and intercept the
so-called “business moments” (defined by Gartner Inc. 9 ).
5. CURRENT CHALLENGES
The envisioned IoMUT poses both technological and artistic or pedagogical challenges. Regarding the technological
challenges, it is necessary that the connectivity features of
the envisioned Musical Things go far beyond the state-ofthe-art technologies available today for the music domain.
9

www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2602820

Between a sensor that acquires a measurement of a specific
auditory, physiological, or gestural phenomenon, and the
receiver that reacts to that reading over a network, there is
a chain of networking and information processing components, which must be appropriately addressed in order to
enable acceptable musical interactions over the network.
Nevertheless, current NMP systems suffer from transmission issues of latency, jitter, synchronization, and audio
quality: these hinder real-time interactions that are essential to collaborative music creation [9]. It is also important
to notice that for optimal NMP experiences, several aspects
of musical interactions must be taken into account beside
the efficient transmission of audio content. Indeed, during
co-located musical interactions musicians rely on several
modalities in addition to the sounds generated by their instruments, which include for instance the visual feedback
from gestures of other performers, related tactile sensations, or the sound reverberation of the space [43]. However, providing realistic performance conditions over a network represents a significant engineering challenge due to
the extremely strict requirements in terms of network latency and multimodal content quality, which are needed to
achieve a high-quality interaction experience [44].
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The most important specific technological challenges of
IoMUT against the more general ones from the IoT are the
requirements of very short latency, high reliability, high
audio/multimodal content quality, and synchronization to
be ensured for musical communication. This implies the
creation of a technological infrastructure that is capable of
transmitting multimodal content, and in particular audio,
from one musician to another/others not only in hi-fi quality, but also with a negligible amount of latency, which enable performers to play in synchronous ways. Current IoT
scientific methods and technologies do not satisfy these
tight constraints needed for the real-time transmission of
audio/multimodal content both at short and at large distances [9, 17]. The envisioned Tactile Internet [10] is expected to solve at least in part such issues.
The establishing of the Tactile Internet vision will require, however, the redesign of networking protocols, from
the physical layer to the transport layer. For example, at the
physical layer, messages will have to be inevitably short
to ensure the desired low latencies, and this will pose restrictions to the data rates. At the routing layer, the protocols will have to be optimized for low delays rather than
for high throughput of information. Possible avenues for
future research include: the identification of all the components of a high-performance network infrastructure that
is physically capable to deliver low-latency across the radio as well as in the core network segments; the proposition of new distributed routing decision methods capable to minimize the delay by design; the investigation of
new dynamic control and management techniques based
on optimization theory capable to configure and allocate
the proper data plane resources across different domains to
build low-latency end-to-end services.
The IoMUT digital ecosystems can benefit from ongoing
work in the semantic web. Metadata related to multimodal
creative content can be represented using vocabulary defined in ontologies with associated properties. Such ontologies enable the retrieval of linked data within the ecosystem driven by the the needs of specific creative music
services (e.g., a service providing vibrato of notes played
by a guitar player to enact events in the Musical Thing of
an audience member). Alignment and mapping/translation
techniques can be developed to enable “semantic information integration” [14] within the IoMUT ecosystem.
An important aspect of the IoMUT regards the interconnection of different types of devices. Such devices target
performers or audiences (both co-located and remote), and
are used to generate, track, and/or interpret multimodal
musical content. This poses several other technological
challenges. These include the need for ad-hoc protocols
and interchange formats for musically relevant information
that have to be common to the different Musical Things,
as well as the definition of common APIs specifically designed for IoMUT applications.
Wearable systems present many opportunities for novel
forms of musical interaction, especially involving multiple sensory modalities. Related design challenges concern
the optimization for musical qualities of the sensor and actuators capabilities of these devices (e.g., temporal preci-

sion, low latency, synchronicity of audio, visual, and tactile modalities). Another related challenge is how to effectively use multiple sensory modalities in PLMP systems.
In particular the haptic one leveraged by Smart Wearables
could have a high impact potential on the musical experience of audience.
A major challenge to the approach of Multimodal Mapping Strategies, consists of how to determine mappings
flexible enough to allow for musical participation expressive and meaningful to both experts and novices. These
mappings could be based on features extracted in real-time
from sensors data and musical audio analysis. Multi-sensor
data fusion techniques [40] could be exploited for this purpose, which explicitly account for the diversity in acquired
data, (e.g., in relation to sampling rates, dimensionality,
range, and origin).
Moreover, the IoMUT demands new analytic approaches:
new analytic tools and algorithms are needed to process
large amounts of music-related data in order to retrieve information useful to understand and exploit user behaviours.
Regarding the non-technological challenges posed by the
IoMUT, from the artistic perspective, previous attempts
to integrate audiences into performances have not completely released the barriers inhibiting musical interactivity
between performers and audiences. For a performance to
be truly interactive, each member of the audience should
be as individually empowered as the performers on stage.
To achieve this, it is necessary to reimagine musical performances and invent new compositional paradigms that
can catalyse, encompass and incorporate multiple and diverse contributions into a coherent and engaging whole.
This poses several challenges: how can we compose music
that gives individual freedom to several (potentially hundreds or thousands) of performers so that they feel empowered without compromising the quality of the performance? How do we manage all of these inputs from individuals who have different backgrounds, sensibilities and
skills and leverage them so that the result is satisfying for
all of them and in which each person can still recognize
his or her own individual contributions? How do musicians compose and rehearse for a concert where they do
not fully control the end result? In short, how do we use
technology to integrate each individual expression into an
evolving whole that binds people together?
A framework such as the IoMUT and what it entails for
artistic and pedagogical agendas will require to be assessed.
This could pave the way for novel research on audience reception, interactive arts, education and aesthetics. Such
research would for instance help to reflect on the roles of
constraints, agency and identities in the participatory arts.
Finally, issues related to security and privacy of information should also be addressed, especially if such system
was to be deployed for the masses.
6. CONCLUSIONS
IoMUT relates to wireless networks of Musical Things that
allow for interconnection of and interaction between performers, audiences, and their smart devices. Using IoMUT
we proposed a model transforming the traditional linear
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composer-performer-audience musical chain into a musical mesh interconnecting co-located and/or remote performers and audiences. Many opportunities are enabled by
such a model that multiplies possibilities of interaction and
communication between audiences, performers, their instruments and machines. On the other hand, the IoMUT
poses both technological and non-technological challenges
that we expect will be faced in upcoming years by both
academic and industrial research.
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, a large variety of technical configurations are used
in live performance contexts. In most of them, computers and other devices act usually as powerful yet subordinated agencies, typically piloted by performers: with few
notable exceptions, large-scale gestures and structural developments are left either to the performer’s actions or to
well-planned automations and/or composing algorithms.
At the same time, the performance environment is either ignored or ’tuned out’, ideally kept neutral with regard to the
actual sound events and the overall performance process.
This paper describes a different approach. The authors
investigate the complex dynamics arising in live performance when multiple autonomous sound systems are coupled through the acoustic environment. In order to allow
for more autonomous and adaptive – or better: ecosystemic – behaviour on the part of the machines, the authors suggest that the notion of interaction should be replaced with that of a permanent and continuing structural
coupling between machine(s), performer(s) and environment(s). More particularly, the paper deals with a specific configuration of two (or more) separate computerbased audio systems co-evolving in their autonomic processes based on permanent mutual exchanges through and
with the local environment, i.e., in the medium of sound
only. An attempt is made at defining a self-regulating, situated, and hybrid dynamical system having its own agency
and manifesting its potential behaviour in the performance
process. Human agents (performers) can eventually intrude and explore affordances and constraints specific to
the performance ecosystem, possibly biasing or altering
its emergent behaviours. In so doing, what human agents
actually achieve is to specify their role and function in the
context of a larger, distributed kind of agency created by
the whole set of highly interdependent components active
in sound. That may suggest new solutions in the area of improvised or structured performance and in the sound arts
in general.
Overall, the approach taken here allows for an empirical
investigation of the mobile and porous boundaries between
the kind of environmental agency connoting densely connected networks, on one hand, and the freedom (however
restricted) in independent and intentional behaviour on the
part of human agents intruding the ecosystem, on the other.
Copyright: c 2016 Dario Sanfilippo et al. This is an open-access article
distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

The research documented here stems from the collaboration between two sound artists implementing and exploring complex dynamical systems in the context of live performance [1, 2, 3]. Born out of hands-on experimentation
in the authors’ private workspace, the collaboration started
in 2014 and developed through different stages until 2016,
when was given the project title Machine Milieu.
In usual ”performance ecosystems” [4], computers and
other devices act as powerful yet subordinated agencies,
typically piloted by practitioners, such that large-scale gestures and structural developments arise from either performer’s actions or well-planned automations and/or composing algorithms. To a large extent, the environment is
either ignored or ’tuned out’, perceived as ideally neutral
with regard to the actual sound events and musical gestures. Our research aims instead at establishing a structural, multi-directional connection between the three main
agential nodes in such a performance ecosystem performer(s),
machine(s) and environment(s) as something entirely mediated by the sounding environment itself. The basic idea
is to let every agency develop and sonically manifest itself
as a function of all of the other agencies involved. Essential is an effort aiming at having the machines (computers)
somehow make sense of what happens sound-wise in the
local, shared environment, and act accordingly.
One may say, with an altogether different terminology,
that the goal here is to create and situate a performative
agency providing the conditions for the emergence [5] of
a self through the perturbation and the exploration of the
surrounding sound environment, the latter representing a
complex structured ensemble standing for non-selves i.e.,
standing for other selves [6]: a coherent system develops a
sense of its self as each of its components affects all of the
others, while the environment to which it is structurally
coupled is actively and inevitably influencing the whole
process, i.e., the behaviour of the single components as
well as their interactions [7]. In essence, this is a recursive process consistent with Gregory Bateson’s definition
of information as something built and processed by a (cognitive) system coupled to an environment [8]. The performative agency we aim to design and explore is a ’minimally cognitive’ system [9, 10] that construes information
about its surrounding in order to establish a positive, indeed constructive relationship with the forces present and
active in the surroundings. (To what extent that may be
pursued through ’feature-extraction’ methods and ’sound
descriptors’ is, in our view, a central issue of theoretical
as well as technical relevance, yet we will have to leave
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it for a more specific discussion, in another paper). In a
batesonian perspective, a bit of information is notoriously
defined as a ”difference which makes a difference”: a differential quantum that travels and spreads across a circuit
and undergoes an overall process or recursive interactions
and transformations. As an ensemble, the recursive process has no single site of agency, no specific site or centre
of global and unilateral control over the ensemble or any
of the single parts. However, while the interacting ’parts’
let emerge a ’whole’ a system that cannot be reduced to
the single separate parts the emergent whole in turn may
eventually bias or bend the individual parts in their further doing (downward causation) [11] and thus reinforce
the ensemble in its consistent and distinct dynamical behaviour.
We call music the traces of such a process in sound.
It should now be clear why we are not referring to our collaboration simply as a duo (two human agents, each ’playing’ its own device, overlapping its own sound output to
that of the partner): it would be more appropriate to think
of the overall performance ecosystem explored here as an
integrated, hybrid organism, an ’assemblage’ made of humans, machines and environment(s) as well as of a rich set
of mediations and negotiations allowing for their interdependency. The structure of this assemblage is essentially
that of a complex dynamical system [11, 12]. We believe
that the realisation of a distributed and parallel interaction
like the one described here, based on a tight sound relationship to the actual performance site, results in a peculiar
performative approach and opens to innovative aesthetic
developments in the practice of live sound art.
2. THE IMPORTANCE OF AUTONOMY AND
FEEDBACK IN MUSIC SYSTEMS
The condition of mutual influence is fundamental and implicit in any notion of interaction. In our view, however, in
order to achieve such a condition both humans and machines should be capable of autonomous dynamical behaviours so that they can act (sound-wise) in the environment while also adapting to the (sounding) actions of other
forces and systems. In that sense, automated not to be
confused with autonomous systems are not at all adequate:
in designs based on pre-determined or stochastic scheduling of sonic events, for example exploiting pseudo-random
number generators and other abstract formal rules, musical
articulations are operated in a domain that is both independent of, and fundamentally (in)different to, the domain
where musical action takes place namely, sound. Across
the many levels of the performance ecosystem, we avoid
relinquishing action to any such ’independent’ agency, and
try to lean as much as possible on sites of agency situated
in the experiential milieu of sound, namely as constantly
mediated by the surrounding environment. On a general
level, defining autonomy in music systems is a rather difficult task [13]. In a bio-cybernetic view [7, 14] autonomous
agency in a domain requires a structural openness, a constant exposure to an ’external’ space. Different from automation, a fruitful notion of autonomy includes an operational openness to heterogeneous forces and actors in the
environment: the system’s necessary closure (defining its
identity, its self) consists in a loop onto itself through the

environment, which provides a pool of possible sources of
information, and the space where other agencies are themselves active in their autonomic process.
Leaning on independent sources of information and agency
leads to a lack of contextuality and coherence between sonic
contents and musical developments. An approach based on
autonomous dynamical systems can reveal crucial and perhaps necessary in order to avoid a certain lack of organicity
and shape up a performative situation more consistent with
the metaphor of a live (living) practice and a live (lived)
experience of sound and music.
The implementation of multiple feedback delay networks
is a very central factor in our practice, for the peculiar
dynamical characteristics they exhibit seem well suited to
human-machine interactions in the context of music performance [15]. In the particular case of Machine Milieu,
we have a distributed and structural interaction between
all of the variables and domains involved in the electroacoustic chain (as one can see by following the oriented
arrows in Figure 1): from microphones and loudspeakers
to the digital processes, as well as to the performers and the
environment itself. The recursive interactions born in the
feedback loops allow the overall process to develop from
the micro-time scale properties (signal contours and related
timbral percepts) to the formal unfolding and behavioural
transitions in the systems. Because of the nonlinearities included at various levels (due to the particular audio transformations, as well as to the circuitry of the analog transducers involved), any slight perturbation recirculates in the
process in a way that can potentially have significant short
and long-term effects for all of the variables and domains,
resulting in a very delicate and non-trivial coexistence and
binding of all components in the live environment. When
detected ”differences” in the medium are truly informative (to use batesonian terminology, when information is
indeed construed in the coupling of two systems), a larger
process is started in the context of which sound is revealed
capable of shaping itself in an organic and expressive way:
thus, the agency of the overall system allows for not only
the emergence of specific timbral or gestural shales, but
also of larger-scale articulations (musical form).
Indeed, besides being central to any approach of physical
modelling of sound [16, 17, 18], in a larger cybernetic perspective, feedback mechanisms [19] are reputed the key for
the modelling of artificial forms of intelligent behaviour,
perhaps aimed less at the simulation of something already
existing, and more at the manifestation of emergent entities
with their own personality (or, in our case, musicality). Information and computation, as referred to any entity having cognitive functions, were historically defined by Heinz
von Foerster as recursive processes [20] in a system having sufficient complexity in dealing with the environment
and the minimal requisite variance (as defined by W. R.
Ashby [21]) in order to be stable and support its self.
3. OVERVIEW DESCRIPTION OF MACHINE
MILIEU
3.1 Setup
The main components and relationships in the Machine
Milieu project are schematised in Figure 1. The overall
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Complex System A
Performer
A
CSP

Loudspeakers

CSP

ASP

Environment

Microphones

ASP
Performer
D

Complex System D

Figure 1. Overall configuration of the Machine Milieu project. Oriented arrows represent the signal flow across the network. By ”environment” we
mean here the performance room, with its specific acoustics, i.e., the spatial niche which actually shapes the sound produced by the loudspeakers (as well
as by the performers and the audience). The ”complex audio systems” are sound-generating systems consisting of time-variant networks of nonlinear
processing units, interrelated through positive and negative feedback loops. Each complex system includes audio signal processing (ASP) units as well
as control signal processing (CSP) units: the first include DSP algorithms meant to process sound signals; the second include DSP algorithms meant to
analyse incoming signals and turn that signal descriptor data into control signals useful to drive the states variables of the ASP. These two subsystems are
mutually influencing each other. By dropping the two ”performers”, we can still rely on an autonomous, unsupervised dynamical system.

setup includes two performers (called A and D); two soundgenerating systems (real-time computer-operated signal processing algorithms) both including audio signal processing
(ASP) as well as control signal processing (CSP) units; a
set of microphones; a set of loudspeakers; and of course a
performance space (Environment).
The interrelatedness among the involved components can
be clarified as follows. Each of the two performers’ actions is a function of the sonic context as perceived in the
environment. The state of each of the two audio systems
is dependent on the sonic context (captured through microphones and internally analysed) as well as on the performers’ direct access to the internal values of both the audio
and the control signal processing algorithms included. Finally, by making audible the computer processing output at
specific positions in the local environment, the loudspeakers act as the very means that elicit the performance space’s
acoustical response, thus affecting both the performers and
the computer processes.
In this general setup, performers may eventually be dropped
out. In that case, we have an entirely autonomous and unsupervised ecosystem consisting in the coupling of computational devices, a number of transducers and the room

acoustics.
3.2 Technical aspects
The complex audio systems implemented are time-variant
feedback delay networks through which a number of nonlinear components are interrelated. Both positive and negative feedback mechanisms are established in order to maximise counterbalancing structures in the network and achieve
higher degrees of variety in the resulting behaviours. The
two audio systems could be divided into at least two subsystems, although they should always be considered as a
single unit given their structural synergy. All signal processing is done through Pure Data Vanilla 1 and Kyma/Pacarana 2 ,
and use exclusively time-domain processing methods, with
the microphone signals as inputs. (Frequency-domain methods are set aside mainly for reasons of economy in computational load.)
The ASP units include:
– asynchronous granulation
1
2
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–
–
–
–
–

various (re)sampling methods
waveshaping (nonlinear distortion)
feedback and cascaded FM
PWM pulse-width modulation
simple high-pass and low-pass filtering, as well as
all-pass and comb filtering
– delay networks (FDN, feedback delay networks)
We dispense ourselves with the details: the listed audio
signal processing methods, and the related control variables, will be certainly well-known to the reader. However,
it should be noted that, while normally working in the subaudio frequency range, control variables (CSP outputs) are
actually worked out here as audio signals in our implementation. Therefore, while maintaining their control function,
here they are occasionally mapped in the audible range and
accordingly used as modulation signals (i.e., with audible
spectral changes). It might also be worth noting that FDN
configurations may act in several different ways: here, they
are often used to dispatch signals across the set of audio
processing methods, sometimes creating recursive paths,
and thus contributing to articulate layers of sonic transformations through larger time frames; yet in certain circumstances they will also act in a more typical way, i.e., as reverb units (in which case included variables are those you
would expect from a reverberator unit).
The CSP units involve either simple mappings or more
elaborate transformations of data created by the real-time
analysis and evaluation of a limited range of sonorous aspects in the audio signal. There is today a very large body
of work on ’feature-extraction’ and ’descriptors’ (see related topics and broader questions in [22, 23, 24]) which
represents for us a relevant shared common knowledge.
However, in our project we do not rely on any library of descriptors or other existing resources of the kind. Rather, we
prefer implementing ourselves simple but efficient methods matching specific requirements, that of implying very
limited computational load (all processes must be highly
efficient under real-time computation constraints) and that
of coming up with a small but varied set of hypothesis on
broad but auditorily important aspects of the sound in the
performance space.
In our work, the main sonic features subject to tracking
algorithms include:
–
–
–
–
–

loudness
density
brightness
noisiness
roughness

ysis of transients. In contrast with those, density is probably a rather unusual kind of descriptor, and is understood
here in terms of RMS values calculated over multiple extended signal segments (in the order of few to several seconds), eventually correlated with peak envelope tracking
(attack transients).
In actuality, as anticipated above, the analysis data are
for us a source out of which, with a little signal processing, we can shape up multiple control signals. Indeed,
the observed sonic characteristics are then combined or
used individually and eventually mapped (linearly or nonlinearly) over value ranges compatible with those of control variables in the ASP algorithms. But they are, too,
more extensively processed (via simple filters, delay units,
etc.) to create a variety of viable control signals. We acknowledge a creative role in the shaping of several control signals out of one or anyway few sound sources: in
this perspective indeed a broader conceptual shift is taking
place from ”interactive composing” to ”composing the interactions” [1]. We also explore the idea of higher-order
analytical data created by statistics and measurements of
(lower-level) extracted information. Control signals based
on higher-order data are especially useful to affect longerterm developments in the variable space, thus achieving a
sense of global orientation across prolonged sound textures
and global musical shapes.
Once applied to audio processing variables, control signals will affect either subtle or overt changes in the sound,
and thus – because sound is the very source of control
signals – they will loop back onto themselves, indirectly
affecting their own subsequent unfolding. This is feedback in the low-frequency domain (second or higher-order
emergent patterns heard as longer-term patterns or events).
The specific final mapping is what will determine whether
the relationship between variables and control signals makes
for a positive or negative feedback loop.
It is important to notice that, as ’heard’ by any of the
individual ecosystem components, the sonic environment
comprises ’one’s own’ sound (the particular component’s)
as well as the sound output of other sources in the environment (including the environment itself, if not acoustically
dry or idle). Accordingly, of special interest is the generation of control signals based on feature-extraction methods
somehow able to distinguish and track down, from within
the total sound, those events or properties coming from
one’s own contribution in the total system and those coming from others.
3.3 Modes of performance

Loudness estimations are obtained as RMS values calculated over subsequent windowed segments of the incoming signal (as an alternative, we sometimes integrate amplitude values over the signal chunks). Windowed segments can be of different sizes, and the size can also change
during the performance as a function of some other control signal. Brightness and noisiness are calculated via
original CPU-efficient algorithms operating in the time domain (zero-crossing rate, differentiation, spectral median)
and/or via averaged responses of large-width band-pass filters. Roughness estimation uses peak envelope for the anal-

The complete resultant infrastructure can be seen as a densely
interconnected network. Densely connected network systems have been fruitfully investigated in the context of algorithmically based live performance practices e.g., The
Hub [25, 26] and the early League of Automatic Music
Composers [27], and resurface today in collective live coding practices. In [26] a discussion is proposed as to the
ecosystemic (or simply technical) nature of such networked
performance situations. Here, we consider that in those examples the network interconnectedness typically relies on
abstract, formal protocols of music data and their transfer along lines of digital connections (MIDI, OSC, etc.),
if not on more general computer network protocols, un-
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related to music. Leaning on previous works [1, 2, 3],
the main sites of agency in the network are better understood as components in a sonic ecosystem, i.e., they are
structurally coupled in the medium of sound. The individual functions as well as the interdependencies among
the ecosystem components remain under the spell of the
permanent mechanical (acoustical) mediation of the local
environment. Taking up anthropologist Tim Ingold’s critique of the widespread notion of network (see [28], p. 70),
in our case the connections out of which a larger dynamical ensemble is formed, are not between nodes but rather
along lines (acoustical propagation in the air). Understood
as ensembles relinquished in a physical (and hypertechnologised) environment, and acted upon (or let unsupervised)
by human agents, such situated networks of sonic interactions make it difficult to tell what is the place and meaning
of ’computing’ in such configurations of humans and nonhumans [29]. At the same time, they allow us to emphasise
the very materiality and situatedness of algorithmic structures, quite usually considered as purely formal constructions disconnected from and independent of any sensible
context [30].
By entering the otherwise unsupervised autonomous system, performers have two fundamental ways through which
they can interact with the machines. On one hand, they
can operate directly on the ASP and CSP, namely by manually varying the variables in the audio transformation algorithms (via a computer GUI or an external controller),
or by reconfiguring the mapping and the dispatching of
control signals. Alternatively, performers can for example
change the position of the microphones in the performance
space, or creatively modify the frequency response of microphones with small resonators such as pipes or boxes.
Either ways, relying on an attitude of improvisation certainly represents a straightforward and consistent approach
when it comes to performing with feedback systems [31,
32], especially in consideration that improvisation is itself
intrinsically a feedback process (current actions are mostly
determined by carefully listening and promptly reacting to
whatever results from earlier actions). Indeed, we have
often adopted a largely improvisational approach during
the Machine Milieu sessions we were able to have so far.
However we thought that some alternative ways of going
should be considered: even when ’radical’, improvisation
may lead to higher-level patterns and gestural behaviours
which all too directly connote (and delimit) the range of
possible interesting situations. More particularly, we felt
that improvisation would be good in order to explore specific aspects of the network dynamics in our performance
ecosystem, but could prevent us from understanding and
creatively investigating other aspects, specifically with regard to the potential autonomic behaviours it may engender.
We explored two main alternatives. The first is actually
just a small shift away from radical improvisation: because
the two autonomous sound-generating systems were capable of exhibiting peculiar dynamical behaviours, we tried
to contrast that attitude with our interventions in an attempt
at forcing them to a somewhat more static behaviours (prolonged sonic textures, rich in short-term variations, but consistent and ’static’ on the longer run). In systemic terms,
this way of acting in the system is a form of negative feed-

back, and very difficult to realise: the artefacts and traces
of such an almost impossible task actually resonate in the
musical unfolding of the performance itself.
In the third approach, instead, there is a sharper separation between performer actions and the overall ecosystem
process. The goal, in this case, is to do as least as possible in order to let the systems start sounding in the room
thus eventually interacting between themselves. In this situation, each one system is actually interfering with its own
sound as heard in the surrounding environment but through
the other system. It was interesting to hear them creating
sonic materials and gestures somewhat different form those
generated when operating each for itself. After setting up
the ’initial conditions’ (tuning of variables, placement of
microphones and speakers), we would let the overall process develop until satisfying behaviours emerged; eventually, when the potential seemed to have exhausted, we intervened slightly altering the setup and defining new initial
conditions, letting the process manifest new emergent behaviours (we would then keep proceeding like that for a
few times).
In retrospect, the three approaches taken are all consistent with the Machine Milieu project. They represent for
us different ways to investigate the boundaries between, on
one hand, the kind of environmental agency [14] connoting
our performance ecosystem and, on the other,the (small but
significant) margin of manoeuvre in the independent, targeted and intentional actions taken on by human agents.
What remains constant, and central, across these different performative approaches, is the notion that the main
system components involved (either including or not including humans) are permanently coupled to each other.
Properly speaking, they do not interact there is no discrete
event in space that can be called an interaction and that
might be entirely independent in time from (few or several) earlier exchanges. Rather, there is a continuing flow
of mutual exchanges or reciprocal determinations. Within
an ecosystemic perspective, the notion of interaction is not
at all satisfactory, and should be replaced by a notion of
structural coupling (itself a term coming from general system theory, and more specifically connoting the way living
systems use to deal with their environment [7]).
4. CONCLUSIVE REMARKS
In this paper, we have overviewed some artistic research
issues central in the Machine Milieu project, in the context
of which we explore the environment-mediated coupling of
autonomous generative audio systems in live performance.
By creating a hybrid (digital, analog and mechanical) assemblage for creatively experimenting with the interdependencies among situated autonomous systems, we try to
open a space for performers and listeners to ponder questions of context awareness, ecosystemic dynamics, materiality of algorithms in daily life, while also empirically
touching on more fundamental questions of autonomy and
dynamical behaviour, on the other. We are inclined to consider such notions crucial in music systems intended for
live performance, and this is especially true when as we
do here one replaces a notion of interaction (nowadays
too charged with misunderstandings and often treated in
trivial ways) with the systemic notion of ”structural cou-
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pling” (among machines, performers and environments).
The implicit statement is that, in line with larger theoretical efforts today emphasising the environmentalisation of
agency (or the agentivity of overly technologised environments) [14, 33], the realisation of a kind of distributed musical agency may result in an understanding of musical creativity as a phenomenon emergent and indeed ecosystemic.
Furthermore, the dialectical interweaving of individual
action and autonomous ecosystemic processes, allows for a
variety of performative practices to be explored which, on
the sole basis of sound-mediated interactions, projects the
interdependencies and codependencies of part and whole
i.e., of systems and subsystems, as well as of structurally
coupled but different domains to the level of larger scale
developments in a performance: any notion of form becomes then closer to the ensemble of component parts either contrasted or harmoniously interwoven among them
in their temporal and spatial activity. In the particular experience reported above, we have touched on this issue
when contrasting the autonomic behaviours of unsupervised environment-mediated machines, against a direct and
radical improvisation approach of practitioners entering the
performance ecosystem.
In further work, we expect that approaches such as the
one taken here may contribute to a deeper understanding of
what can be considered live in sound art and music performance with live electronics. Different from other authors
who have tackled this issue [34, 35], we are convinced
that, in and of itself, the sheer presence of human performers in the context of and in the foreground of an overly
technologised playground is insufficient to clarify hybrid
assemblages merging human and machine agency such as
deployed by in the Machine Milieu project. The implicit
and unquestioned opposition of living (hence cognitive)
vs non-living (hence non-cognitive) systems reflecting in
other similar dualities, such as human vs. inhuman, natural
vs. artificial, etc. is today probably untenable as a basis
to understand what (or who) does live in live electronics.
Maybe we should look for what is no more human in living systems, and what is already all too human in artificial
(i.e., humanly construed) systems.
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ABSTRACT
Mobile and sensor-based technologies have created new
interaction design possibilities for technology-mediated audience participation in live music performance. However,
there is little if any work in the literature that systematically
identifies and characterises design issues emerging from this
novel class of multi-dimensional interactive performance
systems. As an early contribution towards addressing this
gap in knowledge, we present the analysis of a detailed survey of technology-mediated audience participation in live
music, from the perspective of two key stakeholder groups musicians and audiences. Results from the survey of over
two hundred spectators and musicians are presented, along
with descriptive analysis and discussion. These results are
used to identify emerging design issues, such as expressiveness, communication and appropriateness. Implications for
interaction design are considered. While this study focuses
on musicians and audiences, lessons are noted for diverse
stakeholders, including composers, performers, interaction
designers, media artists and engineers.

Simon Holland
The Open University
Music Computing Lab
simon.holland@open.ac.uk

opinion of spectators and musicians in relation to live music and TMAP. The following four research questions are
considered:
1. What are the musical preferences, motivations, and
behavioural tendencies of spectators and musicians
in live concerts?
2. How do spectators and musicians use mobile technology during live concerts?
3. What are the concerns of spectators and musicians
regarding TMAP?
4. What implications for the design of TMAP can be
identified?
Addressing these questions on the basis of the survey results has the potential to contribute to new knowledge in
two ways. Firstly, by the identification and characterisation of design issues in this emerging area of interaction
design, and secondly, by encouraging a focus by designers
on underexplored strategies and areas of attention within
technology-mediated audience participation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile, ubiquitous, and sensor based technologies have created new possibilities for interactive performance systems
in live music. Approaches to design interactive systems
particularly for audience participation are diverse and have
implications for art, technology, and science [1–10]. Most
published studies present systems and their evaluation in
the context of interactive live performances, but lack any
substantial analysis of general design implications beyond
specific use cases.
This paper explores more generally the design space of
technology-mediated audience participation, which we abbreviate throughout this paper as TMAP. Implications are
considered from a range of stakeholder perspectives.
To investigate this hypothesis and identify potential design implications for TMAP, the present study focuses on
stakeholder perspectives around motivation, behaviour, and
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2. RELATED WORK
Audience participation using technically mediated systems
has been conducted in a variety of ways. In an early work
in 1977, Radio Net [1] asked thousands of people all over
the United States to use their telephones in a networked
performance to create sounds for a live radio broadcast.
Around 25 years later, Levin [11] used an audience’s mobile
phones to collaboratively create the concert Dialtones. Both
examples were primarily intended as works of art to stand
for themselves.
More recently, mobile devices [2, 4], smartphones in particular [5, 7, 8, 10], and other sensory mechanisms [3, 9]
have been used to let spectators participate in performances.
In some, but not all of those studies, the researchers were
interested in gathering feedback from the audience about
their experience.
In two studies [2, 4] the audience was surveyed after the
performance and gave feedback about technical issues with
the system such as responsiveness and latency. By contrast,
in the case of Lee et al. [7] spectators were asked to report back on experiential and aesthetic issues, for example
respondents noted that they “felt connected to the music
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and other musicians” (p.454). In all of these cases, however, the feedback was focused on particular aspects of the
provided system for audience participation or the specific
performance concept.
In contrast, Mazzanti et al. [8] propose six metrics to describe and evaluate concepts for participatory performances
at a more general level. They directly address aspects of
participatory performances conceptually and technically,
although, still tied closely to their particular Augmented
Stage platform and to participants’ feedback collected during evaluation.
With the piece Experimence [12], we followed a different
approach and composed a song having audience participation in mind. We reflected on the creative process of this
composition and concluded with rather general variables.
These variables describe considerations for a composition
before having any particular technology for such an interactive performance system available.
In most published studies, participants’ feedback about
technology-mediated audience participation (TMAP) across
different studies is generally positive [2–4, 6, 7]. Feedback
in such studies tends to be limited to particular technical
systems and tends to be focused on details of interaction
modalities and desired improved or additional features. Audiences often express a wish for more control [3, 6]. Musicians, however, appear to be far more sceptical towards new
ways of audience participation [6]. However, the literature
does not contain much evidence or discussion about these
concerns on the musicians’ side.
Overall, musicians and audiences have distinctive requirements, as does musical coherence, and there can be wide
variation among both groups. As examples in literature
suggest, the effective design of TMAP generally requires
balancing knowledge from diverse perspectives and taking
into account requirements of different roles in live music
performance.
The present study is unusual in surveying these requirements from two different perspectives and without any particular TMAP concept or technology in mind. The aim was
to identify general design implications as well as potential
design strategies for future case studies.
3. SURVEY
The survey was designed to be conducted online using the
free open source software LimeSurvey 1 . Participants could
choose between a German or an English version.

The questionnaire begun with questions about basic information, followed by questions about music-related information in general and live music in particular, and finally
focusing audience participation in live music. We decided
to use these four sections to guide the participant through
the survey step by step from very general questions to very
particular ones concerning audience participation.
In the second part of the questionnaire the participants
had to rate various statements from their point of view and
https://www.limesurvey.org (last access 15.05.2017)

Spectators
59%
57%
43%

Musicians
47%
80%
70%

75%

100%

52%

21%

Table 1. Demographics

experience using different Lickert scales [13, 14]. These
statements were primarily informed by literature investigating the experiences of spectators attending musical live
performances [6, 15]. The original questionnaire as well as
detailed survey results are available in Appendix B in [16].
3.2 Analysis Approach
For the analysis of the results, descriptive statistics and
quantitative methods were used. Ways of presenting these
results include bar charts showing frequencies of responses
as percentages of the whole sample [17]. This analysis
approach concerned mainly results presented in 4.1 and
4.4. For questions which allowed a wide range of response
options, statistical measures of central tendency 2 were
calculated for easier interpretation [18]. Results of these
questions are presented in 4.2, 4.3, and 4.5.

4. RESULTS
The survey was carried out online over a period of three
weeks resulting in 254 responses. For the analysis, incomplete responses (27) were excluded, which left 227 complete
datasets (169 spectators, 58 musicians).
Different channels, mainly Austrian and British, were
used to distribute the survey link. Among these channels
were mailing lists of universities, music-related projects
and communities, personal contacts of involved researchers,
and social media. Furthermore, a distribution by companies
in the music business (e.g. labels, concert organiser), music
related magazines and broadcasting stations was requested.
These inquiries mainly remained unconfirmed, though.
4.1 Demographics and Music-Related Information

3.1 Questionnaire Design

1

Question
Age (younger than 29)
Gender (male)
Education (college or
higher)
Playing an instrument or vocal training (yes)
Attending or playing concerts (once/month or more)

Musicians and spectators were separately analysed. Table 1
gives a demographic overview of the dataset. In both target
groups about half were younger than 29 and there was a
good balance among spectators between male and female,
while the musicians were predominantly male. Three quarters of all spectators (75%) played instruments or had vocal
training. The musicians were not explicitly asked, whether
they had a musical training or not. This was assumed, based
on their decision to fill out the survey as a musician.
2
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4.2 Motivation

Frequency
More than 10 times
4-9 times
1-3 times
never
no answer

Mobile phone
2%
2%
32%
62%
2%

Smart phone
4%
8%
53%
30%
5%

The motivational intentions of spectators and musicians
show some interesting differences when agreeing or disagreeing to particular statements. Most spectators agreed,
that they want to have a unique and special experience
(89%), that they like to be part of an audience (83%), and
that they think live music is better than listening (81%).
Most spectators disagreed with being involved in the show
(49%), but also 32% are neutral about this involvement.
Furthermore, many spectators agree to meet other people at
concerts (78%) and express themselves to show excitement
(71%). For musicians it is very important to be on stage
(91%) and play music publicly (90%). Most of them also
want to create a unique and special experience (84%). The
latter is a statement that no musician disagreed with. 40%
of the musicians agree to involved spectators in the show.
The statements with the most negative responses are focus
on show (41%) and improvise on stage (29%).

Table 3. Musicians’ use of mobile computer devices on
stage

4.3 Behaviour

4.4 Mobile Technologies

To study the behaviour of spectators and musicians during
two different kind of songs, survey participants had to rate
14 statements according to how often they see themselves
acting alike during a concert. The scale for this rating was
0 = never, 1 = sometimes, 2 = often, and 3 = every time.
According to these numbers, spectators are likely to close
their eyes and stand still, listening to the music carefully
during a slow song but never during a fast song. Most
musicians often close their eyes during certain parts of a
song and stand still to enjoy the playing during a slow and
sometimes during a fast song.
Behaviour most spectators often show is clapping hands,
waving hands in the air, singing along, moving and dancing,
and tapping the beat with the foot. A behaviour that most
people never do regarding both song types are moshing
around in the mosh pit, grabbing a lighter and waving it in
the air, and using a camera or phone. Most spectators never
use any kind of devices and even the distribution of values
is small.
The interquartile ranges calculated for the rating results
show that there is a wider distribution of values with statements of what most spectators do every time (e.g. sing
along) or what they never do (e.g. shout/whistle). In addition, the modes do not equal the medians.
Musicians also rated how they see themselves playing
the two different kinds of songs on stage. Musicians often close their eyes at certain parts of the song, stand still,
enjoy playing, and make announcements before/after song
when playing a slow song. For a fast song the behaviour
is different. Most musicians often watch the reaction of
the audience while playing, smile at certain spectators, and
move around on stage. Three statements rated by the musicians, “make announcements before/after song”, “watch
reaction of audience while playing”, and “smile at certain
spectators”, are amongst those rated highest for both song
types. The majority of the musicians does most of these
actions often.

The use of mobile technologies during live concerts was the
next part of this survey. Table 2 summarises the frequency
of the spectators’ use of mobile phones. According to the
results, most spectators use their mobile phones rarely or
never during performances.
Spectators use their phones for diverse reasons during
a concert. Most of them never use their phones expect
for making pictures. The low interquartile range for most
purposes indicates that at least some spectators use their
mobile phones sometimes for different purposes.
Musicians were not only asked about their phones, but
how often they use them and if they also use other mobile
computer devices for their performances. Slightly more
than a quarter (28%) already used a smart phone during a
performance and 7% does so every concert. More than a
third (38%), have used laptops and a tenth (10%) use them
for every performance. Tablet computers on stage were
used at least once by 12%. Particular purposes musicians
use their mobile devices for are listed in Table 3.

Table 2. Spectators’ phone use during concerts
Purpose
recording by yourself
creating visuals or projections
displaying something (e.g. lyrics, musical score)
a device for playback reasons
an instrument to play with

Musician use
24%
3%
17%
17%
12%

4.5 Opinion about TMAP
The last survey part asked the participants about their opinion on TMAP. As in previous sections, survey participants
again had to rate whether they agree or disagree with different statements using a five-step scale. The first series of
statements was formulated as “I would like to influence...”
for spectators and “The audience could influence...” for
musicians.
Overall, most spectators tend to agree more on influencing
elements of sound (e.g. volume) or dramaturgy (e.g. song
selection) in a live concert. Most musicians tend to agree
on letting the audience participate in visuals (e.g. lights) or
dramaturgy as well, but strongly disagree on an influence
of sound.
Most spectators tend to agree with having a certain influence on the general volume or the volume of certain
instruments referring to sound and the choice of songs in
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the category dramaturgy (Md=3/Mo=3; 3 is ‘tend to agree’).
The statement “volume of certain instruments” even has an
interquartile range of 1, which indicates a lower distribution
and a more stable tend to agree. In most cases spectators
have a neutral opinion. Musicians have much stronger opinion. Most of them tend to agree with being able to influence
visuals or dramaturgical elements. Except of “general volume” most disagree on all statements within the category
sound.
Finally, survey participants had to rate statements about
how TMAP could actually work. These statements included
general strategies to involve the audience, concrete examples for participation and actual technologies that might be
used.
Among the group of spectators is one statement that clearly
stands out, “the artist meets the expectations of the audience”
as most spectators strongly agree with it (Md=4/Mo=4) and
the values are not much distributed (IQR=1). Most spectators could also imagine using phonometers to measure the
noise level and making a certain creative contribution. With
sensor technology, they could imagine cameras for visual
recognition and floor sensors. Most spectators disagree with
voting, controlling sound or visuals actively, or providing
personal data (e.g. heart rate). In most cases, musicians
have a similar opinion as the spectators or they agree even
stronger than audience members. With active sound control
or sensor data, however, they strongly disagree.
5. DISCUSSION
The survey presented in this paper explores the design space
of technology-mediated audience participation (TMAP) in
live music from the perspective of two key stakeholder
groups (musicians and audiences). We continue to discuss
the previously described survey results and revisit the four
research questions. By answering the first three research
questions and discussing notable tendencies of the results,
we will identify implications that concern the design of
TMAP.
In particular, we look step by step at noticeable differences
of statistical values in the results and draw conclusions in
relation to TMAP. We will finish the discussion by revisiting
the fourth research question and take the outcomes of the
whole survey into consideration to elaborate and propose
implications for design of TMAP. To start the discussion,
we address the first research question: What are the musical
preferences, motivations, and behavioural tendencies of
spectators and musicians in live concerts?
5.1 Music-Related Information
Looking at the musical training of spectators, three quarters
stated they play instruments. This number is relatively high,
bearing in mind that those who filled out the survey as spectators do not consider themselves as musicians. The fact
that 75% of the spectators have musical training supports
the responses’ credibility of this survey regarding musicrelated questions to spectators. Furthermore, these numbers
highlight the issue of musically trained spectators among
the audience, or more general, to consider possible skills

among the audience for the design of TMAP. We refer to
this as skilfulness.
A little more than half of the surveyed spectators attend
live concerts at least once a month, which is a good amount
of people regularly experiencing live music. In the case of
musicians only a fifth plays concerts with the same regularity. If we invert this number, it means the majority of the
musicians play live concerts less than once a month. This is
not as high as one could think of, when asking people who
consider themselves as musicians. A possible explanation
could be that a certain number of musicians have aboveaverage experiences and regularly play live concerts, but do
not make a living out of music. Following this assumption,
the aforementioned one fifth could be considered as professionals, which seems to be appropriate for someone who
plays a concert every month or even more often. For the
design of TMAP this means it is important to consider the
professional level of musicians and their live performances.
In conclusion, we refer to this as masterfulness.
5.2 Motivation to Play or Attend Live Concerts
The participants’ motivation in relation to live concerts
showed strong agreements in terms of having a distinctive
experience. For spectators the strongest motivation for visiting concerts is to have a unique and special experience.
Similarly, most musicians want to create a unique and special experience. Additionally, spectators agreed, that live
music is better than listening to records. This raises the
implication of distinctiveness. It refers to the distinctive
experience TMAP should create in a live concert.
Following the previous implication, this suggests that
TMAP should always create a distinctive experience. However, at the same time only few spectators agreed to be
involved in a show. Musicians on the other hand are more
prepared to involve the audience but this is still the second
lowest among their ratings. In addition, many spectators
want to focus on music without distraction, while most
musicians agree on focusing on playing music. Strictly
speaking, we can interpret this as an indication that people are not really interested in TMAP. Although, it could
also mean that we should focus on a well-considered and
unobtrusive involvement of spectators and musicians when
utilising TMAP to create a unique live music experience
for everybody involved. This highlights an implication for
the design of TMAP we call obtrusiveness.
Two other statements sharing high agreement among the
spectators are about being part of an audience and expressing themselves to show excitement. Again, having TMAP
in mind, this indicates the importance of the spectators being able to act expressively and identify themselves with
the whole audience. This leads to expressiveness, which
means the design of TMAP needs to consider forms of interaction that enable the spectators to be expressive, whether
as individuals, in smaller groups, or as a whole audience.
In parallel, Mazzanti et al. [8] refer to expressiveness with
their dimensions ‘Active/Passive Audience Affinity’ and
‘Audience Interaction Transparency’ to some extent.
The social context was also identified as important. We
interpret the high agreement of spectators to meet other
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people as sociability. This sociability refers to social aspects
in relation to TMAP. For example, there could be a certain
social motivation to enable TMAP from the side of the
artist or to participate as a spectator. Either way, it allows
spectators to socialise to some extent, whether this is with
friends or meeting other people.
Spectators want to have a unique experience and prefer
live performed music. Most important for musicians is
to be on stage and play music publicly. This very high
agreement among musicians to be exposed on stage and the
wish for liveness among the audience raises the implication
of exposure. This not only highlights the importance for
musicians to be on stage, but also the need to design TMAP
in a way that considers the exposed situation of musicians.
5.3 Behaviour at Live Concerts
Behaviour at live concerts for both spectators and musicians is related to the expressiveness, as discussed above.
However, we can see certain differences in behaviour for
different song types. This shows that the spectators’ and
musicians’ behaviour depends on songs and the mood they
create among spectators, and this raised the implication of
mood. The challenge for the design of TMAP is to consider
the mood and the resulting behaviour of a participating
audience as well as the musicians. For instance, some audiences might have a certain mood-driven behaviour a priori
(e.g. according to a style of music) and others might change
their behaviour according to a particular song that creates a
different mood (e.g. the hit of a band versus a new song no
one knows).
The wide distribution of values with statements of what
spectators do every time (sing along) or what they never
do (shout/whistle), supports the assumption of a higher
distribution of ratings for these statements. This means
that although most spectators always sing along, there is a
certain number of spectators who will not always do it. We
call these anticipated differences regarding the behaviour
among spectators diversity.
It is clearer however that spectators do not tend to use
objects during a concerts. Three statements are among the
four lowest rated ones (using a lighter, phone or camera). In
addition, these three are the only ones among all behaviours
requiring an object or specific thing. This raises the implication of objects, which means we need to consider the role
of tangible interfaces in the interaction design for TMAP.
Musicians show that they like to communicate with spectators whether passively, when smiling at them or watching
their reaction, or actively, when making announcements.
We argue that all of them show some sort of appreciation
to the audience. While making announcements has also
an informational purpose, the other two show that most
musicians care about their spectators, whether by just observing them to see a reaction or actively smiling at them.
As we know from Lee at al. [7], spectators report feeling
“connected” (p.454) when experiencing TMAP. We call this
the implication of communication. When TMAP actually
happens during a live concert, it most likely needs some
sort of communication, whether it is done by the musicians
themselves, by a moderator, or in a self-explanatory way.

5.4 Mobile Technologies during Live Concerts
The second research question was: How do spectators
and musicians use mobile technology during live concerts?
With the implication of objects, we already looked on phone
use in relation to the behaviour during songs. Additional
survey results show that only 56% use their phones at least
once during a live concert. The only reason why spectators
use their phones in particular is to take pictures. Most spectators never use their mobile phones for any other purpose.
In conclusion, we define this as readiness. For TMAP this
means we need to consider to what extent an audience is
ready for a particular participation. This readiness could be
in terms of general availability (e.g. having a device such as
a mobile phone that is capable of something) or in terms of
a certain knowledge or habit (e.g. using the mobile phone
for a particular purpose).
In general, musicians do not use mobile technology for
their performances often. What we do not learn from the
results, are the reasons why most of the musicians do not
use mobile technologies for their performances. This might
be for practical reasons because they just do not need them
for artistic purposes, but it could also be kind of refusal. In
conclusion, we raise the implication of openness. This openness is somehow similar to readiness but focuses more on
the musicians’ relation towards technology as an important
part of TMAP.
5.5 Opinion About TMAP
With the third research question we asked: What are the
concerns of spectators and musicians regarding TMAP?
Overall, most spectators tend to agree more on influencing
elements of sound (e.g. volume) or dramaturgy (e.g. song
selection) in a live concert. Most musicians tend to agree
on letting the audience participate in visuals (e.g. lights) or
dramaturgy as well, but strongly disagree on an influence
of sound. Interpreting the figures, it is noticeable that most
spectators do not care too much about visuals, while most
musicians would somehow offer them the chance to participate in light effects, for instance. Regarding sound most
spectators would like to have some influence, while most
musicians do not want the audience to influence sound. In
relation to TMAP we call this appropriateness. This means
the actual impact that happens through the participation on
some performance element has to be chosen and designed
in a way both spectators and musicians can live with.
From the result we know that most spectators tend to agree
on influencing the sound to some extent. When asked, if
they could imagine using a smartphone app to control the
sound actively, although, most spectators strongly disagreed.
In a similar contradictory way, most spectators tend to agree
on influencing the choice of songs, but strongly disagree
on using a smartphone app for voting. This inconsistency
raises the implication of contradiction, which describes
the challenge to find a compromise to resolve a contradictory situation. In the same way other studies report that
audiences wish to have more influence when experiencing
TMAP while musicians tend to be sceptical towards giving
them more control [3, 6].
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Most spectators and musicians tend to agree that it would
make a live concert more exciting if the audience could
make a certain creative contribution. Musicians agree on
that even more strongly. We do not know which form of
creativity musicians had in mind when they rated the statements. If we consider sound as one of the most important
creativity-related aspects of a live concert, it contradicts the
musicians’ refusal of an impact on sound, as we already
know. In conclusion, we define the implication of creativity
dealing with the challenge to what extent TMAP is or has
to be a creative contribution to a live concert.

in terms of what we have learned about the participants’
opinion about TMAP as we cannot judge if people answered
based on their expectations or prior experience.
Although, all design implications are derived from the
survey results in the same way, they address the design of
TMAP on different levels. Some of them are more obvious
for design (e.g. distinctiveness, sociability, expressiveness),
while others are more difficult to consider and orient to (e.g.
mood, openness).
6. CONCLUSION

5.6 Implications for Design of TMAP
The final research question builds up on the previous three
to draw conclusions: What implications for the design of
TMAP can be identified? By answering the previous three
research questions and discussing the results of all survey
sections step by step, we identified 16 implications concerning the design of TMAP in live music. Some of them
primarily address either spectators’ or musicians’ requirements, others concern both.
In some cases, we identified these implications by drawing
together notable results of the survey questions and sections
and by considering spectators’ as well as musicians’ motivation, behaviour, and opinion. Hence, some implications
might overlap to some extent, e.g. readiness and openness.
Both address attitudes and habits of the spectators and musicians in relation to technology that might have an impact
on the design of TMAP. Nonetheless, readiness highlights
more the technological availability and habits of spectators,
while openness rather bears the musicians’ relation towards
technology.
Besides readiness and openness, especially obtrusiveness
showed a potential scepticism in relation to TMAP on both
sides. Although, various case studies in literature [2–4, 6, 7]
report mostly positive feedback from participants who really
experienced TMAP at live concerts. This indicates a certain
difficulty to envision TMAP without experiencing it as our
survey participants did.
From a structural point of view, these implications stand
by themselves rather than being a complete set of design
strategies. However, they are an important step to generalise design strategies around TMAP and to serve as
a well-founded starting point for actual design processes.
Furthermore, these implications for the design of TMAP
complement the range of design implications derived from
particular case studies as the ones presented during the
discussion of related work.
5.7 Limitations
The survey presented in this paper investigates a diverse
range of aspects that concern the design of TMAP. While
the results we discussed mainly address a series of general
design implications beyond specific use cases, we do not
know much about demographic data, for which population
the results are representative, and if study participants had
prior experience with TMAP. It can be difficult to imagine
the implications of TMAP for those who have never experienced such an interactive performance. This is a limitation

In the existing literature, identification of issues for the design of technology-mediated audience participation (TMAP)
in live music has been mostly based on concrete case studies and derived from case-specic feedback of participants.
This has resulted in an identifiable gap in design knowledge.
Consequently, we conducted an online survey to collect
quantitative data about live music and TMAP on a more
general basis, detached from any particular case study. The
results were based on 227 complete responses of spectators and musicians, analysed through the use of descriptive
statistics. With a step by step discussion of these results
across survey sections and both target groups, we identied
16 key issues for the design of TMAP in live music. These
issues are skilfulness, expressiveness, diversity, objects,
readiness, masterfulness, exposure, communication, openness, creativity, distinctiveness, obtrusiveness, sociability,
mood, appropriateness, and contradiction.
The most desired idea by spectators was to select songs
played during a concert by using TMAP. Visuals in general
are sometimes offered by musicians as an element for control by TMAP, but do not concern audience members so
much. In the case of sound, audience members mostly wish
to control the volume of the music, whereas the musicians
mostly reject any inuence on sound.
Finally, there are preferences about particular technologies for audience participation. Candidate technologies
include recognition systems such as cameras, oor sensors,
and phonometers. In the case of smartphone technologies
in particular, opinions are divided.
6.1 Future Work
Throughout the discussion, we found additional possible
design directions to be investigated in further studies. These
rather concrete design ideas concern the possible impact
on performance elements and technological preferences.
In general, musicians agree with a creative contribution
from the audience. We cannot draw further conclusions on
the results about how this creative contribution might look.
Thus, it should be a potential focus for further studies.
As mentioned in the limitations section earlier, little demographic information is known about the sample of survey
participants. This could be a good starting point for further
studies to investigate specific target demographic groups
(e.g. based on knowledge, experience, or genre).
Methodologically, future work could explore people’s
opinion by using qualitative methods. In this way, we could
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better understand why some ideas for TMAP are preferred
and others are not.
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ABSTRACT
There is a demand for arranging music composed using
multiple instruments for a solo piano because there are
several pianists who wish to practice playing their favorite songs or music. Generally, the method used for piano
arrangement entails reducing original notes to fit on a
two-line staff. However, a fundamental solution that improves originality and playability in conjunction with
score quality continues to elude approaches proposed by
extant studies. Hence, the present study proposes a new
approach to arranging a musical score for the piano by
using four musical components, namely melody, chords,
rhythm, and the number of notes that can be extracted
from an original score. The proposed method involves
inputting an original score and subsequently generating
both right- and left-hand playing parts of piano scores.
With respect to the right part, optional notes from a chord
were added to the melody. With respect to the left part,
appropriate accompaniments were selected from a database comprising pop musical piano scores. The selected
accompaniments are considered to correspond to the impression of an original score. High-quality solo piano
scores reflecting original characteristics were generated
and considered as part of playability.

1. INTRODUCTION
Players often enjoy music while performing an instrument. However, it is typically difficult to play music that
is composed using multiple instruments and vocal parts,
and this is applicable to orchestral, chamber, and pop
music. The main reason is that it is necessary to coordinate several individuals who can play an instrument and
to adjust their schedules accordingly. Therefore, several
studies have focused on support for solo playing by arranging an original score. Additionally, solo arrangements aid in playing comfortably and determining new
aspects of the music. They also increase a player’s motivation by playing their favorite music. Conversely, creating of an arranged score involves considerable labor and
expertise. Hence, the present study investigates a problem
involving an automated arrangement for a solo instrument based on music composed of multiple playing parts.
Instruments that can simultaneously play the plurality of
Copyright: © 2017 First author et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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notes, such as the piano, guitar, and organ, involves various problems such as expressing impressions of original
songs and considering playability. This is because an
instrument that can play a plurality of notes has an extended range of expression compared with an instrument
that only plays monotonic notes. This is followed by focusing on pop music as it involves music composed using
multiple instruments. The study also focuses on a piano
arrangement since the piano is one of the most famous
instruments that generate a wide range of expressions.
Therefore, the present study examines the automatic arrangement of pop music for a solo piano.
Generally, extant studies have discussed automating an
arrangement for a piano from music composed of multiple parts. Fujita et al. [1] arranged an ensemble score for
a piano by using a melody part and a base part that were
extracted from an original score. They output piano
scores corresponding to different levels of difficulty
based on a user’s skill level by considering a maximum
musical interval and a minimum key stroke duration.
Chiu et al. [2] analyzed the role of each part in an original
score. The analysis resulted in generating a solo piano
score by considering the preservation of original composition, maximum number of simultaneous key strokes,
and maximum musical interval of each hand. Onuma et al.
[3] analyzed a process of a piano arrangement used by
arrangers, constructed a piano arrangement system based
on specific problems that occur in the piano arrangement
process, and proposed solutions for the same. When all
the parts of an original score are summarized into a twoline staff, the notes leading to a problem in an arrangement are automatically detected and conveyed to a user.
The choice of a solution depends on the user. Onuma et al.
constructed a solo piano arrangement system corresponding to a user’s performance skill. Nakamura et al. [4]
considered playability based on a piano fingering model
by using merged-output Hidden Markov Model. A continuous flow of notes was considered by the fingering
model, and two indices were optimized, namely preservation of an original impression and playability. The problem was solved by considering simultaneous playability
as well as a continuous of notes in both hands.
A common vein in previous studies involved reducing
and selecting notes from an original score in a solo piano
arrangement. Extant studies either used original notes
directly or used octave shifts. This method prevents a
piano-arranged score from dissonance and preserves an
original score’s impression. Additionally, they can generate a playable score by considering simultaneous playability and a time sequence of notes when notes are re-
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Figure 1. An overview of the proposed method. The
preprocess involves constructing an accompaniment
database. In the main flow, four musical components
are extracted from the original musical score. Subsequently, a piano-arranged score for each hand is separately generated by using musical components. Finally,
a correction is performed with respect to overlapped
notes.
duced and selected. However, these still remain problems
that the outputted piano-arranged score includes difficult
notes to perform. A potential reason for this problem is
that the definition of playability is not appropriate.
Nakamura et al. [4] used a fingering model to consider
playability. However, this entails considering several
playability factors in addition to the simultaneous maximum number of the key strokes, simultaneous maximum
musical interval, minimum duration of time between key
strokes such as extension of the maximum musical interval by arpeggio, the cost of fingering, and variation in the
difficulty that depends on a tempo. Therefore, it is difficult to define an appropriate restriction with respect to
playability. The lack of defining an appropriate restriction
of playability can generate a piano score that is not playable in specific places. Extant studies did not discuss the
quality of a piano arrangement. However, a piano arrangement is not beautiful if it does not consider a continuous flow of musical sounds such as loudness of sound
or change in volume. For example, two phrases, namely
“A” and “B”, are involved in a music. The scores that are
condensed into two-line staffs from “A” and “B” correspond to the same. Phrase “A” consists of a few instrument parts, and phrase “B” consists of several instrument
parts. When piano reduction is considered, the output
piano scores are not different between “A” and “B” because both condensed scores created by collecting all
notes in the original score are almost the same. Therefore,
it is difficult to express a continuous flow of musical
sounds. Onuma et al. [3] considered this problem by analyzing a piano arrangement process that is actually performed by arrangers. However, the system is not automatic since the system requires manual corrections by a
user.
The present study involves proposing a new approach
to arrange a musical score for a piano. Fig. 1 shows an
overview of the proposed method. When a pianoarranged score is generated, four important musical com-

ponents are used, namely a melody, a chord, rhythm, and
a number of notes that can be extracted from an original
score as opposed to solving the problem of methods to
select and delete a large number of notes in an original
music score. With respect to the right part, optional notes
are added from a chord to the melody. With respect to the
left part, appropriate accompaniments are selected from a
database that is constructed from pop musical piano
scores. The generating process of each playing hand part
involves preserving an original score’s impression and
improving piano arrangement quality since it is based on
an original rhythm and a number of notes for each measure. Rhythm is one of the most important elements of
music, and a number of notes are necessary for considering transitions of a song. Additionally, the playability for
the left-hand part is improved since it is based on the existing piano score.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF ARRANGING
The word “arranging” has several interpretations. Subsequently, “arranging” is classified into three classes as
follows:
(1) Arranging a musical piece that cannot be played by a
single instrument into one that can be played by a
specific instrument.
(2) Transcribing an atmosphere of a musical piece into
mainly a jazz version, a Chopin version and a rock
version.
(3) Simplifying an original score which makes it easy to
play.
Previous studies examined “arranging” with respect to (2)
and (3) ([5-8] and [9-11]). However, there is a paucity of
studies examining “arranging” with respect to (1).
The present study focuses on “Arranging” with respect to
(1) and setting conditions required involving a highquality piano arrangement in (1) as shown below:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

A melody line is the highest pitch in each measure.
A chord in a piano-arranged score corresponds
to an original one.
An accompaniment suit for the rhythm part in an
original musical piece.
A piano-arranged score reflects loudness in an
original musical piece.
A piano-arranged score is playable.

The reasons for setting the aforementioned five conditions are as follows. (i) The note that corresponds to the
highest pitch can correspond to a melody that determines
important characteristics of the music because it is more
impressive when compared with other notes. Therefore,
the impression of a piano-arranged score is significantly
different from an original musical piece without condition (i). (ii) Dissonance occurs when a chord in the pianoarranged score does not match an original chord. Subsequently, a piano-arranged score corresponds to an uncomfortable piano-arranged score. Conditions (iii) and (iv)
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Figure 4. Rhythm extraction from an original music.

Figure 2. An example of an accompaniment.

Figure 3. Construction of an accompaniment database.
correspond to the components of improving arrangement
quality. (iii) A piano-arranged score becomes a closer
impression of an original musical piece by reflecting the
rhythm part as an accompaniment. (iv) If a pianoarranged score fulfills condition (iv), then it can express
loudness including grand and delicate sounds that change
based on the number of sounds of an original musical
piece. (v) This condition should be satisfied since the
piano-arranged score is finally played by users. In this
paper, piano-arranged scores are generated with five conditions.

3. ACCOMPANIMENT DATABASE
Construction of an accompaniment database constitutes a
preprocess in the proposed method. This involves considering the manner in which notes information should be
treated. Fig. 2 shows an instance of an accompaniment.
Each note involves information including sounding start
time, pitch, and note value. At the first measure in Fig. 2,
a quarter note “C” is put out at the first beat, a quarter
note “E” is put out at the second beat, and half notes “E”
and “G” are put out at the third beat. Similarly, at the
second measure, a quarter note “G” is put out at the first
beat, a quarter note “B” is put out at the second beat, and
half notes “B” and “D” are put out at the third beat. Both
measures completely correspond to the same sounding
start times and notes value. The pitches are different in
terms of a simple comparison. However, the two
measures are the same at a flow of musical sounds, and
the impressions generated by them are not different. This
implies that the accompaniments that correspond to same
sounding start time, notes value, and relative musical
intervals between each note and each root note result in a
similar impression. In order to reflect this fact, each accompaniment is expressed by a vector of three elements
(sounding start time, a relative musical interval based on
the root note, and a note value) when an accompaniment
database is constructed. Sounding start time at the -th
beat is represented by
. A half tone is represented
by “1”. A whole note is represented by 16. With respect
to the above rules of representations, both the measures in
Fig. 2 are represented by (0, 0, 4), (4, 4, 4), (8, 4, 8), (8, 7,

8), and they correspond to the same meaning. Subsequently, this vector is rewritten as a matrix that represents
relative information including row direction as time, column direction as pitch, and value as note value for each
measure. In this study, this matrix is termed as an accompaniment matrix. A left part of a piano-arranged score is
created from the accompaniment matrix by providing a
root note as absolute information. The process is described in detail in section 5. 2.
Fig. 3 shows the process of constructing an accompaniment database. The left part in a pop musical piano
score is divided into a measure. Each measure of an accompaniment is stored as an accompaniment matrix that
corresponds to 36 rows and 16 columns. The size of rows
corresponds to the number of keys in three octaves, and
the size of columns corresponds to the maximum number
of notes that can be set notes in a time direction. The creation of an accompaniment matrix involves setting a root
note on the bottom row of the accompaniment matrix. For
example, a root note at the accompaniment surrounded by
a red rectangle line in Fig. 3 corresponds to “C”. The
pitch of the first note also corresponds to “C”. The musical interval between the root note and the pitch of the first
note corresponds to “0” at the first beat, and thus a note
value “4” is set at the bottom left of the accompaniment
matrix. The other notes are stored in a manner similar to
the first note. In this study, the accompaniment database
consists of pop musical piano scores which appear in the
website [12]. The accompaniment database involves 285
different patterns in total.

4. EXTRACTION OF
MUSICAL COMPONENTS
The proposed method uses four musical components,
namely melody M, chord C, rhythm R, and the number
of all notes AN. The variables
, , ,
represent each musical component with respect to the -th
measure. The melody
is obtained from a vocal score
of the original music and is expressed as an
matrix. The study focuses on a phrase corresponding to a
vocal part. A chord is represented by a root note that corresponds to a fundamental note and a chord type that indicates constituent notes of the chord. For example,
“CM7” indicates that “C” represents a root note and
“M7” represents a type of major 7th. The chord is obtained from the original chord that is written in the original score. A chord is generally composed in the most
popular music genres. This involves measures in which a
chord is changing. In order to consider this case, the
measure is divided into four blocks, and chords of the
original music are assigned to each block of . If there is
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Figure 6. Harmonization process of the generation of
the left-hand part from the accompaniment matrix.
does not disturb the melody. The operation satisfies conditions (ii) and (iv) that are related to a high-quality piano
arrangement as discussed in section 2.
5.2 Left-Hand Part
Figure 5. The process of generation in the right-hand
part.
a music that is not written as chords, then the information
in the chords can be extracted by using a web service
“Songle” [14]. Rhythm
is extracted from the rhythm
part that is designated by a user from an original musical
score. Fig. 4 shows the process of rhythm extraction. In
this case, the bass guitar is designated as the rhythm part.
The rhythm
is represented as a 16-dimension vector.
When the -th measure of the rhythm part is divided into
16 blocks, the integer corresponding to “0” or “1” is
stored in each element of . The “0” implies that there
are no notes in the block, and “1” implies that there are
one or a few notes in the block. The number of all notes
corresponds to the sum of the number of all notes in
the -th measure. The maximum value of
is set as “1”
to normalize.

5. GENERATION OF PIANO -ARRANGED
SCORE
5.1 Right-Hand Part
Fig. 5 shows the process of generation in the right-hand
part. The process is performed with respect to a measure
with a note number
that exceeds a threshold
set by a user. This parameter is introduced to provide an impression of thick sound at a measure that involves several notes in the original score. A
matrix
is set as the right-hand part in the -th
measure. Thus,
is given as follows:

where
denotes a function that selects an additional
note. The algorithm of additional note selection involves
three steps. The first step involves obtaining high accent
blocks from . The second step involves determining
candidates for an additional note to consider a chord at
high accent blocks. The final step involves selecting an
additional note that is lower than the melody such that it

The left-hand part is generated by selection from the acthat corresponds to
companiment database based on
the distance between an original song and arrangement.
Following the selection, the selected accompaniment is
harmonized based on . A matrix
is set as the
left-hand part in the -th measure. The left-hand part and
distance function are as follows:

where
denotes a function of giving original chords,
denotes an accompaniment database,
denotes
the -th accompaniment matrix, and
denotes the
number of values that are stored as “1” in
. Furthermore,
and
represent the weights. The weights are
introduced to adjust a balance between the degree of a
number of notes and rhythm. Moreover,
denotes a
function that evaluates the similarity between each accompaniment and an original musical score. The maximum value of
is set as “1” to normalize. Additionally,
corresponds to a rhythm of
and is
represented as a 16-dimension vector in a manner similar
to in section 4. The -th component of
is stored
as “1” if there is a number of other than “0” in -th column of
. It is stored as “0” if the all components in th column of
are “0”. The process selects an accompaniment matrix that minimizes
and satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii) that relate to a high-quality piano arrangement as discussed in section 2.
The selected accompaniment matrices are represented
as relative information. Subsequently, it is necessary to
harmonize these accompaniments. Fig. 6 depicts the harmonization process. For example, an accompaniment
matrix is output as a chord “Dm” as shown in Fig. 6. First,
the bottom row of the matrix is set on root note “D”, and
the other components are translated based on the root
note in a similar manner. The chord pattern “m” denotes
“minor”. When the root note first pitch is set, then “minor” includes the fourth and eighth pitch. However, there
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are a few notes that are not on the chord “Dm” when
notes are simply translated based on the root note. In this
case, the notes are relocated to the nearest constituent
notes of the chord “Dm”.
It is considered that the generated left-hand part score
is playable since it comprises an existing piano-arranged
score. If the existing piano-arranged score is playable,
then the selected accompaniment in the database is also
playable. The process of left-hand part generation satisfies condition (v) that relates to a high-quality piano arrangement as discussed in section 2.

Zenzenzense
Senbonzakura
Sugar
Song and
Bitter Step

Subjective
evaluation
Our
Arrangmethod
er

Arithmetic mean
of ρ

variance
of

0.59

0.19

5.4

5.8

0.44

0.39

5.7

―

0.34

0.43

5.6

―

5.3 Correction
There is a possibility of overlapping with respect to the
notes of the right- and left-hand parts if each part generated in sections 5. 1 and 5. 2 are simply combined. In this
case, the problem is solved by reducing either the righthand or left-hand part. However, the method of reduction
results in a few problems. For example, the impression of
a piano-arranged score departs from an original score
because the accent becomes weaker due to the reduction
of notes. Therefore, this problem is solved by relocating
an overlapped note in the left-hand part to the nearest
constituent note that is lower than the overlapped note.
This operation enables the generation of a playable pianoarranged score by preserving an original impression. This
process satisfies conditions (ii), (iv), and (v), which are
related to a high-quality piano arrangement as discussed
in section 2.

Table 1. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ
and subjective evaluation value.

Figure 7. The original score of “RWC-MDB-P-2001
No. 5”.

6. RESULT AND EVALUATION
Three pop music songs for a solo piano were arranged by
using the proposed method, and the quality and playability of the arranged scores were evaluated. The correlation
between the value of the distance function
and subjective evaluation was calculated. This ascertained as to
whether the distance function
is appropriate for
reflecting the quality of the piano arrangement. The study
also involved investigating as to whether a generated piano score is playable with respect to a piano player’s
evaluation. The songs used in the study included “Zenzenzense” by RADWIMPS, “Senbonzakura” by KurousaP and “Sugar Song and Bitter Step” by UNISON
SQUARE GARDEN. Each score as an input was obtained from the website [15], and the base part was set as
the rhythm part. Thresholds was set and corresponded
to 0.86 for “Zenzenzense”, 0.83 for “Senbonzakura”, and
0.63 for “Sugar Song and Bitter Step”.
The correlation between the value of
and subjective evaluation was evaluated by calculating Spearman's
rank correlation coefficient. The subjective evaluation
was performed by eight evaluators including individuals
who can play an instrument. Piano-arranged scores with
values of
corresponding to minimum, median, and
maximum were generated. Thus, there are three patterns
of piano-arranged scores ranging from the worst arrangement to best arrangement. The evaluators randomly
listened to the fore-mentioned three patterns of

Figure 8. The results of the piano arrangement.
arrangement quality and evaluated the same by using the
following indexes.
1 : extremely low quality.
2 : moderately low quality.
3 : slightly low quality.
4 : neither low nor high quality.
5 : slightly high quality.
6 : moderately high quality.
7 : extremely high quality.
The subjective order was set, and it was sorted in the descending order of indexes set by evaluators. Additionally,
the distance values corresponding to the ranking values of
were set in an ascending order. This is followed by
calculating Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
between subjective order and distance order. Additionally,
the process also involved calculating the arithmetic mean
and variance of . Furthermore, “Zenzenzense” that corresponds to a piano-arranged score composed by a pro-
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fessional arranger [12] is also evaluated and compared
with the best arrangement generated by the proposed
method. The result of the evaluation is shown in Tab. 1.
With respect to the playability, two individuals who
could play the piano evaluated the same by playing the
best piano-arranged score in the proposed method. The
obtained results corresponded to views that suggested
that there are a few difficult points although an unplayable point does not exist.
A part of “RWC-MDB-P-2001 No. 5” recorded in the
RWC Music Database is shown as an example of the result [16]. The original score is shown in Fig. 7, and the
results of piano arrangement are shown in Fig. 8. The
bass part is set as the rhythm part, and the threshold is
set as 0.5. Fig. 8 shows scores (a), (b), and (c) in ascending order of the values of
.

7. CONSIDERATIONS
The results confirmed that correlations existed between
and subjective evaluations based on the result of
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. Specifically,
with respect to “Zenzenzense”, the variance is lower than
that of the others, and a strong positive correlation exists.
It is assumed that rhythm is significantly involved in this
result. The piano arrangement of “Senbonzakura” involves a rhythm that is a slightly different from that of
the original without discomfort since the original rhythm
is simple, and thus it is easier to fit any rhythms. Consequently, it is considered that a piano arrangement score
that is slightly different from an original score also corresponds to a high-quality piano arrangement. With respect
to “Sugar Song and Bitter Step”, it is difficult to determine an optimum accompaniment from the accompaniment database since the rhythm of the original song is
quite complicated. With respect to the rhythm perspective
in “Zenzenzense”, an optimum accompaniment could be
selected because the original song of “Zenzenzense” involves a moderately complex rhythm. With respect to the
calculation of the similarity of rhythm, a more appropriate selection of accompaniment is expected by applying
different weights to each beat based on the importance of
beats such as strong beats and weak beats. With respect
to the quality of a piano arrangement, all songs are evaluated well generally. The piano-arranged score with the
proposed method corresponded to approximately 93% of
the performance relative to arrangements by a professional arranger. Two evaluators indicated that the pianoarranged score with the proposed method was better than
the piano arrangement by a professional arranger. In conclusion, the results confirmed the usefulness of the proposed method.
With respect to the playability, unplayable parts were
not revealed since published scores were used for the lefthand part. If the published scores are playable, then a
generated left-hand score is also playable. However, the
evaluators indicated that there were some parts that were
not easy to play. Thus, it was assumed that the right-hand
part that includes added notes to the melody is not considered with respect to playability in the proposed method.

Therefore, this problem can be solved by considering the
continuous of the notes.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a piano-arranged score is generated by using four musical components extracted from an original
score. Furthermore, the study involved defining five conditions necessary for a high-quality piano arrangement.
Subsequently, the piano arrangement process is based on
the five conditions. The proposed method involves constructing an accompaniment database in the form of accompaniment matrices. The right-hand part is generated
by adding notes of a chord. The left-hand part is generated by selection from the accompaniment database and
harmonizing the selected accompaniments. Finally, the
right-hand part and the left-hand part are combined with
the correction of overlapping notes.
The proposed method highlights a novelty of the piano
arranging process. Previous studies used all the information in each part. The generated piano-arranged scores
are directly affected by the original score. In contrast, the
present study involved generating a piano-arranged score
by using musical components that are abstracted from
musical scores. Therefore, it is easy to generate a pianoarranged score from acoustic signals. A future study will
involve generating a piano-arranged score from original
acoustic signals. Additionally, future research will examine the construction of an accompaniment database divided into difficulty levels. It will also explore generating a
piano-arranged score with respect to difficulty levels.
Furthermore, future study aims also include increasing
musical components of a database to select an appropriate
accompaniment.
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ABSTRACT
Many of the dynamic range compressor (DRC) designs
that are deployed in the marketplace today are constrained
to operate in the time-domain; therefore, they offer only
temporally dependent control of the amplitude envelope of
a signal. Designs that offer an element of frequency dependency, are often restricted to perform specific tasks intended by the developer. Therefore, in order to realise a
more flexible DRC implementation, this paper proposes a
generalised time-frequency domain design that accommodates both temporally-dependent and frequency-dependent
dynamic range control; for which an FFT-based implementation is also presented. Examples given in this paper
reveal how the design can be tailored to perform a variety of tasks, using simple parameter manipulation; such
as frequency-depended ducking for automatic-mixing purposes and high-resolution multi-band compression.
1. INTRODUCTION
A dynamic range compressor (DRC) is an indispensable
tool found in many an audio engineer’s toolbox. They
are utilised extensively in the fields of music production,
automatic-mixing, mastering, broadcasting and hearing
aids. From the music production perspective, the main reason for their popularity lies with their ability to shape the
amplitude envelope of transient audio signals; so that they
may combine more cohesively with other signals present
in the mix, or to rectify issues that an existing mix may exhibit. DRCs are also utilised to intentionally reduce the dynamic range of audio signals, as humans tend to associate
a louder mix as being superior [1, 2]; which is especially
important given stringent broadcasting regulations and the
competition between broadcasters.
While the basic design of time-domain DRCs has evolved
slowly over the years [3–8], more progress has been made
with regard to diverse and creative ways of applying such
devices in the field of music production. For example,
most commercial implementations of modern DRCs offer
the ability to influence the behaviour of the DRC using
a different audio signal; a technique commonly referred
to as side-chain compression [9]. To give a practical exc
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ample, side-chain compression can be used to reduce the
amplitude of a bass guitar signal to coincide with a kick
drum transient. This temporally dependent “ducking” in
the bass guitar signal may then allow the two instruments
to better complement one another. In the production of
dance music, this technique is commonly utilised in the
more extreme case, by allowing the kick drum transient to
conspicuously carve out temporally dependent holes in the
amplitude of other signals; resulting in a pumping effect
that pulses in time with the music [10].
Serial and parallel compression techniques have also become widely used, as they allow for even greater control
of the amplitude envelope of signals by utilising multiple
DRCs with different envelope detector settings [11, 12].
Recent research has also considered the digital modelling
of traditional analogue DRC devices [8], as it is often desirable to replicate traditional audio processing techniques, in
order to capture their unique distortion characteristics [13].
However, the majority of today’s DRC designs are
temporally-dependent and frequency-independent (referring to common designs described in [4, 14, 15]), which
makes them unsuitable for certain tasks. For example, it
might be desirable for the DRC to only derive its gain parameter from a specific frequency range of the input audio, or the user may want to use different DRC parameters
for different frequency bands and have them operate independently. Therefore, to accommodate these scenarios,
an element of frequency dependency has been adopted by
two main sub-categories of DRC design, termed here as
the filtered side-chain compressor (FSCC) [9, 16] and the
multi-band compressor (MBC) [6, 17].
In the case of the FSCC, the amount of gain reduction applied to an input signal is influenced by a filtered version of
the input signal. One common implementation is the Deesser design, which is typically used to reduce sibilance
present in vocal recordings [9]. In this instance the gain
factor is derived from the frequency range where the sibilance is most prevalent, through the use of a band-pass filter in their side-chain processing. There are also DRC designs that extend this control further and allow much more
customisable filtering of the side-chain signal [18], which
are suitable for applications where a single band-pass filter
is insufficient. However, such designs do not feature in any
formal publications. One potential drawback of the FSCC
approach is that the calculated gain factor is applied to the
whole frequency range of the input signal, which may not
be desirable depending on the use case. Therefore, it might
be beneficial if FSCC designs were able to apply the calculated gain factor to a user specified frequency range.
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For the MBC approach, the input signal is divided into
separate sub-bands and offers independent user controls
for each of them. This allows for greater control of broadband signals, which therefore makes them especially useful for mastering applications; however, typically only two
or three independent sub-bands are controllable by the
user. MBCs with a higher number of sub-bands are used
more commonly in hearing-aid designs [19–21]. However,
due to their specific intended application, and their general lack of envelope detection or side-chain compression
support; they are usually unsuitable for music production,
mastering or automatic-mixing applications. Designs that
are orientated towards these musical applications, such as
the Soniformer audio plug-in [22], do not feature in any
formal publications.
With regard to today’s automatic-mixing approaches [23–
25], many of them operate in the frequency or timefrequency domains and are applied off-line. The latest implementations in particular rely heavily on machine learning principles; therefore, they have removed the audio producer entirely from the mixing process and have generally
yielded inferior results, when compared to their professionally mastered counterparts [25]. Improvements could
be expected, by utilising higher frequency-resolution MBC
designs that apply frequency dependent side-chain ducking. This would allow signals to frequency-dependently
attenuate the amplitude of other signals, thus creating
“space” for them in the mix, while also keeping the human
element in the mixing process.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to present a generalised time-frequency domain DRC design, which can be
utilised as a more customisable FSCC, an expanded MBC,
and a potential semi-automatic-mixing method. The paper also provides details of an implementation of the proposed design, which is based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). As demonstrated in the examples presented,
the implementation provides promising results, while using a variety of different audio material and simple parameter manipulation.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides a
short introduction on how DRCs generally operate and also
describes the typical parameters that are offered to the user;
Section 3 gives an example of a time-domain DRC design,
which is then expanded to the proposed time-frequency domain design in Section 4; Section 5 then details how the
proposed design was implemented, in order to provide the
examples that are shown in Section 6; and Section 7 concludes the paper.

Figure 1: A depiction of the threshold T , ratio R and knee
width W parameters. The blue line represents a soft knee,
while the black dotted line represents a hard knee.
computer and an envelope detector [14]. These two components allow many user parameters to be delivered, which
typically include:
• threshold, above which attenuation of the input signal occurs;
• ratio, referring to the input/output ratio in decibels,
which influences the gain reduction based on the extent to which the signal has surpassed the threshold;
• knee width, which permits a less abrupt attenuation
around the threshold by allowing the gain factor to
be determined by a gradual change in ratio. This is
often termed as a soft knee, whereas the abrupt application of attenuation about the threshold is termed
as a hard knee (see Fig. 1);
• attack time, which determines how quickly the envelope detector reaches the target gain reduction, as
dictated by the threshold and ratio parameters;
• release time, which refers to how quickly the envelope detector returns to unity gain, when the sidechain signal ceases to exceed the threshold.
Additionally, the following parameters can also be offered to the user:
• look-a-head, the amount of time the input signal is
delayed by, allowing the side-chain processing to react more reliably to acute transients;
• make-up gain, which is a gain factor applied after
application of the DRC, as it is often desirable to
increase the amplitude of the output in order to compensate for the loss in sound energy;

2. BACKGROUND
Typically, DRCs operate by duplicating the input signal to
obtain two identical signals, henceforth referred to as the
input signal and the side-chain signal. However, it is important to note that the side-chain signal can be an entirely
different signal, in the case of the side-chain compression
technique. The output signal is then created by attenuating
the input signal based on a gain factor that is calculated
from processing the side-chain signal. This side-chain processing typically comprises two main components, a gain

• side-chain filter parameters, in order to dictate
which frequencies of the side-chain will influence
the dynamic range compression of the input signal
(used in FSCC designs).
Note that DRCs can either have a feed-forward or feedback architecture [26]. However, feed-forward designs are
generally more preferable, as the feed-back topology prohibits the use of a look-a-head parameter.
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Figure 2: The block diagram of the time-domain feed-forward DRC, derived from [14]. Note that the slin signal can be
identical to the xlin signal, in order to perform typical dynamic range compression behaviour; or alternatively, they can be
independent signals, in order to perform the side-chain compression technique.
3. A TYPICAL TIME-DOMAIN DRC DESIGN
An example of a feed-forward time-domain DRC design
is described in [14] and features a second order gain computer and a smooth peak envelope detector; the block diagram of which is depicted in Fig. 2. Note that it is recommended to place the envelope detector after the gain
computer, in order to mitigate certain artefacts described
in [27].
This design operates in the log-domain, as this is a more
perceptually relevant and effective domain for applying dynamic range compression
sdB [n] = 20 log10 |slin |,

(1)

where sdB and slin refer to the log-domain (decibels) and
linear versions of the side-chain signal respectively and |.|
refers to the magnitude of a scalar. Alternatively, the rootmean-square (RMS) values of the input signal may be used
in situations where the induced latency poses no issue [15].
The gain computer provides one target output gain per
sample, yG [n], and is calculated as


sdB [n]



s [n]+
dB
yG [n] = ( 1 −1)(sdB [n]−T + W )2
R
2


2W


T + (sdB [n]−T )

clin [n] = 10vL /20 .

(4)

An example of this DRC design applied to a drum sample, is shown in Fig. 3. It can be observed that the gain
reduction is temporally dependent on the transients of the
side-chain signal; where transients with larger magnitude
have resulted in a more dramatic gain reduction and the envelope detector has influenced the smoothness of the transitions between unity gain and gain reduction.
Note that this design can also be converted to an FSCC
design by applying a filter F (z) to the side-chain signal,
such as a band-pass filter in the case of a De-esser.
4. THE PROPOSED TIME-FREQUENCY DOMAIN
DRC DESIGN
This section details the proposed DRC algorithm, which
assumes that the input and side-chain signals have been

2(sdB [n] − T ) ≤ −W

2|(sdB [n] − T )| ≤ W
2(s
dB [n] − T ) > W,
R
(2)
where T and W are the threshold and knee width parameters, respectively, expressed in decibels and R is the compression ratio.
The envelope detector is then formulated as [28]

αA vL [n − 1]+



(1 − α )b [n] b [n] > v [n − 1]
A G
G
L
vL [n] =

αR vL [n − 1]+



(1 − αR )bG [n] bG [n] ≤ vL [n − 1],

(3)

where vL refers to the output of the envelope detector in
decibels; bG is the input gain, calculated as the difference
between the gain computer estimate and the original sidechain value bG = yG −sdB ; and the attack and release time
constants are formulated as αA = e−1/attack and αR =
e−1/release respectively, where the attack and release times
are given as samples per millisecond.
The final gain factor clin is then obtained by returning to
the linear domain

Figure 3: An example of a drum sample (top), after it has
been passed through the time-domain DRC design (middle); using T = −20 dB, R = 8:1, W = 0 dB, Attack =
10 ms and Release = 80 ms. The gain reduction over time
is also depicted (bottom), which shows how the DRC has
responded to the transients in the input signal.
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Figure 4: Block diagram of the proposed time-frequency domain DRC design, where TFT/FB denotes a time-frequency
transform or perfect reconstruction filterbank. Note, however, that if x(t) and s(t) are the same signal, then the TFT/FB
should be applied only once.
transformed into the time-frequency domain, via a ShortTime Fourier Transform (STFT) or a perfect reconstruction filterbank. Therefore, time-domain frames of N input samples x̃ = [x0 , ..., xN −1 ]T are now represented as
their time-frequency domain counterparts X(t, f ); where
t refers to the down-sampled time index and f ∈ [0, ..., L−
1] to the frequency indices given by a hop size L.
The proposed time-frequency domain architecture is
shown in Fig. 4 and shares many similarities with its timedomain counterpart (see Fig. 2).
However, due to the change in domain, it is now the energy of each time-frequency index that is used as the input
for the gain computer
XG (t, f ) = 10 log10 |S(t, f )|2 ,

R

2(XG − T ) ≤ −W
2|(XG − T )| ≤ W
2(XG − T ) > W,

(6)

where YG is the new target gain, expressed in decibels; T
and W are the threshold and knee width parameters respectively, which are also expressed in decibels and R is
the compression ratio.
The envelope detector also works in a similar manner to
that of the time-domain implementation in (3)
(
αA VG z −1 + (1 − αA )BG
VG =
αR VG z −1 + (1 − αR )BG

q
C(t, f ) = max λ,

10

!
VG (t,f )
20

,

(8)

(5)

where XG and S refer to the side-chain energy and the
side-chain signal respectively.
For the gain computer, the frequency-dependent energy
values are compared against their respective threshold parameters, so that the dynamic range compression may be
applied in a frequency-dependent manner (note that the
time and frequency indices (t, f ) have been omitted for
compactness)


XG



X +
G
YG = ( 1 −1)(XG −T + W )2
R
2


2W


T + (XG −T )

the energy of the side-chain BG = YG − XG . However, the attack and release time constants must now take
into account the change of domain, so are formulated as:
αA = e−1/(attack/L) and αR = e−1/(release/L) respectively, where the attack and release times are given as timedomain samples per millisecond.
Due to the nature of spectral processing, a spectral floor
parameter λ is now recommended to mitigate audible artefacts that can occur when a frequency band is too harshly
attenuated. Therefore, the final temporally-dependent and
frequency-dependent gain factors C(t, f ) are given as

BG > VG z −1
(7)
BG ≤ VG z −1 ,

where VG refers to the output of the envelope detector
in decibels and BG refers to the input gain, calculated
as the difference between the gain computer estimate and

which should be multiplied element-wise with the input
signal, in order to yield the dynamically compressed audio
signal, which can be auditioned after performing an appropriate inverse time-frequency transform.
5. AN FFT-BASED IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
PROPOSED DESIGN
In order to investigate the behaviour and performance of
the proposed design, the algorithms presented were implemented using MatLab and then realised as a Virtual Studio
Technology (VST) audio plug-in 1 . The graphical user interface (GUI) was designed using the open source JUCE
framework and is depicted in Fig. 5.
The alias-free STFT filterbank in [29], which uses analysis and synthesis windows that are optimised to reduce temporal aliasing, was selected as the time-frequency
transform for the implementation. A hop size of 128 samples and an FFT length of 1024 samples were selected,
with a further sub-division of the lowest four bands to increase low-frequency resolution. This additional filtering
is similar to the hybrid filtering that is performed in the filterbanks used for spatial audio coding [30]; therefore, there
are 133 frequency bands in total, with centre frequencies
that roughly correspond to the resolution of human hearing. A sample rate of 48 kHz and a frame size of 512 samples were hard coded into the plug-in.
1 Various pre-rendered sound examples and Mac OSX/Windows versions of the VST audio plug-in, can be found on the companion web-page:
http://research.spa.aalto.fi/publications/papers/smc17-fft-drc/
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Figure 5: An image of the GUI for the VST implementation of the proposed algorithm. Note that the same parameters are applied for each sub-band; although frequencydependent parameter selection is supported internally.

A total of 8 seconds of historic frequency-dependent gain
factors C(t, f ), utilised in the processing section of the
VST, are stored and displayed on the GUI to provide the
user with visual feed-back of the extent of gain reduction.
Some of the drawbacks of the proposed design are: the
numerous control parameters; increased latency and computational complexity. Therefore, in order to reduce the
number of user parameters on the GUI, the same threshold, ratio, knee-width, attack time and release time values
are used in the side-chain processing for all of the 133 subbands. However, this implementation should be viewed as
a demonstration that the proposed algorithm can operate
in real time; whereas the MatLab implementation has left
all of the user parameters open to manipulation, in order
to provide the examples shown in Section 6. With regard
to the induced latency, due to the manner in which Digital
Audio Workstations (DAWs) operate, delay-compensation
can be introduced to make this drawback less of an issue.
6. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
The purpose of this section is to provide some perspective on the wide range of tasks that the proposed design
can be applied to, via simple manipulation of the calculated gain factors. For example, a standard time-domain
DRC design can be modelled by taking the mean of the
frequency-dependent gain factors and applying this average to all of the sub-bands equally, which would enable an
outcome similar to the example given in Section 3. However, as this results in increased latency and computational
complexity, this is not recommended for this particular use
case. However, a more appropriate use of this concept is
to take the mean of the gain factors for a certain frequency
range of the side-chain signal in order to to mimic a customisable FSCC. Now, unlike its time-domain counterpart,
the proposed system is capable of applying this average
gain factor to a specified frequency-range of the input sig-

nal. For example, high frequencies can now be attenuated
during periods of high energy in the low frequencies.
The proposed design can also be used simply as an MBC,
but with a higher frequency-resolution when compared to
most MBCs employed in today’s marketplace. The result
after passing a drum sample though the proposed design is
shown in Fig. 6b Since the individual components of the
drum kit (snare, kick drum and hi-hat) are less likely to
coincide simultaneously in time, or overlap substantially
with regard to their frequency content, the music producer
is able to use one instance of the proposed DRC and still
dictate different parameters for each component. The alternative would be three independent instances of a timedomain DRC for each drum kit component.
Another potential use for the proposed design is for
automatic-mixing purposes. The example shown in Fig. 7
demonstrates how a popular music track, which can be
approximated as uniformly distributed white noise, can
be subjected to both frequency and temporally dependent
side-chain compression, in order to accommodate an additional drum loop sample. One alternative method for attaining this result would be through the use of automation
and digital audio filters, which would generally be considered a much more laborious process for accomplishing the
same task.
In broadcasting, dynamic range compression is utilised
heavily for both limiting and side-chain compression. The
former is to ensure that the sound levels do not exceed
the limits set by the broadcast regulators and by using the
proposed design, only the frequency bands that exceed the
limit will be attenuated. The latter is used to decrease the
level of audio signals if speech signals exceed a particular threshold; an example utilising the proposed design is
shown in Fig. 8.
Please note, however, that the user parameters selected
for the presented examples (including Fig. 5) have been
purposely configured to more harshly attenuate the signals,
in order to make the changes in the spectrogram magnitudes easier to identify. More conservative gain reduction
should be used during listening. Likewise, the frequency
range shown on the spectrograms has been truncated to
8 kHz (to avoid depicting dead-space), despite the processing using a sample rate of 48 kHz.
7. CONCLUSION
This paper has outlined a design for a time-frequency
domain DRC, which applies dynamic range compression
with both temporally and frequency-dependent characteristics; allowing for increased flexibility when processing
audio signals, owing to the greater degree of control that
the system provides to the sound engineer. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, this approach to dynamic range
compression has historically featured mainly in algorithms
orientated towards hearing aids, with regard to formal publications. Therefore, some applications have been presented, which highlight the potential usefulness of such
a design in the fields of music production, mastering and
broadcasting. These include frequency-dependent sidechain ducking for automatic-mixing purposes, and high
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(a) T = −20 dB, R = 8:1, W = 0 dB, Att/Rel = 10/80 ms.

(b) T = −50 dB, R = 8:1, W = 0 dB, Att/Rel = 10/80 ms.

Figure 6: Spectrograms of the drum kit sample (top left, top right) and the output audio, when utilising the time-domain
(middle left) and the proposed (middle right) DRC designs; also shown are the frequency-dependent gain factors for the
time-domain (bottom left) and the proposed (bottom right) DRC designs.

Figure 7: Spectrograms of white noise (top) and after
frequency-dependent ducking using a drum kit sample
(middle); also shown are the frequency-dependent gain
factors (bottom). T = −50 dB, R = 8:1, W = 0 dB, Att/Rel
= 10/150 ms.

Figure 8: Spectrograms of white noise (top) and after
frequency-dependent ducking using a speech sample (middle); also shown are the frequency-dependent gain factors
(bottom). T = −80 dB, R = 20:1, W = 0 dB, Att/Rel =
10/800 ms.
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resolution multi-band compression.
Regarding the presented FFT-based implementation, future work could investigate how best to design a GUI that
accommodates the additional parameters, or study how one
might automate them; such as in [31].
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ABSTRACT
SysSon is a sonification platform originally developed in
collaboration with climatologists. It contains a domainspecific language for the design of sonification templates,
providing abstractions for matrix input data and accessing
it in real-time sound synthesis. A shortcoming of the previous version had been the limited breadth of transformations
applicable to this matrix data in real-time. We observed
that the development of sonification objects often requires
pre-processing stages outside the real-time domain, limiting the possibilities of fully integrating models directly
into the platform. We designed a new layer for the sonification editor that provides another, semantically similar
domain-specific language for offline rendering. Offline
and real-time processing are unified through common interfaces and through a mechanism by which the latter can
make use of the outputs of the former stage. Auxiliary data
calculated in the offline stage is captured by a persisting
caching mechanism, avoiding waiting time when running a
sonification repeatedly.
1. INTRODUCTION
The SysSon sonification platform came out of an eponymous research project running 2012–2015 whose aim was
the systematisation of sonification practices [1]. It was
designed to specifically handle the type of data produced
in climate research, namely multi-dimensional time series,
and to be able to translate this data into real-time sound
synthesis processes. Another aim was to enable scientists—
climatologists in our case—to directly engage with the sonification by running SysSon as an application that allows
them to import data files and to select, parametrise and
listen to sonification models. Development was resumed in
2016 as a case study in knowledge transfer from the artistic
into a scientific domain. Working with the same group
of climatologists, but using an adapted methodology, we
aim at making the platform more practical in typical usage
scenarios.
As the design process of sonification requires quick iterations of programming, adjustment and listening, SysSon
Copyright: c 2017 Hanns Holger Rutz et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original author and source are credited.

was conceived also as an integrated development environment (IDE) for the sonification design itself, and not
just an interface for the deployment of finalised sonification models to scientists as “end users”. Consequently, the
platform integrates the two perspectives of programming
and editing sonification models, on one hand, and the usage and adjustment of sonification models, on the other
hand. The former is done through an integrated text editor
and compiler—using embedded domain specific language
(DSL) extensions for the Scala programming language—
the latter through a graphical user interface (GUI).
Until recently, sound computations were restricted to
mainly real-time synthesis, based on abstractions provided
by a computer music framework [2] that utilises SuperCollider in the back-end. For example, there are objects that
encapsulate functions that define a SuperCollider graph of
signal processing blocks or unit generators (UGens). These
objects can be copied and moved around in the application and posses a dictionary of parameters, such as scalar
values, references to buses, sound files, etc. In the IDE,
the UGen graph function is written inside a text editor, using Scala, while the associative dictionaries are generally
editable through GUI elements and drag-and-drop.
We have found that the restriction to real-time synthesis
can be limiting in many cases, and thus we set out to understand how dedicated pre-processing stages could be added
to our system. What we are interested in is to learn how
our specific embodied knowledge of the software platform
can be analysed through its development process, and how
it can be translated to yield a more practical application.
The rest of the article is organised as follows: First we
analyse how the advantages and limitations of the previous
version of the platform led to particular ways of developing
sound models. This is elaborated through the specific scenario of sonifying the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO). We
then show how we extended the system by a non-real-time
component that in many ways mirrors the real-time API,
making it easier to unify the two time domains.
2. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
It is clear that any decision on design and representations
enables particular ways of working with and thinking about
the subject matter, as much as they inhibit others. For example, being able to create and program the sound objects
from within the application allows them to be conceived as
things that can be evolved, duplicated, moved and copied
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Figure 1. User and developer perspectives and dynamics.
This is before the introduction of offline pre-processing.
around between workspaces. The sound objects live in
workspaces, and in fact the platform can be used to program entire music compositions or sound installations.
On the other hand, our IDE is very rudimentary compared
to a professional IDE, when it comes to code navigation,
code completion, error checking, break-point debugging
and so forth. Also, a monolithic real-time UGen graph
function as the embodiment of a sonification process is a
strong constraint. Both the delegation of tasks to the graphical interface and the restriction to a single graph function
had been perceived as restrictions by some participants of
a workshop on SysSon we held in 2014. In our own practice of developing sonification models, we found that we
could experiment better with some ideas by falling back
to a professional IDE (IntelliJ IDEA) that was used to develop the application itself, temporarily removing some
constraints. This was possible due to the existence of an
overall application programming interface (API) extending
beyond what is exposed in the GUI. This type of development process, where the sonification designer moves back
from the in-application coding to an outside IDE, the same
IDE that is used to write the entire application, is illustrated
in Figure 1.
2.1 Case Study: Quasi-Biennial Oscillation
To understand this process better, and how it can connect
with the in-application work, we present as a case study
the creation of a particular sonification model. The scenario in climatology that we were targeting was the quasibiennial oscillation (QBO) [3]. This phenomenon occurs
in the lower stratosphere and equatorial latitudes, and includes temperature anomalies that rhythmically alternate
approximately every two years. A temperature anomaly
is a deviation of the temperature from its average value at
a given time and location. In the QBO, these anomalies
oscillate with the temporal phases shifting from higher to
lower altitudes, something that can be clearly seen in a plot
(Figure 2).
Because of its technical simplicity, many sonification
models are built on what has been called parameter mapping [4], techniques of more or less directly translating

(mapping) a stream of input data to a stream of data that
controls one or several sound parameters. Parameter mapping is also suggested in the design of SysSon, as the prominent abstraction added to the set of UGens is Var, a reference to matrices and sub-matrices that may then be unrolled
as a temporal and/or multi-channel real-time signal that can
be treated like any other UGen. While we can create hundreds or even thousands of oscillators or modulators this
way without technical problems, obtaining a suitable sonic
representation of a multi-dimensional matrix is all but easy.
We have tried to address this in the GUI by allowing the
user to quickly create sub-selections from matrices and to
assign different dimensions to different logical inputs of
the sound model.
Nevertheless, it became more and more clear that what
was missing from the framework was some general notion
of what Grond and Berger call the data preparation stage.
The data sets in our scenario are stored in NetCDF format,
and of course it is possible to prepare these sets with various other tools, with numerical computing software, and
so forth. The climatologists are used to these tools and
perform typical operations such as reducing the resolution
of a data set, averaging over a dimension, or calculating
the anomalies by subtracting out the monthly averages of a
variable. However, we would like to build sonification templates that imply a certain pre-processing without requiring
the user to carry it out by hand. This is especially true if
we want to explore more unconventional data preparation.
One of the ideas we developed for creating a sonification
of the QBO phenomenon is to use an algorithm from the
visual domain, a blob detection. Blob detection is an approach from computer vision to determine coherent shapes
in a static or moving digital image. The motivation came
from the clarity with which we identify the regular diagonal shapes in Figure 2. If we transformed the time-altitude
grid of temperature data into a low number of expressive
features, we could potentially build a sonification that paralleled the visual clarity in the aural domain.
2.2 Obtaining and Representing Blob Data
To prototype this idea, we looked for a simple open source
library that could be used from within the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM), since our application runs on the JVM. We
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Figure 4. Section from a rasterised blob matrix

Figure 3. Output of blob detection for positive temperature anomalies (detection threshold +0.26◦ C), equatorial
in 21km to 36km altitude, Jan 2003 to Jan 2014.
found a library written by Julien Gachadoat 1 that produced
reasonable results while being implemented in only a few
hundred lines of Java code. Within two days, we were able
to take a data set of temperature anomalies, convert each
latitude/longitude slice into a greyscale image with the time
series on the horizontal axis (180 months) and altitudes on
the vertical axis (600 levels), run the blob detection, and
output a new matrix file containing the evolution of the blob
shapes for a given maximum number of concurrent voices.
Figure 3 shows the input matrix with blob contours. The
polyline inside the blobs is one of the features extracted,
the centroid or weighted arithmetic mean, which gives a
good representation of the “glissandi” of the anomalies.
How can we make the results of the blob analysis available to the sonification? The solution we picked is to render
each blob with one sound generator within a polyphonic
UGen graph. The blob data is again rasterised along the
time axis, and blobs are pre-sorted into voices. Since there
is no support for dynamic growth of voices within a UGen
graph, we define a maximum number of concurrent voices
at the analysis stage. Theoretically, two voices would suffice to capture the overlapping diagonal shapes, but since
the shapes are not fully regular and there occur disturbances to the pattern—visible in the figure by the very short
yellow blob, for example—we use four voices in the prepared data, and twice as many voices in the UGen graph,
so that we may employ envelope release phases that extend
beyond the strict boundary of one time slice.
If the rasterised and organised blob-data is written out as
another matrix file, we thus have a preparation stage that
consists of a transformation (input matrices → structured
blob-set → equidistant-sampled blob-data → voice distribution → output matrices). The written NetCDF matrix
file can then be used inside the SysSon application like
any other sonification data source. A sample section from
such a file is shown in Figure 4. The time dimension is
preserved and the altitude dimension is replaced by a new
dimension that contains the blob “records”, each of which
occupies ten rows. Without going into the details, each
blob record starts with a unique identifier (rows 0, 10, and
20 in the figure) that the sound synthesis will use to trace
1 http://www.v3ga.net/processing/BlobDetection/
index-page-home.html (accessed 18-May-2017)

a coherent object. The identifier is zero whenever the particular voice is not allocated. In the shown table, the top
most voice begins at the first time index with blob id 7, a
second voice with blob id 1 is allocated in the forth column.
Next in the record are the blob dimensions (first altitude
level, start time index, number of altitude levels, number
of time slices), followed by the features of each time slice,
including mean, standard deviation and centroid of the temperature anomalies included (visible in the table by their
floating point nature).
3. INTEGRATED OFFLINE UGEN GRAPHS
The problem with the creation of the blob matrix is, of
course, that it is not yet in any way integrated into the
application. While this is acceptable for research, we do
not want the climatologists to send us their data sets in order
to run them through the transformation and send them back
to be used in the sonification. A simple solution would
be to add an action to the workspace GUI to allow the
users to pre-process their matrices and then re-import the
resulting blob matrix into the workspace. In fact, we have
taken this route before with an action to pre-calculate an
anomalies matrix from a regular (e.g. temperature) matrix.
But this way, the underlying problem is not addressed: If
one can think up and implement a real-time sonification
model from scratch with the built-in code editor, why is
there no counterpart for the pre-processing stage?
The idea that we have now implemented and that we are
now testing is this: Can we conceive a domain-specific
language for offline processing that is relatively easy to
understand if one has already learnt how to write the
real-time code? Is the UGen graph model applicable for
the pre-processing stage? What are its advantages, disadvantages, impedance matches and mismatches?
The UGen graph concept is well established in sound synthesis and could be seen as a form of dataflow or stream
processing model. A network of unit processors is run on
a scheduler, each consuming and producing a stream of
values. For example, in SuperCollider, the UGens form
a directed acyclic graph and process floating point values
either as chunks at audio sampling-rate, or as individual
values at control rate, a fraction of the audio sampling-rate
that makes computations less expensive. In the beginning
of 2016, we were working precisely on the translation of
the UGen graph model to offline processing in the reformulation of the FScape audio signal processing software.
A few months later, the implementation was stable enough
to use it to render not just sounds, but also bitmap images
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// real-time
val gen = LFSaw.ar(SampleRate.ir/800, 0.5)
val up = (gen + 1) * 2
val a
= up.min(1)
val b
= (up - 3).max(0)
a - b
// offline
val gen = LFSaw(1.0/800, 0.75)
val up = (gen + 1) * 2
val a
= up.min(1)
val b
= (up - 3).max(0)
a - b

Property

SuperCollider

FScape

Language
Scheduler
Threading

C, C++
custom written
single threaded

Data rates

dual
(audio and control)
assigned fixed size
“wire-buffers”
float
all UGens start and
stop together

Scala
Akka Streams
optional asynchronous,
thread pool
multi-rate

Buffering
Data type
Life cycle

Table 1. Comparison of back-end architecture

Figure 5. Comparison of real-time and offline graphs, using
the Scala DSLs in SysSon.

are now specified to take period parameters in numberof-frames rather than their reciprocal, a normalised
frequency, as we also support integer numbers next
to floating point numbers, avoiding time-base drift
over long runs, something that is known to cause
issues in SuperCollider.

and video sequences, suggesting that this framework could
be also used as the basis for offline processing of matrices
in SysSon. It is thus useful to summarise the experience
with this framework so far:
3.1 Applying the UGen Model to Offline Processing
At first glance, offline and real-time processing should be
quite similar, only distinguished by the kind of scheduler
that runs the nodes of the graph, in the former case being
busy incessantly, and in the latter case paying attention to
deadlines. Figure 5 shows the example of an envelope generator in real-time (SuperCollider) and in offline (FScape)
code. The envelope goes from one to zero in 200 frames,
then back to one in 200 frames, and remains there for another 400 frames. Three subtle difference can be seen
already:
• The phase argument to the sawtooth generator differs. While in SuperCollider the ranges of some
parameters have historically been chosen to minimise mathematical operations on the server side, in
FScape we favour consistency across various UGens
over additional arithmetical operations required.
• In SuperCollider we must specify whether the UGen
uses audio or control rate, while in FScape these
categories do not exist. Instead, the block sizes of
signals depend on the particular UGen and may even
vary across the inputs and outputs of a UGen, although a nominal block size can be specified that
determines the default buffer size for dynamic signals.
• The frequency is given in Hertz in SuperCollider. In
FScape it is given as a normalised value, as there is
no notion of a global sampling rate. We were contemplating the introduction of a SampleRate UGen
for convenience, but since the system was primarily
designed to transform audio files, one would mostly
want to work directly with the respective sampling
rates of the input files. In the cases where images or
videos are processed, the notion of audio sampling
rate would also be meaningless. In fact, many UGens

variable size,
reference passing
unrestricted
UGens can shut down
at different times

Both systems use a weak type GE (graph element) for the
values that can be used as parameters to UGens (constants
are graph elements, as are UGens themselves), but while
on the SuperCollider server all streams are restricted to
32-bit floating point resolution, in FScape we adopted
multiple numeric types, consisting currently of 32-bit and
64-bit integer numbers and 64-bit floating point numbers.
Some UGens are generic in that they can natively work
with different numeric types, preserving particular precision and semantics, while others coerce a GE into a particular type. For example, ArithmSeq(0.0, 4)—similar to
Dseries in SuperCollider—produces the arithmetic series
0.0, 4.0, 8.0, . . . with floating point numbers, while
ArithmSeq(0L, 4) produces the series 0L, 4L, 8L, . . . with
64-bit integer numbers. This approach is still under evaluation.
The way UGens are constructed from the user-facing side
is very similar, including lazy expansion of elements that
allows the preservation of pseudo-UGens (e.g. in serialisation) and the late binding of resources needed from the
environment (e.g. automatic adaptation of the expanded
UGen graph to variable types and dimensions of control
inputs), multi-channel expansion, and the composition with
unary and binary operators. But when it comes to the implementation of the UGens, the systems use very different
architecture, which is summarised in Table 1.
3.2 Interfacing with an Offline Graph
It remains to define an input/output interface for integrating
offline processing graphs with other objects inside SysSon.
All objects share as a common interface a dictionary—
called attribute map—that can be used to freely associate
attributes with it, using conventional string keys. In the realtime case, for example, when one creates a named control
"freq".kr, the control input is looked up in the attribute
map of a containing Proc object (the object wrapping the
UGen graph) at key "freq". This could be a scalar value,
a break-point function, or any other object that could be
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val m = Matrix("var")
val v0 = m.valueSeq
val v = Gate(v0, !v0.isNaN)
val mn = RunningMin(v).last
val mx = RunningMax(v).last
MkDouble("min", mn)
MkDouble("max", mx)

Figure 6. An offline program that determines the range of
values of a matrix.

translated into a control signal. The real-time signal output
of a Proc is represented by a ScanOut UGen, for which a
dedicated output object must be created inside a special
outputs dictionary of the Proc. This object can then be
placed in the attribute map of another object that wants
to use the corresponding signal as input. These links thus
function as “patch cords” between objects.
In the offline case, we use a similar approach. Here
would again inject a value or value stream
from the containing object’s attribute map. Other UGens
exists for other types of input: To get access to a matrix,
one uses Matrix("key") where the matrix is then sought
in the attribute map or in the list of variables of the containing Sonification object using "key". Likewise, different
UGens exists for the different types of outputs produced.
Figure 6 gives the example of calculating the minimum
and maximum elements of an input matrix. The valueSeq
method on the matrix produces a one-dimensional “flat”
(interleaved) stream of all the elements in the matrix. The
Gate is used to remove missing values (NaN is for not-anumber), which commonly occur in the climatology data
files. The RunningMin and RunningMax UGens are similar to their SuperCollider equivalents, but the last operation is unique: In the offline processes, UGens may
terminate at different times, once their inputs or outputs
are exhausted. The valueSeq stream terminates when all
elements have been transported, and subsequently Gate
and RunningMin/Max will terminate. The last operation
produces a UGen that outputs only the last element from
its input stream. There are also operations such as drop
and take that act like their counterparts in standard Scala
collections.
"freq".attr

The last two lines define the outputs of the program. The
string parameter defines the key in the output dictionary of
the object containing the offline program. Corresponding
output objects must be created in that dictionary and may
then be linked to the attribute map of a Proc, where they
are then used in the definition of the real-time process.
Figure 7 shows a screenshot to clarify how offline and realtime programs are wired together and integrated within a
sonification object. The editor of the offline program is in
the top-left, containing the code of Figure 6, along with the
two output objects named min and max. These two objects
have been linked through drag-and-drop with the attribute
map, shown in the bottom-right, of the real-time object,
whose code in turn is shown in the editor window in the
top-right.

Figure 7. Interlinkage of offline and real-time programs
within the application’s user interface
The large window in the background shows the sonification editor GUI as it is presented to the user, e.g. the
climatologist. The interface elements have been programmatically generated by the real-time program (this is still
considered the main entry to the sonification model, while
the offline programs function as auxiliary components):
Var refers to an input variable like Matrix, but additionally defines a corresponding user interface element in the
sonification editor. Dim UGens allow the user to associate dimensions of the sonification model with dimensions
of the matrices sonified. The UserValue UGen, used for
speed and amplitude here, is a control like "key".kr, but
also requests the presentation of a user interface element.
In a future version, we envision a set of dedicated user
interface objects that can be linked to standard controls,
disentangling the real-time program from decisions on the
user interface.
3.3 Data Preparation Stage
We now return to the blob example. In order to reformulate
the data preparation, we need to create new UGens that
encapsulate the blob detection and analysis. Generally, the
best approach is to minimise the functionality of a UGen,
perhaps splitting an algorithm across a number of UGens,
so that partial functions can be reused in other contexts.
An obvious choice would be one UGen Blobs2D for the
blob detection stage, yielding the contours of the blobs
within each matrix slice, and a second UGen BlobVoices
that transforms this set of geometric objects into the rasterised matrix of voices containing the required analysis of
the blob contents, such as the sliding extent and centroid.
The program complete with input UGen Matrix and output
UGen MkMatrix is shown in Figure 8.
Without going into much detail, we want to highlight
three aspects of this reformulated algorithm:
Program storage: We store a program as a tree of (unexpanded) UGens and not the source code or the compiled
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val
val
val
val

voices
taLo
taHi
thresh

=
=
=
=

4
0.0
3.5
0.26

//
//
//
//

maximum polyphony
lowest temp anomaly considered
highest temp anomaly considered
blob detection threshold

val
val
val
val
val
val

mIn
d1
d2
width
height
blobSz

=
=
=
=
=
=

Matrix("anom")
Dim(mIn, "time")
Dim(mIn, "altitude")
d2.size
d1.size
voices * 10 // blob record has 10 elems

// transform the matrix spec (shape)
val specIn = mIn.spec
val s1
= specIn.moveLast(d1)
val s2
= s1
.drop
(d2)
val d3
= Dim.Def("blobs", values =
ArithmSeq(length = blobSz))
val specOut = s2
.append (d3)
val win0
val win1
val win

= mIn.valueWindow(d1, d2)
= Gate(win0, !win0.isNaN)
= win1.max(taLo).min(taHi) / taHi

val blobs
= Blobs2D(in = win, width = width,
height = height, thresh = thresh, pad = 1)
val winB
= BufferDisk(win)
val mOut
= BlobVoices(in = winB, width = width,
height = height, numBlobs = blobs.numBlobs,
bounds = blobs.bounds, numVertices =
blobs.numVertices, vertices = blobs.vertices,
minWidth = 10, minHeight = 4, voices = voices)
MkMatrix("out", specOut, mOut)

Figure 8. UGen-based formulation of the blob matrix preparation

bytecode. This has two reasons: First, Scala is a statically typed and compiled language, and while we embed an
on-the-fly compiler for read-eval-print-loop (REPL) functionality, the compilation is slow and resource hungry. In
the real-time case, compiling on-the-fly is prohibitive, and
regular language control structures such as if-then-else
blocks cannot be represented on the sound synthesis server,
so there is little benefit to store Scala programs. For the offline case, storing regular (compiled) Scala programs is still
an interesting option, and something that is done already
elsewhere in the application for Action objects. The problem here is compatibility—on the one hand, Scala has adopted a policy of allowing binary incompatibility between
major release versions in order to facilitate language evolution. SysSon has recently been migrated from Scala 2.11 to
2.12, so if we had stored binary code programs, we would
face the problem of automatically detecting incompatible
versions when opening an old workspace and recompiling
them. An interesting new possibility will arrive in the future when Scala has migrated to a new serialisation format
called TASTY [5] that promises to address this. But even
then, a danger remains that closures may unintentionally
capture variables in the system (cf. [6]). The second reason
is that we would have to give much stronger guarantees

about the stability of the entire API that is exposed if we
stored the binary program. Storing the UGen graph has
been proven a good solution, because it still very expressive as it basically corresponds to the abstract syntax tree
(AST) of the DSL, and we can change implementation details without rendering the programs incompatible.
The isolation of the DSL has brought another tremendous
advantage, as we can compare two programs for structural
equality. This is crucial to correctly cache the results of
the offline program. Because analyses like the blob detection can take some time, being able to cache the results
allows the user to quickly adjust sonification parameters
without being penalised by long waiting times, as long as
the parameters do not affect the structural equality of the
program (e.g. a different part of the input matrix must be
analysed).

Manipulating structural data: Partly related, a recurring problem or question is the transport of structural data
that is not well captured by the streaming of plain numeric
values. This is clearly showing here in the adaptation of
the matrix specification from input to output: We need
to be able to remove the altitude dimension and replace
it by a new “record” type of dimension for the blobs here,
the transformation from specIn to specOut. The DSL must
foresee all possible scenarios since, because of the program
storage constraints, it is not possible to use the expressive
Scala language feature of applying a higher-order function,
e.g. writing specIn.filterNot(_.name == d2.name). But
even if this was possible, we have a mismatch with the
streaming protocol. In Blobs2D, we have regular vectorial
data of fixed window sizes flowing into its input, but for
each window we have a varying (much smaller) number of
hierarchical output records that would ideally be objects in
the form of
class Blob(bounds: Rectangle, slices: List[Slice])
class Slice(extent: Int, mean: Double, std: Double)

Remarkably, there are only few discussions on representing
record-type data in streaming systems. There was work on
this for FAUST [7], but even there records are supposed to
bundle together flat objects of equal rate components, and
nested structures are not addressed. Systems either force all
data into vectorial representations—for instance, OpenCV
puts polygon output from analysis into a standard matrix,
just as we output the blob contours as a stream of pairs of
x/y coordinates demarcated by an independent outlet for
numVertices—or they divide the world into vector data
and message or event data, as in Pure Data and Max/MSP,
where records can be represented as message lists, although
the problem of nested data structures is addressed just as
little.
Multi-rate alignment: The line val winB = Bufferindicates a problem. The streaming infrastructure we have chosen, Akka Streams, uses back-pressure,
a combination of dynamic push (data-driven) and pull
(demand-driven) approaches with bounded queues between
Disk(win)
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nodes. This is generally helpful when real-time properties
are not required, because the system tends to adjust itself
to the particular data-rates produced in the nodes, while
automatically blocking unlimited growth of unprocessed
messages (resulting in running out of memory), where a
consumer node cannot catch up with the pace of a producer
node. Nonetheless, whenever the program contains a diamond topology—a sink and source are connected by more
than one path—this can result in a stalling process, and appropriate intermediate buffers must be inserted. Akka currently has no means to automatically detect these situations,
and so it is the programmer’s responsibility to manually insert buffers. BufferDisk is the most simple form of such a
buffer, as it is unbounded and written to disk if it becomes
too large. Alternatively, we could have just duplicated the
valueWindow call, although we would then also duplicate a
few more nodes and thus require more computation.
In a traditional signal processing scenario, it is easy enough
to calculate the necessary buffers, and a future version of
FScape can probably accomplish this automatically, but
with non-vectorial structural data such as the output of the
blob detection, we fear that manual control will still be
required. Again, some research on multi-rate management
exists, e.g. [8], but this is focused on real-time scenarios
(with properties such as de-coupling that do not apply here)
and vectorial data. Another related aspect is the complexity
of implementing multi-rate UGens with many inputs and
outputs. As Arumí Albó has noted, handling multi-rate signals inside modules “yields complex code in every concrete
module” [9, p. 145].

st
s
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Figure 9. Stages in the development of the blob sonification
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have presented a new architecture within the SysSon
sonification platform to integrate real-time sound synthesis
with offline pre-processing stages, using a similarly constructed DSL for writing UGen graphs. The work is the
result of quick iterations that responded to feedback from
climatologists who we are trying to give a tool at hand that
they can use all the way from data import to model selection and parametrisation. The architecture was elaborated
through the case study of using a blob detection algorithm
to sonify the QBO phenomenon. After presenting a set of
rendered sounds to the climatologists, 2 it became quite
clear that allowing them to navigate interactively through
the data and adjust different sound parameters would be
a requisite for advancing the sound models, so having an
integrated data pre-processing stage was an important step
towards this goal.
Another important result of this research is a better understanding of the development and transfer processes that
take place at the various stages of experimenting with new
sonification approaches and feeding them back into a stable
platform. It emerges a pattern of oscillation in this process
between the greenfield experimentation in the external IDE,
and reformulation within the inner IDE for deployment.
This movement is illustrated in Figure 9.

A number of concrete suggestions can be made with respect to the future development of this architecture:

2 See the revised sets labelled WegC_170508-...
at https://
soundcloud.com/syssonproject/sets/ (accessed 18-May-2017)
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• It would be extremely interesting to have an interactive worksheet or REPL mode for offline programs.
That is to say, the ability to execute these programs
step by step, validate the intermediate outputs, readjust, etc., akin to the “notebook” mode of operation that has gained much traction with iPython and
Jupyter [10].
• Offline programs could become a formalisation within
the application code base itself for various situations:
– Real-time UGens could be added that implicitly
spawn pre-processing stages, freeing the authors of sound models to create separate offline
objects for trivial tasks. For example, querying the minimum and maximum value of matrix would be better suited as operators directly
available within the real-time program.
– The user (scientist) facing side of the editor
could have a richer palette of matrix transformation operators. For example, ad-hoc averaging
across a dimension or down-sampling would
be a very useful operation offered to the user,
and of which a particular sonification model
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would not need to have any knowledge or presumption. Such additional matrix reduction or
transformation operations could transparently
spawn corresponding offline programs before
feeding the sonification.
– The program already provides a set of dedicated transformation utilities, e.g. for the calculation of anomalies. These could now be implemented coherently through the offline DSL.
• The UGen implementation is quite involved, especially when structural and multi-rate data is needed.
We suggest to define another intermediate layer on
top of Akka Streams that provides more formal definitions for finite state machines. The ad-hoc state
machine for BlobVoices is several hundred lines of
code, and thus way too complex. We need better
abstractions or macros for the implementing classes.
Had we fused Blobs2D and BlobVoices into the same
UGen, the process would have been obviously much
simpler—as we would have skipped the stream representation of nested data structures—but this experiment was exactly aimed at seeing if passing around
structural data was feasible within the existing streaming framework. We can conclude that it is feasible
but demands better library support to make writing
these types of UGens less work and error-prone.
An overall picture emerges, where we need to reconsider
the perspective on sonification. The existing system makes
strong presumptions about the “object” nature of sonification—we have a sonification, we apply a sonification, a
sonification is a sound process coupled with an associative
dictionary of data sources, etc. Paying more attention to
the details of the development process can help to understand sonification rather as a process itself, which brings
into focus the translational competency of artistic researchers working in the field. Consequently, the challenge will
be how this process view can be married to the (rightful)
expectation of scientists to adopt these systems as stable
and clearly delineated tools.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present Qualia, a software for real-time
generation of graphical scores driven by the audio
analysis of the performance of a group of musicians.
With Qualia, the composer analyses and maps the flux
of data to specific score instructions, thus, becoming
part of the performance itself.
Qualia is intended for collaborative performances. In
this context, the creative process to compose music not
only challenges musicians to improvise collaboratively
through active listening, as typical, but also requires
them to interpret graphical instructions provided by
Qualia. The performance is then an interactive process
based on “feedback” between the sound produced by the
musicians, the flow of data managed by the composer
and the corresponding graphical output interpreted by
each musician. Qualia supports the exploration of
relationships between composition and performance,
promoting engagement strategies in which musicians
participate actively using their instrument.

1 INTRODUCTION
Traditional Western music notation privileges pitch and
duration over timbral attributes (which apart from
instrumentation) are hardly considered [12]. It's
longstanding use suggests its effectiveness, however,
recent compositional approaches have been providing
alternate notation strategies to enhance dimensions of
sound (notably timbre), which have been neglected so
far. Among these, we can highlight compositions
exploring graphical scores as a medium for music
notation and expression. Graphical scores represent one
approach to handle such aspects but, at the same time,
challenge musicians in aspects such as: how to interpret,
how to map graphics to sound or how to rehearse such
scores. Some examples of graphical scores are included
in Cage’s book Notations, Sauer’s Notations21 or Villa
Rojo Notación y grafía musical en el siglo XX. This
book, besides the graphical scores itself, reflect
composer’s concerns related to the relationship between
musicians, interpretation, and graphical representation of
sound and sound itself [13]. Nonetheless, these are
Copyright: © 2017 Manuel Brásio et al. This is an open-access article
dis- tributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.

graphical scores that are “frozen” just like conventional
notation, which means that such scores are static.
Musical works like Cypher by Pedro Rebelo, Six
Graphic Scores by John Teske, Constelazzione by
Lombardi or 4 Systems by Earle Brown, represent such
approach.
Composers like Ryan Ross Smith, Cat Hope, Candas
Sisman, Jesper Pedersen, Lindsay Vickery or Leafcutter
John have also used graphical scoring. Their work is
focused on developing animated notations (i.e. not
static) and developing graphics that can be easily
grasped by performers [10]. About this subject, Ryan
Ross Smith tells us that animated notation “does not lead
to a random performance or purely free improvisation.
The composer defines the limits. Animated notation is
simply a different approach to music composition and
interpretation.”[10].
In the last decade, there has been a growing interest
in generating scores in real time whether graphical,
traditional or mixed. Mapping data to generate scores in
real time has been one of the main challenges. [3] While
some approaches rely on pre-defined mappings [3],
others require an operator (e.g., composer) to manipulate
and map the data (e.g. Õdaiko by Filipe Lopes,
Peripatoi by Rui Penha, Spam by Luciano Azzigotti or
Leave no Trace by Michael Alcorn ). Mixed aproches
can be found in (e.g. Zero Waste by Didkovsky,
Anticipatory Score by Wyse and Yew). This trend has
been capturing the attention of the academic community,
especially since computers are able to generate graphics
in real-time and communicates wirelessly. 1
Qualia collects inspiration from all these approaches.
The issue that formed the base of its development is:
How to manage the mapping of audio data to guide a
performance using graphical scores generated in real
time?

2 QUALIA
Qualia is a digital application that generates graphical
music scores in real-time. It targets collaborative
performances, in which the audio features extracted
from a live instrumental performance drives the
generation of graphics. A computer operator is then
1

The International Conference on Technologies for Music Notation
and Representation (TENOR), born in 2015, is dedicated to this area of
investigation.
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responsible for routing the graphics resulting from the
input signals analysis to the instrumentalists, thus
creating a feedback system with complex mapping and
contrapuntal capabilities. The system was developed in
Max/MSP [4] and Processing [10]. MaxMSP is used to
analyse and process the live audio input signals, which
result is then sent to Processing, that interprets the data
to create graphics on a rolling screen.
2.1 Flow of data

The screen is divided into two parts: a) from the
centre to the left, it shows the representation of the
sound analysis of the instrumentalist in real time; b)
from the right border to the central bar, the gesture
indication suggested by the pilot composer. The drawn
graphics include circumferences expressing the loudness
of each Bark frequency band at each 1024 ms analysis
slice
(represented
vertically).
To
distinguish
participating instruments different colours are applied.
Fig. 3 shows an individual monitor.

Figure 1. Example of an Individual Analysis and Score
Generation scheme
(instrumentist / caption / analysis / score generation)

The input of the system is based on the sound
collection. In this case is produced by musical
instruments. The audio stream of each instrument is
captured individually. For each stream a Bark spectrum
representation is extracted using the ZSA.Descriptors
library [7]. In greater detail, the audio input signal is
represented by a list of 24 values, which express the
loudness of logarithmic-distributed frequency bands
closely aligned to the psychophysiological parsing
mechanics of the auditory human system. [14] Finally,
the Bark spectrum analysis of each instrument is sent to
Processing using the Open Sound Control (OSC)
protocol. Fig. 1 shows the an Individual Analysis and
Score Generation scheme, Fig. 2 presents one of the
musicians playing with an visual input and Fig. 6 shows
a rehearsal moment.
This work was conceived as a musical creation
tool in performance. This was idealized from the
beginning to be presented in concert in order to validate
its usability. For that, a quartet of different instruments
was chosen: electric guitar, bassoon, cello and
percussion. This diversity of instruments made it
possible to perceive the diversity of reactions that the
system would generate to different inputs. Each player
has its particular computer monitor in front, which
displays the graphics as a rolling score that represents a
window of about 7 seconds, on the individual screen,
and 15 seconds on the group screen.

Figure 3. Individual Score.
[ a) – Real Time Representation / b) – Graphical
Suggestion ]

The composer / pilot, as well as the audience during
the performance, has access to the overall visualization
that is being created according to the same process of the
previous one - figure 4 - with the exception of only
presenting the final real-time result of the four
instruments.

Figure 4. Full Score.

The composer / pilot interface consists of two MIDI
controllers that command the signal input level of the
Max sliders and simultaneously activate the matrix
buttons that direct the signal between the various
players' screens. The returning of the information to the
player is achieved through a matrix in which the
pilot/composer redirects that information through
buttons that control the matrix and sliders that control
the amount of signal that is sent.

Figure 2. Cellist experiencing the suggestion monitor side of
Qualia.
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Until this moment, the musicians had acquired some
notions of how to interpret the graph they saw, which
was a representation of a sound that they heard a few
moments before. After several approaches to reading
techniques were compared, the exchange of ideas and
the rules of reading and interpreting messages were
tested, we had to find some ways of overcoming the
literal view of a graph and interpreting it in other ways,
making music, as well as some rules of interpretation to
support the performance. The answer to these questions
came naturally as a set of rules was established so as to
help to construct a balanced performance as shown in
fig.6:

Figure 5. Instrument Matrix

Figure 5 shows a diagram of the matrix that controls the
signal flow between the different players:
- The player A is receiving information from the
player D.
- The player B simultaneously receives
information from the player A and C.
- The player C is in free mode – he is not
receiving any suggestions beyond the
representation of him or herself (left side).
- The player D receives his own information on
both sides of the screen.
Figure 6. Instrument Matrix

3 COMPOSING WITH QUALIA
Creating music with Qualia required some time of
experimentation, which naturally developed in three
tests stages to develop a satisfactory working method.
The first stage was an individual test with the
musicians. Each player was submitted to a set of
software rehearsal tests, which aimed to analyse how the
player related with the graph. In order to understand
what would work best, were used some different
graphics until was reached an effective version. Each
musician was asked to freely experiment the reaction of
the graph to what was presented to him or her and then
to respond to a list of gestures and instructions given by
the composer.
The second stage was combined a quartet of musicians
in a similar set of tests. We analysed the different
reactions between the graphs that travelled from one to
another. We played the telephone game2 with basic
gestures like "short attack" or "descending melodic line"
- in this version of the game the message was controlled
by the composer and passed through the screen of each
musician. During the group tests, some questions were
raised by spontaneously discussing the reading and
interpretation possibilities of what was exposed to them.
Each player realized in what ways he/she could
reorganize the ideas presented, in what aspects he could
have to adapt his instrument to the approaching chart
and, above all, to the music that was being created.
The last stage was the most exciting and challenging.

1 - If both parts of the screen are off, do not play.
2 - If you have only direct return of your intervention
(left side) you can play freely.
3 - If you have suggested musical information (right
side) you should try to adapt your interpretation to the
present musical moment.
4 - If you have both sides reacting equally to your
interventions, you must assume that you are in solo
mode and are free to significantly change the character
of the joint musical result.
From this moment forward, we had only to rehearse
these ideas. It was possible to perceive what we
suspected, the more contact the musicians had with the
graphic, the more comfortable they felt, and this was
audible in the quality of the music they made. Through
several conversations with them, it was possible to
perceive that the graphic had stopped to be a merely
imposing score of a musical order to accomplish. It was
now a hint to a direction they could give to their
performance. All the rest was communication in the
form of sounds and graphics.
When this system is referred to as an Guided
Software for Meta-Improvisation, it is intended to make
it clear that Qualia is an interactive musical system
managed by a composer / pilot, where each musician is
constrained by a set of stimuli, graphics and sound
generated in real time by other players, which influences
him or her in their freedom of improvised performative
decision.

2"Telephone"Game"is"an"internationally"popular"game"in"which"one"
person"whispers"a"message"to"the"ear"of"the"next"person"through"a"
line" of" people" until" the" last" player" announces" the" message" to" the"
entire"group"
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The main premise of this project was the production of a
multimedia tool capable of creating improvised
performances, through real-time composition, based on
ideas triggered by the musicians that are symbolized by
a representation graph of their sounds. It was while
searching for a unique tool that it was concluded that the
best option for this project would be a mixture of the
advantages of all these concepts.
After all the tests, trials, final concert and the
analysis of the results, it is safe to say that Qualia
proved to be an effective system for the guidance of
improvised performative motions, as intended; The
musicians have connected to a type of graphic that was
introduced to them as an interactive representation of the
sound they produced, thus allowing for the
communication and performative control of a small
ensemble through graphics arising from this analysis,
which are shared among the various participants.
Concerning the first reactions to the graphic, the
musicians revealed some strangeness and confusion
towards a graphic that was drawn from impulses created
by them. It took some experiments for a few weeks to
make the relationship closer and to increase the intuitive
reaction to the stimulus. We can say that this system is
effective for composer-interpreter communication.
While not creating an immediate connection, musicians
feel tempted to experiment further and quickly create a
natural connection to the stimulus. Qualia also enables
the technical development and the intuitive approach of
the musicians to their instrument and, consequently, to
the perception of the possibilities of their surroundings
and communication with others. And as a result it was
possible to create music that is not only based on the
mixing of gestural habits and intrinsic to player, but
results from a sharing of experiences and knowledge.
As a summary, it may be noted that the system surprised
the musicians. They had never been contextualized in
this type of creative practice using multimedia tools. On
the other hand, as the project advanced and the
experience within the system increased, it was also from
that freedom that they had greater pleasure from the
alternatives of reading to a visual stimulus and the
counterpoint of another visual impulse.

Figure 7. Rehearsal Moment.

4.1 Work Links
All this work was started in Manuel Brásio Masters
Thesis in Multimedia: Interactive Music and Sound
Design from Faculty of Engineering, University of
Porto. All the interested ones can access the following
link to download the document in Portuguese:
https://sigarra.up.pt/feup/pt/pub_geral.show_file?pi_gdo
c_id=792261, and this next link to the website of the
main author where it is possible to find more audiovisual details about the project:
http://manuelbrasio.xyz/research
4.2 Future Work:
In the near future, we will seek to implement this system
on several operating systems and look for a solution that
allows the reduction of the number of machines
required. We also intend to further explore these ideas
and to understand if intervention in the perfomative and
creative role of the musicians is indeed enriching. We
also think that Qualia could have a lot of potential in the
pedagogical environment. Where it can be used as a tool
for gestural exploration, improvisation and sound
awareness of young musicians.
Qualia showed to be the concretization, even if it is
no more than a prototype, of a compositional and
performative idea, with a strong intervention function in
the role of the musicians in the music they make, and
with the potential to be deepened.
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ABSTRACT
In the present study we will show the realization of a multimedia installation for the interactive sonification of a painting of Hartwig Thaler. The sonification is achieved by
means of sound synthesis models, capable of reproducing
continuous auditory feedback, eventually generated from
the feature analysis of three color layers extracted from
the painting (red, blue, yellow). Furthermore, a wooden
sensors equipped runway, divided in three sections, each
of which represent a different layer, will activate the corresponding soundscape according to the visitor position.
This system enables to discover a 2D painting in a new
3D approach, moving along the runway toward the projection of the painting. The paper describes in details the
developing of all the elements of the system: starting from
the analysis of the image and the algorithm to realize the
acoustic elements, than the sensorized runway and finally
the testing results.
1. INTRODUCTION
The conjunction of real-time computer graphics, sensors
and synthesized music is creating a new medium where
people are physically immersed in an environment by a
world of images, sounds, and objects that react to their actions. In the late ’60s and ’70s, installations became a favorite form for the artists working against the notion of the
permanent, and therefore collectable, art object. It is from
the union of interactive spaces and multimedia installation
that the idea of the present work took shape. Interactive installations are a sub-category of art installations and, for instance, can be electronic-based, mobile-based, web-based,
etc [1]. They frequently involve the audience acting on the
work of art, increase their involvement [2, 3]. Several experiments have been carried out on the augmentation art
museums with interactive technology. They may include,
for instance, the project [4] that introduce the notion of 3D
sound in headphones for an art museum, providing the user
with a contextual and spatial audio guide. In [5], the idea is
to use computer graphics and augmented reality techniques
in order to provide projected overlays on backgrounds with
Copyright: c 2017 Edoardo Micheloni, Marcella Mandanici, Antonio Rodà, Sergio Canazza et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms

(a) The original image

(b) The yellow matrix

Figure 1: Example of image processing from the original
painting to a single color mask.

arbitrary color and reflectance. Another project may refer to is [6, 7] where an ancient musical instrument can be
virtually played thanks to sensors and a touch interfaces.
One of the most representative exponent of virtual reality is surely Myron Krueger. He is considered to be one
of the first-generation virtual reality and augmented reality
researchers. He conceived art of interactivity as opposed
to the interactive art: there was more interest in interactivity design than in the art itself. [8] is one of his most
representative works. The current paper will present an interactive installation where the body of visitors becomes
the Interaction Device. Some examples are documented
in literature, like [9] and [10]. Moreover, works on interactive floors with which the body is the only interaction
device [11, 12] are documented too. The goal of the installation is to provide the user with the immersive experience of a soundwalk simulating an imaginary navigation
inside the painting. The environment is formed by a rich
sound background. Such outcome is realized by the painting sonification and the rendering of the users’ footsteps
over a bed of dry leaves, like the one represented in the
painting of Figure 1a. Both the sonic background and the
steps sound change according to the user’s distance from
the painting, which results in a sort of three-dimensional
spatial development from the original two-dimensional artifact.
1.1 The Interactive Painting Sonification Project
This work proposal comes directly from the South Tyroler
artist Hartwig Thaler 1 who has commissioned the Sound

of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
author and source are credited.

1 Further information about painter Hartwig Thaler can be found at his
website https://www.hartwigthaler.de/
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and Music Computing Group of the University of Padova 2
to produce a sonification of one of his works. The artist invited us to choose one painting among a series of 9, where
various leaves textures are depicted. Although the textures
would vary for density, leaf dimension and color, the paintings are united by the presence of a single subject (a carpet of dry leaves) occupying uniformly their entire surface.
This suggests that also the sound rendering should be made
regular and constant although with some degree of variability inside. Moreover, the paintings seem to be the result of the superimposition of different layers representing
leaves of similar color, as confirmed by the creative process
declared by the artist himself. This suggests the possibility of decomposing the image in different color matrices
and to consider the painting as a sort of three-dimensional
object of various superimposed layers. This idea envisions
that various layers should not simply be seen as one above
the other on the surface of the painting but that they can
be disposed in the space in front of it. Thus, the painting is stretched from the wall into the space, allowing a
user to walk through its various layers. The resulting interaction space is depicted in Figure 2 where the user walks

tion of the painting, and an audio reproduction system, fed
by a sound background derived by the painting and users’
step sonification. Fig.3 shows the schema of the installation, outlining the components of these two main elements.
The soundscape of the installation changes according to
the distance of the visitors from the image of the painting. In order to detect the position on the wooden runway,
a system of eight piezoelectric sensors is used (Sensing).
The signals acquired is then processed by means of an algorithm developed ad hoc based on the TDOA approach
(Localization). Other localization approaches were considered. One of them exploit computer vision algorithm.
This was not considered because of issue in case of unmanaged environment with multiple people interacting in
the installation. Furthermore, it was necessary to detect
either the user position or his steps to sonorize them. In
addition, the installation has been developed with the collaboration of company specialized in diagnosis of wooden
board and analysis of propagation time of waves. This led
to the development of this specific system.
The information acquired are used to control the soundscape. It is produced by a bank of oscillator, fed by pink
noise. Its outputs (Soundscape reproduction) are differently weighted according to an algorithm of image processing that extracts the needed features (Image feature extraction) from the three color layers of the painting (color
matrix extraction). Furthermore, the runway is provided
with a led ”stream” that changes its color according to the
color matrix of the painting. This provide a visual feedback so as to outline different portions of the runway each
of which corresponds a different color layer. Further details on the elements illustrated in Fig.3 will be described
in the following sections.

Figure 2: The painting sonification setup with the imaginary projection of three color matrices in the space in front
of the painting.
on a wooden runway positioned in front of the painting.
The runway is subdivided into three sections, each corresponding to the imaginary projection of the color matrices
which can act as triggering points of some changes in the
audio output. Thus, the installation does not only qualify
as a mere image sonification project, but becomes a truly
interactive environment based on the spatial projection of
the painting. The paper is structured as follows: Section
2 focuses on the sonification of the painting; Section 3 describes the general architecture of the installation; Section
4 describes in details the localization system used in the
installation; Section 5 presents the results of data analysis
collected from the elements of previous section. Finally,
section 6 summarize the results of the work and outline
any possible further steps.

Figure 3: Schema of the system architecture: painting
analysis, position detection and sonification

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The installation is characterized by two main elements: a
wooden runway that leads the visitor toward the projec2 The website of the SMC group of the University of Padova is at
http://smc.dei.unipd.it/

3. FROM THE PAINTING TO THE SOUND
The basic idea of this image sonification project is to consider the leaves as the elements of a mask, in which the
colored spots represent open holes on a solid background.
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Figure 4: The 38x127 lightness matrix with the mixer controls of the separated filters output

Transposing this interpretation in musical terms, the background comes to be a complex wide range spectrum of frequencies and the holes are the points where the single frequencies can be heard. In this perspective, the function of
the image is similar to that of an orchestral score, where
each line corresponds to a musical instrument or orchestral
section. The black holes (signle note or group of notes) activate the section, while the white lines (rests) mute them.
Hence, the spectrum plays the role of the whole orchestra and the image the role of the musical score. To realize
this idea, we selected the painting with the lowest degree
of leaves density among the 9 proposed (see Figure 1a).
Following the idea of the various superimposed layers, we
needed also to extract different colors matrices from the
original painting. To do so we analyzed the image using
the hue-saturation-value color model, where hue refers to
the pure color, saturation to the quantity of white and value
to the lightness [13]. Choosing an appropriate hue range, it
is possible to obtain matrices that represent only the leaves
of the selected color range. According to the suggestion
of the artist, we extracted three matrices corresponding approximately to the primary colors (red, green and blue),
shifting a little bit the green matrix towards the yellow
which is the predominant color of the painting. The result of this process is depicted in Figure 1b, where a mask
of yellow and green leaves extracted from the original image is shown. 3 To provide a rich background texture for
the image sonification, we employed a bank of 38 band
pass resonant filters 4 fed with pink noise and with separate controlled outputs. To superimpose the mask to the
background texture, we scaled the yellow matrix in a 38
rows and 127 column matrix, where only the lightness values are reported (see Figure 4). This matrix can be considered as the real sonification score because it provides
columns of lightness values which are scanned at a regular
speed from the left to the right and vice versa. This timing mechanism allows the necessary link between the visual representation and the sequential nature of music. The
time-controlled columns of lightness values are converted
in numeric controls for a mixer matrix, thus making it pos3 Of course many other options are available to extract color matrices
from an image, starting with the number of matrices to be extracted and
with their color range. In our case the choice of extracting three matrices
depends not only on the artist’s suggestion but also on the actual available
space for the interactive sonification on the sensor-equipped runaway (see
Section ??.
4 The sonification is implemented in a Max/MSP patch employing
the fffb object. See https://docs.cycling74.com/max5/
refpages/msp-ref/fffb˜.html for reference.

SPECTRA
H
B
hB
lB

H

STEPS
B hB

lB

Table 1: Combination possibilities of background and step
sonification employing 4 different spectra: H (harmonic
components), B (bell components), hB (highest range of
bell components) lB (lowest range of bell components)

sible to weight the filter’s output according to the lightness
of the every single pixel. This process results in different
harmonies coming from the various weights and assigned
to the spectral components. For instance, in the case represented in Figure 4, the marked column has higher values in
the lower part of the painting and very small values in the
higher part. This opens the lowest frequencies of the spectrum much more than the highest, allowing a major weight
of the lowest components. The situations is very similar
to a 38 voices chorale 5 where the dynamics of the various
voices depend on the pixel lightness values.
3.1 The Installation Soundscape
The characteristic of the sonification engine described above
is to be very close to the image features and to be easily
adaptable to produce a painting-related soundscape. For
this project we focused our attention on subtractive synthesis due to its flexibility and richness of expressive possibilities. The bank of filters can be fed with different input
sounds and can be easily tuned according to various spectral models, which can be changed in relationship to the
color of the matrix employed as musical score. Moreover,
the resonant filters output allows a kind of smearing effect
which smooths the harmonic transitions which characterize our image sonification approach, giving to the audio
rendering a great variety in a seamless way. Another possibility offered by our sonification system is to implement
a second bank of filters with the same characteristics of the
first, being fed by a file reproducing the sound of a step on
a carpet of leaves which can be triggered by impulses coming from a user’s real step on the wooden runway. Thus,
not only this would produce step sounds completely different from real ones, but these steps could be tuned according to a spectrum complementary to that used for the background. In the actual project we experimented four spectra:
H (a harmonic spectrum of 38 frequencies starting from
100Hz), B (38 frequencies extracted from the full spectrum of a bell sound), hB (38 frequencies extracted from
the highest band of the same bell spectrum) and lB (the
same as above in the lowest band). Table 1 shows the full
range of the possibilities in order to combine a background
spectrum with its complementaries with a wide number
5 The chorale is a vocal polyphonic composition, usually a religious
hymn, typical of the sacred literature of the German Protestant Church
under Martin Luther (1523). The chorale is characterized by a regular
homo-rhythmic proceeding of the voices, exactly in the same way of the
scanned columns of the image matrix.
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of soundscape generation possibilities, which can be chosen according to the user’s position on the sensor-equipped
runway 6 .
4. THE SENSOR-EQUIPPED RUNWAY
The installation is composed of a wooden runway, with
the dimension of 350x100x7cm, which guides the visitors
towards the painting projection. The wooden board used
for the runway has been individually chosen, in order to
guarantee the most uniform possible speed of propagation
of vibrations (see Tab.2). This feature is necessary in order to avoid difference in arrival time to the sensors, as
far as possible. The measure of the speed of propagation
in the boards was possible thanks to the tool Viscan 7
# board
41
4
999
41
111
118

length (cm)
495
550
490
494
550
523

width (cm)
14,5
14,5
31
30
7,5
7,5

speed (m/s)
544,5
544,5
529,2
513,8
511,5
493,7

the runway. The sensing module consists of data acquisition, using eight piezoelectric sensors, signal amplification
and digitization by means of a digital audio interface. The
localization section is mainly divided in: STFT, footstep
detection and TDOA estimation (see Fig. 5).
4.1 Footsteps characteristic
Human steps generates vibrations that propagate away from
the source as seismic waves. For a single impact on an
elastic half space, Miller and Purssey (1955) have shown
that 70% of the energy of the impact is distributed in the
Rayleigh wave. The remaining 30% of the energy is transmitted into the earth via body waves (transverse and longitudinal), while diminishing in amplitude as r−2 [14, 15].
The signal has also frequency dependent attenuation characteristics [16]. Furthermore, thanks to clinical gait anal-

Table 2: Wooden boards description: the identifier number
of the board, its length, its width and the speed of propagation of sound for each of them

Figure 6: Representation of a usual Ground Reaction Force
of footsteps on an Amplitude/Time graph
ysis, like in [17–20], is possible to outline the GRF 8 of
a footstep. Fig.6 describes the main behavior on amplitude/time graph, where the first peak is attributable to the
heel strike and the second to the toe push-off as the body is
propelled forward. In the light of these analysis, a “delay”
time after the first peak, before next detection, was necessary in order to identify the position of the whole step at
the heel position and to avoid continuous changes in short
period of time. With this approach, the vibrations made by
the step can be considered as produced by an impulsive hit.
4.2 Sensing

Figure 5: Schema of the position detection system: Sensing is responsible of acquire the signals from the runway,
Localization detect the steps and the position
The objective of sensing section is to acquire the footstepinduced structural vibration through sensors mounted on
6

Some sound examples of these possibilities can be found at
https://youtu.be/wzE17agkZ7I
7 Description of this tool can be found at http://microtec.eu/
en/catalogue/products/viscan/

Usual applications of floor vibrations detection use sophisticated sensors like the geophone sm-24. It can detect very
small vibrations with high precision going to the detriment
of very high price. In this application, due to the small
size of the runway and the resonance of steps, a good SNR
can be ensured with piezoelectric sensors of 2cm diameter.
They are equally distributed on the runway in order to divide it in twelve areas, each of which is identified by the
four nearest sensors that the localization system will use.
As described in Section 3, the painting is divided in three
color layers and each of which is assigned to the section of
8 GRF (Ground Reaction Force) is, according to Newton’s Law of Reaction, the force equal in magnitude but opposite in direction produced
by the ground as reaction to the force the body exerts on the ground.
The ground reaction force is used as propulsion to initiate and control the
movement, and it is normally measured by force sensor plates.
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the runway. This last is composed of four areas as outlined
by the sensors described in Fig 7. Afterwards, in order to
acquire the signal, the TASCAM US-2000 (8 Microphonic
input) Digital converter was used. For this application, the
audio interface works at 44.100kHz with a resolution of
24bit. The cable and connectors used to attach the sensors
to the audio interface are respectively Klots and Neutrik so
as to minimize possible filtering caused by unwanted parasitic capacitance.

Figure 7: Disposition of the sensors and consequent division in twelve areas of the runway

4.3 Localization
Usually, the localization of sound events is based on the
amplitude of time signals and the cross-correlation is used
to find the lag between them [21, 22]. After several tests,
this approach turned out to be unable to extract the necessary information because of the nature of the runway:
wood is flexible and inhomogeneous, this lead to echoes
and creaks that alter either the sound signal or speed. On
the contrary, by means of STFT it is possible to clearly detect the onset of the footstep and so to highlight the TDOA.
For the footstep detection, a moving average method is
used: with two windows of size N and M , with N >> M
and N multiple of M, the average energy of the signal in
the long period and in the short period are computed respectively. Every N samples the long period average is
set, than every M samples a value of energy is computed
and compared with the previous average energy (see Fig.
8). The algorithm was first simulated and evaluated using
MATLAB with data sets of measured taken from the prototype runway equipped with four sensors. In formula:
1
M

M
X
m=0

|X(jN +kM +m)| > α

1
N

N
X

|X((j−1)N +n)|

n=0

with X(f ) is the Fourier transform of input signal x(t),
j number of the N-samples windows, k number of the Msample windows and α a tuning factor. The tuning factor is
necessary in order to make the system more robust against
environmental noises. Additionally, in view of increasing
the SNR of the signal, a cubic factor is applied to signal
values.
Multilateration is a common approach for source localization that uses the time difference of arrival. Mathematically, the localization procedure can be described as
||x − p2 ||2 = v(t2 − t1 ) + ||x − p1 ||

(1)

Figure 8: Graphical representation of the moving average
algorithm implemented for the localization algorithm.

where p1 is the location of the first sensor and p2 is the
location of the second sensor, x is the location of the excitation (i.e. footstep) and v is the propagation speed. This
approach, view that non homogeneous material does not
ensure constant speed of propagation of waves [23], can
not be used. This is the reason why the runway is divided in
twelve regions, so as that the maximum localization precision is proportional to the dimensions of each area. The information about TDOA of each sensor is finally processed,
using a decision algorithm, to identify the region in which
the event occurred. This algorithm is described in the next
sections in the light of the results obtained from the evaluation test on the runway.
4.4 Real-time implementation
The localization system works in real-time thanks to the
implementation of a software dedicated to the acquisition
from Tascam buffer and the processing of the data received.
The framework is implemented in C++ in order to maximize portability on different systems. A well-known and
widely used library for managing Audio Interface buffers
is used: Port-Audio. It provides a very simple API realtime streaming audio using a simple callback function or a
blocking read/write interface. Finally, a visual interface using Qt simply allow to interact with the sensing and localization system. Qt is used for development multi-platform
applications and graphical user interfaces (GUIs). This interface, during test phase, allows to visualize in real-time
the position of the user on the runway and simply change
algorithm parameters so as to test its correctness.
5. EVALUATION
At the beginning, in order to test the algorithm of step detection and to evaluate the results, a prototype of the runway was deemed necessary. A wooden pallet 120x80x15cm
with a 2 cm thick wooden board whose base measures the
same as height was used. The results obtained by the step
detection algorithm on the prototype, shown in Fig.9, are:
after 10 campaigns of data collection each of which composed of 16 footsteps, the accuracy measured is 91%. After
this preliminary part, the next test was performed on the
wooden runway. First of all, to analyze its response, the
sensors have been positioned in the first four position of
Fig.7 like for the test on the prototype. Afterwards, an experimental set-up was designed to make the analysis easily
repeatable. In order to realize an homogeneous excitation
from which extract the TDOA data, the experimental set-
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• The second sensor is the nearest to the first (i.e. sensor 2 if impulse is generated near sensor 1 and vice
versa);
• The third and the fourth are respectively the one on
the longitudinal direction and the one on the diagonal one.
An example of data is represented in Fig.11a where is shown
a graph of the trend of TDOA between different hits in the
same campaign. Therefore, these results are in contrast
with those collected from sensor 3 and 4:
• The first sensor able to detect the hit is the nearest,
as previous test;

Figure 9: Event detection: First image shows the signal of
sixteen steps, the second the detection of the steps and the
third the average energy variation (straight line describes
the waiting time after an event detection)
up was mainly composed of a 1 meter height reference and
a mass of 50g. Along the diagonal, at 20 cm from each sensor toward the center of the relative area (red dots in Fig.7),
10 campaigns of series of 10 impulse excitations have been
carried out using the mass dropped from the height reference. These two elements of the experimental set-up are
respectively an adjustable stand for speakers, with a transverse metal bar, and a tennis ball. The choice of using a
bouncing mass is dictate by the necessity to generate an
impulsive excitation, therefore to avoid further bounces.
This was possible taking the mass, while it was going, before the second bounce (see 10). The data collected from

• The second sensor is no more the nearest to the first
but the one on the longitudinal direction.
These results are shown in Fig.11b and can be explained by
the construction design of the runway: as explained in [23]
the propagation of waves along the wood grain is faster
than the transversal one. In the case of position 1, the two
sensors are near the board of the runway, realized with a
single peace of wood, which grain are horizontal with respect to long edge of the runway. Therefore, in this board
the waves travel faster than the usual transversal propagation and reach the sensor in position 2 before the one in the
position 3. On the contrary, sensor 3 and 4 are separated
by wooden boards whose grain are transversal w.r.t. the
abstracted joining line of the two sensor and this contrast
the fast direct propagation of the waves.
The mean and the standard error of the data collected for
all the four sensors of the example campaign just described
are summarized in Tab.3. They dictate the implementation
of the decision algorithm that process the TDOA information according to which sensor is the first to detect an event:
• if the first is on the smaller side of the runway, the
area where the event occurred is the same of the sensor position;
• if the first is on the longer side of the runway, the
area is determined by the second sensor reached (i.e.
if it is the number 6, than the area will be the one on
the right of sensor 3 and vice versa with sensor 2).
Finally, in the light of these results, was possible to implement the decision algorithm and complete the Localization
system for the wooden runway described in this article.
Now, the installation can localize the position of the people on the wooden runway, change the parameters of the
sonification algorithm and allow to discover a 2D painting
in a new 3D approach.

Figure 10: Experimental set-up: an adjustable stand for
speakers, with a transverse metal bar, and a tennis ball
the sensors were then processed and the TDOA (measured
in number of windows of size M) evaluated. Focusing on
the impulses generated in the areas of sensor 1 and 2:
• The first sensor able to detect the hit is the nearest;

6. CONCLUSIONS
The result of the project is the realization of an interactive
installation which reproduce an auditory feedback according to the analysis either of the color features of the painting or the steps of the visitors on the wooden runway. The
latter are detected thanks to a Localization system based on
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positioned just under the runway board. This system could
recognize the direction of incoming sound waves and discriminate between the directions of interest and the one
outside our range of interest. In the near future, in order to
save the installation at the end of the exhibition, a preservation strategy has to be implemented, creating a digital
copy and transposing the concepts of active preservation
used for audio documents in the field of interactive installations [24–26].
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ABSTRACT
This project presents the development of an interactive environment inspired by soundscape composition, in which
a user can explore a sound augmented reality related to
a real soundscape. The user walks on the application’s
responsive floor controlling through her/his position the
soundscape rendering. In the same time s/he can explore
the sound structure entering central zone of the responsive
floor, where some granular synthesis processes are activated. One main goal of the project is to sensitize the
participants regarding the surrounding sonic environment
looking also for pedagogical studies. A first evaluation of
an audio excerpt produced by a user’s soundwalk shows
that the application can produce good quality and interesting soundscapes, which are fully consistent with the real
environments from which they were inspired.
1. INTRODUCTION
Every day, in any place, we are all surrounded by an eternal and universal symphony. It is eternal because, in John
Cage terms, as long as there is a person able to hear, there
always will be a sound to be heard. The music is already
around us, and we are immersed in it. What is the role
of the artist in front of this already done music? Are we
only passive listeners with no control over it or are we “responsible for giving it form and beauty?” [1]. This question has been written at the beginning of “Tuning of the
world” by Murray Schafer, where he gave a definition of
the term ”Soundscape” indicating the set of sounds persisting into a certain context. This established the basis of
the Soundscape Composition which will be afterwards carried on by Barry Truax, colleague and successor to Murray
Schafer. Barry Truax deeply studied the granular synthesis
and composed musical pieces implementing it in real time
through electronic oscillators, sample sounds of small size,
and finally using soundscape recordings. Soundscape composition is a form of electroacoustic music, characterized
by recognizable contexts and environmental sounds. The
original environmental context is preserved: all the memories, past experiences and associations are called to the lisCopyright:
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tener’s mind through artist’s compositional strategies [2].
The artist is the medium between the soundscape and the
listener. The aim of the artist is to invoke in the listener
associations, memories and fancies referred to a particular
soundscape.
1.1 Active and Deep Listening
Two different concepts have been strongly remarked by
Francois Pachet and Pauline Oliveros. The first one from
Pachet is held in the term “Active Listening” [3], which
refers to the capability of a user to have an active and
concrete control on what s/he listens to. The second concept from Oliveros is held in the expression “Deep Listening” [4], which outlines the concentration of the audience and the musicians themselves on the meaning beyond the sounds that are perceived and played. Both the
concepts are basic and strongly present in the installation
that we introduce here. The work presented in this paper
is inspired by Barry Truax’s “Pacific Fanfare, Entrance
to the Harbor” [5] where the listener is accompanied by
Truax in a sound-route in the harbor of Vancouver. In
the 1994 revision, Truax implemented the recorded soundscape with some compositional tools bringing the listener
between two parallel worlds which follow each other during the track, one related to the real Vancouver harbor soundscape, and the other one from the musician’s interpretation of it. In this kind of soundscape composition the listener is led by the composer on a fixed flow of acoustic
impressions captured by the artist and both of them are involved in a deep listening of the soundscape in Oliveros’
terms. Music interactive systems allow to extend the user’s
freedom exploring the sound augmented environment with
no external guides but her/his own auditory feedback. In
this way the listener is no longer considered as a passive
audience but s/he can use some degree of control on the
music, proposing different perceptions of what is reproduced using memory associative routes. Moreover, her/his
interaction depends on the sound context the system reproduces, promoting a deep listening of the surrounding sonic
events.
1.2 Interactive Soundscapes
Interactive Soundscape is a 3x4 mt. floor under the range
of a camera. When the user enters the installation s/he
is projected in a sonic environment composed by sounds
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related to a real environment 1 . The aims of this project
are both the spatial exploration of the reconstructed soundscape and the structural exploration of the sound elements
peculiar to that soundscape. Using a granular synthesis
process, brief time-windows are extracted from the sounds
composing the soundscape. The user changing her/his position inside the installation modifies the parameters applied to the processing of the sound sources. Thus, moving
around it is possible to explore the internal structure of the
sounds projecting the user into a world as much real as the
original one, emphasizing the acoustic properties of each
sound. The role of the artist takes a step back leaving the
tools for the musical composition to an audience not necessarily musically educated and not even aware of them.
Besides the artistic purposes, the installation can be used
in pedagogical field looking how children manage the spatial information to study cognitive processes [6] [7]. When
the user gets the feedback from the different sounds distributed over the augmented space, cognitive maps are built
by abstraction processes according to them. Thus, when a
user enters the tracked area s/he can use what has been
previously learned, enriching her/his cognitive map of the
surrounding space.
2. RELATED WORK
Spatial cognition is widely used in interactive installations
such as soundscape rendering and audio augmented environments. The design of composed soundscape for virtual
environments requires a formal description and organization of the sound events which are used in it. The distinction between background audio and sonic events has
been well defined by the Music Technology Group at Pompeu Fabra Universidad in Barcelona. They developed an
online platform “Soundscape Modeling” that widely describes the state of the art about the possible applications
of soundscape rendering and design, providing a powerful
tool for authoring process. An online platform facilitates
the process and generation of realistic soundscapes, focusing especially on computer games and mobile and web applications. Sample research from Freesound.org 2 is
simplified by an automatic audio classification of sound
features to compose graph model related to particular taxonomies. The soundscape is composed according to a two
layers based architecture. On the first layer all the background sounds are propagated, whereas on a upper layer
there are dynamic sounds events with which the users are
able to interact. In a server/client architecture, the server
gets real-time information from the clients coordinates related to a space providing a web stream of the soundscape.
Combining SuperCollider 3 , Freesound and GoogleMaps
it is possible to provide soundscapes formed by collage
of sounds according to specific position in a virtual city1

A video of the installation is available at https://vimeo.com/
146137215.
2 Freesound.org is a collaborative on-line sound database, providing
meta-data and geo-localization data for the uploaded sounds. http://
freesound.org
3 Supercollider is a developing environment and programming language used for real time audio synthesis. http://supercollider.
github.io/

visit in GoogleMap 4 . Mobile equipped with GPS and
Internet can be used to enrich the experience of walking
through a city listening to a particular soundscape that is
streamed by the application and guided by the client’s position. Compared to “Soundscape Modeling” where the interaction is interfaced through GPS or relative position in a
virtual world, detecting a user’s interaction in a augmented
reality environment can be a challenging topic. Responsive
floor interactive systems are one of the main system used to
detect the user’s interaction. They are mostly implemented
through computer vision, audio capture and tracking techniques. For the Swiss Expo in 2002, in Neuchatel has been
developed a complex artistic installation called Ada [8],
which consisted of an artificial organism capable to interact actively with its visitor capturing their interaction and
replying using visual and sound activities. The aim of the
project was to provide Ada of the ability of expressing its
internal status, which varied according to the input from
people’s interaction. “Her” core was composed by a tracking system recording weight, direction, speed and location
of the visitors walking on its responsive floor; a vision system which used cameras controlled by the localization of
the users for visual information; and an audio system to
“help identify salient individuals”. Beside computer vision
and microphones, another technique used for tracking the
user inside an augmented environment is triangularization
through wireless devices. The LISTEN [9] project supplies
to museum and art exhibition’s visitors an augmented and
personalized visit. Through motion-tracked wireless headphones, users exploring the physical space get immersed in
a virtual environment which augments the space itself. A
soundscape is composed dynamically differently for each
visitor according to how s/he moves inside the space, to
previous collected information of his path and his preferences and interests gathered during her/his walk. The experience provided by the installation varies from person to
person, according to their behavior in the environment, allowing thus a higher level of visitors engagement.
3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Interactive Soundscape uses a set of four loudspeakers, one
camera and a computer running the two parts of the software and connected to both the audio system and the camera. It is presented as an indoor space under the range of a
camera placed at the top of the room with its optical axis
perpendicular to the floor. The installation is an interactive
system composed by a tracking system capable of producing a couple of Cartesian coordinates of a user. Her/his
relative position is transferred via OSC 5 [10] to a module written in PureData 6 [11] to process the audio data.
The user entering the tracked zone is virtually transposed
into a certain sonic environment built around her/him. Ac4 Google Maps is a web mapping service developed by Google, including satellite images, topographic city and rural maps, and 360 degree
street view perspective https://maps.google.com/
5 Open Sound Control is a networking protocol developed at CNMAT
by Adrian Freed and Matt Wright for musical instrument controls to comunicate in a network
6 PureData is a visual programming language Open Source developed by Miller Puckette, more information can be found at https:
//puredata.info/
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cording to the user’s real location her/his virtual position is
modified as well and, consequently, the processing of the
audio data is differently shaped. The result is a soundwalk
obtained by an acoustically augmented reality.
3.1 The Soundscape’s Design
While the granularization technique is traditionally used
on a physical fixed support, this installation projects is a
real-time result of the interaction of a user with a physical environment. The human-machine interaction takes
place through the spatial cognition of the user who decides
to move according to her/his spatial perception combined
with her/his auditory memory of the areas which s/he has
already explored. As a tribute to the work ”Pacific Fanfare” by Barry Truax, for testing the installation it has been
decided to propose a sound environment similar to the one
played by the artist: a harbor soundscape.

Figure 1. Graphic representation of the sound events positioning on the Interactive Soundscapes active area, with a
user’s soundwalk path.
In order to reproduce this soundscape, train and plane
sounds were used to simulate the harbor industrial area,
seagulls and bells sounds for the docks, weaves, boats whistles and far storms to simulate the farthest zone of the docks
to the sea, and human activity sounds to simulate the inner
land of the harbor. 7 The waves and the human activity
sounds are used as the background of the soundscape and
are processed with the granular synthesis in the central circular area shown in Figure 1, while the other files are used
as events (some of them processed with reverberation and
other with granular synthesis). Other configurations for
different soundscapes are possible. Starting from a set of
audio files for a particular context, a supervisor can load
them in the PureData patch where the virtual location of
the audio sources is decided setting a pair of coordinates.
Those coordinates refer to the location where the user will
hear the maximal amplification from that audio. Likewise
it can be set the type of decreasing amplitude as the user
goes further from an audio source. The granular zone is set
choosing the circle radium and center over which the gran7 All the audio files have been selected from http://freesound.
org

ular synthesis takes place. It’s necessary to select the audio
files to use for the granular synthesis, whereas files not selected files will be processed with a deep reverb. By walking inside and outside boundary distinguishing the two different areas, a 1400 ms crossfade between the two flows one made from granular synthesis and the other one from
sum of the amplitude of the audio sources - is applied.
3.2 The Design of the Parameters
The source location for the audio files can be chosen to
be inside as well as outside the augmented space. In the
case the coordinates are set outside, the user will never be
able to reach that source and the sound will never gain the
maximal intensity. The synthesis parameters depend on
the distance between the user and the center of the granular zone. Along the edge the grains are 100 ms long, the
density is maximized (100% of probability for two grains
to succeed), the parameters for the band pass filter applied
to the grains uses low cut off frequencies between 150 and
300 Hz, whereas the quality factor’s values are ranging
between 5 and 20, and the variance parameter describing
the heterogeneity in the granular streams modeling is set
to 0.1 in order to model all the streams around a narrow
neighborhood of the values set by the user’s position. As
the user goes closer to the center of the granular zone, the
soundscape results more and more chaotic: in the center
the duration of the grains is set equal to 10 ms, the density
is 25% and the cut off frequencies and the quality factors
reach high values. The granularization happens in real time
during the playback of the audio extracting every grain in
each stream one after one from the original audio file. In
Figure 1 it is possible to see a representation of the composed soundscape and the spatial organization of sounds
inside the augmented space. The squared area represents
the area covered by the camera, the red area is where the
granular synthesis occurs, the blue and gray shaded backgrounds starting from the top and the bottom of the figure
represent the amplitudes of the two different background
sounds which are mixed together. The diamonds refer to
the events composing the soundscape on the background
layer.
4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2. Flow chart of the system architecture of Interactive Soundscapes
The system architecture is made of two different software
modules (Fig. 2). The first module is designed to elaborate the images captured by a camera, oriented perpendicularly respect to the floor. The camera covers a surface of
variable dimension depending on the height at which it is
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positioned. A software named Zone Tracker [12] elaborates the visual information, subtracting the instantaneous
images from a dry image of the ground. From the resulting
image, calculated by averages of morphological transformation, a ”blob” is obtained and its barycenter represents
the user position in the area covered by the camera. The coordinates of the user’s barycenter are sent, through OSC, to
a second software module apt to the interaction sound processing. The second module is written in PureData, which
processes the user’s position with the loaded audio files,
creating for each file an audio stream scaled in amplitude
in function of the user position. A second stream is as well
created for each file, performing a granular synthesis of the
first one.
4.1 Granular synthesis

synthesis has been designed to operate on individual audio
stream from each source. In order to obtain 64 granular
sub-streams for each source, the main stream has been recursively divided in 4 sub-stream for 3 times as shown in
Figure 3. To make the final stream richest and as various as possible, each of the first 4 sub-streams (see Figure
4) are defined with a set of parameters controlling duration, density, mid-frequency and Q factor of the granular
stream. Each of these parameters are then stochastically
modeled depending to a dynamic variance parameter. All
the 64 sub-streams are then summed in one output resulting stream. Even more the resulting streams relating to
each source are directed in one last output audio flow. To
develop in a various and plentiful way each of the 4 subflows sharing the same set of control parameters, they have
been modeled through a probability distribution such that
there could be no two sub-streams identical in any aspect.
5. EVALUATION
To provide a first evaluation of the soundscape generated
in the Interactive Soundscape environment we prepared an
online listening test with the following aims:
1. to assess if the parameters of the audio engine which
produce the computer generated soundscape respond
to the perceptual expectations of the listeners
2. to evaluate how listeners perceive the computer generated soundscape

Figure 3. Granular streams architecture for two different audio sources. Each original audio input is split into
4 different classes of streams characterized by different
granular parameters. The resulting asynchronous granular streams are summed together into a synthesized output
stream.

Figure 4. Grain structure. Each of the 64 audio streams for
each audio source are filtered by a band pass filter depending on the user’s position and enveloped according to the
input parameters.
The streams of grains is obtained imposing to one audio a train of windows function of short length. Granular

3. to see how listeners link the computer generated soundscape to a real environment.
Thirty-one invited listeners took part in the test, 25 males
and 6 females. Subjects were aged between 20 and 57
years (mean = 31.5 years, SD = 8.8). Seventeen subjects
have studied a musical instrument for more than 5 years
(54.8%), nine have studied a musical instrument for less
then 5 years (29%), and five have never studied a musical instrument (16.1%). For the test we selected an audio
excerpt recorded during an exploratory session performed
by a single user, whose soundwalk path is depicted in Figure 1. The excerpt lasts approximately 1 min and 30 s and
comprehends both soundscape and granular synthesis produced sounds, with granular processing beginning at s16.
Figure 5 reports a rough reconstruction of the event appearance and timing in the first 21s of the audio excerpt
chosen for user’s evaluation. In this representation at least
five events are detected before the user enters the granular
processing zone (waves, train, birds, bell and seagulls) 8 .
The audio excerpt is not a simple soundscape recording but
is a computer generated soundscape which refers to a real
soundscape but which is not real. Beyond reverberation effects, it contains sounds obtained through a granular synthesis process which can significantly affect the perception
of the user. Thus, to assess if the parameters of the audio
8 This interpretation is not unique. Due to the complexity of the soundscape recordings employed and to the differences in the listening conditions (which in an online test cannot be easily controlled), different listeners may report different events or a different event order.
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CIRCULAR MODEL OF SOUNDSCAPE DESCRIPTORS
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Figure 5. Graphic representation and event timing in the
first 21s of the audio excerpt chosen for user’s evaluation.
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Figure 7. The perceptual map resulting from the ratings of
the participants to the computer generated soundscape test.
The numbers near the circles show the collected responses
for each position.

Figure 6. Histogram of users ratings for audio quality (in
blue) and soundscape elements balance (in red), on a range
from 1 (very bad) to 5 (very good).
engine respond to the perceptual expectations of the listeners, we asked our subjects to assign a rating ranging from
1 (very bad) to 5 (very good) to the audio quality and to
the soundscape elements balance of the audio excerpt 9 .
Results reported in Figure 6 show that the good rating (4)
is the group which collected the majority of listeners responses (45.2% for audio quality and 51.6% for element’s
balance).
For the second part of our test we relied on the method described in [13], which identify pleasantness and eventfulness as the two main components for soundscape evaluation. Adapting the circumflex model of affect described by
[14] to the soundscapes qualities, the authors define a circular two dimensional space which includes eight soundscape descriptors: eventful, exciting, pleasant, calm, uneventful, monotonous, unpleasant and chaotic. Thus, we
asked our listeners to evaluate the pleasantness and eventfulness of the computer generated soundscape on a scale
ranging from 1 to 5 in order to build a perceptual map
of how listeners perceive the computer generated environment. The results are reported in Figure 7. The major number of positions are concentrated in the eventful–exciting–
pleasant quarter of the perceptual map area and collect an
9 The complete Likert scale is 1(very bad), 2 (bad), 3 (medium), 4
(good) and 5 (very good).

overall of 24 responses. The greatest group (in yellow, with
8 responses) stands at point 4 on the monotonous–exciting
diagonal axis.
In the version of Interactive Soundscapes employed for
the test we reproduced a harbor soundscape through the
use of many sound recordings. The result is a complex and
multifaceted soundscape, which offers to listeners various
aspects of the environment and which could also lead to
different interpretations. To see how listeners linked the
audio excerpt to a real environment, we asked our subjects to describe at least one physical place that could have
created such a soundscape. A textual analysis of the answers 10 reports that the top phrase containing 2 words is
“train station” with 6 occurrences. The single word with
the major number of occurrences is “harbor” (11) followed
by “station” (7), “train” (6), “port” (4) and dock (4). Words
referred to natural places or sounds such as “beach”, “rain”,
“foggy” and “sea” report only 1 occurrence. No occurrence is reported for seagull or bird sounds.
6. CONCLUSION
More than a half of the test subjects assigned a good or
very good rating to the audio quality and element balance
of the computer generated soundscape. This finding, together with the fact that more than 77% of the test subjects
assigned an evaluation between 4 and 5 in the eventfulexiciting-pleasant zone of the circular map of soundscape
descriptors, seem to indicate that this implementation of
the Interactive Soundscape application can generate sonic
experiences of good quality. Moreover, the soundscape is
more exciting than monotonous and more pleasant than unpleasant, and this is a result which could not be given for
10 The online tool used can be found at https://www.
online-utility.org/text/analyzer.jsp
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granted in advance considering that the audio excerpt is
the product of a soundwalk in a virtual environment and
not the reproduction of a real soundscape. Due to methodological and technical difficulties it was not possible to
assess if subjects could perceive the sound changes obtained through the granular synthesis and how they evaluated them. This is an important task which requires a
strict control on the listening conditions and a major control on the audio file’s content. As a matter of facts, the
presence of a great number of different sounds, both in the
foreground and in the background, can confuse the listeners and does not guarantee a sufficient sound discrimination. No textual description of the physical place which
could have generated the soundscape was delivered to the
test subjects. They spontaneously identified it mainly as
“train station” and “harbor”, showing thus that the sound
rendering is recognizable as a real soundscape and that it
is consistent with what we wanted to reproduce.
6.1 Further work
The next steps for this work will be to collocate it in a 3D
audio context using a wave-field synthesizer and providing
the system to detect interactions from more people at the
same time. The sound information will be local instead of
being the same in the whole area, and the parameters collected from the participants will be used only for the manipulation of the dynamical events over the soundscape.
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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in online technologies are changing the
way we approach instrumental music education. The
diversity of online music resources has increased through
the availability of digital scores, video tutorials and music
applications, creating the need for a cohesive, integrated
learning experience. This article will first explore how
different technological innovations have shaped music
education and how their actual transposition in the digital
world is creating new learning paradigms. As a practical
illustration of these paradigms, we will present the
development of a new online learning environment that
allows master-apprentice or self-taught learning, using
interactive and collaborative tools.
1. INTRODUCTION
In order to understand how technology can help a
self-taught learner, or a learner in between lessons with a
master, we must present the specificities of private and
group lessons. In this introductory section, we will
identify the learning processes in place and determine
which are missing when the learner is left alone. We will
then review how technology has been used to mitigate
these in the past and how new Web technologies can be
used today.
1.1 Group Music Classes vs Private Music Lessons
Table 1 describes the master and the learner activities. It
identifies the modalities in place and the type of feedback
that is possible between them. In the typical context of a
private lesson, prior to any lesson, both protagonists will
discuss the learner’s intrinsic motivations. The master will
adapt his teaching according to the learner objectives and
prior knowledge.
This differentiated teaching will
continuously occur throughout the lesson series since the
master will adapt his teaching to the learners progress.
During a lesson, the learner observes and receives direct
instructions from the master, but he also plays with his
master. That allows him to regulate his action according
to what he observes, ears and feels. The learner also has
Copyright: c 2017 Anne-Marie Burns, Sébastien Bel, Caroline Traube et al. This
is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unrestricted
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the ability to discuss his sensations with his master and to
receive feedback on his action. All these interactions are
believed to contribute to learning and to help to maintain
motivation.
Similar activities can be observed in group lessons. In
that context, there might be less emphasis on individual
objectives and progression but a gain benefit on interaction
with peers. In a group context, the attention of the master is
shared between the learners. Learners are able to regulate
their action with respect to the master, to the group and
among themselves. Learners can discuss their sensations
and request feedback from peers, and consequently form a
community of practice.
1.2 Informal learning in-between lessons or in the
case of self-taught learners
Table 2 presents the tasks of the learner in-between
lessons (or in the case of a self-taught learner) and relates
these to the learning and teaching activities presented in
Table 1. It shows which technologies can be used to
mitigate the absence of a master and of peers. For each
activity, the table presents different types of technologies
and gives a few examples of existing commercial and
research solutions.
1.2.1 Search for Material
One of the tasks the learner might want to perform is to
search for new material. A typical seft-taught learner will
want to search for his favourite artists’ songs. Websites to
share tablatures exist on the Web for a long time. At first,
this information was stored in simple text files using
ASCII characters to represent strings and fret positions,
techniques and chords information. The Ultimate-Guitar
Website [16] (see Table 2 for all technologies’ references)
is one example of this type of sharing platforms.
Nowadays, these sharing platforms have evolved and can
display the score in standard western notation and
advanced tablature notation. They also offer playback
functionalities and permit, for example, to modify the
playback tempo or to loop sections of the score
(Songsterr [15] is one of these). The most elaborate
interfaces will even link and play synchronously audio
and video recordings of a performance (Soundslice [14],
JellyNote [13]).
Music information retrieval algorithms offer new
possibilities to extract playing instructions directly from a
recording. There already exist some commercial software
applications where one can input audio recording and
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No.
1

Teaching activities
Ask the learner(s) about his / their
goals and motivation. Perform a
formative evaluation to determine
group or individual level.
Prepare adapted material.

Learning activities
Tell the master about his / their
goals and motivation. Perform the
request evaluation.

Modalities
Aural, visual, tactile

Feedback
Discuss the feasibility of the goals and objectives. Help to establish
attainable goals. Determine the necessary learning path and steps for
the group or individual.

Receive the master lessons plan.

Aural, visual

3

Explain a concept, an exercise or a
musical excerpt.

Listen to explanation of a concept,
an exercise or a musical excerpt.

Aural, visual

4

Perform a demonstration on the
instrument.
Ask the learner(s) to perform a
musical excerpt or an exercise
individually or in groups.

Observe the master demonstration.

Aural, visual

Play a musical excerpt or an
exercise individually or in groups.

Aural, visual, tactile

Perform a musical excerpt or an
exercise (including improvisation)
along
with
the
learner(s)
individually or in groups.
Ask learners to practice musical
excerpts or exercises (including
improvisation) in small groups.

Perform a musical excerpt or an
exercise along with the master
individually or in groups.

Aural, visual, tactile

Discuss the learning plan. Continuous adaptation to the group and to
the individual’s progression.
The master can give oral or written instructions (annotation on a score
or in a lesson book) to the learners. Learner(s) can also take personal
notes.
The learner(s) can ask the master to repeat all or part of the
demonstration. The learner(s) can ask for more information.
The master can give oral or written instructions (annotation on a score
or in a lesson book) to the learner(s). The master can physically correct
the position and gesture of the learner(s). Learner(s) can listen and
observe to other learners performance. They can regulate according
to the other’s performance. They can also discuss and comment peers
performances.
Realtime regulation: the learner can adjust his performance to what he
hears and observes from the master and from the other learners.

Practice musical excerpts
exercises with peers.

Aural, visual, tactile

2

5

6

7

or

Realtime regulation: the learner can adjust his performance to what he
hears and observes from the other learners. Learners can also discuss,
comment and manipulate each other.

Table 1: Teaching and learning activities in private and group lessons.
retrieve an analysis of the chords and notes played
(Chordify [17], Capo [18], GuitarMaster [19]).
Non-commercial applications are also developed in the
MIR research field to automatically retrieve gestural
information from a combination of audio-video or motion
capture recordings of a performance and with the use of
predictive models [1].
1.2.2 Seeking information, demonstrations and feedback
Two other tasks the learner wants to perform is to search
for information and instructions and to find models to
observe. These two tasks might be complemented with
the will to receive feedback on the comprehension and on
the execution on the instrument of what was learnt.
Various sources of information for these tasks include
text-based questions and answers on forums or social
networks, blog posts and dedicated Websites exploiting
various types of media. Nowadays, audio and video
recordings production is easily available to anyone.
Distribution is also facilitated with the use of general
platforms for videos (Youtube [28], DailyMotion [30],
Vimeo [29]) and audio (Soundcloud [36]).
These
recordings can then be linked and included in the
previously mentioned forums, blogs, and Websites.
Waldron [22–27] made an extensive study of different
online communities of practice where members are seen
as ”prosumer”, e. i. users that both produce and consume
material posted by the community. In these communities,
members can, for example, produce instructional
audio-video recordings or post advice on techniques they
master, and, on the other hand, post their questions or
recordings of their performances to request the other
members for feedback and comments. The previously
mentioned research projects on automatic analysis of
performance can also be used for the task of providing
automatic feedback to the users.
However, to our
knowledge, actual commercial products including
automatic feedback only use audio analysis for pitch and
rhythm detection (Yousician [38], JellyNote [13]).
A special case of applications can include all this

information on a single support. Just as a master would
annotate the learner score so that he can go home and
practice with that supplemental information, digital scores
made possible the concept of augmented score.
Augmented scores were first introduced in the
VEMUS/IMUTUS project [32, 33] and took the form of
annotated scores were the annotations could take various
forms:
graphical,
textual,
aural and sonic.
VEMUS/IMUTUS also introduced the idea of displaying
various analysis curves of the performance in parallel to
the score (frequency curves, sonograms, envelope curves,
etc.). Nowadays, augmented scores can include data from
multimodal recordings of performance and from the
analysis of these performances.
1.2.3 Play With Others
Another activity that is frequent in private and group
lessons is to play along with the master or with peers.
This s a rewarding activity and an important motivational
factor. It is often something that a learner would miss
when he is alone to practice. As we have seen, nowadays
most score editors and score sharing platforms offer
playback functionalities. These ”virtual players” can use
different technologies from MIDI playback to sound
synthesis or sampling to synchronization with audio or
even audio-video recordings. Some will only play the
instrument as others will also include accompaniment by
other instruments.
Dedicated software like
Band-in-a-Box [40] has been long used for that purpose.
However, playing along a virtual peer or band is not as
rewarding as playing with real peers. For that purpose,
projects like I-Maestro [34] introduced the idea of playing
over distance. Game platforms like Rocksmith [37] or
learning environments like Yousician [38] also use the
idea of challenging other users in network performance of
a score.
1.2.4 Structure the Learning Path
Finally, as we have seen the availability of online music
resources for learning is vast and disparate. Learners often
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Tasks
Search for material

Seek
for
explanation

information

Activities
2

and

3

Technologies
digital score editor
collaborative score editor
score / tablature sharing platform
automatic audio analysis
automatic multimodal analysis
Blog / Forum / Website
Instructional videos

Observe demonstrations

4

Ask for feedback / evaluation

5

Play with others

Structure his / her learning

6, 7

1, 2

augmented score
Instructional videos
3D motion capture and synthesis
Forum, Website
social network
video-sharing platform
audio sharing platform
collaborative score editor / augmented
score
automatic audio analysis
automatic multimodal analysis
motion capture / sensors
Midi / synthesis / sample playback
accompaniment software
audio recording
serious game
play over a distance / online
competition
serious game
learning management system (LMS)

Examples
Finale [2], Sibelius [3], MuseScore [4], Guitar Pro [5], TuxGuitar [6], PowerTab [7]
JamShake [8], LeadSheetJS [9]
General: NoteFlight [10], Scorio [11], flat.io [12], JellyNote [13], Soundslice [14]
Tablature: Songsterr [15], Ultimate Guitar [16]
Chordify [17], Capo [18], GuitarMaster [19], Songs2See [20]
see [1] for a review
Hooktheory [21], specialized Websites (look Waldron [22–27] for references)
General purpose video-sharing platforms (Youtube [28], Vimeo [29], DailyMotion [30]),
PRAISE [31], TELMI
IMUTUS / VEMUS [32, 33] , I-Maestro [34], PRAISE (LeadSheetJS) [9]
see previous
I-Maestro [34]
see previous
general purpose social networks, PRAISE [31]
General purpose video-sharing platforms, specialized Websites
Music Circle (PRAISE) [35], SoundCloud [36]
see previous
JellyNote [13], Soundslice [14], Rocksmith [37], Yousician [38], IMUTUS / VEMUS [32,
33], I-Maestro [34], PRAISE [31], Songs2See [20], Magna Quest [39]
see previous
I-Maestro [34]
score editors, score sharing platforms, IMUTUS / VEMUS [32, 33], I-Maestro [34],
PRAISE [31]
Band-in-a-Box [40]
IMUTUS / VEMUS [32, 33] , I-Maestro [34], PRAISE [31], JellyNote [13]
Rocksmith [37]
I-Maestro [34], Yousician [38]
Rocksmith [37], Magna Quest [39]
Yousician [38] , IMUTUS / VEMUS [32,33] , I-Maestro [34], PRAISE [31], Songs2See [20]

Table 2: Technologies used to assist learning and teaching activities.
have to search among many different sources to find
resources that fit their needs. This in itself can be a source
of motivation lost. However, there exist platforms that try
to solve that problem by providing a complete
environment dividing the learning in achievable and
significant steps that can quantitatively and qualitatively
be evaluated. These platforms are of two kinds: serious
game and learning management system (LMS). There is
no absolute definition of serious games, but what is
generally agreed upon is that they are a category of games
that uses entertainment and multimedia to convey an
experience to the user [41]. In the case of music
education, that experience will take the form of a musical
skill. Serious games for music are derived from electronic
rhythm games that appeared in the 1990s. They have the
specificity of using real instruments as game controllers.
Rocksmith [37] from Ubisoft is a well-know example for
the guitar. Magna Quest [39] is another example emerging
from research and applied to the violin.
On the counter part, LMS dedicated to instrumental
learning or said otherwise computer-assisted music
pedagogy for instrumental learning are derived from the
digital form of a pedagogy named programmed learning.
Actual LMS use game design elements to keep the learner
motivation, this is what is called gamification [42].
In LMS, learning can be organized in levels where the
learner can progress on different paths. The learners can
compare themselves with others throughout the use of
leaderboards.
They can follow their progress with
progression bars and dashboards. They can unlock new
learning paths by taking tests and receiving badges. These
badges can be shared on social networks. Learning
analytics tools can also be used to inform the learners of
their progress and recommend them activities to go
further.
All these tools are at the disposition of

pedagogical content developers to help them create
motivating learning environments. The research projects
we review all include an LMS. I-Maestro [34] also
includes the idea of collaborative work.
While
PRAISE [31] introduce social network tools with the
Music Circle where learners and masters can share their
performances and annotate other learners performance
recordings.
2. THE NOVAXE PROJECT
This project will offer a new gesture rich guitar notation
as well as an augmented score, allowing learners to access
different dimensions of the performance and to create
links between the gestural instructions found in a score
and the one captured during real performances using a set
of sensors. It implies the creation of analysis tools to
extract score and gestural parameters from a performance.
These parameters are useful to align the score and the
performance, to complement the score with performance
instructions, to transcribe a score from a performance and
to provide feedback to a learner on his performance of a
score. The project aims to explore the hypothesis that
interaction and collaboration throughout peer reviews and
emulation combined with observational learning from a
master but also from self-observation can be beneficial for
musical instruments learning.
This project was created to address some of the
fundamental problems in modern music education. It
consists of three main facets; advanced notation,
Web-based pedagogical technology, and a highly
structured educational system. The main focus of the
project is to enhance the musical education experience by
making it more intuitive, rewarding, and efficient for both
the casual student and the serious apprentice. The project
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Figure 1: A Novaxe score in the Web platform player with all editions and properties panels open.
is designed to answer three main challenges currently
faced by guitar teachers.
First, the majority of guitar students use various
notations: standard notation, standard arranged notation,
basic tablature, advanced tablature, lead sheets, and the
chord and lyric style. Each of these systems has strengths
and weaknesses, often increasing workload, while
compromising learning efficiency. The project alternate
notation alleviates the core challenges faced by many
music students.
Second, social networks and cloud computing has
changed the way we socialize, collaborate and learn.
Internet services and software are more connected than
ever. With the propagation of Web applications, driven by
recent technological advances, we can access complex
data-driven applications from personal computers as well
as from a myriad of smart devices. As we have seen in the
first part of this article, music learning and production has
not escaped these new paradigms. As Martı́n e al. notes:
”with the rise of online music communities using
performance or pedagogical applications, there is an
increasing need for tools for manipulating music scores.
There is also a need for Web-based tools for visualizing,
playing, and editing [scores] collaboratively [9].”
Finally, learning to play a musical instrument is a long
process as musical gesture enters a category of gestures
referred to as expert gesture. This type of gesture requires
years of deliberate practice and hours of repetitive
exercises in order to achieve a high level of proficiency.
These high-level skills are commonly transmitted from a
master to an apprentice throughout hours of guided
observations. However, this teaching method has always
faced some issues. The periods of contact between the
master and the apprentice are often short and punctual. In
between these periods, the apprentice is left all alone for
self-learning. In the case of pure online learning, the
master-to-student link is even compromised by the lack of

physical proximity. Sensors, sound and video analysis are
used to mitigate this indirection, and provide the learner
with valuable feedback. This helps to maintain the learner
motivation and reduces the risk of developing wrong
technique that would then take even more practice time to
correct.
2.1 The Online Learning Environment
This project is therefore an attempt to answer these
challenges faced by music and guitar teaching at the age
of interactive and collaborative Web technology. The
pedagogy and the innovative musical notation used in the
project were developed by Vandendool over more than ten
years of personal experience as a private guitar
teacher [43, 44]. The pedagogy includes concepts from
music theory such as scale degrees, chord tones, harmonic
function of chords, rhythm necklace and technical
information for both hands. The alternative notation
system of the project has the capacity to display this extra
information, giving the student a very high level of
technical and musical insight.
This information is
leveraged to create relationships between scores
according to the learners skill set, using characteristics
such as the progression of chord degrees, fret position,
technical information and difficulty.
These pedagogical tools are ported to the digital world.
The platform in development includes a score editor and
player entirely based on the most recent Web technologies
(HTML5, CSS3, and several Javascript libraries). It
permits to import scores from other digital formats like
Guitar Pro [5] and MusicXML [45] and to convert them
into the project notation format. It is also possible to
create scores from scratch or to complement these with
the editor. The editor let the user add technical and
theoretical information to the score including right-hand
technique, left hand fingering, notes function in a chord
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and chord function in a chord progression.
This
information is organized in visual layers that can be
displayed or not depending on a student’s level. The
player presents several useful options to the user, for
example the ability to loop sections of the score or to
modify the playback speed.

(a) A Novaxe note
with its duration
trail to be played on
fret 1 with finger 1
(index)

(b) A Novaxe chord

2.2 Augmented Score
The project is currently at the stage of being populated
with scores and guitar lesson material. For that purpose, a
set of sensors is in development to capture and analyse
information directly from the performance. The usage of
these sensors responds to three objectives of the project:
automated score transcription, real-time feedback, and
collection of data related to musical technique. It will also
permit the creation of augmented scores. Augmented
scores use a combination of the notation system with
multimedia data from the performance of the piece. The
multimedia data is comprised of sound and sound analysis
curves, multi-point-of-view videos and motion capture
data. Scores can be played at various speeds and
navigated with synchronized data. This permits the user to
explore the score in the usual fashion (notes plotted over a
time axis), but also using a data-mining dimension,
unveiling multiple layers of information about the
performance. Similar ideas were explored for musical
education in the IMUTUS / VEMUS [46] and iMaestro
[47] project with promising results.
A musical score is a symbolic representation giving
instructions to a musician for the performance of a
musical piece. In this project, information in a score
(figure 1 and 2) is displayed on a grid where the
horizontal axis is divided into fractions of beats similar to
the piano roll representation used in MIDI sequencers. As
it is the case with tablature, the vertical axis represents the
strings of the guitar and indicates with a diamond which
note is played on a given string at a given beat. The
number inside the diamond indicates the fret position and
the white stripes around the diamond indicate the finger to
use. The duration of the notes is indicated with a yellow
trail that starts from the beat division where the note
should be played and stops at the beat division where it
should be released. In that notation, silences are simply
represented by the absence of notes. This notation is a
transcription of play instructions, therefore, only the notes
that are sounded are indicated. Consequently, notes that
would be indicated with a slur in the western notation can
have their duration spread between measure.
In this representation, every note is a discrete event. The
same score can be played at various tempos. A single
score can have multiple performances associated with it.
These performances will be of different time length and
depending on the interpretation, every single event of the
continuous time space of the performance will slightly
vary from the reference beat at which it should have been
played. In order to synchronize the recording of a
performance with its symbolic score representation, the
multimodal data streams need to be aligned and
quantized. This can be done in real time by recording the

(c) A Novaxe picking pattern

(d) A Novaxe strumming pattern

Figure 2: Novaxe score elements

performance while providing the musician with a
reference tempo or by post-processing the recorded
performance. In this project, both real time processing
and post-processing will be used to respond to different
situations. Real-time will be used for immediate display
of information to the player. Post-processing will be used
for the batch treatment of multiple performances and for
deeper analysis of performances.
2.3 Future Work
The aim behind the Novaxe project is to build an
environment that will permit the learners to perform all
the tasks identified in Table 2 in a single Web application.
Our hope is that creating such a cohesive and integrated
learning experience will contribute in maintaining the
learner’s motivation in the critical period in-between
lessons or in a self-taught situation. Once the environment
is online, our next research questions will be to observe
the creation of communities of practice and the interaction
between learners and peers, learners and masters, and
learners and virtual peers and masters.
The project is developed using the Agile methodology.
That means that features are integrated in an incremental
manner. That permits every step to be validated by groups
of testers. The first iteration of the project is actually
available online 1 with a basic set of features. In that
alpha version, visitors can access public scores and
visualize these in the score player. Users can register and
log in to access their private score. Private scores are
scores that a user has imported using the Novaxe uploader.
Users can share scores with other users of the system.
That is the first step of the social network and learning
1
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environment (for example, teachers can use that feature to
share exercises with their students). The alpha version of
the player offers different playback functionalities. The
users can modify the tempo and loop throughout sections
of the score. The notes to be played can be visualized
using the Novaxe notation system or on a fretboard
representation. An online editor is already partially
developed and will become available in subsequent
versions. A search engine based on musical information
of the score (ex.: chord progressions, techniques, etc.) is
also in development. We believe that such a basic set of
features based on an individual guitar master experience
was necessary to ”start a discussion” with potential users
of the project. The Agile development methodology will
subsequently help us to develop a platform that will
become closer to the user needs at each iteration.

proprioception or is he always relying on the system? The
usage of artificial intelligence agent to take care of the
user preferences and learning style might seem appealing,
but might it be at the risk of limiting the learner to what is
naturally attractive to him? Answering these questions is
probably a required step to develop the necessary critical
thought to give these technologies their proper place in
the musical learning tools arsenal.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to present techniques and results
for identifying the key of Irish traditional music melodies,
or tunes. Several corpora are used, consisting of both symbolic and audio representations. Monophonic and heterophonic recordings are present in the audio datasets. Some
particularities of Irish traditional music are discussed, notably its modal nature. New key-profiles are defined, that
are better suited to Irish music.

is performed by rotating the elements in the vector. A
histogram (h[i])i=0,...,11 of cumulative durations of each
pitch class in the musical excerpt is generated, and the
score is the weighted sum of the histogram with the keyprofile.
11
X
s(p, h) =
p[i] ∗ h[i]
(1)
i=0

The estimated key is then the one corresponding to the
highest scoring profile:
key(h) = key(arg max s(p, h))

1. INTRODUCTION

A musical key consists of a tonic note, represented by
a pitch class (C, C#, D...), and a mode, or rather mode
family, which can be minor or major. Consequently, there
are always 24 candidate keys, for the 12 semitones of the
octave and the two considered modes. Enharmonic equivalence is used, which means that we do not distinguish between different spellings of the same note in the twelvetone equal temperament, e.g. D# and Eb. Throughout the
paper we will adopt the convention of denoting major keys
by upper-case letters, and minor keys as lower-case ones.
The standard approach to identifying keys in a musical
piece is to use key-profiles [1]. They can be seen as vectors assigning weights to the twelve semitones, denoted
(p[i])i=0,...,11 . One key-profile per mode is defined for the
tonic note C, and transposition to the another tonic note
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Key detection is a common task in Music Information Retrieval (MIR), and has been a part of the Music Information
Retrieval Evaluation eXchange (MIREX) since its start in
2005. Motivations for it include automatic analysis and annotations of large databases. The present study focuses on
key identification for Irish traditional music tunes. Keyfinding algorithms are tested on two collections of audio
recording, of session and solo recordings, representing 636
tunes overall. Symbolic transcriptions have been compiled
for all the tunes. A range of methods from the literature are
benchmarked on both the audio and symbolic data. Some
modifications to these methods, as well as new methods,
including a set of parametric models, are presented and
tested.
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where P is the set of 24 key-profiles representing candidate
keys.
This method only needs a pitch class histogram from the
musical excerpt. From a symbolic representation, obtaining this is straightforward. From an audio representation,
an extra step of computing a chromagram is required, which
does not represent any significant difficulties. It can however add some noise to the histogram because of the harmonics present in an audio signal. The resulting pitch class
histogram is, in the classification proposed in [2], a lowlevel global descriptor.
Other methods for key-identification are based on higherlevel features. For example, in [3] the intervals of a melody
are analyzed, which presupposes that an automatic transcription of the signal has been performed beforehand. In
[4], an HMM is trained to estimate the key from a sequence
of chords.
In preparing this paper we also experimented with some
machine learning (ML) models for key-detection (such as
multinomical regression models). Generally, ML models
perform best on relatively balanced datsets; consequently,
in order to train our ML models we introduced transposed
tunes into the dataset in order to balance the distribution in
the data. However, the performance of these ML models
was relatively weak and as a result we do not include a description of them nor the data preparation carried out for
them in this paper.
The main contribution of this paper is a set of new keyprofiles, outperforming existing keys-profiles on the corpora considered. In Section 2, we present the key-finding
method, and existing key-profiles defined in the literature.
In Section 3, new key-profiles are introduced. Section 4
gives a description of the datasets. Section 5 gives the details and results of the experiment using the profiles. Sec-
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tion 6 presents a parametric extension of one of the models,
the method used to select the parameters, and the performance of this model. Finally Section 7 discusses the study
and indicates future ideas for research.
2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Triads
Certainly the most naive way to define a key-profile is to
consider only the triad of the tonic chord. For example,
in C it is expected that the pitch classes of the tonic C,
the third E and the fifth G will be the most frequent, as
reflected in the key-profiles:

where the type of the chord the depends on the scale considered. In the major case, the classic major scale (Ionian)
is used. However in the minor case, the harmonic scale is
chosen, where the seventh degree is one semitone higher
than in the natural scale.
The Tone Center Images (TCI) are then obtained by summing the R-images of the chords, weighted by how often
they occur in the cadences, and normalizing:
6 ∗ I + 3 ∗ V + II + IV + VI
After normalization, the key-profiles obtained are:
pLeman (C) = [0.36, 0.05, 0.21, 0.08, 0.24, 0.21,
0.05, 0.31, 0.07, 0.24, 0.09, 0.10]
pLeman (c) = [0.34, 0.11, 0.15, 0.25, 0.11, 0.25,
0.02, 0.31, 0.24, 0.09, 0.12, 0.14]

ptriad (C) = [1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0]
ptriad (c) = [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0]
2.2 Krumhansl-Kessler
The key-profiles established in [5] were obtained by perceptual experiments, in contrast with the triads presented
above which were motivated by musical theory. Subjects
were asked to rate how well the different pitch classes fit
with a short musical excerpt establishing a key. The Krumhansl-Kessler key-profiles are a well known method for
key detection.
pKK (C) = [6.35, 2.23, 3.48, 2.33, 4.38, 4.09,
2.52, 5.19, 2.39, 3.66, 2.29, 2.88]
pKK (c) = [6.33, 2.68, 3.52, 5.38, 2.60, 3.53,
2.54, 4.75, 3.98, 2.69, 3.34, 3.17]
2.3 Lerdahl’s Basic Spaces
The “basic spaces” defined by Lerdahl in [6] are derived
from the diatonic scale of each key. Different weights are
given to the degrees of the scale: 5 for the tonic (index 0
for C and c), 4 for the fifth (index 7 for C and c), 3 for the
third (index 4 for C, 3 for c), 2 to the rest of the diatonic
scale, and 1 to the remaining semitones.
pLerdahl (C) = [5, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1, 4, 1, 2, 1, 2]
pLerdahl (c) = [5, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 1, 4, 2, 1, 2, 1]

3. NEW PROFILES
In this section two new pairs of key-profile are introduced.
3.1 Basic spaces for modal scales
The key-profiles introduced in 2.3 are based on the natural
scales, or Ionian mode for major and Aeolian mode for minor. In Irish music, two other modes are commonly used:
the Mixolydian mode (major with a minor seventh) and
the Dorian mode (minor with a major sixth). The two basic spaces are modified so that they are suited to both major
modes (Ionian and Mixolydian) and minor modes (Aeolian
and Dorian). This is done by setting p[10] = p[11] in the
major case, and p[9] = p[8] in the minor case:
pLerdahl? (C) = [5, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1, 4, 1, 2, 2, 2]
pLerdahl? (c) = [5, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 1, 4, 2, 2, 2, 1]
This idea of considering the minor and major seventh as
equivalent has already been used for the task of Irish traditional music tune transcription and recognition in [8].
3.2 Cadences

It is worth noting that the natural minor scale, or Aeolian
scale, is considered here: the natural seventh (index 10) is
taken as part of the scale, not the augmented seventh (index
11) as would be the case with the harmonic minor scale.
2.4 Leman’s Tone Center Images
In [7], the simple residue image (or R-image) of a chord
is generated as a weighted combination of the undertone
series of the tonic. The tone center images are then derived by summing the R-images of the chords present in
the common cadences. The three typical cadences selected
in [7] are

 I IV V I
I II V I

I VI V I

These key-profiles are inspired by Leman’s tone center images. As mentioned in 2.4, cadences play an important role
in establishing a tonal center. In Irish traditional music, the
most commmon cadence is I - IV - V - I [9]. In the case
of minor tunes, we also consider the chord sequence VII VII - I - I, often used in accompaniments. Consequently
the formulae to obtain the key-profiles are

Major:
2 ∗ I + IV + V
Minor: 4 ∗ I + 2 ∗ VII + IV + V
Instead of considering R-images, chords are simply represented by their triad, as introduced in 2.1. The resulting
key-profiles are:
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pCadences (C) = [3, 0, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 1]
pCadences (c) = [5, 0, 3, 4, 0, 3, 0, 5, 1, 0, 3, 0]
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Finally, these profiles are also modified to account for the
Mixolydian and Dorian modes:
pCadences? (C) = [3, 0, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 3, 0, 1, 1, 1]
pCadences? (c) = [5, 0, 3, 4, 0, 3, 0, 5, 1, 1, 3, 0]
4. DATASETS
This section introduces the datasets used for this study.
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4.1 Audio datasets
Two sets of recordings are used in this study, representing overall 636 audio items. In both cases, each tune was
annotated with key information by the first author.
4.1.1 Foinn Seisiún
This collection consists of session recordings accompanying the Foinn Seisiún books published by the Comhaltas
Ceoltóirı́ Éireann organisation. Instruments in the recordings include flute, tin whistle, uillean pipes (Irish bagpipes),
accordion, concertina, banjo, piano, guitar, bodhran (drum).
They offer good quality, homogeneous examples of the
heterophony inherent to an Irish traditional music session.
The whole collection consists of 3 CDs, representing 327
tunes. The first 2 CDs (273 tunes) are available under a
Creative Commons Licence, while the third is commercially available. In five instances, two recordings of a same
tune are present. In four cases, we decide to keep both as
different items in our dataset, since the set of instruments
recorded is different. Only in one case is the exact same
recording present, in which case we discard one of the
recordings. In the end, this dataset contains 326 distinct
recordings, and is denoted FSaudio in the rest of the article.
4.1.2 Grey Larsen’s 300 gems
Grey Larsen’s recordings, accompanying the book 300 Gems
of Irish Music for All Instruments, is a set of MP3 files
commercially available. They consist of studio quality recordings of tunes played on Irish flute, tin and low whistles, and
anglo concertina. None of the 300 audio recordings are of
the same tune. This dataset is denoted GLaudio in the rest
of the article.
4.2 Symbolic datasets
For each tune in both audio corpora, a symbolic transcription was collected in ABC format. The majority of the
transcriptions were found online, mostly on the collaborative website www.thesession.org. A small number of tunes were not available, in whose cases the audio
recordings were manually transcribed to ABC by the first
author. It is important to note that the symbolic transcriptions do not correspond exactly to the music played in the
audio recording. Indeed Irish music is always interpreted
with ornaments and small variations. The score is rather
seen as an outline of the melody to be played. The difference between recordings and scores is even more clear
for the session recordings: the audio signal is then heterophonic, as the different musicians are not playing exactly
the same melody.

(b) Keys in GL

Figure 1. Distributions of keys in FS and GL
This time, all redundant copies of duplicate tunes present
in the Foinn Seisiún collection are discarded, as in such
cases the score remains the same even though the recording
differs. Hence FSsymb contains 322 items, and GLsymb 300.
4.3 Distribution of keys
Both datasets are unbalanced in terms of key distribution,
as can be seen on Figure 1. These distributions are actually quite representative of the reality of how Irish music is
played. The keys of D and G are indeed the most common
in sessions, in part due to the fact that some instruments are
limited to these scales (e.g. keyless flute, whistle, uileann
pipes, . . . ).
5. EXPERIMENT 1
5.1 Pitch class histograms extraction
The first step of the algorithm is to extract a pitch class
histogram from the musical piece. In the case of symbolic representation, this poses no difficulty. The software
abc2midi 1 was used to parse the ABC files.
For each audio recording, a chromagram was first generated, then the chroma vectors were summed over time.
Chromagrams were obtained using the madmom 2 library.
Several methods of computing the chromas were tested:
standard pitch class profile, harmonic pitch class profile
[2], and Deep Chroma extractor [10]. This last method, using a deep neural network trained to extract chromas from
a spectrogram, consistently outperformed the others. Consequently all the results reported below are obtained with
the Deep Chroma method.
5.2 Key search
For each of the key-profile sets, the first step is to normalize
the profile:
p[i]
p[i] = P11
i=0 p[i]
This is important for cases where the major and minor
profiles do not have the same sum, e.g. Krumhansl-Kessler
profiles, or the ones based on cadences.
1
2
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Triad
KK
Lerdahl
Leman
Lerdahl?
Cadences
Cadences?

FSaudio
0.873
0.854
0.887
0.848
0.893
0.883
0.902

FSsymb
0.795
0.869
0.890
0.829
0.890
0.874
0.818

GLaudio
0.671
0.665
0.689
0.646
0.711
0.677
0.713

GLsymb
0.709
0.696
0.777
0.666
0.798
0.770
0.750

key-profiles which assign different weights to degrees of
the scale (see Section 2.3) we believe that the performance
of the Cadences key-profiles can also be improved by introducing weights. Specifically by assigning different weights
to the tonic, third and fifth degrees in the triads uses to
build the Cadence profiles presented in Section 3.2. To test
this hypothesis we ran a second experiment which is described in Section 6.

Table 1: MIREX scores for the 4 corpora using different
key-profiles
For a musical piece having the pitch class histogram h,
the estimated key is then obtained by:
• for each of the 24 normalized candidate key-profiles
p, compute the score s(p, h) (Equation (1))
• choose the key whose profile yields the highest score
(Equation (2))

6. EXPERIMENT 2
6.1 Weighted cadences
The model proposed here is a parameterized version of the
previously introduced Cadences profiles. The parameters
considered are the three weights given to the three notes of
the triads, denoted W = (w1 , w3 , w5 ) for the tonic, third
and fifth respectively. Then, the following profiles can be
derived from the cadences chosen in Section 3.2:
pCadences(W ) (C) = [2w1 + w5 , 0, w5 , 0, 2w3 , w1 , 0,
w1 + 2w5 , 0, w3 , 0, w3 ]
pCadences(W ) (c) = [4w1 + w5 , 0, 2w3 + w5 , 4w3 ,
0, w1 + 2w5 , 0, w1 + 4w5 ,
w3 , 0, 2w1 + w3 , 0]

The key finding algorithm is unbiased, in the sense that
the 24 key-profiles are evaluated in the same way, with no
preference for the common keys. Hence the fact that the
keys are unbalanced in the datasets as shown in Figure 1 is
not an issue for this study.

The modal versions of these profiles, Cadences? (W) are
obtained in the same manner as in Section 3.

5.3 Evaluation metrics
The MIREX evaluation metrics is defined as follows: let
k be the ground truth annotation, and k̂ the estimated key,
then the accuracy score for this item is:


1
if k = k̂





0.5 if k̂ is the perfect fifth of k
acc = 0.3 if k̂ is the relative of k


0.2 if k̂ is the parallel of k



0
otherwise
These scores are then averaged across the whole dataset.
5.4 Results
Results are given for the seven pairs of key-profiles considered. All the MIREX accuracy scores are reported in
Table 1. The ? superscript indicates the modal versions of
the key-profiles presented in Section 3.
Two observations can be made from this table. First,
comparing the MIREX scores on the two symbolic datasets
shows that inferring the key of the tunes in GL is harder
than in FS. Second, on the FS collection, most key-profiles
yield better results on the audio data than on the symbolic
data. The opposite is true for GL. Hence it appears that
inferring keys from heterophonic or polyphonic audio is
easier than on monophonic recordings. An explanation for
this is that the harmonic content is richer in heterophonic
and polyphonic signals.
The new key-profiles introduced in Section 3 (Lerdahl? ,
Cadences and Cadences? ) outperform the existing key-profiles on all four datasets. Inspired by Lerdahl’s original

6.2 Experimental Methodology
Generally, the goal of a model evaluation experiment on a
dataset is to estimate the performance of the model on unseen data (i.e, data that was not used to train the model).
To achieve this it is traditional in machine learning to first
separate a dataset into a training set and test set. The training set is then used to train and compare models in order
to choose a single best model and the test set is solely used
to evaluate the best model as judged based on the relative
performance of models on the training set. The reason for
this is that if the performance of models on the test set is
used to select the best model then the test set is actually
part of training the model. In other words the same data
cannot be used to select the best model and to evaluate its
performance. In machine learning, using the performance
of a model on the test set to select the best model is known
as “peeking” at the test set. It is equivalent to allowing the
model to look at the test set prior to running the test which
is problematic because it can result in optimistic performance scores.
Returning to the concerns of the current paper each set of
weights applied to the weighted cadences key-profiles defines a separate key-detection model. Using a grid-search
process we can iterate across a grid of model parameters
with each point on the grid defining a separate set of weights
(and hence a distinct model). The grid-search process provides a mechanism where we can iterate through a set of
models and test each model in turn. The problem with this
methodology, however, is that if we select the best set of
weights (or model) by iterating across the grid and simply
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selecting the set of weights with the highest performance
on the datasets this model selection methodology suffers
from the problem of “peeking” introduced in the preceding paragraph. In other words we will find a single best-set
of weights on the dataset but the performance of this model
on the dataset will not be a realistic measure of the model
on unseen data. We will refer to this methodology as the
Best-Weights method.
An alternative methodology is to use a process called 10fold cross validation, following the methodology of [11].
The focus of a 10-fold cross-validation process is to estimate the average performance of the models generated by
a machine learning algorithm and hyper-parameter set 3 on
unseen data. In a 10-fold cross-validation a dataset is split
into 10 equally size subsets, or folds. Then 10 experiments
are run (one per fold). In each experiment 9/10s of the data
is used to train a model and the remaining 1/10 (the fold) is
used to evaluate the model performance. The overall performance of algorithm and hyper-parameters is then calculated by aggregating the confusion matrices generated
by each of the 10 experiments and calculating a performance metric on the resulting matrix. The advantage of a
cross-validation methodology is that in each of the 10 experiments distinct data is used to train and test the model.
So the final overall accuracy score is representative of the
likely performance of a model trained with the tested algorithm on unseen data.
In our context training a model involves selecting the set
of weights that perform best on a dataset. So, to utilize
a cross-validation methodology to evaluate the weighted
cadences approach we need to run a grid-search process
in each of the 10 experiments 4 and select the best set of
weights for that experiment based on the performance on
the 9/10s training portion of the data and then evaluate the
performance of these best weights on the (unseen) remaining 1/10 of the data. The advantage of the cross validation methodology is that it provides us with an estimate of
the likely performance of a weighted cadences key-profiles
on unseen data. This is because in each of the 10 weight
tuning and model evaluation experiments (one experiment
per fold) distinct sets of tunes are used for weight tuning and evaluation. Consequently, the accuracy scores returned from this process reflect the accuracies of models on
unseen tunes (i.e. tunes that were not seen during weight
tuning). The drawback of this approach, however, is that
the weight tuning process in each of these experiments may
return different sets of weights. So, although the overall accuracy scores provides an indication of likely performance
of a set of weighted cadences key-profiles on unseen data
it does not provide an accuracy measure for cadences keyprofiles with a specific (fixed) set of weights.
As a result, we decided to use apply both methodologies
to the weighted cadences key-profiles. First we applied
a cross-validation process to estimate the performance of
weighted cadences key-profiles on unseen data. This first
step also serves to determine the best grid size to use. We
3 Hyper-parameters are parameters on a machine learning algorithms
as distinct to parameters on a model.
4 As opposed to the single grid search process that would be used in
the Best-Weights method.

Cadences(W )
Cadences? (W )

FSaudio
0.891
0.908

FSsymb
0.879
0.840

GLaudio
0.702
0.720

GLsymb
0.769
0.745

Table 2: MIREX scores computed from the aggregate matrices after cross-validation on the 4 corpora
then applied the Best-Weights method introduced above,
with the chosen grid size, to find the best single set of
weights on our dataset.
6.3 Results
The only hyper-parameter in this experiment is g, the width
of the grid. A wide range allows a better fit on the training
data, but poses a risk of overfitting it, resulting in poor performance on the test sets. The experiment was performed
for g ranging from 2 to 10. The grid size g = 3, allowing the weights wi to take values in [1, 2, 3], gave the best
results, and is used for the following results.
Scores calculated from the aggregate matrices after the
cross validation on each of the four datasets are presented
in Table 2. The models Cadences? (W ) outperform all
other methods on the two audio corpora. However, the
Lerdahl? key-profiles evaluated in Experiment 1 remain
the best performing ones on the symbolic data. Consequently the rest of this section focuses on Cadences? (W )
on the audio datasets.
The result of the cross-validation method suggests that
the models Cadences? (W ) generalize well to unseen audio data. In order to obtain one single model (as opposed
to the multiple ones resulting from the 10 folds), the BestWeights method was then performed on the combined dataset (FS + GL)audio . Grouping the two collections of audio recordings means that the profiles should perform well
on both heterophonic and monophonic recordings. The
weights obtained are (3, 1, 2), corresponding to the intuition that the tonic and fifth are more important than the
third, as in Section 2.3. The resulting key-profiles are:
pCadences? (3,1,2) (C) = [8, 0, 2, 0, 2, 3, 0, 7, 0, 1, 1, 1]
pCadences? (3,1,2) (c) = [14, 0, 4, 4, 0, 7, 0, 11, 1, 1, 7, 0]
With these profiles, the MIREX scores are 0.901 on FSaudio
and 0.730 on GLaudio , to be compared to the scores in Table
1. The lower score on FS is not unexpected: the grid search
maximizes the overall score accross the combined audio
collection, regardless of the scores on the individual collections. The overall MIREX score on the combined collection is 0.819, compared to 0.811 with the non-parametric
Cadences? profiles.
The confusion matrices for these new key-profiles on the
audio collections, and for the Lerdahl? ones on the symbolic datasets (on which they are still the highest scoring
ones), are given in Tables 3 to 6. Rows indicate the actual
keys in the ground truth annotations, while columns indicate estimated keys. Keys that never occur in either the
ground truth or the estimations are omitted.
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D
149
4
5
8
2
2
0

D
G
a
e
A
b
C

G
1
119
9
3
0
0
0

a
0
0
7
1
0
0
0

e
0
0
0
3
0
0
0

A
0
0
0
0
9
0
0

b
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

C
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

d
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Correct
Fifth
Relative
Parallel
Neighbour
Other

289
6
6
0
17
8

Table 3: Confusion matrix for F Saudio with key-profiles Cadences? (3, 1, 2)
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0
0
1
0
0
0

D
G
a
e
A
b
C

G
3
113
7
1
0
0
0

a
1
1
11
0
0
0
0

e
0
4
1
11
0
0
0

A
0
0
4
0
11
0
0

b
14
1
0
2
0
2
0

C
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

f#
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

B
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

Correct
Fifth
Relative
Parallel
Neighbour
Other

280
0
19
5
9
9

Table 4: Confusion matrix for F Ssymb with key-profiles Lerdahl?
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5
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7
0
1
3
0
0

D
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a
e
A
C
d
b
g
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G
4
71
9
6
0
1
0
0
0
0

a
6
4
17
5
2
2
2
0
0
0

e
1
1
0
13
0
0
0
1
0
0

A
1
0
1
2
11
0
0
0
0
0

C
0
0
3
0
0
5
2
0
2
0

d
4
0
2
0
1
1
3
0
0
0

b
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

g
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

F
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Correct
Fifth
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Neighbour
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205
16
15
8
27
29

Table 5: Confusion matrix for GLaudio with key-profiles Cadences? (3, 1, 2)
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A
C
d
b
g
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D
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2
1
3
4
0
0
0
0
0

G
1
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1
0
1
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0
0
0

a
5
1
18
0
1
4
1
0
0
0

e
1
7
3
26
0
0
0
0
0
0

A
0
0
1
1
14
0
0
0
0
0

C
0
0
1
0
0
4
1
0
0
0

d
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
1

b
6
1
0
5
0
0
0
4
0
0

g
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0

F
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

f#
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

Correct
Fifth
Relative
Parallel
Neighbour
Other

Table 6: Confusion matrix for GLsymb with key-profiles Lerdahl?
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The three types of errors taken into account in the MIREX
evaluation metrics are highlighted in different shades of
blue. Another error occurs frequently in this experiment,
named “neighbour”. The “neighbour” relationship is defined as follows:
two keys are neighbours if one is major, the
other minor, and the minor one has a tonic one
tone above the tonic of the major one.
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FERIN MARTINO’S TOUR:
LESSONS FROM ADAPTING THE SAME ALGORITHMIC ART
INSTALLATION TO DIFFERENT VENUES AND PLATFORMS
Jeffrey M. Morris
Texas A&M University
morris@tamu.edu

ABSTRACT
Ferin Martino is a piano-playing software algorithm created by Jeff Morris for art installations. It uses nearby motion observed with a camera to shape, but not dictate, its
flow of musical decisions. Aesthetically, the work challenges the notions of the composer and the composition
by presenting a software program that composes its own
oeuvre in such a way that visitors cannot experience the
composition without also influencing it. The installation
has taken many forms, at times including multiple cameras and speakers, video display, note input by the visitor, a digital player piano, and an outdoor venue with an
original sculpture embedded in nature. This algorithm has
also proven useful in live performance and computer-aided
composition. Case studies of exhibiting this work illustrate
the process of finding the most effective venue for an interactive art installation and the process of tuning interactivity
for a given venue.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ferin Martino is a piano-playing computer algorithm influenced by motion around it. motion of the viewers, seen
by the computer’s video camera, influences the intensity
of the music created. Like David Cope’s algorithm Emily
Howell, [1] the striking character of the is algorithm inspired me to give it an anthropomorphic name even though
this was not the original intent. Usually presented with the
title, The Collected Solo Piano Works of Ferin Martino,
as Conjured by Your Presence, this work creates a situation that lets us reflect on the ontological nature of music:
this music cannot be heard without the audience causing
changes in the composition: it is impossible to hear these
“collected works” in “unadulterated” form; by listening,
you are shaping the music. By extension, it offers a chance
to reflect on the way that any composer’s music only has its
existence in the minds of its audiences, and that the modes
of it existence may be as diverse as its listeners. This is
an idea suggested by literary theorist Umberto Eco in The
Open Work [2]. This work consists entirely of software and
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can generate new material practically indefinitely. The fact
that the code fits on one screen indicates the elegance of
the approach to generating endless music with pleasing results. This work is an example of something uncommon in
technology-based art: it is acoustic computer music. The
resulting music is acoustic or synthesized piano, in a capricious, expressive musical style that will not be overbearing
for public spaces.
Ferin was not designed to be a “know-it-all” algorithm.
Instead, it sets aside sophisticated computer vision to explore hat aesthetically-valuable subtleties can be captured
and expressed by simply measuring the amount of motion seen between video frames. It initially presents itself as pure non-interactive spectacle. Given the chance,
it will show the attentive visitor that motions can cause
musical events to start or stop. The curious visitor is rewarded by discovering the seemingly playful nature of this
interaction. The software does not simply convert actions
into musical notes, but uses motion to disrupt its “train of
thought.” The result is a playful interaction partner that
may tire of overactive visitors attempting to control it and
may begin to please itself for a while. At other times, it
may seem to amplify visitor’s gestures or play rolling accompaniment instead of maintaining a predictable one-toone behavior. Whereas it would seem to establish a direct link between motion and music, the experience turns
out to be more complex. Since the video is essentially reduced to a single pixel for evaluation (the camera’s view is
not divided into “hot zones”), many gestures may achieve
the same amount of overall motion, and the software is
equally sensitive to unintended motions as well as clothing
and background colors and changes in lighting (meaning it
is somewhat weather-sensitive near windows). Because it
uses a simple video camera, positioning the work in view
of a window means that it can respond to motion inside and
outside a given venue.
Initial experiences running the software in the background
and monitoring it as I went about regular office work was
quite rewarding. Because this work uses cameras to watch
public areas, it can also be seen in relation to surveillance
art. In this case, it presents itself as friendly and pleasant,
but it can still be unnerving for a visitor to realize how their
actions can be watched.
I’ve found the need to adjust the algorithm to best fit the
traffic/motion patterns, distance from the traffic, and lighting, making its behavior in each venue unique. Its varied accompaniment to even mundane rituals can promote
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mindfulness throughout extended experiences in which visitors coexist in parallel with the software. As shown in the
cases below, the addition of a video display, trackpad input, and digital player piano make it a more striking multisensory experience.
2. ABOUT THE SOFTWARE
Inspired by the free atonal expressionist music of Arnold
Schoenberg, musical decisions begin with a choice between
a single note treble melody and a three-note harmony below the melody. Pitch intervals are determined by a drunk
walk, such that chord pitches are equally spaced according to that interval and are separated from the most recent melody pitch by that interval. A metronome emits
a steady (but changeable) pulse triggering new note decisions. Video is converted into monochrome, the absolute differences of each pixel with the corresponding pixel
in the previous frame are summed to one value representing overall motion, and that value scales the rate of the
decision-triggering metronome as well as the loudness of
the playing. This way, more motion yields more active music without giving the visitor direct one-to-one control over
note decisions. [3]
Periodically, the software alternates between trigger by
video and trigger by a running buffer of recent pitch choices.
This loops and recursively shifts pitches to create florid
musical sequences. The non-interactive aspect of this feature actually contributes to the appearance of organically
developing musical motifs, because it is rare that a whole
musical phrase would be captured in this buffer, more commonly just the tail of it that spins off in one direction or the
other. It also contributes to the effect pf playfulness because it simply ignores the video at times, unannounced.
Finally, it can be very rewarding to visitors who provide
note input to it, as it may incorporate and elaborate their
musical contributions.
For venues using a video display, the frame-differenced
video is displayed with a blurring motion trail. This is
helpful in getting visitors to interact with the software, because they can see what the software sees and where its
attention flows. See Fig. 1.
3. CROWDED EXHIBIT HALL WITH
HEADPHONES AND DISPLAY
The Triennale di Milano is a design and art museum in Milan, Italy, and since 1933, host of the triennial exhibition of
the same name. [4] Ferin was positioned in an exhibition
room where the 2013 Generative Art International Conference was held. Presented ‘shoulder to shoulder” with
other works, it was necessary to use headphones. This,
along with the compact arrangement of the venue, allowed
for minimal movement, mostly waving. This tended to put
visitors into a mindset of viewing paintings or a gallery
of circus oddities: each is always already doing what it is
supposed to do, and one feels as thought one might get “the
point” of the work after only a few seconds. This presentation format made it uncomfortable for any visitors inclined
to longer encounters to get to know the work better.

Figure 1. Camera input, processed and ready for analysis.
This is what Ferin can see. The bright horizontal sweeping
line represents the visitor moving a hand quickly from side
to side.
4. MAIN LOBBY WITH SPEAKERS AND
DISPLAY
The Onassis Cultural Center in Athens, Greece is a performing arts complex build in 2010 dedicated to promoting
innovation in the arts. [5] Ferin was exhibited in the main
lobby, facing the main entrance, as part of the 2014 joint
Sound and Music Conference and International Computer
Music Conference, with approximately 300 artist-scholars
in attendance. It took the form of a laptop computer (using
its built-in camera and display) and stereo speakers, all fit
compactly into a 2 ft × 2 ft footprint encased in a custom
wooden stand covered in black fabric.
Positioned against the back wall, the camera had a view
of most of the lobby area, including an information desk
used to register and assist conference participants; a seating area where participants met, talked, purchased beverages, and awaited scheduled performances; and heavy traffic on Syngrou Avenue outside the front door. To access
the elevators, stairs, and concert venues, visitors walked
directly up to the installation and continued around the left
or right side of the building. Speakers were audible within
the lobby, around the sides of the building, and upward one
or two floors (before being drowned out by installations on
other floors). It was not audible inside the concert venues.
This provided a steady range of motion seen by the camera (caused by cars or people), so the algorithm rarely normalized to the hyperactive level of video noise within the
camera. This kept it from becoming too much of a distraction for a public meeting space. The experience was
most effective for visitors on their way out of the building,
because the connection between their movements and the
music became quickly obvious as they suddenly entered
the camera’s view then paused to look at the screen. This
experience was more subtle for visitors entering the space,
but it would respond to their gait as they made their way
into the building. For these visitors, it made a subtle shift
away from indifferent background music, gradually making noticeable connections with motions in the room.
In times when the lobby was empty, the software would
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normalize to the level of its video noise and become frenetic. This functioned nicely to gain the attention of people in nearby spaces; they knew something was happening
over there without having to be there. Then, when they entered the camera’s view and the camera normalized to their
movement, the energetic burst followed by silence had the
effect of a shy performer who didn’t realize he had an audience.
This remains the most effective presentation scenario for
the software alone, without user controls.
5. SIDE LOBBY WITH DIGITAL PLAYER PIANO
The Society for Electroacoustic Music in the United States
(SEAMUS) 2015 conference was held in the Moss Arts
Center, at Virginia Tech (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University). Ferin was placed in the atrium outside
one of the concert venues. [6] This was a quiet, low-traffic
area, so I felt a need to restrict its maximum activity so it
wouldn’t be too frenetic for the peaceful space. It proved
to be a favorite lounge for some participants to relax. Since
it was at a music conference, the addition of the Yamaha
Disklavier digital player piano made engagement very rewarding for those that ventured to duet with the software.
Besides the rewarding effect of hearing the software mirror and embellish one’s own playing, the “struggle” over
the keyboard is an especially exciting form of engagement.
The visitor, not knowing when or what the software will
play, is drawn into a hyper alert improvisation mindset involving intense critical listening as well as continually adjusted plans on when and what to play next. At times, visitors have noted that the software played notes just as the
visitor was reaching for them (simultaneously frustrating
and gratifying); other times, the software would operate in
parallel accompaniment or musical dialogue with the visitor at the opposite end of the keyboard’s range.
Even for viewers who didn’t play the piano, the effect of
watching a human interface (the keyboard) play automatically can evoke the image of a ghost playing the keyboard.
They also got the thrill of watching the piano-playing visitors essentially become part of the artwork.
6. OUTDOORS WITH MULTIPLE CAMERAS AND
SPEAKERS, WITHOUT DISPLAY
I-Park is a sculpture garden in East Haddam, Connecticut,
focusing on ephemeral artworks engaging with nature. [7]
For this exhibition, I cleared a circular path in an undeveloped part of the land. Fortuitous developments with other
works on the property led me to install a sculpture built
from parts of a grand piano and two upright pianos that
had been left outdoors for years. I arranged them to resemble the carcass of a large mysterious beast and placed
speakers in footlights surrounding it, to make it look like
the overgrown site of a forgotten spectacle. Because of the
circular path, I embedded four cameras in the sculpture,
in order to capture motion in all directions from a suitable
distance. I also use opportunity to develop a weather-proof
housing for the computer and other electronics.

In order to more fully engage with the site, I incorporated another performing algorithm of mine that captured
sounds from the environment, mixed them with the piano
sound, and folded them together into rich contrapuntal textures. I originally intended to use plant and tree motion to
influence Ferin, but there was a surprising dearth of wind
at the time. As the demonstration video shows, this results in a very different character during the night compared to the day. It is busy at night because of increased
wildlife activity as well as the software normalizing to the
low light levels, in addition to the cameras’ infrared illuminators changing the range of things that can be seen.
During the day, it plays mildly as visitors walk into the
area, exposed to the bright sun, but tended to “stare back”
as visitors stopped to ponder the sculpture. It did tend to
become more responsive to subtle motions of the visitors,
like shifting their weight to one leg, repositioning arms, or
turning heads.
For video documentation of this exhibition, see [8].
7. IMPROVISATION WITH SAXOPHONE
In a Disklavier-themed concert at Texas A&M University
titled Hot-Wired Piano, I performed with Ferin and colleague Jayson Beaster Jones playing tenor saxophone. It
was amusing to reflect on whether this was a duo or trio.
Since I was there interacting with the software but not making any sound directly, this trio consisted of only two humans and two instruments, but one of the instruments wasn’t
being played by either of the humans. In a sense, the saxophone’s sound was also (at times) influencing the software,
because I replaced the keyboard input with pitch recognition.
At first, having simply replaced the keyboard input with
pitch recognition, I quickly discovered that the pitch detection was so accurate that the algorithm would too-often
play in unison with the saxophonist. While this was not
a musical goal, and it wasn’t conducive to building counterpoint, it also starkly highlighted expressive differences
in intonation between the saxophone and the piano, which
yielded undesirable sonic effects. In response, I added a
gradually changing pitch offset between the pitch recognition and the note-triggering parts of the algorithm, and I
created a key control that would momentarily unmute the
audio input, so that I could have the algorithm listen to the
saxophonist only at strategic moments.
With this unmute control in addition to the camera input, I functioned more like a conductor, musically flowing
my hands in front of the camera to shape Ferin’s musical
flow. This type and range of motion felt most comfortable
to my human physiology. It did loosely allow me to draw
on my rudimentary conducting skills, even though the gestures bore no particular meaning to the software. Rather,
my conducting experience informed my movements as a
limited kind of dance: patterns that allowed me to sustain
certain levels of continuous motion when desired and patterns to organize space to make room for quick, disjunct
gestures.
For the audience, this experience charged the confusion
and (hopefully) curiosity about which sounds and motions
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were causing which musical results, as well as tracing the
life of some events as the are fed back in loops, changing
between sounds and movements, influencing and sometimes echoing or elaborating on each other.
8. COMPUTER-ASSISTED COMPOSITION
Ferin has also been used successfully in computer-assisted
composition [9]. In most cases, this workflow has looked
much like a “duo” version of the live performance scenario, with me “conducting” in front of the camera and
playing occasional brief motives on the keyboard to influence the software in desired directions. The latter has especially been useful in building large-scale form, since as
of yet, the software has no long term memory. Left alone,
motives only stay active in the music to the extent they happen to be captured in and played from the rolling buffer.
A computer-aided composition work session might typically involve a few “takes” like this and then turn to the
editing stage. Given the software’s capricious rubato playing, automated transcription from MIDI to music notation
is not straight-forward. It is helpful to create a MIDI reference track in a MIDI sequencer to accompany the recorded
performance, by tapping out the basic metronome pulse
where it should occur in the music, following the tempo
as it changes. However, when a sequencer reinterprets the
performance by mapping it to the MIDI reference track,
all tempo information is lost from the resulting music notation, and needs to be manually interpreted into standard
terms such as allegro and ritardando. Similar work us necessary for its rapid expressive dynamics as well.
This juncture, buried in tedium and practicality, is where
Ferin Martino the composer is separated from Ferin Martino the performer. Musical nuances from Ferin’s performance are stripped away, leaving room for interpretation
by the next (human) performer. As some of the aura (after
Walter Benjamin [10]) of Ferin’s performance is striped
away, the composition can gain new aura through its capacity for many variations in interpretations by other performers (cf. Eco [2]).
This algorithm’s output is surprisingly pianistic to the ear,
especially for its relative simplicity (one page of code) and
emergent nature, and curiously, it does not sound characteristic, or even very good, using any other instrument’s
sound, even other keyboard instruments. One aspect contributing to its pianistic character must be its anthropomorphic design: with trichords played by a virtual left hand
with five fingers, melodies played by a virtual right hand,
pitch intervals and inter-onset (time) intervals kept within
human scale, and “drunk walk” pseudorandom number generators to keep passages from being too disjunct. However,
these design factors would make it just as good a fit for any
keyboard instrument, including a harpsichord, organ, and
electric piano, so there must be more to its good fit for the
piano’s sound.
It seems that the algorithm’s output has been tuned to
the modern pianoforte’s timbre (the spectrum and amplitude envelope) inadvertently to the exclusion of success
with other timbres. Ferin Martino’s playing is often dense
in pitch and in time. The harpsichord’s bright spectrum

makes such passages sound too harsh, and temporal density only allows the attack transients to come through while
masking the more attractive and interesting decay of each
note. In contrast, the electric piano’s darker tone prevents
individual notes from being discerned, often resulting in
muddy sound masses. Organ tones result in similar results by their mostly flat amplitude envelopes, keeping note
onsets from standing out, masked by the sustain of previous notes or with attention distracted by abrupt cutoffs—of
course, organs are capable of quite lyrical legato playing,
but Ferin’s emergent proclivity toward compound melodies
(à la Hindemith) is made distractingly disjunct with organlike amplitude envelopes. Experiments with mallet keyboard instrument sounds were more pleasing in regard to
these factors, but they lose Ferin’s frequent expressive use
of the damper pedal (and vibraphone suffers the same as
the electric piano), besides the fact that it loses touch with
human-scale playability on mallet instruments.
This highlights an important lesson in orchestration: with
a long-established discrete pitch system, scales, a canon
comprising music that heavily stresses melodies, chords,
and human scale rhythms, and an abundance of theoretical analysis focusing on these parameters and not others, it
is easy to imagine most instruments, especially the piano,
as neutral, general purpose music generators, when really,
each instrument’s idiosyncrasies shape the musical decisions of the composer, even if unbeknownst to the composer. Since Ferin Martino has no capacity for evaluating
its own output, especially with regard to the spectral and
temporal features described above, so this is a crucial stage
in the development of a performer algorithm. This relates
in spirit to William Sethares’s work in tuning systems, in
which he demonstrates that consonance and dissonance are
closely tied to timbre and tuning system more than Fortean
interval class vectors. [11]
To finish the description of the transcription process: Ferin’s
dense playing usually ends up yielding sheet music requiring advanced piano skill to play. This makes it very
amenable to treating Ferin’s print out as a piano score to
be orchestrated for small chamber ensembles, such as piano duo, piano trio (piano, violin, and cello), and string
quartet. The manual orchestration process allows me (as
the supervising composer, if not the one executing each
note choice) to apply the considerations in the preceding
paragraphs in order to map the musical content to fit each
instrument as idiomatically effective as possible. The fact
that Ferin’s playing sounds more naturally pianistic than
it looks in sheet music is also telling; it suggests that the
character of the piano-human combination has its own idiosyncrasies, a subset of the full characteristic possibilities
of the piano itself (including other playing scenarios).
One such piece was premiered by the Apollo Chamber
Players, a string quartet based in Houston, Texas. The
main material was created in a single take with Ferin. I was
sculpting Ferin’s behavior by moving my hands in front of
the camera and occasionally introducing motives of a single repeated pitch via the piano keyboard. This created a
dynamic in the piece of striving for stasis and falling away
from it, as I would play repeated notes at a few certain
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junctures, and Ferin would copy parts of that motive and
carry it off in sequences. After the initial performance, I
distributed the voices for a string quartet. To build a more
coherent form (without trying to cover up Ferin’s capricious nature), I added a brief introduction comprising three
slow cascading iterations of the repeated-pitch motive, and
I inserted a partial recapitulation before the final sequence:
at a point where the music seems stuck in a loop, I inserted
a break, then a sequence of truncated clips from previous
moments, in the order they happened, but always interrupted. This section is played sul ponticello to set it off
as a copy of previous events, as if retracing one’s steps before continuing. This recapitulation leads to the repeated
motive where the original music was stopped, and it continues from that point in full voice, going on to the end. I
gave it the title, The Garden of Forking Paths to reflect on
the many musical sequences Ferin tests before moving on,
as well as its ultimately through-composed winding path.
9. EXPERIMENTS WITH DANCE
Given these experiences with tuning the software to respond to human movement, it was natural to consider adapting this work for dance. However, these experiments quickly
highlighted differences between a camera with video analysis and the human eye with human cognition. As dancers
explored the full stage space, they would range from being
so close to the camera that most of their bodies could not
be seen to being so far at end of the stage that their whole
bodies only occupied a small portion of the camera’s view.
A camera operator would naturally want to zoom in and
out and pan around to keep the dancer’s full body in the
video frame. However, this revealed that moving the camera even slightly can yield a maximal amount of change in
the video signal even when there is no movement on stage.
Seeing the need for more development for this kind of performance, this exploratory performance was put on hold.
The problem of dancers’ distance might be addressed by
an automatic spatial normalizing process that crops out any
space that contains no movement, leaving a tight-framed
rectangle inside to evaluate. However, this will require
many more decisions, thereby shaping the character of the
work. Additionally, the quick pace of dancers’ movement
might be outside the software’s scope of responsiveness
that was effective for causal visitors. Making it more responsive may result in a less interesting one-to-one kind of
interaction. The notion of camera operator as performer is
an intriguing one worthy of future investigation, but it too
will require many character-defining decisions. This line
of inquiry may need to use a completely different performing algorithm from Ferin, but informed by these experiences.
10. EXPERIMENTS WITH PAINTING
Working with a painter for visual input has avoided the
challenges described with dancers, since a painter is largely
engaged with a two-dimensional vertical plane, like the
camera and screen. April Zanne Johnson [12] already uses

music and sound as a stimulus to influence her mark making vocabulary in her drawing and painting practice. She
also sometimes thinks kinetically about the act of painting:
making painting gestures in the air before and after touching the brush to the canvas in a process of contemplation,
winding up, and following through. Both of these facts
have made collaborations with Ferin Martino very fruitful.
This creates a fascinating multi-modal creative feedback
loop as she paints in response to the music and her motion
while painting in turn shapes the music. Ferin’s capacity
for endless through-composed playing also suits this scenario well. Together, they produce an experience of painting and composition as a realtime process laid out across
time, besides the final artifacts that result from the process.
11. OTHER FUTURE WORK
As highlighted throughout the discussion above, there are
many areas where future developments can be done. Further work will investigate possibilities for building larger
formal structures over time, including buffers on medium
and long time scale, as well as memory cues as in Butch
Morris’s Conduction technique for conducting ensembles
of improvisers. The software could also generate its own
MIDI reference track for beat mapping during transcription. Further software routines could be created to automatically interpret tempo and dynamics changes into standard words and symbols. Synthetic timbres can be explored, sharing the key features of the piano and avoiding
problematic features described above. Also in this vein, the
software can be tuned to suit other instruments. This would
be an especially interesting inquiry for thinking about composition, since it turns out that many of its most interesting
melodic lines incorporate both virtual hands to build compound melodies or sequences. Finally, the software could
be taken to another level of sophistication and self governance if it could monitor the sonic features of its own
output and adjust its note decisions accordingly.
However, as these opportunities are opened up above, the
discussion also highlights distinctive features of the character oft his algorithm that would be significantly changed,
perhaps to become less intriguing or idiosyncratic, or at
least becoming something that should be considered a different process altogether. These advances will be considered carefully with this potential sacrifice in mind. It will
more likely spawn a number different performer agents
rather than numerous upgrades to this one.
12. CONCLUSIONS
It is delightfully gratifying that something originally meant
to be an afternoon project to demonstrate a Disklavier digital player piano, with a modicum of interactivity, for a tour
of university dignitaries would provide so rich an output,
become so fascinating a collaborator, open up deep questions of the nature of composition and performance, and
reach audiences in Milan, Athens, and in the United States,
Texas, the Southeast, the Mid-Atlantic, and New England.
These experiences show that simple, perhaps even simplistic solutions can reach new levels of elegance and open
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up new dimensions to contemplate, as with Alexander’s solution to the Gordian knot and with Cantor’s diagonal. In
the end, an impatient attempt to simply “make music” has
revealed myriad questions that are answered in that process, whether the composer takes conscious responsibility
for them, leaves them to tacit intuition, or lets the governing technology fill in those answers according to what
comes most naturally to it—for better or worse.

[11] W. A. Sethares, Tuning, Timbre, Spectrum, Scale,
2nd ed. New York, NY, USA: Springer, 2004.
[12] “Neurologically produced synesthetic forms and color:
Studio visit with April Zanne Johnson,” http://
artmazemag.com/april-zanne-johnson/.
[13] J. Morris, “Ferin Martino,” July 2014, http://www.
morrismusic.org/ferinmartino.

13. EXAMPLES
Video, audio, and musical scores resulting from this work
can be found at [13].
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ABSTRACT
Pitch and spatial height are often associated when describing music. In this paper we present results from a soundtracing study in which we investigate such sound–motion
relationships. The subjects were asked to move as if they
were creating the melodies they heard, and their motion
was captured with an infra-red, marker-based camera system. The analysis is focused on calculating feature vectors typically used for melodic contour analysis. We use
these features to compare melodic contour typologies with
motion contour typologies. This is based on using proposed feature sets that were made for melodic contour similarity measurement. We apply these features to both the
melodies and the motion contours to establish whether there
is a correspondence between the two, and find the features
that match the most. We find a relationship between vertical motion and pitch contour when evaluated through features rather than simply comparing contours.

be compared to the distances of melodic objects in a hyperspace of all possible melodies. Computational analyses
of melodic similarity have also been essential for dealing
with issues regarding copyright infringement [2], “query
by humming” systems used for music retrieval [3, 4], and
for use in psychological prediction [5].
1.2 Melodic Contour Typologies
Melodic contours serve as one of the features that can describe melodic similarity. Contour typologies, and building feature sets for melodic contour have been experimented
with in many ways. Two important variations stand out —
the way in which melodies are represented and features
are extracted, and the way in which typologies are derived
from this set of features, using mathematical methods to
establish similarity. Historically, melodic contour has been
analysed in two principal ways, using (a) symbolic notation, or (b) recorded audio. These two methods differ
vastly in their interpretation of contour and features.

1. INTRODUCTION
How can we characterize melodic contours? This question has been addressed through parametric, mathematical, grammatical, and symbolic methods. The applications of characterizing melodic contour can be for finding
similarity in different melodic fragments, indexing musical
pieces, and more recently, for finding motifs in large corpora of music. In this paper, we compare pitch contours
with motion contours derived from people’s expressions of
melodic pitch as movement. We conduct an experiment
using motion capture to measure body movements through
infra-red cameras, and analyse the vertical motion to compare it with pitch contours.
1.1 Melodic Similarity
Marsden disentangles some of our simplification of concepts while dealing with melodic contour similarity, explaining that the conception of similarity itself means different things at different times with regards to melodies
[1]. Not only are these differences culturally contingent,
but also dependent upon the way in which music is represented as data. Our conception of melodic similarity can
Copyright: c 2017 Author1 et al. This is an open-access article distributed under
the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original author and source are credited.

1.3 Extraction of melodic features
The extraction of melodic contours from symbolic features
has been used to create indexes and dictionaries of melodic
material [6]. This method simply uses signs such as +/-/=,
to indicate the relative movement of each note. Adams proposes a method through which the key points of a melodic
contour — the high, low, initial, and final points of a melody
— are used to create a feature vector that he then uses to
create typologies of melody [7]. It is impossible to know
with how much success we can constrain melodic contours in finite typologies, although this has been attempted
through these methods and others. Other methods, such
as that of Morris, constrain themselves to tonal melodies
[8], and yet others, such as Friedmann’s, rely on relative
pitch intervals [9]. Aloupis et. al. use geometrical representations for melodic similarity search. Although many
of these methods have found robust applications, melodic
contour analysis from notation is harder to apply to diverse
musical systems. This is particularly so for musics that
are not based on western music notation. Ornaments, for
example, are easier to represent as sound signals than symbolic notation.
Extraction of contour profiles from audio-based pitch extraction algorithms has been demonstrated in several recent
studies [10,11], including specific genres such as flamenco
voice [12, 13]. While such audio-based contour extraction
may give us a lot of insight about the musical data at hand,
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Figure 1. Examples of Pitch features of selected melodies,
extracted through autocorrelation.
the generalisability of such a method is harder to evaluate
than those of the symbolic methods.
1.4 Method for similarity finding
While some of these methods use matrix similarity computation [14], others use edit distance-based metrics [15],
and string matching methods [16]. Extraction of sound signals to symbolic data that can then be processed in any of
these ways is yet another method to analyse melodic contour. This paper focuses on evaluating melodic contour
features through comparison with motion contours, as opposed to being compared to other melodic phrases. This
would shed light on whether the perception of contour as a
feature is even consistent, measurable, or whether we need
other types of features to capture contour perception.
Yet another question is how to evaluate contours and their
behaviours when dealing with data such as motion responses
to musical material. Motion data could be transposed to
fit the parameters required for score-based analysis, which
could possibly yield interesting results. Contour extraction from melody, motion, and their derivatives could also
demonstrate interesting similarities between musical motion and melodic motion. This is what this paper tries to
address: looking at the benefits and disadvantages of using feature vectors to describe melodic features in a multimodal context. The following research questions were the
most important for the scope of this paper:
1. Are the melodic contours described in previous studies relevant for our purpose?
2. Which features of melodic contours correspond to
features extracted from vertical motion in melodic
tracings?

This paper is concerned with melody, that is, sequences of
pitches, and how people trace melodies with their hands.
Pitch appears to be a musical feature that people easily relate to when tracing sounds, even when the timbre of the
sound changes independently of the pitch [17–19]. Melodic
contour has been studied in terms of symbolic pitch [20,
21]. Eitan explores the multimodal associations with pitch
height and verticality in his papers [22, 23]. Our subjective
experience of melodic contours in cross cultural contexts
is also investigated in Eerola’s paper [24].
The ups and downs in melody have often been compared
to other multimodal features that also seem to have updown contours, such as words that signify verticality. This
attribute of pitch to verticality has also been used as a feature in many visualization algorithms. In this paper, we focus particularly on the vertical movement in the tracings of
participants, to investigate if there is, indeed, a relationship
with the vertical contours of the melodies. We also want
to see if this relationship can be extracted through features
that have been explored to represent melodic contour. If
the features proposed for melodic contours are not enough,
we wish to investigate other methods that can be used to
represent a common feature vector between melody and
motion in the vertical axis. All 4 melodies in the small
dataset that we create for the purposes of this experiment
are represented as pitch in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. Example plots of some sound-tracing responses
to Melody 1. Time (in frames) runs along the x-axes, while
the y-axes represent the vertical position extracted from the
motion capture recordings (in millimetres). LH=left hand,
RH=right hand.
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Figure 3. A symbolic transcription of Melody 1, a sustained vibrato of a high soprano. The notated version differs significantly from the pitch profile as seen in Figure
2. The appearance of the trill and vibrato are dimensions
that people respond through in motion tracings, that don’t
clearly appear in the notated version.
Feature 1
Melody1 [+, -, +, -, +,
-],
Melody2
[+, -, -]
Melody3 [+, -, -, -, -, -,
-],
Melody4 [+, -, +, -, -,
+, -, -]

Feature 3
[0, 4, -4, 2, -2, 4, 0, -9],
[0, 2, -2, -2, 0, 0],
[0, -2, -4, -1, -1, -1, -4, -2,
-3, 0, 0, 0],
[0, -2, 2, -4, 2, -2, 4, -2, -2]

Table 1. Examples of Features 1 and 3 for all 3 melodies
from score.

Figure 4. Lab set-up for the Experiment with 21 markers positioned on the body. 8 Motion capture cameras are
hanging on the walls.
points of melodies. Some rely on tonal pitch class distribution, such as Morris’s method, which is also analogous
to Schenkerian analysis in terms of ornament reduction;
while others such as Friedmann’s only encode changes that
are relative to the ambit of the current melodic line. For the
purposes of this study, we pick the latter method given as
all the melodies in this context are not tonal in the way that
would be relevant to Morris.
3. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

2.2 Categories of contour feature descriptors
In the following paragraphs, we will describe how the feature sets selected for comparison in this study are computer. The feature sets that come from symbolic notation
analysis are revised to compute the same features from the
pitch extracted profiles of the melodic contours.
2.2.1 Feature 1: Sets of signed pitch movement direction
These features are described in [6], and involve a description of the points in the melody where the pitch ascends or
descends. This method is applied by calculating the first
derivatives of the pitch contours, and assigning a change
of sign whenever the spike in the velocity is greater than or
less than the standard deviation of the velocity. This helps
us come up with the transitions that are more important to
the melody, as opposed to movement that stems from vibratos, for example.
2.2.2 Feature 2: Initial, Final, High, Low features
Adams, and Morris [7, 8] propose models of melodic contour typologies and melodic contour description models
that rely on encoding melodic features using these descriptors, creating a feature vector of those descriptors. For this
study, we use the feature set containing initial, final, high
and low points of the melodic and motion contours computed directly from normalized contours.
2.2.3 Feature 3: Relative interval encoding
In these sets of features, for example as proposed in Friedman, Quinn, Parsons, [6, 9, 14], the relative pitch distances
are encoded either as a series of ups and downs, combined
with features such as operators (¡,=,¿) or distances of relative pitches in terms of numbers. Each of these methods employs a different strategy to label the high and low

The experiment was designed so that subjects were instructed
to perform hand movements as if they were creating the
melodic fragments that they heard. The idea was that they
would ”shape” the sound with their hands in physical space.
As such, this type of free-hand sound-tracing task is quite
different from some sound-tracing experiments using pen
on paper or on a digital tablet. Participants in a free-hand
tracing situation would be less fixated upon the precise
locations of all of their previous movements, thus giving
us an insight of the perceptually salient properties of the
melodies that they choose to represent.
3.1 Stimuli
We selected 16 melodic fragments from four genres of music that use vocalisations without words:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Scat singing
Western classical vocalise
Sami joik
North Indian music

The melodic fragments were taken from real recordings,
containing complete phrases. This retained the melodies in
the form that they were sung and heard in, thus preserving
their ecological quality. The choice of vocal melodies was
both to eliminate the effect of words on the perception of
music, but also to eliminate the possibility of imitating the
sound-producing actions on instruments (”air-instrument”
performance) [25].
There was a pause before and after each phrase. The
phrases were an average of 4.5 seconds in duration (s.d.
1.5s). These samples were presented in two conditions: (1)
the real recording, and (2) a re-synthesis through a sawtooth wave from an autocorrelation analysis of the pitch
profile. There was thus a total of 32 stimuli per participant.
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The sounds were played at comfortable listening level
through a Genelec 8020 speaker, placed 3 metres ahead
of the participants at a height of 1 meter.
3.2 Participants
A total of 32 participants (17 female, 15 male) were recruited to move to the melodic stimuli in our motion capture lab. The mean age of the participants was 31 years
(SD=9). The participants were recruited from the University of Oslo, and included students, and employees, who
were not necessarily from a musical background.
The study was reported to and obtained ethical approval
from the Norwegian Centre for Research Data. The participants signed consent forms and were free to withdraw
during the experiment, if they wished.
3.3 Lab set-up
The experiment was run in the fourMs motion capture lab,
using a Qualisys motion capture system with eight wallmounted Oqus 300 cameras (Figure 3.1, capturing at 200
Hz. The experiment was conducted in dim light, with no
observers, to make sure that participants felt free to move
as they liked. A total of 21 markers were placed on the
body of the participants: the head, shoulders, elbows, wrists,
knees, ankles, the torso, and the back of the body. The
recordings were post-processed in Qualisys Track Manager (QTM), and analysed further in Matlab.
3.4 Procedure
The participants were asked to trace all 32 melody phrases
(in random order) as if their hand motion was ‘producing’
the melody. The experiment lasted for a total duration of
10 minutes. After post processing the data from this experiment, we get a dataset for motion of 21 markers while
the participants performed sound-tracing. We take a subset
of this data for further analysis of contour features. In this
step, we extract the motion data for the left and the right
hands from a small subset of 4 melodies performed by 3
participants. We focus on the vertical movement of both
the hands given as this analysis pertains to verticality of
pitch movement. We process these motion contours along
with the pitch contours for the 4 selected melodies, through
3 melodic features as described in section 2.2.

Figure 5. Example of post-processed Motion Capture
Recording. The markers are labelled and their relative positions on the co-ordinate system is measured.
Feature 2 Initial, Final, Highest, Lowest vector: These
features were obtained by calculating the four features mentioned above as indicators of the melodic
contour. This method has been used to form a typology of melodic contours.
Feature 3 Signed relative distances: The obtained signs
from Feature 1 are combined with relative distances
of each successive bin from the next. The signs and
the values are combined to give a more complete picture. Here we considered the pitch values at the bins.
These did not represent pitch class sets, and therefore made the computation “genre-agnostic.”
Signed relative distances of melodies are then compared
to signed relative distances of average vertical motion to
obtain a feature vector.
5. RESULTS

4. MELODIC CONTOUR FEATURES
For the analysis, we record the following feature vectors
through some of the methods mentioned in section 1.2.
The feature vectors are calculated as mentioned below:
Feature 1 Signed interval distances: The obtained motion
and pitch contours are binned iteratively to calculate average values in each section. Mean vertical
motion for all participants is calculated. This mean
motion is then binned in the way that melodic contours are binned. The difference between the values
of the successive bins is calculated. The sign of this
difference is concatenated to form a feature vector
composed of signed distances.

5.1 Correlation between pitch and vertical motion
Feature 3, which considered an analysis of signed relative
distances had the correlation coefficient of 0.292 for all 4
melodies, with a p value of 0.836 which does not show a
confident trend. Feature 2, containing a feature vector for
melodic contour typology, performs with a correlation coefficient of 0.346, indicating a weak positive relationship,
with a p value of 0.07, which indicates a significant positive correlation. This feature performs well, but is not robust in terms of its representation of the contour itself, and
fails when individual tracings are compared to melodies,
yielding an overall coefficient of 0.293.
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Figure 6. Plots of the representation of features 1 and 3. These features are compared to analyse similarity of the contours.
5.2 Confusion between tracing and target melody
As seen in the confusion matrix in Figure 7, the tracings are
not clearly classified as target melodies by direct comparison of contour values itself. This indicates that although
the feature vectors might show a strong trend in vertical
motion mapping to pitch contours, this is not enough for
significant classification. This demonstrates the need for
having feature vectors that adequately describe what is going on in music and motion.
6. DISCUSSION
A significant problem when analysing melodies through
symbolic data is that a lot of the representation of texture,
as explained regarding Melody 2, gets lost. Vibratos, ornaments, and other elements that might be significant for
the perception of musical motion can not be captured efficiently through these methods. However, these ornaments
certainly seem salient for people’s bodily responses. Further work needs to be carried out to explain the relationship
of ornaments and motion, and this relationship might have
little or nothing to do with vertical motion.
We also found that the performance of a tracing is fairly
intuitive to the eye. The decisions for choosing particular
methods of expressing the music through motion do not
appear odd when seen from a human perspective, and yet
characterizing what are significant features for this crossmodal comparison is a much harder question.
Our results show that vertical motion seems to correlate
with pitch contours in a variety of ways, but most significantly when calculated in terms of signed relative values.
Signed relative values, as in Feature 3, also maintain the
context of the melodic phrase itself, and this is seen to
be significant for sound-tracings. Interval distances matter

less than the current ambit of melody that is being traced.
Other contours apart from pitch and melody are also significant for this discussion, especially timbral and dynamic
changes. However, the relationships between those and
motion were beyond the scope of this paper. The interpretation of motion other than just vertical motion is also
not handled within this paper.
The features that were shown to be significant can be applied for the whole dataset to see relationships between
vertical motion and melody. Contours of dynamic and timbral change can also be interesting to compare with the
same methods against melodic tracings.
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ABSTRACT
Live Coding is a movement in electronic audiovisual performance that emerged at the turn of the millennia [1] and
is now being performed all over the world through range
of artistic practices [2]. It involves the continual process of
constructing and reconstructing a computer program and,
given that most performances are improvisational in nature
[3], working together from multiple computers can provide
a challenge when performing as an ensemble. When performing as a group Live Coders will often share network
resources, such as a tempo clock to coordinate rhythmic information [4, 5], but rarely will they work together directly
with the same material.
This paper presents the novel collaborative editing tool,
Troop, that allows users to simultaneously work together
on the same piece of code from multiple machines. Troop
is not a Live Coding language but an environment that enables higher levels of communication within an existing
language. Although written in Python to be used with
the Live Coding language FoxDot [6] Troop provides an
interface to other Live Coding languages, such as SuperCollider [7], and can be extended to include others. This
paper outlines the motivations behind the development of
Troop before discussing its applications as a performance
tool and concludes with a discussion about the potential
benefits of the software in a pedagogical setting.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Collaborative Live Coding Environments
Rather than simply sharing the same clock when playing
as a group Live Coders may choose to use a program that
specifically facilitates a collaborative or synchronised performance. Such tools tend not to be programming languages themselves but software designed to aid communication between multiple computers using an existing Live
Coding language. A useful example of this is the browserbased system Extramuros [8], which allocates each connected performer a small text box on a web page into which
they can each write code. These text boxes are visible and
can be edited by any other connected performer. Extramuros is “language-neutral” and can be used with any language that allows commands to be “piped” into it, which
Copyright: c 2017 Ryan Kirkbride et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

improves accessibility to a wider range of Live Coding
practitioners.
Another browser-based tool for collaborative Live Coding is Gabber [9]; an extension to the Gibber library [10]
that combines a chat-room interface and shared text buffers
similar to Extramuros. Unlike Extramuros the edited code
in each users’ text buffers is only executed on that user’s
machine. Rohruber et al. [11] use an interface within SuperCollider similar to that of a chat-room to share small
blocks of code dubbed “codelets”. In contrast to Extramuros and Gabber, the “codelets” are shared with, but not
executed on, each connected machine. Performers can choose
to use or modify these chunks of code and submit them to
the chat-room interface. This implementation stems from
the performance style of PowerBooks Unplugged; the Live
Coding ensemble discussed by Rohruber et al. [11], whose
members sit at laptops at various points in the room and
create a varying yet connected sonic experience for audiences. Since then Rohrhuber has gone on to develop a
popular SuperCollider extension called The Republic [12]
that allows performers connected over a network to access and modify one another’s code. Similarly, LOLC is
a “textual performance environment” that aims to facilitate methods of practice common to both improvisation
and composition, with a focus on conversational communication [13]. It is a platform for sharing shorthand musical patterns, which are then played or transformed and
re-shared by other participants.
As opposed to sending text between performers, Impromptu
Spaces uses a tuple-space that acts as a “remote bulletinboard” for posting and retrieving information across a network [14]. This creates a shared and distributed memory
that is accessible to each connected client and allows users
to manipulate global variables such as tempo while avoiding any read/write clashes.
1.2 Motivation
Live Coding ensembles will often play connected over a
network in order to synchronise their music and share information between one another. This presents several challenges for both the performers and audience during a live
performance. One of the main technical challenges facing
a Live Coding ensemble is that of temporal synchronisation. Latency (the time it takes for messages to be sent
between computers) in network communication has to be
accounted for when aligning multiple performers’ computer clocks. When performing over large geographical
distances a delay is affordable as long as the synchronisation between parts occurs at each end of the connection.
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This style of synchronisation is used by Ogborn [15] and
his network music duo, “Very Long Cat’, that synchronises
Live Coding and tabla drumming over the internet.
Alternatively, two or more Live Coders might perform
together at the same location in front of an audience with
each performers’ laptop creating sound separately. Depending on the style of music this requires each machine
to be temporally synchronised in real time, which is not
always easy to accomplish. A common way to do this is
through a clock-sharing protocol where each machine is
constantly listening to a designated time-keeper, as implemented by the Birmingham Ensemble for Electroacoustic
Research [4] and Algorave pioneers, Slub [5] for example. This requires an extra layer of configuration and is still
liable to lag between performers’ downbeat depending on
the network being used.
Another resulting problem of this style of performance
is the effect it has on the audience. Multiple Live Coders
working on individual portions of code will usually have
their work on separate screens, some, or all, of which will
be projected for the audience. This can result in a nonoptimal audience experience as there may either be too
much going on or, if there aren’t enough projectors available, not enough. One possible solution to this problem
is the shared-buffer networked Live Coding system, Extramuros [8]. As mentioned previously this software uses a
client-server model to connect multiple performers within
a single web page. This allows them to create their own
code and request and modify other performer’s code in the
same window, reducing the number of screens necessary to
project during the performance. However, as the number
of connected users, and consequently text boxes, increases
the font size must be reduced and the code becomes less
legible.
Gabber [9], the network performance extension to the
JavaScript based language, Gibber, works in a similar way
but also allows users to interact with each others code directly within the same text buffer. This allows for only one
screen to be projected but all performers’ work to be displayed. Originally Gabber used “a single, shared code editor” but it was found to be problematic “as program fragments frequently shifted in screen location during performances and disturbed the coding of performers”. Gabber
has since moved to a more distributed model. The single,
shared text buffer model may have proved problematic in
this instance but has seen much mainstream success, most
notably in Google Docs [16], and has prompted me to create a similar tool for concurrent Live Coding collaboration
entitled Troop.

2. DESIGN
The purpose of the Troop software is to allow multiple Live
Coders to collaborate within the same document in such
a way that audience members will also be able to identify
the changes made by the different performers. This section
outlines the steps taken to achieve this and briefly describes
the two types of network architecture used in this project.

2.1 Development Language
Troop is designed to work with the Live Coding language,
FoxDot [6] but, like Extramuros, it can be language neutral
with a small amount of configuration. The programming
language Python 1 is useful for fast software development
and comes with a built-in package for designing graphical user interfaces (GUIs) called Tkinter. As FoxDot is
written in Python it makes it easy to pipe commands to its
interpreter from Troop.
2.2 Interface
The philosophy behind Troop is that all performers seemingly share the same text buffer and contribute to its content at the same time. To allow each performer to differentiate their own contributions from others each connected
performer is given a different coloured label which contains their name. This label’s position within the input text
box is mapped to the location of the respective performer’s
text cursor, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A screen shot of the first iteration of the Troop
interface with three connected users.
As time elapses during a performance and the text buffer
begins to fill up it is not always possible to separate the individual contributions and it becomes unclear as to whom
has written what; even to the performers. This problem
has been identified by Xambó et al. [17], stating there is a
challenge in “identifying how to know what is each others
code, as well as how to know who has modified it”.
To help combat this problem and differentiate each performers’ contributions each connected performer is allocated a different colour for text (see Figure 2) and highlighting. By doing this performers can leave traces of their
own coloured code throughout the communal text buffer.
Editing a block of another performer’s code interweaves
their colours and thought processes, creating a lasting visual testament to a collaborative process; or at least until someone else makes their own edit. The colour of the
text entered by each performer matches the colour of their
marker to retain a consistency in each performers’ identity. It is customary in Live Coding for evaluated code to
be temporarily highlighted and by doing this in separate
colours it allows both audience and performers to identify
the source of that action.
1

http://python.org/
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Sound Output
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Figure 2. A screen shot of the second iteration of the Troop
interface with three connected users.
Performers contributions are also measured in terms of
quantity of characters present. In the bottom right corner
of 2 there is a bar-chart that displays the proportion of code
contributed by each performer. As a collaborative performance tool it is particularly interesting to keep track of this
information and use it as a creative constraint for a performance (see section 4.2.1 for a discussion on this).
2.3 Network Architecture
The Troop software uses a client-server model but can be
set up in two ways based on which machine will be handling code execution.
2.3.1 Server-Side Execution Model
This first design uses a centralised synchronous networked
performance model similar to that of LOLC [13] and transfers messages using TCP/IP to ensure all messages are sent
over the network. The server runs on a machine dedicated
to listening to client applications (see figure 3), which are
sending keystroke information, and handles the code execution and sound creation. Incoming keystroke data are
stored in a queue structure to avoid sending data sent from
two clients simultaneously in differing orders to other clients.
As the number of connected clients increases so too would
the chance of this error occurring. A disadvantage of storing all keystroke data in a queue on the server is that there
is sometimes a noticeable latency between pressing a key
and the corresponding letter appearing the text editor depending on the network.
In this topology only the server machine executes code
and schedules musical events, which eliminates any need
for clock synchronisation. This method also utilises a centralised shared name-space, which doesn’t require information about the code to be sent to the client applications.
The disadvantage to this approach is that all performers
must be “local” to the server (a client and server can be
run on the same machine together) if they want to hear the
performance, unless they stream the audio through another
program from the server machine.
2.3.2 Client-Side Execution Model
When performers are not co-located it might be required
that code is run on the client machines as opposed to the

Client

Client

Figure 3. Network diagram for Troop’s server-side execution model.
server. In this case, the Troop server is run with an extra
command-line argument:
./run-server.py --client
This signals to the server to send information about what
code to evaluate back to the client. Figure 4 shows how
the code execution and sound creation are shifted to the
client’s responsibility in this set up. A client-server model
was adopted over a peer-to-peer topology as it meant that
the client application did not have to be reconfigured based
on where the code was being executed and the centralised
server queue structure for storing keystrokes could still be
used.
The nature of Troop’s concurrent text editing means that
code in each client’s text buffer is identical. This means
that there is no need to use a shared name-space, such as
in [14,18], as the data is reproduced on each connected machine. An advantageous consequence of this is that Troop
need only send raw text across the network and no serialising of other data types is required in order for the program
to be reproduced on multiple machines.

Sound Output
FoxDot
Client

Server

Client

Client

FoxDot

FoxDot

Sound Output

Sound Output

Figure 4. Network graph of Troop’s client-side execution
model.
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2.4 Extending the software for other languages

3.3 Clock Synchronisation

Troop contains a module called interpreter.py that
defines the classes used for communicating with host Live
Coding languages. Currently there are interpreter classes
for the FoxDot and SuperCollider languages. If a language
can take a raw string input and convert that to usable code
then Troop will be able to communicate with it. Specifying
the lang flag at the command line, followed by the name
of the desired language, will start the client with a different
interpreter to FoxDot like so:

Along with information about each client’s keystrokes, the
Troop server sends a “ping” message to each connected
client once every second. This serves two purposes; the
first is to periodically check that each client can still be
contacted and remove those that cannot from its address
book, and the second is to aid clock synchronisation. A
consequence of this “ping” message is that the settime
method of Troop’s interpreter class (Section 2.4) is called
with a value, which can then communicate with whatever
time-keeping data structure is used by the host language if
need be.

./run-client.py --lang SuperCollider
By giving performers flexible access to multiple Live Coding languages Troop can enhance musical expressivity and
broaden the channels for collaboration.
3. SYNCHRONISATION
3.1 Maintaining Text Consistency
One of the most difficult aspects to this project was making
sure that the contents of the text buffer for each connected
client remained identical. In Troop’s first iteration, text
would be added immediately on the local client then sent
to the server to be forwarded to the other connected clients.
Problems arose mainly when two clients were editing the
same line, which caused the characters to be in different orders for each client. To combat this the clients in the next
version of Troop would send all keystroke information to
the server, which dispersed them to each client in the same
order. This worked very well if the server application was
running on the local machine but there were noticeable delays between key-press and text appearing on screen when
connecting to a public server running Troop in a London
data centre.
A solution was to combine these two input systems to
maximise efficiency and still maintain consistency between
client’s text. When a key is pressed, Troop checks if there
are any other client’s currently editing the same line as the
local client and if there are, it sends all the information to
server to make sure the characters are entered in the same
order for every client. If the local client is the only one
editing a line the character is added immediately on the local machine and then sent to the server to tell other clients
to add the character. This reduces latency for character inputs when clients are not interfering with one another but
also maintains consistency at times when they are.
3.2 Limiting Random Values
When random number generators are utilised to define pitches
and rhythms their values may become inconsistent between
each machine and each performer will consequently hear
a different piece of music. This can be combated by selecting the random number generator’s seed at the start
of the performance. In FoxDot for example, evaluating
the command Random.seed(1) will do so for all connected clients and will consequently mean that any random
elements will, although appear random, be completely deterministic for that session.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented the Live Coding environment,
Troop, and discussed its potential as a tool for enhancing channels for collaboration and communication in Live
Coding ensembles.
4.1 Applications in Teaching
Music has been used as a useful teaching analogy for computer science in younger age groups, as demonstrated by
software such as Scratch [19] and the Live Coding language Sonic-Pi [20], and collaborative Live Coding can
help move student thinking “from an individual to a social
plane” [17].
By running several Troop servers in a classroom environment Troop would encourage collaborative work between
students and allow a single teacher to monitor the work of
multiple groups of students from a single machine.
4.2 Future Extensions
4.2.1 Adding Creative Constraints
Troop is an environment that facilitates group work over a
network but each contributor in a document still maintains
their own identity within the process through the use of
coloured code. Maintaining this identity requires the number of characters entered by each user to be stored. This
information could be used to add a constraint to a particular session to explore different collaborative approaches to
Live Coding.
On each keystroke it would be possible to test a constraint
and then only add the character to the text buffer if that test
returns true. An example of this might be to disallow a single user to take up more than 50% of the text buffer, which
could easily be achieved using the short function outlined
in pseudo-code in Figure 5. The start of the performance
would be difficult as performers would have to work together slowly to make sure they don’t spend long periods
of time waiting for other users to catch up, but as the total number of characters in the text buffer increased so too
would the flexibility for writing larger portions of code in
one go.
Another example might be to “ban” a random user from
typing for a number of seconds to try and force them to
look at what the rest of their ensemble are doing, or to
only allow them to edit a single line of code written by one
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def constraint(text, client):
if client.chars > text.chars / 2:
return False
else:
return True
Figure 5. Example pseudo-code for a creative constraint
for Troop.
of their co-performers. The next iteration of Troop will
implement a constraints.py module that will contain
several creative constraints and allow users to define their
own functions.
4.2.2 Web Browser Version

[6] R. Kirkbride, “FoxDot: Live coding with python
and supercollider,” in Proceedings of the International
Conference of Live Interfaces, 2016, pp. 194–198.
[7] J. McCartney, “Rethinking the computer music language: Supercollider,” Computer Music Journal,
vol. 26, no. 4, pp. 61–68, 2002.
[8] D. Ogborn, “d0kt0r0/extramuros: language-neutral
shared-buffer networked live coding system,”
https://github.com/d0kt0r0/extramuros, 2016, accessed 13/12/16.
[9] C. Roberts, K. Yerkes, D. Bazo, M. Wright, and
J. Kuchera-Morin, “Sharing time and code in a
browser-based live coding environment,” in Proceedings of the First International Conference on Live Coding. Leeds, UK: ICSRiM, University of Leeds, 2015,
pp. 179–185.

Live Coding environments such as Gibber [10] and LiveCodeLab [21] run in most standard web browsers and require no installation on the client machine. This lowers the
[10] C. Roberts and J. Kuchera-Morin, Gibber: Live codbarriers to entry and also makes the application platforming audio in the browser. Ann Arbor, MI: Michigan
independent (provided the web browser itself runs correctly).
Publishing, University of Michigan Library, 2012.
Moving Troop to a Javascript based client could help provide a simpler set up procedure for those newer to com[11] J. Rohrhuber, A. de Campo, R. Wieser, J.-K. van Kamputer programming.
pen, E. Ho, and H. Hölzl, “Purloined letters and distributed persons,” in Music in the Global Village Con4.3 Evaluation
ference (Budapest), 2007.
Currently a small group of performers are learning to use
the FoxDot and Troop software in order to perform at an
event at the end of April 2017. Feedback from both the
users and audience members will be collected, assessed,
and contribute to the further development of Troop.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an adaptive karaoke system that can
extract accompaniment sounds from music audio signals
in an online manner and play those sounds synchronously
with users’ singing voices. This system enables a user to
expressively sing an arbitrary song by dynamically changing the tempo of the user’s singing voices. A key advantage of this systems is that users can immediately enjoy
karaoke without preparing musical scores (MIDI files). To
achieve this, we use online methods of singing voice separation and audio-to-audio alignment that can be executed
in parallel. More specifically, music audio signals are separated into singing voices and accompaniment sounds from
the beginning using an online extension of robust nonnegative matrix factorization. The separated singing voices
are then aligned with a user’s singing voices using online dynamic time warping. The separated accompaniment
sounds are played back according to the estimated warping
path. The quantitative and subjective experimental results
showed that although there is room for improving the computational efficiency and alignment accuracy, the system
has a great potential for offering a new singing experience
1. INTRODUCTION
Karaoke is one of the most popular ways of enjoying music
in which people can sing their favorite songs synchronously
with musical accompaniment sounds prepared in advance.
In the current karaoke industry, musical scores (MIDI files)
are assumed to be available for generating accompaniment
sounds. Professional music transcribers are therefore asked
to manually transcribe music every time new commercial
CD recordings are released. The critical issues of this approach are that music transcription is very time-consuming
and technically demanding and that the quality of accompaniment sounds generated from MIDI files is inferior to
that of original musical audio signals.
It is impractical for the conventional approach to manually transcribe a huge number of songs on the Web. Consumer generated media (CGM) has recently been become
more and more popular and many non-professional people
c 2017 Yusuke Wada et al. This is an open-access article distributed
Copyright: ⃝
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

User‘s singing voice
input from a microphone

Figure 1. An example of how to use the proposed system.
A user is allowed to expressively sing a song while accompaniment sounds are played back synchronously with the
user’s singing voices. The spectrograms and F0 trajectories
of the user’s singing voices and those of the time-stretched
original singing voices can be compared in real time. The
progress of singing voice separation is also displayed.
have composed and distributed their own original songs on
the Web. In Japan, for example, over 120 thousand songs
have been uploaded on a media sharing Web service from
July 2007 [1]. It is thus necessary to generate high-quality
accompaniment sounds from arbitrary music audio signals
without using musical scores or lyrics.
Another limitation of the current karaoke systems is that
users need to manually set the tempo of accompaniment
sounds in advance. Although this limitation can be acceptable for standard popular music with steady tempo, some
kinds of music (e.g., opera, gospel, and folk songs) are
usually sung in an expressive way by dynamically changing the tempo of the music.
To solve these problems, we propose an adaptive karaoke
system that can extract accompaniment sounds from music audio signals in an online manner and play those sounds
synchronously with users’ singing voices.1 Figure 1 shows
how to use the proposed system. Once a song is selected, a
user is allowed to immediately start to sing the song while
listening to adaptively played-back accompaniment sounds
separated from music audio signals. If the user gradually
1

A demo video of the proposed system is available online:
http://sap.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/members/wada/smc2017/index.html
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accelerates (decelerates) the singing, the tempo of accompaniment sounds is accelerated (decelerated) accordingly
such that those sounds are synchronized with the user’s
singing. The pitches (fundamental frequencies, F0s) of
the singing voices can be compared with those of original singing voices in real time. To use this system, all the
user has to do is to prepare only music audio signals.
This system mainly consists of three components: karaoke
generation based on singing voice separation, audio-to-audio
singing-voice alignment, and time-stretching of accompaniment sounds (Figure 2). More specifically, accompaniment sounds are separated from music audio signals using an online extension of robust nonnegative matrix factorization (RNMF) [2]. The stretch rate of the separated
accompaniment sounds is estimated using online dynamic
time warping (DTW) between a user’s and original singing
voices. Finally, the stretched version of the accompaniment sounds is played back. Since these steps are in parallel, it can therefore conceal the processing time for the
singing voice separation from the user.
The main technical contribution of this study is to tackle
real-time audio-to-audio alignment between singing voices
whose pitches, timbres, and tempos many significantly vary
over time. Note that conventional studies on singing-voice
alignment focus on alignment between singing voices and
symbolic information such as musical scores or lyrics. Another contribution is to apply this fundamental technique to
a practical application of music performance assistance.
2. RELATED WORK
This section reviews related work on singing information
processing and automatic accompaniment.
2.1 Karaoke Systems
Tachibana et al. [3] proposed a karaoke system that generates accompaniment sounds from input music audio signals without preparing musical scores or lyrics. This system uses a voice suppression technique to generate the accompaniment sounds, whose pitches can be changed manually. Inoue et al. [4] proposed another karaoke system that
automatically adjusts the tempo of accompaniment sounds
to a user’s singing voices, assuming that musical scores
and lyrics are prepared in advance.
2.2 Automatic Music Accompaniment
There have been many studies on automatic music accompaniment [5–11]. Dannenberg [5] proposed an online algorithm based on dynamic programming for automatic accompaniment. Vercoe [6] proposed an accompaniment system that supports live performances using traditional musical instruments. Raphael [7] used a hidden Markov model
(HMM) to find optimal segmentation of the musical score
of a target musical piece. Cont [8] designed an architecture
that features two coupled audio and tempo agents based on
a hybrid hidden Markov/semi-Markov framework. Nakamura et al. [9] reduced the computational complexity of
polyphonic MIDI score following using an outer-product
HMM. Nakamura et al. [10] also proposed an efficient scorefollowing algorithm under an assumption that the prior distributions of score positions before and after repeats or

Input
User’s singing voice

Musical audio signal
Singing voice separation
Accompaniment

Singing voice
Audio-to-audio alignment
Stretch rate

Accompaniment stretching
Output
Adjusted accompaniment

Figure 2. An overview of the system implementation.
skips are independent of each other. Montecchio and Cont
[11] proposed a particle-filter-based method of real-time
audio-to-audio alignment between polyphonic audio signals without using musical scores.
2.3 Singing Voice Alignment
Many studies have addressed audio-to-score or audio-tolyric alignment, where singing voices are aligned with symbolic data such as musical scores or lyrics [12–15]. Gong
et al. [12] attempted audio-to-score alignment based on a
hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) using melody and
lyric information. A lot of effort has been devoted to audioto-lyric alignment. Fujihara et al. [13], for example, used
singing voice separation and phoneme alignment for synchronizing musical audio signals with their corresponding
lyrics. Iskandar et al. [14] attempted syllabic-level alignment based on dynamic programming. Wang et al. [15]
combined feature extraction from singing voices rhythmic
structure analysis of musical audio signals. Dzhambazov
et al. [16] modeled a duration of each phoneme based on
a duration-explicit HMM using mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs).
2.4 Singing Voice Separation
A typical approach to singing voice separation is to estimate a time-frequency mask that separates the spectrogram
of a target music audio signal into a vocal spectrogram
and an accompaniment spectrogram [17–20]. Huang et al.
[17] used robust principal component analysis (RPCA) to
extract accompaniment spectrograms with low-rank structures. Deep recurrent neural networks were also used [21].
Ikemiya et al. [18] improved the separation quality by combining RPCA with F0 estimation. Rafii and Pardo [19]
proposed a similarity-based method to find repetitive patterns (accompaniment sounds) in polyphonic audio signals. As another approach, Yang et al. [20] used Bayesian
non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). Very few studies
have been conducted on online singing voice separation.
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
This section describes the graphical user interface (GUI)
of the proposed system and the implementation of the system based on singing voice separation and audio-to-audio
alignment between singing voices.
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Figure 4. Singing voice separation based on VB-RNMF.
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Figure 3. A screenshot of the user interface.
3.1 User Interface
Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the user interface that provides easy-to-use functions through seven GUI elements:
(1) a selector for music audio signals, (2) a display of the
current stretch rate, (3) a display of the progress of singing
voice separation, (4) a display of the spectrograms of the
user’s and the original singing voices, (5) a display of the
F0 trajectories of the user’s and the original singing voices,
(6) play and stop buttons for controlling the playback, and
(7) a volume control for the accompaniment sound.
The GUI elements numbered 2, 4, and 5 provides visual feedback of the user’s singing voice and the original
singing voice. The red area (number 2 in Figure 3) indicates whether the stretch rate is matching the user’s intention. The user can refer how the original singer sings with
the spectrograms displayed in the sky blue area (number 4
in Figure 3). For example, the user can know sections in
which the original singer users a vibrato technique. In addition, the F0 trajectories displayed in the pink area (number 5 in Figure 3) helps the user to correct the pitch of the
user’s singing voice.
3.2 Implementation Policies
To reduce the user’s wait time, we specify three requirements for the system implementation. First, users should
be able to enjoy karaoke immediately after starting the system. Second, singing voice separation should to be processed in real time without prior learning. Third, automatic
accompaniment should also be processed in real time.
We chose and implemented a method for each component of the system so as to satisfy these three requirements.
More specifically, singing voice separation, recording of a
user’s singing voices, singing-voice alignment, and playback of time-stretched accompaniment sounds are processed
in independent threads (Figure 2).

To separate a musical audio signal specified by the user
into singing voices and accompaniment sounds, we propose an online version of variational Bayesian robust NMF
(VB-RNMF) [2]. Although there are many offline methods
of singing voice separation [17–20], our system requires
real-time separation in order to conceal the processing time
of the singing voice separation from the user. Figure 4
shows how online VB-RNMF separates a mini-batch spectrogram into a sparse singing-voice spectrogram and a lowrank accompaniment spectrogram.
More specifically, an input spectrogram Y = [y1 , . . . , yT ]
is approximated as the sum of a low-rank spectrogram L =
[l1 , . . . , lT ] and a sparse spectrogram S = [s1 , . . . , sT ]:
yt ≈ lt + st ,

(1)

where L is represented by the product of K spectral basis
vectors W = [w1 , . . . , wK ] and their temporal activation
vectors H = [h1 , . . . , hT ] as follows:
yt ≈ Wht + st .

(2)

The tread-off between low-rankness and sparseness is controlled in a Bayesian manner stated below.
The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is used for measuring the approximation error. Since the maximization of
the Poisson likelihood (denoted by P) corresponds to the
minimization of the KL divergence, the likelihood function
is given by
)
(
∏
∑
wf k hkt + sf t . (3)
p(Y|W, H, S) =
P yf t
k

f,t

Since the gamma distribution (denoted by G) is a conjugate prior for the Poisson distribution, gamma priors are
put on the basis and activation matrices of the low-rank
components as follows:
∏
p(W|αwh , β wh ) =
G(wf k |αwh , β wh ),
(4)
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f,k

p(H|αwh , β wh ) =

∏
k,t

G(hkt |αwh , β wh ),

(5)
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Figure 5. A warping path obtained by online DTW.

where αwh and β wh are represent the shape and rate parameters of the gamma distribution.
To force the sparse components to take nonnegative values, gamma priors with rate parameters given the Jeffreys
hyperpriors are put on those components as the following:
p(S|αs , β s ) =

վ

չ

Warping path
calculated by
online DTW

∏

G(sf t |αs , βfs t ),

di,j

(6)

f,t

p(βfs t ) ∝ (βfs t )−1 .

is calculated as follows:

(7)

where αs represents the hyperparameter of the gamma distribution that controls the sparseness. Using Eqs. (3)–(7),
the expected values of W, H, and S are estimated in a
mini-batch style using a VB technique.

3.4 Audio-to-Audio Alignment between Singing Voices
We use an online version of dynamic time warping (DTW)
[22] that estimates an optimal warping path between a user’s
singing voices and original singing voices separated from
music audio signals (Figure 5). Since the timbres and F0s
of the user’s singing voices can significantly differ from
those of the original singing voices according to the singing
skills of the user, we focus on both MFCCs and F0s of
singing voices for calculating a cost matrix in DTW. To
estimate the F0s, saliency-based F0 estimation called subharmonic summation [23] is performed.
First MFCCs and F0s are extracted from the mini-batch
spectrogram of the separated voice X = {x1 , · · · , xW }
and that of the user’s singing voice Y = {y1 , · · · , yW }.
Suppose we represent the concatenated vector of MFCCs
(x)
(x)
and F0 extracted from the xi and yi as x′i = {mi , fi }
(y)
(y)
′
′
′
′
and yi = {mi , fi }, X = {x1 , · · · xW } and Y ′ =
′
{y1′ , · · · yW
} are input to the online DTW. In this concatenation, the weight of F0 is smaller than MFCCs. This is
because F0 would be much less stable than MFCCs when
the user has poor skills. If those mini-bathes are not silent,
the MFCCs and F0s are extracted and the cost matrix D =
{di,j }(i = 1, · · · , W ; j = 1, · · · , W ) is updated according to Algorithms 1 and 2 with constraint parameters W ,
c, and M axRunCount, i.e., a partial row or column of D



di,j−1
= ||x′i − yj′ || + min di−1,j


di−1,j−1 .

(8)

The variable s and t in Algorithms 1 and 2 represent the
current position in the feature sequences X ′ and Y ′ respectively. The online DTW calculates the optimal warping path L = {o1 , · · · , ol }, oi = (ik , jk ) (0 ≤ ik ≤
ik+1 ≤ n; 0 ≤ jk ≤ jk+1 ≤ n), using the root mean
square for ||xi − yj || incrementally, without backtraking.
(ik , jk ) means that the frame xik corresponds to the frame
yjk . Figure 6 shows an example how the cost matrix and
the warping path is calculated. Each number in Figure 6
represents the order to calculate the cost matrix. The parameter W is the length of the input mini-batch. If the
warping path reaches the W -th row or column, then the
calculation stops. If the warping path ends at (W, k)(k <
W ), the next warping path starts from that point. c restricts
the calculation of the cost matrix. At most c successive elements are calculated for each calculation of the cost matrix.
M axRunCount restricts the shape of the warping path.
The warping path is incremented at most M axRunCount.
The function GetInc decides which to increment a row,
column, or both of the warping path. If the row is incremented from the position (s, t) in the cost matrix, then at
most c successive elements from (s − c, t) to (s, t) are calculated. Otherwise, successive elements from (s, t − c) to
(s, t) are calculated.
For the system reported here, we set the parameters as
W = 300, c = 4, M axRunCount = 3.
3.5 Time Stretching of Accompaniment Sounds
Given the warping path L = {o1 , · · · , ol }, the system calculates a series of stretch rates R = {r1 , · · · , rW } for each
frame of a mini-batch. The stretch rate of the i-th frame,
ri , is given by
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ri =

the amount of i in {i1 , · · · , il }
.
the amount of i in {j1 , · · · , jl }

(9)
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Algorithm 1 The online DTW algorithm
s ← 1, t ← 1, path ← (s, t), previous ← None
Calculate ds,t following the eq. 8
while s < W, t < W do
if GetInc(s, t) ̸= Column then
s←s+1
for k = t − c + 1, · · · , t do
if k > 0 then
Calculate ds,t following the eq. 8
end if
end for
end if
if GetInc(s, t) ̸= Row then
t←t+1
for k = s − c + 1, · · · , s do
if k > 0 then
Calculate ds,t following the eq. 8
end if
end for
end if
if GetInc(s, t) == previous then
runCount ← runCount +1
else
runCount ← 1
end if
if GetInc(s, t) ̸= Both then
previous ← GetInc(s, t)
end if
path.append((s, t))
end while

RMSE

Algorithm 2 The function GetInc(s, t)
if s < c then
return Both
end if
if runCount < MaxRunCount then
if previous == Row then
return Column
else
return Row
end if
end if
(x, y) = arg min(D(k, l)), where k == s or l == t
if x < s then
return Row
else if y < t then
return Column
else
return Both
end if

1.2
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Figure 7. Stretch rate RMSEs measured in the accuracy evaluation. The RMSEs represent how the estimated
stretch rates differ from the original rates.

Then the stretch rate r for the current
∑W mini-batch is calcu1
lated as the mean of R as r = W
i=1 ri . r is updated on
each iteration of the online DTW. The system finally uses
a standard method of time-scale modification called phase
vocoder [24] to stretch the mini-batch of the separated accompaniment sounds by a factor of r. The phase vocoder
stretches the input sound globally by a factor of r.
4. EVALUATION

separation actually does not work in real time, but it is sufficient to wait a short while before using the system. For
greater convenience, the performance of singing voice separation could be improved. One way to achieve this is to
process singing voice separation on a graphics processing
unit (GPU).
4.2 Accuracy Evaluation of Singing Voice Alignment

We conducted three experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of this proposed system. Quantitatively, we evaluated
the efficiency of the system performance and the accuracy
of real-time audio-to-audio alignment. We also conducted
a subjective experiment.
4.1 Efficiency Evaluation of Singing Voice Separation
To evaluate the efficiency of singing voice separation, we
used 100 pieces sampled at 44.1 kHz from the RWC popular music database [25]. Each piece was truncated to
30 seconds from the beginning. Spectrograms were then
calculated using short-term Fourier transform (STFT) with
the window size of 4096 samples and the hop size of 10 ms.
Each spectrogram was then split into 30 300-millisecond
mini-batches, which were input to online VB-RNMF.
The average processing time for a 300-millisecond minibatch was 538.93 ms, and no mini-batches were processed
in less than 300 ms. This means that the singing voice

To evaluate the accuracy of audio-to-audio alignment, we
randomly selected 10 pieces from the database. The singing
voices were separated from the 30-second spectrogram of
each piece. The phase vocoder [24] was then used to stretch
the separated singing voices according to eleven kinds of
stretch rates, r = 0.5, 0.6, · · · , 1.4, 1.5. The separated
voice and the stretched version of it were input to online
DTW, and the stretch rate r′ was calculated from the estimated warping path. Then the r′ and r were compared.
The system uses the separated singing voice and the user’s
clean voice, but this evaluation uses the separated singing
voice and a stretched version of the voice to determine a
correct stretch rate.
Figure 7 shows the stretch rate root mean squared errors
(RMSEs) between r and r′ . The average RMSE over 10
pieces was 0.92 and the standard deviation was 0.068. This
indicates that the performance difference of audio-to-audio
alignment varied little over different songs, but the align-
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subject 1
subject 2
subject 3
subject 4

question (1)
partially yes
yes
partially yes
yes

question (2)
partially yes
partially yes
no
partially yes

Table 1. The result of the subjective evaluation.
ment accuracy was not very high. This was because the
separated singing voices contained musical noise, and the
time stretch led to further noise, giving inaccurate MFCCs.
The number of songs used in this evaluation is rather
small. We plan further evaluation using more songs.
There are many possibilities for improving the accuracy.
First, HMM-based methods would be superior to the DTWbased method. HMM-based methods learn previous inputs
unlike DTW-based methods, and this would be useful to
improve the accuracy. Second, simultaneous estimation of
the alignment and the tempo estimation would improve the
accuracy. The result of tempo estimation could help to predict the alignment. An approach for this way of alignment
is a method using particle filters [11].
4.3 Subjective Evaluation
Each of four subjects was asked to sing a Japanese popular song after listening to the songs in advance. The songs
used for evaluation were an advertising jingle “Hitachi no
Ki,” a rock song “Rewrite” by Asian Kung-fu Generation,
a popular song “Shonen Jidai” by Inoue Yosui, and a popular song “Kimagure Romantic” by Ikimono Gakari. The
subjects were then asked two questions; (1) whether the
automatic accompaniment was accurate, and (2) whether
the user interface was appropriate.
The responses by the subjects are shown in Table 1. The
responses indicate, respectively, that the automatic accompaniment was partially accurate and practical, and the user
interface was useful.
The subjects also gave several opinions for the system.
First, the accompaniment sounds were low quality and it
was not obvious whether the automatic accompaniment was
accurate. We first need to evaluate quality of the singing
voice separation. An approach for this problem could be
to add a mode of playing a click sound according to the
current tempo. Second, some of the subjects did not understand what the displayed spectrograms represented. Some
explanation should be added for further user-friendliness,
or only the stretch rate and F0 trajectories should be displayed.
The number of the test sample used in this subjective
evaluation is rather small. We plan further evaluation by
more subjects.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel adaptive karaoke system that
plays back accompaniment sounds separated from music
audio signals while adjusting the tempo of those sounds
to that of the user’s singing voices. The main components
of the system are singing voice separation based on online
VB-RNMF and audio-to-audio alignment between singing

voices based on online DTW. This system enables a user to
expressively sing an arbitrary song by dynamically changing the tempo of the user’s singing voices. The quantitative
and subjective experimental results showed the effectiveness of the system.
We plan to improve separation and alignment of singing
voices. Using the tempo estimation result would help improvement of the audio-to-audio alignment. Automatic harmonization for users’ singing voices would be an interesting function as a smart karaoke system. Another important
research direction is to help users improve their singing
skills by analyzing the weak points from the history of the
matching results between the user’s and original singing
voices.
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ABSTRACT

Data

Onset detection methods generally work on a two-stage
basis: a first step which processes an audio stream and
computes a time series depicting the estimated onset positions as local maxima in the function; and a second one
which evaluates this time series to select some of the local
maxima as onsets, typically with the use of peak picking
and thresholding methodologies. Nevertheless, while the
former stage has received considerable attention from the
community, the second one typically ends up being one of
a reduced catalogue of procedures. In this work we focus
on this second stage and explore previously unconsidered
methods based on descriptive statistics to obtain the threshold function. More precisely, we consider the use of the
percentile descriptor as a design parameter and compare it
to classic strategies, as for instance the median value. Additionally, a thorough comparison of methodologies considering the temporal evolution of the time series (adaptive techniques) against the use of static threshold values
(non-adaptive) is carried out. The results obtained report
several interesting conclusions, being the most remarkable
two the fact that the percentile descriptor can be considered a competitive possible alternative for this task and that
adaptive approaches do not always imply an improvement
over static methodologies.
1. INTRODUCTION
Onset detection stands for the process of automatically retrieving the starting points of note events present in audio
music signals [1]. This task has been commonly addressed
in the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) discipline due
to its remarkable relevance in related research fields such
as beat detection [2], tempo estimation [3], or automatic
music transcription [4].
However, in spite of its conceptual simplicity, this task
remains unsolved. While the performance for cases of simple instrumentation and low polyphony degree may be considered sufficient for a number of MIR tasks, in more complex cases onset estimation still constitutes a challenge.
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Figure 1: Graphical description of a two-stage onset detection process.
Except for some approaches based on end-to-end systems
(e.g, [5]), classic onset estimation schemes base its performance on a process comprising two consecutive steps [6],
as shown in Fig. 1. The first stage, usually known as Onset Detection Function (ODF), processes the target signal
computing a time series whose peaks represent the positions of the estimated onsets, by measuring the change in
one or more audio features. Features typically considered are signal energy [7], phase [8], or combinations of
them [9].
The second stage, known as Onset Selection Function
(OSF), evaluates the result from the ODF process and selects the most promising peaks as onsets. Ideally, if the
ODF method would perfectly track the onset events in the
signal, this stage would not be required. However, as no
ODF process is neat, the OSF is required to discriminate
between actual onsets and artifacts, thus constituting a key
point in the system’s performance [10, 11].
Due to its relevance, a number of OSF techniques have
been proposed. In general, OSF methods seek for peaks
above a certain threshold in the ODF. In this regard, while
the maximum condition is typically unaltered, the different
techniques differ in the way this threshold is obtained.
The most basic approach consists in manually establishing a static threshold value [12]. This technique does not
consider any particularities of the signal for selecting the
value, i.e., no prior knowledge of the signal is taken into
account. Its value is heuristically set according to previous experimentation. Other more sophisticated approaches
consider calculating the mean or the median value of the
ODF and setting it as the static threshold value [13, 14].
Extending the premises of the aforementioned methods,
adaptive techniques which consider the temporal evolution
of the ODF are also used. Instead of obtaining a global
static threshold value, these methods include a sliding window for performing the analysis at each point [15]. In this
context, the median value of the elements in the sliding
window is commonly considered a remarkably robust approach for onset detection [16].
Nevertheless, except for some particular works assessing
the influence of the OSF process in the overall performance
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of the system (e.g., [10]), there is still a need to further
study such processes. Thus, in this work we perform an
experimental study assessing different ideas which, to the
best of our knowledge, no previous work has considered.
Particularly, we study the possibility of considering other
percentile values (i.e., other statistical tendency measures)
different to the median, somehow extending the work by
Kauppinen [13] but particularised to onset detection. We
also examine the influence of the window size in adaptive
methodologies. Eventually, we compare static and adaptive threshold procedures to check their respective capabilities.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
introduces the ODF methods considered for this work; Section 3 explains the different OSF approaches assessed and
compared; Section 4 describes the evaluation methodology
considered; Section 5 introduces and analyses the results
obtained; eventually, Section 6 remarks the conclusions
and proposes future work.
2. ONSET DETECTION FUNCTIONS
Two different ODF algorithms were used for our experimentation, which were selected according to their good results reported in the literature: the Semitone Filter Bank
(SFB) [7] and the SuperFlux (SuF) [17,18] algorithms. For
the rest of the paper we refer to the time series resulting
from the ODF process as O(t).
As an energy-based ODF method, SFB analyses the evolution of the magnitude spectrogram with the particularity
of considering that harmonic sounds are being processed.
A semitone filter bank is applied to each frame window
of the magnitude spectrogram, being the different filters
centred at each of the semitones marked by the well temperament, and the energy of each band (root mean square
value) is retrieved. After that, the first derivative across
time is obtained for each single band. As only energy rises
may point out onset information, negative outputs are zeroed. Finally, all bands are summed and normalised to obtain the O(t) function.
The SuF method bases its performance on the idea of the
Spectral Flux [19] signal descriptor and extends it. Spectral Flux obtains positive deviations of the bin-wise difference between two consecutive frames of the magnitude
spectrogram for retrieving the O(t) function. SuF substitutes the difference between consecutive analysis windows
by a process of tracking spectral trajectories in the spectrum together with a maximum filtering process that suppresses vibrato articulations as they tend to increase false
detections.
Given that the different ODF processes may not span in
the same range, we apply the following normalisation process to O(t) so that the resulting function Ô(t) satisfies
Ô(t) ∈ [0, 1]:
Ô(t) =

O(t) − min {O(t)}
max {O(t)} − min {O(t)}

Finally, it must be mentioned that the analysis parameters
of both algorithms have been configured to a window size
of 92.9 ms with a 50 % of overlapping factor.
3. ONSET SELECTION FUNCTIONS
In this section we introduce the different OSF methods
considered. Given that the contemplated ODF processes
depict onset candidates as local maxima in Ô(t), the studied OSF methods search for peaks above a certain threshold value θ(t) for removing spurious detections.
As introduced, the idea in this work is to assess the following OSF criteria: a) considering percentile values different to the median one; b) assessing the influence of the
window size in adaptive methodologies; and c) comparing the performance of static against adaptive methodologies. Mathematically, these criteria can be formalised as in
Eq. 2:
n
o
n
o
(2)
θ(ti ) = µ Ô(twi ) + P (n) Ô(twi )


W
where twi ∈ ti − W
2 , ti + 2 , W denotes the size of the
sliding window, and µ {·} and P (n) {·} denote the average
and nth percentile value of the sample distribution at issue,
respectively.
For assessing the influence of the percentile, 20 values
equally spaced in the range n ∈ [0, 100] were considered.
The particular case of P (50) is equivalent to the median
value of the distribution.
In terms of window sizes, 20 values equally space in the
range W ∈ [0.2, 5] s were also considered. Additionally,
the value proposed by West and Cox [20] of W = 1.5 s
was included as a reference.
In order to obviate the adaptive capabilities of the OSF,
W was set to the length of the O(t) to assess the static
methodologies.
In addition, the case of manually imposing the threshold
value θ(ti ) = T was considered. For that we establish 20
values equally spaced in the range T ∈ [0, 1] as Ô(t) is
normalised to that range.
For the rest of the paper, the following notation will be
used: µ and P denote the use of the mean or the percentile,
respectively, whereas µ+P stands for the sum of both descriptors; adaptive approaches are distinguished from the
static ones by incorporating the t as a subindex, showing
their temporal dependency (i.e., µt , Pt , and µt + Pt in
opposition to µ, P, and µ + P); T evinces the manually
imposition of the threshold value; lastly, B is used to denote the case in which no threshold is applied and all local
maxima are retrieved as onsets: B ≡ θ(ti ) = 0.
Finally, Fig. 2 shows some graphical examples of OSF
processes applied to a given Ô(t) function.
4. METHODOLOGY
4.1 Corpus

(1)

where min {·} and max {·} retrieve the minimum and maximum values of O(t), respectively.

The dataset used for the evaluation is the one proposed by
Böck et al. [14]. It comprises 321 monaural recordings
sampled at 44.1 kHz covering a wide variety of polyphony
degrees and instrumentation.
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(a) Static threshold θ(ti ) = 0.4 when manually imposing a static
threshold value (T ). Symbol (#) remarks the positions selected
as onsets.
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(b) Adaptive threshold θ(ti ) using the percentile scheme (Pt ):
solid and dashed styles represent the 75th and 50th percentiles,
respectively, while symbols (#) and (×) depict the positions selected as onsets for each criterion. The sliding window has been
set to W = 1.5 s.

Figure 2: Examples of OSF applied to a given O(t).

The total duration of the set is 1 hour and 42 minutes and
contains 27,774 onsets. The average duration per file is
19 seconds (the shortest lasts 1 second and the longest one
extends up to 3 minutes) with an average figure of 87 onsets per file (minimum of 3 onsets and maximum of 1,132
onsets). For these experiments no partitioning in terms of
instrumentation, duration, or polyphony degree was considered as we aim at assessing broader tendencies.
4.2 Performance measurement
Given the impossibility of defining an exact point in time to
be the onset of a sound, correctness evaluation requires of a
certain tolerance [21]. In this regard, an estimated onset is
typically considered to be correct (True Positive, TP) if its
corresponding ground-truth annotation is within a ±50 ms
time lapse of it [1]. False Positive errors (FP) occur when
the system overestimates onsets and False Negative errors
(FN) when the system misses elements present in the reference annotations.
Based on the above, we may define the F-measure (F1 )
figure of merit as follows:
F1 =

2 · TP
2 · TP + FP + FN

(3)

where F1 ∈ [0, 1], denoting the extreme values 0 and 1 the
worst and best performance of the system, respectively.
Other standard metrics such as Precision (P) and Recall
(R) have been obviated for simplicity.
5. RESULTS
In this section we introduce and analyse the results obtained for the different experiments proposed. All figures
presented in this section show the weighted average of the

results obtained for each of the audio files considering the
number of onsets each one contains.
Table 1 shows the results obtained for the proposed comparative of static and adaptive threshold methodologies for
both ODF processes considered. In this particular case,
window size for adaptive methodologies has been fixed to
W = 1.5 s as in West and Cox [20].
An initial remark to point out according to the results obtained is that, in general, the figures obtained with the sliding window methodology do not remarkably differ to the
ones obtained in the static one, independently of the ODF
process. This can be clearly seen when P and µ + P are
respectively compared to Pt and µt + Pt : all percentile values considered retrieve considerably similar results except
for the case when high percentile values are considered, in
which the Pt method shows its superior capabilities. Additionally, while P approaches show their best performance
for percentile values in the range [60, 75], the µ + P methods obtain their optimal results in the lower ranges, more
precisely around [0, 30].
Regarding the use of the µ methodologies, results obtained for the static and adaptive methodologies did not
differ for the SFB function. On the contrary, when considering the SuF function, the adaptive methodology performed
slightly worse than the static one. Finally, as these methods
do not depend on any external configuration, their performance does not vary with the percentile parameter.
In terms of the T strategy, its performance matched the
static P and µ + P methods in the sense that the performance degrades as the introduced threshold was increased.
Nevertheless, this method showed its performance when
the threshold value considered lies in the range [0.10, 0.30].
As a general comparison of the methods considered, the
µ methods showed a very steady performance paired with
high performance results. Also, while µ + P methods
generally outperform P strategies in terms of peak performance, the particular case of Pt approaches showed less
dependency on the percentile configuration value.
Given that all previous experimentation has been done
considering a fixed window value of W = 1.5 s, we need
to study the influence of that parameter in the overall performance of the system. In this regard, Tables 2 and 3 show
the results for the Pt and µt + Pt methods considering different window sizes for the SFB and SuF processes, respectively. Additionally, Figures 3 and 4 graphically show
these results for the Pt and µt + Pt methods, respectively.
As the figures obtained for both ODF processes qualitatively show the same trends, we shall analyse them jointly.
Checking Tables 2 and 3, results for the Pt method show
that larger windows tend to increase the overall performance of the detection, at least when not considering an
extreme percentile value. For instance, let us focus on the
(74)
Pt
method for the SuF process (Table 3): when considering a window of W = 0.20 s, the performance is set on
F1 = 0.67, which progressively improves as the window
size is increased, getting to a score of F1 = 0.73 when
W = 5.00 s.
As commented, this premise is not accomplished when
percentile values are set to its possible extremes. For low
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Th/Pc
0.00
0.11
0.21
0.32
0.42
0.53
0.63
0.74
0.84
0.95
1.00

T
0.65
0.71
0.75
0.73
0.66
0.56
0.44
0.31
0.19
0.10
0.05

µ
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73

SFB
P µ+P
0.65 0.73
0.65 0.72
0.66 0.71
0.66 0.70
0.68 0.68
0.69 0.66
0.70 0.62
0.70 0.53
0.65 0.39
0.40 0.13
0.05 0.00

µt
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72
0.72

Pt µt + Pt
0.65
0.72
0.65
0.71
0.66
0.70
0.66
0.69
0.67
0.67
0.69
0.63
0.70
0.58
0.70
0.50
0.63
0.36
0.42
0.12
0.27
0.00

T
0.64
0.76
0.65
0.51
0.39
0.29
0.21
0.15
0.10
0.06
0.05

µ
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77
0.77

SuF
P µ+P
0.64 0.77
0.64 0.77
0.65 0.77
0.66 0.77
0.68 0.76
0.70 0.75
0.73 0.73
0.74 0.68
0.68 0.56
0.42 0.29
0.05 0.00

µt
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.74
0.74

Pt µt + Pt
0.64
0.76
0.64
0.76
0.64
0.76
0.65
0.76
0.67
0.75
0.69
0.74
0.71
0.71
0.72
0.65
0.65
0.54
0.44
0.27
0.29
0.00

Table 1: Results in terms of the F1 score for the dataset considered for the ODF methods introduced. A 1.5-second window
has been used for the methods based on sliding window (µt , Pt , µt + Pt ) based on the work by West and Cox [20].
Bold elements represent the best figures for each ODF method considered. Due to space requirements we have selected
the threshold and percentile parameters (Th/Pc) showing the general tendency. In this same regard, both threshold and
percentile parameters are expressed in the range [0, 1].
Pc
0
11
21
32
42
53
63
74
84
95
100

W = 0.20
Pt µt + Pt
0.65 0.66
0.65 0.65
0.65 0.63
0.65 0.60
0.65 0.56
0.65 0.49
0.65 0.42
0.67 0.32
0.67 0.12
0.67 0.00
0.67 0.00

W = 0.71
Pt µt + Pt
0.65 0.71
0.65 0.70
0.65 0.69
0.66 0.68
0.67 0.65
0.68 0.62
0.69 0.56
0.69 0.48
0.66 0.35
0.47 0.15
0.47 0.00

W = 1.50
Pt µt + Pt
0.65 0.72
0.65 0.71
0.66 0.70
0.66 0.69
0.67 0.67
0.69 0.64
0.70 0.59
0.69 0.51
0.64 0.36
0.45 0.12
0.23 0.00

W = 2.22
Pt µt + Pt
0.65 0.72
0.65 0.71
0.66 0.70
0.66 0.69
0.67 0.67
0.69 0.64
0.70 0.59
0.70 0.51
0.64 0.36
0.42 0.12
0.21 0.00

W = 2.98
Pt µt + Pt
0.65 0.72
0.65 0.72
0.66 0.71
0.66 0.69
0.67 0.68
0.69 0.65
0.70 0.60
0.70 0.51
0.64 0.37
0.42 0.12
0.17 0.00

W = 3.99
Pt µt + Pt
0.65 0.72
0.65 0.72
0.66 0.71
0.66 0.70
0.67 0.68
0.69 0.65
0.70 0.60
0.70 0.52
0.64 0.37
0.41 0.12
0.13 0.00

W = 5.00
Pt µt + Pt
0.65 0.73
0.65 0.72
0.66 0.71
0.66 0.70
0.68 0.68
0.69 0.65
0.70 0.60
0.70 0.52
0.64 0.37
0.40 0.12
0.11 0.00

Table 2: Results in terms of the F1 score for the SFB process. Bold elements represent the best figures obtained for each
percentile value considered. Due to space requirements, the most representative percentile parameters (Pc) and window
sizes (W ) have been selected to show the general tendency.
Pc
0
11
21
32
42
53
63
74
84
95
100

W = 0.20
Pt µt + Pt
0.64 0.72
0.64 0.72
0.64 0.72
0.64 0.71
0.64 0.70
0.64 0.65
0.64 0.61
0.67 0.55
0.67 0.38
0.67 0.00
0.67 0.00

W = 0.71
Pt µt + Pt
0.64 0.74
0.64 0.75
0.64 0.75
0.65 0.75
0.66 0.74
0.68 0.73
0.70 0.69
0.70 0.63
0.68 0.52
0.48 0.32
0.48 0.00

W = 1.50
Pt µt + Pt
0.64 0.76
0.64 0.76
0.65 0.76
0.65 0.76
0.67 0.75
0.69 0.74
0.71 0.71
0.72 0.66
0.67 0.54
0.47 0.27
0.24 0.00

W = 2.22
Pt µt + Pt
0.64 0.76
0.64 0.77
0.65 0.76
0.65 0.76
0.67 0.75
0.69 0.74
0.71 0.71
0.72 0.66
0.67 0.54
0.44 0.27
0.21 0.00

W = 2.98
Pt µt + Pt
0.64 0.77
0.64 0.77
0.65 0.77
0.65 0.76
0.67 0.76
0.70 0.74
0.72 0.72
0.73 0.66
0.67 0.55
0.44 0.27
0.18 0.00

W = 3.99
Pt µt + Pt
0.64 0.77
0.64 0.77
0.65 0.77
0.66 0.76
0.67 0.76
0.70 0.74
0.72 0.72
0.73 0.67
0.67 0.55
0.43 0.28
0.15 0.00

W = 5.00
Pt µt + Pt
0.64 0.77
0.64 0.77
0.65 0.77
0.66 0.76
0.68 0.76
0.70 0.75
0.72 0.72
0.73 0.67
0.67 0.55
0.42 0.28
0.12 0.00

Table 3: Results in terms of the F1 score for the SuF process. Bold elements represent the best figures obtained for each
percentile value considered. Due to space requirements, the most representative percentile parameters (Pc) and window
sizes (W ) have been selected to show the general tendency.
percentile values, window size seems to be irrelevant to the
system. For instance, when considering the SFB method,

(11)

Pt , the performance measure was always F1 = 0.65
independently of the W value considered.
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On the other extreme, very high percentile values suffer a
performance decrease as larger window sizes are used. As
(100)
an example, for the SuF configuration, Pt
with W =
5.00 s achieved an F1 = 0.12, while when W = 0.20 s
this figure raised up to F1 = 0.67.
Results for the µt + Pt method showed similar tendencies since, when not considering extreme percentile values,
the overall performance increased as larger windows were
used. Nevertheless, in opposition to the Pt case, this particular configuration showed an improvement tendency as
W is progressively increased for low percentile values.
In general it was observed that, for all W window sizes,
the best percentile configurations seemed to be in the range
[60, 70] for the Pt approach and in the range [0, 20] for the
µt + Pt case. This fact somehow confirms the hypothesis
suggesting that the median value may not always be the
best percentile to consider.
Checking now the results considering Figs. 3 and 4, some
additional remarks, which are more difficult to check in the
aforementioned tables, may be pointed out.
The first one of them is that the selection of the proper
parameters of windows size and percentile factor is crucial.
For both Pt and µt + Pt methods, there is a turning point
in which the performance degrades to values lower than
the considered baseline B (no OSF applied). For the Pt
method there is a clear point for this change in tendency
around the 85th percentile for any window size considered.
However, for the µt + Pt approach there was not a unique
point but a range, which remarkably varied depending on
the type of ODF and window size considered.
Another point to highlight is that the static methodologies (P and µ + P) consistently define the upper bound in
performance before the so-called turning point. This fact
somehow confirms the initial idea of using large windows
(on the limit, one single window considering the whole
O(t) function) in opposition to small windows.
The results obtained when considering window sizes in
the range [0, 1] seconds, which include the performance of
the considered reference window of W = 1.5 s, achieved
results similar to the obtained upper bound. The other considered window sizes showed a remarkable variability in
the performance, ranging from achieving figures similar to
the upper bound to figures close to the baseline B.
As a general summary for all the experimentation performed, we may conclude that adaptive OSF methodologies may be avoided as static approaches obtain similar
results with less computational cost. Particularly, in our
experiments, methods considering percentile (P) or mean
and percentile (µ + P) reported the upper bounds in performance.
Nevertheless, the particular percentile value used remarkably affects the performance. For P, the best results seem
to be obtained when the percentile parameter was set in the
range [60,70]. For µ + P the best figures were obtained
when this parameter was set to a very low value.
Finally, the commonly considered median value for the
OSF did not report the best results in our experiments.
These results point out that the median statistical descriptor
may not always be the most appropriate to be used, being

necessary to be tuned for each particular dataset.
5.1 Statistical significance analysis
In order to perform a rigorous analysis of the results obtained and derive strong conclusions out of them, we now
perform a set of statistical tests. Specifically, these analyses were performed with the non-parametric Wilcoxon
rank-sum and Friedman tests [22], which avoid any assumption about the distribution followed by the figures obtained.
The former method is helpful for comparisons of different distributions in a pairwise fashion while the latter one
generalises this pairwise comparison to a generic number
of distributions.
In this work the Wilcoxon rank-sum test was applied to
assess whether there are significant differences among all
the methods proposed using the results in Table 1. The
single scores obtained for each Th/Pc constitute a sample
of the distribution for the OSF method to be tested. The
results obtained when considering a significance level of
p < 0.05 can be checked in Table 4.
Attending to the results of the Wilcoxon test, an initial
point to comment is that method T the less robust of all
considered due to its significantly lower performance in all
cases. Oppositely, method µ can be considered the best
strategy as it outperforms all other strategies. The adaptive equivalent to this technique, µt , achieves similar performances to the static one except for the case of SuF, in
which it does not outperform the rest of the methods as
consistently as in the static case. Methods P and Pt show
an intermediate performance among the previously commented extremes. Their results are not competitive with
any of the µ or µt strategies. These strategies are generally
tied with methods µ+P and µt +Pt as they typically show
significantly similar performances with punctual cases in
which one of those methods improves the rest.
We now consider the statistical analysis of influence of
the window size (W ) and the percentile values (Pc) on the
overall performance. Given that now we have two variables to be evaluated, we consider the use of the Friedman
test. The idea with this experiment is to assess whether
variations in these variables report statistically significant
difference in the F1 score, so we assume that the null hypothesis to be rejected is that no difference should be appreciated. Note that this type of analysis does not report
whether a particular strategy performs better than another
one but simply if the differences when using different parameters are relevant.
For performing this experiment we consider the data in
Tables 2 and 3 as they contain all the information required
for the analysis. In this regard Tables 5 and 6 show the p
significance values obtained when measuring the influence
of W and Pc, respectively.
Attending to the results obtained, we can check the remarkable influence of the W parameter in the overall results as all cases report very low p scores which reject the
null hypothesis. The only exception is the Pt in the SFB
case in which p is not that remarkably low, but still would
reject the null hypothesis considering a typical significance
threshold of p < 0.05.
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Figure 3: Evolution of the F1 score when considering the Pt strategy for the dataset proposed.
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Figure 4: Evolution of the F1 score when considering the µt + Pt strategy for the dataset proposed.
In terms of the percentile value (Pc), the p significance
values obtained clearly show the importance of this parameter in the design of the experiment. This points out
the clear need to consider this as another parameter in the
design of onset detection systems.

Finally, note that this statistical analysis confirms the initial conclusions depicted previously: static approaches are
significantly competitive when compared to adaptive methods; window sizes for adaptive method remarkably influence the performance of the system; when considering
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Method
T
µ
P
µ+P
µt
Pt
µt + Pt

T
–
>
>
>
>
>
>

µ
<
–
<
<
<
<
<

SFB
P µ+P
<
<
>
>
–
=
=
–
>
>
=
=
=
<

µt
<
>
<
<
–
<
<

Pt µt + Pt
<
<
>
>
=
=
=
>
>
>
–
>
<
–

T
–
>
>
>
>
>
>

µ
<
–
<
<
<
<
<

SuF
P µ+P
<
<
>
>
–
=
=
–
>
=
<
=
=
<

µt
<
>
<
=
–
<
=

Pt µt + Pt
<
<
>
>
>
=
=
>
>
=
–
=
=
–

Table 4: Results obtained for the Wilcoxon rank-sum test to the comparison results depicted in Table 1. Symbols (>), (<),
and (=) state that the onset detection capability of the method in the row is significantly higher, lower, or not different to
the method in the column. Symbol (–) depicts that the comparison is obviated. A significance level of p < 0.05 has been
considered.

Method
Pt
µt + Pt

SFB
0.03209
< 2.2 · 10−16

SuF
4.917 · 10−9
< 2.2 · 10−16

Table 5: Statistical significance results of the Friedman test
when measuring the influence of the window size (W ) in
the overall performance.
Method
Pt
µt + Pt

SFB
< 2.2 · 10−16
< 2.2 · 10−16

SuF
< 2.2 · 10−16
< 2.2 · 10−16

Table 6: Statistical significance results of the Friedman test
when measuring the influence of the percentile (Pc) in the
overall performance.

competitive when compared to adaptive methodologies. Additionally, our results report the remarkable influence that
the different statistical descriptions and window sizes considered have on the overall performance, being thus important parameters to be considered in onset detection systems.
Future work considers extending this study to other descriptive statistic measures such as central tendency descriptors (e.g., harmonic and weighted means) or shapebased features (e.g., kurtosis and skewness), and considering the possibility of including specific weights for each
of them. Also, the exploration of different machine learning methods to avoid use of hand-crafted rules by automatically inferring the optimal threshold curve are also
considered as a line to pursue. Finally, end-to-end systems
based on deep learning is also a line to further pursue.
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measuring the benefits of static and adaptive threshold techniques, the use of different statistical descriptions for setting this threshold, and the influence of the considered window size in adaptive methodologies.
Our experiments show that static methodologies are clearly
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to present Robinflock, an algorithmic system for automatic polyphonic music generation to be used with interactive systems targeted at children. The system allows real time interaction with the generated music. In particular, a number of parameters can be
independently manipulated for each melody line. The design of the algorithm was informed by the specific needs
of the targeted scenario. We discuss how the specific needs
of the polyphony with children influenced the development choices. Robinflock was tested in a field study in a
local kindergarten involving 27 children over a period of
seven months.

1. INTRODUCTION
Polyphonic music is widespread in western music tradition. It consists of at least two melodic lines that are simultaneously performed and that produce coherent harmonies when overlap. Polyphonic music originated with vocal music, grown during the Renaissance [22], and has
been fundamental for classical composers (e.g. Bach,
Haydn, and Mozart), for modern composers (e.g. Schoenberg and Stockhausen), and for music studies [31].
Performing polyphonic music is particularly demanding as
it requires musicians to master score reading and the ability to play with other performers. The difficulties of performing polyphonic music are even more demanding for
young children due to their limited musical experience.
Despite these difficulties, children seem to have an innate
predilection for polyphony [33].
We argue that an algorithmic solution can increase children confidence with polyphonic music. In particular, an
algorithmic composition system that generates polyphonic
music in real time can be applied in interactive situations
to familiarise children with polyphony. We propose to delegate part of the complexities of performing polyphonic
music to the computer, enabling children to directly manipulate different lines by interacting with a number of parameters.
Copyright: © 2017 Raul Masu et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited
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The contribution of this paper is the proposition of a real
time algorithmic composer of polyphonic music. Indeed,
to the best of our knowledge, related studies in algorithmically generated polyphonic music never address interactive purposes. As a consequence, the development of an
algorithm that generates polyphonic music in real time was
not strictly necessary. Previous algorithmic systems for
polyphonic music generation exist; however, they have
been developed from a computational linguistic perspective, aiming at generating polyphonic music that avoid
composition and counterpoint errors. The objective of
these studies was to imitate specific styles [8] or to apply
compositional rules derived from music theory [2, 10, 32].
These algorithms successfully generated good quality
counterpoint compositions, but their application domain
was limited to off-line non-interactive music.
The novelty of the Robinflock lies in the possibility to independently manipulate each musical line on several musical parameters in real time. Robinflock was developed in
the context of Child Orchestra [9], a research project aimed
at exploring new solutions to use technology in context of
music making for children. In this paper, we describe the
technical implementation of the algorithm underling how
the technical choices are grounded on specific requirements: design solutions were taken to meet a number of
requirements related to the specific interactive scenario of
polyphonic music for children. The architecture is based
on Robin, an algorithm developed by some of the author
that generates piano music for interactive purposes [24,
26].
Robinflock was adopted in the Child Orchestra field study,
which involved 27 kindergarten children over a period of
seven months [9]. The result of this field study suggested
that the algorithm is particularly effective to help children
to familiarise with polyphonic music.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work in algorithmic composition
and in music for children. Section 3 describes in details the
architecture of Robinflock. Section 4 introduces the field
work in which the algorithm was used and presents the results. We conclude this paper with discussions and considerations on future work.
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2. RELATED WORK
The work presented in this paper is mainly based on related
literature in algorithmic composition. We also present the
main child-related musical theories on which we grounded
the choices at the basis of the interactive system.
2.1 Algorithmic composition
Algorithmic composition has been widely explored for
both research and artistic purposes since the beginning of
computer music [17] (see [11, 28] for comprehensive surveys). Given the scope of this paper, we here mainly focus
on real time algorithmic systems and systems that generate
polyphonic music.
2.1.1 Algorithmically generated polyphonic music
Researchers in algorithmic composition explored polyphony and counterpoint, i.e. the set of rules to compose polyphonic music, mainly with a generative linguistic perspective, mostly with the objective of exploring the potential of computers to imitate specific styles.
David Cope’s pioneering work in Experiment with Music
Intelligent (EMI) approached counterpoint to compute different voices in a specific music style, for instance in a
Bach-style Chorale. EMI works by analysing, deconstructing, and then recombining elements of existing music.
EMI obtained great results in emulating the style of different composers [8].
Other studies explored counterpoint species (see [19] for a
definition of species.) For instance, Aguilera developed an
algorithm that generates first specie counterpoint using
probabilistic logic [2]. Other systems explored the possibilities to compute more complex polyphonic structures
adopting fifth specie counterpoint. For instance, Polito,
Daida, and Bersano-Begey [32] developed a genetic algorithm that can compose fifth specie counterpoint based on
an existing cantus firmus. Their system adopted a fitness
function based on rules proposed by Fux for the counterpoint species. Similarly, Herremans and Soorensen [12]
developed Optimuse, a neighbourhood search that generates fifth species counterpoint fragments. Another approach was proposed by Martín-Caro [23] who developed
a system to compute two-voices fifth species counterpoint
using a first-order Markov chain.
Other systems were developed specifically to algorithmically compose four-part counterpoint music. Among these
systems, Phon-Amnuaisu developed a genetic algorithm
[30] based on a subset of the four-part rules as a fitness
function and Donnelly [10] presented an algorithm based
on melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic rules.
All the presented systems achieved a good quality imitation of renaissance and baroque counterpoint. But, as interactivity was behind the scope of these researches, none
of them allowed a manipulation of the different line in real
time.
2.1.2 Real time interactive algorithmic systems
Real time algorithms have been largely explored for performative purposes, especially to create dialogues with human musicians. Most of these systems adopted a multi-

agent architecture. For instance, Rowe’s Cypher [34] is a
real time algorithmic music system designed to improvise
with human performers. The system is composed by two
main agents, a listener and a player and coordinates a number of small modules such as chord analyser, beat tracking,
phrase grouping, and other compositional modules that
generate the new musical output. A similar approach was
adopted in Lewis’ Voyager. Indeed, in Lewis' system, the
control on the music is shared among 16 “players” [21].
Another real time algorithmic system based on a multiagent architecture is the Free Improvisation Simulation by
Nicholas Collins [7].
The above described systems have been mainly developed
with performative purposes. Interactive algorithmic composition systems have also been developed with different
objectives. The Roboser, for instance, is an algorithmic
composition system developed to use real-world behaving
as input source to an algorithmic composition system [40].
Another example is Music Blox, which explores the use of
generative algorithm in the context of interactivity [12].
With respect to the role of a specific style in interactive
algorithms, Aspromallis and Gold recently presented a
study on a method for interactive real time music generation that preserves traditional musical genres [3].
All these systems generate a quite large variety of musical
genre for interactivity, but the adoption of polyphonic music in this contest is currently overlooked.
2.2 Music and children
In this section, we introduce relevant aspect of music pedagogy and some musical interactive systems for children.
2.2.1 Music theories for children
Since the beginning of the last century, a number of theories have been proposed to discuss musical activities for
children [12, 14, 18, 37].
Music Learning Theory by Gordon, one of the most relevant theories for young children, underlines the importance of learning music by ear [14]. Learning by ear
implies the development of the listening abilities, which
are fundamental also for spatio-temporal reasoning [16].
Listening abilities can be enhanced by physical interaction
and active participation of the children, as active participation engages children's attention and memory. Physical interaction and active participation increase children's attention as they are required to respond to the music by changing their body movements [36]. In addition, body movements could help to memorise rhythms [18]. The awareness of rhythmic patterns in music is promoted as it helps
the development the control of body language and perceptual skills [14, 18]. A general consensus also suggests that
to maximize musical experience that target children should
be both complex and musically coherent [14].
2.2.2 Interactive music systems for children
In this paragraph, we introduce musical tools and interactive systems aimed at providing musical experiences to a
young population. Some systems were developed to allow
children to manipulate musical tracks through their movements. An example of body interaction for children aged
between 7 and 10 years is offered by Antle and colleagues
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[4]. Their system, which was designed with the help of
four music experts, proposed a metaphor based on body
movements. The movement of the children were captured
by a tracking system and mapped into a percussive sound
output, which varied according to the children's movements. Specifically, tempo was mapped to the speed of the
children, volume to the intensity of the activity, and pitch
to the proximity among children. The system did not control harmonic and melodic features, and consequently did
not require a complex algorithmic system to deal with such
elements. Another example is the Continuator, that is particularly relevant for the scope of this paper as it involves
algorithmic elements [29, 1]. The Continuator, takes as input the music performed on the keyboard and plays back
coherent excerpts that mirror performer's play. The system
facilitated piano improvisation by automatically generating musical replies. The system resulted to be effective in
promoting flow state for children [1], but does not have
any aim in acculturating children in any particular musical
technicality.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The algorithmic composer was developed following a
number of musical needs that emerged during a preliminary design phase. The design phase, whose details are
discussed in a related publication [34], involved experts
in the domain of music theory, music teaching, and pedagogy, who participated in four focus groups and one
Figure 1. Scheme of the architecture of the algorithm.
workshop. We present here the main musical needs that
emerged is the design phase.

The generated music should be varied, coherent, and compliant with compositional rules, thus aiming to provide
children with a valid stimulus for learning by ear [14].
Moreover, the system is required to allow multiple children to interact with it at the same time. Thus, each child
needs to have control over a specific voice of the music.
In particular, low-level parameters should be directly accessible to actively stimulate the children and foster participation. The parameters individuated during the design
phase were volume, speed, and articulation.
These interactive and musical requirements can be met by
using an algorithmic solution insofar as it allows to generate and manipulate the different lines in real time. This
would provide each child with the control over his own
melodic line, thus allowing children to modify the music
without reciprocal interference. Furthermore, as opposed
to a solution based on triggering pre-recorded melodies,
algorithmic composition guarantees continuous access
and control to structural parameters. Finally, an algorithmic solution can guarantee a virtually infinite number of
compositions but, at the same time, restrain the musical
outputs to correct melodic and harmonic rules.
As highlighted in the related work section, most of the
systems that algorithmically generate polyphonic music
are not designed for interactive purposes [2, 10, 12, 23,
30, 32]. We therefore decided to base the architecture of
the algorithm on Robin, an algorithm previously developed by some of the authors [24, 26], which follows a
rule-based approach to manipulate a number of musical
parameters in real-time (i.e. speed, articulation, melody
direction, timbre, volume, consonance, and mode). Robin
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controlled a single voice with accompaniment generated
by using some piano clichés of classical music, and was
adopted in several interactive contexts [25, 27]. However, as each child needs to control a different voice, the
algorithm had to be extended to support multiple voices.
To this end, we implemented an algorithm that allows independent manipulation on each line of polyphonic music. Robinflock was developed with a rule based approach.
Similarly to most of the interactive systems previously described [7, 21, 34], the structure of Robinflock is modular.
The algorithm is composed of three modules that separately deal with: i) harmony, rhythm, and melody. The Harmony Generation Module (HGM) follows traditional harmonic rules [31, 35] implemented with a first order Markov chain. The Rhythm Generation Module (RGM) is
composed of four modules that compute the rhythm of
each line. The rhythm is computed each quarter while the
harmony is computed each four quarter. A global metronome synchronises the two modules. The Melodies Generation Module (MGM) fills all the four rhythms with
notes that are coherent to the current chord to avoid counterpoint errors like parallel fifths and octaves [17]. The
generated music is performed with four FM synthesisers,
one for each line. The overall architecture of Robinflock
can be seen in Figure 1.
Robinflock is developed in Max-MSP, and each module is
implemented with JavaScript, using the Max-JS object,
with the only exception of the rhythm module, which is
composed of four JS objects, one for each line.
To ensure time synchronisation of the four voices, a metronome is set to the minimum metric unit (the sixteenth)
and each voice is encoded using arrays of sixties. All the
four arrays are generated by the MGM, which combines
the four rhythm arrays generated by the RGMs with the
current harmony. A metronome scans the four arrays at the
same time: each cell of the array (sixteenth note) contains
a MIDI pitch value in case a new note has to be performed
or a -1 flag if a new note is not required. In the latter case,
the previous note continues to play. These MIDI values are
sent to the four synthesisers, that are also implemented in
Max-MSP.
3.1 Harmony Generation Module
Traditionally in tonal/modal music, harmony is organized
on the basis of chord progressions and cadences. One common approach to manage harmony is that of Generative
Grammar, which can compute good quality chord progressions but it is based on time-span reduction of the musical
structure, and requires a knowledge a priori on the overall
structure [38]. Following the design requirements, we
needed a high level of flexibility in real time. Therefore,
we computed harmony as a stream of chords that are not a
priori generated. Each chord is defined as a scale degree
and computed as a state of a Markov chain. Since the historical works of Xenakis, Markov chains have been
adopted in algorithmic composition [39] to manage temporal successions of musical events. Concerning harmony,

the transition probabilities between successive chords have
already been modelled as a Markov process [33]. Chords
transition data can be extracted by the analysis of existing
music [8], surveying of music theory [33], or following
personal composing aesthetic [39].
To guarantee a high degree of music adaptability, chord
and degrees’ correlation does not depend on previous
states of the system: a first-order Markov process determines the harmonic progression as a continuous stream of
chords. We implemented the matrix following a rule-based
approach deriving the transition probabilities from harmony manuals (Table 1) [31, 35].
As the music was required to offer a variety of stimuli,
Robinflock was developed to compute music in all the major and minor keys, and in all the Gregorian modalities.
To cope with this requirement, the system computes the
harmony progression applying the scale degree to the desired tonality or modality. For example, a first degree in C
major key corresponds to the C-E-G chord while the same
degree in G minor key corresponds to the G-Bb-D chord.
I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

0
0,05 0,07 0,35 0,35 0,08 0,1
I
0,05 0
0,05 0,15 0,65 0,2
0
II
0
0,07 0
0,2
0,8
0,65 0
III
0,15 0,15 0,05 0
0,6
0,05 0
IV
0,64 0,05 0,05 0,13 0
0,13 0
V
0,06 0,35 0,12 0,12 0,35 0
0
VI
0
0
0
0
0
0
VII 1
Table 1. The Markov matrix in the Harmony Module
The harmonic rhythm of Robinflock is similar to that of
Robin: each chord corresponds to a bar, and every eight
chords/bars the system is forced to cadence to a tonic,
dominant or subdominant (I, IV, V). The introduction of
cadences allows to coherent music harmony, while maintaining real time flexibility.
3.2 Rhythm Generation Module
The Rhythm Generation Module (RGM) manages the
rhythm of each musical line autonomously, thereby it is
composed of four different instances of the same agent.
During the design process, speed was identified as one of
the musical parameter that should be manipulated autonomously on each voice. To keep coherence among the four
voices, we decided to express speed as note density.
Changing the value of the BPM on each voice would indeed have resulted in unwanted results. The rhythm density ranges from a continuum of sixteenths notes up to a
four-quarters note, with a simple metric division (no tuples
are adopted).
To reduce the latency, thus guaranteeing a real time response, the rhythm is computed at each quarter (four times
each bar). Nevertheless, for low note density situations, it
could be necessary to have two, three, and four quarters
notes. Consequently, the length of the note has to be modified while the note is playing. The length of the note is
thereby not computed at the beginning of the notes but defined at the end, allowing continuous access to the note
density parameter.
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To this end, the rhythm was encoded using note ON-OFF
messages. Given that each line is rhythmically computed
autonomously we use the note ON message also to terminate the previous note. The ON-OFF messages are stored
in an array - the Rhythm Array - of four Boolean values.
Each position of the array corresponds to a sixteenth notes:
1 means new note; and 0 means that the previous note continues to play. For example, the array [1,1,1,1] corresponds
to four sixteenths note and the array [1,0,0,0] corresponds
to one quarter note (Figure 2 and Figure 3).

Figure 2. Rhythmic pattern corresponding to the array
[1,1,1,1].

Figure 3. Rhythmic pattern corresponding to the array
[1,0,0,0].
The density can range between an entire 4/4 bar of sixteenths, and a minimum of four quarter notes. The corresponding array for one entire bar are [1,1,1,1] [1,1,1,1]
[1,1,1,1] [1,1,1,1] for the sixteenths (maximum density),
and [1,0,0,0] [0,0,0,0] [0,0,0,0] [0,0,0,0] for the four quarter note (minimum density).
The continuum that ranges between the two extremes is
discretised in sets of possible rhythms. Each set refers to a
basic note length: two quarter note, one quarter note,
eighth note and sixteens note. The sets contain regular and
irregular patterns, for instance the sixteenths note, contains
[1,0,1,1] but also [1,1,0,1] and quarter notes set contains
[1,0,0,0] but also [0,0,1,0]. According to the selected density a pattern is chosen from the corresponding set.
To avoid illegal syncope, the RGM saves information on
the previous quarter and which quarter of the bar is currently being computed. For instance, if the density value
suddenly jumps from maximum to minimum the system
would compute the succession [1,1,1,1] [0,0,0,0] that produces illegal rhythm. In this case the system bypasses the
rhythm density and computes: [1,1,1,1] [1,0,0,0].
3.3 Melodies generation module (MGM)
At each quarter, the Melody Generation Module (MGM)
receives the four Rhythm Arrays and the current chord
from RGMs and HGM, and computes the four melodies
arrays, one for each voice. The MGM outputs four streams
of MIDI notes.
The computation of the notes of the arrays occurs in two
steps.
1.

The downbeat notes of the four voices (first position
in the position in the Rhythm Array) are filled with
notes of the chord, as in first species counterpoint. The
first voice to be computed is the bass: it can be the
fundamental or the third note of the chord. This note
cannot be the fifth of the chord to avoid the second
disposition of the chord, which was not used in poly-

phonic music [19]. Then, the other voices are computed in the following order: tenor, alto, and soprano.
A chord note is assigned to each voice. If the current
Rhythm Array corresponds to the first quarter of the
measure, and consequently to a new chord, the algorithm checks that it does not produce a parallel octave
or a fifth interval with the previous chord in a twosteps recursive procedure. In the first step, the system
selects a note of the chord; in the second step, the system checked that this note does not produce octave or
fifth with the previous quarter. If the selected note produces illegal parallel octave or fifth, the algorithm
goes back to step one, choosing a different note. For
the second, third, and fourth quarter of the measure,
the chord is the same, and the melodies reposition
chord notes. As a consequence, it is not necessary to
pay attention to the illegal octaves [31]. Having the
harmony stable for four quarters was not common in
historic counterpoint. However, we adopted this solution to guarantee the flexibility of the note length
while keeping the harmony coherent.
2. The other notes of the four voices are computed. The
algorithm enters the second step only if the density of
the voice is higher than a quarter. Two different main
cases are identified: i) syncope: as the chord is the
same, the algorithm computes the note as a consonant
arpeggio; ii) non-syncope: the second eight is computed with a chord note, and the sixteenth upbeat notes
are computed as passage notes.
Given the real-time constraints, no prediction on successive notes can be made. Thus, in the current version of the
system, some elegant ornamentations of the fifth species
counterpoint (e.g. dissonant suspensions, neighbour note,
and double passing tones) are not implemented.
3.4 Synthesiser
The synthesiser is realized using simple FM synthesis with
a different carrier modular ratio for the nearby voices,
(bass FM ratio 2, tenor FM ratio 3, alto FM ratio 2, soprano
FM ratio 3). The choice of using the FM and avoiding samples were suggested by the expert in music pedagogy during the design process. Using a real instrument timber
could indeed cause the child to be positively or negatively
emotionally influenced by a specific instrument, and this
could decrease his attention over the specific exercise (e.g.
the sound of a piano for the daughter of a pianist).
The synthesiser controls both the volume and the articulation. The articulation is manipulated by changing the
ADSR (attack, decay, sustain, release) parameters, in the
range that continues between 02 02 0 0 for the staccato and
200 100 1 100 for the legato. These values follow the
standard ADSR (attack, decay, sustain, release) codification of the Max-MSP object. Attack, decay, and release are
expressed in milliseconds. The sustain is a multiplicative
factor used to calculate the volume during the sustain of a
note, its value is normalized between 0 and 1.
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4. ROBINFLOCK IN THE CONTEXT OF
CHILD ORCHESTRA
This section shows a field application of Robinflock. We
present the practical adoption of Robinflock in a kindergarten and report the main observations collected in this
context. Full details on the field study that involved Robinflock can be found in a dedicated paper [9].

The mapping between the movement of the children and
the music was discussed with the experts and adapted according to the observation of the system. Initially, we
planned to map the speed of melodies with the speed of the
children, and the articulation with the distance of children’s barycentre to the floor. During the field work, we
realised that the manipulation of more than one parameter
would have been too demanding for the children. As a consequence, we maintained only speed.

4.1 Activities
Robinflock was used over a period of seven months in a
local kindergarten. A total of 27 children (14 females) aged
3 and 4 took part in the study. They were divided into two
groups: 15 children of 3 years old (4 males) and 12 children of 4 years old (9 males). Both groups followed the
same cycle of 12 lessons, which were facilitated by a music teacher with a specific expertise in music pedagogy for
pre-schoolers. One kindergarten teacher was also present
at each lesson to supervise the activities.
For this field study two different use of the system have
been adopted. In the first half of the lessons, Robinflock
was controlled by the music teacher via a mobile application. In the second half of the lessons, the system was directly operated by the children by means of their movements, which were tracked via motion tracking (details on
the interfaces below). The observations were conducted by
three of the authors.
4.2 Interfaces
Two different interfaces were developed to control Robinflock: a web app, which allows the teacher to remotely manipulate the music using a smartphone, and a motion
tracker, which allows the children to directly manipulate
the music.
4.2.1 Web app
The web app was used by the teacher in the first phase of
the field study to help children familiarise with the music
played by Robinflock and to propose a number of exercises
that were specifically centred on polyphony.
The implementation of the app was based on web application technologies (node.js and javascript), which allow
compatibility with smartphones and tablets. The capability
of interacting wirelessly through a smartphone allowed the
teacher to freely move in the room and to offer support to
children. The application was implemented using sliders
and buttons typical of mobile UI.
4.2.2 Motion tracking
Following the suggestions of the related studies that
stressed the importance of movement to stimulate music
learning [14, 18, 36], we implemented an interface that involved body movements to control the music. We adopted
a solution based on accelerometers and gyroscope, which
were embedded on a small (3x4 cm) and lightweight Bluetooth board (Texas instrument CC2650) powered by a
small coin battery. The sensors were hidden inside a number of colourful cardboard objects aimed at attracting children’s attention such as a crown and a magical wand.

4.3 Observation
The experience in the kindergarten was evaluated integrating observations, interviews, and more than 300 drawings
sketched by children at the end of each session. We summarise here the main considerations. Full detailed on the
methodology adopted for the analysis can be found in [9].
The first important observation is that children identified
and reacted properly to the three parameters. We observed
how children reacted to changes of musical parameters using specific exercises designed along with the music
teacher. We asked children to change their behaviour, for
instance jump outside or inside a carpet, following the
changes of the music. Volume, was the most difficult parameter for some of the children, as they struggled performing the exercise. By contrast, differences in articulation and speed were immediately perceived.
Robinflock was also particularly successful in helping
children to familiarise with polyphonic music. This fact
was assessed by observing how children reacted to the
changes of specific musical lines. For the polyphony we
also asked children to change their behaviour following the
changes of the music, in this case different child were
asked to follow the changes of different voices.
Combining the observation of children behaviour with the
discussion with the music teacher allowed us to understand
children that children had difficulties to manipulate more
than one parameter. We also observed that a four lines polyphony was too complex to be manipulated by children.
For this reason, we reduced the polyphony to two voices.
Despite these limitations, the observations revealed that
Robinflock succeeded in encouraging children to actively
participate in music making. Comments collected from the
children confirmed this finding, as they commented on the
experience stating that “I did the music” and “we played
the music”.
To summarize, Robinflock proved helpful to familiarise
children with polyphonic musical structures and peculiarities.

5. DISCUSSION
In this paper. we presented an algorithmic system that generates polyphonic music in real time developed for interactive scenarios with children. With respect to other attempts to algorithmically compose polyphonic music, we
introduced the possibility to manipulate in real time the
generated music. Due to the real-time necessity, we needed
to come to terms finding a trade-off between accuracy of
the counterpoint and the responsiveness of the system.
With respect to other systems, the accuracy is indeed re-
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duced because of the evolution of music cannot be anticipated. Despite of this, this interactive system offered several benefits.
We propose that algorithmic composers can be adopted to
help children to familiarise with polyphonic music: delegating part of the complexity of composing and performing polyphonic music to a computer allowed children to
experience the control of this complex musical structures.
In particular, Robinflock proved useful in helping children
to recognise different lines in polyphonic music.
Reflecting on our experience with Robinflock, we propose
that the development of algorithmic system for interactive
scenarios should be based on the specific needs of the specific scenario, considering for instance, the target users, the
environment. These needs were necessary to define the
characteristic of the music and the parameters to be manipulated. For instance, Robinflock was influenced by the necessity of having a variety of music stimuli and by the necessity of manipulating three musical parameters (volume,
speed, and articulation) independently for each voice.
The necessity of offering a variety of music stimuli is reflected in the HGM, which computes music in all the major
and minor keys and in all the Gregorian to widen the music
variety.
With respect to the three parameters, we shown that volume and articulation can be managed by a synthesiser,
whereas speed has to be manipulated by an algorithmic
composition system.
The necessity of manipulating the speed in real time influenced the decision to express speed as the density of the
notes in the Rhythm Array. This choice allows different
voices to have different behaviours. For instance, bass and
soprano voices can be very slow, performing four quarter
length notes, while the alto and tenor are performing sixteens notes. The manipulation of speed is probably the
most significant contribution of this algorithmic system.
The interactive necessity introduces the need to determine
the length of the note while the note is performing as opposed to computing it at the beginning of the note. This
specific requirement leaded us to develop the ON-OFF
Boolean note encoding that influenced all the RGM structure, and, to the best of our knowledge is a novelty in algorithmic composition of polyphonic music.

6. FUTURE WORKS
A number of solutions described in this paper are grounded
on the specific needs of our target users. Future implementations of the system could aim at targeting different ages,
for instance an adult population. This study would test the
system in different interactive contexts and study how to
adapt musical features and the interactive parameters to
fulfil different needs.
From a musical point of view, the main limitation of the
current implementation of Robinflock is the absence of elegant ornamentations of the fifth species counterpoint. Future version of the algorithm could include more complete
counterpoint rules and include polished ornamentations
such as dissonant suspensions, neighbour note, and double
passing tones.
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ABSTRACT
This paper is an intermediate report of an ongoing artistic
research project on technology-assisted performance practice. It describes the application Polytempo Network and
some works that were realised using this application in the
course of the last two years. The different compositional
approaches chosen for every individual work and the experiences gathered during the process of composing, rehearsing and performing these works are discussed. The leading
question is to what extent the usage of this technology is
aesthetically significant.
1. INTRODUCTION
The application Polytempo Network has been developed at
the ICST Institute for Computer Music and Sound Technology in Zurich [1]. It facilitates the synchronisation of
musicians in polytemporal relations and/or over larger distances that would not allow for direct interaction or visual
communication. For this purpose multiple instances of this
application run on computers linked in a local area network.
The application displays the score and indicates the
tempo by two animated bars at the top and left edge of the
screen. The movements of these bars resemble remotely
the gestures of a conductor: a downward movement indicates a downbeat, a sideward movement any other beat
(Figures 1 and 2). For most musicians a tempo visualisation has several advantages compared to a traditional
acoustic click track, for instance, it does not interfere with
the musicians hearing sense and the animation allows for a
better anticipation of beats and tempo changes. However,
if a musician prefers the acoustic click track, the possibility to output an acoustic metronome or to send the beats as
Midi note messages is provided as well. Moreover, as the
application does not only indicate the tempo on the screen
but also displays the score, it lends itself equally well to
those aleatoric compositional concepts known as ‘open’ or
‘mobile’ form.
The motivation behind the development of this application is the research question, whether the availability of a
versatile technology to synchronise performers can possibly lead to novel forms of compositional strategies. Or,
Copyright: c 2017 Philippe Kocher. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

Figure 1. A downbeat is indicated by a bar moving down
and up again at the left edge of the screen. This vertical
movement is similar to a conductors downbeat.

Figure 2. Any other beat is indicated by a horizontal movement of the bar at the top edge of the screen.
expressed as a question put towards composers: how to
conceive of a music that exploits the specific potential of
such a technology?
2. CONTEXT
2.1 Music History
The first use of technology to synchronise musicians in
a performance situation goes back to the middle of the
19th century. For the second edition of his treatise on instrumentation, published in 1855, Hector Berlioz added a
chapter on conducting entitled le chef d’orchestre [2]. In
this chapter he addresses the issue of keeping instrumentalists or singers, which are placed behind the scenes in
an opera, in time. He describes an electrical device, the
métronome electrique, to transmit the conductor’s beat to
off-stage musicians. Berlioz came across this machine at a
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theatre in Brussels and used it again for a monster concert at the Paris Universal Exhibition in 1855 to transmit his beat to five sub-conductors. As this technologyassisted conducting was obviously not compliant with the
19th century notion of musical romanticism, this device
disappeared again. In the early 20th century, we find several attempts to synchronise music and imagery in the cinema, for which several visual and acoustical solutions to
indicate the tempo were invented [3].

The possibility to keep all performers in sync even in intricate polytemporal relations, and even when the tempos
accelerate or decelerate independently, opens the door for
interesting polyphonic strategies. However, it requires a
technology-assisted performance practice, i. e. the usage
of technical means to keep the tempo to allow for an appropriate timing accuracy. Metronomes or click tracks are
commonly used in such situations. The first description of
a polytemporal click track was given by Emmanuel Ghent
in 1967 [4, 5].

2.2 Related Projects
Networked music performance has been considered since
a few decades in contemporary music composition. And it
has developed rapidly due to the advance of the enabling
technologies [6]. A couple of existing systems provide networked and interactive display of music notation: Quintet.net enables an ensemble to share notation and other information across a network of laptops, whether the musicians are in the same room or spread across the world [7].
It is built on top of MaxMSP, and the notation is rendered
with MaxScore [8]. INScore can display images, vector graphics, and symbolic music notation, for which the
Guido Music Notation or MusicXML formats are used [9].
It indicates the current position in the (graphical or symbolic) score by a cursor that advances with the appropriate speed. The Decibel ScorePlayer is an iOS application
that facilitates the presentation and network-synchronised
scrolling of graphical scores on multiple iPads [10].
The mentioned projects allow for different forms of nontraditional scores as well as scores generated in real time.
However, even though they might support polytemporal
music to a certain degree, they are not specifically designed
for it. The application Polytempo Network fills this gap.
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Scheduler
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Start, Stop
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As far as tempo polyphony is concerned, there are several
works in the 20th century classical music that abandoned
the notion of a common tempo for all performers, of which
the earliest examples can be found in the oeuvre of Charles
Ives. In these works different tempos are assigned to individual instruments or musical layers and in most cases the
tempos are precisely indicated by metronome marks. Yet
the actual coincidence of musical events remains speculative, since no human is able to hold a given tempo accurately. Hence, these pieces explore primarily the expressive quality of musical stratification as such, and, of
course, the composers were aware of this and took the appropriate compositional measures.
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Figure 3. Simplified technical diagram. Events are either
read from the JSON-formatted ‘electronic score’ and processed by the built-in scheduler, or received as OSC messages over the network.
3. TECHNICAL DETAILS
Polytempo Network is a standalone application for Mac OS
and Windows available for download from the project’s
website. 1 Dependent on the tempo structure of the music,
and especially on the fact whether the form is predefined
or generated in real time, the application can be operated in
two different modes: stand-alone and message-driven. The
former mode employs a built-in scheduler to play though a
given score, and is typically used for compositions with a
predetermined tempo and a linear time structure in a traditional fashion. The latter mode requires a central computer
to control the flow of time for all instances and is used for
music whose tempo and/or form is subject to changes in
real time.
3.1 Standalone Operation
For the performance of a composition with a linear, yet
possibly polytemporal, time structure the typical procedure
is as follows: Polytempo Network has to be provided with
two types of data, the sheet music stored as image files and
an ‘electronic score’ in JSON format (Fig. 3). The electronic score contains a timestamped lists of events. This
list is processed by an built-in scheduler, which executes
all the events when they are due. By sending commands
over the network to start or stop the scheduler several instances of Polytempo Network are kept in sync. An useful
feature in rehearsal situations is the possibility to jump to
and start from an arbitrary point within the piece. It does
not matter if the musicians have to play in different tempos: to resume the music at any given point in time, each
instance starts its conducting at the next possible downbeat
and, if necessary, with the appropriate time-delay.
Among the events listed in the electronic score the most
important are obviously those that represent beats and
1

polytempo.zhdk.ch
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Pattern = 12

Pattern = 22

Pattern = 22

Pattern = 21

Figure 4. The pattern of a beat is a two-digit number that
indicates the initial and final position of the bar and hence
the direction of movement of the animation. The four beats
of a 4/4 bar would have the patterns 12, 22, 22, and 21.
those that indicate that a certain section of an image file
has to be shown on the screen. The latter type of event is
used to display the music and to automatise the page turning. The former type is defined by the parameters duration
and pattern, both of which influence the rendering of the
on-screen animation. The pattern is a two-digit number
where the first digit specifies the initial position and the
second digit the final position of the animation. The values
of these digits are either 1 = bottom left or 2 = top right
(Fig. 4).
A JSON object that represents a beat event would, for
instance, be written as follows:
{” b e a t ” : { ” t i m e ” : 1 3 . 5 , ” d u r a t i o n ” : 0 . 6 ,
” p a t t e r n ”:12}}

This defines a downbeat (as the pattern 12 indicates) with a
duration of 0.6 s and scheduled to be executed 13.5 s after
the beginning of the piece.
3.2 Message-driven Operation
In the message-driven operation mode the built-in scheduler remains inactive and all functionalities are controlled
by messages received over the network. The communication protocol is Open Sound Control (OSC). Every event
that can appear in the electronic score has an equivalent in
form of an OSC command.
For this purpose the basic OSC format is adapted in the
following way: The address part of the OSC message simply indicates the event’s name and the parameters consist
of key-value pairs. The same beat event as above would
look as follows:
/ b e a t d u r a t i o n 0 . 6 p a t t e r n 12

As there is no indication, the event’s time is ‘now’ and the
animation to indicates a downbeat would be executed onscreen immediately after this message has been received.
Thus, the flow of the music can entirely be controlled in
real time from any external OSC capable application (e. g.
SuperCollider or MaxMSP). This allows for compositional
strategies that employ non-linear, real-time generated or
interactive forms.

Figure 5. Performance of Trails 1. Three musicians are
synchronised to an audiovisual playback.
4.1 Trails I (2011)
The composition Trails I by the author in collaboration
with Daniel Bisig exemplifies a straightforward usage of
the application Polytempo Network: the synchronisation of
performers to an audiovisual playback (Fig. 5). Of course,
this does not draw on the full potential of the application,
as there is no tempo polyphony involved whatsoever. Still,
as this was one of the earliest pieces realised with this application, it gave the opportunity to address some fundamental questions about its practicality. For the premiere
of this piece in 2011 a prototype programmed in MaxMSP
was used. It was only for a restaging in the fall of 2015
when this prototype could be exchanged with the standalone application.
The realisation of this piece gave rise to the question
whether such an automated conducting feels awkward to
the musicians. In this kind of technology-assisted performance practice, the musicians are required to follow the
beat as it is given by a machine, which possibly renders
the music lifeless and mechanical. But these worries were
proved wrong: until now, Trails I has been performed by
four different ensembles and none of the musicians ever
complained. In general, musicians specialised in contemporary music are familiar with the fact that a conductor
does not convey emotions but rather ‘organise’ the music
by soberly beating the tempo. Therefore, they did not feel
hindered by the electronic conductor. On the contrary, the
performers expressed their appreciation for the beat being
so clear and unambiguous, which they found helpful for
the performance of rhythmically complex music.
4.2 Quadrat (2015)

4. WORKS
This section describes five works by the author and other
composers that were realised during the last two years.
This list is not exhaustive, it only covers those works that
made the most substantial use of the application Polytempo
Network.

The piece Quadrat for two trumpets and two trombones
was written by the author with the intent to explore the
application’s facility to enable tempo polyphony and independent tempo progressions. Furthermore, in order to
emphasise the independency of the parts, the brass players
were positioned at the four corners of the auditorium, that
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Figure 6. Performance of Quadrat. The musicians are
positioned at the four corners of the auditorium, approximately 20 m apart.

Figure 7. Performance of Manduria. The musicians are
grouped in small sub-ensembles and distributed in a gallery
space.

is, approximately 20 metres apart from each other (Fig. 6).
Especially the first section of this piece exhibits a constant change back and forth between synchronicity and independence. Every few bars, all instruments play a note
exactly together. Between these notes they execute rhythmical structures in different tempos or in tempos slowly
drifting apart. This structure was well perceivable by
the listener as a (tempo-)polyphony interspersed with synchronous chords.
Concerning the performance practice, the musicians had
to develop a special (but quickly mastered) skill. Being positioned wide apart, they had to precisely adjust their timing solely to the beats indicated by the application, rather
than using their hearing sense to adapt their playing to the
other musicians. However, other aspects of musical interaction like control of intonation or dynamic balance remained the same as in traditional musical practice.F
One musical texture posed a problem: At some points,
the four musicians have to play interlocking rhythms,
which should result in a rhythmic pattern of regular semiquavers circling around the audience. In practice, this was
not satisfactorily realisable for two reasons: On the one
hand, playing a tight interlocking rhythm does not simply need the aid of a metronome but rather a very subtle
interaction between the performers, which cannot be established over large distances. On the other hand, the visual animation to indicate the tempo is less precise than the
punctual ‘beep’ of a click track. In most other cases this is
a considerable advantage, as it does not give the musicians
the feeling that they have to fight against the metronome
when they get a litte behind or ahead of the beat. But for
the execution of tight rhythms this flexibility is not particularly helpful.

around the audience (Fig. 7). The immersive sound thus
produced was very impressive, not only because of its spatial quality but also due to the fact that a dense polyphonic
structure or a superimposition of differently characterised
musical layers can be segregated more easily if the sound
sources are distributed in space.
In accordance with this, it was Wirth’s intention to assign
an individual characteristic to every instrumental group
and to produce a very heterogeneous texture. This lead
to the question if in fact spatialisation is musically more
effective than tempo polyphony and therefore will turn
out to be the primary purpose of the application Polytempo Network in the future. Although it is too early to
make a final assessment, one can certainly say that spatial
effects are more straightforwardly composed than tempo
polyphonies, which always involve a great deal of tedious
mathematics.
Wirth, being an accomplished composer, relied on his experience and wrote a piece that worked well and was successfully performed, but he did not engage in experiments
with complex tempo structures. The tempo polyphony in
Manduria consists of the superimposition of speeds that
can be expressed in notation, e. g. a 4/4 bar in the same
time as a 5/4 bar, etc. Furthermore, the basic tempo MM
= 72 is present throughout the piece and all other tempos
are proportionally related to it. This allowed Wirth to plot
his composition in a traditional score with occasionally coinciding bar lines. That way, he could stay in his familiar
working environment and maintain his habitual workflow,
which eventually was necessary to deliver a piece of high
quality and in due time.

4.3 Manduria (2016)
Without knowledge of the aforementioned piece, the composer Stefan Wirth came up with a similar idea of spatial distribution of the musicians for his piece Manduria.
Seven groups of one to three musicians each were placed

4.4 Tempo Studie (2016)
The short composition Tempo Studie was the author’s attempt to realise a piece with an open form generated in
real time. This trio for violin, bass clarinet and accordion
utilises a computer algorithm that randomly chooses fragments and presents them to the performers. But not only
the succession of fragments is random-based but also the
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4.5 The Same (Not) The Same (2017)

Figure 8. Rehearsal session of Tempo Studie. The musicians play individual tempo progressions that are random
generated in real time.

tempo, which is individually calculated for every part. In
addition, the tempos never remain static but constantly accelerate and decelerate, which means that the three musicians have to play in different and independently changing
tempos throughout the piece. Yet, in order to establish appreciable relations between the parts, prominent features
in the musical texture, e. g. a sudden changes in loudness,
density, or pitch range are synchronised ever so often. To
enable these coincidences, the random algorithm calculates the tempo progressions accordingly [11].

The most recent work is the piece The Same (Not) The
Same for eight instruments by André Meier. This composition takes advantage of technology in several ways: not
only to distribute the musicians in space – strings, piano
and percussion on stage, woodwinds around the audience
– but also to execute several random choices in real time.
Some sections of the piece exist in multiple variants and
the one to be performed is chosen by a random algorithm.
At some points a continuous layer of music is occasionally
overlapped with shorter fragments chosen by a random algorithm. Several sections of the piece are to be played
in a random tempo chosen from a given range of tempos.
The beginning of every overlapping fragment, also played
in a random tempo, is placed in such a way that the music of the fragment and the continuous layer coincide at
a certain point. To realise these compositional concepts,
Polytempo Network is used in its message-driven operation
mode, controlled from a central computer.
How such a randomisation could be made appreciable for
the listener rather than remaining a speculative concept,
was one of Meier’s main considerations. Hence, one section of the piece consists of one fragment repeated over and
over again. As the iterations of this fragment are not completely identical but vary in tempo and some other details,
the listener is given the chance to get a vague notion of the
pieces underlying concept.
5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The realisation of this piece omitted Polytempo Network’s built-in scheduler and made use of the messagedriven operation mode. All events were remotely controlled via OSC: the individual beats to indicate the everchanging tempos and the display of graphic files i. e. the
music of the currently chosen random fragment. All computers were connected in a network and controlled from an
additional fourth computer. The calculations to generate
the arrangement of fragments and the appropriate tempo
progressions were implemented in the programming environment SuperCollider. The overall duration of one complete run-through of this piece is only about two and a half
minutes, which allows for several renditions in a row and
for an immediate comparison of the different versions.
The musicians were challenged in two ways when performing this piece: first, they had to be able to play the
same music in different tempos (the fastest possible tempo
being more than twice as fast than the slowest) and adapt to
the different gestural qualities thus revealed. Second, they
had react quickly and spontaneously to the ever changing
tempo indicated on the computer screen. The musicians
did not only accept this challenge, but also found it rather
inspiring, as it appealed to their expertise as interpreters
as well as improvisors. For the listeners, the polyphony
of tempos lead to the impression that the performers were
improvising along with each other, whereas the perceivable
coincidences added a clear structure. This combination of
both qualities, freedom and structure, turned out to be musically quite effective.

The experience gained from the performances of the pieces
described in this paper was essential, as it provided knowledge about the efficiency of several conceptual ideas when
realised in practice. This knowledge is particularly valuable for composers who intend to use Polytempo Network
for their music in the future.
The case of Manduria showed the dialectic relationship
between notation and composition. The decision to remain
within the conventions of traditional notation provided security but hindered the exploration of new concepts. In
order to encourage composers to delve into experimental
tempo structures, it seem important to provide the appropriate tools, especially to alleviate the burden of mathematical calculations with which the realisation of complex
tempo structures is always associated [12].
There are three aspects where the use of technology is
significant, that is, enables aesthetic results that could
not be achieved in a performance practice that is not
technology-assisted. First, the distribution of musicians in
space while keeping them rhythmically synchronised. In
fact, spatiality was included in several works, which indicates that composers find it attractive. Second, the simultaneity of musical layers in different tempos, or even different tempo progressions, interspersed with coincidences of
salient musical events is effective, as it can be appreciated
as a balance between rhythmical freedom or independency
and synchronisation. Third, the possibility to generate and
perform ‘open’ form compositions in real time. It is, however, necessary that the whole piece or certain parts of it
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are played several times in a row, in order to enable the
comparison of the different variants and consequently the
appreciation of the random-based form.
The question whether the availability of technology leads
to novel forms of compositional strategies, posed at the beginning of this paper, has to be further explored. This requires more composers with different backgrounds to engage with this technology and create works that can serve
as application scenarios. It is of particular importance that
future works will also involve different genres and styles.
As this is an ongoing project, the application Polytempo
Network will be further developed and extended. Two features are to be added with high priority: first, the facility
to annotate the score, which is much asked for by performers, and second, the possibility for wireless network communication, which would simplify the technical setup for
a rehearsal or a concert a great deal.
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ABSTRACT
A spatial array of vibro-mechanical transducers for boneand-tissue conduction has been used to convey spatial
ambisonic soundscape and spatial musical material. One
hundred volunteers have undergone a five-minute listening experiences, then have described the experience in
their own words, on paper, in an unstructured elicitation
exercise. The responses have been aggregated to elicit
common emergent descriptive themes, which were then
mapped against each other to identify to what extent the
experience was valuable, enjoyable and informative, and
what qualia were available through this technique. There
appear to some substantive differences between this way
of experiencing music and spatial sound, and other modes
of listening. Notably, the haptic component of the experience appears potentially informative and enjoyable. We
conclude that development of similar techniques may
have implications for augmented perception, particularly
in respect of quality of life (QoL) in cases of conductive
hearing loss.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes progress in investigating the experienced properties of spatial music delivered through an
apparatus featuring multiple transducer locations situated
on the cranium. As the listener’s ears are unoccluded,
residual air-conduction hearing is unaffected. This technique is a non-invasive augmentation of existing sensory
capabilities; it can be efficacious in respect of the conductive component of hearing loss, but not sensorineural
components.
The goal is to characterise, and subsequently quantify
dimensions of perceptual experience in relation to music
listening in this manner. Is the experience meaningful, in
what ways, and in what ways might it differ from other
music listening modes?
The aim of providing the spatial aspect of music follows the general trend in current music production and
reproduction toward enhanced spatial attributes such as
image focus [1], localizability, motion, spaciousness [2],
and ensemble depth [3]. There may be substantive distinctions between the desirable and feasible spatial attribCopyright: © 2017 First author et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

utes of musical experience vs. those for spatial environment listening. Nevertheless, many of the experiential
attributes that may be available through multi-speaker
systems would not be feasible in conventional tissue or
bone conduction techniques (discussed in section 4).
Hence those with some degree of bilateral or unilateral
hearing impairment do not have ready access to the kinds
of musical experience available to listeners with unimpaired hearing.
Whilst communications difficulties in hearing impairment are receiving increasing attention, the quality-of-life
(QoL) implications of music deprivation have received
less. Assistive technologies for speech comprehension do
not currently adapt well to music listening. [4]
In the first stage, to avoid a reductionist approach and
obviate the need for trained listeners, we adopted an unstructured elicitation methodology (for discussion, see
[5], [6]) whereby the prototype apparatus (discussed in
section 5) was demonstrated over several days in various
venues. Subjects were self-selecting, were given no instructions as to what to listen for and briefly recorded
their initial impressions on paper after listening for approximately 5 minutes; some volunteered to repeat the
experience on subsequent days. We observed variations
in volunteers’ responses (discussed in section 6). We did
not aggregate data on known hearing impairments.

2. SENSORY AUGMENTATION FOR AUDIO MATERIAL
Approximately 5% of the World’s population, that is, 360
million people, suffer from “disabling hearing loss” [7]
and the proportion of over-65s rises to about 33% [8].
13.4% of geriatric patients have significant conductive
components to their hearing loss [9].
A substantial proportion of the population are subject to
‘music deprivation’ and inasmuch as music listening contributes to people’s sense of wellbeing or “Quality of
Life” (QoL), this deprivation may have significant and
long-term health and wellbeing consequences. Assistive
technologies implementing sensory augmentation could
ameliorate the effects of lack of ready access to music,
the experiential attributes of music listening can be reinstated and tangible benefits might accrue.
We distinguish sensory augmentation from sensory
substitution in that the aim is to extend perception, not to
substitute. However, augmentation might itself be aug-
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mented with some elements of substitution, and so the
concepts overlap. Multimodal presentations of certain
classes of information might provide richer experiences.
Vibrotactile stimuli can be used to enhance perceived low
frequency content, emphasize transients and steering of
spatial auditory perception [10]. Philosophically, we
think in terms of ‘information channels’ rather than direct
sensory equivalence.
Such multimodal interactions will be subjects of future
investigative work.

3. SPATIAL MUSIC
There has, in the late 20th and early 21st centuries, been
burgeoning interest in spatial, surround or 3-dimensional
music. The subject can be discussed in engineering, aesthetic and perceptual terms [11][12][13]. The underlying
principles are that spatial (as against “non-spatial”) music
might provide enhanced experience in terms of involvement and immersivity. In information-transmission terms,
incorporating spatial parameters facilitates greater information throughput, allowing finer detail to be depicted
and discerned.
It is acknowledged that perceptual tasks in music listening differ from those in environment listening. In the latter, requirements for timely detection of threat and reward are presumed to have exerted evolutionary influence
on phylogenetic development. Notwithstanding, exaptation [14], whereby evolved mechanisms or capabilities
can become co-opted for other uses, provides that our
spatial abilities are available for the experiencing of music.
Stereo [15] provides for a loudspeaker-feed signal set
that generates interaural differences (in amplitude and
phase) at the ideal listening position that can produce the
powerful illusion of a left-right discriminable stage with
multiple spatially-separate musical sources, either static
or moving. Additionally, spatial reverberant fields (captured or synthesized) can give some sense of ensemble
depth (some sources closer than others) and spaciousness.
The effect is of a proscenium arch presentation. The stereo signal set can be listened to over headphones; however the effect is generally of a soundstage distributed leftright between the ears, giving a particular “in-the-head”
experience. A binaural signal set can be used (either binaurally recorded or synthesized) to promote “externalization” (for a discussion see: [16]) and in the optimal case,
where the head-related transfer function (HRTF) used in
the production of the signal set closely matches the
HRTF of the listener, strong impressions of an externalized, three-dimensional environment can ensue. However, such close matching is rarely feasible and the usual
experience falls short of the theoretical optimum.
Surround sound, where a complex signal set is fed to
multiple loudspeakers surrounding the listener(s) can
depict many source-locations, movements and a sense of
being immersed in a whole spatial environment. However, perceptions of depth-of-field (variations in perceiversource distance) remains limited. Systems range from
fairly simple (e.g. Dolby 5.1 surround) to complex (e.g
high-order ambisonics or wave field synthesis).

The spatial qualia engendered by the various approaches differ; a large and complex system may well give experiences of large environments but may be less competent in producing “intimate” ones with sources close to
the listener. The converse is generally the case with
small, intimate systems. Composers of spatial music are
thus constrained in what qualia they can attempt to offer.
For discussion of spatial music compositional concerns,
see for example [17].
In all the above cases, listeners with bilateral or unilateral hearing deficits will experience degraded spatial musical qualia, reducing immersion and impairing enjoyment of the material.

4. SPATIAL TISSUE CONDUCTION
Auditory perception elicited by means of mechanical
transduction, i.e. a tuning fork pressed against the cranium, has long been known. Single vibro-tactile transducers have been in use in audiology and the hearing aid
industry for decades. Until fairly recently spatial audio
was not thought possible through tissue conduction, theorised interaural level differences due to interaural attenuation were not considered sufficient; studies have shown
this not to be the case [18][19][20]. In all three experiments to assess lateralisation, stimuli were presented bilaterally with transducers placed in contact with either the
mastoid process behind the ear or the condyle just in front
of the ear; all produced similar results to that of headphones. These experiments indicate that when sound is
presented through tissue conduction we still make use of
the same binaural cues as for air conducted (AC) sound.
Auditory localization is dependent on the physiological
and anatomical properties of the auditory system as well
as behavioral factors. The textbook primary cues for auditory localization are interaural differences and spectral
cues [21][22][23]. The ridges and folds in the outer ear
reflect and absorb certain frequency components of a
sound wave, the spectral characteristics of a sound wave
will differ if approaching the ear from different directions. Due to the shape of the pinnae providing this filtering effect the elevation and position of sound sources is
encoded in direction-dependent spectral cues allowing us
to localize sound sources. Many literary sources agree
that vertical information derives exclusively from position-depending differences in the frequency filtering
properties of the external ear.
Whilst interaural differences akin to air conduction may
result when sound is presented through tissue conduction,
no sound is presented to the outer-ear specifically the
pinnae and vertical information should be absent; some
comments suggest this is not the case. This anomaly may
arise out of fine differences in arrival times caused by
propagation along multiple signal pathways from transducer to the basilar membrane. There is also an intriguing
possibility of multimodal cueing; binaural auditory cues
merging with additional information provided through the
somatosensory system via haptic cues [10][24][25][26].
When using a multiple transducer array vertical information is available to the listener as well as externalisation of the perceived sound; how this is the case continues to be the subject of further investigation.
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5. APPARATUS, MUSICAL MATERIALS
AND LISTENING CONDITIONS
5.1 Apparatus

Psychophysical investigation of the dimensions of experience of spatial tissue-conduction listening will prove
useful, but for many first-time listeners, bases for comparison may be lacking; a training period targeting specific attributes may be required. Determining what those
attributes might be is the aim of the present study.

modified stereo, ambisonics and direct feed. A 1st order
ambisonic recording of a country park captured using a
Soundfield ™ microphone provides the ambient background; stereo recordings of bird sounds, a steam train
and music alongside mono FX clips were used to create
the soundscape. Signals were processed using Reaper ®
DAW; signals were spatially encoded using WigWare 1st
order ambisonic panning and decoded through a WigWare 1st order periphonic ambisonic decoder patched to
the transducer array.
5.3 Listening Conditions

The proto-type has been on demonstration at IOA Birmingham, ICMEM Sheffield and PLASA London. At
PLASA we recruited one hundred untutored listeners,
with a mixture of expertise; none reported experience of
tissue conduction. Auditions were of five minutes duration, no prior instructions were given and volunteers were
invited to record initial reactions and observations on
paper immediately after auditioning. The listening tests
took place in non-ideal conditions, as part of the Exploratorium exhibit we shared the space with four other exhibitors. The Exploratorium was located on the upper
level of the large exhibition hall, a large footfall and other
exhibitors using amplified sound produced a considerable
noise floor.
5.4 Limitations

Figure 1. Multiple transducer array
Sounds presented at:
 1-left mastoid
 2 – 25mm above left temple
 3: between forehead and vertex
 4: 25mm above right temple
 5: right mastoid

Figure 2. BCT-2 10W transducer
A prototype headset transducer array using five BCT-1
8Ω 90dB 1W/1 m tactile transducers has been used to
display a range of spatial soundscapes and music. Each
transducer receives a discrete signal set through an individual amplifier; a Focusrite PRO 26 i/o interface provides fire-wire connection to a mac mini running Reaper
DAW. A single BCT-2 10W transducer was also available for listeners to position on the jaw, zygomatic arch or
back their head/neck. A set of banded style 3M Ear Plugs
were available for listeners to use and compare the experience with the plugs in vs out.
5.2 Listening Materials

Environmental and musical stimuli was processed using a
variety of effects and routed in different formats; stereo,

Equipment and calibration: The transducers in use have
the following known limitations:
 Frequency response: 200Hz to 16 KHz, low frequencies are not well served, resulting in a ‘thin’
sound for some musical material.
 Component matching: the manufacturers do not
publish information on performance matching.
With a cohort of 100 and a wide variety of head sizes,
precision in determining matched contact force for all
transducers was infeasible, possibly resulting in different
spatial experiences for different listeners. Additionally, as
audiological testing was impossible, variations in hearing
acuity could not be taken into account
The demonstrations took place in an environment with
high levels of ambient sound, especially in vocal ranges,
entailing concomitant constraints on dynamic range and
hence subtlety of detail.
The method of recording responses proved to be suboptimal, as many volunteers described the experience in
greater detail verbally than subsequently on paper.

6. RESPONSES AND ANALYSIS
The responses were tabulated for analysis to identify key
themes.
Of interest were the variations in descriptive language
across such a mixture of untrained listeners varying in
age, gender, expertise and listening ability. A broad synonymic approach was taken, whereby terms were loosely
grouped to form themes. So, for instance, the category
“weird” included terms such as “eerie”, “strange” and
“unusual”.
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Theme
Positive

Negative
Hearing Loss
Spatial
Clarity
Interesting
Weird
Vibrations
Feel
External
Headphones

Descriptors in Class
Nice, Incredible, Amazing, Awesome, Excellent, Loved, Good,
Enjoyed, Cool, Wonderful, Extraordinary, Impressive, Effective
Muddy, Muffled, Lacking, Limited, Quiet, Dull, Distortion
Hearing Loss
Spatial, Surround, 3D, Virtual Reality, Image location, Movement,
Image positioning, 360 soundfield, External
Clarity, Clear, Crisp, Pure
Interesting, Fascinating
Weird, Unusual, Surreal, Strange,
Uncanny, Ethereal, Eerie, Bizarre
Vibrations, Tickling, Tickling
Feel, Felt, Feeling, Natural, Sensorial
Distant, Immersive, Overhead,
Above, Around, Spacious, Outside
Headphones

“Although the sound was still 'one sided ' to a certain
degree I felt for the first time that I was immersed in a
soundscape and that my hearing loss was not making me
lose out on part of the effect. The train in particular really
felt 360, especially with the chin transducer on my right
cheek bone.”
Recorded classes for comment 2:
Positive; Hearing Loss; Spatial; External; Feel.
3)

Male age 62, Concert Producer, Musician

“Sounded slightly “muffled” some spatial “separation”
but not dramatic”
Recorded classes for comment 3:
Negative; Spatial.

Figure 3: Main themes and descriptive terms
The emergent key themes in aggregated comments
were: “positive” [77%] (expressed as having enjoyed the
experience),
“spatial”
[38%]
(including
surround/surrounded, spacious, distant, immersive, above
etc.), “interesting” [38% (including “fascinating”, “amazing” “incredible” etc.,), “weird” [23%] (including “eerie”,
“strange” “unusual”), “vibrations” [24%] (expressed directly as vibrating, vibrations) , “clarity” [22%] (clear,
pure,), “feelings” [28%] (distinct from vibrations, such as
“felt very pleasant” “felt dreamlike” “felt like I was in the
soundscape”), and “negative” [19%] (expressed as “not
clear enough” or “couldn’t hear the bass”). A complication arose in the overlap of the positive and negative categories, 10% of respondents gave comments that included both. 14% of comments were classed as “neutral”.
6.1 Participant comment samples
1)

Figure 3. Aggregated Qualia
Notably, the degree of emphasis placed on each attribute
(for instance, “quite spacious” or “very spacious”) was
not distinguished here.
6.2 Co-occurring themes

We then mapped each attribute class against “positive” to
find what it was about the experience that people found
rewarding.

Male age 30, Sound Engineer, non-musician.

“Very surreal distant sounding. Passing sounds such as
the train and plane felt closer and move forward. The
higher sounds such as water felt harder to make out. Fidelity sometimes felt lost when many sounds were overlapped. As strange as it sounds it was like a memory or
dream of a sound.”
Recorded classes for comment 1:
Positive; Negative; Spatial; Surround; Feel; External;
Weird.
2)

Female age 36, Stage Manager, non-musician.

Figure 4: Qualia included with positive comments.
We found that the attribute class that mapped most
strongly to positive expressions was the “interesting”
category; 35% of comments included interesting and pos-
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itive descriptors. This was followed by the spatial class –
38% had used spatial terms; 32% had used spatial and
positive terms. Those that referred to the way they felt
about the experience also correlated highly with positive
– 26% featured positive and feelings. Clarity was referred
to in conjunction with positive comments in 19%, “vibrations” were mentioned along with positive comments in
15% of cases.

7. DISCUSSION
Results may indicate that tissue conduction is of more
utility to some than others; variations in comments might
also indicate variances in biomechanical and/or neurological auditory processing.
Some volunteers (3%) reported some degree of bilateral
or unilateral hearing deficit, but nevertheless reported in
spatial and positive terms. Some others (2%) reported
spatial anomalies that might indicate a degree of unilateral deficit (“the sound field sounded shifted to the left”)
but it was not within our experimental purview to comment or diagnose. Likewise, some that had used very
positive and clarity terms may actually have been observing differences between their normal air-conducted hearing and this experience.
The surprising concomitance of reports of vibrations
(which we might have thought was an undesirable percept) and positive comments prompts us to speculate that
program-material modulated haptic input can contribute
to the experience.
Notably, in the case of the “weird category (23%),
weird and positive comments appeared in conjunction in
11% of all comments; there may be an overlap in the
“weird” and the “interesting” categories, depending on
individuals’ use of language. It does appear that the novelty of the experience may be conflated with positive
reports, and this in itself does not imply improvement in
informational throughput.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER
WORK
This work is the early stage of investigation as to what
might provide valuable experiences in tissue conduction,
for whom.
Early indications are that the qualia associated with this
kind of spatial experience may be similar but not identical to those for binaural presentations. Hence more structured methodologies should not precisely mimic those for
air-conducted hearing.
At this stage of prototypical development, display of
spatial parameters cannot be deemed accurate. Precision
localization (of sources) in terms of azimuth, elevation
and source-perceiver range is currently infeasible. Nevertheless, the fact that some degree of externalization and
sense of spaciousness were alluded to in listeners’ observations, is of interest. Research into refined processing of
the signal set dedicated to tissue conduction is indicated.
Ambisonic encoding has been used as a methodological
convenience; its advantages for some attributes (such as
ambient spaciousness) might not be matched for others
(such precision localization). Different spatial audio at-

tributes may be favored in different applications, of
which personal music listening is only one. Similarly, it
may be that a single spatial music encoding regime will
not be appropriate for all listeners.
This work has enabled us to identify the following development areas for future research:
Technological: improved signal processing, improved
transduction, improved apparatus comfort, developments
in multimodal stimuli.
Methodological: Precise characterization of listener
hearing capabilities, investigation of training periods and
of individual preferences for encoding. Parameterization
of qualia for spatial music listening.
Possible benefits of competent spatial tissue-conduction
apparatus include:
• Enhanced quality of life for those with conductive
hearing loss, through access to personal music listening.
• Augmented private perception where unimpeded airconducted hearing is required.
• Diagnostic procedures to identify and isolate conductive hearing loss components.
• Improved methodologies for the investigation of
mutimodally-augmented perception.
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ABSTRACT
A musical texture, be that of an ensemble or of a solo instrumentalist, may be perceived as combinations of both
simultaneous and sequential sound events. However, we
believe that also sensations of the corresponding soundproducing events (e.g. hitting, stroking, bowing, blowing)
contribute to our perceptions of musical textures. Musical
textures could thus be understood as multimodal, with
features of both sound and motion, hence the idea here of
sound-motion textures in music. The study of such multimodal sound-motion textures will necessitate collecting
and analyzing data of both the produced sound and of the
sound-producing body motion, thus entailing a number of
methodological challenges. In our current work on soundmotion textures in music, we focus on short and idiomatic
figures for different instruments (e.g. ornaments on various instruments), and in this paper, we present some ideas,
challenges, and findings on typical sound-motion textures
in drum set performance. Drum set performance is particularly interesting because the often very complex textures
are produced by one single performer, entailing a number
of issues of human motion and motor control.

1. INTRODUCTION
Our subjective experiences of any drum set performance
may be characterized as that of sound-motion textures,
meaning holistic perception of time-limited sequences of
sound and body motion events, be that only of a single
measure, or of a fragment of several measures, or of a
whole work of music. Although the term groove is often
used to denote various drum set patterns, we prefer to use
the generic term texture to signify a more general notion
of sound-motion patterns, so that texture may also denote
all kinds of figures, e.g. such as ornaments.
The expression sound-motion textures also implies that
we have a multimodal approach to rhythm perception and
production, meaning that we understand the experience of
rhythm as composite, as including both sound and motion
features.
This in turn means that we need to consider body motion
idiosyncrasies and constraints, as well as possibilities and
constraints of the musical instruments involved. If we as a
thought experiment imagine a drum set playing machine
with solenoid activated mallets, we would have no biological constraints on the sound production. Such a machine
Copyright: © 2017 Rolf Inge Godøy et al. This is an open-access article
distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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could conceivably produce some sound-motion textures
resembling that of a human drummer, but obviously without the motion constraints of the human body. So, if we
could see this machine in action, it would probably also be
at odds with our perceptual schemata of drum set music.
In line with a so-called motor theory perspective on
perception, we believe that the choreography of soundproducing body motion is an integral part of musical experience, see e.g. various contributions in [1].
The central idea here is that drum set sound-motion is
produced by one performer, and that we at times may see
an extraordinary virtuosity by drummers in handling several instruments. That such highly complex textures can be
produced by one person, could lead us to take an egocentric perspective here, meaning a body-centered frame of
reference for all that goes on [2].
Such an egocentric perspective may be extended to the
perception of drum set textures, as demonstrated by some
cases of beatboxing: reproducing a complex instrumental
texture by the vocal apparatus could also suggest that we
(variably so) may have a capacity for perceiving and imagining even quite complex sound-motion textures. But
notably so, beatboxing is basically 'monophonic' because
of the restriction of our vocal apparatus, yet this apparatus
is capable of a sequential production of what may suggest
a 'polyphonic' texture, similar to how polyrhythmic sequences may be conceived of, and controlled, as single sequential patterns [3], and all the time from a similar bodycentered perspective.
The aim of the present paper is to give an overview of
how we try to explore sound-motion textures in drum set
performance, and in particular try to understand more of
how a single performer can generate so complex, and also
compelling, textures. With this aim in mind, we shall first
consider some issues of sound-motion in view of multimodality, moving on to challenges of documenting soundmotion, followed by a presentation of various constraints
of the sound producing body motion and the instruments
used. We shall also present how we try to integrate our data
into a coherent model of motion hierarchies and into what
we call sound-motion objects, before listing what we see
as some main challenges and directions for future work.

2. MULTIMODALITY
The basic tenet of our work is that sound-motion textures
are multimodal, hence that we need to consider the perception of drum set performances as involving both sound
and body motion. The sound-motion relationship may at
times be so close that it is difficult to differentiate clearly
between these two, i.e. difficult to distinguish between
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what is a sound event pattern and what is a motion event
pattern in a textural excerpt. We may suspect that this
interweaving of sound and motion also extends to aesthetic
and affective features, such that e.g. subjective impressions of energy and gait in musical experiences combine sound and body motion sensations.
We here have the non-trivial task of trying to differentiate what goes on in complex drum set textures. First of all,
this may be regarded as a more conceptual or ontological
issue of trying to distinguish the ingredients in the multimodal mix. We should ask questions about what constitutes a sound event, and what constitutes a motion event.
And furthermore, we should ask questions of what are the
criteria for fusion of small-scale events into larger-scale
events, e.g. between what is perceived as individual impacts, and what is perceived as a more fused stream of onsets e.g. as in a fill. Also, it will be useful to try to distinguish between what is strictly sound-producing body motion and what may be more sound-facilitating or even
sound-accompanying motion of a drummer, e.g. recognizing what may be more communicative or theatrical body
motion in a drum set performance [1].
Additionally, we need to take into consideration the
acoustic features of the instruments as well as the logistics
of the drum set instrument layout, as this is the spatial
framework for the choreography of sound-producing body
motion.
The next challenge will be to have a reasonably good
understanding of what goes on in the production of these
(at times quite complex) sound-motion textures. This will
involve recording the body motion of the drummer, first of
all the hands and arms, but also the whole torso and the
head, as well as the feet. The use of both feet in drum sets
necessitates balancing the body in the seated position so as
to enable free motion of all four limbs (right and left
hands/arms, right and left feet). Besides entailing various
biomechanical constraints, this use of all four limbs will
also needless to say be very demanding in terms of motor
control. In addition to requiring extended practice, skilled
drum set performance evidently also requires some efficient hierarchical and anticipatory control schemes.
Exploring the multimodal sound-motion relationships
necessitates that we try to find out more about what goes
on at the different timescales: clearly, we have the singular
mallet-instrument impact-points and the corresponding
sound onsets, but we also have the motion trajectories to
and from such impact-points, trajectories that are both
extended in time and usually involve more components of
the effector apparatus, e.g. mallet-hand-wrist-lower armelbow-shoulder-torso.
In sum, this multimodal approach means that we need to
consider chunks of sound-motion as holistic and coherent
entities, as what we later shall call sound-motion objects,
and try to understand how these sound-motion objects
have new and emergent features not present at the timescales of individual impact-points.

3. DOCUMENTING SOUND-MOTION
In our explorations of drum set sound-motion textures, we
need to collect data on both the sound and the sound-

producing body motion, as well as to make extensive
correlations between these two domains.
Starting with the instruments, we need to consider how
the instruments work, i.e. know about their mode of excitation and resonant features, and importantly, the logistics of their positioning. Needless to say, one of the key
elements of drum set performance is the instrument layout,
enabling the performer with minimum effort, and at times
also great speed, to alternate between the different instruments, cf. the layout of instruments depicted in Figure 1.
In earlier recordings, an acoustical drum set was used,
but this required the use of so-called active markers for the
infrared motion capture system, because the shiny metal
parts of the instruments totally confused the tracking
system so that passive markers could not be used. The use
of active markers turned out to be both cumbersome
(requiring wiring of the mallets) and not sufficiently reliable, making us use a MIDI drum set (Roland TD20) in
subsequent recording sessions. Using MIDI drums made
the use of ordinary passive markers possible, as well as
gave us precise onset timing from the MIDI data. In our
subjective opinion, the sound quality of the MIDI instruments was satisfactory, i.e. seemed to well reflect the
different playing modes as well as the resonant instrument
properties, and produced satisfactory contextual overlap
for sound coarticulation (more on coarticulation below).
RIDE
CYMBAL
(51)

CRASH
#1 (55)

HI-HAT
(26, 42,
44, 46)

1st TOM
(48)

SNARE
DRUM
(38)

CRASH
#2 (52)
CRASH
#3 (28)

2nd

TOM
(43)
3rd TOM
(41)
BASS
DRUM
(36)

Figure 1. Layout of the MIDI drum set used in the recording sessions (the bass drum is actually placed below
the 2nd and 3rd toms).
The data reported in this paper is based on recordings
with a professional drum set player across one final session
carried out after several pilot sessions over a period of one
and a half years. During all these sessions, the drummer
would perform a series of grooves and fills at different
tempi, and often with multiple repetitions enabling future
studies of motion invariants across repetitions.
For capturing the drummer's motion, we used an infrared
motion capture system (a 13-camera Oqus Qualisys system, see http://www.qualisys.com) recording at 240Hz,
with the drummer wearing a suit and cap equipped with
reflective markers, and using drum sticks likewise
equipped with reflective markers. Sound and MIDI data
was recorded separately, and for reference, the recording
sessions were also documented on video.
Further processing and graphing was done in Matlab,
and there was not applied any smoothing here except for
on the data reported in the middle plot of Figure 4, where
a 5-points moving average for elbows, and a 17-points
moving averages for wrists, was used.
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Although infrared marker-based motion capture systems
presently seem to be the most versatile method for collecting data on sound-producing body motion, it does also
entail some serious challenges, first of all with the at times
very rapid motion in expert drumming. Besides the mentioned issue of unwanted reflections, there is also the issue
of dropouts, and most seriously, of not being able to
completely capture what goes on even with very high
frame rates (sample rates). As shown in [4], it may be
necessary to have very high frame rates when studying
detailed and fast motion.

Furthermore, capturing the precise moment of impact is
not possible even with very high frame rates (in theory,
approaching infinitely high sampling rates), so the use of
a MIDI drum set is a practical solution in this regard also.
As can be seen in Figure 2, there is a discontinuity in the
motion trajectories around the point of impact, i.e. at the
minima of the motion trajectories. That said, the point of
impact may of course be estimated from the position data
of the recorded motion frames by various means, such as
by functional data analysis (see e.g. [5]).
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Figure 2. Two motion tracking examples using passive markers attached to a drumstick recorded at 240Hz. The two
examples had different tempi (slow, fast) with mean velocities of 1448 mm/s and 3564 mm/s. Their peak velocities were
10096 mm/s and 11666 mm/s. Although the mean velocity of the fast motion was almost 2.5 times higher than that of the
slow motion, we can see that peak velocities were almost the same. It means that the end velocities of single strokes do not
vary significantly with respect to tempo. Also, every time when the marker reaches the lowest position (point of collision),
we could observe discontinuities in the trajectories for both cases. It is interesting to note that the dominant frequency of
the motion was less than 10 Hz, (see the right column), but the frame rate of 240Hz was not enough to capture the motion.
With our focus on sound-motion textures, we have the
additional challenges of not only finding out what goes on
in singular strokes, but also in an ensemble of markers to
capture the overall motion involved in more composite
textures.
The motion capture data will even with much care taken
to avoid the problems presented above, usually have some
need for preprocessing, typically removing spurious reflections, gap-filling dropouts, assigning markers to points
on the body, and applying skeleton models. Usually, there
will be a need for further processing that can result in
representations as graphics and animations of the motion
trajectories, as well as of derivatives, in particular of
velocity, acceleration, and jerk, as well as more cumulative
measures, such as quantity of motion. Processing is typically done in Matlab and associated toolboxes [6] or other
software, e.g. Mokka, and the hope is to develop means for
more synoptic overviews as suggested by Figure 4.
Further on, there are challenges of detecting and representing musically salient features from the continuous

stream of motion data, challenges that border on to issues
of motor control and perception, such as:
• Accurate onset detection, both of sound and motion
• Challenges of representing multiple trajectories (i.e.
markers) in graphs, see e.g. Figures 4 and 5 below
• Discerning and understanding variability vs. constancy
in trajectories, cf. the point made by Nikolai Bernstein
as "An instance of repetition without repetition",
meaning that we very often find approximate (i.e. nonexact) similarities between motion chunks in human
behavior [7, p. 1726].

4. CONSTRAINTS
Needless to say, there are a number of constraints on nonelectronic sound production in music. First of all, there are
constraints of the instruments, such as their repertoire of
possible output sounds and modes of performance. This
includes various constraints such as the required force of
excitation, of reverberation time, the need for damping,
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and also the need for positioning the effectors prior to impacts, in turn entailing important logistic elements in the
layout of the instruments in the drum set that have consequences for the sound-producing body motion:
• All instruments must be reached from the sitting position.
• The drummer must be seated so that both the right and
left foot can be used independently.
And there are of course many constraints on human soundproducing body motion: limitations on speed and amplitude of motion, on endurance, the need for rests and need
for minimizing effort in order to be able to sustain such
motion for extended periods of time and to avoid strain injury. In addition to such mostly biomechanical constraints,
there are motor control constraints such as need for hierarchical and anticipatory control. In sum, we have the following main constraints on the production of soundmotion textures:
• There are basic motion categories that seem to be
grounded in a combination of biomechanical and motor
control constraints: impulsive, also sometimes referred
to as ballistic, meaning a very rapid and brief muscle
contraction followed by relaxation, such as in hitting;
iterative, meaning a rapid back and forth motion such
as in shaking the wrist or in rolling the hand; sustained,
meaning continuous motion and mostly continuous
effort, such as in stroking, but this category is not so
common in drumming (found in scraping the cymbal,
brushes on drums). Such a motion typology is clearly at
work in shaping musical sound, hence, the labels may
equally well apply to sound [8].
• All motion takes time, i.e. instantaneous displacement
is not possible for the human body, and this in turn will

•

•

•

•

•

lead to so-called temporal coarticulation in relation to
sound onset events, i.e. that there is a contextual
smearing of motion from event to event [9].
Motion of end effectors, e.g. hands or feet, may also
recruit motion of more proximal effectors, e.g. arms,
shoulder, torso, and even whole body. This leads to socalled spatial coarticulation, meaning the recruitment
of more effector elements than the end-point effectors,
depending on the specific task [9].
Coarticulation is an emergent phenomenon, cf. [10, p.
592]: "a control mechanism in which the different
motor elements are not simply linked together in the
correct sequence, but are also tuned individually and
linked synergistically based on the final goal, with
coarticulation observed as an emergent phenomenon."
And furthermore, as argued in [10, p. 592], coarticulation is related to chunking, i.e. to the "…the integration
of independent motor elements into a single unit. With
chunking, there can be an increase of coarticulation and
reduced cognitive demands because less elements are
organized for a given motor goal"... "Chunking is also
a critical element for automatization to emerge."
Left hand/right hand alternations is a way around the
constraints of speed, allowing for extremely rapid
figures, similar to tremolo alternations in one hand
figures on various other percussion instruments and on
keyboards, and actually related to the back-and-forth
shake motion of wrist tremolo in string instruments and
triangle (or other confine-based instruments such as
tubular bells).
Phase relationships of left-right, cf. [2], suggesting different levels of stability depending on phase relationships.
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Figure 3. The increasing density of motion events leads to phase-transition, similarly to how event proximity may lead to
coarticulatory fusion. Here we see how a repeated and accelerated right foot – left foot bass drum pedal motion leads to a
phase-transition after approximately 20 seconds with the disappearance of the dip after the impact as well as a diminishing
of the amplitude of motion, something that seems reasonable given the speed constraints of the human body.
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In addition to fusion by coarticulation, we can also find
instances of fusion by so-called phase-transitions in the
sound-producing motion [9]. Phase-transition means that a
series of otherwise independent events may fuse into what
is perceived as a continuous stream because of increased
event density, and conversely, a continuous stream of
events may change into a series of distinct events with a
decrease in event density. The transition from single
strokes to a drum roll, or from single tones to a tremolo or
trill, are common examples of this. In Figure 3, we see an
example of such phase transition in the bass drum foot
pedals of the drum set. With an acceleration, we see the
change in the motion shape, and at the fastest tempo, also
a decrease in the amplitude of the motion.
With both coarticulation and phase-transition we have
cases of fusion, what we in general refer to as chunking,
that seem to emerge from a combination of biomechanical
and motor control constraints (for the moment, it seems not
possible to say exactly what is due to what), i.e. gives us a
bottom-up factor in the shaping of sound-motion textures.
Additionally, it seems that skill in performance is also
about minimization of effort, and that virtuoso instrument
performance in general gives an overall impression of
ease, something that seems related to the exploitation of
motion hierarchies.

5. HIERARCHIES
Using both hands and both feet in at times very dense and
rhythmically complex drum set passages, is clearly demanding both in terms of effort and motor control. From
what is known of human motor control (see e.g. [11]), such
skillful behavior necessitates that the motion be partially
automatic, i.e. need some kind of control hierarchy.
Likewise, the layout of the human body will inherently
result in some motion hierarchies, i.e. the fingers, attached
to hands, attached to arms, shoulders, torso, and whole
body, hence, we have hierarchies both in the spatial and in
the temporal domain, similar to having coarticulation in
both the spatial and temporal domain.
Spatial hierarchies are evident in task-dependent effector
mobilization, e.g. for soft and slow textures, there is usually only a need for the most distal effectors, e.g. hand and
wrist, whereas in more loud and fast and dense textures, it
may be necessary to recruit more proximal effectors, e.g.
elbow, shoulder, and even torso.
As for temporal hierarchies, these are probably the most
crucial for achieving high levels of performance skill. Such
hierarchies are again clearly dependent on extensive
practice, practice resulting in exploitation of various synergies (i.e. cooperation of muscle groups) and hierarchies,
i.e. top-down 'commands' at intermittent points in time
[12]. Hierarchies then go together with a basic discontinuity in human motor control, and is associated with anticipatory motion [13], as well as with high levels of preprograming, i.e. with what has been called action gestalts
[14]. The turn towards discontinuity in human motor
control in some recent research is interesting for musical
applications, because the demands for very rapid motion
would indeed go better with intermittent motor control
than with more traditional models of so-called 'closed
loop', i.e. continuous, control because of its slowness [15].

More specifically, we believe there is evidence for how
seemingly complex bimanual tasks can be carried out by a
human performer provided a hierarchical approach. As
suggested in [3], a polyrhythmic passage may be thought
of as a singular rhythmic pattern, e.g. a pattern of 3 against
4 quarter tones may be thought of as a series of one
punctured eight note, one sixteenth note, two eight notes,
one sixteenth note, and one punctured eight note. This very
simple example may be seen as what in [2, p. 103] is called
a case of when "a dual task becomes a single task", and
which the authors believe works because "the spatial
patterns produced by the 2 hands form a geometric arrangement that can be conceptualized as a unified representation."
Another aspect of facilitating hierarchies is that of alternations between effectors and/or effector positions. It is
well known that for instance a tremolo on a keyboard or
with two mallets on a percussion instrument is much easier
using a left-right-left-right-etc. hand rolling motion than a
series of up-down motions of the whole hand. And
likewise, in the vocal apparatus, it is possible to make a
very fast articulation of saying ta-ka-ta-ka-tam, whereas
saying ta-ta-ta-ta-tam is only possible at a slower rate. In
the drum set, this alternation between effectors can lead to
very complex passages, and although the motor control
factors enabling such virtuosity remains to be explored, the
idea of some kind of hierarchical and intermittent control
scheme does seem quite plausible.
On the perceptual side, there are probably also sound
hierarchies, i.e. that there is the reverberation of the instruments contributing to the basic smearing, the phasetransition leading to fusion (e.g. iterative rather than impulsive sound) and that the coarticulatory inclusion of
successive sounds (sometimes also simultaneous sounds,
e.g. bass drum + the other drums) contribute to holistically
experienced chunks of sound-motion textures.

6. SOUND-MOTION OBJECTS
From a combined sound and motion perspective, it seems
clear that sound-motion textures in drum set performance
are both perceived, and in their production, conceived, as
chunks, gestalts, or holistic entities, entities that may vary
in content, e.g. between single slow strokes and ferocious
fills, but typically experienced as units, as what we like to
call sound-motion objects. The main reasons for the idea
of sound-motion objects are the following:
• Intermittent control, based on the need for anticipation
and on the possibilities of action gestalts in human
motor control [12, 14, 15].
• Intermittent energy infusion, in particular with ballistic
motion, i.e. biomechanics in combination with instrument physics (requiring impact excitation), and
biomechanical demands for rests [9].
• Coarticulation, which is a constraint-based phenomenon that results in object level fusion, also related to
phase-transition in cases of repetitive motion [9].
• Chunk timescale musically most salient, meaning that
the timescale of approximately between 0.5 and 5 seconds is the most salient for most musical features, cf.
the work of Pierre Schaeffer on sonic objects and
similar work on timescales in music [8].
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The notion of sound-motion objects is then not only in
accordance with some basic features of perception and
motor control, but also advantageous in view of various
music theory and/or analytic perspectives. With such a
central perspective of sound-motion objects, we believe
we are in a better position to interpret the various sound
and motion data that we collect in our research:
• Regard sound-motion textures as holistic objects, often
repeated, often with variations, but variation-tolerant in
retaining identity, cf. Bernstein's idea of "repetition
without repetition" mentioned above [7].

• Also in cases of gradually increasing density of fills,
e.g. from none by way of various upbeats and syncopations to very dense and energetic fills, a hierarchical
scheme of salient points in the music, i.e. what could be
called "anchoring" [7], seems to be at work.
• Focusing on sound-motion objects could also be useful
for studying the aesthetic and affective aspects of drum
set music, i.e. for studying how the various motion
features, in particular the quantity of motion, the
velocity, and jerk (derivative of velocity) may contribute to the overall experience of the music.
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Figure 4. Motion of markers and MIDI onsets vs. time during the end fill after playing a steady slow groove. Top panel: The
vertical displacement of markers on the player's right ankle (lower dotted line), right toe (lower blue line), right hand (upper
dotted trace), left hand (dash-dotted line), right stick (upper blue line) and left stick (red line). As can be seen, the traces of
the hand markers tend to precede the stick movements slightly, but otherwise maintain similar shape albeit with lower
amplitude. The ankle marker is also preceding the toe marker, but this ankle movement is larger. Middle panels: the angular
velocities of the right and left wrists and elbows. Bottom panel: MIDI onset times and drum info.
In our studies of sound-motion textures, we have seen how
rather demanding passages may be performed seemingly
with ease and elegance, and after quite extensive reviews
of our recordings, we believe that the principles of soundmotion objects are crucial for both the performer and for
the listener. As an example of this, consider the threesecond fill passage from the end of a slow eight measure
groove in Figure 4 and 5. Subjectively, the passage is a
different object from the main pattern of the slow groove,
but it is right on the beat of the groove. In the course of the
fill, the drummer also makes a right torso rotation,

probably in order to have the effectors in the optimal
position for the final impacts of the fill.
In Figure 4, we see the motion of the hands and the feet
in this three-second fill, as well as a zoomed in image of
the angular velocity of the right and left elbows and wrists,
indicative of the motion to the impact-points in the fill, and
the MIDI onset points of these impact-points.
In Figure 5, we see a 3-D rendering of the right and left
drumsticks and hands in the same three-second groove,
demonstrating the more large-scale motion also involved
in this fill.
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Figure 5. The movement for markers attached on the drummer's right/left hand and drumsticks during a final fill depicted
in Figure 4 (from 31.4s to 33.5s). Every 8th sample point is marked with a circle and a line has been drawn between the
marker at the stick and the hand, connecting the two. The movement start in the (upper) right hand side of the figures,
where the right hand and stick are lifted in preparation for the first stroke in the fill while the left hand is at a lower amplitude
(compare Figure 4). Thereafter the arms move to other drums in the left of the figure, and, finally, back to the snare.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
Clearly, drum set music is a multimodal art with its combination of sound and motion, the latter in turn a combination of effort-related, visual, proprioceptive, etc. sensations. Sound and motion are so intertwined in both production and perception that it may be difficult to separate
these two main elements, and should be a good reason for
using the term sound-motion textures.
Our studies of drum set sound-motion textures have a
number of issues in common with sound-motion textures
on other instruments, and in particular rapid textures such
as typically encountered in ornaments. We believe these
rapid figures are important to study because they could
shed light on how skilled musical performance can work
around various constraints by anticipatory cognition, and
also shed light on how small-scale sonic events fuse into
sound-motion objects with emergent features not found on
the small-scale level. In view of these aims, we hope to in
the future be able to work on following topics:
• Enhanced motion capture methods that give us more
precise recordings of motion trajectories.
• Motion capture recordings supplemented with so-called
electromyographic (EMG) recordings of muscle activity of the effectors, giving us more information about
both the level of effort and the timing of muscle contraction in relation to the visible motion as well as the
auditory output, hence also shed light on issues of
chunking.
• Continue our studies of sound-motion textures on other
instruments, i.e. extend our previous studies on other
percussion instruments, piano, violin, and cello.
• Develop enhanced methods for visualization of both
motion capture and EMG data, so as to better represent
the multimodal nature for sound-motion textures.

• Design models and studies for intermittency in production control, production effort, and even perception
of musical sound.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we discuss a computational model of an automatic jazz session, which is a statistically trainable. Moreover, we describe a jazz piano trio synthesizing system that
was developed to validate our model.
Most previous mathematical models of jazz session systems require heuristic rules and human labeling of training
data to estimate the musical intention of human players in
order to generate accompaniment performances. In contrast, our goal is to statistically learn the relationship between a piano, a bass, and a drum player from performance
MIDI data as well as information contained in lead sheets,
for instance tonic key and chord progression. Our system can generate the performance data of bass and drums
from only piano MIDI input, by learning the interrelationship of their performances and time series characteristics
of the three involved instruments. The experimental results
show that the proposed system can learn the relationship
between the instruments and generate jazz piano trio MIDI
output from only piano input.

Figure 1. The input and output of the system described
in this paper. The instrument performances are modeled
as trajectories in a musical performance feature space, as
described in section 2.1.

1. INTRODUCTION
We previously developed an automatic accompaniment system called Eurydice [1, 2], that can handle tempo changes
and note insertion/deviation/substitution mistakes in the accompanied human performance as well as repeats and skips.
Although this system can deal with various mistakes, the
musical score of the accompaniment is fixed in Eurydice,
since the system follows the player’s performance by matching between the performance and the music score.
To appropriately accompany improvised performances,
the accompaniment system needs to estimate the musical
intention of the improvising player. Such systems are called
jazz session systems. Previous jazz session systems [3–7]
require heuristic rules and human labeling of training data
to estimate the musical intention of human players. In contrast, our approach is to statistically learn the relationship
between performances of the different instruments from
performance MIDI data as well as information contained
in lead sheets, in order to avoid the need of parameters set
by the developer.

We previously developed an offline jazz piano trio synthesizing system [8] utilizing a database of performances
from which appropriate accompaniment performances of
bass and drums are selected based on characteristics of the
piano MIDI input. Experimental results demonstrated the
system’s ability to meaningfully accompany piano performances to a certain degree.

Copyright: c 2017 Takeshi Hori et al. This is an open-access article distributed

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the modeled jazz piano trio consists of a piano, whose performance MIDI data is used
as input and a bass as well as drums whose performance
MIDI data is generated by the computer.

under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

This paper describes an offline jazz piano trio synthesizing system based on free generation of accompaniment
performances without using the performance database. Instead, the system can learn the interrelationship of the instrument performances and their time series characteristics
using hidden Markov models and deep neural networks.
The approach follows a recent trend to uses deep learning
(especially long short-term memory recurrent neural networks (LSTM-RNN [9]) in automatic music generation.
The composition system DeepBach [10] uses a bidirectional LSTM to generate Bach-style music. Chu et al. [11]
use a LSTM to generate POP music.
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2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE JAZZ
SESSION SYSTEM

– The number of notes played by the hi-hat, snare
drum, crash cymbal and the total number of all
other notes.

2.1 Trajectory model
We describe a musical performance as a trajectory in musical feature space [12]. At every point of time in the performance, the musical features of the current performance
state (tempo, harmony, etc.) identify a position in the musical feature space. Consequently, a jazz musician ”moves”
through this feature space while performing, resulting in a
performance trajectory.
In case of a jazz session comprising multiple instruments,
one can observe a correlation between the trajectories of
the different instruments during a ”good session”. Therefore, our aim is to implement a statistically trainable model
that is able to learn the correlation between the instruments’
trajectories. This correlation is used to generate the performance trajectories of accompaniment instruments (bass
and drums) from the performance trajectory of the main
instrument (piano).
2.2 The problems and solution strategies
Since the amount of available jazz performance data was
relatively small, three problems had to be addressed in order to use machine learning methods effectively. Firstly,
the number of musical features that could possibly be used
to describe performances is large, resulting in a very highdimensional feature space. To keep the dimensionality relatively low, we chose a set of features especially suited
for jazz music. Secondly, since the data in feature space
is sparse, an interpolation method is required to generate continuous performance trajectories through this space.
This problem is addressed by segmenting the feature space
into subspaces using a continuous mixture hidden Markov
model. Thirdly, the jazz session system needs to learn the
non-linear dependency between the performance trajectories of the different instruments, which is achieved using
neural networks.
2.2.1 High dimensionality
We selected 68 features that are extractable from the music
performance at every bar. The features were chosen based
on opinions of jazz musicians, and are the following:
• Piano-specific features

• Common features
– The number of notes, the number of simultaneously played notes, and the average MIDI velocities (loudness).
– The ratio of off-beat notes to all notes in the
current bar.
– The ratios of all features (except for the offbeat-ratio) with respect to the previous bar as
well as the ratios with respect to the complete
performance.
We refer to these features as ”style features” in the following.
2.2.2 Trajectory continuity
To generate performance trajectories from anywhere in feature space, one has to discretize or interpolate the available music performance data. In the proposed jazz session
system, this is achieved by using clustering in the musical feature spaces of the accompaniment instruments. As
a first step, the musical feature vectors are clustered using
a continuous mixture hidden Markov model. The observation probabilities related to each hidden state of the HMM
are described utilizing a Gaussian mixture model (GMM).
Based on preliminary analysis of the data, the number of
hidden states was chosen to be 4, using 4 GMM clusters
per state. As a result, the trajectory model is approximated
by a stochastic state transition model. A musical performance corresponds to a Viterbi path in the HMM and the
interaction between instruments to co-occurrence of state
transitions.
To increase precision, we further segment each HMM
state internally. We are using a GMM to cluster the vectors of deviation from the HMM state’s centroid.
The GMMs approximate a distribution as a mixture of
normal distributions, and their updating algorithm applies
the auxiliary function method. In case of the HMM, the
state transition probabilities and the states’ GMMs are optimized jointly using the auxiliary function method.
The auxiliary function has to fulfill Jensen’s inequality,
formulated as follows:

– The range between the highest and lowest notes.
– The number of notes contained in the current
diatonic scales, as well as the numbers of tension notes, avoid notes, and blue notes.

F(

– The range between the highest and lowest notes.
• Drums-specific features

φi fi (x; θ))

≥

i

– The ratios of diatonic notes, tension notes, avoid
notes and blues notes to the total number of
notes in the current bar.
• Bass-specific features

X

X

φi F (fi (x; θ))

(1)

i

s.t.

X

φi

=: G(θ, φ)

(2)

=

(3)

1,

i

where G(θ, φ) is the auxiliary function, φ = (φ1 , · · · , φn )
are the auxiliary variables, θ is a parameter, and F (·) a
convex function. x is either a style feature vector (when
obtaining the HMM states), a vector of deviation from an
HMM state’s centroid (for state internal clustering).
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Figure 2. The training and synthesizing phases of the proposed system. During training, the instruments’ interrelationship is learned and used to synthesize ”improvised”
accompaniment performances.
The functions fi (·) encode the class assignments (HMM
states or deviation clusters, respectively). In the auxiliary
function method, the following two iterative update steps
are applied alternately:
φ∗ = arg max G(θ, φ),

Figure 3. The training result of the proposed system. A
LSTM matches piano performance vectors to the other instruments HMM states and a DBN refines the matching by
providing deviation vectors from states’ centroids.

(4)

φ

θ∗ = arg max G(θ, φ).

(5)

θ

2.2.3 non-linear instrument performance
interrelationship
A LSTM is used to learn the relationship between the musical features of the piano performance and the HMM segments of the bass and drums performance feature spaces.
To learn the relationship between the piano features and
vector of deviation from the states’ centroids, a deep belief network (DBN) is used. The training process of these
networks is described in the following section.
3. JAZZ PIANO TRIO SYNTHESIZING SYSTEM
Based on the stochastic state transition model which approximates a performance trajectory model, as described
in the previous section, we developed an automatic jazz
accompaniment system. The system receives MIDI-format
data of only the piano performance, and as output generates MIDI-format data of the performance of the complete
jazz piano trio (bass and drums added to the piano).
Fig. 2 illustrates the training and synthesizing phases of
our system, which are described in the following.
3.1 Training phase

Figure 4. The LSTM matches style feature vectors of
the piano performance to HMM states (S1 , · · · , S4 ) of the
other instruments.
4. Performance correlation (coarse)
Training a LSTM network to match piano performance feature vectors to the other instruments’ feature space segments derived in (3.).
5. Clustering of centroid deviation vectors
Using a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to cluster the vectors of deviation from the centroids of the
HMM states derived in (3.).
6. Performance correlation (fine)
Training a DBN [13] to match piano performance
features vectors to the centroid deviation clusters derived in (5.).
Fig. 3 illustrates the training process described above.

The training phase consists of following 6 steps:

3.1.1 Long short-term memory (LSTM)

1. Key estimation
Estimating the tonic key of every bar of the performances in the training data.
2. Feature extraction
Extracting performance features and computing the
style features of all instruments at every bar.
3. Data segmentation
Segmenting the performance feature spaces of bass
and drums using a continuous mixture HMM.

A LSTM [9,14] is a type of recurrent neural network which
can effectively handle time series data. In our system, a
LSTM is used to match piano performance features to the
HMM states which are obtained as clusters in other feature space of the two other instruments (see section 2.2.2).
This essentially corresponds to identifying non-linear clusters in the piano performance feature space which are related to those of the other instruments. This dependency is
illustrated as red arrows in Fig. 3. The LSTM is trained
using MIDI data of jazz piano trio performances.
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we consulted several jazz musicians. The devised method
comprises the following three steps for the bass performance:
1. Constructing a melody without rhythm, based on the
current harmony information, including the chord
and information about usable notes (jazz scales, etc.).
2. Deciding on a rhythm pattern based on the current
performance features. The rhythm is generated using a rhythm tree as explained in section 3.2.2.
Figure 5. The DBN matches style feature vectors of the
piano performance to deviation vectors from the centroids
of the HMM states.
It is then used to estimate performance states of the accompanying instruments from the piano performance as
shown in Fig. 4.
3.1.2 Deep belief network (DBN)

3. Combining the melody with the rhythm.
In case of the drums, only the second step is required,
where the rhythm is generated for every individual element (snare drum, hi-hat, etc.). The performance generation method is applied for every bar of the musical performance.

The used DBN consists of 5 restricted Boltzmann machine
(RBM) layers and a classification output layer. Our jazz
session system utilizes this DBN to match piano performance feature vectors to vectors of deviation from centroids of the HMM segments. As described in section 2.2.2,
a GMM is applied to obtain 8 clusters of deviation vectors
for each HMM state. The DBN effectively assigns a set
of 4 deviation vectors (one for each HMM state) to every
vector in the piano performance feature space (see Fig. 5).
We use Gaussian-Bernoulli RBM layers [15] in our system’s DBN, because this type of RBM is able to handle
continuous values, which our case are the style feature values extracted from the instrument performances. To update
the RBM layers, we use the persistent contrastive divergence (PCD) method [16], because of its efficiency.

3.2.1 Generation of the bass melody

3.1.3 Combined results

where the average of all notes played in bar t before note
xt,i is the mean of the Gaussian distribution. From this distribution, the notes are randomly sampled for every melody
step.

The LSTM network and DBN in combination compute the
tuple of HMM state and the associated centroid deviation
vector for each piano performance vector. This tuple identifies a unique vector in the performance feature space of an
accompaniment instrument, corresponding to a discretized
step of the performance trajectory of this instrument. Two
separate sets of networks are trained for the two accompaniment instruments (bass and drums).
3.2 Synthesizing phase: Generating bass and drums
performances
In the synthesizing phase, we use the neural networks described in the previous section to estimate the performance
states of bass and drums from a given piano performance
feature vector. In the context of a complete performance,
this corresponds to estimating the two accompaniment performance trajectories based on the piano performance trajectory.
To develop a method to automatically generate improvised performances from given performance trajectories,

Since the melody of the bass generally doesn’t include large
interval jumps, we select melody notes close to the respective previous note. In detail, we compute the probability
distribution of intervals occurring in the bass performances
of the training data. This distribution is approximated as a
Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σS,C and obtained for every state S of the HMM and deviation vector
cluster C. In the melody generation process, the probability of the ith MIDI note xt,i of bar number t is obtained as
follows:
xt,i ∼ N (

1

i−1
X

Nt,i−1

j=0

xt,j , (

σS,C 2
) ),
2

(6)

3.2.2 Rhythm pattern generation
To generate the rhythms of the accompaniment instruments,
we use idea of the rhythm tree [17]. In the rhythm tree, the
root node corresponds to a whole note, which spans the
whole bar. The tree then branches into nodes representing half notes or combinations of a half note and a half
pause, and then further into quarter, eighth, and sixteenth
note nodes. In an iteration of the rhythm pattern generation process, a note can be replaced by an associated child
node. The number of iterations equals the number of tree
branching layers (4 if branching until reaching sixteenth
notes). A ”rhythm characteristic” is a set of probability
values that determine whether or with which child node a
note is replaced in an iteration. The rhythm characteristic
probabilities are extracted from the training data for every HMM state and deviation vector. In the synthesizing
phase, the rhythm characteristics are then used to sample
a rhythm pattern that fits to the performance state obtained
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as the tuple of HMM state and deviation vector from the
neural networks.
4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We trained our jazz piano trio synthesizing system using
MIDI data of jazz piano trio performances of 12 different
songs. We used the Python library Theano to implement
the neural networks, whose properties are listed in table
1. The 12 training songs contain a total of about 2000
bars of which about 150 bars were used as validation set.
The matching error of the LSTM, which matches piano
performance vectors to performance states of the other instruments, was approximately 26% in case of the bass and
49% in case of the drums. The matching error of the DBN,
which matches piano feature vectors to HMM state centroid deviation vector clusters, was approximately 28% in
case of the bass and 38% in case of the drums.
Table 1. System Parameters
HMM parameters
The number of state
The number of mixture
Epoch
GMM parameters (deviation from center)
The number of mixture
Epoch
LSTM parameters
Learning rate
The number of middle layer units
Momentum
Drop out
Epoch
DBN parameters
Learning rate
The number of hidden units (RBM)
Momentum
Weight decay
Objective average activation
Coefficient for sparse regularization
The number of layers
Prior epoch
Epoch

4
4
100
8
200
0.0001
30
0.9
0.5
5000
0.00001
50
0.9
0.001
0.01
0.1
5
10000
100000

We let the system generate accompaniment performances
for another song and asked 4 students to rate the result using a five-point grading scale (2 students had more than ten
years of musical experience). We then compared the scores
with evaluation results of previously used methods based
on the selection of performance data from a database [18].
These methods include:
• Random: Only harmony constraints are met and both
melody and rhythm pattern are drawn randomly from
the performance database.
• Nearest neighbor: For each bar, the system searches
the database to find the piano performance with the
closest resemblance to the input piano performance,

Figure 6. A result of comparative evaluation experimental.
Every evaluation score is the average of the grades given
by the four research participants.
and the associated accompaniment performances are
used for the respective bar.
• NMF: The piano performance feature space is clustered using non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
and the nearest neighbor method is applied within
the resulting clusters.
• NMF + co-occurrence + trigram: The other instruments’ feature spaces are clustered as well (using
NMF). To identify the instrument performance interrelationship, co-occurrence matrices of the different instruments’ performance feature clusters are obtained. Additionally, for each instrument, trigram
probabilities are computed. The accompaniment performances are then chosen by maximizing the trigram probability combined with the co-occurrence
probability.
The evaluation results are shown Fig. 6. A significant
improvement over the previously used methods was observed. While the best previous method achieved a score
of 3.25, the proposed system reached a score of 4.25.
5. CONCLUSION
We modeled a jazz piano trio session as the set of performance trajectories of the trio’s instruments. To be able to
learn from a small amount of data, we approximated the
trajectory model by a stochastic state transition model. We
used a LSTM network as well as a DBN to learn the correlation between the performance of the different jazz piano
trio instruments from the performance MIDI data of jazz
songs. Based on the estimated performance states of the
accompaniment instruments, the system generates melody
and rhythm of the accompaniment.
The proposed jazz session system received a higher evaluation score than our previous system. This confirms that
the use of subspace clustering is an effective means to increase the precision of the used machine learning methods. However, there is still room for improvement, as the
amount of available training data was relatively small and
further investigation of the system and style features might
be fruitful.
Another possibility to improve the system might be the
use of context clustering. In our system, the context will
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be the musical structure or the harmony context (chord progression dependencies). Yoshimura et al. [19] have observed that context clustering can be useful to increase the
effectiveness of machine learning methods utilized in natural speech synthesizing systems.
Furthermore, one could investigate how to obtain more
training data, replace parametric clustering methods with
non-parametric ones, or enable the system to handle audio
input data instead of MIDI data. Moreover, our future goal
is to develop a real-time jazz session system.
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ABSTRACT
With the proliferation of video content of musical performances, audio-visual analysis becomes an emerging topic
in music information retrieval. Associating the audio and
visual aspects of the same source, or audio-visual source
association, is a fundamental problem for audio-visual analysis of polyphonic musical performances. In this paper,
we propose an approach to solve this problem for string
ensemble performances by analyzing the vibrato patterns.
On the audio side, we extract the pitch trajectories of vibrato notes of each string player in a score-informed fashion. On the video side, we track the left hand of string players and capture their fine-grained left-hand vibration due to
vibrato. We find a high correlation between the pitch fluctuation and the hand vibration for vibrato notes, and use
this correlation to associate the audio and visual aspects of
the same players. This work is a complementary extension
to our previous work on source association for string ensembles based on bowing motion analysis. Experiments on
19 pieces of chamber musical performances with at most
one non-string instrument show more accurate and robust
association performance than our previous method.
1. INTRODUCTION
Music performance, by its nature, is a multi-modal art form.
Both the audio and visual aspects of music performance
play an important role in engaging the audience in live
concerts. Indeed, watching musical performances is often more entertaining than purely listening, since the players’ motion visually interprets the melody and attracts the
audiences. No wonder, for recorded music, the popularization of video streaming services such as YouTube, has
also greatly shifted the dominating recording format from
purely audio to video [1]. Despite the rich multi-modality
of music, current Music Information Retrieval (MIR) research still mainly focuses on the audio modality of music,
ignoring the visual aspects.
Joint analysis of audio and visual aspects of musical performances can significantly boost the state of the art of
MIR research. Challenging tasks such as instrument recognition and activity detection in musical performances can
be simplified by analyzing the visual aspects [2]. Joint
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Figure 1. Framework of the proposed system. Separated
sources are associated with players in the video, encoded
with different colors.
analysis can also augment existing audio-based approaches
to chord recognition [3] and onset detection [4] by tracking performers’ hands and fingers . These benefits are especially prominent for analyses of polyphonic music, because the visual activity of each player is usually directly
observable, whereas the polyphony makes it difficult to unambiguously associate components of the audio to each
player [5]. Audio-visual analysis also opens up new frontiers for several existing and new MIR problems such as
the analysis of sound articulation and performance expressiveness [6], fingering investigation [7], conductor following [8], source localization [9], etc.
A basic problem in audio-visual analysis of polyphonic
music performances is to figure out the association between the audio and visual aspects of each sound source.
This task was named audio-visual source association in
our prior work [10]. It is an important problem because
it is required if one wants to incorporate visual analysis in
parsing the musical scene. On the application side, such
association links audio editing (e.g., remixing) and video
editing (e.g., recomposing) of sound sources. It enables
cameras to automatically follow and take close-up shots of
the instrumental part that is playing the main melody. It
can also enable novel multimedia interactions such as music video streaming services that allow users to click on a
player in the video and isolate/enhance the corresponding
audio components.
In this paper, we propose an approach to solve the audiovisual source association problem for string ensemble performances through multi-modal analysis of vibrato notes.
Specifically, we show that the fine-grained motion of the
fingering hand has a strong correlation with the pitch fluctuation of vibrato notes, and we use this correlation to solve
source association for string ensembles in a score-informed
fashion. Fig. 1 shows the framework of the proposed
approach. On the audio side, we first estimate the pitch
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trajectory of each note of each instrument from the audio
mixture in a score-informed fashion. Then, we detect vibrato notes by inspecting the periodicity of the pitch fluctuation. On the visual side, we first track the left hand of
each string player, and then capture the fine motion of the
hand using optical flow, resulting in a 1-D hand displacement curve along the principal motion direction. For each
source-player pair, we define a matching score based on the
cross correlation between the concatenated pitch trajectories of all vibrato notes and the concatenated displacement
curve segments in the corresponding time ranges. Finally,
the bijection between sources and players that maximizes
the overall matching score is output as the association result.
This is a complementary extension to our previous work
on source association [11] that uses the correlation between
bowing strokes and score note onsets. When vibrato is
used, the proposed approach offers a more accurate and
robust solution, as the correlation between the audio and
visual aspects is now performed through the entire process of vibrato notes instead of only the onsets as in our
previous work. This advantage is shown by the better association performance on 19 video recordings of chamber
musical performances that use at most one non-string instruments. In the following, we first describe related work
on audio-visual association in Section 2. We then describe
the proposed approach in Section 3. We evaluate the system in Section 4 and conclude the paper in Section 5.
2. RELATED WORK
There has been some previous work on audio-visual source
association for speech and music signals. Hershey and
Movellan [9] first explored the audio-visual synchrony to
locate speakers in the video. In [12], a region tracking
algorithm was applied to segment the video into temporal evolution of semantic objects to be correlated with audio energy. Casanovas et al. [13] applied non-linear diffusion to extract the pixels whose motion is most consistent
with changes of audio energy. In [14], source localization
results are incorporated into graph-cut based image segmentation to extract the face region of the speaker. Other
methods include time delayed neural networks [15], probabilistic multi-modal generative models [16], and canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [17, 18]. All of the abovementioned systems, however, assume that there is at most
one active sound source at a time.
When multiple sources are active simultaneously, crossmodal association can be utilized to isolate sounds that correspond to each of the localized visual features. Barzelay
and Schechner [19, 20] detected drastic changes (i.e., onsets of events) in audio and video and then used their coincidence to associate audio-visual components belonging to
the same source of harmonic sounds. Sigg et al. [21] reformulated CCA by incorporating non-negativity and sparsity
constraints on the coefficients of the projection directions,
to locate sound sources in movies and separate them by
filtering. In [22], audio and video modalities were decomposed into relevant structures using redundant representations for source localization. Segments where only one

source is active are used to learn a timbre model for the
separation of the source. These methods, however, only
deal with mixtures with at most two active sources. The
difficulty of source association increases dramatically as
the source number increases.
The audio-visual source association problem for chamber
music ensembles is more challenging since several sound
sources are active almost all the time. In [11], we proposed the first approach to audio-visual source association
for string ensembles in a score-informed fashion where
there are up to five simultaneously active sources (e.g.,
string quintets). This approach analyzes the large-scale
motion from bowing strokes of string-instrument players
and correlates it with note onsets in the score track. The
assumptions are that most note onsets correspond to the
beginning of bowing strokes, and that different instrumental parts show different rhythmic patterns. When these assumptions are invalid, for example, when multiple notes
are played within a single bow stroke (i.e., legato bowing)
or when different parts show a similar rhythmic pattern,
this approach becomes less robust.
The analysis of the fingering hand motion due to vibrato
articulations and their correlation to pitch fluctuations in
this paper is a complementary extension of [11]. It extends the large-scale motion analysis of the bowing hand to
the fine-grained motion analysis of the fingering hand. It
also extends the audio-visual correlation from the discrete
note onsets to the entire processes of vibrato notes. As vibrato articulations are common practices for string instrument players (at least for skilled players), and the vibrato
parameters (e.g., rate, depth, and phase) of different players are quite different, this vibrato cue provides robust and
complementary information for audio-visual source association for string ensembles.
3. METHOD
3.1 Audio Analysis
The main goal of audio analysis is to detect and analyze
vibrato notes in a score-informed fashion. There has been
much work on vibrato analysis for both singing voices [23]
and instruments [24], but most of them only deal with monophonic music. For methods that do deal with polyphonic
music, they only analyze vibrato in the melody with the
presence of background music [25]. The more challenging problem of vibrato detection and analysis for multiple simultaneous sources is, however, rarely explored. In
this paper, we first separate sound sources using a scoreinformed source separation approach [26] and then perform pitch analysis on each source to extract and analyze
vibrato notes.
3.1.1 Score-informed Source Separation
Musical sound sources are often strongly correlated in time
and frequency, and without additional knowledge the separation of the sources is very difficult. When the musical score is available, as for many Western classical music
pieces, the separation can be simplified by leveraging the
score information. In recent years, many different models
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Figure 2. Process of audio analysis. Detected vibrato notes
are marked with green rectangles in the pitch trajectories.
have been proposed to explore this idea, including Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [27–29], Gaussian
Mixture Models (GMM) [30], and adaptive instrument models [31]. In this paper, we adopt the pitch-based scoreinformed source separation approach of [26] and modify it
for our task.
This approach consists of three main steps: audio-score
alignment, pitch refinement, and source separation. The
task of audio-score alignment is to guarantee the temporal synchronization between score events and audio articulations. We apply the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
framework described in [11] instead of the online particle filtering approach in [26] for more accurate and robust
alignment results.
The pitch refinement and source separation steps remain
the same as those described in [26]: Pitches that are actually played in the music are first estimated within two
semitones around the quantized score-notated pitches. Sound
sources are then separated by harmonic masking of the
pitches in each frame, where the soft masks take into account the harmonic indexes when distributing the mixture
signals’ energy to overlapping harmonics.

Figure 3. Hand tracking results. Feature points are marked
by blue crosses, based on which the fingering hand is localized and bounded by a green bounding box.
As explained in [32], minτ d0i (τ ) is a good indicator of
whether periodicity exists or not, considering the energy
of the signal. We use the threshold of 0.5, roughly tuned
on one piece. If minτ d0i (τ ) is smaller than the threshold,
the note is considered to have vibrato. Fig. 2 highlights the
pitch trajectories of the detected vibrato notes with green
boxes.
It is noted that during the score-informed source separation process, the pitch trajectories of all sound sources have
already been estimated. We do not, however, directly use
this result, because we find that the pitch estimates are less
accurate than those estimated from the separated sources.
This suggests that the harmonic masking, although not perfect, does significantly reduce the interferences from other
sources. It is also noted that the extracted vibrato pitch trajectories are still likely to contain errors, especially when
multiple instruments play the same note. However, we will
show that they are accurate enough for the audio-visual
source association purposes.

3.1.2 Vibrato Extraction
3.2 Video Analysis
For each separated source, we apply the above-mentioned
score-informed pitch refinement step again to estimate a
robust pitch trajectory. We then segment the pitch trajectory into notes using the onset and offset information from
the score. Vibrato notes are detected by checking the periodicity of their pitch trajectories. To do so, we borrow the
idea of YIN pitch detection [32] to calculate the difference
function of the pitch trajectory for each note i:
toff
i −τ

di (τ ) =

X

(F (t) − F (t + τ ))2 ,

(1)

t=ton
i

where F (t) is the estimated pitch trajectory of the source,
off
ton
i and ti are the onset and offset frame indexes of the
i-th note, and τ ∈ {0, 1, · · · , toff
i } is the time lag in the
calculation. Then we calculate the normalized difference
function d0i (τ ) using its cumulative mean as:
(
1
if τ = 0
0
di (τ ) =
. (2)
Pτ
di (τ )/[(1/τ ) k=1 d(k)] otherwise

After retrieving the vibrato pitch trajectories from audio
sources, we aim to extract the motion features from the
visual aspect so that they can be correlated with the pitch
fluctuations. A string instrument player mainly shows three
kinds of motions when playing: bowing motion to articulate notes, fingering motion to control pitches, and the
whole body motion to express musical intentions. Vibrato
articulation is embodied as subtle motions on the left hand
that rock forwards and backwards along the fingerboard. It
changes the length and tension of the string. This rocking
motions usually have a frequency ranging from 4 Hz to 7.5
Hz [33]. To capture this subtle motion, we first identify a
region that covers the player’s left hand, then estimate the
rough position of the hand over time with a feature pointbased tracker. Finally, we estimate the fine motion of the
hand using optical flow analysis within the hand region.
3.2.1 Hand Tracking
Given the bounding box initialization of the hand position,
we apply the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker to track
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the rough position of the left hand. This method was originally proposed in [34]. It extracts feature points using the
minimum eigenvalue algorithm in a given region specified
in the first video frame and then track these points throughout the video based on assumptions such as brightness constancy and spatial coherence. For our implementation (see
Fig. 3), we manually specify a rectangle bounding box (70
× 70 pixels) to cover the left hand in the first frame and
initialize 30 feature points within the bounding box using
corner-point detector. We then track the points in following frames and relocate the center of the bounding box to
the median x- and y- coordinates of the points. In order to
prevent the loss of tracking due to abrupt motion or occlusions, we re-initialize the feature points every 20 frames, if
some points disappear.

where ṽ is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue of the PCA of v(t). We then perform an integration of the motion velocity curve over time to calculate
a motion displacement curve as
Z t
V (τ )dτ.
(5)
X(t) =
0

This hand displacement curve corresponds to the fluctuation of the vibrating length of the string and hence the
pitch fluctuation of the note. Fig. 5 plots the extracted
motion displacement curve X(t) of one player along with
the pitch trajectory. We find that when vibrato is detected
from audio (labeled in green rectangles), there are always
observable fluctuations in the motion.
Pitch (MIDI Number)

3.2.2 Fine-grained Motion Capture
To capture the fine motion of the left hand, we apply optical flow estimation [35] on the original video frames to
calculate pixel-level motion velocities. For each frame, the
average motion velocity over all pixels within the bounding box is calculated as u(t) = [ux (t), uy (t)]. Notice that
the pixel motions in the bounding box contain not only the
player’s hand vibrato motion but also his/her overall slower
body motion while performing the music. This motion not
only contains the hand vibration due to vibrato, but it also
contains the overall slower body movement that is not associated with vibrato. In order to eliminate the body movement and obtain a clean description of the vibrato motion,
we subtract u(t) by a moving average of itself, as
v(t) = u(t) − ū(t),

(3)

where ū(t) is the moving average of u(t) by averaging
over 10 frames. Fig. 4 displays one example with the original hand region in Fig. 4(a) and the optical flow result in
Fig. 4(b). The refined motion velocity v(t) across all the
frames is scattered in an x-y plane in Fig. 4(c).
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Figure 5. Pitch trajectory with detected vibrato notes
marked by green rectangles from audio analysis and the
left-hand motion curve of the corresponding player from
video analysis.
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We apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on v(t)
across all frames to identify the principal direction of motion, which is ideally along the fingerboard. The refined
motion velocity vectors are then projected to this principal
direction to obtain a 1-D motion velocity curve V (t) as
v(t)T ṽ
,
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Figure 4. Fine-grained left hand motion detection from
optical flow. (a) Original video frame showing the hand
region. (b) Optical flow results encoding motion velocities
via colors. (c) Scatter plot of frame-wise average motion
velocities of all frames.
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Figure 6. Pitch trajectory of one vibrato note (left), and the
normalized left-hand displacement curves of the two players (right, black curves) overlaid with the normalized pitch
trajectory (green curves). Note how well the pitch trajectory matches the displacement curve of Player 1 (correct
association) but not of Player 2 (incorrect association).
The audio-visual association is a bijection between players and audio sources. This is obtained by matching the
pitch trajectories and the visual displacement curves at the
note level. Fig. 6 compares the pitch trajectory of one vibrato note with the displacement curves of two players at
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the same time range. All of the curves have been normalized to have zero mean and unit Root-Mean-Square (RMS)
value. Clearly, Player 1 is a better match. Quantitatively,
we measure the similarity between the pitch trajectory of
each note of the p-th source and the hand displacement
curve of the q-th player in the corresponding time range
by
E
D
 F̂ [p] (ti ) · X̂ [q] (ti ) 
, (6)
m[p,q] (i) = exp
 F̂ [p] (t ) X̂ [q] (t ) 
i
i
off
where ti = [ton
i , ti ] represents the
off
note from its onset ton
i to offset ti ,

time range of the i-th
F̂ and X̂ are the normalized pitch trajectories and hand displacement curves,
respectively, and h·i represents the vector inner product.
Then the overall matching score between the p-th source
and the q-th player can be defined as the sum of the similarities of all vibrato notes:
[p]
Nvib

M [p,q] =

X

m[p,q] (i),

(7)

i=1

Accuracy (%)
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Figure 7. Box plots and scatter plots of note-level matching accuracy of string-instrumental sources of all pieces
grouped by polyphony. Each data point represents the
accuracy of one source. The blue lines mark the random guess accuracies. Numbers above the figures are median/mean values.
trajectories, i.e., 1 sample every 10 ms. For non-string instruments where the vibrato is not generated by hand motion, we do not track the hand nor capture the motion; Instead, we set the hand displacement curve of these players
in Eq. (5) to all zeros.

[p]

where Nvib is the number of detected vibrato notes of the
p-th source.
For an ensemble with K players, there are K! bijective
associations (permutations). Let σ(·) be a permutation function, then the p-th audio source will be associated with
the σ(p)-th player. For each permutation, we calculate
an overall association scoreQ
as the product of all pair-wise
K
matching scores, i.e., Sσ = p=1 M [p,σ(p)] . We then rank
all of the association candidates in a descending order and
return the first candidate as the final association.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the proposed approach on the University of
Rochester Musical Performance (URMP) dataset 1 [36].
This dataset contains isolately recorded but synchronized
audio-visual recordings of all instrumental parts of 44 classical ensemble pieces ranging from duets to quintets. For
our experiments, we use the 11 string ensemble pieces and
8 other pieces that use only one non-string instrument, totaling 19 pieces including 5 duets, 4 trios, 7 quartets, and
3 quintets. Fig. 8 shows screen shots of the performance
videos of all the 19 test pieces. Most pieces have a length
of 2-3 minutes, providing enough cues for source association. Detailed information about these pieces is listed in
Table 1.
Audio is sampled at 48 KHz, and processed with a frame
length of 42.7 ms and a hop size of 10 ms for the ShortTime Fourier Transform (STFT). Video resolution is 1080P,
and the frame rate is 29.97 frames per second. The audio
and video streams have been carefully synchronized in the
dataset. The estimated pitch trajectories are interpolated to
make the first pitch estimate correspond to time at 0 ms.
The estimated hand displacement curves are also interpolated to make them have the same sample rate as the pitch
1

http://www.ece.rochester.edu/projects/air/projects/datasetproject.html

4.1 Note-level Matching Accuracy
As the matching score matrix M [p,q] used to find the best
source association is the sum of the matching scores of
all vibrato notes m[p,q] (i), we first evaluate how good the
note-level matching scores are. To do so, we calculate a
note-level matching accuracy, which is defined as the percentage of vibrato notes of each source that best matches
the correct player according to the note-level matching score.
Fig. 7 shows the boxplots and scatter plots of this measure
of all sources (excluding the non-string instruments) of all
pieces, grouped by their polyphony. Each point represents
the accuracy of one source, and the numbers above show
the median/mean values. The blue lines mark the accuracies based on random guess, e.g., the chance to randomly
match a note to the correct player in a quartet is 25%. We
find that this accuracy drops as the polyphony increase because of 1) the more incorrect candidates and 2) the less
good quality of the extracted pitch trajectory of vibrato
notes from high-polyphonic audio mixtures. Outliers in the
figures are sources that only contain a few vibrato notes.
It is noted that a less good note-level matching accuracy
does not necessarily lead to a bad piece-level source association, because the latter considers all the vibrato notes
in a piece. In fact, as long as the note-level matching is
somewhat accurate, the ensemble decision considering all
of the vibrato notes at the piece-level is quite reliable, as
illustrated in the following experiment.
4.2 Piece-level Source Association Results
We then evaluate the piece-level source association accuracy. The estimated association for each piece is considered correct if and only if all the sources are associated
to the correct players. As the number of permutations is
the factorial of the polyphony, this task becomes much
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Figure 8. Screen shots of the 19 test pieces. Due to limited conditions of the recording facilities, all players faced to the
same direction and some parts of certain players were not captured by the camera. These artifacts might have made the
visual analysis of left-hand motion easier than in real-world performance recordings.
Metadata
Dataset Folder Name
Piece Length
(with Instrument Types)
(mm:ss)

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

01
02
08
09
11
12
13
19
20
24
25
26
27
32
35
36
38
39
44

Jupiter vn vc
Sonata vn vn
Spring fl vn
Jesus tpt vn
Maria ob vc
Spring vn vn vc
Hark vn vn va
Pavane cl vn vc
Pavane tpt vn vc
Pirates vn vn va vc
Pirates vn vn va sax
King vn vn va vc
King vn vn va sax
Fugue vn vn va vc
Rondeau vn vn va db
Rondeau vn vn va vc
Jerusalem vn vn va vc db
Jerusalem vn vn va sax db
K515 vn vn va va vc

Polyphony (No. Permutations)

01:03
00:46
00:35
03:19
01:44
02:11
00:47
02:13
02:13
00:50
00:50
01:25
01:25
02:54
02:08
02:08
01:59
01:59
03:45

2 - (2)
2 - (2)
2 - (2)
2 - (2)
2 - (2)
3 - (6)
3 - (6)
3 - (6)
3 - (6)
4 - (24)
4 - (24)
4 - (24)
4 - (24)
4 - (24)
4 - (24)
4 - (24)
5 - (120)
5 - (120)
5 - (120)

Association Measures
No. Correctly
Rank of
Associated Sources Correct Association
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
1
3
4
4
4
2
4
4
4
5
5
5

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 1. Detailed information of the 19 test pieces together with the source association performance of the proposed
approach. Abbreviations of instruments are: violin (Vn.), viola (Va.), cello (Vc.), double bass (D.B.), flute (Fl.), oboe
(Ob.), clarinet (Cl.), saxphone (Sax.), and trumpet (Tp.).
more challenging for pieces with a high polyphony. In
our experiments, the proposed approach successfully outputs the correct association for 18 of the 19 pieces, yielding a success rate of 94.7%. This outperforms our previous method [11] whose accuracy was 89.5% on the same
pieces. Among the 19 pieces, there are in total 65 individual sources, and 63 of them (96.9%) are associated with
the correct player, while in our previous system only 58
sources are correct.
Table 1 lists the association results on all of the testing
pieces. For each piece, we show the number of correctly
associated sources and the rank of correct association among
all permutations. The proposed approach only fails gently on one piece (No. 8), where the correct association is
ranked the second. This failure case is a trio containing a
clarinet while the two string instruments are always playing plucking notes, for which vibrato is not generally used.

The main reason that the proposed approach outperforms
our previous system [11] on this dataset, as we stated in the
introduction, is that the vibrato analysis provides more reliable cues for association than the note onset analysis in our
previous system. Vibrato, if present, often occurs throughout a note; Vibrato patterns of different players are also distinct even if they are playing notes with the same rhythm.
We have to admit that for performances that vibrato is not
used, the proposed approach would fail. Nonetheless, it
provides a complementary approach to our previous system and combining these two approaches is a future direction of research.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a methodology for source association by synergistic analyses of vibrato articulations from both audio
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and video modalities for string ensembles. Specifically,
we found that the fine-grained motion of the fingering hand
shows a strong correlation with the pitch fluctuation of vibrato notes, which was utilized to solve source association
in a score-informed fashion. Experiments showed a high
success rate on pieces of different polyphony, and proved
that vibrato features provide more robust cues for source
association than bowing motion features that were utilized
in our previous work. This technique enables novel and
richer music enjoyment experiences that allow users to isolate/enhance sound sources by selecting the players in the
video. For future work, we would like to combine the vibrato cues and the bowing cues to achieve more robust association results. We also would like to explore scenarios
where the score is not available.
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ABSTRACT
Acoustical conditions on stage have an influence on the
sound and character of a musical performance. Musicians
constantly adjust their playing to accommodate to the stage
acoustics. The study of acoustical preferences of musicians is part of the characterization of this feedback loop,
which impacts on the musicians’ comfort as well as on the
aural experience of a concert audience.
This paper presents an investigation on preferences of
solo musicians on stage. By means of spatial acoustic
measurements and real-time auralization, the acoustics of
different real rooms are resynthesized in laboratory conditions. Two formal tests are conducted with solo trumpet
players: a room preference test and a test investigating the
preferred directions of early energy. In the first test, musicians are presented with four different rooms and asked
about their preference in five different aspects: practice of
instrument technique, practice of concert repertoire, concert performance, ease of performance and sound quality.
In the second test the auralized rooms are modified to provide early reflections from different directions (front-back,
top-down, sides, no early reflections) and the preference of
musicians is investigated.
The results show that the judged aspect or performance
context is a key factor in determining the preference of musicians’ stage acoustics preference. Drier rooms are preferred for practicing instrumental technique while louder
rooms help to reduce the fatigue of the players. Bigger
rooms with slightly longer reverberation are preferred for
concert piece practice and concert performance. The easiness of performance is proportional to the amount of early
energy. Regarding the preference of direction of early reflections, the results suggest that there are no clear differences between preferred directions, and the level of early
energy is more important for the comfort of solo musicians
on stage.
1. INTRODUCTION
Stage acoustic preferences and their impact on musicians
have been traditionally studied through two approaches: in
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Figure 1: Spatial measurements in Brahmssaal (BS).

situ experiments in real rooms or synthesis of room acoustics in laboratory conditions. Lately, the proliferation of
room enhancement systems allowed as well the conduction
of experiments in hybrid or semi-virtual conditions [1].
The main limitation of laboratory conditions in early experiments was to provide a plausible and realistic acoustic
scene using electroacoustic systems. However, given those
limitations and the challenge of implementing such virtual
environments in real-time, Gade [2] was able to formulate a now widely accepted stage parameter, stage support
(ST1) from a series of experiments in which a virtual room
was generated by mixing the direct sound of a musician
with its sound played in a real reverberation room. With
the explosion of digital signal processing and increase of
computing performance, successive approaches aimed at
capturing and reproducing real rooms in laboratory conditions. Ueno et al. [3] used a 6-channels system based
on directional impulse responses, while a system based on
ambisonics reproduction was used by Guthrie et al. [4].
This paper uses the real-time auralization system introduced in [5] to conduct experiments on stage acoustics
preferences of solo musicians. The auralization method is
validated and a method to modify the directional response
of an auralized room is proposed. Two experiments are described: a study of room acoustics preference depending
on the performance context and a study on the preference
of directional early energy.
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order to allow the convolution engine to use slightly larger
buffer sizes, ensuring the stability of the system. The reproduction of the auralized scenes is achieved using a setup composed of 13 reproduction loudspeakers in a quasi
anechoic room with reverberation times less than 0.1 seconds at mid and high frequencies. Details on the measurements, auralization process, and reproduction set-up are
described in [5] and are out of the scope of this paper.
2.2 Validation of the auralization

Figure 2: Validation measurement in the listening environment.

2. ROOM AURALIZATION
2.1 Measured rooms
Stage spatial measurements were conducted in three rooms
of the Detmold University of Music, Germany:
• Brahmssaal (BS): small performance room (approx.
100 seats), regularly used for instrumental lessons
and solo performances.
• Detmold Sommertheater (DST): Theater (approx. 320
seats), commonly used for theater, opera and ensemble performances.
• Detmold Konzerthaus (KH): Concert hall (approx.
600 seats) which hosts classical music concerts (ensembles and symphonic music), solo concert examinations and organ recitals.
A measurement set-up composed of a directional studio
monitor (Neumann KH120 A) and a microphone array (6
omnidirectional measurement microphones – NTi M2010)
is placed on stage at a relative distance of 62 cm, imitating a solo trumpet player situation (Fig. 1 shows the set-up
in BS). Spatial Room Impulse Responses (SRIR) are derived and analyzed using the spatial decomposition method
(SDM) [6]. An analyzed SRIR consists of an impulse response, in which every sample (pressure value) is associated with a direction (metadata). In auralization the samples of this single impulse response are distributed to all
reproduction loudspeakers according to the direction metadata. As the spatial resolution of reproduction loudspeakers is sparse, final mapping of samples to reproduction
loudspeakers is done with Vector Base Amplitude Panning
[7] (VBAP). Finally, each reproduction loudspeaker has a
sparse impulse response, which is convolved in real time
with the input signal of a musician. The direct sound is removed from the convolution filters, as it is generated by the
instrumentalists. The floor reflection is removed as well, in

In order to validate the auralization system and compare
the acoustic properties of the real and the auralized rooms,
spatial measurements were conducted in the virtual environment. The convolution engine was fed with a swept
sine signal and measured using the microphone array inside the listening environment (see Fig. 2). The same process as in the real rooms was followed to derive and analyze SRIR of the auralized rooms. Frequency response, auralization error and monaural room parameters (T20, C80)
are presented in Fig. 3. Broadband spatiotemporal plots [8]
(backward integrated) are presented in Fig. 4. As can be
extracted from the measurements, the frequency response
of the real and auralized rooms present an error smaller
than ± 3 dB in the range of 200 Hz to 5 kHz, approximately. The monaural parameters present a good agreement in the same range, in most cases below the just noticeable difference threshold. The spatiotemporal plots represent the acoustic energy arriving at the player position in
the real and auralized rooms, excluding the direct sound
and the floor reflection. The analysis show a good agreement in spatial terms, except for room DST, whose auralization presents stronger early reflections from the back
side. The increase of diffuse reverberation above 5 kHz can
be compensated [9] and a correction routine is provided
in the SDM Toolbox [10]. However, the correction procedure was not available when the presented experiments
were completed and it will be considered for future experiments. In addition, the overall decrease of brightness
is due to non-coherent summation of signals in amplitude
panning at high frequencies [11].
2.3 Spatiotemporal manipulation
Once the directional information of an impulse response is
computed the SRIR can be manipulated to modify the magnitude and directions of specific reflections. In this case,
the early reflections of the room are manipulated to modify
their energy and directions of arrival. To do that, the rendered impulse responses are split into an early reflections
part (subject to spatial manipulation) and an unmodified
late reverberation part. A directional weighting function is
applied on the early reflections using a time window. The
modified impulse response is a combination of modified
early reflections and original late reverberation:
IR(t, θ, φ)dir = IR(t, θ, φ)ERdir + IR(t, θ, φ)LRorig
(1)
where IR(t, θ, φ)dir is a pressure impulse response with
associated directional information and directional weighting of early reflections. IR(t, θ, φ)ERdir refers to the early
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Figure 3: Comparison of frequency response (first row) and auralization error (second row) in different time intervals, and
monaural room parameters (third and fourth row) of the measured rooms and their auralizations. Solid and dashed lines on
the first row correspond to the real room and the auralization, respectively.
reflections after directional weighting and IR(t, θ, φ)LRorig
is the late reverberation without modifications.
The two parts of the modified impulse response are:
IR(t, θ, φ)LRorig = IR(t, θ, φ)orig · (1 − w(t))

(2)

IR(t, θ, φ)ERdir = IR(t, θ, φ)orig · g(θ, φ) · w(t) (3)
where w(t) is a time window that defines the limit between
early and late reverberation, including a mixing time between them. The term g(θ, φ) refers to the spatial weighting function and is based on a cosine weighting in orthogonal directions. Five different cases are defined: all (no
modification applied), front-back, sides, top-down, no-ER
(early reflections removed completely):

1




 |cos(θ) · cos(φ)|
|sin(θ) · cos(φ)|
g(θ, φ) =


|sin(φ)|



0

if all
if front-back
if sides
if top-down
if no-ER

(4)

The time window w(t) is defined as

 1
−1/tmix
w(t) =

0

if t < tend − tmix
if tend − tmix ≤ t ≤ tend
if t > tend

(5)

where w(t) is the time window, tend is the start of late
reverberation and tmix is the mixing time.

3. EXPERIMENTS
The goal of the experiments is to explore the stage acoustic preferences of semi-professional trumpet players. To
achieve this, two different experiments were carried out:
• General preference: This experiment tries to determine the room acoustical preferences of the players
depending on the performance context.
• Directional Early Energy: This experiment examines the influence of the direction of the early reflections on the perceived stage support.
None of the experiments had a time limit, but the duration
of every trial was measured for subsequent analysis. There
were no requirements regarding the nature of the musical
performance, instead, every musician was free to choose
what to play in every experiment in order to explore the
acoustic feedback of the rooms.
3.1 Procedure and aparatus
The experiments consisted on paired comparison tests in
which all the stage acoustic conditions were compared against
each other. The tests were conducted using a GUI presented on a screen close to the player. The GUI was developed in Max/MSP and was connected to the engine of the
virtual environment [5], providing the information of the
spatial impulse responses to be convolved in every trial.
A trial consisted on the comparison of two rooms and the
order of presentation of the trials was randomized. Musicians could switch in real time between the two acoustic
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Figure 4: Broadband spatiotemporal representation of the auralized rooms (backward integrated) analyzed at the musician
position.
situations and select the preferred choice in every trial by
using a MIDI interface. The experimenter was present in
the room during the test, but the interaction between the
experimenter and the participants was minimized during
the experiments to allow freedom in the judgments. An
overview of the experimental set-up is presented in Fig. 5.
All the participants were students of the Detmold University of Music at bachelor or master level, with an average
age of 23 years at the time of the experiment. All of them
had previously performed in concerts as soloists or with
ensembles in the studied rooms.
3.2 General preference
Previous research has investigated musicians’ stage acoustics preferences, usually focusing on overall impression
or preferred acoustic conditions for concert performance.
However, concert performance represents only a small fraction of time compared to the amount of time spent on practice and rehearsal activities. For this reason, five different

Figure 5: View of the set-up from the musician perspective.
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tests are implemented, using the same methodology and
acoustic conditions, but investigating five different case
scenarios or performance contexts through a different question (in the following order):

The experiment was completed by 7 different players and
every section of the test lasted for approximately 10 minutes. The order of the trials was fully randomized, while
the order of the test sections was always the same. Depending on the physical and psychological fatigue of the
players the tests were completed in one or in two sessions.
Five of the players completed a double pairwise comparison (5 tests x 6 pairs x 2 repetitions) with inverted orders
to analyze the consistency of their answers. A preliminary
analysis revealed a high consistency, thus to reduce the fatigue of the players, the last two players completed only
a single pairwise comparison. The responses of these last
two players were then duplicated to ensure an equal weight
of all subjects in the analysis.

The ability of hearing oneself and other musicians on
stage is an important factor to facilitate ensemble performance and previous research suggests that the direction of
arrival of early reflections on stage can influence the stage
acoustics preferences of chamber orchestras [13], as well
as solo musicians [4]. It is not clear, however, how this
directionality should be quantified and how it is related to
subjective perception of musicians on stage. The goal of
the present study is to provide a methodology that allows
a systematic study of those preferences in trumpet players
using modified versions of the auralized rooms with different early energy levels and directions.
A pilot test was conducted with 5 participants, evaluating their preference in terms of stage support. The term
was discussed with the participants to ensure a correct interpretation, and it was agreed that support is related to the
ability of hearing their own sound in the room without difficulty or need to force their instrument (as described by
Gade [2]).
The experiment followed the same procedure as in the
general preference test. In this case there were 3 different rooms with 5 modifications per room (all, front-back,
sides, top-down, no-ER). The order of the comparisons
was randomized and all the participants rated each pair
once, resulting in 30 comparisons (3 rooms x 10 pairs) per
participant.
In all the studied halls the starting time of the late reverberation (tend ) was set to 100 ms, while the mixing time
(tmix ) was 45, 45 and 65 ms for BS, DST and KH, respectively.

3.3 Directional Early Energy

3.4 Interviews

The Early and Late Stage Support parameters provide an
estimation for ensemble conditions and perceived reverberation on stage. They calculate the ratio between the direct
sound (plus floor reflection), and a correspondent time interval (10 to 100 ms for early support, and 100 to 1000 ms
for late support), and are formally defined as follows:

After the experiments informal interviews were conducted
with the musicians, asking them about their preferences,
perceived differences between rooms and general opinion
about the experiments. It is worth noting that the participants in the presented experiments already participated in
previous research experiments [14], thus all of them were
familiar with the rooms and their auralized versions. The
interviews were based on a cooperative conversation, in an
attempt to focus on the aspects that were more important
for musicians. A written interview form was provided as
well, to provide the opportunity to comment on aspects not
present in the conversation.

• Practice Technique: In which room do you prefer to
practice instrument technique?
• Practice Concert: Which room do you prefer to practice a concert piece?
• Concert: Which room do you prefer to perform in a
concert?
• Easiness: In which room is it easier to perform?
• Quality: Which room provides the best overall acoustic (or sound) quality?

" R 0.1

p2 (t)dt
0.02

STEarly = 10 log R 0.01
STLate =

#
[dB]

p2 (t)dt
" R 01000
#
p2 (t)dt
0.1
10 log R 0.01
[dB]
p2 (t)dt
0

(6)

(7)

where p is the instantaneous pressure of a measured impulse response on stage and t represents time in seconds.
According to [2] and the correspondent ISO standard [12],
stage parameters must be measured on stage, using an omnidirectional source and a distance of 1 meter between the
source and the receiver. However, in the present study
the measurement set-up consists of a directive source and
a distance between source and receiver of approximately
62 cm. Although this set-up does not comply with the standard measurement requirements, it provides a more realistic approximation of the energy perceived by the musician,
taking into consideration the real distance between instrument and performer and the radiation properties of the instrument.

4. RESULTS
The results of the paired comparisons were processed with
a Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) model, which estimates the
probability of preference of every room in each scenario by
comparing the result of all the direct comparisons [15]. Tables 1 and 2 show the average and median times per comparison in the tests.
4.1 General preference
The estimated preference in every studied case is presented
in Fig 6. The results show that the performance context is
determinant when choosing a certain kind of stage acoustics over another. Drier rooms are preferred to practice in-
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Preference
0.8

Practice Technique
Practice Concert
Concert
Easiness
Quality
Probability of chance

0.7

BTL preference

0.6

Pract. Technique
Pract. Concert
Concert
Easiness
Quality

Avg. dur. (s)
79
45
33
41
40

Median dur. (s)
42
35
28
31
31

0.5

Table 1: Duration of trials for the general preference experiment
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Figure 6: Estimated preference of different rooms depending on the playing purpose.

strument technique, being DST and anechoic conditions
the most preferred. The most preferred room to practice a
concert (KH) is as well the most preferred room to perform
in a concert, and while BS is the second most preferred
room to perform in a concert, there is no statistical difference between their preference. The ease of performance is
dominated by the loudest room (BS), which together with
DST are the best rated rooms in terms of overall sound
quality.
In other words, every room stands out in a certain kind of
performance context:
•
•
•
•

BS: Concert, Easiness, Quality.
DST: Practice Technique, Quality.
Dry: Practice Technique.
KH: Practice Concert, Concert.

Diverse room acoustic parameters have been extracted from
the measured auralizations: reverberation time (RT20 ) and
room gain parameters (Gall , Gearly and Glate ). The reason
for using room gain parameters is that the values of STearly
and STlate in anechoic conditions are -∞, thus not allowing curve fitting operations. The parameters are defined as
follows:
p2 (t)dt

0
Gall = 10 log R 0.01

Glate =

Considering a previous study that suggested a possible
quadratic relationship between early energy and subjective overall impression [16], a quadratic curve fitting has
been applied between the room parameters and the average preferences of every case. The fittings are depicted
in Fig 7, and only curves with an adjusted R2 > 0.6 are
presented. Although the context Practice Technique is better suited for drier and quieter rooms, there is no clear fitting between the parameters and the different performance
contexts. Practice concert presents a quadratic relationship with the late gain of the room (Glate ), while Concert
presents a quasi linear relationship with RT20 and clear
quadratic trends with the rest of the parameters. Easiness
presents a quadratic relationship with Gall and seems to
benefit from a strong early and overall energy (quasi linear
relationship with Gearly and Gall for the studied cases). Finally, Quality presents a quadratic relationship with RT20 .
4.2 Directional Early Energy

4.1.1 Preference and acoustic parameters

" R∞

Table 2: Duration of trials for the directional early energy
experiment

#
[dB]

p2 (t)dt
" R00.1
#
p2 (t)dt
0
Gearly = 10 log R 0.01
[dB]
p2 (t)dt
0
" R 0.01
#
R∞ 2
2
p
(t)dt
p
(t)dt
+
0.1
10 log 0
[dB]
R 0.01
2 (t)dt
p
0

(8)

(9)

(10)

where p is the instantaneous pressure of the impulse response and t is time in seconds. The gain parameters have
been computed in frequency bands and averaged over octave bands from 125 Hz to 2000 Hz. The reverberation
time is an average of the bands 500 Hz and 1000 Hz.

The BTL estimated preferences regarding the direction of
early energy are depicted in Fig. 8. The room DST presents
a statistically significant higher preference when all the
early energy is present, when compared to any other case.
For the rooms BS and KH, although Front-back energy is
slightly more preferred and no-ER is the least preferred
case, the differences are not statistically significant.
Comparing the estimated preferences against the STearly
values of the modified early energy auralizations it appears
that when a certain value of support (STearly ) is met (from
approximately -12 dB and upwards) the amount of early
energy or the direction of it are irrelevant (see Fig. 9). This
would suggest that the level of the early energy is more
important for solo musicians than the direction of arrival of
this energy. However, the trends are fairly weak and seem
to be room dependent, thus more experiments are needed
to draw clear conclusions.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Comments on the results
During interviews, musicians often rated anechoic characteristics (Dry room) to be very difficult to play in, un-
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comfortable and more exhausting. However, in such cases
where the playing requires a high level of concentration
and ability to hear own mistakes, a very dry room is often preferred. Indeed, a small amount of reverberation is
beneficial in keeping a high clarity and reduce the fatigue
of the players. When practicing for a concert, the preference shifts towards slightly longer reverberation times and
louder rooms, which could be closer to concert conditions.
However, it is necessary to retain a certain degree of clarity or early energy, in order allow the detection and correction of musical performance errors or articulation imperfections. When playing in a concert, musicians often
prefer longer reverberation times, which could be related
with a bigger projection of the instrument and the feeling
of playing in front of a bigger audience. The easiness of
playing, or musician comfort is directly related with the
amount of early energy, as musicians feel more supported
by the stage conditions and less effort is needed to develop the notes and feel their presence in the room. During
the interviews multiple participants stated that when they
feel supported by the room it is easier to relax, reduce fatigue and ultimately perform better. Finally, although in
the studied rooms Quality seems to be quadratically related
with RT20 , it has to be considered that more aspects, such
as tone balance, are involved and purely energetic terms
are insufficient to rate the sound quality of a room.
In addition, it is interesting that during the different parts
of the first test (general preference), the played excerpts

varied substantially depending on the test question. For
Practice Technique musicians often tended to play fast passages with complex note articulations, meaning that they
tended to explore the early response of the room and its
clarity. Practice concert and Concert were usually related
with more lyrical passages. However, those technical and
lyrical passages could be in many cases parts of the same
piece. Additionally, when testing Easiness and Sound Quality they often played a broad type of pieces with different characters, testing the articulation and judging the tone
color and the decay of the rooms. Finally, the trial duration
(see Tab. 1) of the Practice Technique case is significantly
higher than in the other cases (p < 0.01), which could
indicate that there is a learning effect in judging the different rooms and the task becomes easier when musicians are
more familiar with the different conditions.
Regarding the test of directional early energy, most of the
musicians commented that in many cases it is very difficult to distinguish which are the differences of the rooms.
In fact, most of the players tended to play notes with clear
articulation to explore the early part of the sound. As seen
in the results, the direction of arrival of the early energy
seems to not be relevant to judge their preference, instead
the level of the early energy would be more important. It is
thus not clear, what would be the directional preference in
case of having equal levels in the different cases. In future
experiments the effect of the level should be considered in
order to include a proper equalization of early energy. In
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addition, the length of the window and mixing time should
be carefully decided to provide a wide and realistic variety of acoustic scenarios. This pilot study demonstrated
the potential of manipulating directional energy in virtual
environments, allowing a detailed control of the acoustic
scene and enabling a systematic study of different stage
acoustic phenomena.
5.2 Comparability with previous studies
Previous research on stage acoustics for solo musicians
usually studied musicians’ preference of stage acoustics,
which intuitively translates to preference to perform in a
concert. However, preference could be understood as well
as sound quality or degree of comfort provided by the room.
The present study demonstrates that the same musicians
judging the same rooms lead to very different results depending on the formulation of the question and judging criteria or performance context. This makes it very difficult
to compare the results of the present study with previous
research. However, if we compare the concert conditions
with previous results of preference the results support former findings. Here, a quasi linear relationship was found
between RT20 and the preference of a room to perform in a
concert and longer reverberation times were also preferred
in previous studies (up to 2.3 s [4] and around 1.9 s in [3]).
However, the longest (and most preferred) reverberation
time in the present test is approximately 1.4 s.
The comparison of stage energy parameters, such as support (ST) or strength (G) depends indeed on the distance
between the source and the receiver and the directivity of
the source. In addition, while they have been standardly
measured in previous research [2, 3], the calibration procedures, instrument directivity and micking techniques applied in the virtual environments leave some room for uncertainties on the absolute values and it is not straightforward to ensure that the same values measured in different
virtual environments are equivalent.
6. CONCLUSION
Two experiments on musicians’ stage preferences are presented. The results demonstrate that the performance context is a key factor for musicians to prefer a particular stage
acoustics. Moreover, the direction of the early energy does
not seem to play an important role on determining the preference of stage support, while the level of the early energy
is more important. The results seem to support partially
previous findings, although the comparability of the results
depends greatly on the measurement process and calibration process of the virtual environments.
Directions of future work should increase the range of
tested rooms and instruments, as well as a careful design
of the directional properties of the auralized rooms.
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ABSTRACT
Touch-screen musical performance has become commonplace since the widespread adoption of mobile devices such
as smartphones and tablets. However, mobile digital musical instruments are rarely designed to emphasise collaborative musical creation, particularly when it occurs between performers who are separated in space and time. In
this article, we introduce an app that enables users to perform together asynchronously. The app takes inspiration
from popular social media applications, such as a timeline
of contributions from other users, deliberately constrained
creative contributions, and the concept of a reply, to emphasise frequent and casual musical performance. Users’
touch-screen performances are automatically uploaded for
others to play back and add reply performances which are
layered as musical parts. We describe the motivations, design, and early experiences with this app and discuss how
musical performance and collaboration could form a part
of social media interactions.
1. INTRODUCTION
Popular social media apps for mobile devices have allowed
millions of users to engage with creative production of
images and text. These devices’ cameras, touch-screens,
powerful processors, and portability suggest on-the-go creativity, and it would appear that straightforward sharing
with friends, or a wider network of followers, is a key
factor in encouraging users to create content of all forms.
Given the many affordances of mobile devices, it has been
well noted that they are suitable platforms for mobile music making [1]. Despite many creative mobile digital musical instruments (DMIs) appearing in recent years, we have
yet to see the widespread adoption of musical creation as
an integrated element of social media. Furthermore, few
musical apps have attempted to emphasise ensemble, rather
than individual, performance, even though group musicmaking is often seen as a valuable social activity.
In this article, we present the design for MicroJam 1 [2],
a collaborative and social mobile music-making app. This
1 Source code and further information about MicroJam is available online at DOI:10.5281/zenodo.322364
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Figure 1. MicroJam allows users to create tiny touchscreen performances that are shared to other users. Replies
to performances form distributed and asynchronous duets.
A video demo of MicroJam is available online: https:
//youtu.be/SkUjjQd13KU
design emphasises casual, frequent, and social performance.
As shown in Figure 1, the app features a very simple touchscreen interface for making electronic music where skill is
not a necessary prerequisite for interaction. Performances
are limited to five seconds and uploaded automatically to
encourage improvisation and creation rather than editing.
Users can reply to others’ performances by recording a
new layer, this combines social interaction with musical
ensemble interaction. In sections 1.1 and 1.2, we will motivate MicroJam’s design with a discussion of music-making
in social media, and the possibilities for asynchronous and
distributed collaborations with mobile musical interfaces.
In Section 2 we will describe the app in detail and, by way
of a preliminary evaluation, we will explore the performance contributions of early users and testers of the app.
1.1 Social Media and Music-Making
Many social media platforms emphasise the value of concise and frequent contributions by users. Twitter famously
limits written notes to 140 characters. Instagram used a
square image format and film-like processing to emphasise
the creative possibilities of mobile phone images. Both of
these services show users a timeline of contributions from
others that they follow, who might be friends, celebrities,
or just interesting strangers. Posts in these services are in-
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Same
Location

Different
Location

Mobile
Phone
Orchestra [10];
Ensemble Metatone [11]
Viscotheque
Jams [12].
Networked Musical Performance
Magic Piano [14]
Same Time

Locative Performance

Glee
Karaoke [13];
MicroJam Performances.
Different Time

Table 1. Ensemble performances typically occur with all
participants in the same time and place; however, other situations are possible. MicroJam focuses on performances
that are distributed (different place) and asynchronous (different time).
tended to be frequent, casual, and ephemeral. Snapchat
introduced an interface that optimised replying to many
image messages in one session. This app further emphasised ephemerality by introducing images that expire and
can only be viewed for a few seconds after being opened.
These and other social applications have attracted many
millions of users and encouraged their creativity in the written word and photography. While social media is often
used to promote music [3], music making has yet to become an important creative part of the social media landscape.
While music is often seen as an activity where accomplishment takes practice and concerted effort, casual musical experiences are well-known to be valuable and rewarding creative activities. Accessible music making, such as
percussion drum circles, can be used for music therapy [4].
Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs) such as augmented reality instruments [5] and touch-screen instruments [6] have
also been used for therapeutic and casual music-making.
In the case of DMIs, the interface can be designed to support creativity of those without musical experience or with
limitations on motor control. Apps such as Ocarina [7] and
Pyxis Minor [8] have shown that simple touch-screen interfaces can be successful for exploration by novice users as
well as supporting sophisticated expressions by practised
performers.
Some mobile music apps have included aspects of social
music-making. Smule’s Leaf Trombone app introduced the
idea of a “world stage” [9]. In this app, users would perform renditions of well-known tunes on a unique trombonelike DMI. Users from around the world were then invited
to critique renditions with emoticons and short text comments. World stage emphasised the idea that while the accuracy of a rendition could be rated by the computer, only
a human critic could tell if it was ironic or funny. Indeed,
Leaf Trombone, and other Smule apps have made much
progress in integrating musical creation with social media.
1.2 Jamming through Space and Time
While performance and criticism is an important social
part of music-making, true musical collaboration involves

performing music together. These experiences of group
creativity can lead to the emergence of qualities, ideas, and
experiences that cannot be easily explained by the actions
of the individual participants [15]. Mobile devices have often been used in ensemble situations such as MoPho (Stanford Mobile Phone Orchestra) [10], Pocket Gamelan [16],
and Ensemble Metatone [11]; however, in these examples,
the musicians played together in a standard concert situation.
Given that mobile devices are often carried by users at all
times, it would be natural to ask whether mobile device ensemble experiences can be achieved even when performers
are not in a rehearsal space or concert venue. Could users
contribute to ensemble experiences at a time and place that
is convenient to them? The use of computer interfaces to
work collaboratively even when not in the same space and
time has been extensively discussed. In HCI, groupware
systems have been framed using a time-space matrix to address how they allow users to collaborate in the same and
different times and places [17]. For many work tasks, it
is now common to collaborate remotely and at different
times using tools such as Google Docs or Git; however,
distributed and asynchronous musical collaboration is not
as widely accepted.
In Table 1, we have applied the time-space matrix to mobile musical performance. Conventional collaborative performances happen at the same time and location. Even
with mobile devices, most collaboration has occurred in
this configuration. Collaborations with performers distributed in different locations but performing at the same time
are often called networked musical performances [18]. Early
versions of Smule’s Magic Piano [14] iPad app included
the possibility of randomly assigned, real-time duets with
other users. Networked performances are also possible
with conventional mobile DMIs and systems for real-time
audio and video streaming.
Performance with participants in different times, the right
side of Table 1, are less well-explored than those on the
left. Performances where participants are in the same place,
but at different times, could come under the banner of locative performances, such as Net dérive [19] or Sonic City
[20], where geographical location is an important input to
a musical process.
The final area of the matrix involves music-making with
performers that are in different places and different times.
Glee Karaoke [13] allows users to upload their sung renditions of popular songs, and add layers to other performers’ contributions. The focus in this app, however, is on
singing along with a backing track, and the mobile device
does not really function as a DMI but an audio recorder.
These limitations rule out many musical possibilities; for
instance, touch-screen DMIs can create a variety of sounds
from similar interfaces, so orchestras of varying instruments could be assembled from many remote participants
to improvise original music. It remains to be seen whether
large scale musical collaboration between distributed users
is possible. It seems likely, however, that such collaborations would uncover hidden affordances of the medium
as has been seen in other distributed online media such
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as “Twitch Plays Pokémon” [21]. Our app, MicroJam,
also fits into this lower-right quadrant. In the next section,
we will describe how this new app enables distributed and
asynchronous collaboration on original musical material.
2. MICROJAM
MicroJam is an app for creating, sharing, and collaborating with tiny touch-screen musical performances. This app
has been specifically created to interrogate the possibilities
for collaborative mobile musical performances that span
space and time. While these goals are lofty, the design
of MicroJam has been kept deliberately simple. The main
screen recalls social-media apps for sharing images. Musical performances in MicroJam are limited to very short
interactions, encouraging frequent and ephemeral creative
contribution. MicroJam is an iOS app written in Swift
and uses Apple’s CloudKit service for backend cloud storage. The source code is freely available for use and modification by other researchers and performers [2]. In the
following sections we will discuss the design of the app,
the format of the tiny musical performances that can be
created, and some early experiences and musical performances recorded with users.
2.1 Design
The primary screen for MicroJam is the performance interface, shown in the centre of Figure 2 and called jam!.
This screen features a square touch-area which is initially
blank. Tapping, swirling, or swiping anywhere in this area
will create sounds and also start recording touch activity.
All touch interaction in this area is visualised with a simple paint-style drawing that follows the user’s touches, and
is simultaneously sent to a Pure Data patch running under
libpd [22] to be sonified. After five seconds of touch interaction, the recording is automatically stopped (although
the performer can continue to interact with the touch area).
The recording can be subsequently replayed with the play
button, or looped with the jam button.
Users of MicroJam can choose the sound-scheme used
to sonify their interactions in the jam interface. At present,
four options are available through the settings screen: chirp,
a simple theremin-like sound with pitch mapped to the xdimension of interactions; keys, a Rhodes-like keyboard
sound with pitch and timbre mapped to the x- and y-dimensions; strings, a simple modelled string sound that performs mandolin rolls and changes timbre as the performer
moves around the screen; and drums, a simple drum machine with different sounds mapped to quadrants of the
screen. As each of these sound-schemes is implemented
as a Pure Data patch, it is straightforward to add more to
MicroJam in future.
Previously recorded performances, and those recorded by
other users and downloaded from the server, are listed in
the world screen as shown on the left side of Figure 2. Each
performance is represented by a visual trace of the touchdrawing captured during recording as well as the name of
the contributor and date of the performance. Any one of
these performances can tapped which opens the record-

ing back up in the jam screen for playback. When playing
back, both the sound and visualised touch-interactions are
replayed in the touch-area.
When viewing a previously saved performance, the user
can tap reply, to open a new layer on top of the recording.
As shown in the right side of Figure 2, the previous as well
as current touch-visualisations are shown as well as separate sonifications for each layer. At present, only one reply
is possible in MicroJam; however, the ability to reply to
replies, creating multi-layered performances is planned for
future versions.
2.2 Tiny touch-screen performances
MicroJam is intended to provide a musical experience that
is similar to other mobile social creativity applications. One
innovation in this field has been to constrain contributions,
leading to more frequent interactions and possibly higher
creativity due to the lower stakes and effort. Musical interactions in MicroJam are similarly constrained to be tiny
touch-screen performances: those that are limited in the
area and duration of interaction. We define a tiny performance as follows:
1. All touches take place in a square subset of the touchscreen.
2. Duration of the performance is five seconds.
3. Only one simultaneous touch is recorded at a time.
Such performances require very little effort on the part of
users. While some users may find it difficult to conceive
and perform several minutes of music on a touch-screen
device, five seconds is long enough to express a short idea,
but short enough to leave users wanting to create another
recording. It has been argued that five seconds is enough
time to express a sonic object and other salient musical
phenomena. [23]. While the limitation to a single touch
may seem unnecessary on today’s multi-touch devices, this
stipulation limits tiny performances to monophony. In order to create more complex texture or harmony, performers
must collaborate, or record multiple layers themselves.
For transmission and long-term storage, tiny touch-screen
performances are stored as simple comma-separated values
files. The data format records each touch interactions time
(as an offset in seconds from the start of the performance),
whether the touch was moving or not, x and y locations,
as well as touch pressure. In MicroJam, the visual trace
of performances is also stored for later use in the app, although this could be reconstructed from the touch data.
2.3 User Data and Early Experiences
The prototype version of MicroJam has been distributed
and demonstrated to small numbers of researchers and students. These early experiences have allowed us to streamline the creative workflow of the app and to observe the
kind of tiny performances that can be created in the jam
interface. Since the release of the first prototype, around
200 tiny performances have been collected. Most of the
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Figure 2. The MicroJam interface allows users to browse a timeline of performances (left), create new performances
(centre), and reply, or play in duet, with previously recorded performances (right).
participants were computer science and engineering students with little computer music experience, a few music
technology students were also included.
The visualisations of a subset of these performances are
reproduced in Figure 3. This figure shows the variety of
touch-interaction styles that have already been observed in
performers. Many of the interactions are abstract, resembling scribbles that show the user experimenting with the
synthesis mapping of the jamming interface. In some performances, repeated patterns can be seen, where performers have repeated rhythmic motions in different parts of the
touch-area. A number of the performances are recognisable images: figures, faces, and words. These users were
particularly interested in how the interface maps between
drawing, a visual and temporal activity, and sound. Observing the users, it seems that some focused on what a
particular drawing might sound like, while others were interested in what particular sounds look like. At present,
these performance recordings have not been analysed with
respect to which sound-scheme was in use, and how reply layers fit together. Further experiments could seek to
understand these relationships.
It has been gratifying to hear that several early users of
the app greatly enjoyed the experience of creating tiny performances, and wished that similar interactions could be
integrated into existing social apps. These users immediately set about recording multiple performances, exploring the sound-schemes and the creative possibilities of the
touch-screen interface. Other users, however, had a lukewarm reaction to the concept of free-form touch-screen
musical performance. It could be that casual users do not
expect to be able to create original music. After all, musical performance is often (erroneously, we feel) seen as
a task only for specialists with a high level of training or
talent. It may be a hard sell to ask users to create their

own music, and to collaborate with others. Rather than
a discouragement, we see this as an opportunity to continue developing mobile music experiences that push the
boundaries of everyday music making. Understanding how
comfortable users would be composing original tiny performances could be addressed in future studies. The app
design could also include more guidance, such as a training
system, or more extensive visual feedback, to help users
who are unsure about making touch-screen music.
3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have advocated for social apps for creating music, as opposed to more popular written and visual
media. We have argued that such apps could take advantage of the ubiquity of mobile devices by allowing users to
collaborate asynchronously and in different locations, and
shown that such modes of interaction are relatively unexplored compared to more conventional ensemble performances. Our app, MicroJam, represents a new approach
to asynchronous musical collaboration. Taking inspiration
from the ephemeral contributions that typify social media apps, MicroJam limits performers to tiny five-second
touch-screen performances, but affords them extensive opportunities to browse, playback, and collaborate through
responses. MicroJam’s tiny performance format includes a
complete listing of the touch interactions as well as a simple visualisation of touch interactions. This format allows
performances to be easily distributed, viewed, and studied.
Early experiences with MicroJam have shown that users
can engage with the interface to create a range of interesting performances. While some see potential to include
music-making in their social media activities, others may
lack confidence about producing music, even in the tiny
performance format.
There is much scope for refinement and development of
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Figure 3. The visual trace of performances in the prototype for MicroJam. Some performances focus on similar touch
gestures in different locations of the jamming area, others appear to be exploratory scribbles, and several focus on visual
interaction.
MicroJam in future work. Enhancements such as more
varied and refined sound-schemes and visualisations could
be appealing to users. Future efforts could also focus on
enhancing distributed collaborations. Allowing more than
one reply to MicroJam performances could generate very
large collaborations between users. If multiple reply threads
were available, users might be able to generate complex
performance structures. Automatic traversal of such structures could constitute a kind of generative composition with
users’ original musical material. As MicroJam affords a
high quantity of short interactions, data collected from the
app could be used to train generative models for tiny performances. It may be possible to predict potential replies
to a given performance or to generate performances that
extend beyond five seconds while keeping within a user’s
style. Exploring these interactions with experienced, as
well as novice, musicians could point the way to more expressive and musically powerful interactions in MicroJam.
Integrating music-making, as opposed to the more conventional music appreciation, or music promotion, into social media calls into question the musical confidence and
creative aspirations of users. Future studies could examine
how users could potentially include mobile music-making
in everyday social media interactions. The precedent set
by other successful mobile music apps suggest that users
do seek out musical outlets for their creativity. Future
work with MicroJam may focus on guiding beginner users
towards more musical confidence and rewarding their exploratory improvisations.
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ABSTRACT
While many studies have shown that auditory and visual information influence each other, the link between
some intermodal associations are less clear. We here
replicate and extend an earlier experiment with ratings of pictures of people singing high and low-pitched
tones. To this aim, we video recorded 19 participants
singing high and low pitches and combined these into
picture pairs. In a two-alternative forced choice test,
two groups of six assessors were then asked to view the
19 picture pairs and select the “friendlier”, and “angrier” expression respectively. The result is that assessors chose the high-pitch picture when they were asked
to rate “friendlier” expression. Asking about “angrier”
expression resulted in choosing the low-pitch picture. A
non significant positive correlation between sung pitch
ranges from every participant to the number of chosen
high-pitch resp. low-pitch pictures was found.

1. INTRODUCTION
Music and speech research often departs from the auditory signal, but we also know that human communication
is much more than what meets the ear. For music, evidence
have accumulated that support the view of music as multimodal, where other modalities interact with and affect the
communication. This has for example been shown in studies on musical communication of expression [1, 2], emotion [3], structure [4], perception of sung interval size [5,6]
and note duration [7].
Apart from musical contexts, auditory information is also
contributing to our percept of a person’s mood and facial
expression. When listening to a speaker, we can hear if the
person is smiling [8]. Ohala proposed that the origin of the
smile (which involves teeth showing and ought to be perceived as threat) evolved as an acoustic rather than a visual
signal [9]. In brief, Ohala suggested that the high-pitch
resonances produced by stretching the lips in a smile helps
to make an acoustic display of appeasement by appearing
smaller and non threatening (see [10] for an overview).

Huron and colleagues investigated the intermodal association between pitch and emotion in two studies [11, 12].
In a first study, 44 participants were asked to sing neutral,
high and low notes in a vowel of their own choice while
their photograph was taken. Independent assessors were
then asked to look at high and low pitch picture pairs and
select “the more friendlier looking”. The high pitch pictures were chosen significantly more often, also when the
pictures were cropped to only show the eye-region [11]. A
subsequent study [12] found the reverse association in the
measured vocal pitch height (f0) for speakers reading different vowels with eyebrows raised or lowered. The effect
size was small, but significant.
While these two studies mentioned above show the intermodal associations from two perspectives, the first study
[11] did not provide any data of the actual produced pitches.
It would be reasonable to assume that the range of pitches
produced by a singer would affect the changes in facial
expression and thereby also an assessors selection. Moreover, ratings for the “opposite” (negative) expression Anger
would bring further support to the intermodal connection
vocal pitch and facial expression.
The objective of this study was twofold: 1) To replicate
the experiment done in [11] but with additional assessment
of “angrier” expressions. 2) To investigate whether the
actual produced pitches influenced the choices of assessors. To this end we asked participants to produce three
pitches while being recorded on video. Images and produced pitches were extracted from the videos and later two
groups of assessors selected the “angrier” or “friendlier”
looking face in a forced choice test.
We hypothesize that faces singing low-pitched tones will
be selected as “angrier” looking to a higher degree than
high-pitch singing faces, while faces singing high-pitched
tones will be selected as “friendlier” more often than lowpitch faces. Furthermore we hypothesize that the relative
distance between high and low notes will influence the expressions of singers, so that pitch-pair pictures for comparably large pitch ranges will be more often identified according to the first hypothesis than faces of singers producing smaller pitch ranges.
2. DATA COLLECTION

Copyright: c 2017 Peter Ahrendt et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

2.1 Participants
For the picture retrieval part, 19 test participants were recruited immediately after having completed an approxi-
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Figure 2. Tracking the pitch from the audio channel of the
recorded video using the software Propellerhead Reason 9
Figure 1. Some of the test persons participating in the test
mately 20 minutes long listening test. Participants were
asked if they would like to be part of another experiment,
involving them singing tones while recordings would be
taken of them. While being a convenience sample, this
way of recruiting also can be assumed to ensure that their
emotional state would be relatively balanced as the test
took place in a neutral testing environment. After being
informed of the procedure, the volunteering participants
gave their informed consent to being filmed. None of the
participants received compensation for their participation.
2.2 Recording procedure
The environment was the Sound Lab of the Department of
Architecture, Design and Media Technology, Aalborg University in Aalborg. The room has sound absorbing walls
and no windows. The actual recordings took place in the
main room which was divided by a wall with a window
from an entrance room.
The participants were asked to stand in front of a regular camcorder placed on a tripod, and instructed to first
produce a neutral effortless pitch, and then either a high
followed by a low, or the reverse. High and low were in
relation to their first pitch and the high-low order was determined using controlled randomization. The participants
were instructed by variations of the following script presented by the experimenter:
We would like you to sing or produce a neutral tone which
you are most comfortable with. After that tone please sing
or produce a higher (lower) tone based on the neutral tone.
After that the lower (higher) tone. You can sing whatever
vowel you like. Please hold the tone a few seconds. Do you
have any questions? [start recording] Now please sing the
neutral tone. Good. Now the higher (lower) tone. Good.
Now the lower (higher) tone. Good. [end recording]
To avoid that the situation would become stressful, which
could have an influence on the facial expressions, we kept
the task very simple. Thus, both vowel and pitches was left
up to the participants (as done in [11]). Neither was any
check for the actual vocal pitch range for each participant
made.
While the participants were singing, the experimenter was
standing behind the camera and focused on making the
recording. That way participants would tend to look into

the camera and not concentrate on the face of the experimenter. However, the participants were, not in all cases,
asked to lock their eyes on the camera. Some of the participants wore glasses, which potentially could mask or interfere with the facial expression by covering, for example,
the eyebrows. Well aware of the risk that less information
would be conveyed, resulting in an increased difficulty for
the assessors in the rating experiment, we did not ask the
glasses to be removed.
The audio of the recorded video was exported into a DAW
software called Reason 9 [13] to track and note the absolute pitches they produced in cents, MIDI notes and actual
notes. In some cases the test participants were not able to
sustain one clear note, so the average or the most prevalent pitch during each recording were chosen. The corresponding picture was then extracted from the video footage
based on the time the pitch was produced, which would
range from the first onset of the pitch produced (high or
low) to the end. We did not settle for a fixed frame number
across participants as they sometimes would blink, move
around or in other ways reduce the clarity of the picture.
Participants held, in most cases, tones three to four seconds long. In any case the picture chosen is one directly
related to the pitch produced. The person who selected the
pictures was not blind to the studies aim.
3. RATING EXPERIMENT
3.1 Participants
Two groups of six people from the local university campus volunteered as assessors to act in the rating experiment. The assessors were students who were currently in
the building and approached by the experimenters. The rating of the pictures was made on a laptop on the site of the
recruitment (usually open group working areas). None of
the assessors had been involved in the first part of the test.
The assessors received no compensation.
3.2 Stimuli and procedure
The produced images from the videos were assembled into
pairs showing a high and low note per participant. A custom made testing interface made in the Matlab app designer [14] presented the picture pairs in a random order.
For each picture pair, the program prompted the assessor to
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Figure 3. Test interface for choosing the face with the “angrier” expression
select either the more “angrier/friendlier” expression (one
for each of the two groups of raters respectively) in a twoalternative forced choice design (see Figure 3). After a
decision was made, the next picture pair of high/low-note
singing faces appeared and a new choice was prompted.
The assessors were not able to revise there choice. The
experiment took about three minutes.
4. RESULTS

High-Pitch

Low-Pitch

Figure 4. Boxplot for sung high- and low-pitch tones displayed in MIDI notes with individual tone pairs for each
participant depicted with gray lines
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4.1 Sung pitches
Figure 4 shows a boxplot for the sung high-pitch and lowpitch tones (calculated in MIDI notes). The red lines inside the box represent the median values of the midi notes
whereas the lower edges of the boxes depict the first quartile (25 % of the data). The upper edges represent the location of the third quartile (75 % of the data). The data enclosed in the boxes shows 50 % of the whole data sets. The
whiskers of the boxplot illustrate in our case outliers which
are below of the first quartile or above the third one. Additionally gray lines were plotted which indicate individual tone pairs of each participant. The lines start from the
corresponding midi note of the high-pitch tone and end at
the corresponding midi note of the low-pitch tone from the
same participant. This shall give an overview of the pitch
ranges produced during the experiment. The pitch ranges
differ partially heavily among the participants. One participant for example sang a high pitch of approx. 3900 cents
(108 in MIDI notes) (corresponding to C4) and a low pitch
of approx. 900 cents (78 in MIDI notes) (corresponding to
F#1), whereas another participant sang a high pitch note of
approx. 1300 cents (82 in MIDI notes) (corresponding to
A#1) and a low pitch of approx. 1200 cents (81 in MIDI
notes) (corresponding to A1). A typical range was sung
for example from approx. 2500 cents (94 in MIDI notes)
(corresponding to A#1) to approx. 1000 cents (79 in MIDI
notes) (corresponding to G1).
As can be seen, the ranges partially overlap, which is
to be expected given the different vocal ranges of males
and females. 14 of the participants were males, five females. We made no difference in analyzing data from male
and female participants. The mean low pitch sung was at
1339 cents (82 in MIDI notes) (corresponding to A#1) and

Table 1. “Angrier” inter-assessor agreement percentages
the mean high pitch at 2490 (corresponding to A#2) (94
in MIDI notes). The overall range of the recorded pitches
spanned 3244 cents between the lowest (corresponding to
D#1) and highest (C4) pitches recorded, with an average
of 1151 cents, which is slightly below an octave.
Please note that the depicted pitch ranges correspond to
the pitch range the participants produced during the experiment. The participants were not tested in the maximum
vocal pitch range they were able to produce.
4.2 Inter-Assessor Agreement
Table 1 and 2 show the inter-assessor agreement.
We calculated the inter-assessor agreement scores by summation of the agreeing choices between pairs of assessors,
dividing it by the number of pictures. Hence, the scores
do not indicate whether they chose the right picture or not,
but whether two assessors selected the same picture. This
was performed across all the pictures and assessor-pairs. If
both assessors rated a given picture the same way, it counts
towards the agreement aggregate.
Average assessor agreement was 74.6 % for selecting the
face with an “angrier” expression. Assessor six seemed
to differ from the others with an average of 62 %, at least
12 % below the rest. If assessor six is left out, the average agreement increases to 81 %. Table 2 shows the assessor agreements for selecting the “friendlier” face. For
this group, there appears to be a higher agreement, with
average scores between 73.64 % and 82.08 %, with a total
average of 77.15 %.
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Table 3. Associations between expression and number of
high-pitch and low-pitch choices

Satisfied with the over all inter-assessor agreements for
the two groups of assessors, we proceeded with the rest of
the analysis and hypothesis testing.

4.4 Correlation between Pitch range and Selections
To investigate whether there was a relationship between
the difference between sung pitches and assessors’ choices,
we calculated the produced pitch range in cents and compared this with the number of chosen high-pitch pictures
for the “friendlier” facial expression and low-pitch pictures
for “angrier” one respectively. The pitch range was calculated from the lowest to the highest pitch a participant sang.
The relationship between the pitch range and the number
of low-pitch faces chosen can be seen in Figure 5, while
Figure 6 shows the relationship with number of high-pitch
faces selected. As can be seen by the plotted trends there
appear to be a weak positive relationship so that with an

df
17
17

p-value
0.10
0.16

7

Face
χ2
df p-value High-Pitch Low-Pitch
Angrier
21.93 1 p < 0.01 32
82
Friendlier 31.58 1 p < 0.01 87
27

The results of the choices of the assessors for the two experiments “angrier” and “friendlier” are summarized in table 3. As can be seen, the group assessing “angrier” predominantly selected the low-pitch faces (82 choices) compared to the high pitch faces (32 choices). Conversely, the
other group of raters predominantly chose high-pitch faces
as “friendlier” (87 choices) compared to low-pitch faces
(27 choices).
Two Chi-square tests [15] confirmed that the sung pitches
had a significant effect on the selected number of “angrier”
and “friendlier” faces from the two groups of assessors.
The χ2 statistics from the test (calculated using the statistical software R) are also seen in Table 3.
The assessors’ picture selections support the hypothesis
that facial expressions will give different emotional associations depending on the pitch sung. We now turn to
the question whether a comparably large distance between
high and low sung pitches would influence the facial expressions, thereby affecting the choises of assessors.

t
1.73
1.48

Table 4. Pearson’s product-moment correlation for number
of chosen low-pitch (“angrier”) or high-pitch (“friendlier”)
pictures and pitch range

Table 2. “Friendlier” inter-assessor agreement percentages

4.3 Assessment of expression
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Figure 5. Correlation between the pitch range and number of low-pitch faces chosen. A linear regression curve is
plotted in green.
increase of pitch range the number of chosen pictures increases.
A distribution investigation (Shapiro-Wilk normality test)
resulted in the conclusion that the data for chosen number of pictures in each case was normally distributed while
data for pitch range was not.
The statistics for two Pearson’s product-moment correlation [16] tests are presented in Table 4. The analysis
showed no significant relationship between the range of
pitches participants sang and the number of chosen highpitch and low-pitch faces, respectively. Correlation coefficients were 0.39 and 0.34 for the selected low and high
notes pictures respectively.
An outlier with a pitch range of 1512 cents can be seen in
both Figures 5 and 6 where the number of chosen pictures
for either high-pitch pictures or low-pitch pictures is zero.
This means that two different groups of assessors rated the
same pair of pictures of the same participant completely
the opposite of what was predicted in our hypothesis. Notably the pitch range produced by this singer was near the
average pitch range.
5. DISCUSSION
The results from our rating experiment showed that the
high-pitched faces were selected as more friendlier than
the low-pitch faces, replicating the results in [11]. In addition, our results also show the reverse relationship, with
low-pitched faces selected as more angrier in comparison
with the high-pitched faces. Our findings bring further support to intermodal associations between facial expression
and vocal pitch height.
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Figure 6. Correlation between the pitch range and number
of high-pitch faces chosen. A linear regression curve is
plotted in green.

A possible explanation for such intermodal associations
could be the usefulness of conveying different perceived
size (and hence threat) to other individuals (see e.g. [10,
12, 17]). In every day communication we typically shift
between appeasing and threatening displays. For instance,
infant-directed speech typically presents a non-threatening
display with high pitch and raised eyebrows [18] while the
infants older siebling might get told off by the same parent
now frowning and using lower pitch in a more threatening
display. Since parents come in many sizes with different
vocal pitch ranges, it seems reasonable to assume that a
combination of visual (raised or lower eyebrows) and vocal
(high or low pitch) information would make the display
less ambiguous to the receiver.
The reason for the eyebrow position in giving a friendly,
non threatening, or an angry, more threatening display is
subject to speculation. In a commentary to Huron et al.
Ohala [17] suggested that raised eyebrows give the impression of proportionally larger eyes – something characteristic for newborns and infants. Since small children
have relatively large eyes and are non threatening, giving
the impression of larger eyes would also give the association of being smaller, less mature and non threatening.
Conversely, the impression of smaller eyes would be associated with being more mature (and so possibly more of a
threat) [17].
We hypothesized that the difference in pitch height, rather
than the actual pitches per se, would influence the strength
of the communication to the assessors. However the actual
range in pitches produced by the singers in our study appeared to be of less importance, disproving our second hypothesis. The Pearson correlation between produced pitch
range (in cents) and pitch-pictures selected by assessors,
was 0.39 and 0.34 for the selected low and high notes pictures respectively. Although fairly small and non significant, the positive correlation is in line with the results
of Thompson and Russo [5], who reported high correlation for observers rating sung interval size based on visual video information only. Thompson and Russo also
measured the change in position of markers on the head,

mouth, and eyebrows of the trained singers and found a
positive correlation with sung interval size. Despite nonuniform data and using non-expert singers as participants
in our study we find indication of similar relationship.
Some methodological choices in our study deserve further discussion. Firstly, the task of the singing participants
was kept simple and both the vowel and pitches to sing was
left to the individual (similar to the original study [11]).
Since participants were not explicitly asked to maintain the
first vowel they chose when singing the second note, three
out of 19 participants shifted to a different vowel for the
second note (see e.g. Figure 3). Different vowels affect the
facial expressions and it is possible that this influenced the
assessors choices. However, the same “free” instructions
were used in the study by Huron et al. who found a significant effect also when only the eye-region was shown to
assessors [11].
If the facial expressions associated with low and high
pitches are part of a more general intermodal association,
choosing different vowel could also be part of the signalling
system. Ohala proposed that smiling helps to shape the
acoustic signal to give a “friendlier”, more appeasing impression by shaping the filter to boost the higher frequencies [9]. As noted by Huron “the ‘opposite’ of the smile
may not be the frown, but the pout” [10], something that
has been observed as threat signal in many animal species.
Pouting would indicate the production of rounded vowels
that help to lengthen the vocal tract and produce lower resonances. In our experiment we counted nine participants
who were pouting. Most of the pouting pictures were for
the low pitch but in two cases participants also pouted with
the high pitch, one of these participants produced relatively
low pitches in general.
All singers started by producing a neutral, comfortable,
tone, and in relation to this tone the higher and lower pitches
were freely selected by the singers. As can be seen in Figure 4, the actual produced pitch ranges differed considerably. Some singers produced large differences while others
chose a more modest range. If the facial expressions are
related to the high and low pitches relative to each person’s individual vocal pitch span, an assessment of this
one would have to be made. One way to address this in
future studies could be to let a professional voice expert
blindly assess how strained the voice appears for the produced notes.
A curious case is the specific set of picture pairs from
one of the singers in our study that appeared as an outlier
in Figures 5 and 6. Although the singer (Danish, male,
had little facial hair, no glasses) produced notes with a reasonable interval range, the assessors consistently chose the
low-note picture for the “friendlier” selection and the highnote picture for the “angrier”. Both pictures show the participant smiling with his head slightly turned, but the smile
in the high-pitch picture may be described as more of a
smirk while the singer is looking in a different direction.
The low-pitch picture, on the other hand shows the participant looking straight into the camera. This could be
a possible explanation that the low-pitch face appeared to
present someone more approachable and friendly.
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Apart from eyebrow height, there are other facial cues
that observers use to judge what type of behaviour or personality an individual is likely to have. For instance, different facial morphology in both humans and chimpanzees reveal personality traits to observers [19] and an association
between the width-to-height ratio and aggression ratings of
static images showing neutral faces has been reported [20].
In our study we showed within-participant pairs of pictures
to be compared by the assessors, but still some of these
faces could have provided strong static cues not associated
with the task of singing high and low notes. By rating the
aggressiveness or friendlieness of individual pictures, possibly combined with eye tracking, it would be possible to
better identify the specific role of the eyebrows in the assessment of the faces.
6. CONCLUSION
When singing notes of different pitch height, untrained
singers’ facial expressions are altered in such a way that
when assessors are asked to select the “friendlier” face,
they would choose the high-pitch picture to a higher degree over the low-pitch picture [11]. We could replicate
this result from our experiment. Furthermore, we could
also show the opposite relation where assessors instructed
to select the “angrier” face, to a higher degree choose the
low-tone picture over the high-pitch one. Hence, a task
normally associated with music appear to affect dynamic
facial expressions in a way that observers detect as emotional expressions influencing their choices of “angrier”
and “friendlier” above level of chance.
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ABSTRACT
While good physical health receives more attention, psychological wellbeing is an essential component of a happy
existence. An everyday source of psychological wellbeing
is the voluntary practice of skilled activities one is good at.
Taking musical creation as one such skilled activity, in this
work we employ an interaction method to monitor varying
levels of engagement of musicians improvising on a desktop robotic musical interface (a network of intelligent sonic
agents). The system observes the performer and estimates
her/his changing level of engagement during the performance, while learning the musical discourse. When engagement levels drop, the musical instrument makes subtle interventions, coherent with the compositional process,
until the performer’s engagement levels recover. In a user
study, we observed and measured the behaviour of our system as it deals with losses of performer focus provoked by
the controlled introduction of external distractors. We also
observed that being engaged in our musical creative activity contributed positively to participants’ psychological
wellbeing. This approach can be extended to other human
activities.
1. INTRODUCTION
Through life, individuals develop skills in activities that
they find interesting and at which they excel. Such skilled
activities often combine intellectual, crafting and creative
dimensions: from cooking and knitting to writing, drawing
or, in this case, performing with a new musical interface.
Practising such activities in an autonomous and voluntary
way can bring great satisfaction and sense of purpose to a
person, who finds the opportunity to challenge the limits of
one’s own acquired mastery. The confluence of these three
characteristics in an occupation - autonomy, mastery and
purpose - has been identified and persuasively proposed as
a popular recipe for personal fulfilment at work [1]. In the
wider scope of life, these three characteristics are also part
Copyright: c 2017 Juan Carlos Vasquez, Koray Tahiroğlu, Niklas Pöllönen et
al.
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of a set of six ingredients that have been identified as important for a healthy, actively-positive psychology in adult
life: autonomy, (environmental) mastery, purpose (in life),
self acceptance, positive relations with other people and
personal growth [2]. Psychological wellbeing is an essential aspect of general wellbeing that traditional medicine
does not take care of as a priority in every case. However,
it is essential for a happy existence, and being engaged in
skilled tasks provides much of such satisfaction and subsequent psychological wellbeing [3].
In the work that we present here, we focus on exposing
the centrality of the individual’s engaging experiences in
psychological-wellbeing enhancing musical activities. We
seek to amplify the experience by mediating between the
person and the activity in two complementary ways: (i) by
monitoring the level of engagement of the person during
a musical activity, and (ii) by having the object of the activity itself respond in subtle but meaningful ways to the
music composition led by the person, in order to maintain consistently high levels of engagement. We build on
work that we developed earlier [4], regarding the machine
recognition and monitoring of the engagement level of an
individual that is immersed in a musical task with digital environments. The work so far has focused on recognising levels of immersion of musical performers during
creative improvisation with a desktop Network Of Intelligent Sonic Agents (NOISA), the musical instrument itself.
By combining the monitoring of facial expressions, bodily
movements, actions of the hands and the evolution of the
sonic production, an initial setup has been validated to successfully estimate levels of engagement at each time of the
creative musical process [5].
As the main technical contribution of this paper, we add
to the engagement monitoring functionality that NOISA
had, a new response module, which preserves high levels
of engagement in a musical activity when these appear to
fade. In this paper, we report a new study conducted in
the new NOISA environment that aimed at evaluating the
functionality of the response module and the music composition task’s effect on the participant’s psychological wellbeing. First, we evaluated the system’s functionality to
identify instances in which we observe a drop in the level
of engagement of the person with the musical activity. Secondly, we evaluated the response module’s functionality to
intervene in subtle ways in order to “rescue” dropping lev-
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els of engagement back to higher levels that are associated
with a satisfactory creative experience. Lastly, as happiness and wellbeing crucially depend on the activities we
engage in [3], in this user study we aimed at understanding whether a satisfactory musical experience could indeed
contribute towards the preservation of psychological wellbeing, as we proposed in the beginning.
2. RELATED WORK
In spite of being a commonly mentioned parameter in music research, the mere act of obtaining a unified and consistent definition for ‘engagement’ represents a surprising
challenge. In the field of education, Appleton [6] points
the discussion towards separating engagement from motivation: the latter [7] provides an answer to the reasoning behind a specific behaviour depending on the characteristics of the personal energy invested in said situation,
whereas engagement refers to the level of focused involvement [8], or “energy in action, the connection between person and activity” [9]. When applied to musical activity, engagement may also have a positive connotation, described
as a state of sustained, undivided attention and emotional
connection towards creative musical performance [10] or
sometimes as a neutral parameter prone to be measured
and evaluated in interdependent values for attention, emotion and action [11].
Similarly, there are other studies exploring music as a
creative activity that contributes to the general wellbeing.
An example demonstrates how active music-making improves wellbeing and overall comfort in a large sample of
hospitalised children with cancer [12]. This study draws
upon previous research featuring live music therapy that
promotes interaction through voice and body expressions,
recognising the benefits of interactivity in opposition of listening passively to music as a therapy [13]. While previous
studies delineate a methodology for therapy rather than the
design of an interactive system, there are examples of interactive tools aimed at positively impacting in wellbeing
through rhythmical movement with music as a central element [14, 15]. There is also the precedent of an interactive
application to engage patients with dementia in active music making without pre-existing skills [16]. In the same
vein, we found an interactive technology tested in children
with disabilities and aimed to study how music interaction
can “become potentially health promoting” [17].
As a concept, psychological wellbeing is subjective, relative and prone to change with ease. However, it is possible to find specific sonic characteristics that have proven
to affect positively an individual’s perception of comfort
and wellbeing. For instance, in the context of music, some
studies indicate that fast and slow tempos are associated
with happiness and sadness, respectively, as are major and
minor modes [18, 19]. Loud music has proven to be in
cross-cultural studies as an universal cue for anger [20].
Timbre is ambivalent, although several studies indicate that
attenuation of high frequencies can be a difference between
anger (unfiltered) and tenderness (attenuation) [19]. Although affective associations of both tempo and mode are
fairly well established, effects of other musical character-

istics are poorly understood. On the cognitive level, David
Huron’s ITPRA (Imagination-Tension-Prediction-ResponseAppraisal) theory studies the relationships between affective consequences and expectancies in music [21], establishing clear connections. Evidence also suggests that some
auditory illusions, such as Binaural Auditory Beats, are associated with less negative mood, notably affecting performance in vigilance tasks of sustained concentration, particularly when they occur in the beta range (16 and 24
hz) [22].
Regarding the concept of musical interaction being perceived as rewarding, the Orff approach states that improvisation with pentatonic scales, with bars and notes removed,
is always satisfactory and encourages freedom from the
fear of making mistakes [23]. The goal is for everybody
to experience success and appreciate the aesthetic in music
almost immediately, rather than having to learn notes and
rhythms before anything satisfying is accomplished. Percussive patterns were important in his theory, as they appeal to a primal essence in human beings and allow tempo
and beat to be experienced rather than learned. We incorporated many of these ideas into our work while designing the response module and its implementation in a
music-making creative activity that can link cognitive features and physical movements together to pay attention for
immediate responses. This is a generic hypothesis of research in cognitive neuroscience of music and the concept
of music, mind and body couplings that our project takes
into account [2, 24]. The former points out the benefits of
music as a therapeutic tool and it can improve recovery in
the domains of verbal memory and focused attention. The
latter indicates its impact on social and individual development through active engagement with music.

3. NOISA
As mentioned, NOISA (Network Of Intelligent Sonic Agents)
is the robotic musical interface that we took into use and
built on for this research work. NOISA consists of three instruments for music creation, a Microsoft Kinect 2 camera
and a central computer. The three instruments are physically identical from each other. Each instrument is built
inside a plastic box. The interface for playing each instrument consists of two handles designed to provide an
ergonomic form for grasping them from several directions,
which can also position themselves actively, thanks to DC
motors (the robotic interactions with the physical medium).
The handles are attached to a motorised fader, which served
both as position indicator and as active position controller.
The hardware in each box includes an Arduino, a Raspberry Pi, two motorised faders with extra large motors, two
capacitive touch sensors on the handles, and an embedded
speaker. In each instrument, sound production is largely
based on granular synthesis and phase vocoder algorithms
de-fragmenting radically small fragments of pre-existing
pieces from the classical music repertoire.
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3.1 Response Module
Based on Huron’s ITPRA theory, we concluded that working in a stronger Prediction-Response musical connection
would likely produce an affective response evaluated as
positive [21]. Huron also proposes that recognisable patterns are a common characteristic in music associated to
positive emotional responses. Thus, we decided that for
the current iteration of NOISA, the system would recognise, store and playback musical patterns of 2 seconds of
activity, which the performer could easily identify based
on the data inputted. In order to avoid to solely reproduce an exact copy of the gesture performed by the performer, we also programmed a set of variations, based on
the music composition technique of motivic-through composition, also known as thematic development. This technique has been used successfully in classical music from
the common practice period (barroque to late XIX century), and also in post-millennial music, including mainstream genres [25].
We defined the gesture by recording a maximum of sevensecond long movements. The data recorded included the
engagement value, device identification, energy (measured
in decibels), spectral centroid (average of most prominent
frequency ranges over time), movement of the handlers and
time-stamps. Recording was initiated when a new movement was detected, and stopped when inactive for longer
than one second. The gesture playback was activated depending on the performer’s engagement in the task, activating more often when the engagement was low. The playback gestures were then chosen from a fifteen-minute interval. Gesture data was measured against weights that were
defined by the energy mean value, spectral centroid, spectral energy and amount of time elapsed since the recording
was made. The result was that, when the engagement was
higher, a larger set of chosen gestures was used. When
lower, newer patterns were chosen matching the readings
from the performers currently playing, to make the pattern
more recognisable.
The first choice of instrument for playback (out of the
three autonomous sonic agents) was the instrument on which
the gesture to be reproduced had been recorded. If that instrument was in use at that time, one of the other two instruments was randomly selected instead. There were four
variations of response playback: the recording itself, an
inverse (negative), a reverse and an inversed-reversed version of the recording. The inverse was mapped into the
right range with the help of the highest and the lowest values. The engagement level of the performer was the deciding factor for the chosen gesture variation. When less
engaged, the pure recording was the most common choice.
When engagement became higher, the performer experienced a larger set of variations.
3.2 Hardware Design
The new response module required more precision than the
initial NOISA design could handle, so a new inner structure for the instrument was designed. Most of the hardware
parts were custom made with 3D printing, computer numerical control (CNC) milling and laser cutting (see Fig-

Figure 1. New interface design of the NOISA instrument
ure 1). After a few iterations we reached the current state.
Aluminium tubes were added to make the handles stronger
yet light. The slide-bearings for the aluminium tubes were
CNC-milled for an exact fit. The handles were redesigned
to manipulate the added weight, using additional timing
belts and aluminium pulleys. The benefit of these changes
was lower friction from the handles. For the outer shell
to be strong enough to hold the new structure, we added
supporting layers and attached everything together with
custom-made corner-irons. The handles of the instrument
were also redesigned, with holes for the aluminium rods
and added space for the pressure sensors. To detect the
pressure, two pressure-sensitive conductive sheets were sandwiched between layers of copper tape. By reading the
change of the resistance, the amount of pressure could be
detected.
4. USER STUDY
To review our main research goals in this work, we wanted
to observe, first, if participating in the skilled activity of
improvising music with our accompanying robotic instrument showed any signs of being subjectively beneficial for
people. Such outcome would suggest that our improvisation activity might be eligible as one of the many possible skilled tasks in the scope of this study (see again
our discussion about this in the introduction). Second, we
wanted to observe our interactive system in action, both
monitoring the levels of engagement with the activity (a
functionality already validated for earlier versions of this
instrument), and, more crucially, intervening (i.e., coaching) when the performer’s level of engagement dropped to
low levels. As the main technical contribution, we wanted
to observe if the system was able to refocus the flow of the
performer’s activity until higher engagement levels were
again measured.
To do all of that, we designed and conducted a two-part
user study in which 15 voluntary participants (8 females)
took part. The first part aimed at recording a subjective
measure of wellbeing before and after a performance session in which a person could improvise under normal conditions. In the second part, in contrast, we provoked the
loss of focus of the participant in the improvisation activ-
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Figure 2. Users developing the task

ity, and we observed if the system could observe the corresponding drop in engagement, and if the instrument could
intervene collaboratively until engagement was recovered.
After a general description of the whole session and after obtaining consent, the first part of the user study started
with the participant filling out the PANAS questionnaire
(The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule) [26]. This is a
validated questionnaire that evaluates positive and negative
affects using a psychometric scale, and the change in those
within a specific period of time during which some treatment activity took place (in our case, a performance session with our collaborative musical instrument). PANAS
uses 10 descriptors per category of affects, showing relations between them with personality stats and traits. PANAS
has been successfully applied to measure overall psychological wellbeing before, and after a musically creative activity [27]
The participant was then introduced to the NOISA instrument, with explanations about how it works, followed by
a period of hands-on familiarisation with it (typically for
about three minutes). Once the participant felt confident
enough, the first music performance task was described,
which required performing a piece according to a somewhat restrictive set of rules (we wanted to reduce variability in the performing activities at this stage in the study). In
particular, the participant would be asked to start performing with a specific instrument (Agent 1), then repeat the
given gesture with the middle instrument (Agent 2), finishing with inputting the same repeated movement in the third
instrument (Agent 3), resulting in a piece that lasted for between three and five minutes. Once this was done, NOISA
would have typically started to make automatic responses.
At this moment, the participant was asked to explore freely
any of the agents, and once the participant was ready to finish, she/he had to manipulate the handles in Agent 1. The
participant was required to stop any input activity as an indication of the end of the music task.
After finishing the task, the participant was asked to fill
in again the PANAS Questionnaire in order to compare
the impact of the task in the overall sense of psychological wellbeing. Following that, the participant was asked to
evaluate the system’s usability by filling in the online version of the System Usability Scale (SUS) designed by our
research group to facilitate the data gathering and analysis. SUS has ”provided with that high-level measurement
of subjective usability, and over the years the work done by
other researchers has indicated that it is a valid and reliable

tool” [28].
For the second part of the study (designed to observe
the engagement tracking and recovery functionalities of
our interactive system), we asked the participant to repeat
the same musical task, extending it for a period of four
minutes. This time we tracked and logged the level of
engagement over time. We scheduled two events sufficiently distracting at 1:30 (door opening, person coming
in and loudly manipulating a cardboard box) and a more
sublte event at 3:00 (phone ringing). We drew inspiration
from previous studies measuring the impact of distractions
in psychological wellbeing during a skilled activity [29].
The participant was not aware that such events would take
place, nor he/she was prepared for them. The total duration
of the test was approximately 30 minutes (see Figure 2).
5. RESULTS
The PANAS scores are divided in Positive Affects (PA)
and Negative Affects (NA). According to the PANAS documentation, the mean PA scores for momentary (immediate) evaluation are 29.7 (SD = 7.9). Scores can range from
10 to 50, with higher scores representing higher levels of
positive affect. For Negative Affects the mean NA score
for an equally momentary evaluation are 14.8 (SD = 5.4).
Scores can range from 10 to 50, with lower scores representing lower levels of negative affects.
During our tests, we obtained a PA score mean (Before
the activity) = 30.57 (SD = 3.89) and a PA score mean
(After the activity) = 34.21 (SD = 5.14). In addition, we
collected a NA Score (Before the activity) = 15.57 (SD =
6) and a NA Score (After the activity) = 12.30 (SD = 3.30).
This means an overall improvement of 3.64 PA points and
3.27 NA points. By adding PA and NA scores, we found
that the overall improvement in the reported psychological
wellbeing was of 6,91 points, which in a range of 10 to
50 in the PANAS range represents an overall improvement
of 17.27% after 3 minutes of activity with our system. In
addition, 30% of the participants reported an improvement
of more than 10 points in the PA affect score
In our paired before/after test, for Negative Affects the
two-tailed p value equals 0.0029 (t = 3.5979), a statistically
significant difference (significance level > 99%). Regarding the Positive Affects, we obtained a p value of 0.0699
(t = 1.9750), which is also statistically significant (significance level > 95%).
Regarding usability, the System Usability Scale research
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drew the average of 68 points in the scale (from 0 to 100).
Sauro [30] found that when people rate a system or product with a SUS score of 82, they are likely to recommend
a system or product to a friend or colleague (Net Promoter
Score). After evaluating our system, the participants gave
it a SUS mean value of 73.9 (SD = 11.33) which means
5.9 points above average. One third of the participants
gave our system a SUS score of 82 or higher, potentially
becoming a “promoter”.
Finally, our engagement graphs over time showed that
the system was able to identify and measure a distraction
event in 73.33% of the participants, impacting the overall
engagement by 0.2 points or more, in a scale of 0 (total
disengaged) to 1 (full engagement). Our engagement scale
is also divided into categories, where 0 to 0.3 means low
engagement, 0.3 to 0.6 medium engagement and 0.6 to 1
high engagement. Calculating every time a distraction had
an impact in the engagement, there was an overall average
of 0.41 sudden decrease (SD = 1.40). As the NOISA system reacts once it detects a drop in the overall engagement,
the level of focus was effectively regained to a stable level
before the distraction event in a mean time of 10.07 seconds (SD = 7.15). Two engagement over time graphs for
the participants 10 and 11 (see Figure 3 and 4) are included
to demonstrate an example of a case where our engagement prediction system detected both distractions (90 and
180 second mark, respectively), managing to regain focus
of the participant through autonomous counteractions.

Figure 3. Engagement over time graph of the participant
10

and strengthen the level of engagement in a skilled activity
of musical improvisation with NOISA instruments. The
resulting experience of such interaction was also likely to
have contributed positively to the psychological wellbeing
of the participants.
Judging from the quantitative data obtained through the
PANAS questionnaire, the average levels of Positive Affects were higher after finishing the test, and the Negative Effects were lower after completing the task. In case
of Negative Affects, the difference was found to be very
statistically significant. In the PANAS scale, the Negative
Affects scores decreased from above the mean (15.57) to
below it (12.30). Even though the impact on the Positive
Affects was found to be not quite statistically significant,
we consider the overall improvement of 17.27% positive
considering the short amount of time spent with the system
during our task. The creative activity facilitated by NOISA
system proved to be statistically significant to impact on
the Negative Affects described in PANAS (Distressed, Upset, Guilty, Hostile, Irritable, Ashamed, Nervous, Jittery
and Afraid), which shows that the musical task showed
some capabilities during the test that can be successfully
applied to help reducing the subjective perception of worry,
stress and other negative personality traits of the participants.
The engagement estimation results indicated effectiveness when detecting and maintaining the focus level of the
participants. In that sense, being able to measure at least
one of the distractions in 73.33% of the participants is satisfactory, considering that while being observed, the participant could feel compelled to keep his/her attention to
the task at hand. This situation would avoid us to detect
any distractions in their physical body movements. The
response module was capable of recovering attention and
focus from the participants in an average time of 10.07 seconds after the distractions. We can note here that our current contribution to NOISA system provided an engaging
interaction that was gradually and progressively built up by
the participant’s active and continuous involvement in the
musical activity with NOISA instruments.
Similarly, we observed that both our new hardware design and response module were evaluated by the participants as easy to use, obtaining consistent above-average
scores in the SUS scale. In addition, a large portion (one
third) of the participants cataloged it above the 82 mark,
which is particularly positive considering that we asked
non-specialist individuals to evaluate a new musical interface. Our sample consisting of 15 participants might be
considered small; however, Tullis and Stetson [31] have
already demonstrated the reliability of SUS in smaller samples (8-12 participants).

Figure 4. Engagement over time graph of the participant
11

6. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The results presented above show that the design of the
response module provided beneficial results for the participants. The response module could successfully maintain

7. CONCLUSIONS
Based on previous literature, it is clear that designing for
wellbeing is strongly linked with the psychological understanding of wellbeing, positive experience and physical activity [3]. The purpose of our project was to establish a
situated musical activity for the user to be engaged in, attempting to achieve the goal of enhancing psychological
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wellbeing. Our design was grounde in a concrete context (creative musical overall process) and guided by the
functionality (hand-held interface) as well as through subtle interaction (counter-responsive musical actions). We
observed and measured the behaviour of our system as
it deals with losses of performer focus provoked by the
controlled introduction of external distractors. During the
tests, we observed indications that being engaged in our
musical activity contributed positively to participants psychological wellbeing. Encouraged by our initial results, we
plan to continue our research by including in a future study
a comparison with a control group, which will enable us to
draw in a longer term more comprehensive conclusions of
the impact of the activity with NOISA in the pyschological
wellbeing of the user.
We also aim to investigate the application of a similar
engagement-monitoring technique in a broader scope of
skilled, potentially mentally absorbing actions with people working in different occupations. A foreseen psychological wellbeing application scenario that will be implemented in the future phases of the project, could be the
non-intrusive recognition of changes in patterns of engagement that a person presents when carrying out different
creative tasks with digital environments, which could signal changes in their mood, psychological health or deterioration of their cognitive capacity (early diagnostic goal).
This application requires a new hand-held interface to be
designed and implemented which will be fully integrated
with the engaging monitoring and the new response module in NOISA system. Through subtle external actions, the
new interface and the digital environment could assist the
person to regain focus and engagement with the creative
task in hand, which might be beneficial for the successful completion of the task (assistive living goal), and to
do so with an enhanced sense of control, accomplishment
and satisfaction (psychological wellbeing goal) in a creative process.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents results from an experiment in which
91 subjects stood still on the floor for 6 minutes, with the
first 3 minutes in silence, followed by 3 minutes with music. The head motion of the subjects was captured using an
infra-red optical system. The results show that the average
quantity of motion of standstill is 6.5 mm/s, and that the
subjects moved more when listening to music (6.6 mm/s)
than when standing still in silence (6.3 mm/s). This result
confirms the belief that music induces motion, even when
people try to stand still.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is commonly assumed that listening to musical sound,
and particularly dance music with a clear pulse, ”makes”
us move. This assumption is to some extent supported by
the literature in embodied music cognition [1, 2], and there
are also empirical studies of music-induced motion [3, 4]
or motion enhanced by music [5, 6]. Many of these former studies have mainly focused on voluntary and fairly
large-scale music-related body motion. As far as we know,
there is little empirical evidence of music actually making
people move when they try to remain at rest.
Our aim is to investigate the tiniest performable and perceivable human motion, what we refer to as micromotion.
Such micromotion is primarily involuntary and performed
at a scale that is barely observable to the human eye. Still
we believe that such micromotion may be at the core of our
cognition of music at large, being a natural manifestation
of the internal motor engagement [7].
In our previous studies we have found that subjects exhibit a remarkably consistent level of micromotion when
attempting to stand still in silence, even for extended periods of time (10 minutes) [8]. The measured standstill level
of a person is also consistent with repeated measures over
time [9]. These studies, however, were carried out on small
groups of people (2–5), so we have been interested in testing whether these findings hold true also for larger groups.
In this paper we report on a study of music-induced micromotion, focusing on how music influences the motion
of people trying to stand still. In order to answer that question, it is necessary to have baseline recordings of how
much people move when standing still in silence. More
Copyright: c 2017 et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

Figure 1. The setup for the “Norwegian Championship of
Standstill.” Each subject wore a reflective marker on the
head, and one static marker was recorded from a standing
pole in the middle of the space as a reference.
specifically, this paper is aimed at answering the following
questions:
• How (much) do people move when trying to stand
still?
• How (much) does music influence the micromotion
observed during human standstill?
To answer these questions, we have started carrying out
a series of group experiments under the umbrella name of
the “Norwegian Championship of Standstill.” The theoretical background of the study and a preliminary analysis
have been presented in [10]. This paper presents a quantitative analysis of the data from the 2012 edition of our
experiment series.
2. THE EXPERIMENT
The experiment was carried out in the fourMs motion capture lab at the University of Oslo in March 2012 (Figure 1).
2.1 Participants
A little more than 100 participants were recruited to the
study, and they took part in groups consisting of 5-17 participants at a time (see Figure 1 for a picture of the setup).
Not every participant completed the task and there were
some missing marker data, resulting in a final dataset of
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Figure 2. Waveform of the sound used throughout the experiment. Silence for the first 3 minutes, followed by 7
short music excerpts (S1–S7) ranging from non-rhythmic
orchestral music to electronic dance music.
91 participants (48 male, 42 female, 1 unspecified). 1 The
average age was 27 years (min = 16, max = 67). The participants reported quite diverse numbers for how many hours
per week they spent listening to music (M=19, SD=15) and
creating music (M=8, SD=8), reflecting that around half of
the participants were music students.

Figure 3. Example plots of the X (sideways), Y (frontback) and Z (updown) axes of the normalized position of a
head marker. The light grey line is the raw data; the black
line results from a ten-second smoothing; and the red line
shows the linear regression (the trend) of the dataset.
3. RESULTS

2.2 Task

3.1 Quantity of motion

The task given to the participants was to attempt to stand
as still as possible on the floor for 6 minutes in total, 3
minutes in silence and 3 minutes with music. They were
aware that music would start after 3 minutes.

To answer the question of how much people move, we calculated the quantity of motion (QoM) of each reflective
marker by summing up all the differences of consecutive
samples for the magnitude of the position vector, that is,
the first derivative of the position:

2.3 Sound stimulus
The sound file used as stimulus consisted of 3 minutes of
silence, followed by 3 minutes of musical sound. There
were 7 short musical excerpts, each with a duration of 20–
40 seconds. The first musical excerpts were slow, nonrhythmic orchestral music, while the last ones were acoustical and electronic dance music. 2 As such, the rhythmic
complexity and loudness increased throughout the experiment, as can be seen in Figure 2. The sound was played
comfortably loud from a pair of Genelec 8020 loudspeakers and a Genelec 7050 subwoofer.
2.4 Motion capture
Each participant wore a reflective marker on his/her head,
and its position was recorded using a Qualisys infrared motion capture system (Oqus 300) running at 100 Hz. We
have previously shown that the spatial noise level of the
system is considerably lower than that of human standstill [11].
Data was recorded and preprocessed in the Qualisys Track
Manager, and the analysis was done in Matlab using the
MoCap Toolbox [12].
To illustrate how the normalized position data looks like,
Figure 3 shows plots of position on the three axes over
time, as well as position spatial plots of the three planes.
1 This paper is based on the complete dataset, while a subset was used
for the qualitative analysis presented in [10].
2 See http://www.uio.no/english/research/groups/
fourms/downloads/motion-capture/nm2012/ for detailed
information about the music excerpts.

QoM =

1
T

N
P

k p(n) − p(n − 1) k

n=2

where p is either the two-dimensional (XY axes—the horizontal plane) or three-dimensional (XYZ axes) position
vector of a marker, N is the total number of samples and T
is the total duration of the recording. The resultant QoM is
measured in millimetres per second (mm/s).
In our previous studies [8, 9], we found QoM values in
the range of 5–7 mm/s for a small group of people. Our
new results confirm this range, with an average QoM of
6.5 mm/s (SD = 1.6 mm/s) over the complete recording, as
summarised in Table 1. The lowest result was 3.9 mm/s
(the winner!) and the highest was 13.7 mm/s. These values, however, included both the no-sound and sound conditions, so Table 1 also shows a breakdown of the values
in these two conditions, as well as for the individual sound
tracks. These differences will be further discussed in Section 3.5.
3.2 Motion over time
An interesting finding is that, for most participants, the
quantity of motion did not change much over time, which
can also be seen in the cumulative distance plots in Figure 4. There were a few extreme cases, but most participants had consistent linear motion distribution over time.
Coefficient of determination (R-Squared) values were above
0.9 for most participants (mean R2 = 0.94, s.d. R2 = 0.0039
minimum R2 = 0.93).
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Table 1. Mean QoM values (in mm/s) for all sessions, in both no-sound and sound conditions, as well as for each of the
individual music sections.
No sound (3 min)
Sound (3 min)
Part
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Mean QoM (mm/s)
6.5
Mean QoM (mm/s)
6.3
6.6
Mean QoM (mm/s)
6.3
6.2 6.5 6.7 6.5 6.6 6.9 6.7
Standard deviation
1.4
1.8 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.8 3.8 2.3
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Figure 4. Cumulative distance travelled for all participants.
3.3 Horizontal Motion
To answer the question of how people move over time, we
computed planar quantity of motion. The horizontal QoM
(over the XY plane) was computed for all participants in
order to further test the differences between conditions and
stimuli. The mean horizontal QoM was found to be 6.4
mm/s for the entire 6-minute recording (SD = 1.5 mm/s).
This value is only marginally smaller than the 6.5 mm/s
found for the 3D QoM, suggesting that most motion, in
fact, occurred in the XY plane. The relation between horizontal and 3D motion can also be seen in Figure 5.
3.4 Vertical Motion
To investigate the level of vertical motion, we also calculated QoM along the Z-axis. The mean vertical QoM
across participants and conditions was 0.73 mm/s (SD =
0.52 mm/s), considerably smaller than the horizontal QoM
reported above. This can also be seen in plots of the vertical motion (Figure 7) and in the frontal (YZ) plane (Figure 6), in which the bulk of motion in the Z axis is below 1
mm/s.
When looking at the differences between conditions, the
mean vertical QoM during the no-sound segment of the
trials was found to be 0.69 mm/s, while for the sound segment it was 0.77 mm/s.
3.5 Influence of sound on motion
For the 3-minute parts without sound we found an average QoM of 6.3 mm/s (SD = 1.4 mm/s), as opposed to 6.6

Figure 5. Scatter plot showing the linearity between
QoM occurring in the horizontal (XY) plane and threedimensional (XYZ) for the entire data set.

mm/s (SD = 2.2 mm/s) for the part with sound. This is
not a dramatic difference, but shows that the musical stimuli did influence the level of standstill. A paired sample
t-test was conducted to evaluate statistical significance of
the observed differences between sound and no-sound conditions across the sample group. The results indicate the
differences in means for three-dimensional QoM were significant for a 95% confidence interval (t = 2.48, p = .015).
Differences in the planar QoM between the sound (6.5
mm/s) and no-sound (6.2 mm/s) segments of the experiment were also statistically significant (t = 2.5, p < .05),
although not considerably larger than those observed from
3D QoM.
These observed differences between sound and no-sound
conditions were further explored by conducting a k-means
cluster analysis of both 3D and 2D QoM for the entire data
set. Using instantaneous QoM as a predictor, two clusters
were identified by the implemented algorithm, although,
as seen in the silhouette plot in Figure 8, most points in
the clusters have silhouette values smaller than 0.3. This
indicates that the clusters are not entirely separated, which
could be due to the homogeneity of the sample group and
the continuous nature of the musical stimuli.
The results are even clearer when looking at the individual stimuli in Table 1, with a QoM of 6.9 mm/s for the
electronic dance music sample (#7) and 6.7 mm/s for the
salsa excerpt (#8). As such, the results confirm our expectation that “music makes you move.” Even though the
result may not be very surprising in itself, it is interesting
to see that even in a competition during which the partici-
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Figure 8. Silhouette plot from k means clustering analysis
of QoM along the XY plane for the entire data set.
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Figure 7. Instantaneous position of the marker along the Z
axis (vertical direction).

pants actively try to stand absolutely still, the music has an
influence on their motion in what can be termed ”micro”
level.

3.6 Age, Height and Gender
We found a significant negative correlation between the average QoM results and the participants’ age. Generally,
younger participants tended to move more (r = -.278, p <
.01), both in the no-sound (r = -.283, p < .01) and sound
conditions (r = -.255, p < .05). From the reported demographic information, we also found that the younger participants listened to music more frequently (r = -,267, p <
.05) and exercised more (r = -.208, p < .05). The younger
participants also reported feeling less tired during the experiment (r = -.35, p < .001), subjectively experienced
greater motion (r = -.215, p < .05), and also reported moving more when sound was being played (r = -.22, p < .05).
Unexpectedly, the QoM results did not correlate with the
participants’ height, which was estimated by calculating
the average of each participant’s Z-axis values. Due to
a lower centre of mass, we would have expected to see
shorter people with lower QoM results. However, the winner was 192 cm tall, while the runner-up was 165 cm.
Also, there were no significant differences in performance
between male and female participants (no difference in average QoM, QoM in silence, QoM in music or QoM between both conditions).

3.7 Effects of group, posture and physical activity
Aiming to evaluate the effects of standing strategies and
postures, the participants were allowed to choose their standing posture during the experiment. In the post-experiment
questionnaire they were asked to self-report on whether
they were standing with their eyes open or closed, and
whether they had their knees locked. The majority of the
participants reported that they stood with open eyes (N =
62 versus N = 4 for closed eyes, and N = 8 for those who
switched between eyes opened and closed during the experiment). Furthermore, 33 of the participants reported
standing with locked knees, 31 switched between open and
locked knees and 10 reported standing with their knees
open. A 1-way ANOVA was performed to test if any of
these factors influenced the average QoM of the participants, but showed no statistically significant results.
Interestingly, the participants who reported greater amount
of time spent doing physical exercise tended to move more
during the experiment (r = -.299, p < .01). This tendency
was particularly evident during the no-sound section (r =
-.337, p < .01), but it was also observed during the sound
section (r = -.251, p = < .05).
Additionally, we compared the average QoM results for
all conditions (no-sound, sound, average no-sound and sound,
and computed difference between sound and no-sound conditions) between groups of participants. Participants were
split into 10 groups of varying age (F(8, 82) = 3.43, p <
.05), experience with performing , composing or producing music (F(8, 82) = 2.4, p < .05), size (min = 5, max
= 17) and the proportion of gender. We found no statistically significant differences between groups across these
characteristics.
3.8 Subjective experience of motion
After taking part in the experiment the participants were
asked to estimate how much they moved, to what extent
the music influenced their movement, and how tiresome
the experience felt. Overall, the self-reported tiredness
showed some correlation with self-reported motion (r =
-.44, p < .001) and with the self-reported experience of
moving more to music (r = -.289, p < .01). The kinematic
data confirmed this sensation: the more tired the participants felt, the more they moved to music (r = -.228, p <
.05) and the greater was the difference in motion to sound
compared to the no-sound conditions (r = -.311, p < .01).
More importantly, although the subjective experience of
motion did not correlate with the measured level of mo-
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tion, the participants who reported moving more to music
did move more during the sound condition when compared
to the no-sound condition (r = -.239, p < .05 for the difference in QoM between music and silence).
4. CONCLUSIONS
This study was aimed at further exploring the magnitude of
micromotion and the influence of music on human standstill, based on the preliminary work presented in [10]. Quantity of motion (QoM) was shown to be a sensitive measure
of micromotion for the conditions under analysis. The
computation of both three-dimensional and planar QoM
showed that micromotion occurred mainly on the horizontal plane. Additionally, statistically significant differences
were found between no-sound and sound conditions across
the dataset. Two clusters were identified in the data through
k-means cluster analysis, although most points in the clusters had silhouette values below 0.4. This could be due
to the continuous nature of the sound stimuli and the small
(although statistically significant) differences between conditions.
The analysis revealed some relationships between QoM
data and the self-reported characteristics of physical activity and demographic information. People who exercised
regularly found it more difficult to stand still. Moreover,
younger participants tended to move more during both nosound and sound conditions. These results may suggest
that people who tend to be more active struggle to reach
and maintain a complete standstill posture, although they
might be able to stand normally for longer periods of time
and with greater balance. The correlation found between
self-reported tiredness and both self-reported and measured
motion can not be considered conclusive and further studies will focus on a more in depth assessment of the effects of tiredness in combination with sound stimuli during
standstill.
The fact that there were no significant QoM differences
between the groups of participants, indicates that testing
varying number of participants at once is a viable way to
test our hypotheses. Future work will focus on studying
larger sample groups and use different stimuli, with a focus on investigating in more depth how different musical
features influence the micromotion of people standing still.
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ABSTRACT
Cochlear implants (CI) can restore part of the hearing of
people with severe hearing loss, but these devices are far
from perfect. Although this technology allows many users
to perceive speech in a quiet room, it is not so successful
for music perception. Many public spaces are awash with
music, but many CI users do not find music enjoyable or
reassuring. This brings multiple challenges to their everyday lives, especially in a world that is saturated with music. Research shows that music training can improve music
perception and appreciation for CI users. However, compared to multiple computer-assisted solutions for language
training, few such systems for music training are available
for children with CI. Existing systems are either targeting
a different audience or have complex interfaces that are not
suitable for children. In this study, we examined the design
limitations of a prior application (MOGAT) and developed
a new system with more suitable interfaces. The new system, SECCIMA, was crafted through an iterative design
process that involved 16 participants, and the final system
was evaluated and compared against MOGAT with another
12 participants. Our results show that SECCIMA is more
intuitive and user-friendly than MOGAT.

1

Introduction

Cochlear implants (CI) are electronic devices implanted
surgically that directly stimulate the auditory nerve and restore hearing for the deaf. Since their debut in the 1970s,
over 120,000 people worldwide have received implants;
however, CI are generally optimized for speech rather than
music perception [1]. Many CI devices currently in use
are limited to 22 electrodes, which each electrode corresponding to one frequency band of vocoder-processed audio. The resulting audio is very dissimilar to how audio
is perceived without CIs, and familiar melodies often become completely unrecognizable 1 . Appreciating music
can therefore be quite challenging for CI users, who usually have difficulty perceiving both melody and timbre, and
do not rank “listening to music” as a pleasurable activity [2, 3]. In a world saturated with music, an inability
1 The readers are encouraged to test this themselves with audio such
as https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwbwhfCWs2Q.
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to appreciate music can dramatically affect one’s quality
of life [4]. Many adult CI users consider music “noisy”
or “disappointing”, and listen to music less often than they
did prior to hearing loss [4]. However, exposure to music is inevitable in public places. If music is foreign, then
one’s quality of life in public places will plummet. Greater
understanding, even if not complete appreciation of music,
will therefore lessen anxiety and lead to a higher quality of
life.
Music Training is an effective way to improve music perception and appreciation [4, 5]. However, it is manpower
intensive and is conducted periodically, not on a daily basis. Each child can only receive a limited amount of individual attention with current training procedures. It would
be beneficial to use mobile devices to help these children
engage in learning anytime and anywhere.
In [6], a computer system for adults with CI explored
various aspects of music such as timbre, rhythm, mixing
and composition. Given its target audience (i.e. adults)
and complexity, this system is less than ideal for children.
Another work specifically targeted children with CI: MOGAT [7], but while the basic idea behind this work was
inspiring, we were concerned that the interface might not
be optimal for the target audience. Designing for users —
especially children — with disabilities requires extra effort
and consideration. Some initial consultations with teachers and therapists gave weight to our concerns, which led
to the current project: designing games with user interfaces
that are friendly to children with CI.
In this study, we designed a game-based ear training mobile application (SECCIMA) that facilitates the training of
musical pitch perception and production skills of children
with CI. The game was crafted through an iterative design
process that involved 16 children with CI. After the game
was finalized, it was compared to MOGAT with an evaluation consisting of 12 new children. We report on our iterative design process, evaluation and comparison results,
as well as insights gained while observing the user interaction. Some guidelines on designing user interfaces for
children with CI are discussed as well.
The contributions of this work are i) designing a gamebased music training system that caters to the needs of
children with cochlear implants; ii) evaluating and comparing the system with a prior application using both objective and subjective measures; and iii) summarizing some
guidelines for designing user interfaces for children with
cochlear implants.
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2.1

Related Work

Musical Training

Musical training can have a powerful effect on music perception and appreciation. An excellent review of music
training for CI users is given in [4]; crucially, it supports
the idea that training has the potential to improve music
perception and appreciation in this population.
A recent examination of the effect of musical training
on CI users found that it improved rhythm, timbre, and
melodic contour recognition [8]. These results were echoed
in [5], showing that melodic contour identification performance improved sharply after four weeks of music training, and no significant decline was found in the follow-up
study eight weeks after the training intervention.
2.2

Computer-aided Training Solutions

There are a number of computer-based speech training programs for CI users [9, 10]. However, two recent metareviews of computer auditory speech training cautioned
that although many studies yielded positive results, the quality of the studies was low to moderate [11, 12]. Other
projects explored new possibilities for interaction without
performing any usability tests, such as [13], which used an
interactive floor to combine movement-based playing and
language acquisition , and [14], which allowed children to
progress through a story by identifying phonemes.
There are few computer-based music training programs.
The “Interactive Music Awareness Program” is a computer
system for adults which allows users to explore various aspects of music [6], including melodies, rhythms, and texture. A 12-week study with 16 adult CI users showed
that IMAP increased their ability to recognize musical instruments. Our main inspiration was “Mobile Game with
Auditory Training for Children with Cochlear Implants”
(MOGAT) [7]. This project provided three games: “Higher
Lower”, which prompted children to identify whether a
pair of sounds were in ascending or descending pitch; “Vocal Matcher”, which asked children to sing notes with specific pitches, and “Ladder Singer”, which provided a pitchgraded karaoke interface. However, some flaws in the UI
of this system caused problems when being used by children. These are discussed in Section 3.
2.3

Design for Children with Disabilities

In many cases, children with CIs are not as cognitively developed as children with typical hearing, with literacy, language, and behavioral issues due to the cumulative effect
of the hearing loss before diagnosis, waiting time for the
surgery, and recovery time after the implant [15, 16].
The specific design needs of deaf or hard of hearing children are discussed in two recent papers. [17] noted communication and behavioral difficulties during prototyping
sessions, as well as the children being initially hesitant to
explore the game being designed. [17] also confirmed that
the children were very sensitive to visual changes, quickly
noticing (and then fixating on) even minor changes to the
background. [18] presented twenty-five guidelines for designing games for deaf children. Many of these guidelines

Figure 1: Two interfaces of MOGAT. Left: the “HigherLower” game. Right: the “Vocal Matcher” game.
are aimed at mitigating reduced language skills, addressing their sensitivity to visual changes, and mitigating their
tendency to be distracted.

3

Design Considerations

The goal of this study is to design a game-based training
application on smartphones that can be used to improve
pitch perception and production skills of children with CIs.
Therefore, the application was developed to facilitate the
following functions:
1. Play music notes audibly and display them visually;
2. Test players’ perception of notes and give feedback;
3. Evaluate players’ singing voice, and give feedback
on the quality of the pitch produced by the player.
We began by examining MOGAT [7] (Figure 1) to identify design flaws. These are split into the following categories.
3.1

Simplicity

Children with CI are generally less developed in literacy
and can be distracted by changing visual elements [17,18].
This means that UI designed for them must be straightforward and simple.
In MOGAT’s “Vocal Matcher” game (Figure 1), the child
had to first listen to a musical note and try to match that
note by singing it. On the screen, there was an empty
progress bar that gradually filled up as the child sustained
the target pitch. When the pitch produced by the child
was different from the target pitch, a small arrow appeared,
showing the child how to adjust her pitch to approach the
target. However, children sometimes adjusted their pitch
in the wrong direction. Later examination revealed that
there was an ambiguity in this interface. An arrow pointing
down can be interpreted in two ways: either your pitch is
too high; please go lower, or compared to the target pitch,
yours is too low; please go higher.
Besides this ambiguity, the arrow design had another potential flaw. Normal progress bars seen in many other interfaces contain no arrows. First, the child was required
to notice the arrow, and second, the child must learn the
meaning of the arrow. This added to the cognitive load
when children were already trying to sing the correct musical note and fill the progress bar.
Finally, screens in MOGAT included a status bar showing
the number of completed questions, and a separate timer
which counted up. These added little to the actual gameplay, and in the case of the timer could serve to distract
the child by inducing them to watch the changing numbers
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tation of the UI element and the pitch. The visual dimensions we utilized were: color, position and movement.
• Color: the red and blue end of the spectrum were
used for higher and lower pitches respectively.
• Position: higher and lower pitches were positioned
near the top and bottom of the screen respectively.
• Movement: upward/downward movements were used
to represent increasing/decreasing pitch.

Figure 2: An inconsistency issue in MOGAT.
rather than performing the exercise.
3.2

Consistency/reinforcement

In MOGAT, there were a few inconsistencies between “Higher
Lower” and “Vocal Matcher”. While the former used a circle that gradually filled itself anti-clockwise during playback, the latter used a horizontal progress bar instead (Figure 2). Similarly, “Vocal Matcher” and “Ladder Singer”
both represented musical notes with progress bars, but the
latter used the vertical dimension to indicate the player’s
pitch while the former did not. These small inconsistencies
may seem minor, but children with CI were easily confused
when presented with such issues. Therefore, a consistent
representation of key concepts is necessary.
Although consistency of the meaning of visual elements
is important, that meaning does not need to be unique. It
would be preferable if we can present information using
multiple facets of visual elements without compromising
the simplicity of the design.
3.3

Familiarity

Children with CI exhibit a degree of nervousness when facing unfamiliar environments [17]. Therefore, using concrete and familiar objects within the user interface would
be a preferable approach when designing for this audience.
The visual elements of MOGAT are mostly abstract shapes
(e.g. circles, rectangles and bar graphs). While these visual elements look nice with their flat UI style, there were
no metaphors between them and real-world objects with
which the children are familiar. Therefore, children faced
additional challenges in learning the relationship between
the abstract graphical representations and the concrete concepts. For example, pitch difference was indicated with bar
graphs, which was not taught until Primary 3 according to
the local curriculum. Younger children were easily confused because these graphs were alien to them.

4

SECCIMA

In order to introduce familiarity into the new interface, we
decided to use two real-world objects as the graphical elements, and attempted to find an analogy for each that was
easy for the children with CI to comprehend. One was the
Ball: when singing, the player’s pitch controls the position
of a ball. The player needs to drive the ball to a target position by singing the target pitch. The second was a Balloon:
when singing at a target pitch, the player fills a balloon
with air until it bursts; off-pitch singing makes the balloon
lose air.
Our approach was to use the concept of reinforcement
to exploit different dimensions of a single visual element,
thus minimizing the cognitive load. Since the core underlying concept of SECCIMA is the pitch of music notes, we
need to establish connections between the visual represen-

Utilizing multiple dimensions of a single object benefits the system in two ways. First, it establishes multiple
connections between the target concept and the real-world
analogy that children are already familiar with. Multiple connections increase the chances of them understanding the target concept. Moreover, since visual dimensions
(color, position and movement) are simply attributes of familiar objects , the connections between these attributes
and the object are easy to remember.
The game interfaces in SECCIMA are simple with fewer
visual elements compared to MOGAT. We removed multiple indicators like progress bars, arrows and status bars.
We used the position of glossy balls to indicate pitch. Children can therefore focus on just moving the ball to the correct position without having to worry about learning multiple indicators. In addition, the appearance and the function of the visual elements used are consistent across all the
games. For example, the meaning of color, position, and
movement of the glossy balls is the same for all the games.

5

Initial Game Design

There were three games in SECCIMA, namely Xylophone,
High/Low and Sing’NRoll (Figure 3). The counterparts of
High/Low and Sing’NRoll in MOGAT are Higher Lower
and Vocal Matcher. We did not include a karaoke interface
in SECCIMA, because the focus of SECCIMA was single
pitch perception and production. We built the user interface around the color, position and movement of 8 glossylooking balls. Each ball is correlated to a musical note with
its color and position representing the pitch.
5.1

Xylophone

As the first game in SECCIMA, Xylophone serves to introduce the whole application. In this game, the player simply
needs to tap on each glossy ball and listen to the corresponding music note. The purpose of this simple game is
to lay the foundation for the rest of the games by helping
the players learn the underlying analogies of the UI.
The Xylophone game begins by showing a random subset
of the glossy balls. After listening to all notes by tapping
all visible balls, the player is taken to the next level. As the
levels progress, more balls are shown, ending with all 8 in
their respective note positions. This enables to the child to
gain familiarity with the interface.
5.2

High/Low

High/Low is the successor of the “Higher Lower” game of
MOGAT, and provides training on pitch perception. The
interface of High/Low has the same layout as Xylophone,
with most of the octave lineup invisible. Two or three
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(a) Before

Figure 3: The initial design of the 3 games in SECCIMA:
Xylophone, High/Low, and Sing’NRoll (left to right).
glossy balls are placed at the bottom of the screen, while
the holes to which those balls belong are shown. The ball’s
color is the same as in the Xylophone game, while holes
are surrounded by a halo of the corresponding color. Upon
tapping a ball or a hole, the corresponding musical note
is played. To win the game, the player needs to drag the
balls to their corresponding holes, ideally by listening to
the pitch of each ball and matching it with the correct hole.
As the levels of the game progress, the visual clues gradually disappear so as to challenge the player to rely more
on her hearing than on her visual ability. From level three
on, the halos around the holes are not colored anymore,
and from level six onward, the colors of some balls disappear as well. The final level of this game has all the colors
removed, forcing the player to solely rely on her hearing.
5.3

Sing’NRoll

In Sing’NRoll, the player first listens to a musical note (i.e.
the target) played by the application, then attempts to reproduce the pitch by singing. The smartphone captures the
singing of the player and performs real-time audio analysis to extract the pitch using the YIN algorithm [19]. The
user’s pitch controls the vertical position of the ball. If the
pitch matches the target pitch within a specific tolerance,
the ball will be aligned with the hole on screen and start
rolling towards the hole, hence the name Sing’NRoll. By
sustaining the target pitch for a certain duration, the player
can move the ball to the hole and win the game. If the
player fails to hold the target pitch, the ball will gradually
roll away from the hole, to discourage random guesses.

6

Iterative Design Process

After the prototype was completed, we followed an iterative design process (IDP) to improve the interface. Four
rounds of iterative design were conducted, with 3 children
in the first, 5 in the second, and 4 in the last two rounds.
6.1

Participants and Procedure

Participants of the user study were recruited from a local
primary school dedicated to children with hearing impairment. There were 16 participants in total, with 13 boys
and 3 girls. Their age range was 9 to 12 years. All of the
participants were pre-lingually deaf, and 14 of them were
congenitally deaf. Most of them (14 out of 16) had regular access to smartphones and used smartphones in general
to play games. The age range of the participants’ cochlear

(b) After

Figure 4: Sing’NRoll changes after round 1
implant was between 10 to 135 months (mean 80.4, std
29.3). All participants had unilateral cochlear implants.
The user studies were conducted in an empty, quiet classroom on the campus of the primary school where the children were recruited. Each session started with a 5-minute
briefing, and then the participant played the game for a
maximum duration of 15 minutes with no instructions or
hints from the test conductors. Finally, a 5-minute feedback conversation was administered and questionnaire filled.
6.2

Round 1

All participants in this round had difficulty figuring out the
Sing’NRoll game; they tried dragging the ball rather than
singing. This might have been caused by the inconsistency
between High/Low and Sing’NRoll, where the action to
move a ball in the former was dragging but in the later
switched to singing. Another issue was the lack of effective
prompt to switch from one action to another. The instruction screen was skipped very quickly by most participants.
Based on these observations, we made the following changes
to the design for the next round (Figure 4). For Sing’NRoll,
we placed the ball inside a bubble to differentiate it from
the balls in the High/Low game. When the player sang, the
bubble moved vertically. If the player sustained singing at
the target pitch, the bubble gradually grew until reaching
some threshold and bursting. By changing the interface
dramatically, our aim was to indicate that this game expected different inputs from High/Low. We also removed
the hole entirely and replaced it with a target area to avoid
any confusion between Sing’NRoll and High/Low. Another consequence of this change is that it avoided a potential confusion regarding movement. The original design used the Y-axis to indicate pitch (which we retain),
and the X-axis to indicate completion. By abandoning Xaxis movement and using the bubble’s size as a completion
metric, we clarify the meaning of movement in the game.
Finally, a prompt message was added to remind the player
to sing if she remained silent for more than 6 seconds.
6.3

Round 2

Neither the bubble nor the prompt message seemed to have
any effect. Only two out of the five participants managed
to figure out how to play the game. Although the prompt
said explicitly “Sing to move bubble. Break the bubble
here to get the Gem.”, children did not seem to follow it.
Young children with CI have difficulty understanding long
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sentences [17, 18], and we failed to adequately heed those
warnings. The arrow pointing at the target area encouraged
participants to tap on that area, which caused more confusion. A few participants also tried to play the game directly
on the instruction screen, because it had a very similar look
to the actual game and caused the confusion.
Another subtle consistency issue was observed. Since
holes in Xylophone were not tappable, participants considered holes in High/Low to behave the same way. However,
the later were designed to play the note upon tapping.
We made three changes after this round: 1) instruction
screen of Sing’NRoll was changed from a static image to
an animated demo (Figure 5a), 2) all instruction screens received a style update different from the actual games (Figure 5b, 5c), 3) holes in Xylophone and High/Low were
given different appearances (Figure 5d, 5e).
Round 3 & Round 4

The animated cartoon instruction worked well. All four
participants learned to play the Sing’NRoll game very quickly
(three of them managed to finish the first level in under 30
seconds). The other two problems observed in round 2
were also resolved by the corresponding adjustments.
With no obvious flaws found in round 3, we added a
scoreboard to Sing’NRoll as an extra motivational component to see if it can boost excitement.
No new problems were discovered in round 4, but there
was also no effect of the scoreboard — all of the children quickly skipped over it. The scoreboard might contain
more information than they would like to consume.
6.5

3

4

Round

Figure 5: UI changes for round 2

6.4

DNC: 1

Objective Evaluation

During the iterative design process, participants’ interactions with SECCIMA were filmed, from which we calculated the time taken for a participant to complete each game
and used this time as an objective measure to quantify the
intuitiveness and ease of use of the UI.
For Xylophone and Sing’NRoll, the completion time was
defined as the time from a player entering the game to winning the first level of the game. The completion time of the
High/Low game was defined differently because the first
level of High/Low has color strokes around the targets and
the participant can win the game by simple color matching.
Therefore we defined the completion time of the High/Low

Figure 6: Completion times for games. “DNC” indicates
that the child “did not complete” the exercise.
No.
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
G1
G2
G3

Statement
I understood the instructions
The game was fun
The game was easy to play
I want to play this game again
I want to play this game at home
Rate the Xylophone game
Rate the High/Low game
Rate the Sing’NRoll game

Table 1: Post-session questionnaire for participants.
game as the time lapsed from the player entering the game
to the player winning the third level, where there are no
color indications around the targets.
Figure 6 shows the completion time of all participants
organized by round number and game. One participant
in round 3 was excluded because the corresponding video
recording was corrupted. Both the Xylophone game and
the High/Low game were completed within a minute (many
within 30 seconds). The completion time for the Sing’NRoll
game was more interesting as this was the challenging part
for the participants. In the first two rounds when there were
no animated instructions, 5 out of 8 participants failed to
complete the game. Those who managed to complete the
game had struggled for quite some time (89, 164, 189 seconds) to succeed. After the introduction of the animated instruction in round three, the majority of the participants (7
out of 8) completed the game without much struggle. The
completion time was reduced significantly as well, from
more than two minutes to well under one minute.
6.6

Subjective Evaluation

Subjective measurements were collected via the post-session
questionnaire (Table 1, Figure 7). The participants were
asked to choose from a Likert scale of 5, with larger numbers corresponding to more positive answers. The responses
to Q1 (I understood the instructions) and Q3 (The game
was easy to play) exhibit a high correlation to the introduction of animated instruction, as they increase noticeably after round 2. This confirms our observation from
the objective evaluation that the animated instruction did
help the participants learn the game faster and make the
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Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

App
M-LG
S-LG
M-SG
S-SG

Round 4

Response

5
4
3
2

No. of UI elements
10
6
9
7

No. of useless taps
11, 16, 32, 36, 50
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 16, 31, 33, 43
0, 0, 0, 4, 10, 55

Table 2: Number of unnecessary taps from users

1
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

G1

G2

G3

game easier. The scores of Q2 (The game was fun) increased marginally over time; however, the large variations
in scores of Q4 and Q5 suggest that these improvements in
enjoyment were not significant.
The participants were also asked to rate the three games
on a Likert scale of 1 to 5. It can be seen that the scores of
Xylophone (G1) and High/Low (G2) are noticeably higher
than that of Sing’NRoll (G3). One possible reason is that in
the Sing’NRoll game participants were facing more challenges, which may have attenuated their enjoyment. But
even though Sing’NRoll is less preferred, its scores are on
a upward trend, which points to the effectiveness of the
adjustments to the system.

7

Comparison with MOGAT

SECCIMA was compared with MOGAT to assess its intuitiveness. In order to distinguish the two, we will prepend
the game names with S- or M-, respectively. Both applications have two main components: a listening game (LG:
M-Higher Lower vs S-High/Low) and a singing game (SG:
M-Vocal Matcher vs S-Sing’NRoll in SECCIMA).
7.1

Participants, Setup and Procedure

A total of 12 participants were involved, out of which 7
were congenitally deaf, 4 pre-lingually deaf and 1 postlingually deaf. The age range was 7 to 10 years. All
participants were regular smartphone users and had used
them for playing games. Time since cochlear implantation
ranged from 20 to 84 months (mean 45.3, std 22.9).
For SECCIMA, the same equipment as in the iterative
design process was used. For MOGAT, we used an iPod
Touch (4th gen.). The same audio cable was used to connect the device with participants’ implants.
All participants had no prior exposure to either interface. They were randomly divided into two groups, each
using one of the apps. The same procedure as in the iterative design process was used, i.e. a pre-session briefing,
15 minutes of game play (video recorded), and a short discussion as well as a post-session questionnaire.
7.2

Objective Evaluation

Objective measures were derived from the video recordings. Since one participant opted out of video recording,
we were left with 6 subjects in the SECCIMA group and 5
in the MOGAT group.
We counted the unnecessary taps (i.e. tapping on UI elements that are not tappable) by the participants in both
groups (shown in Table 2), which was then divided by the

8

Success (%)

Figure 7: Questionnaire results for each round (box plots).

Norm. useless taps

MOGAT

6
4
2
0
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SG

(a) Normalized unnecessary taps from users
(lower is better). p =
0.001, 0.51.

SECCIMA

100
80
60
40
M-LG S-LG 3 S-LG 10

(b) Success rate in listening games
(higher is better), S-H/L x: first
x levels of S-High/Low. p =
0.006, 0.06.

Figure 8: Objective comparison (box plots).
total number of UI elements in respective games to normalize the difference in relative densities of screen layouts.
We used this normalized number of unnecessary taps as an
objective measure of the intuitiveness of the UI, with more
unnecessary taps indicating a poor interface. As shown in
Figure 8a, the normalized number of unnecessary taps in
SECCIMA were significantly fewer than MOGAT in the
listening game. Results for the singing game also favored
SECCIMA, but the difference was not significant.
Another objective measure we used was the percentage
of successful attempts in the listening game. In both interfaces, the child was supposed to distinguish musical notes
and to indicate which one is higher or lower. Choosing randomly would give a 50% successful rate. Figure 8b shows
the successful rates for M-Higher Lower and S-High/Low.
With a mean success rate of 50.67% (vs. 81.8 % and 80.8
% in SECCIMA), children playing M-Higher Lower were
likely to be making selections randomly, indicating the user
interface was not intuitive enough for the children to understand. Later levels of S-High/Low were more challenging
because they involved more than two musical notes (only
the first three levels involved two notes), but as student performance remained high, the interface of SECCIMA was
demonstrated to be more effective.
In the singing game, none of the 6 children using MOGAT could figure out how to play the game on their own
until the teacher intervened. On the contrary, 3 out of 6
children in the SECCIMA group managed to figure it out
on their own, and another one kept blowing air instead of
singing. Only two of them failed to understand that they
were supposed to make sound. Although not as good as
in the iterative design study (in which all but one child in
rounds 3 and 4 figured it out), this result was not surprising
considering the younger age of this group (7–10 vs. 9–12).
In terms of feedback, the children’s pitches in the MOGAT group were mostly monotonic, suggesting that they
did not fully understand the feedback. In the SECCIMA
group, more children were varying their pitches in response
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(a) One example of a pitch contour from MOGAT
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Figure 10: Questionnaire results (higher is better), see text
for details about possible inaccuracies (box plots).
p = 0.21, 0.58, 0.03, 0.39, 0.74, 0.49, 0.76.

5

8

(b) One example of a pitch contour from SECCIMA

Figure 9: Comparison of two example pitch contours.
to the feedback. As an example, Figure 9a and 9b show two
typical pitch contours from users of MOGAT and SECCIMA respectively. The pitch contour from MOGAT was
mostly monotonic and did not move towards the target pitch
over time. On the other hand, the one from SECCIMA slid
nicely towards the target pitch and stayed there.
For the comparison between the two singing games, “completion time” was not used as a comparing metric because
the game designs were too different to compare fairly. For
example,M-Vocal Matcher did not penalize the user for incorrect pitch, which made it much easier than S-Sing’NRoll,
because the latter imposed a penalty for incorrect pitch and
therefore was harder to win. For the same reason, success
rate was not used either.
7.3

SECCIMA

5
4
3
2
1

Subjective Evaluation

Subjective measurements were collected via the post-session
questionnaire (questions in Table 1, results in Figure 10).
The children indicated that SECCIMA was easier to understand and play than MOGAT (Q1 and Q3). It is worth
noting that some of the children playing MOGAT indicated
they understood the game fully (by rating Q1 with a score
of 5), although they did not play the game as they were
supposed to. In fact, none of the children in the MOGAT
group was able to figure out how to play the singing game
(Vocal Matcher) after a long struggle, and the teacher had
to intervene. Discussions with their teacher confirmed that
they tend to say Yes to those questions they do not understand. This could potentially bring inaccuracies to the results. Researchers working on comparisons between people with different ages or mental capabilities may need to
take this potential bias into consideration.
The children’s teacher who helped us conduct the study
provided some feedback on both interfaces. She mentioned
that MOGAT was less intuitive. For example, the word Select used in MOGAT was not in the children’s vocabulary,
and the children had no exposure to bar graphs until their
later stage in primary school. In contrast, SECCIMA’s
colored balls were simpler and easier to understand. She
specifically pointed out that the arrows (see Figure 1) used
by Vocal Matcher in MOGAT were confusing, even to her
as an adult. Children were tapping on the flashing arrow
even though it was not tappable. On the other hand, the
animation used in SECCIMA was more intuitive.

Discussion

The interfaces for SECCIMA games were simpler than
MOGAT, and the visual elements were consistent throughout all the games. The lower number of unnecessary taps
and the higher success rate in SECCIMA confirms our hypothesis that increasing the simplicity and the consistency
of the games made them easy to follow. Additionally, the
reinforcement considerations resulted in a step-by-step learning process in SECCIMA. The lesson about color and position of the balls in the first game helped the students understand how to drag the balls to correct positions in the second game. Similarly, lessons from each level were being
applied to play the next levels. The reduction in unnecessary taps and more-than-chance success rate of SECCIMA
shows that the children were learning the games, and not
randomly playing them. Finally, in SingN’Roll, familiarity
with floating bubbles may have helped the children to understand the feedback on how to change their pitch. Thus,
it was a compound effect of all design considerations that
made the interface more intuitive and less confusing.
We offer a few recommendations for researchers working with children with CI. (1) Test early, test often: No
matter how many hours are spent discussing designs in the
lab, something unexpected will always happen when testing with children. That said, it is important to (2) carefully
balance the number of children in the design vs. evaluation phases. There are usually limited number of CI users
in each city, and parents and caregivers are appropriately
cautious about children’s participation in research studies.
It might be helpful to (3) involve participants outside of
the target population. While the real evaluation should
still be done with the target group, some of the flaws could
have been detected by children with normal hearing.
It is important to (4) reduce the amount of text and use
more visual displays, provided those visuals displays do
not cause distractions. (5) When text is necessary, words
and phrases are more preferable then sentences, because these children have difficulties comprehending longer
text. It is worth noting that even the use of imagery and animation should be controlled to minimize cognitive load.
These findings are consistent with those of [17, 18].
We observed that many young children with CI are not
able to express themselves effectively (also noted in [16,
17]); forming sentences can be difficult for them. Therefore, (6) obtaining verbal feedback from them takes time
and patience (as with adults with cognitive disabilities [20]).
As noted earlier in the comparison study, some children
indicated that they completely understood the instructions
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while they actually did not. When collecting subjective
feedback from these children, this “nodding phenomenon”
should be taken into consideration to avoid potential bias.
We therefore suggest to (7) use objective measurements
in addition to subjective feedback, such as success rate,
number of unnecessary taps, and completion times.

9

Conclusion

We designed SECCIMA to facilitate music training of children with cochlear implants using an iterative design process. The observations and design decisions in each iteration were documented. Both objective and subjective evaluations were performed to assess the effectiveness of the
design decisions and the ease of use of the interface. The
evaluation result shows that the adjustments between iterations improved the usability and made the interface easier
to use. A comparison with an existing work was performed
and showed that our system is more intuitive and easier
for the children to use. The insights and guidelines summarized from this study may be helpful to those who are
interested in designing applications for children with CI.
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ABSTRACT
This paper studies the emotion recognition from musical
tracks in the 2-dimensional valence-arousal (V-A) emotional space. We propose a method based on convolutional (CNN) and recurrent neural networks (RNN), having
significantly fewer parameters compared with state-of-theart method for the same task. We utilize one CNN layer
followed by two branches of RNNs trained separately for
arousal and valence. The method was evaluated using the
“MediaEval2015 emotion in music” dataset. We achieved
an RMSE of 0.202 for arousal and 0.268 for valence, which
is the best result reported on this dataset.
1. INTRODUCTION
Music has been used to transfer and convey emotions since
the initial era of human communication [1, 2]. In the field
of music signal processing, either perceived or induced
emotion (see [3] for details) has been proven to be a strong
and content-oriented attribute of music and has been employed for categorization tasks. For example, published
works focus on emotion recognition from music in order
to provide an alternative and content-oriented categorization scheme to the typical “Artist/Band/Year” one [4, 5].
There are two main categories of models for emotions;
i) the discrete, and ii) the dimensional models. Discrete
models of emotion employ a discrete group of words to
model emotions. The basic emotions model [6] and the
Hevner’s list [7] are the important representative examples of this group. The main drawback of discrete models of emotion is the subjective perception of the meaning of each word that is employed to describe an emotion. This leads to confusion when different words are
utilized for the same emotion, e.g. “Joy”–“Enjoyment”
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and “Cheerfulness”–“Happiness” [2, 8]. Despite this confusion, discrete models are heavily used in works where the
focus is on a specific emotion or emotional condition [9].
This categorical approach is also employed in the audio
mood classification (AMC) task, under the music information retrieval evaluation exchange (MIREX) [10]. At
AMC, the participants were requested to propose methods
and systems capable of classifying audio files into five discrete emotion classes, using one class for the whole audio
clip. The five classes contained five to seven adjectives and
these adjectives were derived from online tags and were
not based on some of the accepted categorical models of
emotion. On average, the accuracy of the proposed methods and systems was below 70% [11, 12].
Dimensional models represent emotion in a continuous
N -dimensional space. Usually, N = 2 and one dimension
corresponds to arousal and the other to valence [13]. The
emotion in a song is usually not spread equally through
the time and it varies around some bias value. The bias
value usually stays unchanged for a significant fraction of
the duration of the song [14]. This property can be hardly
observable in the categorical approach, but with the dimensional approach, the continuous changes can be captured
more easily.
A dimensional model was employed for the emotion in
music (EiM) challenge, organized under the MediaEval
benchmark [15]. To the best of authors’ knowledge, MediaEval along with MIREX are the two widely known international scientific challenges for music emotion recognition. The MediaEval challenge consisted of two tasks,
one focusing on static and the other focused on the dynamic presence of emotion in music. In the second (dynamic) task of the EiM, the methods proposed were based
on support vector regression (SVR) [16], continuous conditional neural fields [17], continuous conditional random
fields [18], feed-forward neural networks [19], and recurrent neural networks [20]. The dataset for this dynamic
task of EiM consisted of extracted audio features and emotional annotations. The features and the annotations were
for frames of audio of length 500 ms. The best-reported
results for this task were obtained using an ensemble of
six long short-term memory (LSTM) RNNs with different input sequence lengths. The final output was predicted
from the ensemble using an extreme learning machine.
This method achieved a root-mean-square error (RMSE)
of 0.230 for arousal and 0.303 for valence [21].
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In this paper, we propose a method that exploits the combined modeling capacities of the CNN, RNN, and fully
connected (FC) network. We call this the stacked convolutional and recurrent neural network (CRNN). Similar architecture of stacked CNN, RNN, and FC has been used in
literature and shown to consistently outperform the previous network configurations for sound event detection [22],
speech recognition [23], and music classification [24]. We
approach the problem as a regression one and evaluate
the method using the EiM dynamic task dataset. We use
RMSE as the metric in order to provide a direct comparison
with results from existing works. Our proposed method
employs only a small fraction of parameters compared to
the recent state-of-the-art DBLSTM-based system by Li at
al. [25] and performs with significantly better results (i.e.
lower RMSE for both arousal and valence recognition).
Additionally, we evaluate our method with a raw feature
set (log mel-band energy). This is motivated from the fact
that neural networks can by themselves learn the first order
derivatives and statistics existing in the feature set provided
in EiM dataset. These raw features are extracted from the
same songs that were utilized in the EiM dataset. The results using the raw feature set are comparable to the ones
achieved with the Li et al. system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we present our proposed method. Section 3 describes the
dataset, features, metric, baseline and the evaluation procedure. We analyze and discuss the obtained results in Section 4. Finally concluding the paper in Section 5.

Baseline by open smile (60x260x1)
OR log mel-band energy(60x64x1)
8, 3x3, 2D CNN, ReLUs
Batch normalization
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60x8

60x8

8, bidirectional GRU, tanh

8, bidirectional GRU, tanh

60x16

60x16

1, time distributed maxout

1, time distributed maxout

60x1

60x1
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Figure 1: Proposed method of stacked convolutional and
recurrent neural network for music emotion recognition.
FC uses the linear activation and the GRU’s use the tanh
activation. In the bidirectional GRU, we concatenate together the forward and backward activations. The network was trained using the backpropagation through time
alorithm [30], the Adam optimizer with the default parameters in [31], and the RMSE as the loss function. In order
to reduce overfitting of the network to training data we use
dropout [32] for the CNN and RNN layers and the ElasticNet [33] regularization for the weights and activity of
the CNN. The network was implemented using the Keras
framework [34] and the Theano backend [35].
3. EVALUATION

2. PROPOSED METHOD
The input to the proposed method is a sequence of audio
features extracted from audio. We evaluate the method
with two separate audio features - baseline (Section 3.2.1)
and raw (Section 3.2.2). Our proposed method, illustrated
in Figure 1 is a neural network architecture obtained by
stacking a CNN with two branches of FC and RNN one
each for arousal and valence. This combined CRNN architecture maps the input audio features into their respective arousal and valence values. The output of the method,
arousal and valence values, is in the range of [-1, 1].
In our method, the local shift-invariant features are extracted from the audio features using a CNN with a receptive filter size of 3 × 3. The feature map of the CNN
acts as the input to two parallel but identical branches, one
for arousal and the other one for valence. Each of these
branches consists of the FC, the bidirectional gated recurrent unit (GRU) [26], and the output layer consisting of
one node of the maxout layer [27]. Both FC and maxout
had their weights shared across time steps. The FC was
utilized to reduce the dimensionality of the feature maps
from the CNN and, consequently, reduce the number of
parameters required by the GRU. The bidirectional GRU
layer was utilized to learn the temporal information in the
features. The maxout layer was employed as the regression
layer due to its ability to approximate a convex, piecewise
linear activation function [27].
We use the rectified linear unit (ReLU) [28] activation
and the batch normalization [29] for the CNN layer. The

3.1 Dataset
For the evaluation of our method, we utilized the dataset
provided for the MediaEval’s EiM task [15]. For annotations, the Russell’s two-dimensional continuous emotional
space [36] was used. The values of arousal and valence
belonging to every 500 ms segment were annotated by five
to seven annotators per song from the Amazon Mechanical
Turk.
The training set consisted of 431 audio excerpts with a
length of 45 seconds from the Free music archive. The
first 15 seconds of excerpts were used for annotator’s adaptation. The annotations and features for the remaining
30 seconds were provided as the development set. This
amounts to 60 annotations per audio file (30 s of audio with
annotations every 500 ms). Each of the annotations are in
the range of [-1, 1] for both arousal and valence. Negative
values represents low arousal/valence and positive high.
The evaluation set consists of 58 full songs from the
royalty free multitrack MedleyDB dataset and Jamendo
music website. Similar features and annotations as development set were provided for the evaluation set.
3.2 Audio features
3.2.1 Baseline features
The feature set that we used is the one that was utilized in
the EiM challenge. The most of research is based on this
feature set, so we call it the baseline features set. It consists
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Baseline by open smile (60x260x1)
OR log mel-band energy(60x64x1)

of the mean and standard deviation of 65 low-level acoustic descriptors and their first order derivatives from the
2013 INTERSPEECH Computational Paralinguistic Challenge [37], extracted with the openSMILE toolbox [38]. In
the feature set are included mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), spectral features such as flux, centroid,
kurtosis, and rolloff, and voice related features such as jitter and shimmer. The total amount of features is 260 and
they were extracted from non overlapping segments of length 500 ms. The mean and standard deviation of the features for this 500 ms were estimated from frames of 60 ms
with 50 ms (≈ 80%) overlap.

8, 3x3, 2D CNN, ReLUs
Batch normalization
60x(260 OR 64*8)

8, time distributed FC
60x8

8, bidirectional GRU, tanh
60x16

1, time distributed maxout

3.2.2 Raw audio feature
The above baseline features consist of mean, standard deviation, first and second order derivatives of different raw
features. Neural networks by themselves can extract such
statistics from the raw features directly. Thus, we argue
that these features are not the best choice for neural networks. In order to study the performance of the proposed
network with raw features, we employ just the log melband energies. Mel-band related features have been used
previously for MediaEval EiM task [18] and MIREX AMC
task [39]. The librosa python library [40] was used to extract the mel-band features from 500 ms segments, in a
similar fashion to the baseline feature set.
3.3 Metric
The RMSE is widely used in many areas as a statistical
metric to measure a model performance. It represents a
standard deviation of the differences of predicted values
from the line of best fit at the sample level. Given N predicted samples ŷn and the corresponding reference samples yn , then RMSE between them can be written as:
s
RM SE =

PN

n=1 (ŷn

N

− yn )2

(1)

3.4 Baseline
The proposed method is compared to the system proposed
in [25]. To the best of our knowledge, this method has
the top results on the MediaEval’s EiM dataset using the
baseline audio features. This result was obtained using an
ensemble of six bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM) networks of
five layers and 256 units each, trained on sequence length
of 10. The first two layers of these were pre-trained with
the baseline features. The six networks of the ensemble
were chosen such that they covered all the training data,
and sequence lengths of 10, 20, 30 and 60. The output
of the ensemble of networks was fused using SVR with a
third order polynomial kernel and artificial neural network
(ANN) of 14 nodes. The average output of SVR and ANN
was used as the final arousal and valence values.
In terms of complexity of this baseline method, a five
layer 256 input and output units BLSTM has about 2
million parameters. An ensemble of six BLSTMs compounded in this manner will have about 12 million param-

60x1

Arousal

60x1

Valence

Figure 2: Stacked convolutional and recurrent neural network without branching (CRNN NB).
eters. Additionally, SVR and ANN adds to further complexity of the overall method.
3.5 Evaluation procedure
The hyperparameter estimation of the proposed method
was done by varying the number of layers of the CNN,
FC, and GRU from one to three, and the number of units
for each of these were varied in the set of {4, 8, 16, 32}.
Identical dropout rates were used for CNN and GRU and
varied in the set of {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}. The ElasticNet variables L1 and L2 were each varied in the set of {1, 0.1,
0.01, 0.001, 0.0001}. The parameters were decided based
on the best RMSE score on the development set, using the
baseline features, mini-batch size of 32, and the maximal
sequence length of 60. The mini-batch size of 32 was chosen from the set of {16, 32, 64, 128} based on the variance
in the training set error and the number of iterations taken
to achieve the best RMSE. The sequence length was chosen to be the same length as the number of annotations per
audio file in the training set, therefore 30 s per every audio
clip annotated every 0.5 s and this sequence length varied
from 10 s to 60 s with the multiply of 2. The network was
trained to achieve the lowest average RMSE of valence and
arousal. The best configuration with least number of parameters had one layer each of CNN, FC and GRU with
eight units each, a dropout rate of 0.25, L1 of 0.1 and L2
of 0.001. Figure 1 shows the configuration and the feature
map dimensions of the proposed method.
In order to provide the comparison of the performance
of CRNN without these two branches (CRNN NB), we removed one branch in the above configuration and trained
the CRNN with both the valence and arousal on the same
branch as seen in Figure 2.
The proposed CRNN method was trained with the raw
features (log mel-band energy). In order to give a direct
comparison of performance, we keep the exact configuration as the proposed CRNN with only the dropout changed
to 0.75. The network was seen to overfit to the training
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Table 1: RMSE errors for development and evaluation data using (a) baseline and (b) log mel-band energy features. The
numbers reported are the mean and standard deviation over five separate runs of the method with different initialization of
network weights.. The proposed CRNN network performance is reported for sequence lengths 10, 20, 30 and 60.
(a) Baseline features

Seq. length
60
30
20
10

Valence
0.275±0.004
0.268±0.004
0.268±0.003
0.267±0.003

Evaluation
Arousal
0.210±0.004
0.205±0.004
0.202±0.007
0.203±0.006

Average
0.242±0.002
0.236±0.001
0.235±0.002
0.235±0.003

Valence
0.065±0.002
0.060±0.001
0.059±0.001
0.059±0.002

Development
Arousal
0.055±0.001
0.053±0.002
0.050±0.001
0.052±0.001

Average
0.060±0.001
0.057±0.001
0.055±0.001
0.055±0.001

Development
Arousal
0.073±0.002
0.070±0.001
0.069±0.001
0.067±0.001

Average
0.078±0.001
0.074±0.001
0.074±0.000
0.072±0.000

(b) Log mel-band energy feature

Seq. length
60
30
20
10

Valence
0.276±0.006
0.270±0.003
0.270±0.003
0.273±0.008

Evaluation
Arousal
0.252±0.009
0.250±0.004
0.248±0.004
0.244±0.006

Average
0.264±0.001
0.260±0.001
0.259±0.002
0.258±0.002

data with 0.25 dropout rate that used for baseline features.
A dropout rate of 0.75 was chosen after tuning in the set of
{0.25, 0.5, 0.75}.

Valence
0.083±0.002
0.079±0.001
0.079±0.001
0.078±0.000

Table 2: RMSE errors for evaluation data using baseline
features. The numbers reported for CRNN NB are the
mean and standard deviation over five separate runs of the
method with different initialization of network weights.
Method
Li et al. [25]
CRNN NB

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tables 1a and 1b present the RMSE scores on the development and evaluation datasets for the baseline and log melband features, respectively. These scores are the mean and
standard deviation over five separate runs of the method
with different initialization of network weights.
The proposed CRNN method with baseline features gave
an average RMSE of 0.242 on evaluation set (see average
RMSE for sequence length 60 in Table 1a). The Li et al.
baseline method gave an average RMSE of 0.255 (see Table 2). In comparison, the CRNN method has only about
30 k parameters (about 400 times fewer) and fares significantly better in RMSE sense than the Li et al. system.
Potentially, further improvement can be achieved by using
an ensemble of the proposed method covering different sequence lengths and all training data as proposed in the Li
et al. system.
The configuration of the CRNN NB method had about 17
k parameters and gave the same average RMSE as the Li
et al. system (see CRNN NB in Table 2). This shows the
robustness of the proposed method for the emotion recognition task.
Different sequence lengths were experimented with the
proposed CRNN, and the results are presented in Table 1.
We use a maximum length of 60 which is equal to the
number of annotations from a single file in development
set, and its factors of 10, 20 and 30. We see that lower
sequence lengths of 10 and 20 perform better than using
the full-length sequence of 60. Similar observation was
reported in [25]. The best average RMSE of 0.235 was
achieved with sequences 10 and 20, this is the best result
achieved in this paper and is 0.02 less than Li et al.

Valence
0.285
0.279±0.004

Arousal
0.225
0.231±0.003

Average
0.255
0.255±0.002

We compare the performance of the proposed CRNN
with log mel-band features in Table 1b. Due to the reduced
number of features, this network has only about 10 k parameters. With a simple and not so finely tuned network
and raw features we get a best average RMSE of 0.258 with
sequence length 10. This is very close to the Li et al. system performance with 1200 times fewer parameters. This
proves our hypothesis that the neural network can learn
the information of first and second order derivatives and
first order statistics from the raw features on its own. The
trend of shorter sequences performing better than longer
sequences is also observed with log mel-band energy. A
network tuned for log mel-band features specifically has a
potential to perform better than the Li et al. system.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method consisting of stacked
convolutional and recurrent neural networks for continuous prediction of emotion in two-dimensional V-A space.
The proposed method used significantly less amount of parameters than the Li et al. system and the obtained results
outperform those of the Li et al. system.
The proposed CRNN was evaluated with different lengths
of sequences, and the smaller sequence lengths were seen
to perform better than the longer lengths. Log mel-band
energy feature was proposed in place of baseline features,
and the proposed CRNN was seen to learn information
equivalent to that of baseline features from just the melband features.
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ABSTRACT
The attack phase of sound events plays an important role in
how sounds and music are perceived. Several approaches
have been suggested for locating salient time points and
critical time spans within the attack portion of a sound,
and some have been made widely accessible to the research
community in toolboxes for Matlab. While some work exists where proposed audio descriptors are grounded in listening tests, the approaches used in two of the most popular
toolboxes for musical analysis have not been thoroughly
compared against perceptual results. This article evaluates
the calculation of attack phase descriptors in the Timbre
toolbox and the MIRtoolbox by comparing their predictions to empirical results from a listening test. The results
show that the default parameters in both toolboxes give inaccurate predictions for the sound stimuli in our experiment. We apply a grid search algorithm to obtain alternative parameter settings for these toolboxes that align their
estimations with our empirical results.
1. INTRODUCTION
Many music researchers rely on available toolboxes for
quantitative descriptions of the characteristics of sound files.
These descriptions are commonly referred to as descriptors
or features, and they may be used as variables in experimental research or as input to a classification algorithm. In
this paper we investigate the descriptors that concern the
first part of sonic events, what we will refer to as attack
phase descriptors. 1 Particularly, we are interested in the
detection of salient time points, such as the point when the
sound event is first perceived, the point when it reaches
its peak amplitude, and the perceptual attack of the sound
event, which will be introduced properly in Section 2. Robust detection of such points in time is essential to obtain
accurate values for the attack phase descriptors commonly
used in the music information retrieval community, such as
Log-attack time and attack slope. We compare the results
of two popular toolboxes for Matlab, the MIRtoolbox [1]
1 Note that phase in this context signifies that these descriptors concern
a certain temporal segment of the sound. This differs from the technical
meaning of phase in signal processing, such as in a phase spectrum.
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(version 1.6.2) and the Timbre Toolbox [2] (version 1.4),
in estimating these salient moments. Sound samples from
‘real’ music recordings are used to compare the toolbox
analysis results to a listening test. As such, our research
complements the work by Kazazis et al. [3], where the
toolbox results are compared to strictly controlled synthesis parameters using additive synthesis.
In Section 2 we discuss previous work in auditory perception concerned with the attack portion of sonic events.
In Section 3 we take a closer look at computational estimation of attack phase descriptors. Further, in Section 4, we
show how the algorithms in the MIRtoolbox and Timbre
toolbox compare to our own experimental results, and then
we discuss these results and conclude in Section 5.
2. BACKGROUND
The attack of musical events has been studied from a range
of perspectives. Pierre Schaeffer experimented with tape
recordings of sounds in the 1960s [4]. By cutting off the
beginning of sound events he showed the importance of the
attack portion for the perception of sonic events.
A seminal paper in this field is John W. Gordon’s study
from 1987 of the perceptual attack time of musical tones [5].
Gordon manipulated synthesis parameters in a digital synthesizer and observed how the perceived moment of metrical alignment was affected. A range of parameters were
found to be involved. Gordon introduced the term perceptual attack time, to describe the moment in time perceived
as the rhythmic emphasis of a sound [5]. The term was further explained by Wright, saying that the perceptual attack
time of a musical event is its “perceived moment of rhythmic placement” [6]. This definition emphasises that the
perceptual attack time of a sound event acts as reference
when aligning it with other events to create a perceptually
isochronous sequence, as illustrated in Figure 1. Wright
further argues that the perceptual attack of a sound event is
best modelled not as a single point in time, but as a continuous probability density function indicating the likelihood
as to where a listener would locate the maxima of rhythmic emphasis. These definitions are strongly linked to the
concept of perceptual centres (P-centres) in speech timing,
defining the moment in time when a brief event is perceived to occur [7]. In effect, when two sounds are perceived as synchronous, it is their P-centres that are aligned.
In addition to the perceptual attack time, Gordon [5] argues that it makes sense to talk about both physical onset
time and perceptual onset time for a given sound event.
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Figure 1. The top plot shows a sequence of sounds arranged isochronously by physical onset. The bottom plot
shows the sounds arranged isochronously by perceptual attack. The latter will be perceptually isochronous.

The former refers to the moment in time when the sound
event begins (before it is perceived), and the latter to the
moment in time when the sound event is first perceived.
Attack phase descriptors may represent physical features
of the sound signal, or be estimations of perceptual features. However, the distinction between the two types is
rarely made clear. This may be due to the wide application of audio descriptors in various machine learning tasks,
where physical features are sufficient to obtain the required
result (e.g. in automatic classification of instrument type
[8]). Another related machine learning task is the annual
MIREX 2 competition, where the term onset time is used to
denote the (approximate) time points in an audio file where
new sound events occur, without addressing the distinction
between physical and perceptual onset. 3 In studies of auditory perception, we argue that it is imperative to be aware
of the distinction between the two and the inherent difficulty of estimating perceptual features [9].
2.1 Terminology
Table 1 and Figure 2 show a compilation of attack phase
descriptors, most of them found in the Timbre Toolbox and
MIRtoolbox. In our use of the term, attack phase descriptors include salient time points within or close to the attack
portion of a sound event, in addition to relative measures,
such as the time difference between two salient time points.
Energy peak

Perceptual
Attack

Perceptual
Onset

Temporal centroid

Attack
Slope

Physical
Attack time
Onset

Attack
Leap

Rise time

Log-Attack Time = log(Attack time)

Figure 2. Illustration of various attack phase descriptors.

2

http://www.music-ir.org/mirex
The goal in the MIREX audio onset competitions is to detect discrete sound events in an audio file that has been annotated by a group
of music experts. False positives (indicating a new sound event where
an expert annotator did not) and false negatives (missing a sound event
where an expert annotator indicated one) are penalised. In other words,
high temporal precision for the extracted events is not a primary goal in
the MIREX audio onset competition, which explains why the distinction
between physical and perceptual onset is not addressed.
3

Name
Physical
onset
Perceptual
onset
Perceptual
attack

Type Description
phTP Time point where the sound energy first
rises from 0.
peTP Time point when the sound event
becomes audible.
peTP Time point perceived as the rhythmic
emphasis of the sound — what Gordon
calls perceptual attack time [5].
Energy
phTP Time point when the energy envelope
peak
reaches its maximum value.
Rise time
phTS Time span between physical onset
and energy peak.
Attack time peTS Time span between perceptual onset
and perceptual attack.
Log-Attack phTS The base 10 logarithm of attack time.
Time
Attack
peES Weighted average of the energy envelope
slope
slope in the attack region [2].
Attack leap peES The difference between energy level at
perceptual attack and perceptual onset [10].
Temporal
phTP The temporal barycentre of the sound
centroid
event’s energy envelope.

Table 1. Table of attack phase descriptors. ph: physical,
pe: perceptual, T: time, E: energy, S: span, P: point.

The “Type”-column in Table 1 refers to particular characteristics of the descriptor. A descriptor marked ‘ph’ describes a physical aspect of the audio signal, and ‘pe’ describes perceptual aspects of the sound event. What we refer to as time point descriptors (TP) indicate a single point
in time. Note that we choose not to use the word ‘time’
in TP descriptors, to emphasise that these are conceptually different from descriptors representing a time span. As
noted by Wright [6] the reference of such time points may
be a fixed point in the sound file (e.g., beginning), or an external time reference (e.g., a SMPTE clock). Further, the
time points may be understood in reference to some other
calculated time point, for instance the perceptual attack in
relation to the physical onset. Gordon [5] used this measure, naming it relative perceptual attack time. It is worth
mentioning that detection of physical onset may be unreliable. For natural sounds and recordings, the estimation of
physical onset will depend on algorithmic variables; typically, a noise threshold to eliminate background noise, and
some parameters as input to the envelope extraction algorithm. For digitally synthesized audio signals, however, the
first nonzero signal value can be detected and the physical
onset can confidently be used as a reference.
Time span descriptors (TS) describe the temporal relation
between two time point descriptors. In effect, this category
is not mutually exclusive to the TP category: a TP descriptor with a local time reference (e.g. the time of the physical
onset of the sound event) can also be seen as a TS descriptor, such as Gordon’s relative perceptual attack time.
We use the term energy span descriptors (ES) to denote
descriptors that describe how the energy envelope develops
between two time points. Finally, although not shown in
Table 1, one could easily include EP descriptors to denote
the energy level at salient time points.
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3. COMPUTING ATTACK PHASE DESCRIPTORS
In this section we look more closely at how various attack phase descriptors are computed in the Timbre Toolbox and MIRtoolbox. With reference to the list of descriptors in Table 1, the computational estimation of ph-type
descriptors is conceptually quite different from that of petype descriptors. While a physical feature of the signal can
be calculated accurately, and only depends on algorithmic
parameters like filter cutoff frequency or window length,
any perceptual feature can only be an estimate of how the
particular sound event would be perceived. Neither of the
toolboxes state clearly whether the computed descriptors
are estimates of perceptual or physical features. Both employ algorithms where the end of the attack range does not
necessarily coincide with the peak of the energy envelope.
This suggests that the toolboxes take into account the fact
that the perceived attack of a sound event might end before
the energy peak.
Below, we take a closer look at the attack phase descriptors as they are provided by the toolboxes, and in Section 4
we compare their output to perceptual results from our own
listening experiment. Conceptually, the two toolboxes take
similar approaches to computing attack phase descriptors.
However, on an algorithmic level, the two are quite different. For now, we consider the default strategies and parameters in each toolbox and look at how the energy envelope
and attack phase descriptors are calculated.

The common basis of most algorithms for calculating attack phase descriptors is some function describing the energy envelope of the sound signal. Attack phase descriptors are calculated based on various thresholds applied to
this envelope and its derivatives. The method and the parameters specified in the calculation of the energy envelope
strongly influence the estimated attack phase descriptors.
The default strategy in the Timbre Toolbox is to apply a
Hilbert transform to the audio signal, followed by a 3rdorder Butterworth lowpass filter with cutoff frequency at
5 Hz [2]. The Timbre Toolbox does not compensate for
group delay in the filter when extracting the energy envelope. This is not crucial to the extraction of TS attack
phase descriptors such as Log-Attack Time, but delays all
TP descriptors by the group delay time of the filter. 4
The MIRtoolbox implements a range of strategies, and
the default strategy in onset detection with attack estimation 5 is to calculate the envelope as the sum of columns in
a spectrogram using a hanning window of 100 ms with hop
factor at 10%.
3.2 Extracting attack phase descriptors
The two toolboxes we explore in this paper use different
terminology. In the MIRtoolbox the term ‘onset’ is used
to describe the sound events extracted by peak detection of
Examples of delayed envelopes are shown Figure 4 in Section 4.2.
This is the default strategy for MIRtoolbox onset detection, other
functions in the toolbox rely on different calculations of the energy envelope.
5

Timbre Toolbox attack phase estimation
Effort Function
Mean effort

θ10
Energy envelope
Attack start – end

θ2
θ1

3.1 Energy envelope

4

the energy envelope. This makes sense when seen in relation to the previously mentioned MIREX audio onset competition, but is distinctly different to the meaning of onset
in our paper. Both toolboxes provide estimates of when the
attack of a sound event begins and ends. 6 Both also provide several directly or indirectly related descriptors (such
as attack slope and temporal centroid).
Peeters et al. [2] argue that while a common approach
in estimating the beginning and end of an attack range is
to apply fixed thresholds to the energy envelope, more robust results may be obtained by looking at the slope of the
energy envelope before it reaches its peak value. Trumpet sounds are mentioned as a particular reason for this, as
their energy envelopes may increase after the attack. Both
of the toolboxes we discuss take such an approach, however with different strategies. The two strategies are illustrated in Figure 3, and explained further below.

0
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MIRToolbox attack phase estimation
Time derivative
Peak position
Threshold

0.01
0

1

Energy envelope
Attack start – end
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Figure 3. Attack estimation in the Timbre Toolbox and
MIRtoolbox. The figure shows the process of estimating
the attack start and attack end. The Timbre Toolbox uses an
approach that examines the time interval between successive energy thresholds. The MIRtoolbox puts a threshold
on the first derivative of the energy envelope. For comparability, this figure uses an identical energy envelope (from
a clarinet sound) for both algorithms.
6 In the MIRtoolbox, the attack range is estimated by passing an optional ‘Attacks’-argument to the mironset() function. As per version
1.6.2 of the toolbox, the mirgetdata() function will return the energy
peak rather than the extracted attack region. For an object A containing
the analysis of an audio file, the required code to obtain the attack start
is uncell(get(A,’AttackPosUnit’)) and to obtain the attack
end, the code uncell(get(A,’PeakPosUnit’)) may be used.
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Peeters [11] suggested the weakest effort method, which
is implemented in the Timbre Toolbox for estimating the
beginning and end of the attack. In this method, a set of
i equidistant thresholds θi is specified between zero and a
peak value for the energy envelope. For each θi , a corresponding ti denotes the first time when the energy envelope
crosses the corresponding threshold. Then a set of ‘effort’
parameters ωi,i+1 is calculated as the time between each t.
With the mean effort notated as ω, the beginning of the attack is calculated as the first ωi,i+1 that falls below ω × α,
and the end as the first sucessive ωi that exceeds ω × α.
Both are also adjusted to the local maximum/minimum
within the ωi,i+1 interval. The default value for α is 3.
The MIRtoolbox uses the first time derivative of the energy envelope (e0 ) as basis for estimating attack phase descriptors. A peak in e0 necessarily occurs before the energy peak itself, and the attack is predicted to begin when
e0 goes above 20% of its peak value, and end when it falls
below 20% of its peak value.

18 ms (dark sounds with slow attack and long duration).
This verifies previous research, which suggests that perceived attack may best be modelled as a range (i.e. a ‘beat
bin’ [12]) or probability distribution [6], rather than a single point in time. Consequently, we cannot evaluate the
toolboxes based on a single value (e.g., their estimation of
the beginning of the attack), but rather need to determine
the amount of overlap between the calculated attack range
and the distribution of perceptual responses.
The use of a simultaneous click track and stimulus track
may provide fusion cues that are not inherent to the perceptual attack of the stimulus. Several scholars have argued that an alternating sequence between stimulus and
click might be more reliable [9, 13]. We controlled for
the effects of event fusion by a corresponding anti-phase
alignment task, alternating click and stimulus. The results
showed no significant difference between the two response
modes [14], which is also in accordance with Villing’s reported concistency across these measurement methods [7].
4.2 Energy envelope of the stimuli

4. ANALYSIS
After the previous look at the toolbox algorithms, we will
now compare their calculations to results from a perceptual
experiment. First, we describe the experiment, followed by
an analysis of attack estimation by the two toolboxes using their default parameter settings. Subsequently, we perform a parameter optimisation on the toolbox algorithms to
improve the alignment between the calculated estimations
and our perceptual results.
4.1 Experiment
In our experiment 17 participants were asked to align a
click track to a set of 9 sound stimuli. Each stimulus was
presented repeatedly at an interval of 600 ms, along with a
sequence of clicks every 600 ms. For each trial, the click
track and stimuli started with a random offset. Participants
adjusted the alignment of the clicks to the stimuli using a
keyboard and/or a slider on the screen, until they perceived
the two streams as synchronous. The task was repeated
four times per stimulus. All were given a gift certificate
worth NOK 200 (≈ 22 e) for their participation.
Eight isolated instrumental sounds were chosen as stimuli. These were selected with an aim to obtain stimuli with
different perceptual characteristics and musical function.
The click-sound from the click track was also included as
a stimulus. The physical onset of each stimulus was annotated manually through inspection of the waveform and
used as reference in the results presented below.
The results from the experiment show that our participants did not agree on an exact point in time where the
stimulus and click tracks were aligned. Alignment of the
click sound to itself was an exception, with a standard deviation of only 1 ms. The agreement on the location of
the perceptual attack varied with the characteristics of the
sound stimuli. Not counting the task of aligning the click
track to itself, the standard deviations of the time delay between click track and stimulus track ranged between 7 ms
(for bright sounds with fast attack and short duration) and

In our analysis, we found that the toolboxes’ default settings extract imprecise energy envelopes for certain types
of sound. In particular, we observe that too long energy
envelopes are calculated for short sounds, and that the energy envelopes fail to identify fast attacks in low-frequency
sounds with brief high-frequency onsets (e.g. a bass drum
sound). This confirms the finding of Kazazis et al. [3], that
attack times for fast attack envelopes are largely overestimated in both toolboxes. As previously mentioned, the
Timbre toolbox does not compensate for group delay in
the lowpass filter. Consequently, the energy envelopes are
not in sync with the waveform, and in the most extreme
cases hardly overlap at all. The effect of the group delay
can be seen in Figure 4, which shows estimated energy envelopes of a kick drum sound. The figure also shows the
smearing that occurs with default parameters (D), and how
a tighter fit to the waveform may be obtained with an alternate parameter setting (A) for each toolbox. The alternate
settings in this figure correspond to a cutoff frequency of
40 Hz for the lowpass filter in the Timbre toolbox, and for
the MIRtoolbox a frame size of 50 ms with 2% hop factor.
For the results presented in the following section, we used
Matlab’s filtfilt function to compensate for the group
delay in the Timbre toolbox. These results were marginally
better when compared to the version with group delay.
Audio waveform
0.5
0
-0.5

Energy Envelope

1

0.5

0

0

MIRtoolbox (D)
MIRtoolbox (A)
Timbre Toolbox (D)
Timbre toolbox (A)

0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
Time since physical onset (seconds)

Figure 4. Normalised energy envelopes extracted by the
toolboxes. D = default settings, A = alternate settings.
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Perceptual results

4.3 Attack detection
60

Time relative to physical onset (in milliseconds)

The toolboxes estimate the attack range using the algorithms presented in Section 3.2. In addition to envelope
extraction parameters, each toolbox relies on a predefined
threshold, the default values being α = 3 for the Timbre
Toolbox and 0.2 times e0peak for MIRtoolbox.
We have compared the attack range estimated by the two
toolboxes to the time span covered by mean±SD in our
perceptual experiment. We acknowledge the problem of
comparing two such different measures (one denoting a
time range, and the other a distribution of single time points).
However, we argue that a good computational estimate of
a perceptual attack range should overlap with the majority
of responses in the perceptual data.
The results of attack detection in both toolboxes are illustrated in Figure 5. The figure shows results from default
parameters and an optimised set of parameters as will be
explained in Section 4.4. For each stimulus, the four vertical lines indicate the four different approaches. The boxes
and black horizontal lines indicate the results (mean±SD)
from our perceptual test. In summary, the default settings
for both toolboxes result in quite long onset periods, compared to the range indicated by the results from the perceptual experiment. The mean estimated attack time (duration of attack) for all the sounds were 48 ms (MIRtoolbox)
and 96 ms (Timbre toolbox), while the mean interval corresponding to two standard deviations from our perceptual
results was 22 ms.
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Figure 5. Default (D) and optimised (O) estimates of attack
ranges of the 9 stimuli. Boxes show perceptual results for
each sound file (mean±SD). Physical onset (time 0) was
manually determined by inspecting the waveform.
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4.4 Optimisation
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Although several of the algorithmic parameters are hardcoded (i.e. not intended for user adjustment), one may modify the code in order to run an optimisation algorithm on
the parameters. We have used a two-dimensional grid search
optimisation on two parameters for each toolbox: one envelope parameter and one threshold parameter, to minimise
the difference between the toolbox results and our perceptual data. For each parameter setting, we computed the Jaccard Index [15] between the estimated attack range and the
time span covered by our experimental results (mean±SD).
This is a measure of the amount of overlap between the
two, and takes a value of 1 if the two ranges are identical,
and 0 if there is no overlap. For the default parameter settings, the mean Jaccard Index across all sounds were 0.41
(MIRtoolbox) and 0.25 (Timbre toolbox).
Figure 6 shows the output of our grid search algorithm
for the MIRtoolbox. The mean Jaccard Index across the
nine sounds was used as fitness measure. 30 settings were
tested per parameter, in total 900 parameter settings per
toolbox. The results from the parameter optimisation process are shown in Table 2, and the corresponding optimised
estimates of attack ranges are shown in Figure 5. The Jaccard Index scores for the optimised parameters were 0.57
for the MIRtoolbox and 0.61 for the Timbre toolbox. The
main improvement is the reduced spread of the attack times
compared with the default attack estimates, as a result of
more detailed energy envelopes.
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Figure 6. Output of grid search algorithm optimising frame
size and threshold parameters in the MIRtoolbox.

Toolbox

Envelope parameter

Threshold parameter

Timbre
toolbox

LPfilter cutoff frequency
Default: 5 Hz
Optimised: 37 Hz

α
Default: 3
Optimised: 3.75

MIRtoolbox

Frame size
Default: 0.1 s
Optimised: 0.03 s

fraction of e0peak
Default: 0.2
Optimised: 0.075

Table 2. Parameters for optimisation, default values and
optimised results
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5. DISCUSSION
Estimating perceptual parameters computationally is difficult. Our results show that attack phase descriptors are no
exception. The common first stage in attack detection is
extraction of an energy envelope. Both of the toolboxes
we have investigated render slowly changing energy envelopes by default. In the MIRtoolbox this comes as result
of a large frame size, and in the Timbre toolbox a lowpass
filter cutoff frequency of 5 Hz. The default parameters
have the advantage of limiting the impact on the energy
envelope of rapidly oscillating amplitude modulations in
the audible range, in effect reducing the likelihood of false
positives in MIREX-style onset detection tasks. However,
the low cutoff frequency also hinders accurate representation of fast, non-oscillating amplitude changes (e.g. sounds
with a short rise time). Interestingly, the authors of the
Timbre toolbox acknowledge the need for a higher cutoff
frequency and also address the filter group delay problem
in a discussion of sound sample duration [2], but no solution is provided in the toolbox. Furthermore, only one of
the four parameters subjected to optimisation in our experiment is easily accessible to the user. The MIRtoolbox allows the user to specify frame size as an input parameter to
the mironsets() function. The Timbre toolbox cutoff
frequency, and the threshold parameters for each toolbox
(α and fraction of e0peak ) are hard-coded, basically leaving
them inaccessible to less experienced users.
As noted by a number of scholars, the perceptual attack
of a sound event cannot be measured directly [5–7, 9]. The
common approach is to estimate the perceptual attack of
a sound by comparing its alignment to some other sound
with short duration. This in itself induces some uncertainty into perceptual attack experiments, as the perceptual
attack of the reference sound is also unknown. The latter
is, however, not a problem in our experiment, given the
very precise perceptual results for the test sound (the perceived P-center of the click is 0 and the SD is less than
1 ms). Another complicating factor is that the perceptual
attack of most sounds might best be modelled as a range,
or a probability distribution, rather than as a single point in
time [6]. Consequently, the collection of measured singlepoint indications of perceptual attack must be considered
to represent a time range. We have chosen to represent this
range by the by the mean±SD of our perceptual results.
Thus, the widths of all ranges depend on this purely statistical measure. Ranges of different widths, with different
corresponding sets of parameter optima, would have been
obtained if a dispersion measure other than the standard
deviation had been chosen. In future research we aim to
investigate if Wright’s distribution models for attack time
could provide better estimates for the perceived width of
the attack range [6].
The limited size of our experiment, with only 9 sound
stimuli and 17 participants, engenders a chance of overfitting the parameters to our data. Before the results of parameter optimisation can be generalised, a larger corpus of
sound files and more perceptual data must be investigated.
Our results show that the attack estimates provided by
the two Matlab toolboxes are largely dependent on the in-

put parameters used. Both toolboxes seem by default not
to be oriented towards sounds with a fast rise time. With
appropriate parameters, however, both toolboxes may provide estimates closer to perceptual results for a wider range
of sounds. The toolboxes are in general excellent tools
for sonic research, and may also be used where accurate
timing of events is essential. However, we advise to take
caution against using the default parameters as perceptual
estimates and note that one must carefully select the parameters used in estimation of attack phase descriptors.
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ABSTRACT
Recently, the end-to-end approach that learns hierarchical representations from raw data using deep convolutional
neural networks has been successfully explored in the image, text and speech domains. This approach was applied
to musical signals as well but has been not fully explored
yet. To this end, we propose sample-level deep convolutional neural networks which learn representations from
very small grains of waveforms (e.g. 2 or 3 samples) beyond typical frame-level input representations. Our experiments show how deep architectures with sample-level filters improve the accuracy in music auto-tagging and they
provide results comparable to previous state-of-the-art performances for the Magnatagatune dataset and Million Song
Dataset. In addition, we visualize filters learned in a samplelevel DCNN in each layer to identify hierarchically learned
features and show that they are sensitive to log-scaled frequency along layer, such as mel-frequency spectrogram
that is widely used in music classification systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
In music information retrieval (MIR) tasks, raw waveforms
of music signals are generally converted to a time-frequency
representation and used as input to the system. The majority of MIR systems use a log-scaled representation in
frequency such as mel-spectrograms and constant-Q transforms and then compress the amplitude with a log scale.
The time-frequency representations are often transformed
further into more compact forms of audio features depending on the task. All of these processes are designed based
on acoustic knowledge or engineering efforts.
Recent advances in deep learning, especially the development of deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN),
made it possible to learn the entire hierarchical representations from the raw input data, thereby minimizing the
input data processing by hands. This end-to-end hierarchical learning was attempted early in the image domain,
particularly since the DCNN achieves break-through results in image classification [1]. These days, the method of
stacking small filters (e.g. 3x3) is widely used after it has
been found to be effective in learning more complex hierarchical filters while conserving receptive fields [2]. In the
Copyright: c 2017 Jongpil Lee et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

text domain, the language model typically consists of two
steps: word embedding and word-level learning. While
word embedding plays a very important role in language
processing [3], it has limitations in that it is learned independently from the system. Recent work using CNNs that
take character-level text as input showed that the end-toend learning approach can yield comparable results to the
word-level learning system [4, 5]. In the audio domain,
learning from raw audio has been explored mainly in the
automatic speech recognition task [6–10]. They reported
that the performance can be similar to or even superior to
that of the models using spectral-based features as input.
This end-to-end learning approach has been applied to
music classification tasks as well [11, 12]. In particular,
Dieleman and Schrauwen used raw waveforms as input of
CNN models for music auto-tagging task and attempted to
achieve comparable results to those using mel-spectrograms
as input [11]. Unfortunately, they failed to do so and attributed the result to three reasons. First, their CNN models were not sufficiently expressive (e.g. a small number of
layers and filters) to learn the complex structure of polyphonic music. Second, they could not find an appropriate
non-linearity function that can replace the log-based amplitude compression in the spectrogram. Third, the bottom
layer in the networks takes raw waveforms in frame-level
which are typically several hundred samples long. The
filters in the bottom layer should learn all possible phase
variations of periodic waveforms which are likely to be
prevalent in musical signals. The phase variations within a
frame (i.e. time shift of periodic waveforms) are actually
removed in the spectrogram.
In this paper, we address these issues with sample-level
DCNN. What we mean by “sample-level” is that the filter size in the bottom layer may go down to several samples long. We assume that this small granularity is analogous to pixel-level in image or character-level in text.
We show the effectiveness of the sample-level DCNN in
music auto-tagging task by decreasing strides of the first
convolutional layer from frame-level to sample-level and
accordingly increasing the depth of layers. Our experiments show that the depth of architecture with samplelevel filters is proportional to the accuracy and also the architecture achieves results comparable to previous state-ofthe-art performances for the MagnaTagATune dataset and
the Million Song Dataset. In addition, we visualize filters
learned in the sample-level DCNN.
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Frame-level mel-spectrogram model

Frame-level raw waveform model

Mel-spectrogram extraction

Frame-level strided convolution layer

Sample-level raw waveform model

Sample-level strided convolution layer

Figure 1. Simplified model comparison of frame-level approach using mel-spectrogram (left), frame-level approach using
raw waveforms (middle) and sample-level approach using raw waveforms (right).
3.2 Frame-level raw waveform model

2. RELATED WORK
Since audio waveforms are one-dimensional data, previous
work that takes waveforms as input used a CNN that consists of one-dimensional convolution and pooling stages.
While the convolution operation and filter length in upper
layers are usually similar to those used in the image domain, the bottom layer that takes waveform directly conducted a special operation called strided convolution, which
takes a large filter length and strides it as much as the filter
length (or the half). This frame-level approach is comparable to hopping windows with 100% or 50% hop size in a
short-time Fourier transform. In many previous works, the
stride and filter length of the first convolution layer was set
to 10-20 ms (160-320 samples at 16 kHz audio) [8,10–12].
In this paper, we reduce the filter length and stride of
the first convolution layer to the sample-level, which can
be as small as 2 samples. Accordingly, we increase the
depth of layers in the CNN model. There are some works
that use 0.6 ms (10 samples at 16 kHz audio) as a stride
length [6, 7], but they used a CNN model only with three
convolution layers, which is not sufficient to learn the complex structure of musical signals.

3. LEARNING MODELS
Figure 1 illustrates three CNN models in the music autotagging task we compare in our experiments. In this section, we describe the three models in detail.

3.1 Frame-level mel-spectrogram model
This is the most common CNN model used in music autotagging. Since the time-frequency representation is two
dimensional data, previous work regarded it as either twodimensional images or one-dimensional sequence of vectors [11, 13–15]. We only used one-dimensional(1D) CNN
model for experimental comparisons in our work because
the performance gap between 1D and 2D models is not significant and 1D model can be directly compared to models
using raw waveforms.

In the frame-level raw waveform model, a strided convolution layer is added beneath the bottom layer of the
frame-level mel-spectrogram model. The strided convolution layer is expected to learn a filter-bank representation
that correspond to filter kernels in a time-frequency representation. In this model, once the raw waveforms pass
through the first strided convolution layer, the output feature map has the same dimensions as the mel-spectrogram.
This is because the stride, filter length, and number of filters of the first convolution layer correspond to the hop
size, window size, and number of mel-bands in the melspectrogram, respectively. This configuration was used for
music auto-tagging task in [11, 12] and so we used it as a
baseline model.
3.3 Sample-level raw waveform model
As described in Section 1, the approach using the raw waveforms should be able to address log-scale amplitude compression and phase-invariance. Simply adding a strided
convolution layer is not sufficient to overcome the problems. To improve this, we add multiple layers beneath the
frame-level such that the first convolution layer can handle much smaller length of samples. For example, if the
stride of the first convolution layer is reduced from 729
(= 36 ) to 243 (= 35 ), 3-size convolution layer and maxpooling layer are added to keep the output dimensions in
the subsequent convolution layers unchanged. If we repeatedly reduce the stride of the first convolution layer this
way, six convolution layers (five pairs of 3-size convolution
and max-pooling layer following one 3-size strided convolution layer) will be added (we assume that the temporal
dimensionality reduction occurs only through max-pooling
and striding while zero-padding is used in convolution to
preserve the size). We describe more details on the configuration strategy of sample-level CNN model in the following section.
3.4 Model Design
Since the length of an audio clip is variable in general, the
following issues should be considered when configuring
the temporal CNN architecture:
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• Convolution filter length and sub-sampling length

39 model, 19683 frames
59049 samples (2678 ms) as input

• The temporal length of hidden layer activations on
the last sub-sampling layer
• The segment length of audio that corresponds to the
input size of the network
First, we attempted a very small filter length in convolutional layers and sub-sampling length, following the VGG
net that uses filters of 3 × 3 size and max-pooling of 2 × 2
size [2]. Since we use one-dimensional convolution and
sub-sampling for raw waveforms, however, the filter length
and pooling length need to be varied. We thus constructed
several DCNN models with different filter length and pooling length from 2 to 5, and verified the effect on music
auto-tagging performance. As a sub-sampling method, maxpooling is generally used. Although sub-sampling using
strided convolution has recently been proposed in a generative model [9], our preliminary test showed that maxpooling was superior to the stride sub-sampling method. In
addition, to avoid exhausting model search, a pair of single convolution layer and max-pooling layer with the same
size was used as a basic building module of the DCNN.
Second, the temporal length of hidden layer activations
on the last sub-sampling layer reflects the temporal compression of the input audio by successive sub-sampling.
We set the CNN models such that the temporal length of
hidden layer activation is one. By building the models this
way, we can significantly reduce the number of parameters
between the last sub-sampling layer and the output layer.
Also, we can examine the performance only by the depth
of layers and the stride of first convolution layer.
Third, in music classification tasks, the input size of the
network is an important parameter that determines the classification performance [16, 17]. In the mel-spectrogram
model, one song is generally divided into small segments
with 1 to 4 seconds. The segments are used as the input for
training and the predictions over all segments in one song
are averaged in testing. In the models that use raw waveform, the learning ability according to the segment size has
been not reported yet and thus we need to examine different input sizes when we configure the CNN models.
Considering all of these issues, we construct mn -DCNN
models where m refers to the filter length and pooling length
of intermediate convolution layer modules and n refers to
the number of the modules (or depth). An example of mn DCNN models is shown in Table 1 where m is 3 and n is
9. According to the definition, the filter length and pooling length of the convolution layer are 3 other than the first
strided convolution layer. If the hop size (stride length) of
the first strided convolution layer is 3, the time-wise output
dimension of the convolution layer becomes 19683 when
the input of the network is 59049 samples. We call this “39
model with 19683 frames and 59049 samples as input”.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we introduce the datasets used in our experiments and describe experimental settings.

layer

stride

output

# of params

conv 3-128

3

19683 × 128

512

conv 3-128
maxpool 3

1
3

19683 × 128
6561 × 128

49280

conv 3-128
maxpool 3

1
3

6561 × 128
2187 × 128

49280

conv 3-256
maxpool 3

1
3

2187 × 256
729 × 256

98560

conv 3-256
maxpool 3

1
3

729 × 256
243 × 256

196864

conv 3-256
maxpool 3

1
3

243 × 256
81 × 256

196864

conv 3-256
maxpool 3

1
3

81 × 256
27 × 256

196864

conv 3-256
maxpool 3

1
3

27 × 256
9 × 256

196864

conv 3-256
maxpool 3

1
3

9 × 256
3 × 256

196864

conv 3-512
maxpool 3

1
3

3 × 512
1 × 512

393728

conv 1-512
dropout 0.5

1
−

1 × 512
1 × 512

262656

sigmoid

−

50

25650

Total params

1.9 × 106

Table 1. Sample-level CNN configuration. For example,
in the layer column, the first 3 of “conv 3-128” is the filter
length, 128 is the number of filters, and 3 of “maxpool 3”
is the pooling length.

4.1 Datasets
We evaluate the proposed model on two datasets, MagnaTagATune dataset (MTAT) [18] and Million Song Dataset
(MSD) annotated with the Last.FM tags [19]. We primarily examined the proposed model on MTAT and then verified the effectiveness of our model on MSD which is much
larger than MTAT 1 . We filtered out the tags and used most
frequently labeled 50 tags in both datasets, following the
previous work [11], [14, 15] 2 . Also, all songs in the two
datasets were trimmed to 29.1 second long and resampled
to 22050 Hz as needed. We used AUC (Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristic) as a primary evaluation
metric for music auto-tagging.

1 MTAT contains 170 hours long audio and MSD contains 1955 hours
long audio in total
2 https://github.com/keunwoochoi/MSD_split_for_
tagging
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2n models
model with 16384 samples (743 ms) as input

model with 32768 samples (1486 ms) as input

model

n

layer

filter length & stride

AUC

model

n

layer

filter length & stride

AUC

64 frames
128 frames
256 frames
512 frames
1024 frames
2048 frames
4096 frames
8192 frames

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1+6+1
1+7+1
1+8+1
1+9+1
1+10+1
1+11+1
1+12+1
1+13+1

256
128
64
32
16
8
4
2

0.8839
0.8899
0.8968
0.8994
0.9011
0.9031
0.9036
0.9032

128 frames
256 frames
512 frames
1024 frames
2048 frames
4096 frames
8192 frames
16384 frames

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1+7+1
1+8+1
1+9+1
1+10+1
1+11+1
1+12+1
1+13+1
1+14+1

256
128
64
32
16
8
4
2

0.8834
0.8872
0.8980
0.8988
0.9017
0.9031
0.9039
0.9040

3n models
model with 19683 samples (893 ms) as input

model with 59049 samples (2678 ms) as input

model

n

layer

filter length & stride

AUC

model

n

layer

filter length & stride

AUC

27 frames
81 frames
243 frames
729 frames
2187 frames
6561 frames

3
4
5
6
7
8

1+3+1
1+4+1
1+5+1
1+6+1
1+7+1
1+8+1

729
243
81
27
9
3

0.8655
0.8753
0.8961
0.9012
0.9033
0.9039

81 frames
243 frames
729 frames
2187 frames
6561 frames
19683 frames

4
5
6
7
8
9

1+4+1
1+5+1
1+6+1
1+7+1
1+8+1
1+9+1

729
243
81
27
9
3

0.8655
0.8823
0.8936
0.9002
0.9030
0.9055

4n models
model with 16384 samples (743 ms) as input

model with 65536 samples (2972 ms) as input

model

n

layer

filter length & stride

AUC

model

n

layer

filter length & stride

AUC

64 frames
256 frames
1024 frames
4096 frames

3
4
5
6

1+3+1
1+4+1
1+5+1
1+6+1

256
64
16
4

0.8828
0.8968
0.9010
0.9021

256 frames
1024 frames
4096 frames
16384 frames

4
5
6
7

1+4+1
1+5+1
1+6+1
1+7+1

256
64
16
4

0.8813
0.8950
0.9001
0.9026

5n models
model with 15625 samples (709 ms) as input

model with 78125 samples (3543 ms) as input

model

n

layer

filter length & stride

AUC

model

n

layer

filter length & stride

AUC

125 frames
625 frames
3125 frames

3
4
5

1+3+1
1+4+1
1+5+1

125
25
5

0.8901
0.9005
0.9024

625 frames
3125 frames
15625 frames

4
5
6

1+4+1
1+5+1
1+6+1

125
25
5

0.8870
0.9004
0.9041

Table 2. Comparison of various mn -DCNN models with different input sizes. m refers to the filter length and pooling length
of intermediate convolution layer modules and n refers to the number of the modules. Filter length & stride indicates the
value of the first convolution layer. In the layer column, the first digit ’1’ of 1+n+1 is the strided convolution layer, and the
last digit ’1’ is convolution layer which actually works as a fully-connected layer.
4.2 Optimization
We used sigmoid activation for the output layer and binary cross entropy loss as the objective function to optimize. For every convolution layer, we used batch normalization [20] and ReLU activation. We should note that, in
our experiments, batch normalization plays a vital role in
training the deep models that takes raw waveforms. We
applied dropout of 0.5 to the output of the last convolution
layer and minimized the objective function using stochastic gradient descent with 0.9 Nesterov momentum. The
learning rate was initially set to 0.01 and decreased by a
factor of 5 when the validation loss did not decrease more
than 3 epochs. A total decrease of 4 times, the learning rate
of the last training was 0.000016. Also, we used batch size

of 23 for MTAT and 50 for MSD, respectively. In the melspectrogram model, we conducted the input normalization
simply by dividing the standard deviation after subtracting
mean value of entire input data. On the other hand, we did
not perform the input normalization for raw waveforms.
5. RESULTS
In this section, we examine the proposed models and compare them to previous state-of-the-art results.
5.1 mn -DCNN models
Table 2 shows the evaluation results for the mn -DCNN
models on MTAT for different input sizes, number of layers, filter length and stride of the first convolution layer. As
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3n models,
59049 samples
as input

n

window
(filter length)

hop
(stride)

AUC

Frame-level
(mel-spectrogram)

4
5
5
6
6

729
729
243
243
81

729
243
243
81
81

0.9000
0.9005
0.9047
0.9059
0.9025

Frame-level
(raw waveforms)

4
5
5
6
6

729
729
243
243
81

729
243
243
81
81

0.8655
0.8742
0.8823
0.8906
0.8936

Sample-level
(raw waveforms)

7
8
9

27
9
3

27
9
3

0.9002
0.9030
0.9055

Table 3. Comparison of three CNN models with different window (filter length) and hop (stride) sizes. n represents the number of intermediate convolution and maxpooling layer modules, thus 3n times hop (stride) size of
each model is equal to the number of input samples.
input type

model

MTAT

MSD

Frame-level
(mel-spectrogram)

Persistent CNN [21]
2D CNN [14]
CRNN [15]

0.9013
0.894
-

0.851
0.862

Proposed DCNN

0.9059

-

Frame-level
(raw waveforms)

1D CNN [11]

0.8487

-

Sample-level
(raw waveforms)

Proposed DCNN

0.9055

0.8812

Table 4. Comparison of our works to prior state-of-the-arts
described in Section 3.4, m refers to the filter length and
pooling length of intermediate convolution layer modules
and n refers to the number of the modules. In Table 2,
we can first find that the accuracy is proportional to n for
most m. Increasing n given m and input size indicates that
the filter length and stride of the first convolution layer become closer to the sample-level (e.g. 2 or 3 size). When the
first layer reaches the small granularity, the architecture is
seen as a model constructed with the same filter length and
sub-sampling length in all convolution layers as depicted
in Table 1. The best results were obtained when m was 3
and n was 9. Interestingly, the length of 3 corresponds to
the 3-size spatial filters in the VGG net [2]. In addition, we
can see that 1-3 seconds of audio as an input length to the
network is a reasonable choice in the raw waveform model
as in the mel-spectrogram model.
5.2 Mel-spectrogram and raw waveforms
Considering that the output size of the first convolution
layer in the raw waveform models is equivalent to the melspectrogram size, we further validate the effectiveness of

the proposed sample-level architecture by performing experiments presented in Table 3. The models used in the
experiments follow the configuration strategy described in
Section 3.4. In the mel-spectrogram experiments, 128 melbands are used to match up to the number of filters in the
first convolution layer of the raw waveform model. FFT
size was set to 729 in all comparisons and the magnitude
compression is applied with a nonlinear curve, log(1 +
C|A|) where A is the magnitude and C is set to 10.
The results in Table 3 show that the sample-level raw
waveform model achieves results comparable to the framelevel mel-spectrogram model. Specifically, we found that
using a smaller hop size (81 samples ≈ 4 ms) worked better than those of conventional approaches (about 20 ms or
so) in the frame-level mel-spectrogram model. However,
if the hop size is less than 4 ms, the performance degraded.
An interesting finding from the result of the frame-level
raw waveform model is that when the filter length is larger
than the stride, the accuracy is slightly lower than the models with the same filter length and stride. We interpret that
this result is due to the learning ability of the phase variance. As the filter length decreases, the extent of phase
variance that the filters should learn is reduced.
5.3 MSD result and the number of filters
We investigate the capacity of our sample-level architecture even further by evaluating the performance on MSD
that is ten times larger than MTAT. The result is shown in
Table 4. While training the network on MSD, the number
of filters in the convolution layers has been shown to affect
the performance. According to our preliminary test results,
increasing the number of filters from 16 to 512 along the
layers was sufficient for MTAT. However, the test on MSD
shows that increasing the number of filters in the first convolution layer improves the performance. Therefore, we
increased the number of filters in the first convolution layer
from 16 to 128.
5.4 Comparison to state-of-the-arts
In Table 4, we show the performance of the proposed architecture to previous state-of-the-arts on MTAT and MSD.
They show that our proposed sample-level architecture is
highly effective compared to them.
5.5 Visualization of learned filters
The technique of visualizing the filters learned at each layer
allows better understanding of representation learning in
the hierarchical network. However, many previous works
in music domain are limited to visualizing learned filters
only on the first convolution layer [11, 12].
The gradient ascent method has been proposed for filter
visualization [22] and this technique has provided deeper
understanding of what convolutional neural networks learn
from images [23, 24]. We applied the technique to our
DCNN to observe how each layer hears the raw waveforms. The gradient ascent method is as follows. First, we
generate random noise and back-propagate the errors in the
network. The loss is set to the target filter activation. Then,
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Figure 2. Spectrum of the filters in the sample-level convolution layers which are sorted by the frequency of the peak
magnitude. The x-axis represents the index of the filter, and the y-axis represents the frequency. The model used for
visualization is 39 -DCNN with 59049 samples as input. Visualization was performed using the gradient ascent method to
obtain the input waveform that maximizes the activation of a filter in the layers. To effectively find the filter characteristics,
we set the input waveform estimate to 729 samples which is close to a typical frame size.
we add the bottom gradients to the input with gradient normalization. By repeating this process several times, we can
obtain the waveform that maximizes the target filter activation. Examples of learned filters at each layer are in Figure
3. Although we can find the patterns that low-frequency
filters are more visible along the layer, estimated filters are
still noisy. To show the patterns more clearly, we visualized them as spectrum in the frequency domain and sorted
them by the frequency of the peak magnitude.
Note that we set the input waveform estimate to 729 samples in length because, if we initialize and back-propagate
to the whole input size of the networks, the estimated filters
will have large dimensions such as 59049 samples in computing spectrum. Thus, we used the smaller input samples
which can find the filter characteristics more effectively
and also are close to a typical frame size in spectrum.
The layer 1 shows the three distinctive filter bands which
are possible with the filter length with 3 samples (say, a
DFT size of 3). The center frequency of the filter banks
increases linearly in low frequency filter banks but it becomes non-linearly steeper in high frequency filter banks.
This trend becomes stronger as the layer goes up. This
nonlinearity was found in learned filters with a frame-level
end-to-end learning [11] and also in perceptual pitch scales
such as mel or bark.

Figure 3. Examples of learned filters at each layer.
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ABSTRACT
Deep learning approaches have become increasingly popular in estimating time-frequency masks for audio source
separation. However, training neural networks usually requires a considerable amount of data. Music data is scarce,
particularly for the task of classical music source separation, where we need multi-track recordings with isolated
instruments. In this work, we depart from the assumption
that all the renditions of a piece are based on the same musical score, and we can generate multiple renditions of the
score by synthesizing it with different performance properties, e.g. tempo, dynamics, timbre and local timing variations. We then use this data to train a convolutional neural
network (CNN) which can separate with low latency all the
renditions of a score or a set of scores. The trained model
is tested on real life recordings and is able to effectively
separate the corresponding sources. This work follows the
principle of research reproducibility, providing related data
and code, and can be extended to separate other pieces.
1. INTRODUCTION
Source separation assumes recovering the sources of the
signals from a mixture. For audio applications the two
main areas are speech enhancement or recognition, and
separation of musical sources [1]. Regarding the latter,
it allows for a range of interesting applications such as
remixing, up-mixing or 3D concerts using VR technologies [2].
In this paper, we study the case of low latency monaural
source separation of classical music recordings, where our
goal is to extend the instrument enhancement applications
developed during the PHENICX project [3, 4] to a low latency scenario, e.g. video streaming applications. In this
scenario, we need to provide real-time source separation
during a music concert, allowing the listener to focus on
specific musical instruments. For that, we can benefit from
previous information about the target piece and meta-data
associated with it.
In this context, we assume that the sources are harmonic, playing harmonically and rhythmically related
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phrases, highly correlated in time and frequency which is
a challenging scenario if compared to separating between
pitched instruments and drums [5]. However, we rely on
the assumption that the instruments for a given musical
piece are known in advance, and one can include timbre
information to guide the separation. This scenario is commonly known as timbre-informed source separation [6].
Matrix decomposition techniques have been traditionally
used for timbre-informed music source separation. In the
case of Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), instruments are assigned a set of timbre basis which are previously learned and kept fixed during the separation stage
[6]. Although successful, informed NMF approaches are
computationally intensive, which makes them difficult to
use in a low latency scenario.
Data-driven approaches using deep neural networks involve learning binary or soft masks corresponding to the
target sources [7–11]. Moreover, a neural network framework can process short audio windows in streaming in a
causal manner which makes these systems suitable for lowlatency applications. Furthermore, compared to the NMF,
neural networks such as convolutional neural networks or
recurrent neural networks have the advantage of modeling
the temporal context.
For the source separation approaches based on deep learning, the timbres corresponding to the instruments are learned
from multi-microphone tracks. These approaches usually
require large amounts of training data, which is scarce for
music source separation. In addition, obtaining training
data for classical music in form of real-life recordings is
difficult because the mixtures should be based on isolated
recordings [4, 12, 13]. However, as the classical music
repertory has been traditionally assembled with scores, training data can be generated by synthesizing a target score
according to several performance factors comprising (and
not limited to) tempo, dynamics, timbre of the instruments,
and synchronization between musicians, which induce local timing variations. The principle guiding the present
study is that these factors differentiate between various renditions and characterize musical performances [14], and
training a neural network with such synthetic data generates a more robust model which can be used to separate
real-life renditions.
As various classical music pieces are played by different instruments and neural networks architectures are not
flexible in accommodating a variable number of sources,
it is not possible to train an universal model for classical
music. Traditionally, in a timbre-informed case, models
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Figure 1. Proposed separation system
are trained for a fixed combinations of instruments [7–11].
For classical music, we constrain the timbre-informed system to the possible combinations of notes and instruments
which exist in a set of scores which have the same instruments. We denote this case as score-constrained source
separation. This is a more general case than score-informed
source separation [15], as score is used solely during the
training phase to synthesize renditions.
We propose a timbre-informed and score-constrained system to train neural networks for monaural source separation of classical music mixtures. We generate training data
through synthesis of a set of scores by considering the following factors: tempo, timbre, dynamics and circular shifting (local timing variations). In addition, we extend the
timbre-informed low latency system we proposed in [11]
to the case of score-constrained classical music source separation. As argued in [11], the model we use has considerable less parameters, is easier to train, and can be used in a
low latency scenario. We evaluate several training scenarios on Bach chorales pieces played by four instruments.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2 we discuss the relation of the proposed method
with the previous work. We present the architecture of the
neural network in Section 3.1, the parameter learning in
Section 3.2, the data processing in Section 3.3, and the
proposed approaches for generating training data in Section 3.4. The evaluation dataset, method, parameters and
results are discussed in Section 4. We conclude with an
outlook on the presented system in Section 5.

metric approaches embodied by NMF.
As a solution to data scarcity and to improve generalization and robustness, deep learning systems rely on data
augmentation techniques by applying transformations to
the existing data [17, 18]. Choosing realistic transformations depends on the possible axes on which data varies
and on the task, e.g. pitch shifting, time stretching, loudness, randomly mixing different recordings or background
noise. Although our approach can be seen as a data augmentation strategy, we generate new data according to transformations that make more sense for source separation, instead of augmenting existing data with techniques popular
in other classification tasks [17, 18]. Furthermore, except
circular shifting [7], we use different transformations than
previous deep learning approaches. We consider music
samples played with different dynamics and by different
instruments (timbre), which is different than simply changing the loudness or the amplitude of a sample. Additionally, we mix the audio files and not the resulting spectrograms to account for phase cancellation.
Besides [10], deep learning approaches are evaluated in a
cross-validation manner [7, 9, 11]. However, we claim that
due to the small size of the classical music datasets used
for evaluation, these methods are more likely to perform
poorly in real-life scenarios where we can have different
tempos, timbre, or dynamics. Therefore, varying training
data with these factors adds robustness.

2. RELATION TO PREVIOUS WORK

The diagram for the proposed system is depicted in Figure
1. For the training stage, we depart from the score of a
given piece which we synthesize at various combinations
of tempos, timbres and dynamics. We then generate additional data by mixing circular shifted versions of the audio
tracks for the corresponding sources. More details on data
generation are given in Section 3.4.

As mentioned before, training NMF basis for source separation is carried out either by score synthesis [13, 16] or
by analytic approaches which assume learning registers for
all considered instruments [6, 15]. In a similar way, we
can synthesize the desired pieces or use samples for notes
to train a neural network. However, in contrast to NMF,
we need to train the network with examples containing the
mixtures along with the targeted sources which cover possible cases one might encounter in real-life or in the test
dataset. In addition, a deep learning model is optimized
and heavily dependent on the training data and needs to
cover more examples at the training stage than the para-

3. METHOD

3.1 Network architecture
The convolutional neural network (CNN) used in this paper is a variation of the one we formulated in [11] and comprises two convolutional layers, a dense ”bottleneck” layer
having a low number of units, a second dense layer fol-
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lowed by the inverse of the first two layers for each of the
target sources. We kept similar filter shapes in order to preserve a low number of parameters and the low latency of
the model.
The input of the network is a STFT magnitude spectrogram X ∈ RT F , where T is the number of time frames
(the time context modeled) and F is the number of frequency bins. This input is passed through a vertical convolution layer comprising P1 = 30 filters of size (1, 30) with
stride 5, thus yielding the output X1 ∈ RP1 T F1 , where
F1 = (F − 30)/5 + 1. Then, we have a horizontal convolution comprising P2 = 30 filters of size ( 23 · T, 1) with
stride 1 which yields the output X2 ∈ RP2 T2 F1 , where
T2 = (T − 23 · T )/1 + 1. This layer is followed by a dense
”bottleneck” layer of size F3 = 256, which has an input of
size P2 · T2 · F1 .
As we need to reconstruct the output for each of the sources
j = 1 : J, where J is the total number of separated
sources, we perform the inverse operations for the horizontal and the vertical convolutions. To match the dimensions
needed to compute the inverse of the second layer, we need
to create a dense layer of size P2 · T2 · F1 features for each
source, thus having J · P2 · T2 · F1 units. Consequentially,
for each of the estimated sources we perform the inverse
operation of the convolution layers, i.e. the deconvolution,
using the same parameters learned by these layers. The
final inverse layer yields a set of estimations Ej ∈ RT F ,
with j = 1 : J.
The convolutional layers have a linear activation function
and the dense ones a rectified linear unit activation function, as in [11].
3.2 Parameter learning
Similarly to [7,11], the network yields the estimations Ej ∈
RT F from which we derive the soft masks Mj ∈ RT F , for
each source j = 1 : J:
|Ej |
Mj = PJ
j=1 |Ej |

number of frequency bins of X. We summarize the procedure in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Generating training data
1 for each piece in the training set do
2
Compute STFT of the piece
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

−T
Initialize total number of blocks to B = T̂ O
, where O
is the step size.
for b=1:B do
Slice Xb = X(b ∗ O : b ∗ O + T, :)
Slice Xbj = Xj (b ∗ O : b ∗ O + T, :)
end for
end for
Generate batches by randomly grouping blocks.

b) Separation: Separating a target signal involves slicing
a magnitude spectrogram. Then, we obtain an estimation
for the sources by feed forwarding the blocks through the
network, and we overlap-add the blocks to obtain the magnitude spectrograms. The steps are presented in the Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Separation of a piece
1 Compute complex valued STFT; keep the phase.
2 Initialize total number of blocks to B =
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

T̂ −T
O

, where O is
the step size.
for b=1:B do
Slice Xb = X(b ∗ O : b ∗ O + T, :)
Feed-forward X b through the CNN, obtaining the magnitude spectrograms X̂jb , for the sources j = 1 : J.
end for
for j=1:J do
Compute X̂j by overlap-adding X̂jb .
end for
Use the phase of the original signal and compute the estimated sources with the inverse overlap-add STFT.

If we consider that the sources yj (t), j = 1 : J are linJ
P
early mixed, such that x(t) =
yj (t), then we can use
j=1

(1)

Then, the soft masks are multiplied with the original magnitude spectrogram to obtain the corresponding estimated
magnitude spectrograms for the sources: X̂j = Mj × X.
The parameters of the network are updated using minibatch Stochastic Gradient Descent with AdaDelta algorithm
[19] according to the following loss function which minimizes the Euclidean distance between the estimated X̂j
PJ
and target Xj sources: Loss = j=1 kX̂j − Xj k2
Because the target sources are harmonic, highly correlated and playing consonant musical phrases, we do not include the dissimilarity cost between the sources as in [11].
3.3 Data processing
a) Training: Generating training data assumes slicing the
spectrograms of the mixture X(t, f ) and the target spectrograms Xj (t, f ) in overlapping blocks of size T , for the
time frames t = 1 : T̂ and frequency bins f = 1 : F ,
where T̂ is the total number of time frames and F is the

the original phase of the audio mixture to obtain the signals
associated to the sources yj (t), with an inverse overlap-add
STFT, as in [13].
3.4 Data generation
The proposed system is trained with data generated by synthesizing a set of scores at different tempos, using samples
of different timbres and dynamics, and then applying circular shifting to the resulting audio files, to account for local
timing variations. In this paper, we consider four factors:
a) Tempo: The renditions of a classical music piece vary
in terms of tempo. Therefore, in order to make the model
more robust to variations in tempo, we synthesize the score
at different tempos, i.e. we adjust the note duration for
each note corresponding to each instrument in the score.
The possible tempo variations are represented in the vector a = {a1 , a2 , . . . , aA }, where A is the total number of
considered tempos.
b) Timbre: Different recording conditions, instruments,
players or playing styles can yield differences in timbre. A
single timbre variation comprises samples of the notes in
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the designated range of an instrument played by a different
musician and recorded in different conditions. All timbre
variations are stored in the vector c = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cC },
where C is the total number of timbre variations. Hence,
when synthesizing a note of a given instrument we can
choose between the c samples corresponding to a different
timbre.
c) Dynamics: The dynamics of a piece can change between renditions of a piece. Furthermore, variations in dynamics induce changes in loudness and timbre. Thus, we
synthesize using samples representing various levels of dynamics in order to make our model more robust to this variable. The dynamics variations are represented in the vector
d = {d1 , d2 , . . . , dD }, where D is the dynamic range.
d) Circular shifting: In contrast to tempo changes which
account for global tempo variations, circular shifting accounts for local timing variations. The synthetic pieces
lack human expressiveness or even small errors which one
might encounter in a real performance and for which we try
to account for using this transformation. Circular shifting
takes place after the synthesis of the audio and is applied
to each of the target sources. Considering an audio signal
of S samples, a circular shift is a permutation σ with Ŝ
samples such that σ(i) ≡ (i + Ŝ) mod S, for all samples
i = 1 : S.
We can have various combinations between different shifting steps for the sources. For each combination we generate a new mixture by summing up the circular shifted audio
tracks. The possible circular shifts are represented in the
vector e = {e1 , e2 , . . . , eE }, where E is the total number
of considered circular shifts.
The space comprising all possible combinations between
the considered variables and j = 1 : J target instruments
is the Cartesian product a × c × d × e × j, having in total
A·C·D·E·J possibilities. If the number of combinations is
too large and we can not generate all of them, we randomly
sample from the Cartesian space.
In the Algorithm 3 we detail the procedure used to generate a rendition, i.e. a multi-track recording comprising
audio vectors xj for each instrument j = 1 : J. We
depart from a given score which has a set of notes nj =
1 : Nj , where Nj is the total number of notes for instrument j. Then we synthesize each note considering a
given combination comprising a tempo â, a set timbres
ĉ = (ĉ1 , . . . , ĉj ), dynamics dˆ = (dˆ1 , . . . , dˆj ) and circular
shifting ê = (ê1 , . . . , êj ) for each instrument j = 1 : J.
Algorithm 3 Generating a rendition from a score
1 Initialize the tempo â, timbre ĉ, dynamics dˆ and circular

shifting ê variables.
2 for j = 1 : J do
3
Initialize the audio vector xj
4
for each note nj = 1 : Nj do
5
Adjust the note duration in the score to the tempo â.
6
Query the database/audio engine for a sample of timbre

ĉj with the dynamics dˆj .
Synthesize the audio vector corresponding to the given
note nj and paste it in xj at the onset and offset times.
8
end for
9
Apply the circular shift êj to xj .
10 end for
7

4. EVALUATION
4.1 Datasets
For evaluation purposes we use ten Bach chorales from the
Bach10 dataset, played by bassoon, clarinet, saxophone,
violin, in the Bach10 dataset [12] which has been widely
used in the evaluation of source separation. Each piece
has a duration of ≈ 30 seconds and is accompanied by the
original score and a version of this score which is aligned
with the rendition.
We synthesize the scores in the Bach10 dataset with two
methods:
a) Sibelius: We use the library provided by software
Sibelius 1 , which uses sample-based synthesis. In this case
we have C = 1 timbre and D = 1 for dynamics. Moreover, we use three levels of tempo a = {80, 100, 120}
BPM, and three of circular shift e = {0, 0.1, 0.2} seconds.
The dataset is made available through Zenodo 2 .
b) RWC: In this experiments we query the RWC database
[20] for samples corresponding to the notes played by the
instruments in Bach10 for the original score a = {100}
BPM. The samples are played by three different musicians
c = {1, 2, 3}, at three levels of dynamics d = {forte,
mezzo, piano}, and various styles. For this experiment we
picked the normal style of playing. The circular shifting
considered for this method is e = {0, 0.1, 0.2} seconds.
Because we want to isolate the influence of timbre and
dynamics from the influence of tempo, we also synthesize
the ten pieces using the score perfectly aligned with the
audio using the synthesis methods a and b,
4.2 Evaluation setup
a) Evaluation metrics: We used the evaluation framework
and the metrics are described in [21] and [22] : Source
to Distortion Ratio (SDR), Source to Interference Ratio
(SIR), and Source to Artifacts Ratio (SAR).
b) Parameter tuning: For the STFT we used a BlackmanHarris window. We experimentally set the length of the
window to 4096 samples, which, at a sampling rate of 44.1
KHz corresponds to 96 milliseconds (ms), and a hop size
of 512 samples (11ms). We observed that, for the Bach10
dataset, the higher the STFT resolution the better the results in separation, especially for the instruments which
have a lower range, such as bassoon.
We kept the time context modeled by the CNN to T = 30
frames, which showed best performance in [11] with the
step size O = 25. The number epochs, which represents
the number of times all the examples of the dataset are
seen by the network, is experimentally determined for each
training experiment. As a general rule, we stop training if
the cost between two epochs drops below 0.05. The size of
a mini-batch is set to 32.
Additionally, various hypotheses were tested and were
not proven to improve the separation: CNN architectures
having separate filters for each instrument, l2 regularization and dropout for the dense layers, and Kullback-Leibler
1
2

http://www.avid.es/sibelius
https://zenodo.org/record/321361#.WKxZKd-i7J8
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and Itakura Saito distances instead of Euclidean distance in
the cost function.
c) Hardware and software tools: Our work follows the
principle of research reproducibility, so that the code used
in this paper is made available 3 . It is built on top of Lasagne,
a framework for neural networks using Theano 4 . We ran
the experiments on a computer with GeForce GTX TITAN
X GPU, Intel Core i7-5820K 3.3GHz 6-Core Processor,
X99 gaming 5 x99 ATX DDR44 motherboard.
4.3 Experiments

datasets. The separated audio files and the computed measures for each file and instrument are made available through
Zenodo 5 .
We verify that when the training and test datasets coincide, the CNN approach achieves the best performance.
We denote this case as ”Oracle”.
4.4.1 Separation results with real recordings: Bach10
We evaluate the considered approaches on the Bach10 dataset.
Overall results are presented in Figure 2, while instrument
specific ones are provided in Figure 3.

4.3.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

4.3.2 Score-constrained NMF
We compare the proposed approaches with an NMF timbreinformed system based on the multi-source filter model
[4, 6] which includes timbre models trained on the RWC
dataset. Because we deal with a score-constrained scenario and for a fair comparison, the gains of the NMF are
restricted to the notes in the score, without taking into account the time when the notes are played. Thus, each row
of the gains matrix corresponding to a note is set to 1 if
a given instrument plays a note from the score. The other
values in the gains matrix are set to 0 and do not change
during computation, while the values set to 1 evolve according to the energy distributed between the instruments.
The NMF parameters are kept fixed as in [4]: 50 iterations
for the NMF, beta-divergence distortion β = 1.3, STFT
length of window of 96ms, and a hop size of 11ms.
4.4 Results and discussion
We present the results of the evaluated approaches in Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2 on the Bach10 and Sibelius
3

https://github.com/MTG/DeepConvSep
http://lasagne.readthedocs.io/en/latest/Lasagne
and http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/Theano
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In order to test various data generation approaches, we
train the CNN system in Section 3.1 with different data:
a) CNN Bach10: We train with all the 10 pieces in the
Bach10 dataset.
b) CNN leave one out (LOOCV) on Bach10: We train
with nine pieces of Bach10 and test on the remaining piece,
repeating this for all the 10 pieces of the dataset.
c) CNN Sibelius: We train with all the synthetic pieces in
the generated dataset described in Section 4.1a.
d) CNN Sibelius GT: We train with all the synthetic pieces
in generated dataset described in Section 4.1a, synthesized
with the score perfectly aligned with the rendition.
e) CNN RWC: We train with all the synthetic pieces in
the generated dataset described in Section 4.1b. Since the
number of the possible combinations between the factors
a, c, d, e is too large, we randomly sample 400 points.
f) CNN RWC GT: We train with all the synthetic pieces
in the generated dataset described in Section 4.1b, synthesized with the score perfectly aligned with the rendition.
In this case, because there are less factors to vary, we randomly sample 50 points.

8
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Figure 2. Results in terms of SDR, SIR, SAR for Bach10
dataset and the considered approaches: CNN and NMF [6]
The LOOCV approach is trained with examples from
the same dataset, having the same timbre and style, thus
achieves ≈ 4dB in SDR. This illustrates the fact that training the neural network on similar pieces, played by the
same musicians in the same recording conditions is beneficial for the system.
The approach CNN RWC, which involves synthesizing
the original score with samples comprising a variety of instrument timbres and dynamics, yields as good results as
the LOOCV approach ≈ 4dB SDR. On the other hand,
if the training set comprises less samples and less variations in timbre and dynamics, the we have considerable
lower results, as in the CNN Sibelius approach which has
≈ 1dB SDR. In fact, the CNN RWC approach has higher
SIR than CNN Sibelius (9dB compared with 4dB). Thus,
learning to separate more diverse examples reduces the interference.
Synthesizing the score perfectly aligned with the rendition does not improve the results for the considered approaches: CNN RWC GT and CNN Sibelius GT. For this
particular CNN architecture and the modeled time context (300ms), synthesizing the original score with circular
shifting to compensate for local timing variation achieves
results as good as the ideal case when synthesized a perfectly aligned score. This is encouraging considering that
a perfectly aligned score is difficult to obtain. Furthermore,
a score-following system introduces additional latency.

4

5
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Figure 3. Results for each instrument in terms of SDR for
Bach10 dataset and the considered approaches: CNN and
NMF [6]
The score-constrained NMF separation which uses timbre models trained on the RWC dataset, has lower SDR
than proposed approach CNN RWC. The NMF system has
higher SAR, less artifacts, at the expense of having lower
SIR, hence more interference between the instruments.
As seen in Figure 3, the separation for all instruments
benefits from having examples with more diverse timbre
or dynamics in the dataset, as CNN RWC has higher SDR
than the CNN Sibelius across all instruments. The results
for bassoon are lower across all approaches. This is in line
with the results yielded by other state of the art approaches
evaluated on this dataset [6,12] and can be due to the lower
register of this instrument and the poor resolution of STFT
for lower frequencies.
4.4.2 Separation results with synthesized recordings:
Sibelius
We now evaluate the considered approaches on the synthesized Sibelius dataset. Because ”GT” approaches do not
differ from their baselines, we decide not to include them
here. The overall results are presented in Figure 4.
When tested on Sibelius dataset which has different tempos, timbres, dynamics than the training Bach10 dataset,
the approach CNN Bach10 decreases in SDR with ≈ 4dB.
In fact, all data driven approaches have lower performance
on unseen data. This raises questions on the validity of
cross-fold evaluation methodology of source separation using small datasets.
As seen in Figure 4, the CNN RWC and NMF yield lower
results on Sibelius synthetic dataset than on the real-life
renditions of Bach10. In this case, the CNN RWC is 2.5dB
higher in SDR than the score-constrained NMF. This is in
line with the results obtained in Section 4.4.1. Thus, training this CNN with synthetic data of different timbre, dynamics and circular shifting, has better performance than
NMF method, being less computationally intensive.
The results for the Oracle in Section 4.4.2 (Figure 2) are
higher than Section 4.4.1 (Figure 4), because the synthesized dataset Sibelius lacks the diversity of dynamics and

SDR

SIR

measure

SAR

Figure 4. Results in terms of SDR, SIR, SAR for Sibelius
dataset and the considered approaches: CNN and NMF [6]
local tempo variations present in real-life performances of
Bach10, which are more difficult to model.
We assess the computation time of the proposed framework, implemented in Python, in comparison with the NMF
framework [4, 6], implemented in Matlab, on a 2013 MacBook Pro with 2.5Gz Intel Core I5 and 16Gb RAM. Separating with CNN took on average 0.76 of the length of the
audio, while the NMF framework took 4.6 of the length of
the audio.
5. OUTLOOK
We proposed a method to generate training data for timbreinformed source separation methods using neural networks,
in the context of classical music. We departed from a set
of scores and we synthesized new renditions by varying
tempo, timbre, dynamics and local time variations.
We tested two synthesis approaches on real-life performances and on synthesized pieces of Bach chorales. We
showed that evaluating in a cross-validation manner on a
small dataset yields results that can not be generalized on
different renditions which depart from the same score.
We underline the importance of timbre and dynamics in
generating training data. Correspondingly, the approach
having more varied timbre and dynamics achieved higher
performance, surpassing a score-constrained NMF method
[4, 6]. The proposed approach is similar to data augmentation and makes the model more robust to variations which
one can expect in real cases. Thus, having a more diverse
training set avoids overfitting.
As future work, we have to determine the optimum number of random samples to be used for training, as a trade-off
between performance and training time. Then, we plan on
testing the current framework on more complex mixtures,
as orchestral music. Furthermore, the current method can
be extended to a score-informed scenario by having the
score as input to the network.
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ABSTRACT
We present the evaluation of a sonification approach for
the acoustic analysis of tremor diseases. The previously
developed interactive tool offers two methods for sonification of measured 3-axes acceleration data of patients’
hands. Both sonifications involve a bank of oscillators
whose amplitudes and frequencies are controlled by either frequency analysis similar to a vocoder or Empirical
Mode Decomposition (EMD) analysis. In order to enhance
the distinct rhythmic qualities of tremor signals, additional
amplitude modulation based on measures of instantaneous
energy is applied. The sonifications were evaluated in two
experiments based on pre-recorded data of patients suffering from different tremor diseases. In Experiment 1, we
tested the ability to identify a patient’s disease by using
the interactive sonification tool. In Experiment 2, we examined the perceptual difference between acoustic representations of different tremor diseases. Results indicate
that both sonifications provide relevant information on tremor data and may complement already available diagnostic tools.
1. INTRODUCTION
Tremor is a movement disorder which produces involuntary rhythmic oscillation movements of a body part [1]. As
it can be caused by various neurological diseases [2], a correct diagnosis is quickly needed to choose the right therapy. Each of these diseases evokes a specific movement
pattern which can be recognized visually by specialized
neurologists. This visual diagnosis, however, is unreliable
and common approaches for additional ex-post analysis of
videos or measured sensor data are time-consuming and
can not be easily integrated into daily clinical practice. A
sonification has the advantage that it provides an auditory
representation which is continuously following the spectral characteristics of the tremor and thus allows to keep
track of the time-dependent spectral structures. Real-time
sonification of tremor movement data could therefore become a promising extension to already available diagnostic
tools. Sonification has recently been successfully used for
for therapy of Parkinsonian tremor [3, 4].
In a follow-up to our previous research [5], we developed
Copyright: © 2017 Marian Weger et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which

two sonification methods for tremor analysis which are described in detail in [6]. These are intended to be used interchangeably dependent on tremor characteristics and personal preference. Both sonifications and the corresponding
graphical user interface are implemented in Pure Data 1 .
The interface is targeted towards real-time use as a supplementary medical tool in order to improve diagnostic quality. It is employed to extract relevant features of the tremor
signal, which are exposed aurally by the developed sonification algorithms. The resulting feature space is high dimensional and therefore predestined for aural rendering in
preference to visual representations. This tool, however,
aims not at providing definite answers nor a final diagnosis
of the disease.
In a previous pilot study (see [6]), test participants were
asked to identify the tremor diseases of patients by using the interactive sonification interface on pre-recorded
movement data of 30 patients who divided equally into
three different groups of diseases (Parkinsonian, Essential,
and Psychogenic tremor). Participants used headphones
and obtained prior training with the same set of patients.
On average, participants reached 61 % correct diagnoses,
which is far above chance (1/3). According to participating neurologists, the proposed interface facilitates an
insight in the movement pattern of an examined tremor
without visual tools. An interactive switch between sonifications did not improve overall sensitivity. However,
test participants positively welcomed the possibility to parametrize the sonifications to personal preference.
In retrospective, this pilot study suffered from unclear
data and immature experimental design: It was based on
a small sample size, clinical reference diagnoses were not
perfectly reliable, and test participants were trained with
the same set of patients’ tremor data as used in the experiment. The results are therefore of limited significance. As
a consequence, we carried out an extended study which
is presented here. It includes more test participants and a
larger dataset of patients with confirmed diagnosis.
This article is structured as follows. After this introduction, Sec. 2 gives an overview of the technical setup for
data acquisition and the two different sonification methods. One used frequency analysis (Vocoder sonification,
Sec. 2.1), while the other is based on Empirical Mode Decomposition analysis (EMD sonification, Sec. 2.2). These
sonifications were evaluated with real patients’ data in an
identification test with the interactive audiovisual user interface as well as in a triangle discrimination test (Sec. 3).

permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

1

Pure Data (Pd): http://puredata.info/
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Finally, in Sec. 4, we summarize our findings and give an
outlook on future work.
Accompanying sound examples can be found on the project web page [7]. These include stereo recordings of both
sonifications with two patients of each tremor type.

2. SONIFICATION APPROACH
Both sonification methods share the basic technical setup
as well as some fundamental data conditioning steps.
Movement data is recorded by 3-axis accelerometers 2 attached to the patient’s hands and sampled at 1 kHz. Signals are recorded with CED Spike2 3 and pre-processed in
Matlab. A DC removal and 70 Hz low pass filter is applied on the acceleration signal in order to cover the typical frequency range of pathological tremor (predominantly
3−15 Hz). Both left and right arm sensors are individually
sonified.
As strong amplitude variations can occur between different measurements, Automatic Gain Control (AGC) is applied to the input signal at different stages in both sonifications. The measurement data is further conditioned by a
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [8]. In the context
of the presented sonifications, the first principal component is projected on the multichannel data to retrieve the
monophonic input signal x[t] (see [5] for a more detailed
description).
We will briefly describe the basic sonification algorithms.
For further information, please consult [6].
2.1 Vocoder Sonification
The first sonification method is similar to a vocoder.
By using a sliding window FFT, the input signal is divided into 5 frequency bands (2−4 Hz, 4−6 Hz, 6−9 Hz,
9−13 Hz, and 13−20 Hz). Center frequencies and bandwidths have been selected based on experience with the
spectra of different tremor types.
Then, the normalized energies in the individual bands are
used to control the amplitudes of 5 sinusoidal oscillators
which are tuned harmonically to each other, i.e., following the harmonic series (f0 , 2 · f0 , etc.). A Frequency
Modulation (FM) with the smoothed half-wave rectified
input signal x[t] can be applied optionally. This results
in a time-varying fundamental frequency of fi (t) instead
of a constant f0 .
The sum of the five oscillator signals is finally amplitude
modulated by the variably smoothed half-wave rectified input signal x[t].
The Vocoder sonification produces a harmonic complex,
evoking a clear, optionally time-varying pitch percept (compare sound examples [7]). The time-varying timbral character resembles vocal formants whereas the overall amplitude modulation adds a rhythmic dimension.
2 Biometrics ACL300 (mass: 10 g, accuracy: ±2 % FS):
http://www.biometricsltd.com/accelerometer.htm
connected to CED 1401 interface.
3 CED Spike2: http://ced.co.uk/products/spkovin

2.2 EMD Sonification
The second sonification is based on Empirical Mode Decomposition analysis.
EMD was originally developed by [9] to analyze non-stationary and non-linear signals. The idea of EMD is that
complex data sets can be decomposed into a finite (and often small) number of so-called Intrinsic Mode Functions
(IMFs). Each IMF represents one mode of the signal. The
higher the index of an IMF, the lower its frequency components.
In contrast to Fourier analysis where a signal is decomposed into a set of pre-defined base functions, the EMD
obtains the base functions adaptively from the signal. A
perfect reconstruction of the original signal is possible via
summation of the contained IMFs and the resulting residual signal. The basic EMD algorithm is explained in [9–
12].
For each individual IMF, the instantaneous phase, frequency, and amplitude can be obtained from the Hilbert
transform. In conjunction with the EMD, this is called
the Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) [9, 13]. The HHT
has been proposed for tremor analysis in recent studies,
e.g., [14–16].
For the sonification, only the first five IMFs of the input signal x[t] are determined via EMD. Eventually, these
IMFs are individually leveled by AGC.
Each IMF then controls the frequency and amplitude of
an individual sinusoidal oscillator. Although both the instantaneous amplitude and the frequency can be computed
at any time by using the Hilbert transform, we used the
generalized zero-crossing method [17] for the frequency,
as it was found to provide more stable results. The determined frequencies are then multiplied by a user-controlled
constant factor to map the low tremor frequencies to the audible range. Each oscillator is then individually amplitude
modulated by the smoothed half-wave rectified IMF signal itself, in order to display the original tremor frequency
range as a superposition of rhythmic structures.
Finally, the output signal of the sonification is formed by
the sum of these four signals.
Due to the specific time-varying characteristics of the tremor signals, the sonic result of the EMD-based sonification
resembles the sound of singing birds (compare sound examples [7]). The register of each “bird” is dependent on
the frequency and amplitude of the corresponding IMF.
3. EVALUATION STUDY
The presented sonification methods as well as the interactive interface were evaluated on the basis of pre-recorded movement data of 97 patients with confirmed diagnosis. The clinical tremor data were collected by the Medical
University of Graz and UCL Institute of Neurology London between 2012 and 2013. Hand acceleration data were
recorded for both hands simultaneously in rest (arms hanging) and posture (arms outstretched) condition. The patients divide unevenly into four tremor types: 24× Parkinsonian, 19× Essential, 36× Psychogenic, and 18× Dystonic tremor. To force an even distribution, we randomly se-
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Figure 1. Graphical user interface (here in training mode). Annotations in red letters. Visual feedback: a) waveform, b)
oscilloscope, c) FFT spectrum, each for left and right channel, d) ratio between rotational and translational movement.
Global parameters: e) smoothing of the AM modulator, f) mono/stereo and left/right channel switch, g) sonification switch.
Vocoder sonification: h) FM modulation, i) fundamental frequency. EMD sonification: j) frequency factor.
lected 18 patients of each type to form the reduced dataset
of 18×4 = 72 patients.
Test participants for the extended study were recruited
from an expert listening panel [18, 19], a group of musicians and sound engineers with experience in listening
tests. Despite the target audience being neurologists, trained listeners have been chosen to ensure a best-case scenario and hence a more fair comparison of the results with
the currently achieved diagnostic accuracy through visual
and computer-aided ex-post analysis methods. Neurologists can acquire these abilities provided that they obtain
appropriate ear training. The sonification was presented
with closed headphones. Test participants were allowed to
take handwritten notes throughout the experiments.
We carried out two experiments which are discussed below: a 4AFC identification task (Sec. 3.1) similar to the
pilot study (cf., [6]) and a triangle test (also called 3AFC
oddity task) which is described in Sec. 3.2.

3.1.1 User Interface
Apart from the sonic representation of the tremor data, a
simple visualization is provided (see Fig. 1). It shows various visual information, such as waveform view, oscillogram, level meter, FFT spectrum, ratio between rotational
and translational movement strength as well as band intensities and IMF frequencies for the individual sonifications.
Further, apart from standard controls such as volume, the
interface features interactive access to a selection of sonification parameters. Globally for both sonifications, the
smoothing of the AM modulator signal as well as stereo/
mono playback can be controlled. In addition, each sonification allows individual access to oscillator frequency
(base frequency for Vocoder sonification, multiplicative factor for EMD sonification) and dedicated gains for left and
right arm sensors. Another slider provides control of the
FM index for the Vocoder sonification.
3.1.2 Procedure

3.1 Experiment 1: training and identification task
The basic design of Experiment 1 was similar to the pilot
study [6]. It further addresses learning effects over several
training sessions. An additional focus of this experiment
was the interactive use of sonification parameters. The goal
was to verify the results of the pilot study with a larger
number of patients and tremor types.

In Experiment 1, participants had to accomplish three sessions (S1–S3) of one hour on different days with approximately one week of pause in between. Each session started
with approx. 30 minutes of free training where participants
could freely listen to the sonifications of 8 patients per tremor type (24 patients in total) with disclosed diagnosis.
Participants were able to decide by themselves when they
felt to be ready for the next part of the session, in which
they had to identify the disease of 24 patients (6 per tre-
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Percent correct answers
Confidence Interval CI95
Confidence (from 1 to 100)
Response time (seconds)

Session 1
31.5 (10.2)
26.9 − 36.4
38.8 (24.2)
34.6 (25.2)

Session 2
39.1 (7.3)
34.2 − 44.1
43.3 (23.5)
41.9 (27.1)

Session 3
31.5 (10.0)
26.9 − 36.4
39.9 (26.9)
42.1 (33.9)

Overall (S1 and S3)
31.5 (9.9)
28.2 − 34.9
39.4 (25.6)
38.4 (30.1)

Table 1. Overview of the results from Experiment 1. Values in parentheses describe one standard deviation.
mor type) by using the interactive sonification interface.
The task followed the same procedure as in the pilot study.
Feedback was given after each trial.
For each participant individually, the dataset was split
randomly into 3 subsets of 24 patients (6 per tremor type).
These 3 subsets were presented in the training and testing parts of the 3 sessions. The presentation order of patients within each session and within each mode (training/
testing) was randomized across participants. In the first
and in the last session, training was performed with subset A, while a completely new subset (B/C) was introduced
for the testing part. In the second session, both training and
testing were performed with the same subset (B):

Training
Testing

S1
A
B

S2
B
B

S3
A
C

S1 and S3 are seen as a realistic scenario where known
patients’ characteristics were applied to unknown patients.
In S2, the ability of memorizing specific patients’ characteristics was tested, comparable to the procedure in the
pilot study.
During the testing part of each session, participants were
asked to submit a diagnosis (4AFC) and judge their confidence (values from 1 to 100) for each of the 24 patients.
Feedback (reference diagnosis) was given after each trial.
Sonification-specific parameters as well as the condition
(rest/posture) could be additionally controlled by a motorized MIDI controller (Behringer BCF-2000).
3.1.3 Results
Overall results of the identification task are shown in Tab. 1.
On average, the test participants achieved 31.5% correct
answers for S1 and S3, while S2 led to 39.1 % correct answers. Confidence intervals in Tab. 1 are based on the inverse Beta CDF. The total percent correct answers lead to
a discrimination index d0 of 0.26 for S1/S3 and 0.49 for
S2 [20].
The primary test results (percent correct answers) were
analyzed by using a binomial test with one variable “disease” (4 levels), assuming a constant hit rate of 1/4, sample
size of 384 (24 patients × 16 participants), and significance
level of p=0.05. For all three sessions, the achieved percent correct answers are significantly higher than chance
(p=0.002 for S1/S3, p<0.001 for S2). The overall results
of the first and third session are identical and therefore considered equivalent.
For further analysis of the results, contingency tables were
created for the individual sessions (Tab. 2a–2c) as well as
for the pooled results of S1 and S3 (Tab. 2d). The tremor

types Parkinsonian, Essential, Psychogenic, and Dystonic,
are referred to as Par, Ess, Psy, and Dys.
The higher percent correct responses in S2 compared to
S1 and S3 is further supported by the higher contingency
coefficient 4 (0.32 vs. 0.22 and 0.25), which means that
there is a stronger relation between reference diagnosis and
submitted diagnosis for S2 compared to both other sessions.
The pooled results of S1 and S3 (Tab. 2d) reveal a high
confusion between Parkisonian and Psychogenic tremor
(31.8 % Par falsely assigned to Psy, 28.1 % Psy falsely assigned to Par). The lowest false positive rate appeared between Parkinsonian and Dystonic tremor (16.1 % Par falsely assigned to Dys, 18.8 % Dys falsely assigned to Par).
A binomial test as above was performed on the results
per tremor type. When looking at the pooled results of
S1 and S3, only the percent correct identifications of Parkinsonian, Psychogenic, and Dystonic tremor were significantly higher than chance (Par: p=0.014, Psy: p=0.042,
Dys: p=0.004), while Essential tremor could not be identified (p=0.107). However, the differences in sensitivity
(Par: 0.32, Ess: 0.29, Psy: 0.31, Dys: 0.34) and F-measure (Par: 0.38, Ess: 0.36, Psy: 0.33, Dys: 0.42) are only
small. The difference in percent correct responses between
the individual tremor types therefore seems marginal.
We did not find any significant clusterization of test participants based on their individual contingency tables. Also,
the results of those participants who primarily used the
vocoder-based sonification did not significantly differ from
the results of those wo preferred the EMD-based sonification (9 participants vs. 7 participants, 32.3 % vs. 30.4 % correct answers as average of S1 and S3). However, there
were five top performers who achieved at least 33.3 % correct answers in every session (Average of S1 and S3: 36.6 %
correct answers, ranging from 33.3 % to 47.7 %).
On average (pooled over S1 and S3), participants took
38.4 s (SD=30.1 s) to complete one trial and reported a
confidence of 39.4 (SD=25.6).
3.1.4 Interactive use of sonification parameters
For the slider- or rotary-based controls (AM smoothing,
Vocoder sonification base frequency and FM index, EMD
sonification frequency factor), we observed that participants found their preferred values already within the first
training session. These parameters were rarely changed
during diagnosis.
The sonification switch also exhibited convergent behavior for all but one participant who was continuously switch4

Pearsons’s contingency coefficient: K =
the sample size.
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D
R
Par
Ess
Psy
Dys
Sum

Par

Ess

Psy

Dys

32.3
28.1
28.1
24.0
112.5

20.8
22.9
20.8
22.9
87.5

31.3
25.0
34.4
16.7
107.3

15.6
24.0
16.7
36.5
92.7

(a) Session 1. K = 0.22.

D
R
Par
Ess
Psy
Dys
Sum

Par

Ess

Psy

Dys

36.6
21.9
18.8
13.5
93.8

16.7
38.5
18.8
21.9
95.8

21.9
19.8
40.6
27.1
109.4

21.9
19.8
21.9
37.5
101.0

(b) Session 2. K = 0.32.

D
R
Par
Ess
Psy
Dys
Sum

Par

Ess

Psy

Dys

32.3
14.6
28.1
13.5
88.5

18.8
35.4
18.8
21.9
94.8

32.3
30.2
27.1
33.3
122.9

16.7
19.8
26.0
31.3
93.8

(c) Session 3. K = 0.25.

D
R
Par
Ess
Psy
Dys
Sum

Par

Ess

Psy

Dys

32.3
21.4
28.1
18.8
100.5

19.8
29.2
19.8
22.4
91.1

31.8
27.6
30.7
25.0
115.1

16.1
21.9
21.4
33.9
93.2

(d) Sessions 1 & 3. K = 0.19.

Table 2. Contingency tables for the three sessions and the
pooled results of S1 and S3. Values describe % of submitted diagnoses D. R is the reference diagnosis. Correct
answers (main diagonal) are highlighted. K is Pearson’s
contingency coefficient.
ing between sonifications throughout the whole experiment.
The average amount of sonification switches per trial decreased from 0.57 switches in S1 to 0.27 in S2 and 0.08
in S3. Both other toggles (mono/stereo and rest/posture)
never converged during the experiment (1.22 and 1.46 switches per trial in S1 vs. 1.42 and 2.21 in S3, respectively).
Even in S3, 7 participants regularly switched to mono, and
14 participants regularly switched between rest and posture
position.
3.1.5 Discussion
The quick convergence of the slider- and rotary-based parameters (already during the first training session) indicates that they did not contribute to the test participants’
judgments of tremor diseases. During informal interviews,
test participants mentioned that the base frequency for the
Vocoder sonification and the frequency factor for the EMD
sonification had only minor effect on the information con-

veyance and were only changed in respect to personal preference. Also frequency modulation for the Vocoder sonification did not add additional information but was often applied for diversification of the otherwise relatively
monotonic sounds. For the smoothing factor of the amplitude modulation, however, participants had to find a compromise: while less smoothing leads to higher rhythmic
resolution, the stronger transients implicate bandwidth expansion and therefore deteriorated perception of frequency
changes. While fixed default values for the mentioned parameters might work for most users, an optional parametrization for expert users is assumed to be advantageous.
The interactive switch between sonifications has been used
regularly by at least one test participant, which further emphasizes its necessity.
The stereo/mono (connected with left/right switch) and
rest/posture switch were used excessively by most test participants. During informal interviews, many test participants mentioned that a comparison between left and right
arm sensor as well as between rest and posture condition
revealed critical information for tremor type identification.
These parameters are therefore regarded as essential for
acoustic tremor analysis.
The discrimination between 4 tremor types by using the
interactive sonification interface seems to be excessively
demanding (31.5 % correct diagnoses). According to their
hand-written notes as well as informal interviews, most of
the test participants were focused on finding specific sound
characteristics that are unique to a specific tremor disease.
However, there were outlying patients in all tremor categories which led to confusion. This observation is also
reflected in the submitted confidence values which did not
correlate with the correctness of the submitted diagnoses.
The better performance in the second session shows that
the test participants were able to remember specific patients’ sound characteristics and corresponding reference
diagnosis (39.1 % correct responses in S2 vs. 31.5 % in
S1/S3). This also explains the promising results of the pilot study: in both pilot study and S2 of Experiment 1, the
training was performed with the same set of patients. In
real life, however, a diagnosis is only needed for unknown
patients. In the more realistic conditions of S1 and S3, the
test participants could not rely on patient-specific sound
characteristics, but only on more general tremor-specific
structures.
There was no improvement after training (S1 vs. S3).
We assume that the training parts of the second and third
sessions were needed to recapitulate the individual tremor
types’ sound characteristics. Further, we noticed that the
new set of patients in S2 did not always match the participants’ notes, which forced them to start again from scratch.
We suppose that training time was not sufficient for finding the possibly very subtle differences between different
tremori.
Both sonifications were used equally often and provided
similar results. This finding is consistent with the pilot
study and shows once more that an optional choice could
be important in order to adapt to the users’ individual preferences.
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Type pair
Par vs. Ess
Par vs. Psy
Par vs. Dys
Ess vs. Psy
Ess vs. Dys
Psy vs. Dys
Overall

% correct
39.6
38.5
45.8
38.0
35.9
49.5
41.2

d0
0.88
0.81
1.25
0.73
0.55
1.41
0.95

response time
59.7
51.5
58.4
50.3
54.5
52.7
54.5

Table 3. Overview of the results per pair of tremor types in
Experiment 2: average percent correct responses, sensitivity index d0 [21], and response time in seconds.
Figure 2. Graphical user interface for Experiment 2. Colors are inverted and converted to grayscale for this article.
A further interpretation of participants’ confidence and
response time is not possible due to the high spread.
The results of Experiment 1 suggest that an absolute identification of tremor diseases with the proposed interface
might be too difficult. However, the contingency table in
Tab. 2d shows that some pairs of tremori were less often
confused with each other than other pairs. In order to verify these pairings, we performed a second experiment.
3.2 Experiment 2: triangle test
After having accomplished the training and absolute diagnosis task of Experiment 1, the same 16 participants performed a discrimination task comprising of 72 trials which
were equally split in two sessions of approx. one hour each,
performed on different days.
3.2.1 Procedure
Before the actual test, all participants performed a mandatory training with the interactive sonification interface in
order to recapitulate the different tremor characteristics.
In a triangle test setup (3AFC oddity task), only a simple graphical user interface without visual tools was shown
(see Fig. 2). Sonifications of three different patients were
presented: two of the same tremor type and one of a different type. For each triple of patients, participants had to
indicate the odd, i.e., the patient whose tremor type differed from the others’. After each trial, participants obtained feedback consisting of the reference diagnosis for
all three patients, with the correct answer highlighted.
For each participant and session individually, the patients
of the trials were chosen randomly so that every patient
appeared once as the odd stimulus and twice inside the pair
of similar stimuli. The three patients per trial as well as the
36 trials per session were presented in random order.
Participants could freely listen to the sonifications of all
three patients in rest as well as in posture condition. There
was no restriction in time. Switching between Vocoder and
EMD sonification was still possible. Sound was always
presented in stereo in order to limit the possibilities for interaction to a minimum.
3.2.2 Results
The overall results of Experiment 2 are shown in Tab. 3 for
the 6 different pairs of tremor types individually. On av-

erage, test participants achieved 41.2 % correct judgments,
yielding a sensitivity index d0 of 0.95 (based on [21]). Test
participants achieved above-average results only when discriminating Dystonic tremor from Parkinsonian or Psychogenic tremor (45.8 and 49.5 % correct, respectively).
For statistical analysis of the results, a one-tailed binomial test was performed for each pair of tremor types (sample size n=192 (pooled over all subjects), chance level
p=1/3, significance level: p=0.05). According to the binomial test there was a highly significant perceptual difference between Parkinsonian and Dystonic as well as between Psychogenic and Dystonic tremor (p<0.001 for both
pairs). A marginally significant difference between Parkinsonian and Essential tremor was found (p=0.040). Between the other three pairs of tremor types no significant
perceptual difference could be found (p=0.074 for Par/Psy,
p=0.097 for Ess/Psy, and p=0.244 for Ess/Dys).
We observed that participants usually chose their preferred sonification at the beginning and did not change it anymore. User interaction is therefore not further investigated.
The average response time (time to accomplish one trial)
was 54.5 seconds (SD=35.0).
In order to examine similarities between individual test
participants, we performed a hierarchical cluster analysis.
Individually for each participant, the total percent correct
responses for the pairs of tremor types form a 6-dimensional vector. Based on these vectors and Ward’s method
of minimum inner squared euclidean distance within clusters [22], test participants divide equally into two groups
of 8. Results are shown in Tab. 4. While Cluster 1 inhibits only small differences in percent correct responses
between tremor pairs, the participants of Cluster 2 were
exceptionally good at discriminating Dystonic tremor from
Parkinsonian and Psychogenic tremor (62.5 % and 54.2 %,
respectively). Interestingly, in Cluster 1, all participants
except two preferred the EMD sonification, while in Cluster 2 all participants except one preferred the Vocoder sonification.
Differences in overall percent correct responses between
participants grouped by cluster or sonification preference,
however, were not significant.
Five of the 16 participants (see “Top 5” in Tab. 4) reached
a level of above 45 % correct responses (on average: 47.8 %,
ranging from 45.8 % to 50.0 %). Three of those used the
Vocoder Sonification while two worked with the EMD Sonification.
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Type pair
Par vs. Ess
Par vs. Psy
Par vs. Dys
Ess vs. Psy
Ess vs. Dys
Psy vs. Dys
Average

Cluster 1
44.8
38.5
29.2
39.6
42.7
44.8
39.9

Cluster 2
34.4
38.5
62.5
36.5
29.2
54.2
42.5

Top 5
35.0
50.0
50.0
48.3
43.3
60.0
47.8

Table 4. Average results per pair of tremor types in Experiment 2 for the two main clusters and the 5 best performing
participants. Values describe % correct answers.

3.2.3 Discussion
The overall discrimination index d0 =0.95 in Experiment 2
shows that the oddity task was indeed easier than the identification task of Experiment 1 (d0 =0.26). However, overall percent correct responses are still too low for direct applications in the medical context.
A cluster analysis on the basis of the test participants’ results leads to an almost perfect division into the users of
the different sonifications. While the Vocoder sonification
seems to provide similar discrimination performance for
all tremor pairs, users of the EMD sonification achieved
extraordinary results for the pairs Par/Dys and Psy/Dys (at
the expense of lower percent correct responses for the other
pairs). Each sonification might emphasize different aspects
of the observed tremori. If those aspects were known, participants might be able to combine both sonifications in
order to improve their sensitivity. The interactive change
between both sonifications therefore seems reasonable and
might facilitate the construction of a coherent picture based
on the observed phenomena in order to make informed decisions.
The five top performers of Experiment 2 (Tab. 4) also
achieved high identification rates in Experiment 1 (on average: 33.8 % correct, ranging from 31.3 % to 37.5 %, two
of them among the Top 5). This leads to the assumption
that at least some test participants have found consistent
tremor-specific sound characteristics and were able to apply these complex models in an identification task as well
as in a discrimination task.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In the presented study, we evaluated tremor disease identification and discrimination by means of interactive sonification.
In Experiment 1, test participants were asked to indicate
the tremor type of unknown patients by analyzing pre-recorded movement data with the interactive sonification interface. Average percent correct diagnoses were significantly above chance for patients with Parkinsonian, Psychogenic, and Dystonic tremor, but not for Essential tremor. Overall sensitivity index d0 was 0.26.
In Experiment 2, participants were able to distinguish
Parkinsonian tremor from Essential and Dystonic tremor
with sensitivity significantly above guessing rate. A signif-

icant perceptual difference was also shown between Dystonic and Psychogenic tremor. Overall d0 was 0.95.
During the first experiment, participants were allowed to
manipulate critical sonification parameters. All test participants found their preferred sonification and corresponding parameters quickly. Still, the permanent comparison
between left and right arm sensor as well as between rest
and posture condition provided useful information. The
interactive change of these parameters facilitates the construction of a coherent image of the observed tremor and
allows informed decision making.
The proposed sonification interface is not meant to replace currently available diagnostic tools, but rather to complement them. The fact that both sonifications led to different results in the triangle test lets us conjecture that they
could supplement each other in a beneficial way, especially if additional knowledge from other diagnostic tools
is available. A combination and cross-checking of different sources of information is essential for an efficient and
correct diagnosis.
It is obvious that both sonifications as well as the corresponding user interface need to be substantially revised.
This revision could be based on the test participants’ qualitative feedback which we collected. Informal interviews
with test participants revealed that the offered sonification
parameters might not be sufficient. One of the top performing participants complained that the first IMF can become
obtrusive and often masks the important fine structure of
the higher IMFs; however, at the same time, it also contains critical information and can therefore not be omitted.
Individual volume control for the IMFs may therefore an
option for future improvements.
Further, we observed that some test participants successfully used the spatial movement visualization for decision
making: while Parkinsonian and Dystonic tremor showed
almost only rotational movement, Essential and Psychogenic tremor sometimes caused sudden switches towards a
translational movement. At this stage, however, the ratio
between rotational and translational movement is not conveyed by the sonification. A prior approach mapping this
movement quality to a chorus effect (see [6]) did not work
due to the parameter’s transient behavior. A promising option might be a mapping of the translation/rotation-ratio to
relative pitch.
Finally, we think that the collected strategies of the test
participants could be brought in correspondence with Music Information Retrieval (MIR) analysis descriptors applied to sonifications and raw movement data. Thus, the
sonification qualities which have proven to be perceptually
relevant in tremor segregation could be enhanced in the
next development steps. In general, the re-design of the
developed sonifications could be informed by the findings
of this combined qualitative and quantitative analysis.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents findings from an exploratory study on
the effect of auditory feedback on gaze behavior. A total of 20 participants took part in an experiment where the
task was to throw a virtual ball into a goal in different conditions: visual only, audiovisual, visuohaptic and audiovisuohaptic. Two different sound models were compared
in the audio conditions. Analysis of eye tracking metrics indicated large inter-subject variability; difference between subjects was greater than difference between feedback conditions. No significant effect of condition could
be observed, but clusters of similar behaviors were identified. Some of the participants’ gaze behaviors appeared
to have been affected by the presence of auditory feedback, but the effect of sound model was not consistent
across subjects. We discuss individual behaviors and illustrate gaze behavior through sonification of gaze trajectories. Findings from this study raise intriguing questions
that motivate future large-scale studies on the effect of auditory feedback on gaze behavior.
1. INTRODUCTION
Sound has been found to influence visual perception [1, 2]
and affect attention [3]. It has been suggested that sound
effects can be used to increase selective attention and inferential recognition among children [4] and that sound can
facilitate visual learning [5]. The above-mentioned findings highlight the potential benefits of integrating auditory
feedback in tasks requiring a certain level of visual focus.
Despite the possible benefits of adding sound to such tasks,
few studies have focused on the effect of auditory feedback
on gaze behavior when interacting with a multimodal interface. The body of research related to this topic mainly
involves studies on the effect of auditory feedback when
watching videos. It has been found that different kinds of
sounds influence gaze differently [6, 7]. In one study on
soundtracks in videos, it was concluded that sound may
influence eye position, fixation duration and saccade amplitude, but that the effect of sound is not necessarily constant over time [8]. In another study [9], it was found that
Copyright: c 2017 Emma Frid et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.
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the influence of audio depends on the consistency between
the visual and audio signals: if the salient objects from the
visual perspective are not consistent with the salient objects from the audio perspective, audio will influence visual attention. Otherwise, there is little influence on visual
attention.
There has been some research on sonification of gaze behavior, e.g. [10], focusing on how sonification can be used
to guide visual attention and [11], focusing on sonification
for eye movement control. In [11], the effects of sonification on performance and learning were evaluated using an
interface that sonified eye movements. Very heterogeneous
behaviors were observed among subjects and the effect of
movement sonification was therefore evaluated on an individual level. A similar approach, based on analysis on
subject level, was used in [10].
In the studies referenced above, eye tracking technology
was used to record gaze behavior. Eye tracking is a technique in which an individual’s eye movements are measured in order to detect where a person is looking at a
specific time [12]. Common eye tracking metrics include
measures of fixations, such as e.g. total fixation duration
and number of fixations. Fixations are moments when the
eyes are relatively stationary due to information processing. Typically, fixations are correlated with attention, but
interpretation of fixation metrics may differ depending on
the specific nature of the study. Based on top-down cognitive theory, longer fixation durations in a specific region
of an interface would reflect a participant’s difficulty in interpretation for this particular area. Fixation duration is
believed to relate to the cognitive effort expended [13, 14].
However, long fixation duration could also indicate that a
specific area is more engaging in some way [15]. A high
number of fixations in a particular area could also imply
that the region is more noticeable or important than other
regions [12].
In this paper we present main findings from a study on
the distribution of visual attention in a multimodal singleuser application comparing different modalities. We investigated the effect of auditory feedback on visual attention
and gaze behavior. An experiment was performed with 20
participants. The participants were asked to throw a virtual ball into a goal in different feedback conditions. Eye
tracking methodologies were used to investigate where the
visual sensory information was acquired when performing
the task. We evaluated the effect of auditory feedback on
eye tracking metrics and gaze behavior, both when hap-
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tic force feedback was provided and when no haptic force
feedback feedback was provided. The results presented in
this paper are a subset of the results from the performed
study. See [16] for a discussion about several other measures.
2. METHOD
One of the main aims of the study was to investigate if, and
how, auditory feedback alters gaze behavior and distribution of visual attention in a nonhaptic versus haptic task.
More dimensions are covered in [16]. The user was asked
to throw a virtual ball into a goal, see Fig. 1. A throwing gesture was chosen since this is an intuitive and simple
movement task that requires attention to shift between an
object and a target. This gesture could also be intuitively
sonified. We define the movement performed in this study
as a “virtual throwing gesture”, since the haptic device that
was used has limited possibilities in terms of affording a
“real” throwing gesture.
2.1 Hypothesis
We hypothesized that continuous auditory feedback effectively represents temporal information in such a manner
that a shift in attention is enabled in a virtual (visual) throwing task. More specifically, our hypothesis was that the use
of interactive movement sonification will enable a user to
shift visual focus from an actual interaction point (the location of the cursor) to a more distant target point in a virtual 3D environment. Sonification can provide meaningful
information about a movement. In conditions involving
sonification, the user will not be required to focus as much
on the ball, since information about the performed movement is communicated directly through sound. This will
enable visual focus to shift from the ball, to the goal. Moreover, we hypothesized that gaze behavior will be differently
affected when haptic force feedback (adding a sense of
weight and inertia) is simultaneously presented with movement sonification.
2.2 Participants
A total of 20 participants took part in the experiment. All
participants were first year students at KTH Royal Institute
of Technology (11 M, 9 F; age=19-25 years, mean = 20.4
years). None of the participants reported having any hearing deficiencies or reduced touch sensitivity. All participants reported that they had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. Six of the participants normally wore glasses; two
of them wore their glasses during the test sessions and two
of them used contact lenses. None of the participants reported that they had any previous experience of using force
feedback devices. All participants signed a consent form
prior to taking part in the experiment. Six participants were
disregarded from the analysis since the level of usable gaze
data was below 80% 1 . Yet another participant was disregarded since the headphones accidentally switched off dur1 100% in this context would imply that gaze data for both eyes were
found throughout the entire recording.

Figure 1. Screenshot of the graphical interface.
ing the experiment. The final sample size for analysis was
n=13 (8 M, 5 F; age=19-24 years, mean = 20.8 years).
2.3 Apparatus
2.3.1 Technical Setup
The technical setup can be seen in Fig. 2. One desktop
computer was used to run the haptic interface and the eye
tracking application; one laptop computer was used for
sound generation. The 3D interface was designed to allow
the user to grasp a ball and to throw it into a circular goal
area. A SensAbleTM Phantom R Desktop haptic device 2
was used to provide haptic feedback. This haptic device
has a pen-like stylus that is attached to a robotic arm. The
stylus can be used to haptically explore objects in virtual
3D environments and to provide force feedback. Weight
and inertia can also be simulated. In our experiment, a button on the stylus was used to activate the function of grasping an object, enabling the user to lift and move the virtual
ball. The 3D application, shown in Fig. 1, was based on
the haptic software library Chai3D [17] and developed in
C++.
Eye tracking data was captured at a sampling rate of 60
Hz using a commercial X2-60 eye-tracker from Tobii Technology 3 connected to an external processing unit. The
software Tobii Studio was used for calibration and analysis
of eye tracking data. Two interactive sonification models
were implemented using Max/MSP 4 . Communication between Max/MSP and the 3D application was made possible via Open Sound Control (OSC) [18]. A pair of Sennheiser
RS 220 headphones was used to provide auditory feedback
during the experiment.
2.3.2 Sonification
For conditions involving auditory feedback, the movements
of the virtual ball were continuously sonified. Two different sound models were used for sonification of the throwing gesture, i.e. when aiming towards the goal. The first
sound model (from now on referred to as S1) was based
on a physical model of friction, readily available from the
Sound Design Toolkit 5 [19] (SDT). The second sound model
(from now on referred to as S2) was obtained by filtering pink noise using the Max object [biquad] with a
low-pass filter setting. We opted for these particular sound

2 http://www.dentsable.com/
haptic-phantom-desktop.htm
3 www.tobiipro.com
4 https://cycling74.com/
5 http://soundobject.org/SDT/
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Figure 3. Definition of areas of interest. G stands for the
goal AOI and B for the ball AOI.

Figure 2. Technical setup.
models since they were hypothesized to be very perceptually different; S1 produced creaking sounds whereas S2
produced swishing sounds 6 . For sound model S1, x-,yand z-positions were mapped to panning, frequency, and
rubbing force, respectively. For S2, x-,y- and z-positions
were mapped to panning, frequency and comb-filter characteristics, respectively. Velocity was mapped to amplitude
for both sound models.
Different impact sounds from the Sound Design Toolkit
(SDT) were used for the two sound models, in order to
simulate different weights of the ball. These sounds were
included to enable evaluation of the overall effect of auditory feedback (i.e. not only the effect of movement sonification). Parameters were chosen in such a manner that
a sound reminiscent of a heavy rubber ball was used for
bouncing events in S1, whereas the bouncing effect was
tuned to remind more of the impact sound created by a very
light table tennis ball (a ping pong ball) for S2. A set of interaction sounds were also included in the application in
order to communicate occurrence of the following events:
scoring a goal (MIDI sequence, increasing pitch), missing the goal (MIDI sequence, decreasing pitch), hitting a
wall (SDT impact sound model used to create a sound reminding of a dissonant bell) and successfully grasping the
ball (filtered noise with increasing frequency, producing a
sweeping sound that finishes with a short “click”).
2.4 Procedure
We opted for a within-participant design in which repeated
measures were done on each participant. Participants performed the throwing task in six different feedback conditions. The following conditions were included in the experiment: visual only, i.e. visuo (V), audiovisual with a
creaking sound (AV1), audiovisual with a swishing sound
(AV2), visuohaptic (VH), audiovisuohaptic with a creaking sound (AVH1) and audiovisuohaptic with a swishing
sound (AVH2). A randomized order of the six conditions
was presented to each participant.
The experiment consisted of the following sub-parts: (1)

general introduction and calibration of the system, (2) three
condition sessions, (3) a 10 minute break, (4) three condition sessions and (5) concluding interview. Every condition was preceded by a practice trial (minimum 2 and maximum 4 minutes) in which participants got the chance to
familiarize themselves with solving the task under the current feedback condition. The practice trials were included
in order to reduce the risk of potential learning effects. The
task was to throw the ball into the goal until 15 successful
hits had been reached. Each experiment lasted about 1.5
hours. The concluding interview consisted of a discussion
about aiming strategies and the visual focus on different
areas of the screen.
2.5 Analysis
A common method in analysis of eye tracking data is to
initially define areas that are of particular interest for the
research hypothesis; Areas of Interest (AOIs). In this experiment, three AOIs were defined: one for the goal area
(G), one for the ball area (B), and one for the entire screen.
The G and B AOIs are displayed in Fig. 3. These elliptical AOIs were defined after visual inspection of heat maps
and automatic generation of clusters of fixations, using the
Tobii Studio software. The two AOIs had the same size.
The following metrics were computed for the AOIs: total
fixation duration and total fixation count. All calculations
were done on 15 throwing gestures. This was done in order
to obtain a measure that was comparable despite the fact
that task duration and performance varied substantially between participants (the total number of throwing gestures
varied from 15 to 66). No consistent patterns in terms of
correlations between error rates (number of unsuccessful
attempts to score a goal for a total of 15 achieved hits) and
eye tracking metrics could be observed 7 . For a more detailed discussion on task performance, see [16].
In the following section we provide descriptive statistics
for the two eye tracking metrics, but without statistically
significant conclusions when averaging the subjects’ values 8 . Participants exhibited large inter-individual variability for both the total fixation duration and the total fixation
count metric. Some general trends could however be observed, and these are explored through cluster analysis of
total fixation duration, see Sec. 3.3. Finally, the effect
of auditory feedback on individual gaze behaviors are dis7

Analysis was done separately for respective condition.
Continuous data was analyzed using a Friedman rank test for repeated measures and count data was analyzed using a mixed effect regression model with a Poisson error distribution.
8

6 Sound examples can be found at: https://kth.box.com/s/
2bhx2n2wrvq3na582h2qasfpqrxu0zod
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Condition
V
AV1
AV2
VH
AVH1
AVH2

cussed and explored through sonifications of gaze trajectories, see Sec. 3.4.

3. RESULTS
In order to test the hypotheses, an index of the eye tracking
metric (fixation duration or fixation count) for the ball AOI
divided by the metric for both the goal AOI and the ball
AOI was defined, according to Eq. (1):
F ixBall
F ixGoal + F ixBall

(1)

Total Fixation Duration

This index simplifies the interpretation of whether the participant was focusing mostly on the ball or the goal AOI
without having to take data from both AOIs into consideration simultaneously.
3.1 Total Fixation Duration
Total fixation duration measures the total duration of all
fixations within a defined area of interest. In the current
study this measure represents the total time that a participant fixated on the goal, ball or the entire screen, respectively. We calculated total fixation duration on the entire
screen for the first 15 throwing gestures. Descriptive statistics for this measure are presented in Tab. 1. We can observe that the highest median value was found for condition VH. Lowest median value was observed for condition
AV2.
Filtering recordings to include gaze data only from when
the participants were grasping the virtual ball, the total fixation duration index (according to Eq. 1) was computed
for each participant and condition. As opposed to the measure presented in Tab. 1, this measure specifically evaluates
the effect of movement sonification (not the effect of other
auditory events caused by e.g. scoring a goal) on eye tracking metrics, since such data has been filtered out. A total
fixation duration index higher than 0.5 indicates longer fixation on the ball AOI than on the goal AOI (when grasping
the ball). Descriptive statistics for the measure is presented
in Tab. 2. Highest median value was found for the haptic
condition AVH2. Lowest median value was observed for
the nonhaptic condition AV2. Total fixation duration index
per participant and condition is visualized in Fig. 4.
Condition
V
AV1
AV2
VH
AVH1
AVH2

Median
137.39
137.96
125.92
142.73
132.39
131.92

IQR
0.77
0.61
0.70
0.69
0.60
0.70

Table 2. Total fixation duration index for first 15 throwing
gestures, filtered to include data only when grasping the
ball. IQR=inter quartile range. Red cell: highest median
value. Green cell: lowest median value.

IQR
21.72
24.06
25.44
44.49
19.39
31.97

Participant

1.00

P04
P06

Tot. Fix. Dur. Index

I=

Median
0.53
0.43
0.38
0.49
0.46
0.66

P07

0.75

P08
P10
P11

0.50

P12
P15
P16

0.25

P17
P20
P22
P23

0.00
VH

AVH1

AVH2

V

AV1

AV2

Condition

Figure 4. Total fixation duration index values for first 15
throwing gestures, filtered to include data only when grasping the ball. Participants above the dashed red line focused
longer time on the ball than on the goal AOI.
3.2 Total Fixation Count
Total fixation count measures the total number of fixations
within an area of interest. We calculated total fixation
count on the entire screen for the first 15 throwing gestures.
In the descriptive statistics table Tab. 3, we can observe that
the highest median value was found for condition V. Lowest median value was observed for condition AV1.
Filtering data to include gaze data only from when the
ball was grasped, total fixation count index (as described
in Eq. 1) was computed for each participant and condition. A total fixation count index higher than 0.5 indicates
more fixations on the ball AOI than on the goal AOI (when
grasping the ball). Descriptive statistics for the measure
is presented in Tab. 4. Highest median value was found
for the haptic condition AVH2. Lowest medians were observed for the nonhaptic conditions AV1 and AV2.
3.3 Cluster Analysis - Total Fixation Duration

Table 1. Total fixation duration on screen (seconds) for
full duration of first 15 attempts to throw the ball into the
goal. IQR=inter quartile range. Red cells : highest median
value. Green cell: lowest median value.

In order to explore similar behavioral patterns among participants, a K-means clustering analysis was performed.
Appropriate number of clusters was decided after visually
inspecting patterns in Fig. 4. The number of clusters was
set to 5, and the initial cluster centers were evaluated based
on the data, specifying random starting assignments to 20
and selecting the solution with the lowest within cluster
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Median
211
183
200
199
188
196

IQR
88
80
74
127
102
74

Total Fixation Duration Clusters
1.00

0.75

Table 3. Total fixation count on screen for full duration of
first 15 attempts to throw the ball into the goal. IQR=inter
quartile range. Red cell : highest median value. Green cell:
lowest median value.
Condition
V
AV1
AV2
VH
AVH1
AVH2

Median
0.59
0.53
0.53
0.64
0.64
0.65

AVH1
0.89
0.23
0.34
0.68
0.95

AVH2
0.78
0.51
0.17
0.68
0.97

V
0.95
0.40
0.17
0.56
0.90

1
2
0.50

3
4
5

0.25

VH

AVH1

AVH2

V

AV1

AV2

Condition

Figure 5. Cluster membership.
3.4 Individual Behaviors

variation. The total variance described by clusters was
found to be 94.2 %. The cluster centers are given in Tab. 5.
We could observe differences between conditions in the
different cluster groups, but the effect of sound model was
not consistent for all clusters. There were three clusters
where several participants showed somewhat similar behaviors (2,3,5) and two single-participant clusters (1,3).
Overall, participants in cluster 3 had longer fixation durations on the goal AOI than on the ball AOI. Participants in
cluster 5 showed the opposite behavior. As seen in Fig. 5,
we can observe that 7 participants (belonging to clusters 2
and 3) generally had longer fixation durations on the goal
AOI than on the ball AOI. A total of 6 participants (cluster
1,4 and 5) had longer fixation durations on the ball AOI.
Overall performance, measured as the sum of the error
rates 9 for all conditions, was computed for each participant. In order to explore if there was a difference in performance between clusters, mean overall performance per
cluster was computed. Mean error rate was 35.0 errors for
cluster 1, 37.5 (median 37.5) for cluster 2, 32.0 (median
26.0) for cluster 3, 52.0 for cluster 4 and 95.0 (median
96.0) for cluster 5.
VH
0.97
0.35
0.26
0.67
0.97

Cluster

0.00

IQR
0.31
0.23
0.31
0.55
0.33
0.40

Table 4. Total fixation count index for first 15 throwing
gestures. IQR=inter quartile range. Red cell: highest median value. Green cell: lowest median value.

Cluster
1
2
3
4
5

Tot. Fix. Dur. Index

Condition
V
AV1
AV2
VH
AVH1
AVH2

AV1
0.44
0.14
0.28
0.60
0.94

AV2
0.96
0.30
0.15
0.68
0.91

Since very heterogeneous behaviors were observed among
the participants we found it relevant to assess the effect
of feedback condition for each participant individually. In
this section, the gaze behavior of one participant from each
cluster is discussed in detail. The metrics that are discussed
in the following section come from the segmented data and
only takes figures from when the ball was grasped into account. Total fixation duration- and total fixation count data
for these individuals is presented in Tab. 6. Sonifications
of these participants’ behaviors when grasping the ball are
also presented 10 in an attempt to explore temporal aspects
and patterns in the gaze data. In these simple sonifications
(based on sine waves with an applied reverb), the vertical
coordinate of the averaged left- and right eye gaze points
on the screen was mapped to pitch (increasing pitch for increasing vertical position) and the averaged horizontal coordinate was mapped to panning. Each throwing gesture
was separated by a one second break. Interestingly, different behavioral patterns in cluster 3 and 5 are easily identified, for example by listening to the sonifications produced
by gaze trajectories of participant 12 and 15.
3.4.1 Cluster 1 - Participant 10
This participant was classified separately in a solo cluster. The total error rate for all conditions for this participant was 35.0 errors. The participant performed the
task in the following condition order: AV1, AVH2, AV2,

P04
P10
P12
P15
P22

VH
21.59/28
14.51/25
3.05/13
45.99/40
16.26/57

AVH1
31.4/48
19.43/25
5.04/28
39.00/39
5.81/25

AVH2
26.77/45
9.96/20
2.10/14
35.72/41
6.65/31

V
15.98/30
19.72/29
3.13/10
46.83/29
29.67/77

AV1
18.02/30
7.24/20
7.44/28
43.16/36
4.29/22

AV2
19.82/29
14.04/18
5.43/19
34.57/28
12.25/35

Table 5. Cluster centers per condition.

Table 6. Total fixation duration (red) and total fixation
count (blue) on ball AOI for participant P04, P10, P12,
P15 and P22.

9 For each condition, error rate was defined as the number of unsuccessful attempts to score a goal for a total of 15 achieved hits.

10 Recordings of the sonified data are available at https://kth.
box.com/s/qgknhxjz7ul4sf3fi0oyqt7aipmun3v2.
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Figure 6. Gaze behavior of participant 10. Points correspond to the coordinates of the averaged left- and right eye
gaze position on the screen.

Figure 7. Gaze behavior of participant 12. Points correspond to the coordinates of the averaged left- and right eye
gaze position on the screen.

AVH1, V and VH. The participant focused mostly on the
ball, in most conditions (all apart from AV1). The coordinates of the averaged left- and right eye gaze positions
are displayed in Fig. 6. The plot suggests that there might
be a difference between conditions (the points are more or
less scattered in different conditions). For the ball AOI,
this participant had total fixation durations in the range between 7.24 and 19.72 seconds (lowest for condition AV1
and highest for condition V) and total fixation counts in
the range between 18 and 29 counts (lowest for AV2 and
highest for condition V).

creaking sound model than for the swishing sound model.
For participant 12, this tendency can be observed both for
haptic and nonhaptic conditions. The participant performed
the experiment in the following condition order: AVH1,
AV1, AVH2, AV2, V and VH. The coordinates of the averaged left- and right eye gaze positions are displayed in
Fig. 7. As seen in the figure, the gaze points are distributed
in a similar pattern in all conditions. For the ball AOI,
the participant had total fixation durations in the range between 3.05 and 7.44 seconds (lowest for VH and highest
for AV1) and total fixation counts in the range between 10
and 28 counts (lowest for V and highest for AV1). As indicated by the plots presented in Fig. 7, the sonifications of
this participant’s gaze behavior do sound different in different conditions.

3.4.2 Cluster 2 - Participant 22
Generally, participants belonging to cluster 2 focused longer
on the ball AOI for the swishing sound model than for the
creaking sound model. The total error rate for all conditions for participants in this cluster was 37.5 (median 37.5).
Participant 22 performed the experiment in the following
condition order: V, AV2, VH, AV1, AVH1 and AVH2. For
most of the conditions, this particular participant focused
longer time on the goal AOI than on the ball AOI. For the
ball AOI, participant 22 had total fixation durations in the
range between 4.29 and 29.67 seconds (lowest for AV1
and highest for V) and total fixation counts in the range
between 22 and 77 counts (lowest for AV1 and highest
for condition V). By listening to the sonified gaze trajectories, one can observe that condition V stands out from
the other conditions; this condition had overall longer gaze
durations, compared to other nonhaptic conditions. Interestingly, we can observe from the metrics in Tab. 6 that this
participant focused more on the ball for conditions where
no sound was present.
3.4.3 Cluster 3 - Participant 12
Participants belonging to cluster 3 generally focused longer
on the goal AOI than on the ball AOI. The total error rate
for all conditions for participants in this cluster was 32
(median 26), i.e. the best performance of all clusters. Contrary to the behavior of participants in cluster 2, most participants in cluster 3 focused longer on the ball AOI for the

3.4.4 Cluster 4 - Participant 04
This participant was classified separately in a solo cluster.
The total error rate for all conditions for this participant
was 52.0. The participant performed the experiment in the
following condition order: AVH1, VH, V, AVH1, AV2 and
AV1. As indicated by the metrics in Tab. 5, this participant
focused approximately as much on the goal AOI as on the
ball AOI in all conditions. For the ball AOI, participant 4
had total fixation durations in the range between 15.98 and
31.40 seconds (lowest for V and highest for AVH1) and
total fixation counts in the range between 28 and 48 counts
(lowest for VH and highest for AVH1). The V condition
stands out compared to other conditions.
3.4.5 Cluster 5 - Participant 15
Participants in cluster 5 showed the opposite behavior of
participants in cluster 3: they generally focused more on
the ball AOI than on the goal AOI. The total error rate for
all conditions for participants in this cluster was 95.0 (median 96.0), i.e. the highest error rate of all clusters. Participant 15 performed the conditions in the following order: V,
AV1, VH, AVH1, AV2 and AVH2. The coordinates of the
averaged left- and right eye gaze positions are displayed in
Fig. 8. As seen in the figure, gaze trajectories appear to
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Figure 8. Gaze behavior of participant 15. Points correspond to the coordinates of the averaged left- and right eye
gaze position on the screen.
have been very focused for this participant. Sonifications
reveal that the participant showed similar gaze trajectory
patterns for all conditions. This is also clearly shown in
Fig. 4. In general, the participant had rather long total fixation durations, in the range between 34.57 and 46.83 seconds (lowest for AV2 and highest for V) and total fixation
counts in the range between 28 and 40 counts (lowest for
AV2 and highest for AVH1), for the ball AOI.
4. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we explored the effect of auditory feedback
on gaze behavior in haptic versus nonhaptic conditions when
manipulating an object in a virtual environment. Since
there can be substantial differences in gaze behavior between participants even for identical tasks, it is good practice to use a within-participant design in these contexts, in
order to make valid comparisons of performance [20]. As
in [11], we observed very heterogeneous behaviors among
participants. The effect of movement sonification was thus
evaluated on an individual level, similarly to previous studies on the effect of sonification on gaze behavior [10, 11].
Possibly due to the limited sample size of this study (and
the fact that a substantial part of the eye tracking data had
to be discarded since the percentage of usable gaze data
was too low), no significant differences between feedback
conditions could be observed. We can therefore not make
any general assumptions about the hypotheses defined in
section 2.1. Some general trends could, however, be identified.
For the full duration of the first 15 attempts to throw the
ball into the goal, the total fixation count median value
was highest for condition V, in which no auditory or haptic feedback was provided. For total fixation duration, the
median was highest for condition VH (followed by condition V). For fixation count, the V condition also had higher
median value than the AV1 and AV2 conditions, and the
VH condition had higher median value than the AVH1 and
AVH2 conditions. Although no significant difference between conditions could be observed, these results indicate

that it would be worth investigating if the presence of auditory feedback affects gaze behavior in future studies.
Cluster analysis revealed that the participants could be
divided into five different clusters in which similar gaze
behaviors were found. Within only 13 participants, 5 different sorts of behavior were observed. In total, 6 participants had longer fixation duration on the ball AOI than
the goal AOI. A total of 7 participants showed the opposite
behavior. On an individual level, we could observe that
some participants appeared to have been affected by the
presented auditory feedback (for example, differences appeared for participants in cluster 2 and 3), whereas others
showed very similar gaze behavior across all conditions.
Even when an effect of auditory models seemed to have
been present, the behaviors were not consistent. For example, participants in cluster 2 showed the opposite behavior
of participants in cluster 3.
The performed interviews shed some light on the effects
of auditory feedback. A few participants stated that it was
easier to aim in the conditions with auditory feedback. A
possible explanation, given by one of the participants, was:
“It was easier to get an understanding of where the ball
was located [in auditory conditions]. I could make use
of how much sound that I needed [...] You could find a
rhythm in the sound that you could follow.”. This quote
indicates that the sonification of the movement gave some
information that otherwise had to be provided graphically.
Another participant further emphasized this by stating: “I
liked the sound because I could hear which velocity I had.
Then I could also focus more on the goal and the direction
of the ball, instead of just on the ball.”.
Mean performance varied between the clusters. Sorting
cluster by best to worst mean performance, we obtain: cluster 3, cluster 1, cluster 2, cluster 4 and cluster 5. We can
observe that best performance was observed for participants belonging to clusters where the longer fixation duration was on the goal AOI, rather than on the ball AOI.
The cluster with participants who focused longer on the
ball AOI than on the goal AOI (cluster 5) had worst overall
performance.
Large differences in eye movements between participants
encourage large datasets. To address the issue of heterogeneous behaviors, we propose a future more controlled experiment with larger sample size to evaluate the effect of
sonification on gaze behavior. The current study focused
specifically on movement sonification (based on position
and velocity). Possibly, auditory feedback might have been
more powerful in terms of affecting gaze behavior if the
sonification had focused on guiding the user in terms of
signaling if the performed movement was “correct” or not
(i.e. error sonification).
Finally, we encourage the use of sonification for rapid
exploration of large sets of gaze data. Sonifying gaze trajectories enables the listener to identify behaviors not easily discovered in 2D plots. For example, patterns such as
rhythm and overall duration of a gaze trajectory are easily identified using sonification. In this particular study,
sonification enabled us to confirm different gaze behaviors
identified in the cluster analysis, such as the distinction
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between focusing mostly on the ball versus goal AOI for
cluster 3 and 5.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This exploratory study focused on the effect of auditory
feedback on gaze behavior. Analysis of eye tracking metrics revealed several clusters of different gaze behaviors
among only 13 participants. Some of the participants appeared to have been affected by the presence of auditory
feedback, whereas other showed similar gaze trajectory
patterns across conditions. More thorough studies are required in order to be able to draw any general conclusions
regarding the effect of auditory feedback in this context.
This exploratory study raises intriguing questions that motivate future large-scale studies on the effect of auditory
feedback on gaze behavior.
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ABSTRACT

Formulations using finite-difference time-domain FDTD
methods have also been developed by others [11, 12].

Signal processing and computing procedures are presented
to imprint, into any given audio signal (preferably obtained
from a dry anechoic recording), the temporal and spectral characteristics of radiation of simple sources in free
field, and in reverberant rectangular rooms, that could virtually be obtained in space of any spatial dimensions D≥1.
These techniques are based on mathematically exact solutions of the conventional acoustic field equations, usually
expressed and solved for space of three dimensions or less,
but generalized formally to describe the analogue to sound
waves in space of higher dimensions. Processing as presented here is monaural, but the mathematical tools exist to
imprint a hyper-angular dependence in higher dimensions,
and to map that into conventional binaural presentations.
Working computer implementations, and sound samples
are presented. The foreseen applications include: sonic
art, virtual reality, extended reality, videogames, computer
games, and others.

2. RADIAL SOUND WAVES IN D DIMENSIONS
The acoustic field equations for the sound pressure p(x, ω),
and particle fluid velocity u(x, ω) in the frequency domain
ω, assuming a complex harmonic time dependence of the
form e+jωt , are as follows:
grad p(x, ω)
div u(x, ω)
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∂p
= −jkZ0 ur (r),
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rD−1 ur
= −jkZ0−1 p(r).

(3)
(4)

These remain similar to its usual form, as in cylindrical, or
spherical coordinates in D = 2, 3.
The radial part of the in-homogeneous Helmholtz equation can be written as follows:
∇2 p(r) + k 2 p(r) = −q(r),
∂ p
1 ∂p
+ (D − 1)
+ k 2 p(r) = −q(r),
2
∂r
r
∂r


1
∂
D−1 ∂p
r
+ k 2 p(r) = −q(r).
rD−1 ∂r
∂r

(5)

2

(6)
(7)

The substitution p(r) = φ(kr)/(kr)D/2−1 , turns this into
Bessel’s equation of order ν = D/2 − 1, the order ν being zero, or a positive integer, when the space dimension
D is even, and half-integer when D is odd. Solutions for
φ(kr), correspond to Hankel functions of order ν, in terms
of which, outgoing radial waves for the sound pressure,
when the source term is a spatial Dirac point distribution
q(r) = δ(r), can be written as follows:

This
of

(1)
(2)

where k = ω/c0 is the acoustic wavenumber, Z0 = ρ0 c0
is the characteristic acoustic impedance, c0 is the speed of
sound, and ρ0 is mass density of the propagation medium.
These can be written for a radial field in D dimensions in
the form:

1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of high-dimensional wave equations has been
extensively developed in Applied Quantum Mechanics, in
dealing with quantum systems with many bodies [1–4].
Schrodinger’s equation for a system of N bodies, involves
a wave equation in a coordinate or momentum space of dimension D = 3N − 1, after removing the motion of the
center of mass. Most of that analysis separates a radial part
of the solution, from a hyper-angular part [5–7]. This article deals with the adaptation of radial part solutions, to
solve the corresponding equations of acoustics for a radial
sound pressure field in space of arbitrary D dimensions.
Radiation of simple acoustic sources are then combined
with the source image method [8], in order to simulate a reverberant sound field in a room of D dimensions. Further
work on this subject will probably involve dealing with the
hyper-angular part of the higher-dimensional wave equation [9, 10], and devising some sort of mapping the resulting audio into conventional binaural sound presentations.

= −jkZ0 u(x, ω),
= −jkZ0−1 p(x, ω);

(2)

p(r, ω)

=
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where A is the complex amplitude of the sound pressure,
with corresponding expressions for the particle velocity.
Additional terms can also include incoming waves.

The radiation transfer function MD (r, ω) of a simple monopole source can be defined as the ratio between the outgoing sound pressure wave amplitude in the far field, to
the volume velocity in the near field, Q0 (ω), with q(r) =
jωρ0 δ(r), which in D dimensions works out as follows:

MD (r, ω)

=

(Z0 /2)

jk
2πr

=

5
4
3
2
1

(D−1)/2
e

−jkr

. (10)

Calculation of the inverse Fourier transform of p(r, ω) =
MD (ω)Q0 (ω), involves considering the time delay operator: e−jωr/c0 ←→ δ(t − r/c0 ), the derivative operator:
(jω)ν ←→ dν /dtν , and for D even, the half-integration
operator: (jω)−1/2 ←→ (πt)−1/2 , implied by the required
half-integer (fractional) derivatives. The corresponding expressions in the time domain, are as follows:
p(r, t)

6
Dimension of Space [D]

2.1 The simple monopole source in D dimensions

7

(Z0 /2)
×
(1/2πrc0 )(D−1)/2

0
0

5

10

15
20
Time [ms]

25

30

Figure 1. Sound pressure pulses radiated identically and
simultaneously by two monopole sources at duplicate distances in space of dimensions D = 1 to 6. Absolute peak
amplitudes are normalized to 0.7 vertical units.

concentrated point source:
(11)
∂2G
+ k 2 G(x, y) = −δ(x − y),
∂x2
∂G
= 0, x = 0, L.
∂x

[(D−1)/2]

(t − r/c0 ), D odd,
(Z0 /2)
=
×
(12)
(1/2πrc0 )(D−1)/2
Z ∞ [D/2]
Q0
(t − r/c0 − τ )
dτ, D even;
(πτ )1/2
0
Q0

where Fourier transform pairs are indicated by their arguments: p(r, t) ←→ p(r, ω), Q0 (r, t) ←→ Q0 (r, ω), and
[ν]
with time derivatives indicated by Q0 (t) = dν Q0 (t)/dtν .
The first expression, Eq. (11), is formally valid also for D
even, but in that case, a fractional derivative is implied,
which should be understood as in the second expression,
Eq. (12). Figure 1 shows sound pressure pulses radiated
identically and simultaneously by two monopole sources
at duplicate distances in space of dimensions D = 1 to 6.

(18)
(19)

The fundamental solution can be expressed in terms of the
characteristics functions, as follows:
G(x, y)

=

X φm (x) φm (y)

,
2 − k2
km
 X
2
cos km x cos km y
=
.
2 − k2
L m
km

(20)

m

G(x, y)

(21)

This representation can be transformed into the following,
in terms of image sources driven at unit volume velocity,
p(x, y) = jkZ0 G(x, y), or unit particle velocity in D = 1:

3. RECTANGULAR ROOMS IN D DIMENSIONS


3.1 The image method in one dimension, D = 1

p(x, y)

In a one dimensional cavity with rigid ends, the characteristic functions φm (x), and characteristic values km , satisfying the Helmholtz equation, and the rigid boundary conditions, are as follows:
∂ 2 φm
2
φm + km
φm (x)
∂x2
∂φm /∂x
φm (x)
km
Z L
dx φm (x)φn (x)

=

Z0
2

 X
+∞

+

e−jk|x−yn | +

(22)

n=−∞
−

e−jk|x−yn | ,
=

+∞
X

MD=1 (|x − yn+ |, ω) +

(23)

n=−∞

=

0,

= 0, x = 0, L,
(14)
1/2
= (2/L) cos km x, (15)
= mπ/L,
(16)
= δmn .

MD=1 (|x − yn− |, ω).

(13)

(17)

0

The fundamental solution, or Green’s function, G(x, y),
satisfies the in-homogeneous Helmholtz equation with a

This is the superposition of simple sound sources (monopoles) in two different regularly spaced, infinite arrays of image source locations: yn+ = 2 L n + y, yn− = 2 L n − y,
for all possible integer values of n. In order to take into account sound absorption at the walls, additional factors can
also be included in integer powers of the corresponding
reflection coefficients, depending on the number of wall
reflections that each image source implies.
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Figure 3. Distribution of image sources in D = 2.
Figure 2. Distribution of image sources in D = 1.
• Generate the impulse response using the method of
image sources, Eq. 24, up to a certain order.
3.2 The image method in D dimensions
The image method can be extended in a very straightforward fashion to arbitrary dimension D, as follows:
p(x, y)

=

+∞
X

MDs (|x − yn + |, ω) +

(24)

n=−∞

x =
y =
n =
+
yn
=
−
yn
=
Ln =

MDs (|x − yn − |, ω),
(x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xD ),
(y1 , y2 , y3 , ..., yD ),
(n1 , n2 , n3 , ..., nD ),
2 Ln + y,
2 Ln − y,
(n1 L1 , n2 L2 , n3 L3 , ..., nD LD ),

(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)

where the sum (now a D-fold sum) runs over all possible
combinations of the index vector n. Note that a generalization has been included, in that the space dimension
Ds of the monopole transfer function MDs (r, ω), is not
necessarily the same as the space dimension of the room
D. The formulation allows any kind of relationship between Ds , and D; Ds can be smaller, greater, or equal to
D. In our physical space, and for radial sound fields with
no angular dependence, these are restricted to (D, Ds )≤3,
but still, both can be related in any way within this restriction. Figure 2 shows the distribution of image sources in
D = 1. Figure 3 shows the distribution of image sources in
D = 2. In these illustrated cases, with the listener in line,
or in plane with the image sources, the room geometry has
dimensions D = 1, 2, as implied by the distribution of image sources. However, the source transfer functions adopt
the dimension of the embedding space: Ds = 3.
4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
Implementation involves the following procedures:
• Define the room geometry (dimension D, etc.), wall
reflection coefficients, sound source location, and listening location. Optionally, a different dimension
Ds for the source transfer function.

• For each image source, take into account the time
delay: r/c0 , attenuation with distance: 1/r(Ds −1)/2 ,
and wall absorption, but do not implement at this
stage the frequency weighting implied by the time
derivatives. See Eqs. 10, 11, 12, Section 2.1.
• Take an audio signal, preferably a dry anechoic recording, and implement a fast convolution with the room’s
impulse response. This time, also apply the frequency
weighting: (jω)(Ds −1)/2 .
Deferring the frequency weighting to a later stage in the
processing, allows the option of removing, or changing it,
preserving the image source calculation.
Impulses responses were generated coding in C and GNU
Octave, using the parameters of one of the rooms simulated
in D = 3, with fs = 8 kHz, and 37, 500 image sources (up
to about order n = ±16), by Allen and Berkley [8]:
L = (3.43, 5.15, 4.29),
x = (2.14, 0.43, 2.57),
y = (1.29, 4.29, 1.72),
R0 = (0.70, 0.90, 0.90),
RL = (0.70, 0.90, 0.90),

(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)

with longitudinal units in meters (after the originals reported in sampling periods), and sets of reflection coefficients: R0 , RL , whose components n are the reflection coefficients of the walls defined by xn = 0, and xn = Ln , respectively. Rooms of dimensions D = 1 to 6 were defined
using these parameters, by including the first (D = 1),
then successive (D = 2, 3), then recycling (D = 4, 5, 6)
components from the data set. Sampling frequency was
the same, fs = 8 kHz, and image sources were calculated to order n = ±64, which for D = 3, add up to
N = 1293 = 2, 146, 689 image sources. Figure 4 shows
impulse responses in rooms of space dimensions D = 1
to 6, Ds = D. Figure 5 shows impulse responses with
monopole transfer functions of fixed dimension: Ds = 3.
Both figures include frequency weightings: (jω)(Ds −1)/2 .
Figure 6 shows the calculation times.
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Figure 4. Impulse responses in rooms of space dimensions
D = 1 to 6, Ds = D, including: (jω)(Ds −1)/2 . Absolute
peak amplitudes are normalized to 0.5 vertical units.
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Figure 6. Calculation times for the generation of impulse
responses in rooms of dimensions D = 1 to 6. Timings of
Allen 1979 for N = 37, 500 image sources [8], and also
estimated (est.) for N = 2, 146, 689, used here for D = 3.
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Auralization procedures have been presented to produce
sound signals that correspond to the analogue of acoustic
propagation in free field, and room reverberation, in spaces
of arbitrary higher dimensions D. Processing as presented
here is monaural, but the mathematical tools exist to imprint a hyper-angular dependence in higher dimensions,
and to map that into conventional binaural presentations.
Applications are foreseen in the fields of sonic art, virtual
reality, extended reality, videogames, computer games, etc.
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION
The industry of digital pianos has traditionally relied on the
assumption that pianists are able to localize a tone while
playing their instrument. The tone is often assumed to
arrive at the listening point with an angle spanning the
median plane and the key position of the corresponding
note. This assumption has led to the design of several panning technologies: besides their use for improving a stereophonic loudspeaker reproduction of the recorded soundfield from an electronic instrument such as a digital piano
[1], these technologies were felt especially necessary to
render the same soundfield through headphones, or when
c
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the sound results from a synthesis model instead of a samplebased design [2].

The paper presents an experiment in which subjects had to
localize headphone-reproduced binaural piano tones while
in front of a grand Disklavier instrument. Three experimental conditions were designed: when the fallboard was
closed the localization was auditory only; when the fallboard was open the localization was auditory and visual,
since the Disklavier’s actuated key could be seen moving
down while the corresponding note was produced; when
the listener actively played the note the localization was
auditory, visual and somatosensory. In all conditions the
tones were reproduced using binaural recordings previously
acquired on the same instrument. Such tones were presented either transparently or by reversing the channels.
Thirteen subjects participated in the experiment. Results
suggest that if auditory localization associates the tone to
the corresponding key, then the visual and somatosensory
feedback refine the localization. Conversely, if auditory localization is confused then the visual and somatosensory
channels cannot improve it. Further experimentation is
needed to explain these results in relation with i) possible activation of the auditory precedence effect at least for
some notes, and ii) potential locking of the sound source
position that visual and/or somatosensory cues might cause
when subjects observe a key moving down, or depress it.

This

Mattia Bernardi, Devid Bianco,
Giorgio Klauer
Conservatorio “Cesare Pollini”

This assumption finds no straightforward explanation in
measurements of real piano soundfields. Contrarily to what
one would initially expect, piano tones do not show radiation patterns that can be linked to the note position. These
patterns, rather, depend on the modal characteristics of the
soundboard, which absorbs almost all the energy that resonates within the strings and then radiates into the air according to its specific patterns of propagation [3]. Different
soundboard regions radiate corresponding frequency components; the net result is that, once a tone is played, the
pianist is enveloped by a soundfield having no relationship with the position in the keyboard of the corresponding
note. This soundfield has been reproduced also in grand
digital pianos mounting more expensive sound diffusion
technologies [4].
Soundboard radiation prevails during the steady state, i.e.,
several tens of milliseconds after the hammer has excited
the strings, which in their turn freely oscillate while gradually transferring their energy to the soundboard through the
bridge. Conversely, before the hammer releases the strings
the piano is in transient state. This transient does not admit simple description, as it incorporates several mechanisms starting exactly when a key is pressed. Most such
mechanisms produce audible onsets until the soundboard is
loaded with sufficient energy and the steady state is reached.
Their audibility before the soundboard takes the lead hence
defines a transient soundfield, that can be characterized
only if the instrument components responsible for these
onsets are clearly localized.
Characterizing a transient soundfield is key for understanding whether a piano emits localized onsets, capable of
activating the auditory precedence effect [5]. It is known
that this effect locks the perceived localization of a sound
source to the angular position from where sufficient energy has arrived to the ears during the first milliseconds
of a sound event. If this were true for piano tones, then the
subsequent steady-state transformation of the acoustic field
in a set of frequency-dependent sound sources would have
no chance to unlock the perceived angular position of a piano tone. The question, then, becomes to understand if the
onsets forming the transient soundfield of a tone radiate approximately from the position of the key producing the corresponding note. To our knowledge, the most informative
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study on piano transients has been made by Askenfelt in
1993 [6]. In this study it was shown that the so-called touch
precursor, which accounts for 20-25 ms of sound coming
from the instrument before the hammer hits the string, contains in particular a distinct low-frequency “thump” radiating from the keybed. This noise originates when a key
bottom bumps against the keybed wooden structure at the
end of its fly. Such a bump can be roughly classified as a
point-wise impact on a rigid part of the piano, hence potentially eligible for enabling the precedence effect. Yet,
it is not safe to claim that a tone can be localized below
the corresponding note key thanks to this process. In fact,
the mechanical energy propagates much faster in rigid materials than on air; for this reason it must be reasonably
assumed that pianists receive a relatively wide wavefront
consequence of this bump instead of a well localized wave
onset precurring the distributed emission of noise from the
keybed.
2. MOTIVATIONS AND HYPOTHESIS
Fig. 1, previously published [7], seems to confirm the above
assumption. It shows eight pressure signals measured in
July 2012 inside a silent chamber at Viscount International
SpA in Mondaino (RN), Italy, over the keyboard of a Seiler model 1849 playing a note C4, using a Bruel&Kjær
model 4188 omnidirectional microphone array calibrated
and made available by Angelo Farina’s research group. Considering that microphone channels 8 to 22 ranged from C2
to C6, hence covering four octaves, the plots in fact show
too little relative delay among signals around microphone
channel 14, which was closest to the key C4. Hence, this
sound should not enable the precedence effect.
In the same publication it was shown that even a weaker
hypothesis did not hold. In fact, pianists who were passively listening to a sound reproduction of the above eight
channels scored scrambled versions of the same reproduction to be equivalently realistic in both sound and auditory
scene quality [7]. Scrambling was obtained by re-wiring
the input-output connections between channels into alternative configurations. Now, only the heaviest reconfigurations (e.g., random re-wiring or swapping of channel
pairs between the left and right quartet) were scored significantly lower.
2.1 Active listening
So, why digital piano tonmeisters find consensus by customers (including skilled musicians) when designing piano tones which render definite localization cues? We approached the question by hypothesizing that — partially
quoting [7] — independently of the existence of a precedence effect the localization of a note during playing could
be locked to the corresponding key position by somatosensory cues of hand proprioception. Holding this “somatosensory precedence”, then the same position could be robustly
recalled during listening: this previously learnt process may
overwhelm or even suppress the auditory localization of
the same note via lateralization cues, in particular resolving any potential incongruence between proprioceptive and

Figure 1. Temporal plots (10 ms) containing the attack of a
C4 note on eight selected channels of a microphone array
spanning four octaves (C2 to C6) of a Seiler 1849 piano
keyboard. Microphone on channel 14 is closest to the key
C4 [7].

auditory information.
While a role of the proprioceptive memory in support of
the localization of passively listened piano tones is not hypothesized in the following, we experimented on the influence of active listening on the same process. In a previous
experiment, whose outcome has been not yet systematically analyzed and for this reason it is still waiting to be
published [8], pianists were asked to listen to the multichannel piano tones seen above. The only difference in the
stimuli was that we used fourteen- instead of eight-channel
reproduction of those tones, hence achieving a higher quality. Concerning the listening conditions, pianists attended
also a session in which they actively played the notes instead of just passively listening to the corresponding tones.
At each trial, every pianist rated the realism of the tone’s
spatial presentation. The result, summarized by the histograms in Fig. 2 which are still waiting for an analysis
of their exact significance, tells that pianists preferred presentations where the channels were not scrambled, in both
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Figure 2. Histograms showing the perceived realism of
tone presentations for passively (left) vs. actively (right)
listening performers, respectively for unscrambled (blue),
pan-reversed (red), randomly scrambled (yellow), and
monophonic (green) array listening.
passive and active listening conditions. Furthermore, active listening supported the spatial realism of scrambled
presentations.
In spite of its potential insignificance, this result is interesting as it suggests a logical cross-modal process at the
base of spatial perception in pianists: if tones were perceived to sound realistic in space, then the auditory process was not supported by the kinesthetic action of playing
the keys; if tones did not sound realistic in space, then the
kinesthetic action conversely supported the same process.
So, at least preliminarily, this experiment could be in favor of a key position-dependent auditory localization hypothesis, supported by somatosensory cues if the auditory
process becomes confusing.
2.2 Current hypothesis
We investigated whether listeners localized tones on the
corresponding keys. Binaural listening was enabled through
headphones. Furthermore, on top of somatosensory feedback we tested also the role of visual feedback, by including in the experiment a condition in which participants
while listening to a tone could see the corresponding piano
key to move down. The test was targeted to individuals
who were not pianists, to minimize the effects of repeated
exposition to auditory feedback cues of piano tones following by long-practiced kinesthetic actions of key pression,
and by the related somatosensory and visual perceptions.
3. SETUP

study, as we were interested in investigating ecological listening conditions. In order to avoid strong reflections from
the walls, the piano was placed at the center of the room.
The recording setup is shown in Fig. 3 (left) and employed a KEMAR mannequin [9] with microphones placed
at the entrance of the ear canal. As shown in Fig. 3 (right)
the KEMAR mannequin was placed at the position of the
pianist. The setup was moved to the center of the room.
The height of the head was chosen to match that of one of
the experimenters when sitting at the piano stool, resulting
in stool height of about 45 cm from the ground. Additional
binaural recordings were taken for different placements of
the mannequin, although only frontal recordings taken at
the pianist position are used in the remainder of this paper.
The two signals transduced by the mannequin were amplified first by the KEMAR 12AL preamps and then further amplified and sampled at 96 kHz and 24 bits through
an RME Fireface 800 audio interface, which in turn was
connected to a laptop. A SuperCollider patch 1 running
on the laptop performed two tasks: (1) triggering the production of single tones on the Disklavier (through MIDI
events), and (2) recording the binaural signals and storing
them with appropriate names.
All the 88 keys were recorded. For each key, 10 key
velocity values were recorded, from 12 to 111 with 11step increments. These values were chosen for consistency
with a previous study [10] where we collected vibration
signals at all the piano keys for the same velocity values:
the long-term goal is to develop a multimodal dataset of
stimuli containing both binaural recordings and vibrotactile stimuli. While earlier recordings of vibration signals
lasted 16 s [10], in this case it was found that this duration is not always sufficient, as the decays for the lowest
keys at the highest velocities last much longer (up to 30 s).
Therefore, variable recording times were chosen empirically depending of the key and the velocity value, with
the goal of reducing the total time of a recording session
(which lasted as long as six hours). Recording times for
single keys range from 30 s for A0 at velocity 111, to 12 s
for C8 at velocity 12.
Recording sessions were performed automatically at night
time. This choice had a twofold motivation: first, it was a
necessity in order to avoid clashes with other laboratory
activities carried out during the day; second, it served the
purpose of minimizing environmental noise coming from
the exterior (the lab is in a pedestrian-only university area,
which is noisy during the day and extremely silent during the night). To this end, we used the launchd servicemanagement framework to temporize the execution of the
SuperCollider patch.

3.1 Recordings
As a preliminary step to the creation of suitable experimental stimuli, we made an extensive campaign of binaural recordings of piano notes. A grand piano Yamaha
Disklavier (model DC3 M4) was used, equipped with sensors and actuators on keys and pedals which can be accessed via MIDI. The piano was placed in a laboratory
space, therefore recordings contained also the room response: we do not consider this to be a limitation of the

3.2 Playback
The setup for the playback of recorded binaural samples
employed a laptop, connected on one side to a RME Fireface
800 audio interface and to a pair of Sennheiser HD600
headphones, and on the other side to the Yamaha Disklavier.
Fig. 4 depicts the scheme of a SuperCollider patch that
1

http://supercollider.github.io/
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Figure 3. The recording setup. Left: block scheme of the acquisition chain. Right: a picture of the KEMAR mannequin
positioned at the pianist location. The setup was moved to the center of the room for the recording session.

Figure 4. Scheme of the software employed for passive
and active playback of binaural samples.

controls the playback conditions. Specifically, in a “passive” condition a binaural sample was played back through
headphones, and the corresponding key on the Disklavier
was simultaneously depressed by the actuator through a
MIDI event. Conversely, in an “active” playback condition the patch received MIDI messages from piano keys depressed by the pianist, and played back the corresponding
binaural sample through headphones. In all cases the playback of samples was delegated to a VST sampler hosted by
Reaper 2 which in turn was controlled by SuperCollider.
Note that Disklavier pianos can be switched from normal operation to a “silent mode”, which disconnects the
string board while leaving the MIDI features active. In this
modality the hammers do not hit the strings, and therefore the instrument does not sound, while the remaining
mechanical operations of the keyboard are left unaltered.
Both active and passive playback conditions employed the
Disklavier in silent mode, in such a way that no acoustic
piano sound was ever superimposed to the recorded samples.
The Sennheiser HD600 are open headphones. We chose
to use open headphones to provide subjects with ecological listening conditions where environmental sound was
not masked. Moreover, these headphones have a very flat
frequency response, which does not disrupt spatial information contained in the binaural signals. This was verified by comparing some of the recorded samples with the
same samples played back through headphones and again
recorded by the KEMAR wearing headphones. Pairwise
comparisons showed very low spectral distortion. In light
2

http://www.reaper.fm

of this, it was decided that no equalization filter was needed
to compensate for the headphone frequency response.
A calibration procedure was devised to match the loudness of the samples played back through headphones to
that of the true Disklavier sound at the pianist position.
Again, the samples were played back through headphones
and recorded by the KEMAR wearing headphones. Comparing the loudness of these re-recordings to that of the
original ones led to the insertion of a +18 dB gain. Such a
high gain had the drawback that the background noise became perceptible in the late stage of the note decay. However this problem was mitigated by the fact that experimental stimuli lasted only 5 s (see Sec. 4 below), and by
the use of open headphones which let environmental sound
go through.
4. EXPERIMENT
In order to investigate the role of the auditory, visual and
somatosensory feedback in piano tone localization, we devised an experiment in which these three types of information were combined in different conditions.
4.1 Stimuli
Three listening conditions were used. In all of them the
subject was sitting on the piano stool at the pianist’s position in front of the Disklavier; the lid of the piano was fully
raised as during the recordings. The first condition employed passive listening of binaural samples with the fallboard closed (“passive closed” condition hereafter). The
second one again employed passive listening of samples,
but this time with the fallboard open in such a way that
the subject could see the movement of the corresponding
key (“passive open” condition hereafter). Finally, the third
condition employed active listening of samples, in which
the subject actively pressed a key on the piano and heard
as a consequence the corresponding sample (“active” condition hereafter).
A second factor was channel routing, for which two settings were used. In the first one (“standard” setting hereafter), the two channels of the frontal binaural recordings
were routed to the correct headphone channels, while in
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the second one (“reverse” setting hereafter), they were reversed so that the left channel was routed to the right headphone channel and viceversa.
Experimental stimuli were then constructed using only a
subset of the A tones, namely the five tones A0, A1, A3,
A6, A7. This choice was driven by the need of keeping the
total duration of a single experimental session to a reasonable time.
The duration of the stimuli was limited to 5 s, for the
same reason. Additionally, 5 s long stimuli minimized the
perceptibility of background noise in the late decay stage
of the samples, as discussed in Sec. 3 above. In the active
condition, the 5 s stimulus duration was enforced by showing a timer to the subjects and instructing them to release
the key after this duration; if the key was not released after
this duration, a note-off event was automatically sent.
The total number of trials was 120 (i.e., 5 samples × 2
routing settings × 4 repetitions × 3 conditions), thus 40
for each of the three conditions. In the passive closed and
passive open conditions the key velocity was set to 84 in
all samples. In the active condition the key velocity was
set by the playing subject, controlling the corresponding
sample play back.
4.2 Procedure
Subjects with an even ID attended the active, passive closed
and passive open condition in sequence; those with an odd
ID attended the passive closed, passive open, and active
condition instead. Stimuli were randomized within each
condition.
After each trial, the subject had to rate the stimulus along
two dimensions: the overall “sound quality”, rated on a 7points Likert scale (from 1 to 7), and the perceived “lateral
direction” of the sound, again on a 7-points Likert scale
(from −3 to +3). Subjective ratings were recorded through
a graphical interface on a laptop placed at the piano music
stand. The interface was composed of a vertical slider for
the sound quality ratings and a horizontal slider for the lateral direction ratings. The same interface guided subjects
through the experiment. For the active condition, the actual
(MIDI) note values and velocity values of the keys played
by subjects were recorded as well.
Experimental sessions started with a brief verbal introduction to the subjects, who were told that the goal of the
experiment was to evaluate the “quality” of piano sound,
with no mention of localization or spatial features of the
sound. Then the various phases of the experiment were explained. In particular, subjects were instructed to keep their
head still during each trial and to maintain the visual gaze
on a single location in front of them. This ensured that,
during the playback of the binaural stimuli, the reference
frame of the subjects’ heads remained coherent with that
of the Kemar head (with which the same binaural stimuli
were acquired).
Then, a pre-experimental interview was carried out to
collect age, self-reporting of hearing problems, degree of
familiarity with the acoustic piano as an instrument. Three
alternative answers to the last question were given: performer, listener, no familiarity (meaning that the subject

had never experienced the sound of an acoustic piano in
live conditions). During the session, the experimenter annotated relevant reactions or behaviors by the subjects. Finally after the session an informal post-experimental interview was carried out with questions related to musical
competencies of the subject and her/his impressions of the
experiment.
Experimental sessions lasted about 35−40 minutes. A total of 13 subjects took part in the experiment (age 17 − 26
years, average 22.2). None of them was a pianist. Interviews revealed that 8 of them were not familiar with the
acoustic piano, 8 were listeners, and 1 was a performer although not at a professional level. Moreover, 6 subjects
had no music training, 2 had practiced a musical instrument as amateurs for a short amount of time, and 5 received
music training and played a musical instrument although
not at a professional level.
4.3 Results
We analyze and discuss results regarding the second dimension rated by subjects, i.e. perceived “lateral direction” of the sound. One-way ANOVAs with factor Condition were performed separately for each note, and for
the two routing settings independently. Such a choice is
preliminary at this stage of the research, since clearly it
prevents from bringing to surface the interactions among
factors. Even without analyzing such interactions, the results we found using individual ANOVAs are sufficiently
rich to lead to an articulate discussion.
Fig. 5 shows boxplots for the standard routing setting.
Physical positions of the five A keys have been normalized
in the range [-3,3], see Sec. 4.2. Furthermore, perceived
note position means are reported for each of the three listening conditions (passive closed, passive open, active).
The result is mixed: lower tones were localized on positions having clear relationship with the keys; localization,
though, ceased to depend on key positions for the higher
notes, which in fact were localized slightly leftward from
the center.
In the reverse routing setting, similar boxplots were found.
Fig. 6 in fact shows that participants located the tones assimilably on reversed positions, again displacing the higher
notes to the wrong half of the keyboard.
For each note a one-way ANOVA was conducted among
the three listening conditions, separately for the standard
and reverse settings. The ANOVA showed significant differences between conditions for note A1 with the standard
setting (F (2, 140) = 6.15, p < 0.01), and for note A7
with the reverse setting (F (2, 125) = 5.25, p < 0.01).
Pairwise post-hoc t-tests for paired samples were ran, using Holm-Bonferroni correction on p-values. The posthoc analysis revealed that note A1 was localized in significantly different positions in active vs. passive open conditions (t(89) = 3.52, p < 0.01), and in active vs. passive
closed conditions (t(89) = 3.17, p < 0.01). The same
analysis showed that note A7 was localized in significantly
different positions in active vs. passive closed conditions
(t(74) = 3.09, p < 0.01), and in passive open vs. passive
closed conditions (t(102) = 2.34, p < 0.05).
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Figure 5. Key vs. perceived note position for the standard
routing setting. Right to left boxplots for each note: perceived position in the passive closed condition; perceived
position in the passive open condition; perceived position
in the active condition. Note positions are normalized in
the range [-3,3] and marked with ‘X’: A0=-3; A1=-2; A3=0.5; A6=2; A7=3.

\
\
\
\
\

Figure 6. Key vs. perceived note position for the reverse
routing setting. Right to left boxplots for each note: perceived position in the passive closed condition; perceived
position in the passive open condition; perceived position
in the active condition. Note positions are normalized
in the range [-3,3] and marked with ‘X’: A0=3; A1=2;
A3=0.5; A6=-2; A7=-3.
A further series of one-way ANOVA was conducted for
each condition and routing setting, this time to uncover significant differences among notes. These ANOVA showed
that all notes were localized on significantly different positions and routing setting, except in the case of passive
closed condition with reverse setting. Pairwise post-hoc ttests for paired samples were ran, using Holm-Bonferroni
correction on p-values. The post-hoc analysis revealed a
number of significantly different pairs. For brevity, individual t-statistics are omitted and only the significant pvalues are listed in Table 1.
5. DISCUSSION
First of all, with standard routing setting listeners did localize all tones without significant support (except for note
A0) from the visual or somatosensory feedback. Notes
A0, A1 and A3 were localized around the corresponding

•
•
•
•
•

◦
•
•
◦
◦

A

reverse
C O

•

◦
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Table 1. Significantly different note pairs under different
listening conditions and routing settings. A: active; C: passive closed; O: passive open. ‘◦’: p < 0.05; ‘•: p < 0.01’.
key positions: in this case the visual and somatosensory
feedback in general helped refine the localization, meanwhile with apparently stronger role of the somatosensory
than visual feedback in locking the sound source in correspondence of the respective key. The data are also less dispersed when somatosensory perception was enabled. On
the contrary, notes A6 and A7 were localized off key position. In this case the contribution of the visual and somatosensory feedback to the auditory localization is not
clear: for note A6, the two sensory modalities seemed to
shift the sound source position toward the key; for note A7,
they probably wandered around the sound source position
where it was localized through listening.
In the reverse routing setting, listeners appear more confused. Notes are largely localized in the normalized portion [0,2] of the keyboard range. Once again there was no
significant support from the visual or somatosensory feedback, except for note A7 which, however, suffers from the
most inaccurate localization. In general the somatosensory
data are more dispersed, suggesting that active playing did
not help reduce confusion in subjects when listening to reverse routing.
In the limit of its significance, the ANOVA among conditions suggests the existence of a progressively supportive role of the visual and then somatosensory feedback in
localizing a tone over the corresponding key when the auditory system did not contradict this localization process.
Conversely, such two sensory modalities would have no
decisive role when the auditory localization failed to match
the sound source with the corresponding key position.
The same analysis was repeated for the amateur musicians subgroup (5 subjects), and for subjects with an even
and odd ID who were respectively exposed to a different
order of the experimental conditions—refer to the beginning of Sec. 4.2. Results were analyzed informally, due
to insufficient population in those subgroups. Amateur
musicians provided answers that are less dispersed around
the note position, whereas they did not perform differently
from non-musicians under reverse routing conditions. The
same effect seems to affect subjects with an even ID, i.e.,
those who attended the active condition first. A previous
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knowledge of music playing, then, could have supported
subjects in making more correct decisions in normal routing conditions. Similar support could have helped those
subjects who first played the notes during the test.
The ANOVA among note positions did not contradict the
previous analysis among conditions, and suggests further
observations. First, in the reverse routing setting there was
certainly more confusion in localizing the tones on significantly different positions of the keyboard. Visual feedback
was relatively more decisive in this sense, not only with the
reverse but also with the standard routing setting. In this
case tone localization was more reliable: Table 1 shows a
generally increasing role of the somatosensory (A), auditory (C) and visual (O) modality in supporting the localization of the notes on different keyboard positions. One
would be tempted to sort the rows in that table in key distance order, and expect to find an increasingly different
perceived position of the tones based on this order. Unfortunately this is true only to a limited extent: pairs A3-A6
and A3-A7, for instance, which fall about on the middle
rows if the table is reorganized in key distance order, did
not give rise to distinct perceived positions in the keyboard
under any type of feedback.
A comparison between our analysis and the data in Fig. 2
does not permit to align this discussion to one possible result suggested by that figure, i.e., that somatosensory feedback may have supported tone localization on the corresponding keys when the auditory feedback was unreliable;
in fact, our experiment mainly suggests that visual and somatosensory localization worked better if not contradicting the auditory localization. This misalignment indeed
could be expected, since we switched from loudspeaker
to headphone listening and furthermore we experimented
with participants who were not pianists.

a systematic search for robust acoustic precursors that may
be responsible for the activation of the precedence effect.
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ABSTRACT
This article discusses a recent large-scale audioarchitectural installation which uses the glass structures
of a greenhouse to create a multichannel sound system
driven by structure-borne audio transducers. The sound
system is presented and its implementation is discussed in
reference to the constraints of a site-specific installation.
A set of sound spatialisation strategies are proposed and
their effectiveness weighted in the specific context of a
large-scale work where the audience acquires an active
role in moving within the piece, countering traditional
centered spatialisation methods. Compositional strategies
are developed in response to the context, emphasizing the
spatial dimension of composition over the temporal and
narrative ones and pointing towards the concepts of “Sonic Weather” as well as “Sonic Acupuncture”.

1. INTRODUCTION
This article constitutes a report and an analysis of a largescale audio-architectural installation “IN SITU: Sonic
Greenhouse”, which took place in September-October
2016 at the historical Winter Garden Greenhouse in Helsinki1, Finland, and was experienced by approximately
six thousand visitors. The piece’s rationale is to transform the glass structure of the greenhouse into a multichannel sonic architectural object - or a macroscale musical instrument - by activating the glass panels with an
array of sixty structure-borne sound drivers, transforming
them into visually transparent loudspeakers. The idea is
to drive sound all over the greenhouse's structure, creating an immersive aural architecture at the crossroads of
software-controlled multichannel sound spatialisation and
a soundscape inviting for a first-person discovery.
The work brings together a combination of sound and
architecture with the larger issues related to the "greenhouse"-concept, such as environmental issues and the
Copyright: © 2017 Otso Lähdeoja et al. This is an open-access article
dis- tributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are
credited.
1

Talvipuutarha is the Helsinki City public greenhouse, open for visits
since 1907. http://www.hel.fi/hki/hkr/fi/Viheralueet/Talvipuutarha

poetics of connection/separation inherent to a glass structure. A greenhouse is a man-made biotope where favorable conditions are created in a delimited space for plants
which would not survive in the local natural conditions.
The greenhouse metaphor was developed in the compositional and spatialisation strategies involved in the piece,
as well as in the establishment of a weather data stream
into the installation’s generative sound engine. Sonic
Greenhouse was a collaborative work by two composers
of electronic music. The process was completed in parallel and in dialogue, with no specific personal tasks assigned. The resulting piece can be considered to be a duo.
The
piece’s
website
can
be
accessed
at:
http://sonicgreenhouse.eu.
In this article we discuss examine the piece from three
different interrelated levels of analysis: 1) sound diffusion system design and implementation, 2) spatialisation
and data input, and 3) compositional strategies.
“Sonic Greenhouse” is a work stemming from both artistic and technological research, aiming for the fertile
dialogue between the two. The technical research motivations involved testing a large-scale structure-borne sound
diffusion system directly on the structure of a building.
We had no precedent knowledge of how such a system
would sound and how it could be used to produce effective spatial aural impressions. On the artistic side, our
research questions related to finding the optimal compositional strategies for a site-specific work in a large space
with defined architecture, luxuriant plant life, social behaviour and interaction, abounding with multisensorial
stimuli.

2. RELATED WORK
Creative combinations of audio and architecture has been
explored in a number of works, connecting “Sonic
Greenhouse” to a continuing line of aural installation art.
Building structures have been used as sound sources, as
in David Byrne’s piece “Playing the building”: “Playing
the Building is a sound installation in which the infrastructure, the physical plant of the building, is converted
into a giant musical instrument. Devices are attached to
the building structure — to the metal beams and pillars,
the heating pipes, the water pipes — and are used to
make these things produce sound. The activations are of
three types: wind, vibration, striking. The devices do not
produce sound themselves, but they cause the building
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elements to vibrate, resonate and oscillate so that the
building itself becomes a very large musical instrument.”
[1]. “Sonic Greenhouse” presents a parallel with Byrne’s
piece in its aim to induce vibration into the building’s
physical structure, with the notable difference of the
present project using audio-rate actuators rather than subaudio frequency mechanical devices such as motors and
solenoids. Audio-rate excitation at bass frequencies has
been investigated within the “Resonant Architecture”
project’s different instantiations, exciting the lower spectrum resonant modes of large-scale architectural and
sculptural entities [2]. Structural vibration has been used
as a compositional element in numerous works of Bill
Fontana, for example in the “Harmonic Bridge” piece at
Tate Modern, London [3]. More recently, Rodolphe
Alexis has used the Greenhouse context for sound installation, using wavefield synthesis to create a soundscape
for a flower exhibition at Natural History Museum in
Paris [4]. The present work builds on prior research on
structure-borne sound in intermedia context by Otso
Lähdeoja [5].
The compositional considerations of “Sonic Greenhouse”
have echoes in Janet Cardiff’s “Forty Part Motet”, which
sets the listener as the active agent in the unraveling of a
spatially distributed audio work, leading into a firstperson spatialisation [6]. A similar idea has been explored in “Parabolic Dishes” by Bernhard Leitner creating spatial regions sonically, in which the visitors are
required to explore the acoustically structured space [7].
In a situation where the visitor is an explorative agent,
questions of form and sound spatialisation strategies
arise. In our work, this was reflected in a dialogue considering placing sounds in space rather than in time, and
creating a generatively changing sonic situation rather
than a narrative, echoing Max Neuhaus: “Traditionally
composers have located the elements of a composition in
time. One idea which I am interested in is locating them,
instead, in space, and letting the listener place them in his
own time.” [8]

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The Helsinki Winter Garden comprises three different
spaces, as shown in Fig. 1: a) the central Palm Room
(surface 280m2), b) the eastern wing’s Cactus Room
(200m2) and c) the western wing’s social space (170m2).
“Sonic Greenhouse” was designed in intimate connection
to the given space in order to foster integration into the
physical structures, plan and human life, acoustics and
poetics of the space. A prior period of sensorial research
was completed by multiple visits to the site spanning over
a year, observing how the staff and visitors behave in the
space and how the building reacts to different weather
conditions. These observations had a decisive effect on
the design of the piece, which had to take into account
high humidity levels, leakages and the regular activities
such as watering the plants. The visits also served to
familiarise ourselves with the acoustic specificities of the
site.

The Palm Room (a) acoustics are very reverberant,
cathedral-like and the space is filled with luxuriant vegetation. The sound work was designed to respond to this
grandeur with full-spectrum and dynamic sonic constructions involving precisely rendered movements of sound
within the glass structure. The Cactus Room (b) is very
silent and intimate. In accordance, the sound was designed to occupy the space with precise, intricate sounds
which draw the visitor’s attention to details and silent
contemplation. The social space (c) was left as a relaxation space, convenient for discussion and studying documentation about the work presented in printed format.

Figure 1: Helsinki Winter Garden floor plan and photos
of its three rooms: a) The Palm Room, b) the Cactus
Room and c) the Chatting Room

3.1 System Description
The Sonic Greenhouse implemented a sound diffusion
system in two of the Winter Garden’s three rooms. A 40channel system was built in the Palm Room and another,
independent system with 20 channels was built in the
Cactus Room.
Two different types of audio transducers were used: 1)
TEAX32C30-4/B structure-borne sound drivers attached
on the building’s glass walls and on custom-made suspended plexiglass panels, and 2) small cone loudspeakers
enclosed in glass jars placed on the ground amidst the
vegetation. Sound diffusion via structure-borne sound
drivers was an aesthetic starting point for the entire piece.
These drivers - or vibration speakers - enable to transform a rigid surface into a full-range speaker2 with minimum visual impact. The driver and glass panel combination is acoustically ideal for creating a large-scale soundscape - oriented aural impressions. The panels act as flat
panel dipole speakers, providing a larger and more dif2

The measured frequency range of the TEAX32C30-4/B transducer is
70Hz - 14kHz.
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fuse acoustic image than a more directive cone speaker.
In this sense, diffuse sound emanating from glass panels
creates an aesthetic unity: the sound source is not easily
located, and perceptually it blends into the glass, its
transparency and the surrounding landscape. The cone
loudspeakers were designed to provide a spatial counterpoint to the wall and ceiling transducers, as well as to
create a symbolic visual element - a speaker enclosed in
glass replicates the greenhouse idea in miniature scale. In
a sense the speaker jars work as a metaphor of the whole
installation. The building is sounding through its glass
and the speaker cones sounds are contained by the glass
making the setting for an inner-outer sonic and visual
interplay.

Figure 2: photos of transducer on glass panel and miniature speaker placed in a glass jar.

The audio transducer distribution in the space resulted
from a compromise between the aim to produce a highly
immersive sound field and the technical constraints of the
building. Immersive diffusion of sounds from the
ground, walls and ceiling was a priority in our design.
However, the building’s top layers of glass were not
accessible from the inside with a scissor lift. Also, attaching panels amidst the vegetation was not feasible due to
plant protection regulations. With these constraints, we
designed a hybrid system of glass-panel mounted transducers, plexiglass panel speakers and loudspeaker jars, all
characterised by visual transparency and a unified aesthetic design criteria.
3.2 Audience Feedback
The installation was open to the public for two weeks in
September-October 2016 and it was well visited - the
estimation of reached audience is 6000 persons. The
Helsinki Winter Garden is a popular recreation place for
locals as well as tourists, and many visitors did not come
specifically for the installation, rather for the site itself.
The site also has a strong clientele of people who visit
regularly, even almost every day (such as elderly people
living nearby). Audience reactions were overall positive,
but varied strongly between the motives of the visitors.
Some Winter Garden regulars felt that their beloved gar-

den should not be altered in any way, some others were
enthusiastic about the novelty and the added auditive
dimension. The authors did not collect feedback in a
systematic manner, but a guest book was available at the
installation. A theme that arose from the guest book
comments was the felt need for more explanatory material concerning the audio techniques involved which
seemed too abstract for some visitors to appreciate. An
intellectual counterpart to the piece’s sensorial character
could have been beneficial, such as written documentation, schemas and links to web media. We also conducted
a final interview with the Winter Garden staff in order to
have their impressions recorded. The staff’s reactions
were of particular importance for us, as they acted as
project collaborators and they harbor a very intimate
relationship both with the building and the plants that
they take care of every day. The staff members were very
enthusiastic about having a sound art premiere in the
greenhouse, and they noted a revived interest in the site
in some specific categories of audience such as elderly
people, impaired persons and children. For the staff
members, the sonic dimension created a novel dimension
in a space they know very well, and they appreciated
spending two full weeks discovering relationships between architecture, plants and sounds. By the end of the
installation, it was agreed that two weeks was a correct
duration – for a longer installation the sonic matter
should be changed periodically in order not to become
too redundant.

4. SOUND SPATIALISATION AND
WEATHER DATA FEED
Two separate sound diffusion systems were implemented,
one in the larger Palm Room and a second in the Cactus
Room, due to the will to design two very different sonic
atmospheres and spatialisation control systems. A common starting point for both systems was the determination to avoid any concept or technique of a sound field
centered around a sweet spot. The Winter Garden’s central areas are occupied by plants and there is no single
central space available for audience. In addition, a typical
visit to the Winter Garden involves walking from one
room to the other, between plants, and a perceptual
movement between large ensembles and tiny details. The
sound spatialisation was designed from the following
premises: moving audience, immersive soundscape allowing for perceptual zooming into details and out towards general impression, as well as a detailed, moving
and lively general character.
Sonic Greenhouse stems from a collaboration between
two composers of electronic music, each following a
specific aesthetic agenda. In this setting, we chose to
experiment with a set different and complementary approaches to sound spatialisation, ranging from the distribution of numerous multichannel sources up to the point
of multichannel redistribution of a stereo source creating
the multichannel perceptual sensation due to the extended
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size of the space. Working in collaboration created a
dialogue for testing a range of ideas on sound diffusion.
While Moreno had a very strong preference for avoiding
panning trajectories, Lähdeoja was intrigued by the perceptual effects of large-scale sonic trajectories in such
complex multi-channel acoustic space. The following
sections provides a detailed account of the different spatialisation techniques involved in the piece.
4.1 The Palm Room (Main Hall)
For the Winter Garden’s main hall - or Palm Room, each
composer created three compositional modules, combined within a generative Max MSP mixer diffusing the
modules in random order.
The spatialisation strategies were:

- Polyphonic envelope-based texture in which every
sound comes from only one channel. The panning sensation is produced by having similar sonic content on different channels.
- Sonic “breathing” in and out of the space: a sonic gesture would be initiated from a single diffusion point and
then gradually spread to all channels, or the inverse gradual “retreat” process.
- Random “hard-panning” distribution: a sound is randomly switched between all channels in a temporal sequence.
- Stereo source spread across multiple channels: Channel
location and surfaces alter the perception of pitch and
timbre.
- One sonic element in the center while the other element
travels from channel to channel exciting different areas of
the site one at a time.
4.2 The Cactus Room: Weather Data-Driven Granular Engine
For the Cactus Room, our aesthetical decision was to
associate sound particle clouds diffused at hearing
threshold levels with the dry acoustics and desert-like
atmosphere of the space. A 19-channel instance of the
[munger1~] MSP external [10] was used as the basic
grain engine, completed with Moreno’s design of a generative wavy process based on pre-synthesized grain
streams that add a complimentary mid-range frequencies
to the overall spectrum.
Both granular engines and their source audio material
were controlled by real-time weather data retrieved from
the openweather internet service3. Wind velocity, temperature, pressure, and humidity data were mapped both to
https://openweathermap.org/api

The motivation for connecting the Cactus Room’s internal “sound life” to the external weather conditions
stemmed from the poetics of transparency and frontier of
a greenhouse. Within the glass frame one can visually
observe outside events, but has a very limited perceptual
access to the elements. By connecting the outside conditions to the sound engine, we envisioned to find a way
around the greenhouse’s “boundary condition”. As a
result, we obtained a perpetually variating generative
sound structure tightly related to the atmosphere inside as
well as outside the room.
4.3 Audience Agency: First-Person Spatialisation

- Single sound source trajectories generated with distance-based amplitude panning (DBAP)[9], combined
with larger masses of more stationary sonic material as
spatial counterpoint.

3

macro-scale events such as sound selection and mixing
and to microsound-level operations like grain density and
spectrum.

While a considerable attention was invested into the prior
design of sound spatialisation, once the installation was
open to the public it became clear that the foremost spatialisation strategy was not computational, but rather the
individual human trajectories within the piece. Writing on
his piece “We Have Never Been Disembodied” at the
Mirrored Gardens, Guangzhou, China, Olafur Eliasson
echoes precisely our findings on how Sonic Greenhouse
came alive by the individual agencies of the visitors: “For
‘We have never been disembodied’, I was inspired by the
idea of using this humble context, intended for plants and
agriculture, as a platform where full responsibility is
handed over to the visitor, enabling him or her to become
an agent in the space that is Mirrored Gardens. It is a
platform of potentials, taking the intimacy of the village
to its extreme, allowing for micro-sequences when visitors move through the building, and making explicit the
temporal dimension of life." [11]
Eliasson’s work has been analysed by Adam Basanta
and extended to the conceptualisation of form in audiovisual installations, where “the three Euclidian dimensions (length, width and height) are not only modulated
by the fourth, topological dimension (time), but also by
the fifth ‘dimension’ of perceiver subjectivity. [...][12]
Following Eliasson, we can contemplate form as the
particular temporal experience of the first-person subject
as they navigate in, through and out of the work’s frame.
That is, form as the particular first-person narrativisation
of experience in a given installation.” [13]
Basanta’s analysis corresponds to the experiential outcome of Sonic Greenhouse. In the design phase, we did
not predict the importance that the audience agency
would take in the final work. It turned out that not only
spatialisation, but also the form and narrative of the piece
were largely defined by the first-person trajectory within
the space and between the rooms. In large spaces with
numerous non-symmetrically placed sound sources, the
audience becomes the primary spatialisation agent. This
finding has important consequences for our future designs of large-scale audio works, as it challenges estab-
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lished ways of designing sonic spatialisation as well as
form in audio art.

5. COMPOSITIONAL STRATEGIES
5.1 Considerations on Time and Spatiality - Composing Sonic Weather
“I was to move from structure to process, from music as
an object having parts, to music without beginning, middle, or end, music as weather” - John Cage [14]
Music is often considered as a time-based art. Max Neuhaus proposed that musical creation is not about placing
sounds in time but rather in space, the visitor being the
agent who would enact the time dimension. [8]. Audio
artists who are notorious for creating an alternative use of
time in their sound works (La Monte Young, Phil
Niblock, a. o.), usually rely heavily in using either long
sustained sounds or loops. In this work we propose the
creation of a more complex sonic environment that surpases the perception of sonic discourse as a narrative in
time, getting closer to a “sonic weather” echoing the
words of John Cage. When listening to this sonic weather
time becomes a secondary dimension.
When articulating sonically a complex public space, one
of the possible strategies to follow is to create different
areas of sonic colour in which the sonic material is
grouped and spread creating a unique experience for
every visitor, seeking to foster a bodily dialogue between
the visitor and the space. This approach requires a nonlinear narrative. in “Sonic Greenhouse”, an algorithm
controlled the continuous crossfading between predefined
sonic situations achieving greater level of sonic complexity while keeping a natural blend of elements. This continuously evolving sonic complexity was not overwhelming to the visitors perception but rather contributing to the
feeling of being immersed in a sonic weather, an intense
experience of the space surpassing the perception of temporal discourse.

we took a combined approach using a combination of
recorded instruments —metallophones, organ, piano, and
banjo, field recordings, and synthetic sounds, carefully
tuned for the space and tested through regular visits. By
tuning the sounds and imitating behaviour of preexisting
sonic elements —like the wind in the surroundings or the
water inside which were used as ghost electronics [18]—
and by echoing the local weather conditions we created
an organic soundscape that would create a continuity
sensation avoiding to create any kind a sonic shock when
entering or leaving the space.
5.2 A Note on Sonic Acupuncture
A possible definition of acupuncture can be: a local action by means of a pressure point on a key spot that has
the power to change the situation globally, beyond the
local area in which the pressure point is applied. Therefore, sonic acupuncture relies in applying sonic pressure
points on key spots affecting the global sonic situation.
These sonic pressure points can consist either on active
acoustic objects, passive acoustic objects, or a combination of both. Urban Sonic Acupuncture parallels the practice of Urban and Public Space Acupuncture [19] in the
Aural architecture field. Aural architecture deals with
spatial and cultural acoustics, it also assigns four basic
functions of sound in space: social, navigational, aesthetic and musical spatiality [15]. Artistic sonic interventions
are placed along this axis by starting a negotiation between artistic intentions and the local knowledge and
practices. “Sonic Greenhouse” proposed an early attempt
of sonic acupuncture by means of glass speaker-pots
placed in the central area of the Palm room. In some
sections, these devices were emitting slowly sweeping
frequencies sine waves4 generated algorithmically altering the perception of the sonic weather at that given moment, also driving attention to the lower layers of the
space and to specific plants in the area.

6. CONCLUSIONS

For “Sonic Greenhouse” we built an array of active and
passive sonic objects to use in order to work as aural
architects [15] creating a sonic weather focusing more in
placing sounds in space rather than in time. In that sense,
our aim as composers was to approach aural architectural
composition in an atmospheric manner, favoring peripheral perception and light gestalt [16]. The piece illuminated sonically the architecture with a combination of
active and passive sonic objects. The active sonic objects
were the sound emitting glasses of the windows, the plexiglass panels, and the speaker cones inside the glass pots;
while the passive objects were the glass pots which filtered the sounds coming from the speaker cones, the
plexiglass panels that created a more complex network of
acoustic reflections and spatio-morphologies [17], and
the reverberation of the room.

In this article we have discussed a recent large-scale
audio-architectural installation from three points of view,
namely system design, sound spatialisation and external
data feed, as well as compositional strategies. The work
was thought as a research process for a multichannel
structure-borne sound system mounted directly on a
building’s structure, combined with specific aesthetic
aims related to the Helsinki Winter Garden greenhouse.
The results confirm a proof of concept: structure-borne
sound drivers are an effective a meaningful way to sonify
a large architectural space, presenting perceptual advantages in comparison to traditional cone speakers, such
as radiation patterns and non-invasive appearance. Moreover, the results point towards a reformulation of concepts in sound spatialisation and form composition for

In order to blend our sonic layer with the preexisting
sonic structures and regular daily activities of the space

4

Alvin Lucier - "music for piano with slow sweep pure wave oscillators" (1992). “PIANOSCULPTURE for Mario Prisuelos” (2016) is a
piano and tape piece by Moreno based on the same principle.
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large-scale works where the audience becomes an active
agent in the space. Temporal and spatial elements unfold
according to an individual exploration, which counter
narrative designs thought for stationary audiences. Alternative compositional strategies were implemented, such
as composing a Sonic Weather evolving in space rather
than in narrative time, as well as Sonic Acupuncture
meaning small-scale punctual sonic interventions in precise locations.

Figure 3: General view of the Palm Room, where 40
channels of sound diffusion were implemented.
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ABSTRACT
This article introduces the Csound Plugin Opcode Framework (CPOF), which aims to provide a simple lightweight
C++ framework for the development of new unit generators for Csound. The original interface for this type work
is provided in the C language and it still provides the most
complete set of components to cover all possible requirements. CPOF attempts to allow a simpler and more economical approach to creating plugin opcodes. The paper
explores the fundamental characteristics of the framework
and how it is used in practice. The helper classes that are
included in CPOF are presented with examples. Finally,
we look at some uses in the Csound source codebase.
1. INTRODUCTION
Plugins in Csound [1] are usually written in C, which provides a low-level access to the engine, allowing an uncompromising and complete scope for new opcode (unit
generator) development. For most system developers, this
will continue to be the best working environment. However, for many of the more common forms of plugins, this
interface can be complex and cumbersome. In particular,
we might like to take advantage of an object-oriented approach so that we can, for instance, re-use code more extensively and take advantage of existing algorithms and libraries. For this, the ideal language is probably the C++
in its more modern incarnations [2]. In this paper, we describe a lightweight framework to facilitate programming
in this environment, the Csound Plugin Opcode Framework (CPOF – see-pough or cipó, vine in Portuguese). While there is a pre-existing C++ interface for plugin writing
in the Csound codebase, this framework provides an alternative to it, that attempts to be thin, simple, complete, and
handling internal Csound resources in a safe way (using the
same mechanisms provided by the underlying C interface).
1.1 Design Fundamentals
The conditions in which the framework is supposed to work
constrain significantly the scope of what is possible. In
particular,
Copyright: © 2017 Victor Lazzarini . This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

1. Csound is written in C. It instantiates opcodes and
makes calls to opcode processing functions, but it
does not know anything about C++.
2. Virtual functions are a no-go zone (due to 1). Everything needs to be set at compile time.
3. Registering processing functions requires that these
are defined as static.
4. Up to three different functions should be registered
(for different action times).
5. In C, an opcode dataspace “inherits” from a base
structure (OPDS) by adding this as its first member
variable.
One of the possibilities for designing a framework based
on inheritance without virtual functions is to employ a method called curiously recurring template pattern (CRTP)
[3] . A variation of this is in fact used in the pre-existing
C++ opcode development interface. However, we can do
better with a much simpler approach. There is no need for
a compile-time mimicking of the virtual-function mechanism. This is because it is not our objective to have a general purpose framework for C++ programs, where users
would be instantiating their own objects and possibly using generic pointers and references that need to bind to the
correct override.
Here there is a much narrower scope: Csound does the
instantiation and the calls, so we can make the decision at
compile time just by providing functions that hide rather
than override (in the virtual-function sense) the base class
ones. In this case, hiding plays the same role as overriding. So we can have a plugin base class from which we
will inherit to create the actual opcodes. This class will inherit from OPDS and provide some extra members that are
commonly used by all opcodes. It will also provide stub
methods for the processing functions, which then can be
‘specialised’ in the derived classes.
Given that they will not ever be called, it would seem
that these stubs are surplus to requirements. However, having these allows a considerable simplification in the plugin
registration process. We can just register any plugin in the
same way, even if it does only provide one or two of the
required processing functions. The stubs play an important role to keep the compiler happy in this scheme, even
if Csound will not take any notice of them.
This mechanism requires that we provide function templates for registration. These get instantiated with exactly
the derived types and are used to glue the C++ code into
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Csound. Each one of them is minimal: consisting just of
a call to the instantiated class processing function. For instance, one of these, used at instrument initialisation time,
is defined simply as
template <typename T>
int init(CSOUND *csound, T *p) {
p->csound = (Csound *)csound;
return p->init();
}

2. THE FRAMEWORK
CPOF is based on two class templates, which plugin classes
derive from and instantiate. Opcode classes can then be
registered by instantiating and calling one of the two overloaded registration function templates. All CPOF code is
declared under the namespace csnd. In this section, we
discuss the base class templates, three simple cases of derived plugins and their registration.
2.1 The Base Classes
The framework base classes are actually templates which
need to be derived and instantiated by the user code. The
most general of these is Plugin 1 . To use it, we program
our own class by subclassing it and passing the number of
output and inputs our opcode needs as its template arguments:
#include <plugin.h>
struct MyPlug : csnd::Plugin<1,1> { };
The above lines will create a plugin opcode with one output (first template argument) and one input (second template argument). This class defines a complete opcode, but
since it is only using the base class stubs, it is also fully
non-op.
To make it do something, we will need to reimplement
one, two or three of its methods. As outlined above, this
base class is derived from the Csound structure OPDS and
has the following members:
• outargs: a Params object holding output arguments.
• inargs: input arguments (Params).
• csound: a pointer to the Csound engine object.
• offset: the starting position of an audio vector
(for audio opcodes only).
All CPOF code is declared in plugin.h

• init(), kperf() and aperf() non-op methods, to be reimplemented as needed (see sec. 2.2).
The other base class in CPOF is FPlugin, derived from
Plugin, which adds an extra facility for fsig (streaming
frequency-domain) plugins:

In this case T is derived type passed on registration (which
is defined at compile time). When running, Csound calls
this function, which in its turn delegates directly to the plugin class in question. Note that this is all hidden from the
framework user, who only needs to derive her classes and
register them. As we will see in the following sections, this
scheme enables significant economy, re-use and reduction
in code verbosity (one of the issues with CRTP).

1

• nsmps: the size of an audio vector (also for audio
opcodes only).

• framecount: a member to hold a running count
of fsig frames.
Input and output arguments, which in C are just raw pointers are conveniently wrapped by the Params class, which
provides a number of methods to access them according to
their expected Csound variable types.
2.2 Deriving opcode classes
Csound has two basic action times for opcodes: init and
perf-time. The former runs a processing routine once per
instrument instantiation (and/or once again if a re-init is
called for). Code for this is placed in the Plugin class
init() function. Perf-time code runs in a loop and is
called once every control (k-)cycle. The other class methods kperf() and aperf() are called in this loop, for
control (scalar) and audio (vectorial) processing. The following examples demonstrate the derivation of plugin classes for each one of these opcode types (i, k or a). Note that
k and a opcodes can also use i-time functions if they require some sort of initialisation.
2.2.1 Init-time opcodes
For init-time opcodes, all we need to do is provide an implementation of the init() method:
struct Simplei : csnd::Plugin<1,1> {
int init() {
outargs[0] = inargs[0];
return OK;
}
};
In this simple example, we just copy the input arguments
to the output once, at init-time. Each scalar input type can
be accessed using array indexing. All numeric argument
data is real, declared as MYFLT, the internal floating-point
type used by Csound.
2.2.2 K-rate opcodes
For opcodes running only at k-rate (no init-time operation), all we need to do is provide an implementation of
the kperf() method:
struct Simplek : csnd::Plugin<1,1> {
int kperf() {
outargs[0] = inargs[0];
return OK;
}
};
Similarly, in this simple example, we just copy the input
arguments to the output at each k-period.
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2.2.3 A-rate opcodes

• thread::ia: indicates init() and aperf().

For opcodes running only at a-rate (and with no init-time
operation), all we need to do is provide an implementation
of the aperf() method:

• thread::ika: indicates init(), kperf() and
aperf().

struct Simplea : csnd::Plugin<1,1> {
int aperf() {
std::copy(inargs(0)+offset,
inargs(0)+nsmps, outargs(0));
return OK;
}
};

We instantiate and call these template functions inside the
plugin dynamic library entry-point function on_load().
This function needs to implemented only once 2 in each opcode library. For example:

Once we have written our opcode classes, we need to tell
Csound about them, so that they can be used, for this we
use the CPOF function template plugin():

#include <modload.h>
void csnd::on_load(Csound *csound){
csnd::plugin<Simplei>(csound,
"simple", "i", "i",
csnd::thread::i);
csnd::plugin<Simplek>(csound,
"simple", "k", "k",
csnd::thread::k);
csnd::plugin<Simplea>(csound,
"simple", "a", "a",
csnd::thread::a);
return 0;
}

template <typename T>
int plugin(Csound *csound,
const char *name,
const char *oargs,
const char *iargs,
uint32_t thrd,
uint32_t flags = 0)

will register the simple polymorphic opcode, which can
be used with i-, k- and a-rate variables. In each instantiation of the plugin registration template, the class name is
passed as an argument to it, followed by the function call.
If the class defines two specific static members, otypes
and itypes, to hold the types for output and input arguments, declared as

Because audio arguments are nsmps-size vectors, we get
these using the overloaded operator() for the inargs
and outargs objects, which takes the argument number
as input and returns a MYFLT pointer to the vector.
2.3 Registering opcodes with Csound

• name: the opcode name as it will be used in Csound
code.

struct MyPlug : csnd::Plugin<1,2> {
static constexpr
char const *otypes = "k";
static constexpr
char const *itypes = "ki";
...
};

• oargs: a string containing the opcode output types,
one identifier per argument

then we can use a simpler overload of the plugin registration function:

• iargs: a string containing the opcode input types,
one identifier per argument

template <typename T>
int plugin(Csound *csound,
const char *name,
uint32_t thread,
uint32_t flags = 0)

Its parameters are:
• csound: a pointer to the Csound object to which
we want to register our opcode.

• thrd: a code to tell Csound when the opcode should
be active.
• flags: multithread flags (generally 0 unless the opcode accesses global resources).
For opcode type identifiers, the most common types are:
a (audio), k (control), i (i-time), S (string) and f (fsig). For
the thread argument, we have the following options, which
depend on the processing methods implemented in our plugin class:

3. SUPPORT CLASSES
Plugins developed with CPOF can avail of a number of
helper classes for accessing resources in the Csound engine. These include a class encapsulating the engine itself,

• thread::i: indicates init().
• thread::k: indicates kperf().
• thread::ik: indicates init() and kperf().
• thread::a: indicates aperf().

For some classes, this might be a very convenient way
to define the argument types. For other cases, where opcode polymorphism might be involved, we might re-use
the same class for different argument types, in which case
it is not desirable to define these statically in a class.

2 The header file modload.h, where on_load() is declared, contains three boilerplate calls to Csound module C functions, required for
Csound to load plugins properly. For this reason, each plugin library
should also include this header only once, otherwise duplicate symbols
will cause linking errors.
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and classes for resource allocation, input/output access/manipulation, threads, and support for constructing objects
allocated in Csound’s heap.
3.1 The Csound Engine Object
Plugins are run by an engine which is encapsulated by
the Csound class. They all hold a pointer to this, called
csound, which is needed for some of the operations invoking parameters, or for some utility methods (such as
console messaging, MIDI data access, FFT operations).
The following are the public methods of the Csound class:
• init_error(): takes a string message and signals an initialisation error.
• perf_error(): takes a string message, an instrument instance and signals a performance error.

This is only needed if the Plugin has allocated extra resources using mechanisms that require de-allocation. It is
not employed in most cases, as we will see below. To use it,
the plugin needs to implement a deinit() method and
then call the plugin_deinit() method passing itself
(through a this pointer) in its own init() function:
csound->plugin_deinit(this);
3.2 Audio Signals
Audio signal variables are vectors of nsmps samples and
we can access them through raw MYFLT pointers from input and output parameters. To facilitate a modern C++ approach, the AudioSig class wraps audio signal vectors
conveniently, providing iterators and subscript access. Objects are constructed by passing the current plugin pointer
(this) and the raw parameter pointer, e.g.:
csnd::AudioSig in(this,inargs(0));
csnd::AudioSig out(this,outargs(0));
std::copy(in.begin(), in.end(),
out.begin());

• warning(): warning messages.
• message(): information messages.
• sr(): returns engine sampling rate.
• _0dbfs(): returns max amplitude reference.

3.3 Memory Allocation

• _A4(): returns A4 pitch reference.

For efficiency and to prevent leaks and undefined behaviour
we need to leave all memory allocation to Csound and refrain from using C++ dynamic memory allocators or standard library containers that use dynamic allocation behind
the scenes (e.g. std::vector).
This requires us to use the AuxAlloc mechanism implemented by Csound for opcodes. To allow for ease of use,
CPOF provides a wrapper template class (which is not too
dissimilar to std::vector) for us to allocate and use as
much memory as we need. This functionality is given by
the AuxMem class:

• nchnls(): return number of output channels for
the engine.
• nchnls_i(): same, for input channel numbers.
• current_time_samples(): current engine time
in samples.
• current_time_seconds(): current engine time
in seconds.

• allocate(): allocates memory (if required).

• midi_channel(): midi channel assigned to this
instrument.

• operator[]: array-subscript access to the allocated memory.

• midi_note_num(): midi note number (if the instrument was instantiated with a MIDI NOTE ON).

• data(): returns a pointer to the data.

• midi_note_vel(): same, for velocity.

• len(): returns the length of the vector.

• midi_chn_aftertouch(),
midi_chn_polytouch(), midi_chn_ctl(),
midi_chn_pitchbend(): midi data for this channel.

• begin(), cbegin() and end(), cend(): return iterators to the beginning and end of data.

• midi_chn_list(): list of active notes for this
channel.
• fft_setup(), rfft(), fft(): FFT operations.
In addition to these, the Csound class also holds a deinit
method registration function template for Plugin objects to
use:
template <typename T>
void plugin_deinit(T *p);

• iterator and const_iterator: iterator types
for this class.
As an example of use, we can implement a simple delay
line [4] opcode, whose delay time is set at i-time, providing
a slap-back echo effect:
struct DelayLine : csnd::Plugin<1,2> {
csnd::AuxMem<MYFLT> delay;
csnd::AuxMem<MYFLT>::iterator iter;
int init() {
delay.allocate(csound,
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csound->sr()*inargs[1]);
iter = delay.begin();
return OK;
}
int aperf() {
csnd::AudioSig in(this, inargs(0));
csnd::AudioSig out(this, outargs(0));
std::transform(in.begin(),in.end(),
out.begin(),[this](MYFLT s){
MYFLT o = *iter;
*iter = s;
if(++iter == delay.end())
iter = delay.begin();
return o;});
return OK;
}
};
In this example, we use an AuxMem interator to access
the delay vector. It is equally possible to access each element with an array-style subscript. The memory allocated
by this class is managed by Csound, so we do not need to
be concerned about disposing of it. To register this opcode,
we do
csnd::plugin<DelayLine>(csound,
"delayline", "a", "ai",
csnd::thread::ia);
3.4 Function Table Access
Access to function tables has also been facilitated by a thin
wrapper class that allows us to treat it as a vector object.
This is provided by the Table class:

int init() {
tab.init(csound,inargs(2));
scl = tab.len()/csound->sr();
x = 0;
return OK;
}
int aperf() {
csnd::AudioSig out(this, outargs(0));
MYFLT amp = inargs[0];
MYFLT si = inargs[1] * scl;
for(auto &s : out) {
s = amp * tab[(uint32_t)x];
x += si;
while (x < 0) x += tab.len();
while (x >= tab.len())
x -= tab.len();
}
return OK;
}
};
The table is initialised by passing the relevant argument
pointer to it (using its data() method). Also note that, as
we need a precise phase index value, we cannot use iterators in this case (without making it very awkward), so we
employ straightforward array subscripting. The opcode is
registered by
csnd::plugin<Oscillator>(csound,
"oscillator", "a", "kki",
csnd::thread::ia);

3.5 String Types
• init(): initialises a table object from an opcode
argument pointer.
• operator[]: array-subscript access to the function table.
• data(): returns a pointer to the function table data.
• len(): returns the length of the table (excluding
guard point).
• begin(), cbegin() and end(), cend(): return iterators to the beginning and end of the function table.
• iterator and const_iterator: iterator types
for this class.
An example of table access is given by an oscillator opcode, which is implemented in the following class:
struct Oscillator : csnd::Plugin<1,3> {
csnd::Table tab;
double scl;
double x;

String variables in Csound are held in a STRINGDAT data
structure, containing a data member that holds the actual
string and a size member with the allocated memory size.
While CPOF does not wrap strings, it provides a translated
access to string arguments through the argument objects
str_data() function. This takes an argument index
(similarly to data()) and returns a reference to the string
variable, as demonstrated in this example:
struct Tprint : csnd::Plugin<0,1> {
int init() {
char *s = inargs.str_data(0).data;
csound->message(s);
return OK;
}
};
This opcode will print the string to the console. Note that
we have no output arguments, so we set the first template
parameter to 0. We register it using
csnd::plugin<Tprint>(csound, "tprint",
"", "S", csnd::thread::i);
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3.6 Streaming Spectral Types
For streaming spectral processing opcodes, we have a different base class with extra facilities needed for their operation (FPlugin). In Csound, fsig variables, which carry
spectral data streams, are held in a PVSDAT data structure.
To facilitate their manipulation, CPOF provides the Fsig
class, derived from PVSDAT. To access phase vocoder
bins, a container interface is provided by pv_frame
(spv_frame for the sliding mode) 3 . This holds a series
of pv_bin (spv_bin for sliding) 4 objects, which have
the following methods:
• amp(): returns the bin amplitude.

• begin(), cbegin() and end(), cend(): return iterators to the beginning and end of the data
frame.
• iterator and const_iterator: iterator types
for this class.
Fsig opcodes run at k-rate but will internally use an update rate based on the analysis hopsize. For this to work, a
frame count is kept and checked to make sure we only process the input when new data is available. The following
example class implements a simple gain scaler for fsigs:
struct PVGain : csnd::FPlugin<1, 2> {
static constexpr
char const *otypes = "f";
static constexpr
char const *itypes = "fk";

• freq(): returns the bin frequency.
• amp(float a): sets the bin amplitude to a.
• freq(float f): sets the bin frequency to f.
• operator*(pv_bin f): multiply the amp of a
pvs bin by f.amp.
• operator*(MYFLT f): multiply the bin amp by
f
• operator*=(): unary versions of the above.
The pv_bin class can also be translated into a std::co
mplex<float>, object if needed. This class is also fully
compatible with the C complex type and an object obj can
be cast into a float array consisting of two items (or a float
pointer), using reinterpret_cast<float(&)[2]>
(obj) or reinterpret_cast<float*>(&obj). The
Fsig class has the following methods:
• init(): initialisation from individual parameters
or from an existing fsig. Also allocates frame memory as needed.
• dft_size(), hop_size(), win_size(), win
_type() and nbins(), returning the PV data parameters.
• count(): get and set fsig framecount.
• isSliding(): checks for sliding mode.

int init() {
if(inargs.fsig_data(0).isSliding()){
char *s = "sliding not supported";
return csound->init_error(s);
}
if(inargs.fsig_data(0).fsig_format()
!= csnd::fsig_format::pvs &&
inargs.fsig_data(0).fsig_format()
!= csnd::fsig_format::polar){
char *s = "format not supported";
return csound->init_error(s);
}
csnd::Fsig &fout =
outargs.fsig_data(0);
fout.init(csound,
inargs.fsig_data(0));
framecount = 0;
return OK;
}
int kperf() {
csnd::pv_frame &fin =
inargs.fsig_data(0);
csnd::pv_frame &fout =
outargs.fsig_data(0);
uint32_t i;

• fsig_format(): returns the fsig data format
(fsig_format::pvs, ::polar ::complex,
or ::tracks).

if(framecount < fin.count()) {
std::transform(fin.begin(),
fin.end(), fout.begin(),
[this](csnd::pv_bin f){
return f *= inargs[1];});
framecount =
fout.count(fin.count());
}
return OK;

The pv_frame (or spv_frame) class contains the following methods:
• operator[]: array-subscript access to the spectral frame
• data(): returns a pointer to the spectral frame data.
• len(): returns the length of the frame.
3

pv_frame is a convenience typedef for Pvframe<pv_bin>,
whereas spv_frame is Pvframe<spv_bin>
4 pv_bin is Pvbin<float> and spv_bin is Pvbin<MYFLT>

}
};
Note that, as with strings, there is a dedicated method
in the arguments object that returns a ref to an Fsig class
(which can also be assigned to a pv_frame ref). This
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is used to initialise the output object at i-time and then to
obtain the input and output variable data Csound processing. The framecount member is provided by the base
class, as well as the format check methods. This opcode is
registered using

csnd::plugin<SimpleArray>(csound,
"simple", "k[]", "k[]",
csnd::thread::ik);

3.8 Multithreading
csnd::plugin<PVGain>(csound, "pvg",
csnd::thread::ik);

CPOF supports the creation of threads through the Thread
pure virtual class. Developers wanting to avail of a subthread for processing can derive their own thread class from
this and implement its run() method.

3.7 Array Variables
Opcodes with array inputs or outputs use the data structure
ARRAYDAT for parameters. Again, in order to facilitate
access to these argument types, CPOF provides a wrapper class. The framework currently supports only onedimensional arrays directly. The template container class
Vector, derived from ARRAYDAT, holds the argument
data. It has the following members:
• init(): initialises an output variable.
• operator[]: array-subscript access to the vector
data.
• data(): returns a pointer to the vector data.
• len(): returns the length of the vector.
• begin(), cbegin() and end(), cend(): return iterators to the beginning and end of the vector.
• iterator and const_iterator: iterator types
for this class.
• data_array(): returns a pointer to the vector
data.
In addition to this, the inargs and outargs objects
in the Plugin class have a template method that can be
used to get a Vector class reference. A trivial example is
shown below:
struct SimpleArray : csnd::Plugin<1, 1>{
int init() {
csnd::Vector<MYFLT> &out =
outargs.vector_data<MYFLT>(0);
csnd::Vector<MYFLT> &in =
inargs.vector_data<MYFLT>(0);
out.init(csound, in.len());
return OK;
}
int kperf() {
csnd::Vector<MYFLT> &out =
outargs.vector_data<MYFLT>(0);
csnd::Vector<MYFLT> &in =
inargs.vector_data<MYFLT>(0);
std::copy(in.begin(), in.end(),
out.begin());
return OK;
}
};
This opcode is registered using the following line:

3.9 Constructing member variables
Plugin classes can, in general, be composed of member
variables of any type, built in or user defined. However,
we have to remember that opcodes are allocated and instantiated by C code, which does not know anything about
classes. A member variable of a non-trivial class will not
be constructed at instantiation. This is perfectly fine for
all CPOF classes, which are designed to expect this. However, this might cause problems for other classes that are
external to the framework. In this case, a placement new
needs to be employed at init time to construct an object
declared as a plugin class member (and thus allocated in
Csound’s heap). To facilitate matters, CPOF includes a
template function that can be used to construct any member objects:
template <typename T,
typename ... Types>
T *constr(T* p, Types ... args){
return new(p) T(args ...);
}
For instance, let’s say we have in our plugin an object
of type A called obj. To construct this, we just place the
following line in the plugin init() method:
csnd::constr(&obj,10,10.f);
where the arguments are the variable address, followed by
any class constructor parameters. Note that if the class allocates any resources, we will need to invoke its destructor
explicitly through csnd::destr(&obj) in a deinit()
method.
4. BUILDING THE OPCODE LIBRARY
To build a plugin opcode library, we require a C++ compiler supporting the C++11 [5] standard (-std=c++11),
and the Csound public headers. CPOF has no link dependencies (not even to the Csound library). The opcodes
should be built as a dynamic/shared module (e.g .so on
Linux, .dylib on OSX or .dll on Windows).
5. EXAMPLES FROM THE CSOUND SOURCES
CPOF is already being used in the development of new
opcodes for Csound. It allows very compact and economical code, especially in conjunction with some of the more
modern facilities of C++. For example, the following class
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template is used to generate a whole family of numeric
array-variable operators for i-time and k-rate processing 5 :
template<MYFLT (*op)(MYFLT)>
struct ArrayOp : csnd::Plugin<1, 1>{
int oprt(csnd::myfltvec &out,
csnd::myfltvec &in){
std::transform(in.begin(),in.end(),
out.begin(), [](MYFLT f){
return op(f);});
return OK;
}
int init() {
csnd::myfltvec &out =
outargs.myfltvec_data(0);
csnd::myfltvec &in =
inargs.myfltvec_data(0);
out.init(csound,in.len());
return oprt(out, in);
}
int kperf() {
return oprt(outargs.myfltvec_data(0),
inargs.myfltvec_data(0));
}
};
A plugin implementing i-time cos(x) where x is an array
is created with the following line:
csnd::plugin<ArrayOp<std::cos>>(csound,
"cos", "i[]", "i[]",csnd::thread::i);
whereas for a k-rate exp(x) is implemented by:
csnd::plugin<ArrayOp<std::exp>>(csound,
"exp", "k[]", "k[]",csnd::thread::ik);
Forty-six such operators are currently implemented reusing the same code. Another twelve use a similar class
template for binary operations (2 inputs).
Another example shows the use of standard algorithms
in spectral processing. The following new opcode implements spectral tracing [6], which retains only a given number of bins in each frame, according to their amplitude. To
select the bins, we need to sort them to find out the ones we
want to retain (the loudest N). For this we collect all amplitudes from the frame and then apply nth element sorting,
placing the threshold amplitude in element n. Then we just
filter the original frame according to this threshold. Here
we have the performance code (amps is a dynamically allocated array belonging to the Plugin object).
int kperf() {
csnd::pv_frame &fin =
inargs.fsig_data(0);
csnd::pv_frame &fout =
outargs.fsig_data(0);
if(framecount < fin.count()) {
int n = fin.len()-(int)inargs[1];
float thrsh;
5 The convenience typedef myfltvec for Vector<MYFLT> is employed here

std::transform(fin.begin(),
fin.end(), amps.begin(),
[](csnd::pv_bin f){
return f.amp();});
std::nth_element(amps.begin(),
amps.begin()+n, amps.end());
thrsh = amps[n];
std::transform(fin.begin(),
fin.end(),fout.begin(),
[thrsh](csnd::pv_bin f){
return f.amp() >= thrsh ?
f : csnd::pv_bin(); });
framecount =
fout.count(fin.count());
}
return OK;
}
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper described CPOF and its fundamental characteristics. We looked at how the base classes are constructed,
how to derive from them, and register new opcodes in the
system. The framework is designed to support modern
C++ idioms and adopts the C++11 standard. All of the
code examples discussed in this paper are provided in opcodes.cpp, found in the examples/plugin directory of the Csound source codebase 6 . CPOF is part of
Csound and is distributed alongside its public headers. Csound is free software, licensed by the Lesser GNU Public
License.
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2. EXPERIMENTATION AND ITERATION

ABSTRACT
This paper describes a versioning and annotation system
for supporting collaborative, iterative design of mapping
layers for digital musical instruments (DMIs). First we describe prior experiences and contexts of working on DMIs
that has motivated such features in a tool, describe the
current prototype implementation and then discuss future
work and features that are intended to improve the capabilities of tools for new musical instrument building as well
as general interactive applications that involve the design
of mappings with a visual interface.
1. INTRODUCTION
A crucial component of the digital musical instrument (DMI)
[1] building process involves the mapping of sensor or gesture input signals from the musician to relevant synthesis
parameters, and is described in detail by [2]. While there
are many different approaches to the design and implementation of DMI mapping, for many designers, a common
part of the process involves the use of graphical user interfaces where the connection of signals can be observed
and manipulated visually. In this paper we use personal
experiences of building DMIs in a variety of contexts to
motivate two main features for a mapping tool: a deeply
integrated graphical versioning and comparison tool, and
rich annotation features that go beyond the text-based tagging commonly employed by existing versioning systems.
While our focus here is to extend the capabilities of tools
for creative design of interactive systems [3], we acknowledge the fact that a good tool is not the end-all solution
in itself, but something that can help in the process. In
this paper we first present background and related work,
followed by the motivations for and details on the implementation of our system, and finally a discussion on the
limitations of the current work and future steps.
Copyright: c 2017 Johnty Wang et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.
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Over the years we have been involved in the conception,
design, use and evaluation of a large number of DMIs,
including some that have been actively performed for 10
years and have toured internationally. Throughout the development of these instruments, iteration has proven to be
the most important aspect. Many designers take a holistic approach their DMI concept: designing not just the
sensing system or sound synthesizer but also gesture vocabularies, notation systems, and lighting or video systems
that complement their idea of performance with the instrument. This approach is exciting, but also brings with it
difficult challenges, since the various aspects of the instrument are interdependent - the physical instrument, sensing
system, gesture, and sound cannot be changed individually
without affecting the others. While the overall concept of
the instrument can inform process, the actual implementation often requires iteration. Usually, the most important
advances are due to a complex system surprising the designer, inspiring them to modify their vision of the final
instrument.
It is important that our tools for supporting mapping design support iterative workflows, and also make it easy to
do “exploratory” development which might result in serendipitous discovery of new directions for the instrument.

2.1 Collaboration
If iteration is important in solo development, in collaborative design contexts it is essential, especially in groups
where the roles of hardware designer, composer, and performer are played by different collaborators. In this case
it is no longer feasible for a single united vision of the
instrument (and its performance practice and repertoire)
to exist. The collaborators inevitably use different tools,
have different approaches, and in interdisciplinary projects
even different vocabularies for discussing interaction. During the course of several long-term projects [4], we started
building approaches and tools to try to support interdisciplinary collaborations based on a few principles:
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• Don’t enforce representation standards: Encouraging each collaborator to represent their system component in the strongest way possible helps maintain
the benefits of their specific domain-knowledge to
the project. It also helps with modularity!
• Make things freely connectable: If we encourage
strong but idiomatic representations of system components, flexibility must come from the ability to
freely interconnect them. Our approach is for models to “live” only in devices rather than influencing
connection or communication protocols; representations on the wire should be low-level, allowing basic
compatibility between drastically different devices.
• Don’t dumb it down, but...: Musicians possess highly
technical knowledge, and are usually capable of learning surprising amounts of electrical engineering, digital signal processing, and software design in short
periods of time. This means that instrument designers do not need to hide low-level technical properties of the system from the performer, however the
nature of the system representation should be questioned: is there a technical representation from the
performer’s perspective that might serve better?
The software library libmapper [4] and the surrounding
tools are the result of this design philosophy and have supported a large number of interdisciplinary research/creation
projects. These tools form a discoverable, distributed network of mappable devices; they encourage (but do not enforce) modular, strong representations of system components; they glue together different programming languages
and environments; and they aid the process of rapid experimentation and iteration by making every signal compatible
and allowing drag-and-drop style mapping design.
3. RELATED WORK
There are a fairly large number of existing tools for supporting the task of mapping DMIs or similar interactive
systems. Some, like the Mapping Library for Pure Data [5]
and the Digital Orchestra Toolbox 1 try to provide building blocks for assembling mapping structures; others, like
MnM [6] and LoM [7] support specific multidimensional
mapping schemes, usually learned from examples. A variety of platforms and environments are also used for designing and implementing DMI mapping, including ICon
[8], junXion [9], and Jamoma [10]. Finally, some commercial DMIs have dedicated instrument-specific mapping
systems, such as the Continuum Editor [11], 2PIM 2 , Karlax Bridge 3 , and EigenD 4
3.1 Version Control Systems
The core features of this work is related to two particular
aspects of version control: first, the comparison between
1

http://idmil.org/software/dot
http://www.pucemuse.com/
3 http://www.dafact.com/
4 http://www.eigenlabs.com/
2

two different versions of a document [12] and second, the
management of previous versions. While the workflow of
most modern source control systems are centred around
these two issues, they mostly focus on text based data.
When the data has a graphical view, or is based on a translation of text data, a text-based “diff” tool is no longer sufficient. Dragicevic et al. [13] describes the process of implementing a comparison system via computing the visual
output and then rendering the transition between versions
using animations, which preserves the mental model of the
user better when there is a translation process is involved.
The environment implemented by Rekall [14], designed
to serve both as a “score” as well as documentation for a
theatrical work, contains features that are relevant to our
application since it contains a visual timeline as well as a
rich annotation interface, but is intended for a very different purpose of documenting the timeline progression of a
piece of work, as opposed to being able to preview/revert
to prior states.
4. SUPPORTING EXPLORATION, BUILDING
COMPLEXITY
4.1 Problems Identified
Through the process of working with DMIs in a variety of
contexts as described earlier, we have identified the following issues when it comes to the design of mappings:
• Fear of losing current state: By not keeping a constant stack of actions and having to manually manage incremental versions, the fear of moving away
from a desirable configuration when experimenting
inhibits exploration.
• Difficulty indexing, saving, finding, restoring and
talking about previous mapping designs limits number of options that can be reasonably compared.
• Support for complexity: Without effective comparison between mapping configurations, it is difficult
to create complex mappings by combining mapping
vignettes generated in workshop settings.
4.2 Proposed Solutions
Based on the issues identified above, we have proposed the
following solutions:
• Distributed Components: Using the software library
libmapper [4] enables simple composition of new
or existing system components, and its distributed
nature supports collaboration (For example, an arbitrary number of user interfaces can be actively viewing and editing the system at the same time, with
different visual representations of the system).
• Version tracking: Ability to store previous states as
to encourage experimentation while ensuring that no
valuable work is lost.
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Figure 1. Screenshot showing working version (left), and a comparison of a previous version (right) when it is selected
from the interface showing. Note: the actual rendering of the preview overlay has been offset in the application to show up
better on a printed page in grayscale.
• Tagging: For identifying previous versions. Can be
basic text annotations, but also multimedia content
that may reflect the creative process, or even recordings of the output of the mapping.
• Graphical tools: To realize the above features of
tagging, looking at and searching through versioning
history, loading and previewing previous versions
and creating new ones.

6. FUTURE WORK
In addition to continuous development in refining the implementation described above, there are a few additional
features we are currently considering which would increase
the capabilities of the tool, and provide interesting possibilities.
• Constant storage of state changes: In addition to
explicitly stored states, a stack of all user input could
be stored into the versioning system which essentially creating an undo-redo loop that is always stored.
Versioning system backends such as .git 5 provides
efficient ways of handling this kind of incremental
changes in data.

The following section describes the first software application we have implemented to realize the above.
5. IMPLEMENTATION
We have built a graphical tool for libmapper that manages distributed mappings between signals. The C++ QT
Framework was chosen for its widespread usage, cross platform support, user interface and data model libraries as
well as easy interface with the libmapper codebase that
was written in C/C++.

• More featured tagging with data snippets, other
media: by recording segments of input signal streams
and associating them with particular versions, it would
be possible to “replay” the input at a given point
in time. This also allows alternative mappings to
be applied after the fact, which allows experimentation to occur without having direct access to live inputs, which may be a limited resource in collaborative projects involving many individuals. Using media tags allow more expressive annotation options.

5.1 Software Features
The mapping tool has the following main features:
• A libmapper interface that allows querying of available devices and signals on the network, and interactively modify the mapping configurations

• Advanced Query features: by applying analysis
on the input stream and classifying/segmenting relevant gestures and activities, a prior version could
be queried using gestural input. Also, queries using
recordings of the output can also be very useful in a
collaborative setting as it does not require in depth
technical knowledge of the mapping itself.

• A user interface that displays the device signals and
allows the user to create and break mappings between output and input signals
• A user interface for displaying and previewing previously stored versions of the mapping, along with
annotations as well as saving new versions of the
mapping
Figure 1 shows screenshots of the application in use and
displays two states of operation. The left shows the current
“working version” of the mapping, and the right when a
previous version is being previewed. Since the libmapper
network is a distributed system, a third layer, showing the
actual status of the live network, can be overlaid on top
and synchronized with the working version (not currently
shown in the screenshot).

• Additional visualizations of the mapping: Using
different data visualization techniques to visually represent the connections between signals may provide
additional insights not seen by one particular view.
This also may include revealing changes in the parameter processing and transformation features of
libmapper, in addition to signal connections themselves.
5

http://www.git-scm.com/
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7. CONCLUSION
We have discussed the motivation for integrating a versioning control and annotation system for visual mapping tools
for DMI design based on prior experience working in a variety of contexts. Being able to effectively store, preview,
and reload previous configurations of a system addresses
some of the challenges of this creative process by reducing
risks, encouraging exploration, and improving the management of configuration files. A newly developed mapping
tool for libmapper, a well used system for connecting signals employed for the design and implementation of DMIs,
is implemented with these features and described. These
solutions, while motivated by our own experience, also
correspond to the findings by others in the general case [3]
for “rethinking user interfaces” for general creativity support tools in general as well as which includes history keeping, exploratory search, visualization, collaboration and
composition. Such views are also echoed when exploring
the development of tools to support computer music [15].
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ABSTRACT
The process of creating historical-critical digital music editions involves the annotation of musical measures in the
source materials (e.g. autographs, manuscripts or prints).
This serves to chart the sources and create concordances between them. So far, this laborious task is barely supported
by software tools. We address this shortcoming with two
interface approaches that follow different functional and
interaction concepts. Measure Editor is a web application
that complies with the WIMP paradigm and puts the focus
on detailed, polygonal editing of image zones. Vertaktoid
is a multi-touch and pen interface where the focus was on
quick and easy measure annotation. Both tools were evaluated with music editors giving us valuable clues to identify
the best aspects of both approaches and motivate future
development.
1. INTRODUCTION
Musicologists create historical-critical editions of musical works based on autographs by the composer and other
source materials, e.g., letters or materials from various copyists and publishers. In order to create a musical score that
is both accurate and usable by musicians, the editor has to
spot and analyze differences between the different sources,
decide which variant to use in the final score, and document the editorial decisions. These decisions are usually
described in the critical apparatus, which may be contained
in the same volume as the musical score or be published
separately. A musician can consult the critical apparatus
in order to understand editorial decisions, to examine differences between different editions of the same work, or to
spot interesting variants that he or she might choose to play
in opposition to the editor’s choices.
Digital and hybrid editions, which are published both in
digital and printed form, make it easier for a musician to
Copyright:
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delve into the original materials and understand its inherent
ambiguities. On the one hand digital editions are not limited by printing costs and can provide scans of the original
autographs, on the other hand suitable human-computer interaction makes it easier to navigate in the complex network
of cross-references between various source materials and
the editors annotations.
The hybrid edition of Max Reger’s works may serve as
an example. Two screenshots are depicted in Figure 1.
On the left side, the typeset final score is shown together
with small icons that represent annotations by the editor.
When the user opens an annotation, a window shows the
textual annotation as well as the source materials that the
annotation refers to (see the lower-left sub-window of the
right screenshot in Figure 1). The textual annotation in
the depicted example says that one of the sources lacks
the fortissimo in measure 3. By clicking on the autograph
icons, the corresponding autograph scans are displayed (see
the other three sub-windows of the right screenshot). This
way, a musician can delve into the piece and understand its
heritage and its ambiguities.
Music in common music notation is structured in musical measures. Larger works can additionally be split up
in several movements. Musicians usually refer to specific
positions within a score by measure numbers. Measure
numbers therefore provide a reasonable granularity for links
between textual annotations and the original material. In
practice, this makes it necessary to define processable markings for every measure in all related autographs and create
concordances, i.e., one-to-one mappings, between these
annotation. The XML-based MEI (Music Encoding Initiative) [2] [3] data format, the main format for digital music
editions, is able to handle measure definitions in images in
the form of polygons. Since musical works can consists of
hundreds or even thousands of measures, the annotation of
them can, however, be a tedious task. Therefore specialized
and time-efficient tools are needed.
We developed two different interfaces: The Measure Editor is a web application and part of a full featured music
edition platform in development. Vertaktoid is a standalone
Android Application that supports pen and touch interaction. Both software prototypes were evaluated by music
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Figure 1. Screenshots from the digital Reger edition [1]
editors, showing potential paths towards an efficient measure annotation tool.
2. RELATED WORK

Since measure annotation is the most laborious repetitive
task, we developed specialized tools. The development of
these tools addressed shortcomings of Edirom-Editor with
regard to its usability. In this we see the biggest potential
for accelerating the process of measure annotation.

2.1 Current tools for Measure Annotation
Edirom 1 is a project that aims to assist the music editors
providing special software. Two of them are explicitly
relevant for this overview: Edirom-Editor [4] and EdiromOnline [5].
Edirom-Editor is a platform that combines different tools
for creating digital and hybrid music editions. EdiromEditor supports the following tasks:
• Cataloging of music works represented by multiple
sources with musical and eventual textual content.
• Definition of the music score’s structure by specifying the movements and their names.
• Measure annotation with sequence numbers and eventual additional meta-information. The measures will
be also aligned to the movements in this step.
• Creation of concordances for the movements and
measures that represent the relations between the
corresponding elements from different sources.
• Creation of textual annotations and additional references between the elements.
• Export of the created digital music edition in the MEI
format.
The MEI format can then be presented and published using
Edirom-Online. Edirom-Online can present the music score,
the corresponding measures from different sources, the annotations and references. The publishing can be performed
both locally and remotely via the web.
Edirom-Editor is well known by music editors, who work
on digital and hybrid music editions. Among other projects,
Edirom-Editor is being used in the following projects: Detmolder Hoftheater [6], OPERA, 2 and Beethovens Werkstatt [7].
1
2

http://edirom.de, last access: Feb. 2017
http://opera.adwmainz.de, last access: Feb. 2017

2.2 Measure Detection in Optical Music Recognition
Annotation of measures is a relatively time-consuming process that needs a lot of user attention. In this paper we
discuss two tools that facilitate this task by introducing improved interaction techniques and intelligent approaches
like automatic numbering (see Section 3.2.2), but the main
part of the annotation process remains manual. On one
hand, this allows the working process to be free from issues
that can be caused by automatic recognition and allows nonstandard context-based user decisions. On the other hand,
automatic processing of big volume of data counts can be
performed much faster.
Optical Music Recognition (OMR) [8] is the automatic
conversion of scanned music scores into computer readable data in variable formats, e.g., MusicXML, 3 or MEI. 4
OMR processes the content of music scores, trying to recognize the notation and create a representation that provides
the best correspondence to the original source, which is typically scanned. The effectiveness of optical recognition of
printed music scores is greater than of hand-written scores,
which are very common material for digital music editions.
For our purposes the recognition of music notes themselves,
including pitch and duration, is not relevant since we are
mainly interested in finding measure boundaries. Therefore
we will present related work that tackles this task below.
Dalitz and Crawford have investigated the possibility of
OMR in relation to the lute tablature. The recognition of
measures is discussed in detail in the paper [9]. Although
the lute tablature does not rely to common Western music
notation, it has a similar measure concept. The staff lines
are removed during the preprocessing step and then the
algorithm tries to detect the bar line candidates through
their aspect ratio (ratio of width to height). The candidates
can be also a combination of multiple closely located frag3
4

https://musicxml.com, last access: Feb. 2017
http://music-encoding.org, last access: Feb. 2017
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ments. The properties of bar line candidates are validated
trough comparison with staff line and staff space parameters. The optical measure recognition for lute tablatures
can be performed relatively robustly because they do not
contain complex systems of multiple voices such as in other
music score.
Vigliensoni, Burllet and Fujinaga have devised an approach for optical measure recognition of music scores
in common Western music notation [10]. Vigliensoni et
al. follow the task model from Bainbridge and Bell [11]
that contains the following steps: image preprocessing and
normalization, staff line identification and removal, musical
object location and musical reasoning.
The approach by Vigliensoni et al. [10] needs additional
information from the user about the structure of staves in
music score. This information consists of the count of staves
for each page, the count of systems, the relation between
staves and systems and the kind of bar lines. During the
process of bar line detection, the algorithm has to remove
all horizontal lines and filter the resulting set to include only
thin, vertical elements. The remaining bar candidates are
further filtered by their aspect ratio using a user-defined
parameter. The algorithm can handle the broken candidates
by combining the vertical lines with the nearest horizontal
positions. As a final step, the height and position of each
bar candidate is compared with the related properties of the
corresponding system. The candidates that do not match
the system will be also removed. The second user-defined
parameter, vertical tolerance, controls the sensitivity of the
last step. This measure recognition technique was evaluated
trough comparison with manually annotated music scores.
Vigliensoni et al. have chosen one hundred music score
pages from the International Music Score Library Project
(IMSLP) 5 and had these pages marked by experienced annotators. The authors compared the these bounding boxes
with those recognized by the machine. The results of machine recognition was considered correct if the divergence
of the bounding boxes was less than 0.64 cm. The evaluation results yield to an average f-score of 0.91 by the best
chosen aspect ratio and vertical tolerance parameters.
Although a lot of further research papers in OMR thematic
field exist, we focus on these two articles because they
have contributed largely to optical measure recognition.
The approach from Padilla et al. [12] with the clever idea
to compare and combine the OMR outputs for different
sources of the same music score can be also mentioned. The
majority voting approach is used to decide which elements
are correctly recognized.

system. These will be applied here, too. The definition of
zones (typically bounding boxes) is the dominating task.
It is essentially similar to the more general task of selecting image regions which is well-researched in the field of
human-computer interaction. In Edirom Editor [4] zones
are defined by the traditional rectangle spanning gesture
that is known, e.g., from graphics editors and file explorers
(selecting multiple files by spanning a box around them).
Edirom Editor relies on mouse input. Users describe this
interaction technique as slow and demanding, requiring a
lot of corrections as the initially drawn bounding boxes
rarely embrace their content perfectly. The original developers of Edirom Editor obtained this feedback from their
own experiences with music edition projects, active communication with other editors and during the yearly Edirom
Summer School. This was the situation that motivated the
developments which we report here.
As an alternative to mouse input, pen (and touch) seems
the most promising modality as it corresponds more closely
to the way we naturally work with sheet music. However,
there is a variety of selection gestures for pen input, each
with its advantages and disadvantages depending on the
application context. For some editions it may suffice when
zones roughly embrace measures, others may need very
precise bounding volumes.
Typical selection gestures in the literature are spanning
a rectangle (as implemented in Edirom Editor), lassoing
(well-known from graphics editors) and tapping (discrete
object selection) [13]. These are sometimes combined with
a mode button that is operated by the secondary hand to
clarify conflicting gestures, phrase multiple strokes to one
gesture, and separate the selection process from an operation that is applied to it [14]. Zeleznik & Miller [15]
use terminal punctuation to define selection-action phrases.
Several phrasing techniques (timeout, button, pigtail) where
investigated by Hinckley et al. in [16,17]. They also summarize that lassoing is the favored selection gesture “because
it is well suited to selecting handwritten notes or diagrams,
which typically contain many small ink strokes that would
be tedious to tap on individually” [16, 17].
Interesting insight into the correlation of precision and
quickness of selection gestures is given by Lank et al. [18].
Based on the motion dynamics of a gesture they made an
“analysis of deliberateness versus sloppiness” and inferred
“a linear relationship between tunnel width and speed, for
paths of varying curvature” [18] which helps to automatically refine the selection.
3. TWO APPROACHES

2.3 Interaction
The process of measure annotation comprises three interaction tasks: navigation through autographs, definition of
zones (measures, respectively) in the autographs, and editing of zone numbering and movement association. The
latter is conveniently solved via text input. Regarding navigation between and within images (autograph pages), standard gestures for panning and zooming are well established
and implemented in every multitouch enabled operating
5

http://imslp.org, last access: Feb. 2017

The measure annotation task is a time-consuming process
within the work on music editions. In practice, it includes a
large number of interaction steps which have to be executed
with high precision, putting a heavy load on the user. Hence,
in our project we wanted to optimize the user interaction
necessary for this task. We decided to follow two parallel
paths: we included a measure annotation tool (Measure
Editor) in the full featured music edition platform as a web
application on one hand, and on the other hand implemented
a native tablet tool (Vertaktoid) on an Android system for
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the same purpose.
By doing so, we were enabled to compare the web-based
solution to a solution dedicated to touch interaction on a
popular device. Although the web-based application can
be run on any device, it is primarily designed for the big
screen on the desk, or even a multi-touch table, hence for a
stationary work place. The tablet version on the other hand
can be used in any mobile context and could, for instance,
be used while working in a library or even during a musical
performance.
The two tools worked in different contexts from the beginning:
• The Measure Editor is part of the music edition platform linked to an underlying data base (the back end),
which is accessed via the front end representing the
user interface. All semantic functions are triggered
by the user from the front end. The input data for
all operations come from the central data base and
results are fed back into it. This includes, for instance, retrieval and storage of autographs, annotated
autographs, concordances, and the complete set of
possible FRBR [19] data. MEI imports and exports
are also implemented through the data base, which
implies that data exchange with Edirom is possible
through this channel.
• Vertaktoid is a stand-alone prototype written explicitly for Android systems. As such, it can make use of
native interaction techniques. The tool is not based
on the central data base, but works with local storage on the device. Communication with other tools,
including Edirom, is realized with MEI import and
export functionality. MEI is also the internal format
on which Vertaktoid operates directly.
While the Measure Editor is an integral part of the music
edition, Vertaktoid could be taken as prototype to be linked
into that environment as a practical tool for special purposes
or usage situations. It could eventually work as a component
of a distributed user interface approach, side by side with
the web application Measure Editor and/or special purpose
tools implemented for a multi-touch table. The developing
of both tools is the main part of the contribution described
in this paper.
3.1 Measure Editor
Measure Editor is a web-based application that is used
for annotation of measures in music scores. The editor
is supported by most popular browsers, such as Internet
Explorer, Chrome, Opera, Firefox and Safari. The user
interface has been designed allowing the user to work not
only on the desktop, but also on any mobile device. A tablet
with a stylus can be very suitable for precise work.
There are a lot of methods available for measure annotation task in the Measure Editor, which can be combined
with each other. This provides especially quickly and easy
annotation of measures of any shape. Since the measures
mostly have a rectangular shape, the user always begins
with bounding boxes. Measure Editor on desktop provides

1.a

1.b

1.c

2.a

2.b

2.c

3.a

3.b

3.c

4.a

4.b

Figure 2. The transformation operations on the polygon.
a spanning of rectangles by mouse as input device. The
same task can be performed on the mobile devices by definition of the diagonal of rectangle. So, the user can create
a new bounding box with two single clicks. Measures of
regular rectangular shape can be easily transformed into
polygons. It can be useful when the measure or another
object with a complex geometric shape has to be marked.
Figure 2 visualizes the transformation of a rectangle to
polygon and back.
Each rectangle consists of four vertices that are shown as
blue dots. Red dots represent the midpoints of the edges.
The user can change the shape and its size by moving its
vertices. The first line in the Figure 2, 1.a - 1.c, demonstrates
this effect. The drag & drop operation applied to midpoints
will create new vertices (2.a - 2.c). The existing vertices
can be removed by double-clicking with the condition that
the number of vertices remains greater than or equal 3 (3.a 3.c). The bottom row demonstrates the effect of converting
a polygon to rectangle. Through this set of operations, the
user can transform simple rectangles to complex geometric
shapes.
Another equally important feature of Measure Editor is
the pair of functions called horizontal scissors and vertical
scissors. By means of these functions, the annotation of
measures in music scores can be very quickly performed.
The scissors function performs the division of rectangle
into two smaller rectangles and so a new measure will be
created. The division is either horizontally or vertically
depending on the selected function. The new measure becomes automatically a number and inherits the attributes
(e.g. movement alignment, suffix, upbeat) from the parent
measure.
The GUI of Measure Editor is shown in Figure 3. The
largest area is used for the representation of a score which
is to be annotated. All functions available in a certain step
are to be found in the toolbar. These are e.g. select , move,
draw, edit a shape, horizontal and vertical scissors, convert
to rectangle.
The right side of the GUI contains the list of all measures
and the properties view. The user can select a specific
measure graphically in the working area or directly as text
in the list. The parameters of the selected measure can be
set or adjusted in the properties view. For example, the
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Figure 3. User interface of Measure Editor.
user can change the ordinal number of a measure or the
corresponding movement. The other parameters that can be
adjusted are:
• Suffix - the additional textual information that can be
added to the measure name after the ordinal number
• Upbeat - describes whether a measure is an upbeat
of the parent movement.

for digital music editions. Therefore, the main task of Vertaktoid is to minimize the man-hour costs and, on the other
hand, to provide a comfortable interface for precise userdefined measure annotation process. Vertaktoid supports
natively the MEI format and can be used in combination
with Edirom Editor and Edirom Online programs. Vertaktoid is an open source application and was published 7
under LGPL 3.0 license.
3.2.1 Marking measures

• Pause - the number that represents the repeated rest
in measure. It may be considered during calculating
the sequence number of next measure and can have a
meaning when defining concordances
• Locked - makes the measure uneditable.
• Excluded - marks the measure as excluded (not to be
considered).
Measure Editor supports the music editors providing numerous features for comfortable and fast annotation of music scores. Inasmuch as measure annotation is a part of
the whole process of music edition creation, Measure Editor will be also developed as a part of the complex system
that was designed to provide different tools for music editors. Measure Editor is an open source application and is
available 6 under LGPL 3.0 license.
3.2 Vertaktoid
Created as an android application for tablets with a pen,
Vertaktoid wants to cover a need of mobile user-friendly
instruments for comfortable and quickly annotation of measures in handwritten and printed music scores. As mentioned above, the measure annotation is an important and
relatively time consuming part of whole creation process
6 https://bitbucket.org/zenmem/zenmem-frontend,
last access: May 2017

To mark measures, the user selects the pen tool and draws
an outline of the measure with the interactive stylus. The
start of user’s stroke is marked by a small circle. When
the user closes the outline by reaching that circle again, the
interaction is completed and the measure is defined by the
rectangular bounding box of the outline. This interaction
is very easy to understand and therefore well-suited for
users that just start working with Vertaktoid. However,
when marking several hundreds measures in a large music
piece or even thousands of measures spread over several
autographs, the efficiency of the interaction becomes much
more important than its learnability. Therefore, Vertaktoid
supports two further interaction methods:
• ”Click, don’t draw”: If, while drawing the outline,
the user lifts the stylus and puts it down at another
position, the line from the last to the new position
is automatically drawn. Now, the user can continue
drawing the outline or click again at another position.
When the user reaches the initial position (marked by
the small circle) by clicking or drawing, the outline
is completed.
• ”Cut, don’t repeat”: Oftentimes the user marks several measures that are aligned as they are part of the
same grand staff (see, e.g., measures 1-4 in Figure 4).
7 https://github.com/cemfi/vertaktoid,
May 2017
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Figure 4. User interface of Vertaktoid.
Instead of repeating and drawing the outline for each
measure separately, the user can outline the entire
grand staff and then use the scissors tool to cut the
outline in pieces by clicking at the measure bars.
By clicking and cutting, the user can perform the task
considerably faster. Consider, e.g., the red Measures 1-4 in
Figure 4. With clicking and cutting, a user would typically
use ten clicks to mark those four measures: Five clicks
would be needed to mark the four corners of the grand staff
and close the shape by clicking on the first corner for a
second time. Three clicks would be needed for cutting.
Further two clicks would be needed for first selecting the
pen and then switching to the scissors tool. Sometimes the
vertical alignment of the measures is not wanted.
Some music editors prefer to include a small horizontal
overlap from the previous and the next measure. This way,
the measure does not look isolated when, e.g., a musician
views an annotation by the music editor which refers to that
measure. Sometimes an overlap is not purely aesthetic but
necessary in order to understand the content of the measure,
e.g., an overlap may be necessary if a sustained note is
written with a tie across the bar line. In order to enable
the use of the scissors tool in such situations, the user can
configure the amount of horizontal overlap. While the blue
Measures 1–4 in Figure 4 were made with an overlap, the
red measures were made without. Also if the scissors tool
is not able to create the desired result, the user can always
define the measure outlines manually (see Figure 4, blue
Measures 5–9).
3.2.2 Automatic measure numbering
Another feature of Vertaktoid is automatic measure numbering and coloring. The latter indicates the movement the
measure belongs to. The measure numbers are calculated
through comparison of the measure positions on the facsimile page and their vertical overlapping with each other.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

Figure 5. Five cases by measure positions comparison.
When a new measure is added, it is compared to all other
measures on the page. In Figure 5, the new measure is
depicted as the dashed rectangle while the solid rectangle
represents an already existing measure. Figure 5 demonstrates the five possible cases that can occur.
(a) The new measure is located vertically and horizontally after the existing measure.
(b) The new measure is located vertically and horizontally before the existing measure.
(c) The new measure and the existing measure have the
same start positions.
(d) The new measure lies vertically after and horizontally
before the existing measure.
(e) The new measure lies vertically before and horizontally after the existing measure.
The first three cases are trivial. In case (a) the new measure
will be ordered after the existing, in case (b) - before the
existing and in case (c) - the both measures have equal start
positions and can be randomly ordered.
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Figure 6. The results of SUS survey.
For the last two cases, a calculation of the vertical overlap is needed. Let M be the rectangle that represents the
existing measure and M 0 - the rectangle that represents the
new measure. The rectangles can be defined by two points:
ul - upper lefter vertex and lr - lower righter vertex. Each
vertex consists of x and y coordinates. Then the vertical
overlapping Overy is calculated as follows:
0

Over y =

0

min (lryM , lryM ) − max (ulyM , ulyM )
min (lryM − ulyM 0 , lryM − ulyM 0 )

(1)

Overy is the vertical intersection of both rectangles relative to the height of the smaller shape. Rectangles, which
doesn’t have a horizontal intersection, can be also processed.
Now that the vertical overlapping factor is calculated, the
final order of two examined measures can be decided. The
algorithm will take the horizontal order of measures if
Overy ≥ 0.5 and the reverse horizontal order otherwise.
This approach is applied to each measure from the corresponding movement until the measures are sorted by their
positions.
Sometimes, such a strict numbering scheme is not appropriate for the musical content, e.g., for upbeat measures,
multiple measure rests or measures that are split between
two successive pages or staves. In those cases the user can
manually assign an arbitrary name for the measure. Such
names are marked with a frame (see measure ”8A” in Figure 4). The alignment of measures to the movements can
be also changed. Both user-performed operations causes
further automatically renumbering of following measures
inside of the corresponding movements.
4. EVALUATION & DISCUSSION
To evaluate the usability of both measure annotation tools, a
quantitative study was carried out. The study was based on
the System Usability Scala (SUS) [20]—a simple and quick
survey that can be used to measure the usability of a product
or service based on the subjective assessments of participants. The SUS survey contains ten statements, which must
be voted with a value in the range from 1 (strongly disagree)
to 5 (strongly agree). The statements alternate between positive and negative expressions about the examined software.

A simple formula calculates the SUS score from the individual votes. Figure 6(a) shows the meaning of a SUS score
translated into adjective ratings [21].
Our study was conducted as part of the Edirom Summer
School event 8 , which was created to teach musicologists
the creation of digital music editions using the Edirom Editor tool and to inform experienced music editors about the
new techniques in this field. We recruited sixteen music
editors for our study. The familiarity of participants with
the music annotation software was heterogeneous: some of
them have learned the Edirom Editor during the Summer
School, the other part have already a good expirience with
it. They used prototype versions of Measure Editor and
Vertaktoid and annotated autographs with them. Figure 6
shows the average votes for both applications. The resulting
SUS scores were 70 for Measure Editor and 87 for Vertaktoid. This means that both tools were found as acceptable
and Vertaktoid even as excellent (see Figure 6(a)).
To decide about future development, we interviewed the
study participants. The combination of the survey and these
consultations was taken into consideration during the developing of next versions for both applications. Their feedback
contains a lot of clever suggestions. So, the cut function
can be performed in both dimensions, what can make the
annotation process more effective. Some users found the
often repeating selection of suitable control elements as
uncomfortable. The next control element in some cases can
be automatically chosen following the common workflow.
The whole annotation process can be also performed in the
predefined sequence of steps. Thus, the application can
offer the user to annotate the measures with draft bounding
boxes that can be refined during the next step.
Furthermore, Vertaktoid is currently used at Detmolder
Hoftheater project, which provides continuous helpful feedback for further evaluation and troubleshooting.
A number of features could be added in the future. Optical
measure recognition and subsequent automatic annotation
would be a helpful and time-saving function at least for
annotation of printed music sheets. It would also be productive if several users could simultaneously work on one
music score. This would mean that users could access data
from a shared database to continue the work of another
8

http://ess.uni-paderborn.de, last access: May 2017
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users, make corrections or discuss further work flow. It
would also be useful if the users could make additional
textual (and not only textual) annotations for individual
measures, music notes or even any other positions on the
facsimile. These annotations could be considered in the
later steps during the creation of a music edition.
Both tools can also contribute to each other and, using the
experience of the sibling tool, inherit its best techniques.
Thus, the possibility to annotate an area via polygon can be
very helpful in Vertaktoid as well as the editing functions.
On the other hand, Measure Editor can be improved by
additional interaction techniques, movement colorizing or
automatic numbering.
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ABSTRACT
We present the problem of music renotation, in which the
results of optical music recognition are rendered in image
format, while changing various parameters of the notation,
such as the size of the display rectangle or transposition.
We cast the problem as one of quadratic programming. We
construct parameterizations of each composite symbol expressing the degrees of freedom in its rendering, and relate all the symbols through a connected graph. Some of
the edges in this graph become terms in the quadratic cost
function expressing a desire for spacing similar to that in
the original document. Some of the edges express hard linear constraints between symbols expressing relations, such
as alignments, that must be preserved in the renotated version. The remaining edges represent linear inequality constraints, used to resolve overlapping symbols. The optimization is solved through generic techniques. We demonstrate renotation on several examples of piano music.
1. INTRODUCTION
A symbolic music encoding, such as MEI [1], MusicXML [2],
and many others, represents music in a hierarchical format, naturally suited for algorithmic manipulation. One of
the most important applications of symbolic music encodings will likely be what we call music renotation [3], which
renders an image of the music notation, perhaps modified
in various ways. For instance, music renotation may produce a collection of parts from a score, show the music in
transposed form, display notation expressing performance
timing, or simply display the music in an arbitrarily-sized
rectangle. Music renotation may someday be the basis for
digital music stands, which will offer a range of possibilities for musicians that paper scores do not, such as instant
and universal access to music, page turning, search, and
performance feedback. While these ideas could apply to
any type of music notation, our focus here is on common
Western notation.
As long as there has been interest in symbolic music representations, there has been a parallel interest in rendering
these encodings as readable music, e.g. [4], [5]. There is a
well-developed craft surrounding this engraving problem,
predating algorithmic efforts by centuries. The essential
task is to produce music documents that are easy to read

and make efficient use of space. Often the engraver must
choose between many possible equivalent representations
of the music, while considering the placing of symbols,
avoiding unnecessary overlap, preserving important alignments between symbols, and leading to a pleasing document overall.
Our essential idea is to leverage the choices made in a
previous engraving to guide our renotated rendition. This
includes the many hard or categorical decisions made in
the original document, such as what notes should be beamed,
what stem directions to use, as well as the many other
choices that lead to equivalent notation in terms of pitch
and rhythm. However, we also seek to leverage the specific
soft choices of layout and spacing that give the music the
desired density of information while leading to high readability. In essence, our renotated music seeks to copy as
much of the original layout as possible, while simultaneously satisfying the constraints imposed by our renotated
format, such as the dimensions of the display rectangle.
Our formulation of the renotation problems ties in naturally to our work in optical music recognition (OMR). Our
Ceres system [6–8] is a longstanding research interest that
seeks to recognize the contents of a music document. From
the standpoint of recognition, it is almost impossible to
identify a musical symbol in an image without also knowing the precise location and parametrization of the symbol,
thus accurately registering the recognized symbol with the
image data. Therefore, a welcome consequence of OMR
is a precise understanding of the music layout, including
both the hard and soft choices, leaving our current effort
poised for high-quality renotation. This is the goal we address here.
Our essential approach is to cast the renotation problem
as one of optimization, expressed in terms of a graph that
connects interdependent symbols. This view is much like
the spring embedding approach to graph layout, so popular
in recent years [9–12]. Spring embeddings seek to depict
the nodes and edges of a graph in a plane, with minimal
conflict between symbols, while clustering nearby nodes.
Unlike the graph layout problem, there is no single correct graph for music renotation. Rather, the construction
of an appropriate graph lies at the heart of the modelling
challenge. Our work bears some resemblance to the work
of Renz [13], who takes a spring embedding view of onedimensional music layout.

Copyright: c 2017 Liang Chen et al. This is an open-access article distributed

2. MODELING THE NOTATION
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At present, we do not model the entire collection of possible musical symbols, limiting ourselves to the most com-
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mon ones, though providing generic mechanisms to extend
to larger collections. This restriction of attention parallels the state of our OMR system, which recognizes only
a subset of possible notation, at present. It seems that any
music notation effort must eventually come into contact
with the “heavy tail” problem — there are a great many
unusual symbols, special cases, and exceptions to familiar
rules which, collectively, pose a formidable modeling challenge [14]. To avoid getting buried in the many details of
real-life music notation we focus here on the core of musical symbols, by which we mean those involved in conveying pitch and rhythm (beams, flags, stems, note heads,
ledger lines, accidentals, clefs, augmentation dots, time
signatures, key signatures, rests, etc.), with a few additions
to this core.
We divide the world of music symbols into composite and
isolated symbols. The isolated symbols, (clefs, accidentals, etc.), are stand-alone symbols, represented by single
characters in a music font. The composite symbols, including beams and chords, are formed by constrained configurations of primitives, such as beams, stems, heads, ledger
lines, flags, etc. For purposes of renotation we view the
satellites, (accidentals, articulations, augmentation dots, etc.)
as isolated symbols, rather than as parts of a composite
symbol.
When drawing a composite symbol one must obey basic constraints between the constituent primitives. For instance, the vertical positions of the note heads are fixed
in relation to the staff, while their horizontal positions are
fixed in relation to the note stem. These relations hold
with both regular and “wrong-side” note heads. After accounting for these constraints, the only degrees of freedom in drawing a chord (not including its satellites) are
the horizontal and vertical locations of the stem endpoint.
The locations of all other primitives follow deterministically once the stem endpoint is fixed. Beamed groups have
more degrees of freedom in their rendering. After fixing the corners of the beamed group one must also decide upon the horizontal positions of the stems, leading to
n + 2 degrees of freedom for an n-note beamed group.
With these parametrizations in mind, we can think of all
symbols, composite and isolated, as parametrized objects,
where an isolated symbol is parametrized simply by its
two-dimensional location. In some cases, one coordinate
of an isolated symbol may be fixed, as with the vertical coordinate of an accidental or clef. In such cases the symbol
has a one-dimensional parameter.
2.1 Overview of Approach
We cast the renotation problem as constrained optimization, in particular, quadratic programming (QP) [15], in
which one minimizes a quadratic function subject to linear equality and inequality constraints. To this end we let
v1 , . . . , vN be the musical symbols, isolated and composite, and let x = (x1 , . . . , xN ) be the parameters for these
symbols. Thus the notation is completely determined by
x. We define a quadratic objective function, Q(x), measuring the desirability of the parameter x. Q penalizes the
degree to which the renonated symbols’ relative positions

differ from those in the original notation — we simply try
to copy the original notation as much as possible. To capture hard constraints, such as the essential symbol alignments between rhythmically coincident notes, we include a
collection of linear equality constraints {atm x = bm }M
m=1 ,
which we will summarize as Ax = b. To capture the nonoverlapping constraints, we include inequality constraints
0
0
0
of the form {atm0 x ≤ bm0 }M
m0 =1 summarized as A x ≤ b .
Thus we define our desired solution as
x̂ = arg

min

x:Ax=b,A0 x≤b0

Q(x)

(1)

QP gives us a formulaic way of solving an optimization
problem, once posed in this manner.
To be more specific, we define our objective function
and constraints in terms of a graph, G = (E, V ). In our
graph, the parametrized symbols become the vertex set,
V = {v1 , . . . , vN }. We define an edge set composed of
three types of edges between these vertices, soft, hard and
conflict, denoted by E = Es ∪ Eh ∪ Ec . Our graph will be
connected by the Es ∪ Eh edges, thus ensuring that there
are no notational “islands” that function independently of
the rest. For every edge, e = (vi , vj ) ∈ Es we define a
quadratic term, qe (xi , xj ), so that our objective function,
Q, decomposes as
X
qe (xi , xj )
Q(x) =
e=(vi ,vj )∈Es

Similarly, for each edge e = (vi , vj ) ∈ Eh we define a
constraint, ate x = be , where the vector, ae , is non-zero
only for the components corresponding to xi and xj . Analogously we have a constraint, ate x ≤ be for each edge
e ∈ Ec . Thus A and b from Eqn. 1 become


 t 
be1
ae1
 be2 
 ate 
2




A= .  b= . 
.
.
 . 
 . 
ateM

beM

where e1 , . . . , eM is an arbitrary ordering of the edges of
Eh , with a similar definition for A0 and b0 .
2.2 A More Detailed Look: Beamed Groups
We examine here the case of a beamed group in more detail, so as to flesh-out our ideas. As already described, the
beamed group itself (without its satellites) is parametrized
by an (n + 2)-dimensional parameter, xb . Each note on
each chord of the beamed group may have an associated
accidental, while the heights of these accidentals are fixed
at the appropriate staff position. Thus we can write {xacc
i }
for the the horizontal positions of these accidentals, indexed by i. Absent other considerations, there is an ideal
horizontal distance between a note head and its accidental. However, in some cases, particularly with a denselyvoiced chord, the accidentals may be placed far to the left
of this ideal to avoid overlap. For each accidental we introduce a quadratic term, qiacc (xb , xacc
i ), that penalizes the
degree that the accidental displacement differs from that in
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the original image. We also must deal with potential overlap between the accidentals, and will return to this issue in
what follows.
Augmentation dots are more variable in their vertical placement than are accidentals. In part, this results from the
need to avoid conflicts with the staff lines, however, denselyvoiced chords often require that augmentation dots be notated far away from their nominal vertical positions to avoid
)
conflicts. We introduce quadratic terms qik,aug (xb , xk,aug
i
k,aug
is the kth coordinate of the
for k = 1, 2 where xi
ith augmentation dot position. Again, this term penalizes
the difference between the actual displacement from the
note head and that observed in the original image. If each
member of a chord has a single augmentation dot, those
augmentation dots are constrained to share a single horizontal position by adding appropriate linear equality constraints, proceeding analogously with additional augmentation dots.
Note heads may have one or several symbols above (stemup) or below (stem-down) the note head, such as articulations, ornaments, fingerings, etc. We will refer to these
symbols collectively as “markups.” The case of a single
markup is easy to handle, as such a symbol is usually centered over the note head, thus constraining its horizontal
position. This situation is handled in analogy with the accidental, in which we seek to replicate the vertical separation found in the original image while constraining the
relative horizontal position to the note head. Occasionally
a note head has several associated markup symbols, requiring that we infer the desired constraints. Often markups are
stacked, which calls for a shared horizontal position with
all of the symbols (equality constraints). Though sometimes one sees more elaborate configurations calling for
different kinds of alignment. For instance, one may have a
trill with two numbers above the trill indicating the fingers
to be used. Typically the pair of finger numbers would be
centered over the trill, calling for a different collection of
constraints. Suffice it to say that when multiple markups
are present we must infer the desired equality constraints
before we impose these.
2.3 Conflict Resolution
When we view a beamed group in isolation we would expect no conflicts between the various satellites surrounding
the note heads: their preferred relative positions are those
from the original image, which presumably do not overlap.
However, we now view a beamed group as a flexible object
having desired relationships with the other symbols composing the notation. These other symbols exert influence
on the beamed group. As we allow the beam group to be
deformed away from its original presentation, we should
expect conflicts to develop between the symbols as they
inadvertently overlap one another.
We make two observations regarding symbol conflicts
that will guide our process for resolving them, not just with
beamed groups, but all conflicts that can arise. Consider,
first, the case of two rectangular bounding-box regions for
symbols vi and vj , (ail , aih )×(bil , bih ) and (ajl , ajh )×(bjl , bjh ),
both expressed as the cross product of horizontal and ver-

Figure 1. A conflict between two symbols, vi and vj ,
can be resolved by moving the relative positions of their
bounding boxes in one of four ways, illustrated by the four
dotted rectangles.
tical intervals, as in Figure 1. There are four relevant linear
inequality constraints, the satisfaction of any one of these
ensuring the regions do not overlap:
ail

≥ ajh

aih

≤ ajl

bil

≥ bjh

bih

≤ bjl

These correspond to moving vj left, right, up, or down,
relative to vi . There is no general way to express a disjunction of linear inequality constraints as a conjunction
of linear inequality constraints, thus we cannot, with QP,
perfectly model the concept that a pair of symbols cannot
overlap. We resolve overlap between a symbol pair by selecting one of the above four constraints to include in the
QP formulation.
The second observation is that it isn’t necessary to include all inequality constraints in the initial statement of
our optimization problem. That is, suppose we minimize
the objective function, Q(x), subject only to the equality
constraints. If the resulting configuration happens to satisfy the inequality constraints, then we have found the fully
constrained (equality and inequality) optimum as well.
We extend this reasoning for our problem. While there
are, in principle, non-overlapping (inequality) constraints
between any pair of symbols in our notation, we do not
impose these at first, instead solving a simpler QP problem that allows the symbols to overlap. If the solution of
this problem contains overlap, we impose additional constraints to alleviate this problem. In particular, for each
overlapping symbol pair, we choose one of the inequality
constraint from the four constraints enumerated above that
is near to being satisfied. We further restrict our choice of
constraint to be consistent with the original notation. For
instance, if two symbols, vi and vj overlap but vj lies to
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the right of vi in the original notation, we could choose the
constraint aih ≤ ajl . This constraint would be expressed in
terms of the parameters xi , xj , and included into the set of
inequality constraints. This approach guarantees that our
QP problem has a non-trivial feasible solution, since the
layout of the original image is a feasible point. If vi and vj
overlap in the original image, we cannot resolve this situation, though such situations are uncommon and usually
occur in layout situations without obvious solutions.
We iterate the process of solving a QP problem, and imposing new constraints to resolve any newly-discovered
overlapping symbols. As all of the newly-added inequality constraints are consistent with the original notation, the
QP problem has a feasible region, thus remains well-posed.
Our final result is a solution to the QP problem with equality constraints, plus the additional constraints imposed through
the iterative process. In this way we approximate the notion of non-overlapping constraints.
Our approach constrains us to solve layout problems in
a way that is similar to what has been done in the original notation, rather than seeking novel ways of resolving
conflicts. In essence, this is consistent with the heart of
our proposed approach that leverages the existing notation
by deferring to the original notation. The problem of constructing good notation from a symbolic music representation containing no positional information is considerably
more challenging, and, perhaps, unnecessary.

terpretation of the symbols’ meaning, for instance rhythm
recognition to determine simultaneous notes, though we
approximate this goal, at present, through thresholding.
While our analysis is presently limited to these basic symbols, we can extend to a greater variety of symbols, including slurs, text, dynamics, etc., by “anchoring” to the
basic symbols. In the most common case, such a symbol
is owned or related to a basic symbol. For instance, a dynamic symbol or text may be associated with a certain note,
requring its horizontal placement to align with the note. A
great variety of symbols can be included into the present
context by aligning them to the basic symbols with hard
edges that force the appropriate horizontal alignment while
using a quadratic term to encourage the vertical spacing in
the original image.
Figure 2 shows a graph that is constructed from the notation, expressing the optimization problem we solve. Different colored edges in this figure correspond to different
types of quadratic penalty, alignment, and overlap constraint. As outlined above, we proceed by solving the optimization problem defined by the hard and soft edges first.
In doing so, conflicts will arise between symbols that overlap in the “optimal” result. We then iterate the process
of imposing conflict edges (inequality constraints) between
the overlapped symbols until none remain. These conflict
edges, as well as the other types of edge are indicated in
the figure.

2.4 Constructing the Symbol Graph
3. RENOTATION EXPERIMENTS
We have reduced the modeling problem to constructing a
graph on the symbol vertices with edges labeled as either
soft, hard or conflict, corresponding to quadratic terms,
equality constraints, and inequality constraints. The graph
for each system first begins by ordering the basic symbols
according to their left-to-right presentation in the original
image. These basic symbols include all notes, rests, clefs,
key signatures symbols, and bar lines. These are connected
in left-to-right manner with soft edges derived from the
original image. While a beamed group is composed of a
collection of notes, the edges are between the notes themselves, reflecting our desire to space approximately as done
in the original. These edges are only concerned with horizontal distance. The other type of soft edges are used
to express the desired vertical distance such as the stem
length and the distance between markups and their associated note heads.
In addition, we introduce hard edges between various
pairs of symbols. There are several situations that give
rise to these equality constraints. For instance, “opposing chords” are pairs of “stacked” chords with a stem-up
chord on top and a stem-down chord on bottom. These are
recognized as single symbols by our OMR system, thus
our representation implicitly understands the need for the
alignment constraint. We add hard edges between such
chord pairs to force their horizontal alignment. Other symbol alignments are detected by thresholding the actual positions of symbols, while these are also modeled with hard
edges that force their horizontal alignment. Our eventual
goal is to have the process entirely determined through in-

Here we present preliminary experiments demonstrating
our proposed ideas in several renotation scenarios. All the
image data, graphical models and generated notations in
our experiments can be accessed from the website: http:
//music.informatics.indiana.edu/papers/
smc17/. As mentioned before, we treat only a subset of
the possible realm of music notation, in an effort to develop
an overall approach without being hampered by the many
complexities of real-life notation. In particular, we restrict
our attention to the rhythm and pitch bearing symbols. We
believe the basic framework we have established extends
naturally to more complex notation.
Our first experiment displays music notation in panorama
mode, in which the image is composed of a single long
rectangle containing only a single system. This kind of
display avoids line breaks, so it is easier to produce as it
doesn’t need to accommodate the notion of a page. Some
people may prefer the simplicity of panorama notation in
some situations, though the strengths and weaknesses of
this notation mode are beyond the scope addressed here.
Panorama mode requires that we delete clef-key-signatures
that usually begin each line of music, as the single display
line makes these redundant. Otherwise, the display layout
follows the approach described above. As the bounding
box for the notation doesn’t lend itself to the pages of a
conference proceedings paper, we include links to two examples. The first example shows a page of the first movement of Mozart’s Piano Sonata, K. 333, with the notation recognized and renotated in panorama mode from the
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Figure 2. Graph showing the types of edges between the vertices. Green: Soft horizontal edges (quadratic term); Blue: Soft
vertical edges (quadratic term); Magenta: Hard Edges (equality constraint); Red: Conflict edges (inequality constraint).




 

  

 





 







 
                                             
 

   
 


               
        







 
   
  
    

    
 
     
     
  
  






    
  




     




    



   
     









        





   
     
 









       


   


                                













  


  
  








   
 
        


   







       

 


   
  


                 






 




    






 



   
      
 
      



    
       
      






         
      
  
 




  

    

                    

           
 
 

 




        









 

 



 










Figure 3. A section from the first movement of Mozart’s Piano Sonata, K. 333 (Breitkopf and Härtel 1878 edition)
1878 Breitkopf and Härtel edition 1 . As with this example, many of the most useful public domain editions are
quite old, though these editions are still excellent sources
for renotation, with a significant degree of expertise and
care supporting the engravings. The second shows a page
of the Rigaudon from Ravel’s Le Tombeau de Couperin,
using the Durand 1918 edition 2 .
Obviously the notation for these examples appears spare
without the additional symbols that describe style, dynamics, articulations, etc., though one can still appreciate the
value of the proposed ideas based on these examples. While
some spacing issues are not resolved in the most readable
manner, the overall notation manages to preserve the appropriate rhythmic alignment and produce somewhat naturallooking notation in a fully automatic way.
1 http://music.informatics.indiana.edu/papers/
smc17/Mozart_panorama.pdf
2 http://music.informatics.indiana.edu/papers/
smc17/Ravel_panorama.pdf

The second pair of experiments show the same two pieces,
now notated in page mode, in Figures 3 and 4. The page
sizes were chosen to be considerably wider than the original, thus forcing our algorithm to adjust the spacing to
achieve the customary alignment of the rightmost bar line
of each system. In addition to removing the original clefkey-signatures at the start of each original staff line, we
added the appropriate key-clef-signatures at the beginnings
of our renotated staff lines.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our renotation examples demonstrate work in progress,
thus there are still some issues that need to be resolved
in the definition of our objective function before the notation has a professional, easy-to-read look. For instance,
smaller symbols, such as accidentals and articulations have
different requirements for spacing, and are not ideally han-
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Figure 4. A section from the Rigaudon from Ravel’s Le Tombeau de Couperin, (Durand and Cie. 1918 edition)
dled by the more generic approach to spacing we take at
present.
There are some aspects of this approach that are novel and
worth emphasizing. First of all, two-dimensional layout
of nearly anything can be a challenging problem, though
especially difficult in a domain such as music engraving,
where there is a well-developed, if not clearly formulated,
standard practice. Rather than try to explicitly formulate
the many aspects of good music notation, we seek to leverage existing examples, using these as a guide that will pull
our results toward reasonable layout. This includes both
the inter-symbol spacing as well as the categorical or discrete decisions of music notation (stem direction, beaming,
etc.).
We have formulated the problem as a constrained optimization, specifically as quadratic programming, thus allowing us to incorporate many different objectives into our
final result. Furthermore, the approach is fully automatic.
It is worth noting, however, that no fully automatic approach will likely lead to the high quality notation we wish
to produce. The optimization approach we present can easily be extended to handle explicit human guidance in the
form of hand-specified constraints or additional terms for
the quadratic objective function. When these are added,
we still compute a global optimum that takes into account
all other aspects of the objective function, as well as other
constraints. Thus our approach provides a natural framework for including human-supplied guidance.
There are additional applications of the proposed techniques we have not presented within, but are still pursuing

currently, which we hope will further support the overall
framework we present. For instance, our symbolic representation of the music data easily allows for small transpositions in which notes are shifted a few staff positions
up or down, while the transposed accidentals are handled
in a formulaic (and correct) way. It is worth noting that
this recipe for transposition runs into difficulty with larger
transpositions that call for changes with stem directions
and, perhaps, other notational choices.
Finally, we hope to soon pursue uses of notation designed
to convey performance characteristics, rather than readability. For instance, we can present the horizontal position of each note as proportional to its actual onset time,
thus allowing one to see the expressive use of timing, embedded in the notation itself. Additional variations would
allow the visualization of fine-grained pitch, of interest for
both tuning and vibrato, as well as dynamics. Our work
with score alignment allows for estimation of the appropriate performance parameters, while the renotation ideas
may prove useful for conveying this information in a way
that is easy for the practicing musician to assimilate.
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ABSTRACT
Reverberation is a sonic effect that has a profound impact
in music. Its implications extend to many levels such as
musical composition, musical performance, sound perception and, in fact, it nurtured the sonority of certain
musical styles (e.g. plainchant). Such relationship was
possible because the reverberation of concert halls is stable (i.e. does not drastically vary). However, what implications surface to music composition and music performance when reverberation is variable? How to compose
and perform music for situations in which reverberation
is constantly changing? This paper describes Wallace, a
digital software application developed to make a given
audio signal to flow across different impulse responses
(IRs). Two pieces composed by the author using Wallace
will be discussed and, lastly, some viewpoints about
composing music for variable reverberation, particularly
using Wallace, will be addressed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Up until the beginning of the twentieth century, engineers
and architects knew little about reverberation, thus, could
not plan in advance how a concert hall would sound after
being built. In fact, the acoustical quality of many buildings designed for music was the result of pure chance [1].
That situation changed with Wallace Sabine (1868-1919),
an engineer who is considered the father of architectural
acoustics. Sabine discovered the mathematical relationship between size, materials of a room and its reverberation time [2]. His discovery revolutionised architectural
acoustics.
Acoustic reverberation within closed spaces is
more or less stable, which means that if conditions remain the same its acoustical qualities do not change drastically. This is why people are able to assign certain sonorities to certain generic spaces (e.g. cave, a bathroom
or a hall). Additionally, the reason why some musical
styles sound best in certain reverberation conditions (i.e.
certain halls) is due to the fact that acoustic reverberation
is stable [3]. Imagine a choir singing plainchant music in
a cathedral or the same performance sang in a beach. The
Copyright: © 2017 Filipe Lopes. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

performance would sound quite different at both places
but maybe would sound more appropriate at a cathedral.
This is not only because we are accustomed to hear that
kind of music in reverberant places but also because it
flourished and matured in cathedrals and basilicas.
The advancements of analogue sound technologies during the twentieth century triggered many important investigations within the areas of music, sound
and space. Apparatus such as loudspeakers and microphones had many implications for music composition and
performance, particularly because it promoted new ideas
to approach and work with space, thus, with reverberation. The piece I’m sitting in a room (1969) by Alvin
Lucier represents an example of such experiments. A
good historic introduction to how musicians and engineers employed efforts and imagination to develop mechanical machines and digital algorithms to simulate reverberation can be found here [4].
Nowadays, many halls are equipped with speakers, microphones and specific materials to overcome particular demands (e.g. voice intelligibility) or to make a
given space to sound in a certain way. In fact, there are
rooms that offer the possibility to change its reverberation
characteristics by varying its wall panels (e.g. Espace de
projection in IRCAM). Such possibility allows, for example, adapting reverberation time of the space to the
demands of each piece during a concert.
Using computers one can compose music using
simulations based on a “real” reverberation (i.e. the reverberation quality of a specific hall) but it is also possible to create imaginary reverberations. Regarding the first
case, IR’s are usually used in combination with convolution algorithms to simulate the sound of a specific sound
source (e.g. voice) in a given space. This is useful, for
example, to give musicians the impression of being at a
specific place while they are being recorded in studio
conditions [5]. Regarding the second case, one is able to
develop reverberation algorithms that output a sonic result that does not derive from “the real world”. These are
only two examples about the use of computers to develop
work focused/about reverberation. The work being done
relating computers and reverberation is quite extensive
and, nowadays, it has a big impact to simulate acoustic
situations (i.e. auralization) as well as helping designing
concert halls [6].
During musical performances, the acoustical reverberation quality is usually “static”. This is very useful
because reverberation dramatically affects our perception
of the space but also musical performance (e.g. dynamics,
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tempo, rhythm, pitch, timbre). Composers compose music having in mind a given space (i.e. stable reverberation
conditions) and it is based on that assumption that a composition can be performed in other spaces and still be
faithful to the compositional ideas.
In electronic music composition, reverberation is
frequently presented as a way to add depth (i.e. distance)
to sounds. Although many different types of reverberation can be employed in a piece, as well as the possibility
of automating its parameters using Digital Audio Workstations (DAWs), the author believes that the “compositional” approach to reverberation is usually passive. This
means that reverberation is not frequently used as a composition building block but instead as an element to highlight other features or to “colour” the sound. For instance,
the piece Turenas (1972), by John Chowning, employs an
algorithm to change the reverberation according to intensity of the direct signal, however, it was devised to study
the perception of distance and movement of sound using
loudspeakers (i.e. localization and distance) [7]. Nonetheless, there are compositions that use variable reverberation in real time as a structural feature, such as in the
piece NoaNoa (1992) by Kajia Saariaho. In this piece,
reverberation is changing according to the intensity of the
sound of the flute. According to the notes in the score:
“The general idea here is: the quieter the sound, the longer the reverb”.

2.2 Overview
Wallace makes a given audio signal to flow across different reverberations according to specific transition behaviours. Each sound signal from a given sound source is
sent to a specific reverberation scheme (see Figure 2).
This scheme performs real-time convolution with different IRs, thus, making the audio signal to flow across “different spaces”. For each reverberation scheme, the user
chooses four IRs from a default collection of IRs. The
next step is to choose the transition type across the IRs.
The final step consists on adjusting the gain level of each
IR output.

2. WALLACE

Figure 2. Audio signal flow in Wallace

2.1 Aim

2.2.1 Technical Info

Wallace (see Figure 1) is a software application to foster
music compositions based on variable reverberation. Its
implementation design is aimed at: 1) offering an easy
way to make sound “travel” across independent reverberations automatically 2) exploring the relationship and
implications between composition and performance of
music in contexts in which reverberation is constantly
changing.

Wallace was developed in MaxMSP [8]. By default, the
total amount of possible sound sources is five. The sound
sources can be sound files or live sound input (i.e. microphone). The convolution process is performed using the
HISSTools Impulse Response Toolbox [9], particularly
the MSP object multiconvolve~. This object performs
real-time convolution.
The default IRs are included in an external folder named “IRs” and were retrieved from The Open
Acoustic Impulse Response Library (Open AIR) [10].
The user, however, can add more IRs to the database and
use them. Wallace, by default, is ready to output to a
quadrophonic system, yet the user is able to choose a
stereo output.
2.2.2 Transistions

Figure 1. Wallace

The GUI (see Figure 3) defines a squared area to allow
the user to visualize the transitions across the IRs. It features a small black circle that, according to its position,
signals which IRs is being “used” (i.e. heard) to process
the audio signal. The closer the circle is to a “speaker”
within the defined squared area (i.e. specific number as
displayed in the GUI), the louder that specific convolution process (i.e. sound result) is heard. If the circle is in
the middle of the squared area, however, the sound result
will be a mixture of all the sound convolutions.
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Figure 5. IRs chosen for a reverberation scheme
Figure 3.
There are a total of four transitions options to
manage each reverberation scheme: “off”, “circular”,
“rectilinear” and “random”. The option “off” means that
there is no automatic transition, thus, the sound result is
either stable (i.e. same reverberation, thus circle stationary) or changing according to the user (i.e. user moves
the circle as desired using the mouse). The option “circular” makes the circle to move in a circular fashion modulated by a sine wave generator. The user defines the rate
of that movement by increasing or decreasing the frequency fed to a cycle~ MSP object. The option “rectilinear” makes the circle to move in a rectilinear fashion between two extremes (e.g. 1 and 3). The rectilinear movement can be horizontal, vertical or crossed. The sound
result at the extremes is the result of one convolution process whereas in the middle the sound result consists of a
mixture of all the convolutions. Once again, the user defines the rate of that movement by increasing or decreasing the frequency fed to a phasor~ MSP object. Finally,
the option “random” performs a random choice within the
defined squared area and smoothly moves the circle to
that spot. This procedure is repeated until furthermore
instructions.
2.3 Workflow
The first step is to choose one of two possible sound
sources: file or mic. The first case refers to a sound file
while the second refers to sound input (see Figure 4).

The third step consists on choosing the type of transition
behaviour (see 2.2.2.). Finally, one needs to decide if the
reverberation scheme is delivered to four speakers (i.e.
one IR for each speaker) or two speakers (i.e. two IRs for
each speaker) (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Sound output options

3. VARIAÇÕES SOBRE ESPAÇO
3.1 Overview
Two different pieces were composed to experiment composing music based on variable reverberation. I will now
describe those pieces, particularly focusing on the impressions I collected while composing the pieces and listening to them in concert situations.
3.2 Variações sobre Espaço #1
The first piece is for soprano saxophone and live electronics only using Wallace. For the saxophone part I deliberately used musical phrases containing contrasting
elements (e.g. high pitched sounds vs low pitched sounds,
forte vs piano, sound vs silence). Although the formal
structure of the saxophone score is linear (i.e. not open
form), it is composed of many sequenced small musical
gestures to enhance the contrasting elements (see Figure
7).

Figure 4. Input options
The second step consists in choosing the four different
IRs to be used in the reverberation scheme. One is able to
choose the option “No IR”, which means dry sound (i.e.
sound not flowing to the convolution process) (see Figure
5).

Figure 7. Excerpt of the saxophone score
The decision to compose the saxophone score
based on contrasting elements originated from previous
sessions with the saxophonist. During those experimental
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sessions, it seemed that using sharp and contrasting sound
gestures helped to “perform” and hear the reverberation
nuances. With the inclusion of that kind of phrasing texture in the final score, I wanted to 1) listen to its sound
results using Wallace 2) assess if I could experience the
saxophone sound and the reverberation(s) “in dialogue”
(e.g. overlapping sounds and pitches).
During one of the rehearsals, by chance, I discovered that using the sound of the human voice, in comparison with the sound of the saxophone for the same
reverberation scheme, I perceived much more clearly the
different reverberations. I believe that this might be related to 1) the spoken human voice is noisier (i.e. irregular
spectrum) when compared to the saxophone sound (i.e.
“regular” spectrum), thus, more radical spectral changes
occur when the audio is being processed and 2) the human voice is hardwired to our daily experience of the
world, thus, the humans instantly recognize the smallest
nuances.
This piece was performed in May 2016 and can
be heard here [11].

soundscapes are not meant to stood out but instead install
a quiet “background space”.
This piece was performed twice. Each performance occurred at a different concert hall and each concert hall had contrasting natural reverberation qualities.
The first concert hall had a pronounced natural reverberation (~ 2 seconds) and the second one had little natural
reverberation. The experience of listening to the piece,
particularly experiencing the transitions between different
virtual spaces (i.e. IRs), felt quite different in each concert hall. The first two movements (i.e. more complex
rhythmical textures) seemed more interesting when performed in the concert hall with little reverberation whereas the last movements (i.e. simpler rhythmical textures)
felt more appropriate for the concert hall with noticeable
natural reverberation.
This piece was performed in November 2016
and can be heard here [12].

3.3 Variações sobre Espaço #2

The main purpose of this research is to devise ideas about
composing music for variable reverberation. Wallace is a
resource to pursue such compositional intents. It is a digital software application developed to make a given audio
signal to flow by different reverberations. In addition,
Wallace offers possibilities to make automatic transitions
between the different reverberations.
The practical compositional work has led me to
some conclusions, specifically: the spoken human voice
is the sound that, from the stand point of sound perception, best illustrates different reverberations; the natural
reverberation of each space plays a decisive role in the
perceived sound output produced by Wallace, thus, each
performance will not sound the same in concert halls with
different reverberations. This might mean that there is no
perfect concert hall to use Wallace, instead, each composition will be (and should be composed to be) in dialogue
with the real and virtual space; lastly, the use of continuous quiet soundscape sounds imprints a sense of background space which helps Wallace’s sound output to
stand out.
During the course of composing the aforementioned
pieces, as well as implementing Wallace, I established a
generic compositional approach (see Figure 8). It defines
three main ideas to be addressed while composing music
for variable reverberation, particularly using Wallace.
The first idea suggests one to think about the balance
between dry sound/open space/soundscape vs wet
sound/closed space/reverberation; the second idea suggests one to think about the balance between static virtual
reverberation vs variable virtual reverberation; the third
idea, in the case of using variable reverberation schemes,
suggests one to think about how to employ transitions
between distinct reverberations. In addition, the balances
aforementioned don’t (should not) have to be constant
during the course of a piece. Instead, it seems to me interesting to shift the balances during the performance of
the piece.

This piece is for quintet (flute, clarinet, piano, violin and
violoncello), tape and live electronics (Wallace). It comprises 5 movements and the tape is comprised of distinctive soundscapes (e.g. forest, inside a church, in the countryside, late night at a small village).
This instrumental setup allowed me to explore
different facets of mixing/blending reverberations (i.e.
IRs) when compared with the strategies I used in Variações sobre Espaço #1. Such facets include 1) the articulation of the ensemble (i.e. several sound sources) with
Wallace and its consequence on the overall sound result
2) repeat pitched notes at a given pulse (e.g. repeated
quarter notes) to hear its sonic nuances changing across
the different reverberations 3) use contrasting instrumental textures (e.g. tutti vs solo). Some of the questions I
asked myself were: Will I hear many spaces blending
with each other? Will I hear different instruments in different spaces? Will I hear just a single reverberation
composed of several reverberations?
The instrumental texture/notation used in the
beginning of the piece is very common sounding, however, with each movement, some musical aspects are “frozen” or “simplified” (e.g. note duration, the rate at which
harmony changes, textures, dynamics, rhythm). In the last
movement there is only a continuous and spacy melody
played by the piano, only punctuated by slight gestures
played by the remaining instruments. The reason I composed like that was to be able to experiment and listen to
many sonic textures (e.g. complex vs simple) between the
sound produced by the instruments and Wallace.
During rehearsals, I discovered that I could listen and perceive many simultaneous different reverberations when there were soundscape sounds permanently
playing in the background. Consequently, I recorded several and distinct soundscapes in order to build a database
of “background soundscapes”. Most importantly, these

4. CONCLUSIONS
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masses.” in Proc. Int. Computer Music Conf, 2012,
pp. 148-155.
[10] http://www.openairlib.net
[11] https://youtu.be/XnYBrRhMDhg?t=32m46s
[12] https://soundcloud.com/filklopes/variacoes-sobreespaco-2-mov-1-ato-3

Figure 8. Generic compositional topics to consider when
composing music for variable reverberation

5. FUTURE WORK
Future work includes the composition of new pieces, the
inclusion of more IRs in the default database, the elaboration of documentation (e.g. video tutorials and performance videos) and the design of new models to make IR
transitions within each reverberation scheme (e.g. more
automatic transition movements, analyze the input sound
of a sound source and map a specific audio feature to
move the black circle). Furthermore, the GUI is going to
be redesign and Wallace application and source code are
going to be released very soon at filipelopes.net.
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ABSTRACT
Sword sounds are synthesised by physical models in realtime. A number of compact sound sources are used along
the length of the sword which replicate the swoosh sound
when swung through the air. Listening tests are carried out
which reveal a model with reduced physics is perceived
as more authentic. The model is further developed to be
controlled by a Wii Controller and successfully extended
to include sounds of a baseball bat and golf club.
1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
A number of models have been created to synthesise the
sound of a sword sweeping through the air. Commonly
these are based on one of two methods - signal based and
physical models [1].
The advantage of a signal based model is that it is computationally inexpensive to replicate the spectrum of a sound
using established techniques such as additive synthesis or
noise shaping. A drawback of this approach could be relating changes in signal properties to the physical processes
creating the sound. For example, an increase in speed of
a sword not only changes the fundamental tone frequency
but also the gain. Therefore changing one signal based
property could lose realism in another.
Physical models aim to replicate the physics behind the
sound generation process. Sounds generated by these models have the advantage of having greater accuracy in relation to the parameter settings but a drawback can be that
the computational cost required to produce sounds is often
high. Also, it is often the case that the sound effects cannot
be adapted quickly to parameter adjustments and therefore
not able to operate in real-time.
In the middle of these traditional techniques lie physically inspired models. This hybrid approach replicates the
signal a sound produces but adds, to a greater or lesser extent, characteristics of the physics that are behind the sound
creation. For a simple sword model this might be noise
shaping with a bandpass filter with centre frequency proportional to the speed of the swing. A variety of examples
Copyright: c 2017 Rod Selfridge et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

Figure 1.
Computer generated character with
a sword.
Motion and dimension parameters can be determined by the game engine.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVvNthqKQIk)
of physically inspired models were given in [2]; the model
for whistling wires being exactly the bandpass filter mentioned.
Four different sword models were evaluated in [3]. Here
the application was for interactive gaming and the evaluation was focused on perception and preference rather
than accuracy of sound. The user was able to interact with
the sound effect through the use of a Wii Controller. One
model was a band filtered noise signal with the centre frequency proportional to the acceleration of the controller.
A physically inspired model replicated the dominant frequency modes extracted from a recording of a bamboo
stick swung through the air. The amplitude of the model
was mapped to the real-time acceleration data.
The other synthesis methods both mapped acceleration
data from the Wii Controller to different parameters; one
using the data to threshold between two audio samples, the
other a granular synthesis method mapping acceleration to
the playback speed of grains. Tests revealed the granular synthesis was the preferred method for expression and
perception. One possible reason that the physical model
was less popular could be the lack of correlation between
speed and frequency pitch, which the band filtered noise
had. This may also be present in the granular model.
A signal based approach to a variety of environmental
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sound effects, including sword whoosh, waves and wind
sounds was undertaken in [1]. Analysis and synthesis occur in the frequency domain using a sub-band method to
produce coloured noise. In [4] a rapier sword sound was
replicated but this focused on the impact rather than the
swoosh when swung through the air.
A physical model of swords sounds was explored in [5].
Here offline sound textures are generated based on the
physical dimensions of the sword. The sound textures are
then played back with speed proportional to the movement. The sound textures are generated using computational fluid dynamics software, (CFD), solving the Navier
Stokes equations and using Lighthill’s acoustic analogy [6]
extended by Curle’s Method [7]. In this model, [5], the
sword is split into a number of compact sources, (discussed
in section 2), spaced along the length of the sword. As a
sword was swept thought the air each source will move
at a different speed and the sound texture for that source
adjusted accordingly. The sound from each source was
summed and output to the listener.
A Japanese Katana sword was analysed in [8] from wind
tunnel experiments. A number of harmonics from vortex
shedding were observed along with additional harmonics
from a cavity tone due to the shinogi or blood grooves in
the profile of the sword.
This paper presents the design, implementation and analysis of a real-time physical model that can be used to produce sounds similar to those of a sword swooshing through
the air. It builds on previous work by the authors to create
a real-time physical model of an Aeolian tone [9].
Our model offers the user control over parameters such
as the arc length of the swing, sweep angles, top speed of
the swing, dimensions of the blade as well as calculating
what a listener will hear from a given observation point.
The parameters available give the user the ability to model
a wide variety of sword profiles, as well as other objects
that produce similar sounds.
In addition a version of the model has been implemented
with control mapped to the movement of a Wii controller.
It is envisaged that many of the parameters available to
the user could be set by a game engine and therefore the
sounds generated directly. This would allow a correlation
of the sound generated to the movement and weapon being
used by a character, (Fig. 1).

Harmonic
Drag dipole fundamental
(fd )
Lift dipole 1st harmonic
Drag dipole 1st harmonic
Lift dipole 2nd harmonic

Frequency Gain
2fl (t)
0.1Il (t)
3fl (t)
4fl (t)
5fl (t)

Table 1. Additional frequencies and gains as a function of
the lift dipole fundamental frequencyfl (t).
2.1 Tone Frequency
Strouhal (1878) defined a useful relationship between the
tone frequency fl air speed u and cylinder diameter d
(Eqn. (1)). The variable St is known as the Strouhal number.
St (t) =

fl (t) u(t)
d

Re (t) =

ρair d .u(t)
µair

(2)

where ρair and µair are the density and viscosity of air
respectively. The value of the Strouhal number has been
found to be related to the Reynolds number. An experimental study of this relationship was performed in [12],
giving the following equation:

2. THEORY

A brief overview of the Aeolian tone will be given here,
including some fundamental equations. For greater depth
the reader is directed to [9].

(1)

As air flows around cylinder, vortices are shed causing a
fluctuating lift force normal to the flow dominated by the
fundamental frequency, fl . Simultaneously a fluctuating
drag force is present with frequency, fd , twice that of the
lift frequency. The drag acts in line with the the air flow
and it was noted in [10] that, “The amplitude of the fluctuating lift is approximately ten times greater than that of the
fluctuating drag.”
It was shown in [7] and confirmed in [11] that aeroacoustic sounds, in low flow speed situations, could be modelled
by the summation of compact sources, namely monopoles,
dipoles and quadrupoles. Aeolian tones can be represented
by dipole sources, one for the lift frequency and one for the
drag; each source includes a number of harmonics.
The turbulence around the cylinder affects the frequency
of the tones produced. A measure of this turbulence is
given by a dimensionless variable, the Reynolds number,
Re , given by the relationship in Eqn. (2).

τ
St (t) = λ + p
Re (t)

The fundamental aeroacoustic sound created when a cylinder is swung through the air is the Aeolian tone. This sound
is generated when fluid passes around the cylinder and vortices are shed from opposite sides. This causes oscillating
lift and drag forces which in turn produce tones of different
strength and propagation directions.

0.6Il (t)
0.0125Il (t)
0.1Il (t)

(3)

where λ and τ are constants and given in Table 1 of [12],
(additional values are calculated in [9]). The different values represent the turbulence regions of the flow, starting at
laminar up to sub-critical.
With the Strouhal number obtained, diameter and air
speed known, we can apply them to Eqn. (1) and obtain
the fundamental frequency, fl (t), of the aeolian tone, generated by the lift force. Once fl (t) has been calculated, we
can calculate the drag dipole frequency and harmonics as
shown in Table 1.
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Each frequency peak has a bandwidth which is proportional to the Reynolds number. Equations to calculate the
bandwidth are given in [9], derived from data published
in [13].
2.2 Source Gain
Once the fundamental frequency has been calculated the
source intensity and propagation pattern can be calculated.
The time-averaged Acoustic Intensity Il (t) (W/m2 ), of an
Aeolian tone lift dipole source and the time-averaging period are given in [14]. The time-averaged Acoustic Intensity is given as:
√
2πκ2 St (t)2 l b ρ u(t)6 sin2 θ cos2 ϕ
Il (t) ≈
32c3 r2 (1 − M (t) cos θ)4

(4)

where M (t) is the Mach number; u(t)/c, where c is the
speed of sound. The elevation angle, azimuth angle and
distance between listener and source are given by θ, ϕ, and
r respectively. The constant κ is set to 1. The correlation
length, l, given as a multiple of diameters, indicates the
span-wise length that the vortex shedding is in phase; after
this the vortices become decorrelated. Il (t) is applied to
the fundamental frequency and scaled for the harmonics as
shown in Table 1. The gain for the drag dipole is obtained
from [10] and the lift dipole harmonics values from [15].
The drag dipole 1st harmonic was witnessed in computational simulations and added at the appropriate value.
2.3 Wake Noise
As the Reynolds number increases, the vortices diffuse
rapidly and merge into a turbulent wake. The wake produces wide band noise modelled by lateral quadrupole
sources whose intensities vary with u(t)8 [16].
It is noted in [16] that there is very little noise content
below the lift dipole fundamental frequency. Further, it
has been shown in [17] that the roll off of the amplitude
of the turbulent noise, above the fundamental frequency
is fl (t)−2 . An equation for calculating the wake noise is
given in [9].
3. IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation of each individual compact source is given
in [9]. The basic concept of the sword model is to line
up a number of the compact sources to recreate the sound
created as a blade swings through the air.
Like the original compact source model presented in [9],
this model was developed using the Pure Data programming platform. The intensity given in Eqn. (4) is time averaged which caused an issue for this model due to the swing
time being shorter than the averaging process. In the case
of this model the intensity was implemented as an instantaneous value.
Our model has been given a simple interface to allow the
user to manipulate physical properties such as sword thickness, length, top speed at the tip and sweep angles. Some
or all of these parameters can be directly mapped to graphics and animation within a game environment.

Figure 2. Position of 8 compact sources and coordinates
used in sword model.
For ease of design the thickness down the blade of the
sword was taken as a linear interpolation between the
thickness set at the hilt and that set at the tip. The diameter
of an individual source is then set as the thickness corresponding to its position on the blade. Equation 4 shows
that the gain is proportional to u(t)6 . As a sword arcs, the
blade moves faster through the air at the tip than at the hilt.
Hence the sources nearer the tip will have a greater influence over the sound generated than those nearer the hilt.
Eight compact sources were used to model the sword in
our model. Two of the sources were fixed at the tip and the
hilt. Five sources were then positioned back from the tip at
a spacing of 7 times the diameter, d. The final source was
placed equidistant between the last one from the group at
the tip and the hilt. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.
This positioning of the six sources at the tip was equivalent to each source having a set correlation length of 7d,
(see Section 2.2). A range of correlation values from 17d
to 3d are given in [18] depending on Reynolds number. A
plot showing similar values is shown in [19]. 1
In this model, the position of the sources has to be chosen a priori to the calculation of the Reynolds number; the
value 7d was chosen as a compromise, covering a reasonable length of the sword for a wide range of speeds (hence
Reynolds numbers). For illustration, examining a sword of
length 1.117 metres long and diameter ranging from 0.013
metres at the hilt to 0.008 metres at the tip. The 8 sources
positioned as described equates to a coverage of 43% of the
blade length being represented by the sources. As shown
in Fig. 2 the positioning of sources capture the area which
contributes most to the sound.
The coordinate system used for the model is shown in
Fig. 2. The centre of the sword arc is at the origin and each
sweep is set as circular. The distance travelled by each
source during an arc is a great circle on a sphere with a
radius equal to that of the source.
The user specifies the sweep of the sword by setting a
start and finish for azimuth and elevation angles as well as
1 In [5] the correlation length of 3d was used; the number of sources
set to match the length of the sword.
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Source
Adobe
Bottcher
Dobashi
Sony
SoundSnap
Model 1
Model 2
LoQ 1
LoQ 2

Classification
Sample
Granular / Additive mix
CFD
Sample
Sample
Physical Model
Physical Model
Physical Model
Physical Model

Duration (ms)
481.7
218.6
496.7
1138.4
161.0
917.1
928.8
731.1
1079.7

Table 2. Clips used for listening test.

Figure 3. Sword sounds clips rated by authenticity. (Mean
and 95% confidence shown.)
the top speed of the tip. It is presumed the sword starts and
finishes at rest and also uniform acceleration and deceleration; the average speed is top speed/2. The blade reaches
top speed when it crosses the xy plane, an azimuth angle
of 180◦ . Any graphical character swinging the sword can
be oriented in any direction and the elevation and azimuth
adjusted accordingly. Knowledge of the distance travelled
and average speed enables us to calculate the ramp time up
to top speed as well as back to rest for each source.
We know that the sword sweep is a 2 dimensional plane
in a 3 dimensional environment. The observer is taken to
be a point in that environment. To calculate the elevation
and azimuth of each source to observer a projection matrix is created to find the position in the plane of the sword
perpendicular to the observer. The angles can be calculated
using trigonometry identities as can the overall distance between the observer and individual sources.
Panning is included as the sound moves across the xy
plane as well as the Doppler Effect. It was shown in [20]
that the addition of the Doppler Effect increases the natural perception. This effect is taken into account when the
sword is moving towards or away from the observer and
frequencies adjusted accordingly.
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Listening Test
A listening test was carried out using [21], asking participants to rate a number of sounds for authenticity. Table 2 classifies the sounds used for the test; all sounds were
wav files. The sample duration was calculated as the total
length of the sample, where the loudness was greater than
-90 dBFS. A total of 25 participants took part, aged from
16 to 77 years old, with a mean age of 39.1 years and standard deviation of 16.8, (one participant declined to state
their age). The sounds chosen included 3 samples from effects libraries, a recording of the synthesis model by [3], as
well as one from [5]. Users were provided with an interface
that allowed them to play back each sound sample and rate
the sounds on a scale. Participants auditioned the sounds
through a pair of AKG K550 Headphones - this was done

to remove any natural acoustic impact of the sounds being
played in any environment. The users were asked to rate
the sounds in terms of “authenticity”. Sample order was
randomised and all samples were loudness normalised 2 .
Participants were allowed to audition any sample as many
times as they wanted, and on average, participants played
each sound 8 times.
Two different sword sounds from our model were used,
one thin and long and one thicker and slightly shorter
(Model 1 and Model 2). Lower quality versions of the two
swords sounds were also generated, keeping all the dimensions identical, (LoQ1 and LoQ2). The lower quality versions use a model with reduced knowledge of the physics
with a fixed the Strouhal number St at 0.2, removed the
wake noise source and fixed the bandwidth of the fundamental and harmonics, all filters Q value set to 10.
The mean authenticity rating plus 95% confidence intervals (approximately two standard deviations) is shown in
Fig 3. The sampled sounds taken from the Adobe and
Soundsnap libraries are clearly rated the highest. This is
not surprising as it is possible every effort has been spent
mastering the sounds to achieve the best effects. The sound
rated the worst was the one taken from [3]. It is know that
this sound was not generated for authenticity, rather perception and preference.
For a deeper analysis we performed a one-way ANOVA
to determine the impact of synthesis method on the user
authenticity ratings, and a significant effect is identified
(F(8,216) = 0.62, p<0.00001). A Tukey post-hoc test was
performed to determine the comparison between each individual synthesis method, and the results are presented in
Table 3.
It can be seen from Table 3, that all synthesis methods
apart from the two low quality methods are significantly
different from the recorded samples. The low quality synthesis methods are both considered as indistinguishable
from the recorded sound samples. It should also be noted
that the low quality synthesis is not significantly different
from any many synthesis methods. As such, these synthesis methods did not significantly out performed any other
method, other than Bottcher.
Analysis shows that the sounds generated by our sword
model has a perceptual rating on par with the Sony
recorded sample as well as a granular / additive synthesis
2

in compliance with ITU-R BS.1534-1
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Adobe
Bottcher
Dobashi
Sony
SoundSnap
Model 1
Model 2
LoQ 1
LoQ 2

Adobe
.
****
***
***
***
***
-

Bottcher
****
.
****
**
*

Dobashi
***
.
***
-

Sony
***
.
**
-

SoundSnap
****
***
**
.
**
***
-

Model 1
***
**
.
-

Model 2
***
***
.
-

LoQ 1
**
.
-

LoQ 2
*
.

Table 3. Results of a Tukey post hoc test. **** = p<0.0001, *** = p<0.001, ** = p<0.01, * = p<0.05, - = p> 0.05
technique [3] and an offline CFD technique [5]. The advantage of our model being the ability to relate the output
sound to parameters of a physical sword swinging through
the air and its real-time operation.
The surprise in the listening test is the results for the low
quality model. Although they did not significantly out perform any other method they were also considered perceptually indistinguishable from the top performing recorded
samples. One reason could be due to the fixed bandwidth
which give the impression of more turbulence as the sword
sweeps; the full models sound thinner in comparison. It
should also be recognised that the full model is intended to
replicate the physics as accurately as possible, as would be
produced in an anechoic chamber.
Although there is no conclusive evidence, it is felt that
fixing the Strouhal number at 0.2 and removal of the wake
sound within each source will have a lower perceptual effect than fixing the bandwidth. Computationally this saves
a number of calculations which was one of our goals when
developing the model. It is possible that removing one of
the lift harmonics and the drag harmonic will also have little effect on the perception of authenticity for this model
but again save on computations.
It is reasonable to presume that participants could be
more familiar with sword sound effects than the actual
sounds generated when physically using a sword. Participants were offered the chance to comment on any sound
file they wished. A comment on Model 1 was “seems to be
a very small object, (almost ‘too small’)” and on the low
quality version of the same sword, LoQ1, is “a very plausible light weight sword”. Similarly for Model 2 a comment
was “the frequencies constituting the sound seem awkward
/ implausible” and for equivalent the low quality model,
LoQ2, “good sound”, “arteficial” and‘“sounds model like
scrapping fabric”.
4.2 Interactive Test
To allow participants to interact with the model a Wii Controller was linked to a MacBook via bluetooth and a free
trial version of the commercial software, OSCulator 3 . The
angular velocity values from the gyroscope in the Wii controller are mapped to the speed of the source at the hilt and
scaled depending on radius of the remaining sources.
3

https://osculator.net

Figure 4. Test participant swinging the Wii Controller synthesising a golf swing sound.

It was decided to fix the listener position in this model
since the elevation and the azimuth values obtained when
moving the Wii Controller drifted, which would created
confusing pan values when swinging.
The start model given to users was equivalent to a broom
handle of 1.5 metres long and 0.024 metres thick. This
allowed the participant to get used to the model, including
how fast they had to swing to get the results required. The
gain was always set low but increased if requested.
Once participants were familiar with the broom handle
model, four other presets were demonstrated including the
two swords that were within in the listening test. We extended the sound effects that may be generated by our
model by adding in the dimensions of a baseball bat and
that a golf club. Fig. 4 shows a participant interacting with
the golf club synthesis model.
Once participants had interacted with the presets to their
satisfaction they were invited to change the dimensions of
the model to their desire. Blade thickness and length, as
well as gain, could be varied by the participant by using the
buttons on the Wii controller. More often than not, participants who wished to change the parameters were guided
by the author. The usual request was to make a sword in
the region of 3 metres long, more than likely too heavy and
cumbersome in reality but fun to interact with. The sword
demo GUI is shown in Fig. 5.
One participant asked the author to replicate the sound of
a pickaxe and another a martial arts Bo staff. Both stated
they were satisfied with the results. Once they had finished
interacting with the models, participants were asked to fill
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Mean Rating
(Standard
Deviation)
4.46 (0.65)
4.08 (0.63)
4.38 (0.75)

ical knowledge. The sounds of Model 1 and Model 2 perceived as just as authentic as other synthesis models; sample sounds were rated highest for authenticity out of all the
sounds.
The model was successfully adapted to allow interaction
with a Wii Controller and extended to include sounds of
a baseball bat and golf club, as well as various gigantic
swords and a pickaxe. Participants found this experience
fun and engaging but also highlights the versatility of the
model to synthesise bats and clubs. The range of sound
effects this model is able to synthesise is an area for future
research.
The linking of the sword model to a game engine or virtual reality environment would be of great value. This
would give users the ability to visualise actions increasing
the correlation between sound and movement.
It will be of value to investigate the balance between more
compact sources and reducing the physics included in the
compact source model. In contrast, adding the natural vibration frequency of the sword may have an effect, especially if the shedding frequency and the natural frequency
match. Including cavity tones as witnessed by the wind
tunnel experiments in [8], will increase the variety of profiles that can be modelled.

4.08 (0.98)

Acknowledgments

Figure 5. Pure Data GUI for the sword, golf club and baseball bat sounds.

The experience was enjoyable.
I could achieve the sounds I wanted.
The sounds correlated with my
movements.
I found the effect and interface easy
to use.
I would use these sounds in a game.
Please rate the quality of the sounds.

3.92 (1.16)
4.19 (0.75)
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ABSTRACT
Many people are exposed to large sound pressure levels either occasionally or regularly, and thus need to protect their
hearing in order to prevent hearing loss and other hearing
disorders. Earplugs are effective at attenuating sound from
the environment, but they do not attenuate bone-conducted
sound, but instead amplify it at low frequencies due to the
occlusion effect. This is a problem, e.g., for many musicians and especially wind instrument players, since this
low-frequency amplification greatly affects the sound of
their own instruments. This makes it difficult for the musicians to play while using hearing protectors, and therefore
many musicians choose not to use hearing protectors at all.
In this paper, we propose electronic hearing protectors that
mitigate the problems associated with musicians’ hearing
protection through several different approaches: reduction
of the occlusion effect, adjustable attenuation with natural
timbre, and monitoring of the musician’s own instrument.
We present the design of prototype electronic hearing protectors and the evaluation of these by professional musicians, where they were shown to alleviate the problems associated with conventional hearing protectors.
1. INTRODUCTION
Musicians, among others, are exposed to large sound pressure levels that may over time lead to hearing loss, hyperacusis, and tinnitus. Since the sound pressure caused by
the musicians’ instruments or the PA system often cannot
be limited to safe levels during rehearsals and especially
during concerts, personal hearing protection must be used
to limit the noise exposure. Hearing protection – typically
earplugs when it comes to performing musicians – is effective for attenuating the sound of other musicians playing
in an ensemble. However, plugging the ears with hearing
protectors makes the sound of the musician’s own instrument unnatural. The main reason for this is that part of the
sound reaches the inner ear through bone conduction. This
bone-conducted sound is not attenuated by the earplugs,
but instead amplified by them, and is often very different
from the normal air-conducted sound of the instrument.
This is a problem, e.g., for wind instrument players, who
get a large degree of bone-conducted sound from their inCopyright: © 2017 Robert Albrecht et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.
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struments. Double-reed instruments, such as the oboe and
the bassoon, are especially problematic, since the vibrating
mouthpiece produces a buzzing sound that also disturbs the
musician’s perception of the pitch of his or her own instrument. Also violinists are affected, since they rest the instrument against their jaws. Singers are equally affected
by the problem, as is any musician or other person speaking while wearing hearing protection.
An earplug-occluded ear canal amplifies bone-conducted
sound up to 30 dB at low frequencies due to the occlusion
effect [1]. Together, the attenuation of air-conducted sound
and the amplification of bone-conducted sound causes the
sound of the instrument to appear distorted to the musician
him- or herself. For this reason, as well as other reasons,
many musicians are reluctant to use hearing protection [2]
and therefore often suffer from hearing disorders [3]. Another problem when using earplugs is the change in timbre
when the ear canal is blocked [4].
In this paper, we present the design and evaluation of an
electronic hearing protection solution aimed particularly
at musicians. The solution consists of noise-attenuating
insert headphones with microphones both inside the ear
canal and on the outside of the headphones. The in-ear microphones are used for partial cancellation of the occlusion
effect with the help of a negative feedback circuit, while
the microphones outside can be used for hear-through purposes, resulting in hearing protectors with adjustable attenuation. Additional microphones are used to pick up the
sound of the instrument. This sound can then be reproduced at a desired level, in order to restore some of the
natural balance between the air-conducted and the boneconducted sound of the instrument.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH
In a survey among five major classical orchestras in the
Helsinki region, Finland, 31% of the 196 musicians that
answered the survey reported some degree of hearing loss,
37% reported temporary tinnitus (15% of the women and
18% of the men reported permanent tinnitus), and 43%
reported having hyperacusis [2]. These hearing problems
were also associated with a high level of stress: the musicians with hearing problems had three to nine times more
stress than the other musicians.
In the same survey, 69% of the musicians were at least
somewhat worried about their hearing. However, only 6%
of the musicians always used hearing protectors during rehearsals and performances. Musicians often only start using hearing protectors once they have developed hearing
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Figure 1: The occlusion effect measured as the change in
sound pressure when blocking the ear canal with a shallowly inserted foam earplug [1]. The excitation signal was
produced by a bone-conduction transducer.

problems: 20% of the musicians with hearing problems
used hearing protectors, while 6% of the musicians without
hearing problems used hearing protectors. Among the musicians that answered the questionnaire, 47% used custommolded earplugs, while 25% used disposable earplugs.
According to the survey, the main reason why many classical musicians do not use hearing protectors is that it hinders their own performance (n=155). The second largest
reason is that earplugs make it difficult to hear other musicians in an ensemble (n=88). Further reasons are that the
sensation of hearing protectors is unpleasant (n=15) and
that they are difficult to insert (n=12).
One specific problem when using hearing protectors both
hindering the musician’s own performance and making
it difficult to hear others play is the occlusion effect. In
a normal situation the ear canal is open and the boneconducted sound energy transmitted from the musician’s
own instrument into the ear canal through vibration of
the ear canal walls exits to a large degree through the
ear canal opening. When the ear canal is blocked with
an earplug, much of the bone-conducted sound energy is
directed to the eardrum. This causes the amplification of
low-frequency sound, which is referred to as the occlusion
effect. Another way to describe the occlusion effect is that
the open ear canal acts as a high-pass filter, but occluding
the ear canal removes this high-pass filter which causes
low frequencies to become louder [1].
Figure 1 shows the occlusion effect measured by the increase in sound pressure when occluding the ear canal with
a shallowly inserted foam earplug. As shown, the sound
pressure produced by a bone-conduction transducer is amplified approximately 30 dB at frequencies between 100
and 200 Hz. Above these frequencies, the occlusion effect
gradually decreases: at 1 kHz, the amplification is approximately 10 dB, while no amplification is observed at 2 kHz
and above.
The low-frequency boost caused by the occlusion effect
causes two problems for musicians using earplugs. Firstly,
it colours the sound, making it darker and boomy. This
makes it difficult for the musicians to hear the nuances of
the sound of their own instruments. Secondly, the boost

makes the musicians’ own instruments sound louder when
compared to the sound of the rest of the orchestra. This
makes it difficult for the musicians to hear the rest of the
orchestra, and to balance the dynamics of their own instruments with the orchestra.
There are several different approaches that can be utilized
in order to mitigate the occlusion effect. Inserting earplugs
deeper into the ear canals reduces the area of the ear canal
walls that radiates bone-conducted sound and thereby also
reduces the occlusion effect [1]. Deep earplugs are, however, often perceived as uncomfortable. On the other hand,
using large earmuffs instead of earplugs also reduces the
occlusion effect [1]. These are usually not used by performing musicians due to aesthetic reasons. Finally, vents
can be used to allow the low-frequency energy in the ear
canal to escape. This might be a useful approach in hearing aids, but in hearing protectors it will not only reduce
the occlusion effect but also reduce the effectiveness of the
hearing protection at low frequencies.
A further approach is to utilize noise-cancellation techniques in order to cancel out the bone-conducted sound radiating into the ear canal. In this case, the bone-conducted
sound is recorded inside the ear canal and simultaneously
played back from the earplug in opposite phase. The resulting destructive interference reduces the sound pressure
inside the ear canal and thereby also reduces the occlusion
effect.
Several previous studies have tried and succeeded in
reducing the occlusion effect caused by an earplug using
miniature microphones and loudspeakers inside the ear
canal. The majority of this research has been done in the
field of hearing aids. Mejia et al. [5] combined analog
negative feedback with an acoustic vent, and were able to
reduce the occlusion effect in hearing aids by 15 dB. Test
subjects reported that their own voice was more natural
when using this occlusion reduction.
Borges et al. [6] developed an adaptive occlusion canceller for hearing aids, obtaining an average attenuation of
6.3 dB. The test subjects reported that the occlusion canceller created a sensation of their “ears opening.” Sunohara
et al. [7] also proposed an adaptive system for reducing the
occlusion effect. Computer simulations of the proposed algorithm showed a maximum occlusion reduction of 30 dB.
However, due to the adaptive nature of the algorithm, the
effectiveness of the reduction varied over time.
Bernier and Voix [8] proposed a hearing protection solution for musicians similar to the one presented in this
paper, but without monitoring of the musician’s own instrument. Analog negative feedback was used to reduce
the occlusion effect, while signals from microphones on
the outside of the hearing protectors were processed with a
digital signal processor and reproduced through the miniature loudspeakers inside the ear canals in order to obtain
adjustable attenuation with natural timbre. The solution
was able to achieve a reduction of the occlusion effect of
approximately 10 dB. Bernier and Voix also proposed to
compensate for the non-linearity of loudness perception in
order to make the timbre independent of the current attenuation of the hearing protectors.
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3. TECHNICAL SOLUTION
Our electronic hearing protection solution combines several different techniques in order to solve the problems
mentioned earlier. The whole solution is illustrated with a
block diagram in Fig. 2, while Fig. 3 depicts the location of
the microphones connected to the hearing protectors. The
designed system consists of the following parts:
• Insert headphones are utilized as earplugs to provide
passive attenuation of air-conducted sound.
• Microphones inside the ear canals are used to reduce
the occlusion effect through negative feedback.
• Microphones outside the headphones pick up sound
from the environment which is reproduced through
the headphones at a desired level, resulting in the
hearing protectors having adjustable attenuation.
• Additionally, the musician’s own instrument can
be close-miked to provide in-ear monitoring of the
instrument, increasing the ratio of air-conducted
to bone-conducted sound and thus providing
the musician with a more natural sound of the
instrument.
In the current solution, Akustica AKU143 MEMS microphones are used. The signals from the hear-through and
instrument microphones are processed at a sampling rate
of 48 kHz on an Analog Devices ADAU1442 digital signal processor (DSP). The headphones used are Sennheiser
OCX 686G insert headphones.
3.1 Occlusion reduction
As stated earlier, there are many approaches available to
alleviate the occlusion effect, but all of them have their
disadvantages. Our solution is an analog electroacoustic
negative feedback circuit, which partly cancels out the amplification of low frequencies caused by the occlusion effect. The feedback loop inverts the signal and applies a
second-order low-pass filter at 1.1 kHz to avoid instability
at higher frequencies. The processing is performed with
analog electronics in order to minimize the phase shift and
allow the occlusion reduction to be effective at as high frequencies as possible.
The chosen approach not only attenuates low frequencies
amplified by the occlusion effect, but it attenuates low frequencies inside the ear canal independent of their origin.
The negative feedback loop thus also provides improved
attenuation of low-frequency air-conducted sound.
3.2 Adjustable attenuation and natural timbre
Employing microphone hear-through techniques [4,9] provides the possibility to adjust the amount of attenuation,
from the full attenuation provided by the insert headphones
tightly fit in the ear canals, together with the occlusion reduction, to no attenuation at all. The amount of attenuation
can thus be chosen for different situations according to the
need of the user.

The microphone hear-through technique utilizes microphones attached to the outside of the headphones, one at
each ear. The signals from these microphones can be amplified to the desired level, and reproduced through the
headphones. The microphones should be placed as close
as possible to the ear canal entrances, to avoid colouration
of the sound picked up by them. To achieve natural timbre,
the signals must also be equalized, in order to compensate
for the magnitude response of the headphones as well as
the changes in resonances when blocking the ear canals.
For this task, the DSP was used. The headphone response
with the occlusion reduction circuit active was first flattened using four notch filters and one peak filter, to produce
an approximately flat response at the eardrum inside an ear
canal simulator. The quarter-wavelength resonance present
in an open ear canal was then added using a peak filter, together with the three-quarter-wavelength resonance using
another peak filter. The filters were tuned to match the target response proposed by Hoffmann et al. [10].
3.3 Monitoring of the musician’s own instrument
The occlusion reduction circuit eliminates much of the amplification of low-frequency bone-conducted sound caused
by occluding the ear canals. However, even if all of this
amplification were eliminated, the attenuation of the airconducted sound would cause the bone-conducted sound to
be more prominent than with unoccluded ear canals. The
timbre of the musician’s own instrument would thus still
sound unnatural. To compensate for this imbalance, we use
up to four microphones attached to the instrument. These
microphones pick up the air-conducted sound of the instrument that can be appropriately amplified and reproduced
through the headphones to achieve a satisfactory balance
between bone-conducted and air-conducted sound and thus
a more natural timbre. The maximum of four instrument
microphones was at this stage chosen to give enough possibilities to try different microphone setups with different
instruments.
It is, however, not adequate to simply reproduce these
microphone signals as such. First of all, the air-conducted
sound heard from the instrument is normally affected by
the body and especially the head and pinnae of the musician, altering the spectral and temporal characteristics of
the sound that enters each ear. These modifications to the
sound serve as cues for the human auditory system to infer that the sound source is in a specific direction. If these
modifications are absent, the sound will be perceived to
originate from inside the head, and it will also have an unnatural timbre.
Second, sound from the instrument normally also reaches
the musician’s ears through reflections from different surfaces in the surrounding space. Since the microphones are
placed close to the instrument, in order to pick up the sound
of this instrument and as little as possible of the other musicians’ instruments, they will also pick up very little of the
reflections from the environment. Without these naturally
occuring reflections, the sound of the instrument will feel
“dry” and “out of place,” and the absence of reflections will
also make it more likely that the sound of the instrument is
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the electronic hearing protection solution.
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Figure 3: Diagram of the hearing protectors and the attached microphones: 1. hear-through microphone, 2. inear microphone. 3. headphone driver, and 4. rubber tip.

perceived as originating inside the musician’s head.
To solve the mentioned problems, two different approaches were combined. First, head-related transfer
functions (HRTFs) were applied to the mixed instrument
microphone signals. HRTFs describe the effects that the
head and torso have on the sound reaching each ear from
a certain direction, under otherwise anechoic conditions.
With HRTFs applied to the sound of the instrument, it
will sound as if arriving from a certain direction, due
to the HRTFs containing different cues that the auditory
system uses for sound source localization. Additionally,
since people normally perceive sound through HRTFs,
so to speak, they are accustomed to the timbre that these
produce, so applying HRTFs will make the timbre more
natural.
In addition to using HRTFs, we employ reverberation in
order to integrate the “dry” sound of the instrument into the
surrounding acoustic environment. For the evaluation, we
utilized the reverberation algorithm readily available on the
DSP, and adjusted the few available parameters to fit it to
the surrounding environment as well as possible. Adding
reverberation not only helps with integration, but also aids
in externalization [11].
3.4 Details on HRTFs
Because people have different sizes of heads and ears, ideally the individual HRTFs of the person in question should
be used, in order to achieve totally natural localization cues
and timbre. Measuring individual HRTFs is, however, currently not feasible on a large scale, so generic HRTFs were
instead chosen here. For the evaluation, we used near-field

HRTFs of a KEMAR head and torso simulator [12]. To
represent the direction of many wind instruments, with respect to the head of the musician, an elevation of -30° was
chosen. An azimuth of -10° was chosen in favour of an
azimuth of 0° (straight forward), since HRTFs measured at
0° azimuth often reduce externalization [11], i.e., sounds
presented with them are perceived as originating from inside the head. The HRTFs were measured at a distance of
20 cm from the centre of the head, thus simulating a sound
source a small distance in front of the mouth.
Naturally, different instruments are played in different
positions, so the HRTFs should be selected based on the instrument. If the instrument is not always kept in the same
direction with respect to the head, tracking of the instrument position might be beneficial. With most wind instruments, however, this should not be a problem, since they
are normally kept in the same direction with respect to the
head. Although the chosen azimuth and elevation of the
HRTFs may not correspond perfectly with the location of
the instrument, this should not be a problem unless the mismatch is large. Due to the ventriloquism effect [13], small
mismatches are ignored and the sound should be heard as
if coming from the instrument.
4. VALIDATION
The prototype electronic hearing protection system constructed in order to evaluate the proposed solution is shown
in Fig. 4. Measurements were performed in order to quantify the effect of the occlusion reduction circuit, as well
as for tuning the headphone equalization. To evaluate the
sound of the electronic hearing protectors, they were tested
by seven professional musicians.
4.1 Measurements
For the measurements, we constructed an ear canal simulator out of a silicone tube with an inner diameter of 10 mm
and a length of 27 mm. One end of the tube was glued to a
piece of hard plastic, simulating the eardrum, and a MEMS
microphone was attached to the plastic. The magnitude response of the headphones under different conditions was
measured using white noise.
Figure 5 shows the magnitude response of the headphones without and with the occlusion reduction circuit
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Figure 4: The prototype electronic hearing protection solution, consisting of a breadboard with analog electronics,
a DSP evaluation board, a USB battery pack, headphones
with attached microphones, and a harmonica with two attached instrument microphones.

in action. Figure 6 shows the reduction of the occlusion
effect achieved with the occlusion reduction circuit. The
occlusion reduction is at most approximately 13 dB at
150 Hz, and more than 10 dB between 100 and 300 Hz.
At the same time the peak in the headphone response
between 5 and 6 kHz is amplified since the feedback loop
is not in opposite phase any more at this frequency. Much
further amplification in the feedback loop results in an
even larger peak and finally instability at this frequency.
The amplification of the feedback loop was thus chosen as
a compromise between attenuation at low frequencies and
amplification and stability at high frequencies.
Frequencies below 50 Hz are amplified, with a maximum
amplification of 12 dB. This low-frequency boost is due
to the phase shift introduced by DC-blocking capacitors
in the occlusion reduction feedback loop. Future design
efforts should try to mitigate this problem, e.g., by using
larger capacitances that would shift these high-pass filters
to lower frequencies and reduce the boost.
Figure 7 depicts the equalization of the headphone
response, which is applied to the signals from both the
hear-through microphones and the instrument microphones (as shown in Fig. 2). The equalized response
resembles the target response proposed by Hoffman et
al. [10], and should thus provide a fairly natural timbre for
the signals reproduced through the headphones. Note that
since the occlusion reduction circuit affects not only the
bone-conducted sound entering the ear canal, but also the
signals that are reproduced through the headphones, the
headphone equalization must compensate for the notch
caused by the occlusion reduction.
4.2 Subjective evaluation
The prototype electronic hearing protection solution was
informally evaluated by seven professional musicians. One
of the participants was a jazz musician, while the rest were
members of either the Helsinki Philharmonic Orchestra or
the Finnish National Opera. All musicians tested the hearing protectors with their own instruments, which were the

tenor saxophone, viola, bassoon, trumpet, flute and piccolo, clarinet, and oboe. The evaluation was performed
in the listening room of the Department of Computer Science, where different orchestral compositions could be reproduced as if performed in different concert halls (see,
e.g., [14]). This gave the musicians the possibility to play
and evaluate the hearing protectors with a virtual orchestra.
The goal of the evaluation at this stage was not to accurately prove the effectiveness of the proposed solution, but
rather to make sure that the basic concept works, and to
identify the future directions for developing the solution
further. The musicians were thus allowed to freely play
without and with the hearing protectors, with the different features (occlusion reduction, hear-through, monitoring) enabled or disabled, and with or without the orchestra
recordings. The evaluation results were documented based
on a free discussion between the authors and the musicians.
4.2.1 The need for and use of hearing protectors
Some of the musicians reported music-induced hearing
loss and tinnitus, while others did not have any hearing
disorders. All musicians recognized the need for hearing
protection in their work, some occasionally while others
more often. A few musicians mentioned that their need
for hearing protection had decreased due to, e.g., seating
arrangements in the orchestra.
When using hearing protection, the musicians typically
used foam earplugs, and some often only in one ear. The
trumpet player said that he felt a strong need for using hearing protectors, but that he never uses them when playing
in an orchestra, since the booming sound caused by the
earplugs overpowers the sound of both the rest of the orchestra and his own instrument. The other musicians mentioned different reasons for why they do not use hearing
protectors more often: the sound of the instrument is bad;
trebles get cut off; buzzing and other unwanted sounds get
amplified and annoying; it takes a lot of time and effort to
get used to playing with earplugs; you feel isolated from
the rest of the orchestra; it is difficult to play in balance
with the rest of the orchestra.
4.2.2 Occlusion reduction
The occlusion reduction had a different effect depending
on the instrument. The trumpet player said that the booming sound caused by the earplugs vanished, and that he
now was able to hear himself playing. The saxophonist
reported a small but clear improvement of the instrument
sound. The bassoonist said that the sound in some cases –
depending on the note played – was more natural, but that
it otherwise just made the sound different and more distant.
The viola player felt that the timbre of the instrument became too bright. The clarinetist reported a clear change in
the timbre, but it did not improve the sound; the unwanted
sounds that were amplified by the earplugs remained. The
flutist said that the sound became brighter and more spacious, which was an improvement over the stuffy sound
caused by the earplugs.
The occlusion reduction comes with a noticeable degree
of noise. During the evaluation, however, this noise was
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Figure 5: Magnitude response of the headphones, measured in the ear canal simulator with the eardrum microphone. The
solid blue line represents the unprocessed response, while the dashed red line represents the response with the occlusion
reduction circuit active.
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Figure 6: The effect of the occlusion reduction circuit on the magnitude response of the headphones, i.e., the difference
between the solid blue line and the dashed red line in Fig. 5.
considered not to be loud enough to be disturbing, and the
spectrum of the noise was also considered not to be disturbing.
4.2.3 Monitoring
The placement of the instrument microphones was chosen
based on experimentation to provide a balanced and
natural sound of the instrument. Although the prototype
hearing protection solution supports connecting up to
four instrument microphones, only two microphones were
found to be necessary during the evaluation. These two
microphones were in the end placed closed to each other,
since this provided a balanced sound of all the instruments
tested. On the viola, the microphones were placed at the
bridge. On the bassoon, trumpet, saxophone, oboe, and
clarinet, the microphones were placed at the side of the
bell. On the flute and piccolo, the microphones were
placed approximately one-third of the instrument’s length
from the end of the instrument closest to the mouthpiece.
Amplifying the sound of the instrument microphones,
processed with HRTFs and with reverberation added,
clearly improved the sound of the instrument. Most
musicians commented that the sound was not completely
natural, but quite pleasant. In many cases, slightly
amplifying the equalized signal from the hear-through
microphones further improved the sound.
Some of the musicians thought that the reverberation
added to the sound was pleasant, while others felt that
it was unnatural, or that there was either too little or too

much reverberation. Clearly, the level and quality of
reverberation must be easily adjustable depending on the
surrounding space, the instrument, and the preferences of
the musician.
4.2.4 Playing alone
Especially the trumpet player, the saxophonist, and the piccolo player thought that the electronic hearing protectors
would be good for practicing alone. When practicing in a
small room, the sound of the instrument is often too loud
due to strong reflections. With the electronic hearing protectors, however, the sound of the instrument can be attenuated, while still remaining quite clear and pleasant, unlike
when using normal earplugs. The piccolo player summarized the experience: “It sounds good and natural, but it
doesn’t hurt, like it usually does.”
4.2.5 Playing with an orchestra
The musicians tried the electronic hearing protectors while
listening to a symphony orchestra recording and playing
their instruments. The musicians commented that they
were able to hear both their own instrument and the rest
of the orchestra well. The flutist also commented that the
sound of her own instrument was richer and more inspirational when playing with the electronic hearing protectors
compared with regular earplugs. The saxophonist said
that he could hear his instrument well and play with the
orchestra, but wondered how he would be able to adjust
his dynamics with respect to the rest of the orchestra, since
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Figure 7: Equalization of the headphone response when reproducing the signals from the hear-through and instrument
microphones. The solid blue line represents the unequalized magnitude response with the occlusion reduction circuit active.
The dashed red line represents the equalized response. The measurements were performed in the ear canal simulator with
the eardrum microphone.
the electronic hearing protectors alter the level of the own
instrument and the orchestra independently.
4.2.6 Technical implementation
The rubber tips of the headphones did not fit well in the
ears of all the musicians, and thus different sized tips
would naturally be needed for different ear canal sizes.
The need for custom ear molds also came up.
Based on the musicians’ comments, the sound of
the hearing protectors (timbre, balance between the
musician’s own instrument and the orchestra, and reverberation) should be easily adjustable, but preferably
minimal adjustments should be needed to get the sound
right. A few musicians also pointed out that it might be
beneficial to adjust the hear-through level separately for
each ear, since sometimes there are loud instruments that
should be attenuated only on one side. Naturally, this
would affect localization cues and the spatial perception of
the auditory scene, and experiments should be performed
to deterimine if such an effect is acceptable.
Based on the evaluation, the instrument microphones
could be mounted on so called goosenecks, allowing
easy adjustment of the microphone position. A single
microphone might be enough in many cases, and seemed
to provide a pleasant sound with the instruments in this
evaluation (we actually used two microphones in all cases,
but they were positioned very close to each other).
4.3 Discussion
The subjective evaluation of the prototype hearing protection system showed that the occlusion reduction in
many cases improves the experience for the musician, by
attenuating amplified bass frequencies and thus providing
a timbre that is more pleasant and natural. With the ears
plugged, the sound of the instrument can often appear as
if it originates from inside the head, but in some cases the
occlusion reduction can alleviate this problem.
The source of the noise that is heard when the occlusion
reduction circuit is enabled is currently unclear. Unless
the source is the self noise of the microphones, it could
probably be reduced with more advanced circuit design.
Another problem with the current occlusion reduction cir-

cuit design is the low-frequency boost that can be seen in
Fig. 6. Although few musical instruments have energy at
such low frequencies, this boost can, e.g., emphasize sound
caused by the movement of the hearing protector cables,
and should thus be addressed in future designs, if possible.
Adding the instrument microphone signals with HRTFs
and reverberation makes the timbre brighter and more natural, and also makes the sound of the instrument seem
as it originates from the instrument and not from inside
the head. For most wind instruments, a bone-conducted
buzzing sound from the reed or lips is normally prominent when playing with the ears occluded, making playing
with ear plugs uncomfortable for many musicians. Adding
the instrument microphone signals alleviates this problem,
by altering the balance between air-conducted and boneconducted sound to be more favourable and closer to natural.
Amplifying the instrument microphone signals will, however, affect the balance between the musician’s own instrument and the other musicians’ instruments when playing in an ensemble. The musician’s instrument will thus
sound louder than normal when compared with the sounds
of other instruments. This balance will be, among other
things, instrument specific, since all instruments have a
different natural balance between air-conducted and boneconducted sound. The balance between the musician’s own
instrument and the other instruments can of course be improved by amplifying the signals from the hear-through
microphones. However, heavy amplification of these signals will counteract the function of the hearing protectors.
Adding reverberation to the instrument signals may be
useful not only to aid in externalization and integrating the
sound of the instrument into the surrounding acoustic environment. It can also be used for personal practice, making the instrument sound like it’s being played in, e.g., a
much larger hall. The possibilities to adjust the reverberation algorithm available on the DSP are, however, limited,
and the available memory as well as the graphical development tool for programming the DSP limit the possibilites
to develop other algorithms. Thus, a more versatile DSP
would be needed in the future. Even with more sophisticated reverberation algorithms, the task of combining real
and artificial reverberation is far from trivial. To minimize
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the amount of manual adjustment needed, impulse sounds
could be isolated from the hear-through microphone signals, and the characteristics of the real reverberation extracted from these.
The delay introduced by the DSP in the hear-through and
instrument microphone signals can cause two different
problems. A short delay will result in a comb-filtering
effect, as the microphone signals reproduced through the
headphones get summed with the sound leaking past the
earplugs into the ear canals. The delay itself will become
noticeable as it grows larger, affecting the performance
of the musician. The allowable delay depends greatly on,
e.g., the instrument type, but delays greater than 1 ms
may already produce audible comb-filtering effects and
delays greater than 6.5 ms can be perceived as audible
delays with some instruments [15]. The situation gets
more complicated as the sound of the other musicians’
instruments also are delayed, and especially if several
musicians are using similar hearing protectors. The delays
of the prototype hearing protection solution were not
measured. However, none of the musicians reported that
the delay negatively affected their performance.

[4] R. Albrecht, T. Lokki, and L. Savioja, “A mobile
augmented reality audio system with binaural microphones,” in Proceedings of the Interacting with Sound
Workshop, Stockholm, Sweden, 2011, pp. 7–11.
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[9] R. W. Lindeman, H. Noma, and P. G. de Barros, “Hearthrough and mic-through augmented reality: Using
bone conduction to display spatialized audio,” in Proceedings of the 6th International Symposium on Mixed
and Augmented Reality, Nara, Japan, 2007, pp. 173–
176.

In this paper, we presented an electronic hearing protection
solution designed especially for musicians. The solution
combines the following features: reduction of the occlusion effect, monitoring of the musician’s own instrument,
adjustable attenuation, and natural timbre. Seven professional musicians evaluated the implemented solution and
confirmed that these features together alleviate problems
associated with musicians’ hearing protection. Thus, the
findings presented in this paper will hopefully lead to better hearing protectors in the future and more musicians that
are able to satisfactorily protect their hearing.
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ABSTRACT
In the 50s and 60s, steel plates were popularly used as a
technique to add reverberation to sound. As a plate reverb itself is quite bulky and requires lots of maintenance,
a digital implementation would be desirable. Currently,
the available (digital) plugins rely solely on recorded impulse responses or simple delay networks. Virtual Analog
(VA) simulations, on the other hand, rely on a model of
the analog effect they are simulating, resulting in a sound
and ’feel’ the of the classical analog effect. In this paper,
a VA simulation of plate reverberation is presented. Not
only does this approach result in a very natural sounding
reverb, it also poses many interesting opportunities that go
beyond what is physically possible. Existing VA solutions,
however, have limited control over dynamics of physical
parameters. In this paper, we present a model where parameters like the positions of the in- and outputs and the
dimensions of the plate can be changed while sound goes
through. This results is in a unique flanging and pitch bend
effect, respectively, which has not yet be achieved by the
current state of the art.
1. INTRODUCTION
A great number of digital audio effects is currently available to musicians and producers. Many sounds we could
not even imagine a few years ago, we can now create using
current DSP technology. However, despite this immense
amount of options, there is still a great desire for the sound
of the classical analog effects that made their first appearance in the late 40s and characterised music from the 50s
and 60s onwards. Even though, generally, digital sound effects ’do the job’, they do not have the ’feel’ that the old
analog effects had - something greatly desired by many
musicians. Contrary to digital effect simulations, Virtual
Analog (VA) simulations rely on a model of the analog
effect they are simulating [1]. A great advantage of VA
simulations over the original systems is that they do not
age and thus do not require time consuming maintenance.
Also, when digitalised they are easily accessible, mostly
simpler to use and can be made much cheaper than their
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analog counterparts. Naturally, the sound of a used analog
audio effect can have its charm, but if desired, this can be
modelled into the simulation. Also, VA simulations make
it possible for parameters like room size, material properties, etc., to be changed, which is physically impossible or
very hard to do. This can result in unique sounds that can
only be created using VA simulations.
A popular reverberation technique used in the 50s and
60s was plate reverberation. A plate reverb utilises a small
speaker (actuator) attached to a big steel plate to make it
vibrate, and several pickups to pick up the sound after it
has propagated through the plate. Several different plate
reverbs made it to the market, the most popular being the
EMT140 used in the Abbey Road Studios and undoubtedly
leaving a mark on music in the aforementioned years. In
fact, it was the only reverb used on Pink Floyd’s Dark Side
of the Moon [2]. A big issue of using an actual plate reverb
is the sheer size and weight of it. The plate is 2x1m big and
weighs (together with the rest of the installation) roughly
270kg [3], hence, a digital implementation of it would be
desirable.
There are different ways of digitally implementing plate
reverberation. Convolution is an effective approach, but
not a VA one as it is not based on physical parameters.
This means that flexibility is limited. Feedback Delay Networks (FDNs), as proposed by Jean-Marc Jot in [4], are
also used as an implementation approach for creating a
digital plate reverb by Jonathan Abel in [5]. FDNs are an
efficient way of realising a VA solution to the plate reverberation problem. However, in his implementation, Abel
uses a hybrid structure consisting of a convolutional part
and an FDN-based part, making it not fully VA. Finite difference schemes as proposed in [6] and [7] are flexible,
VA, but very computationally heavy solutions. Lastly, the
vibrations of the plate can be decomposed into a series of
plate modes - a modal description of the plate. It is both
a VA and not computationally heavy approach and gives a
lot of freedom in dynamic parameter manipulation.
Currently there are some VA plate reverb plugins available such as the PA1 Dynamic Plate Reverb [8] (that uses
the aforementioned modal description) and the ValhallaPlate [9]. These plugins, however, do not use the full
potential of VA simulations. Parameters like for example
pickup positions and sheet-size can be made dynamic, i.e.,
changed while sound is going through the plate. This will
result in some interesting sounds and effects that can not
be achieved with a physical plate reverb. In this paper we
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propose a VA simulation of plate reverberation that utilises
these dynamic parameters - something that the aforementioned plugins have not implemented. Furthermore, different kinds of damping that occur in physical plate reverbs
are taken into account to make the simulation sound even
more natural.
This work is structured as follows: in Section 2 the physics
of a thin metal plate will be explained, in Section 3 a numerical solution will be described, in Section 4 the results
of this solution will be discussed and lastly in Section 5 we
will conclude and discuss future works for this project.
2. PHYSICS OF A THIN METAL PLATE

∂u
∂2u
= −κ2 ∇4 u − c
+ f (xin , yin , t).
(1)
∂t2
∂t
Here, u = u(x, y, t), a state variable that describes the
transverse plate deflection and is defined for x ∈ [0, Lx ],
y ∈ [0, Ly ] and t ≥ 0, c is a loss parameter, ∇4 is the biharmonic operator, f (xin , yin , t) is the input signal at input
source location (xin , yin ) at time instance t and finally, κ2
can be referred to as the stiffness parameter:
Eh2
,
12ρ(1 − v 2 )

(2)

where E, h, ρ, and v are the Young’s modulus, plate thickness, plate density and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.
2.1 Frequency dispersion
One feature that characterises the sound of a plate reverb
is the fact that higher frequencies propagate faster through
a metal plate than lower frequencies [10, 11]. This phenomenon is called frequency dispersion. The dispersion
relation is defined as:
ω 2 ' γ 4 κ2 ,

Thermoelastic damping occurs in materials with a high
thermal conductivity. It is an internal damping mechanism
that damps different frequencies at different strengths according to the following equation [11]:
αth (ω) =

ω 2 R1 C 1
ω
η(ω) ≈
2
2(ω 2 h2 + C12 /h2 )

(5)

where R1 and C1 are material dependent constants. In the
case of the EMT140 plate reverb, these are R1 = 4.94 ·
10−3 and C1 = 2.98 · 10−4 [10].
2.2.2 Radiation damping

In order to simulate a plate reverb, a model of the physics
of the plate is needed. The Kirchhoff-Love model mathematically describes stresses and deformations in thin plates
subjected to external forces. The partial differential equation for an isotropic plate (including damping) is [10]:

κ2 =

2.2.1 Thermoelastic damping

(3)

where ω is the angular frequency and γ the wavenumber.
The group and phase velocities are defined as:
√
√
cph = κω
cgr = 2 κω.
(4)
Using the properties of the EMT140 (steel, 0.5mm thick)
and a frequency range of 20-20,000kHz, group velocities
can vary between ca. 20-620m/s. In regular (or room) reverberation all frequencies travel at the same speed making
frequency dispersion one of the main differences between
plate and room reverberation.
2.2 Damping
In plate reverbs, three different kinds of damping occur:
thermoelastic damping, radiation damping and damping
induced by a porous medium [10, 11]. All three will be
shortly described in this section.

Radiation damping happens when vibration is converted to
acoustic energy. This happens according to the following
equation [10, 11]:
αrad =
g(ψ) =

1 ca ρa 2(Lx + Ly ) ca
g(ψ),
4π 2 ρh
Lx Ly
fc

(6)

(1 − ψ 2 ) ln[(1 + ψ)/(1 − ψ)] + 2ψ
,
(1 − ψ 2 )3/2

where ρa and ca are the density
q of air and speed of sound
f
in air respectively and ψ =
fc . Here, fc is the critical
frequency and can be calculated using fc =

c2a
2πκ .

2.2.3 Damping induced by porous medium
Plate reverberators contain a porous plate positioned behind the metal plate. The distance between the two entities can be set creating a difference in low-frequency decay [10, 11]. The damping plate position changes this decay between roughly 0.6 - 5.5 seconds [5] and can be manipulated on the interface of a real plate reverb like the
EMT140.
2.3 Boundary conditions
The states of the edges of a plate are referred to as the
boundary conditions. In [12], the authors state that a plate
can have three different boundary conditions: free, clamped
or simply supported (hinged). For a rectangular plate such
as the plate reverb this means that there are 27 different
possible combinations of boundary conditions. Every combination will have a unique impulse response and will thus
sound different. In this work, we limit ourselves to all
sides being simply supported. This means that state variable u = 0 at x = 0, x = Lx , y = 0 and y = Ly .
3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION
The implementation approach we chose to use is the modal
description (see Section 1). In this section a numerical solution of this will be presented.
The state u, as seen in the Kirchhoff-Love equation (1)
can be modelled as being a summation of a number of different modes [13]:
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u=

M X
N
X
m=1 n=1

qmn Φmn (x, y),

(7)
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where qmn is the unknown amplitude of mode (m, n) (m
being the mode over the horizontal axis and n over the vertical axis of the plate) and Φmn is a modal shape defined
over x ∈ [0, Lx ] and y ∈ [0, Ly ]. In this model, M · N is
the total number of modes accounted for. In theory, this is
infinite. Note that – apart from the chosen time step (1/fs )
– the computational speed depends on M and N .
For a rectangular plate with sides Lx and Ly , using simply supported boundary conditions, Φmn (x, y) can be calculated [13]:
mπx
nπy
4
sin
sin
, (m, n) ∈ Z + ,
Lx Ly
Lx
Ly
(8)
and qmn can be found using the following update equation
[13]:
Φmn (x, y) =

t+1
Aqmn

Φmn (xp , yp ) t
t
t−1
= Bqmn
+ Cqmn
+
P ,
ρh

(9)

where constants A, B and C can be described in the following way:
A=

cmn
1
+
,
2
k
ρhk
C=

B=

2
2
− ωmn
,
k2

cmn
1
− 2.
ρhk
k

Moreover, P t is the input signal at time instance t at specified input location (xp , yp ), k is the chosen timestep 1/fs
and cmn is a loss coefficient that can be set per eigenfrequency which gives a lot of control over the frequency content of the output sound.

Figure 1. Thermoelastic (αth ) and Radiation damping
(αrad ) for values based on the EMT140.
described in Section 2.2 have been implemented to ultimately create a loss coefficient for each individual eigenfrequency. If we set the porous medium to the furthest
distance possible, the damping induced by this can be ignored. In Figure 1 the results can be seen.
The loss coefficients are then calculated in the following
way [11, 13]:
cmn =

12 ln(10)
,
T60
⇒

where T60 =

3 ln(10)
,
αtot

(13)

cmn = 4αtot .

Here, αtot is simply the addition of all of damping factors.
3.3 Dynamic outputs

3.1 Eigenfrequencies
The (angular) eigenfrequencies ωmn can be calculated using the following equation [14]:
 2

n2
2 m
ωmn = κπ
+ 2 .
(10)
L2x
Ly
According to [13] and experimental observation, stability
of the update equation (9) can only be assured if and only
if:
ωmn < 2fs .

(11)

This poses a limit on the total number of modes in (7) and
a creates the dependency:
ωM (n)n , ωmN (m) < 2fs ,

(12)

where m ∈ [1, M (n)] and n ∈ [1, N (m)]. All the eigenfrequencies that satisfy this condition will be used in the
algorithm.
3.2 Loss coefficients
In [13], the authors set loss coefficients per frequency band.
In our implementation, the different damping mechanisms

The output can be retrieved at a specified point by, in a
certain sense, inverting (7):
uout =

M X
N
X

qmn Φmn (xout , yout ).

(14)

m=1 n=1

The PA1 Dynamic Plate Reverb (as described in Section
1) has the functionality of moving the input from left to
right over the plate to create a flanging effect. In our implementation, not only both outputs (not inputs) are able
to move, but they are able to move in elliptical and Lissajous patterns. This happens according to the following
equations:


2πt
xout (t) = Rx Lx sin Sx ·
+ 0.5,
(15)
fs


2πt
yout (t) = Ry Ly sin Sy ·
+ θ + 0.5.
(16)
fs
Here, Rx , Ry ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] when multiplied with Lx and
Ly respectively, determine the horizontal and vertical maxima of the output pattern. If one of these has a value of
zero, the outputs will move in a linear shape. The shape
of the pattern is determined by the horizontal and vertical speeds Sx , Sy and the phase shift θ. For example if
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Sx = Sy = 1 and θ = 0.5π the outputs will follow an
elliptical pattern. The patterns created for different values
of Sx , Sy and θ can be seen in [15]. If either Sx or Sy
has a value of zero, the outputs will again move in a linear
fashion. Note, that it is perfectly possible to set different
values for the aforementioned parameters for the left output channel and the right.
3.4 Changing plate dimensions
The fact that VA simulations are extremely flexible, poses a
lot of interesting opportunities for model manipulation. We
were interested in manipulating parameters that are physically ’fixed’, such as the dimensions of a steel plate. Generally speaking, changing the dimensions of a steel plate
is physically impossible to do. The challenge was thus
to imagine how the sound would change if it would be
possible. Looking at the variables that are dependent on
the horizontal (Lx ) and vertical (Ly ) plate dimensions, we
see that changing these would change the eigenfrequencies, the modal shapes and radiation damping. As can be
seen in (10) the eigenfrequencies lower as Lx and Ly grow.
Given the stability condition (11), the number of eigenfrequencies that can be accounted for (M (n) and N (m)
in (7)) also grows as the plate dimensions grow. In the
algorithm, this is implemented by adding zero values to
t+1 t
t−1
qmn
, qmn and qmn
(the q-vectors) in (9), where the combinations mn were non-existent in the previous update.
If the plate decreases in size, the values of the q-vectors
for which the combinations mn do not satisfy the stability
condition anymore will be removed. Also in (7), the modal
shapes change depending on Lx and Ly in (8). As long as
the same number of modes is accounted for, the q-vectors
will not be affected in (9) as Φmn changes. Lastly, the radiation damping αrad and factors A, B and C in (9) will be
updated as Lx and Ly change.
The thickness of the plate can also be changed. This
changes the thermoelastic damping αth in (5), the radiation damping αrad in (6) and the stiffness factor κ2 in (2)
which then changes the eigenfrequencies again. It can be
derived that a decrease in thickness will lower the eigenfrequencies.
4. RESULTS

http://tinyurl.com/zwscbtl Full link: [16]

As we did not have any way of comparing our novel additions (moving the outputs and changing plate dimensions)
to existing solutions, we could only evaluate the output
based on what we expected it to sound like. The waveforms of the input and a few output examples can be found
in Figure 2.
4.1 General output
In general, the output sound is very natural, especially when
combined with some dry input signal. Although no formal
listening tests have been carried out, the naturalness of the
has been reported by the authors. When compared to the
PA1 Dynamic Plate Reverb and ValhallaPlate the output
has a little more low-frequency content. This is probably
because the damping factors we included in our algorithm
mostly attenuate the high-frequency content.
4.2 Moving outputs

In this section, the results of the implementation will be
discussed. They have been informally evaluated by the
authors and sound demos have been made available online 1 . Unfortunately, we did not have access to an actual
plate reverb, so to in order to tell whether the implementation was successful we compared it to the PA1 Dynamic
Plate Reverb and ValhallaPlate: already existing VA plugins. When compared to these plugins, we tried to put their
settings (plate size, decay values, etc.) as close to the values of our implementation as possible. The outputs from
the plugin and our implementation were then compared.
The reasons for any differences in sound output we could
only speculate on, as the plugins were not open-source and
internal parameters were thus hidden.
1

Figure 2. Plots of input and different output examples
using EMT140 properties. Total length of outputs: 9.2
seconds. (a): Dry input signal, (b): Left output signal
(0.1Lx , 0.45Ly ), (c): Left moving output signal (Rx =
Ry = 0.4, Sx = 6, Sy = 5, θ = 0.5π), (d): Plate stretched
from Ly = 1 − 2m between 1 − 2 seconds.

Moving the outputs creates a result that sounds like a vibrato/flanging effect. This can be explained by the fact that
the outputs ’travel away’ or ’travel towards’ sound that has
already been travelling in the plate which changes the pitch
of the output sound slightly.
Letting the left and right output move at different speeds
or in different shapes causes the sound to arrive in the left
channel and the right channel at different time instances.
Perceptually, it will sound like the reverb is moving from
left to right at different speeds causing a very immersive
stereo effect.
4.3 Changing plate dimensions
Increasing the size of the plate creates a pitch-bend effect:
lower pitch when Lx and/or Ly are increased and higher
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when these are decreased. This can be explained by the
fact that the eigenfrequencies are ’stretched/shortened’ as
the plate dimensions increase/decrease. The exact opposite happens happens when plate thickness is changed: if
the plate gets thicker, the pitch goes up, and the other way
around. This can be explained by the increase in the stiffness factor in (2) when the thickness increases.
An interesting effect occurs when input and output are
combined (not 100% wet signal) as the pitch bend effect
only applies to the reverb, and does not influence the dry
input signal.
4.4 Dynamic loss coefficients
To the best of our knowledge, the current state of the art
does not make use of loss coefficients dependent on physical parameters. We explored the possibility to make some
of these parameters dynamic. The most interesting parameter we explored is the air density (ρa ) in Equation (6).
When increasing this, the sound (especially the high frequency content) will die out sooner and has a ’muffled’
sound and can also be derived from the equation. Ultimately, we decided against implementing this feature, as it
did not add much to the sound; it only decreased the naturalness of the plate reverb.

In order to improve computational time when the outputs
are moving, Φmn (xout , yout ) is evaluated for different values of t: t ∈ [1, fs ] with steps of 4/max([Lx Ly ]), before the update equation (9) and is then selected (instead of
evaluated) at the appropriate times in the update equation.
We found this step-size to be a good balance between speed
and having minimal artefacts in the sound if the speed is
not set to be too high.
Changing the plate dimensions greatly influences the computational time as the eigenfrequencies need to be recalculated many time. To improve computational time, the
eigenfrequencies and the modal shapes are reevaluated every 100th time-step, according to the current (new) dimensions of the plate. As with the previous chosen time-step,
found this to be a good balance between speed and having
minimal artefacts.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

fi − fc < d,

In this paper we presented a VA simulation of plate reverberation. The output of the implementation sounds natural and parameters like in- and output positions and plate
dimensions have been made dynamic resulting in a very
unique and interesting flanging and pitch-bend effect (respectively), something which has not yet been achieved by
the current state of the art. Another novelty is that we included thermoelastic and radiation damping that influence
every eigenfrequency independently.
In the future we would like to create a real-time plugin containing all that is presented in this paper. In order
to do so, the algorithm needs to be optimised, especially
computationally heavy processes like moving the pickups
and changing the dimensions of the plate. When this is
achieved, the plugin will be tested with musicians in order
to test usability and whether the output sound is satisfactory. Furthermore, we would like to add damping induced
by a porous medium to our implementation. Even though
it has been ignored in this work, it is an important feature
in the EMT140. Lastly, we would like to explore the possibilities of changing other parameters of the plate using
the presented model as a basis. The shape and the structure of the plate, for example, would be very interesting to
make dynamic. Moreover, different materials, such as gold
and aluminium, or even non-metallic materials like glass,
could be explored and result in some interesting timbres.

fc = fi .
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of an investigation into audio-visual (AV) correspondences conducted as part of the
development of Morpheme, a painting interface to control
a corpus-based concatenative sound synthesiser. Our goal
was to measure the effects of the corpora on the effectiveness of the AV mappings used by Morpheme to synthesise
sounds from images. Two mapping strategies and four
corpora were empirically evaluated by 110 participants. To
test the effectiveness of the mappings, sounds were generated using Morpheme from images designed to exhibit
specific properties. The sounds were then played to the
participants of the study and for each sound, they were presented with three images: the image used to synthesise the
sound and two similar distractor images. Participants were
asked to identify the correct source image and rate their
level of confidence. The results show that the audio corpus
used to synthesise the audio stimuli had a significant effect
on the subjects' ability to identify the correct image while
the mapping didn’t. No effect of musical/sound training
was observed.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the
study of multisensory associations, in particular between
audio and visual stimuli [1]–[7]. Previous research suggests that the mapping between the user sensorimotor inputs to sound synthesis and musical parameters can affect
a number of cognitive and experiential aspects of interaction with sound synthesis as well as the expressivity that
derives from the interaction [8], [9]. This understanding
has led artists and scientists to investigate cross-sensory
mapping strategies for musical interaction.
The research presented in this paper is motivated by the
development of Morpheme, an interactive application that
allows users to synthesise sounds through sketching. The
purpose of the system is to facilitate the expression of
sound design ideas by describing the qualities of the sound
Copyright: © 2017 First author et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0
Unported, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.

to be synthesised in visual terms. For Morpheme to work
effectively, its design must be based on meaningful relationships between what the user paints and what they hear.
Sounds are generated in Morpheme using corpus-based
concatenative synthesis [10].
Previous studies that investigated correspondences between the different senses have shown that there is consistency in the feature correlates which subjects perceive
as a good match. For instance, listeners have consistently
reported high levels of perceived correspondence between
auditory pitch and light intensity (higher auditory pitches
for higher luminosity) [11]–[16], visual size and pitch
(lower pitches for bigger visual shapes), visual size to
loudness (louder sounds for bigger visual shapes) [17]–
[22], spatial height to pitch (higher pitches for higher spatial location) [12], [14], [16], [23]–[30]. Some studies have
reported a high correlation between texture granularity and
sound compactness (high visual granularity for dense audio spectrum) [31], [32] and visual repetitiveness and
sound dissonance (harmonic sound for repetitive textures)
[19], [31], [32]. While these results can be applied to design of an empirically validated mapping to convert the
user’s sketches into sound, some important questions remain regarding the effectiveness of such AV mappings in
a real-world application.
Recent findings suggest that interactions between different dimensions of auditory and visual objects in multidimensional contexts can occur. For example, an increase in
tempo rate is often correlated to an increase in visual motion speed, however when an increase in auditory tempo is
accompanied by a decreasing loudness, the correspondence between tempo and speed is weakened [33]. These
types of interactions between auditory and visual parameters could potentially compromise the direct application of
AV associations that have only been tested independently.
Mappings between users’ sensorimotor input and sound
and musical parameters commonly consist of more than
one dimension. For instance, Morpheme’s mapping associates five auditory and visual features. A question then
arises: are there interactions between the AV associations
that the mapping consists of?
In addition, the strength of an association also depends
on the dynamism of the parameters involved [33], [34]. For
instance, higher pitch sounds are usually perceived as congruent with smaller visual size. However, ascending pitch
is congruent with a growing size and descending pitch with
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shrinking size [34]. This suggests that the congruence
strength can be affected and even reversed depending on
whether the stimuli are dynamic or static.
Furthermore, many descriptors deriving from various
types of audio analysis are available for use in a potential
AV mapping, likewise for the descriptors of an image. This
raises the question of which descriptors will be most effective in AV mappings. Finally, the auditory stimuli in most
of the studies commonly undertaken tend to be limited to
simple synthetic tones. Considering that most natural and
musical sounds are more complex than pure sine tones
whether these results still apply to complex real-world
sounds is uncertain. These are important questions to answer for the development of Morpheme as it uses a multidimensional mapping and concatenative sound synthesis
uses pre-recorded audio material to synthesise sound that
can have complex timbre characteristics.

2. MORPHEME
Morpheme is an application that allows sound synthesis to
be controlled by sketching. The underlying synthesis technique used is concatenative synthesis. For more information about the graphical user interface of the system,
please see [35]. Morpheme extracts visual features from
the analysis of the sketch drawn and uses these features to
query audio units from Catart’s database [10]. During
playback, windowed analysis is performed on the pixels of
the sketch. A window scans the sketch from left to right
one pixel at every clock cycle, the rate of which is determined by the user. Only the areas of the canvas that are
within the boundaries of the window area are analysed.
The window dimensions can be determined by the user,
however the default size of the analysis window is 9 pixel
wide by 240 pixel height. For more detailed information
about the implementation, see [36].
2.1 The AV Mapping

Some of the most effective empirically validated audiovisual associations discussed in the introduction were selected to develop two mappings that enable the selection
of audio units from the corpus. One of the main distinctions between the mappings is that one is achromatic while
the other is chromatic. The first mapping is considered
achromatic because the visual descriptors extracted from
Morpheme’s sketch do not use any colour information,
whereas the second mapping does. Table 1 and Table 2
show the details of the two mappings.
Table 1. Achromatic mapping associations between audio and visual descriptors for the retrieval of audio.
Visual Features

Audio Features

Texture granularity
Vertical position
Texture repetitiveness
Size
Horizontal length

Spectral flatness
Pitch
Periodicity
Loudness
Duration

Table 2. Chromatic mapping associations between audio and visual descriptors for the retrieval of audio.
Visual Features

Audio Features

Color variance
Color brightness
Brightness variance
Size
Horizontal length

Spectral flatness
Spectral centroid
Periodicity
Loudness
Duration

3. METHOD
An experiment was conducted to answer the following
questions
 Which overall mapping (chromatic/achromatic)
is the most effective?
 Do the sounds used as the source audio (corpus)
by the concatenative synthesiser have an effect
the effectiveness of the mappings?
 Is the effectiveness of the mappings affected by
the experience of the respondents with sound/music?
3.1 Subjects

A total of 110 volunteers took part in the study. The study
was conducted in two conditions, in what will be referred
to as the supervised and unsupervised conditions. The supervised study took place in Edinburgh Napier University’s Auralization suite. Participants used Beyer Dynamics DT 770 Pro monitoring headphones to listen to the audio stimuli. A 17.3 inch laptop screen was used for viewing
the visual stimuli. SurveyGismo was used for viewing the
stimuli and for recording the participants’ responses. The
unsupervised study ran as an online survey. In the supervised study a total of 44 participants volunteered to take
part. Sixteen were sound practitioners (referred to as experts), and twenty-eight non-sound practitioners (referred
to as non-experts). All of the expert participants except two
played a musical instrument and the self-reported levels of
expertise were 4 basic, 6 intermediate and 4 advanced.
In the unsupervised study, participants were similarly divided into two groups. There were a total of 66 participants
recruited via a post on audio and music related mailing
lists. The expert group consisted of 39 participants and the
non-expert group of 27. All of the expert participants except one played a musical instrument and the self-reported
levels of expertise were 11 basic, 14 intermediate and 14
advanced. Twenty eight of the expert participants had received formal music theory training for at least one year.
All of the participants reported using analogue and digital
equipment for sound synthesis, signal processing, sequencing and audio programming tools.
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3.2 Stimuli
Stimulus 1

3.2.1 Audio Stimuli
Four audio stimuli were tested for each mapping, i.e. four
sounds per mapping, resulting in a total of eight audio
stimuli. Each sound was synthesized using one of the four
corpora (i.e. String, Wind, Impacts, Birds). The resulting
sounds used as stimuli had a duration of 8 seconds each.
The string and the birds’ corpora consisted of mainly harmonic and periodic sounds, while the wind and the impacts
corpora consisted of mainly unpitched, non-harmonic
sounds. The string and the wind corpora consisted of a
small number of audio-units that were very homogenous
(i.e. all audio-units had very similar characteristics (loudness, periodicity, pitch)), while the impacts and the bird
corpora consisted of audio-units that were non- homogeneous (i.e. more variation in terms of loudness, periodicity
and frequency contain).

Stimulus 2

3.2.2 Visual Stimuli
Six visual stimuli were designed for this experiment. The
aim was to test all the associations used in the mapping and
to manipulate multiple variable simultaneously. To further
validate the effectiveness of the mapping the three images
presented for each audio stimuli have been designed to be
similar and vary only in some respects (see Figure 1). For
instance, the first and second images in Figure 1 are more
similar in terms of pitch contour, while the first and third
images are similar in terms of texture granularity. This decision aimed to increase the level of difficulty of the task
by introducing a confusion variable.

Stimulus 3

3.3 Procedure and Study Design

Participants were presented with a sequence of short
sounds synthesised as described in the previous section.
They were given a selection of three images with each
sound. Participants were told during the training session
that only one of the three images displayed on the screen
had been used to generate each sound they were presented
with. By clicking on an on-screen button using a computer
mouse, subjects could playback the audio files as many
times as they liked. After listening to each individual
sound, participants could use an on-screen radio button to
pick one of the three images they thought had been used to
generate the sound using Morpheme. After each choice,
they were asked to rate their level of confidence in their
judgement. The series of tasks took approximately five
minutes. The order of presentation of the sounds was randomized.

Figure 1. Example of visual and audio stimuli used
for testing the Achromatic Mapping.

4. RESULTS
4.1 Correct Image Selection Rate

This section presents the results of the image selection
tasks. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the percentage of correct image selection made. Pearson’s Chi-square tests of
independence were performed to test the null hypothesis
of no association between the factors (i) subjects’ correct
image selection rate and the audio corpora, and (ii) subjects’ correct image selection rate and AV mappings.
A strong relationship between correct selection rate and
the audio corpora X2(3, N = 224) = 19.22, p = .0 was ob-
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served. No significant relationship was noted between correct selection rate and the mapping X2(1, N = 224) =
1.143, p = .28.
For the expert group in the supervised condition, data
analysis shows a strong relationship between the correct
selection rate and the audio corpora X2(3, N = 128) =
9.86, p = .02. No significant relationship was noted between correct selection rate and the mapping X2(1, N =
128) = 3.33, p = .068.
For the non-expert group in the unsupervised condition,
data analysis shows that there is a strong relationship between correct selection rate and the audio corpora
X2(3, N = 216) = 11.37, p = .010. No significant relationship was revealed between correct selection rate and the
mappings X2(1, N = 216) =.70, p = .40.
For the expert group in the unsupervised condition, data
analysis shows that there is a strong relationship between
the ability of the subjects to identify the correct image and
the audio corpora X2(3, N = 312) = 23.15, p < .001.
Again, no significant relationship was observed between
the correct selection rate and the mappings X2(1, N = 312)
=.3.07, p = .079.
Post-hoc testing of each group/condition chi-square results was performed for each level of the factor corpus in
order to determine which factor levels contributed to the
statistical significance that was observed. The results of
the post-hoc test are presented in Table 3. For more information about the approach followed to perform post-hoc
testing refer to [37] and [38].

The comparison between the expert and the non-expert
groups in the supervised condition shows that there is an
association between the variables subjects skills and correct selection rate X2(1, N = 352) = 4.43, p = .035.
Further testing of the relationship between the variables
correct detection and skills was performed by layering the
participant responses based on the two levels of the mapping factor. The results of the test show that the association
between the subjects’ skills and correct selection rate was
stronger when the chromatic mapping was tested
X2(1, N = 176) =4.27, p = .039 and not strong when the
achromatic mapping was tested X2(1, N = 176) = .88, p =
.347.
The comparison between the expert and the non-expert
groups in the unsupervised condition show no association
between the variables subjects skills and correct selection
rate X2(1, N = 528) = 0.10, p = .747. Further testing of the
relationship between the variables correct detection and
skills was performed by layering the participant responses
based on the two levels of the mapping factor. The results
of the test show that there was no association between the
subjects’ skills and correct selection rate for either of the
mappings: achromatic X2(1, N = 264) = .011, p = .917;
chromatic mapping X2(1, N = 264) =.332, p = .564. Posthoc testing showed that the relationship between correct
detection and subjects’ skills in the different experiment
conditions was not significant, see Table 4.

4.2 Comparison between expert & non-expert groups

This section presents the results obtained from the second
question of the experiment, were expert and non-expert
subjects in the supervised and unsupervised conditions reported on their confidence levels regarding their decision
(i.e. corresponding image for each audio stimuli). A repeated measure ANOVA using a general linear model was
computed with the confidence ratings as within subjects
factor and the corpora and the mapping as between subjects factors. The analysis aimed to test the null hypothesis
of no association between the subjects’ confidence ratings
and the mappings, or the audio corpora.

This section presents the results obtained from the comparison between the expert and the non-expert groups in the
supervised and unsupervised condition. A Pearson’s chisquare test of independence was performed on three between subject variables to test the null hypothesis of no association between: (i) the subjects’ skills and correct image
selection rate, (ii) subjects’ skills and correct image selection rates difference between the two mappings, and (iii)
subjects’ skills and correct image selection rates difference
between the four corpora.

Figure 2. Overall effect of the corpus on the subject's
ability to identify the correct image.

4.3 Confidence Ratings

Figure 3. Overall effect of the mapping on the subject's
ability to detect the correct stimuli.
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Table 3. Post-hoc testing of each group/condition chi-square results by estimating p values from the chi-square residuals for
each level of a factor and comparing these to an adjusted benferonni corrected p value. An asterisk (*) indicates statistical
significance.
Corpus
Birds
Impacts
String
Wind
N

Experts (s)
X2
0.17
0.17
6.3
6.3
32

Experts (u)
X2
0.11
0.04
14.8*
15.8*
78

Total

X2(3, N =128) =9.8, p <.05

p
.67
.67
.01
.01

p
.73
.83
<.006
<.006

X2(3, N =312)=23.1, p <.01

Table 4. Post-hoc testing of correct detection chi-square
results for subjects’ skills factor.
Skills
Expert (s)
Expert (u)
Non-Expert (s)
Non-Expert (u)
Total

Non-experts(s)
X2
p
0.2
.64
1.1
.28
6.8
.008
17.3*
<.006
56

Non-experts(u)
X2
p
0.93
.33
0.93
.33
6.6
.009
6.6
.009
54

X2(3, N =224)=19.2, p <.01

X2(3, N =226)=11.3, p <.05
s=supervised / u=unsupervised
benferroni adjusted p value 0.0062

4.4 Summary of Results

X2
p
N
.6
.41
128
2.1
.14
312
8.5
.033
224
.43
.51
216
X2(3, N = 880) = 8.711, p = .033
s=supervised/u=unsupervised
Benferroni adjusted p value 0.00625

Analysis of the subjects’ confidence ratings revealed no
significant differences due to the corpus with an exception
for the experts in the unsupervised condition, see Table 5.
Significant differences were noted between each mapping
for the means of the expert group. No interactions between
the factors mapping and audio corpus were revealed. The
results of the analyses are shown in Figure 4. An additional ANOVA model was computed to examine the relationship between reported confidence and correct image
identification which was found to be significant for all the
groups with only the exception of the expert group in the
supervised condition. The results of this analysis are
shown in Table 6.

The answer to the first question of this study is that the
choice of mapping did not affect participants’ image selection success. A trend that can be observed in the data indicates that participants selected the correct images well
above chance levels, regardless of the mapping.
The answer to the second question of the study is that the
audio corpus used to synthesise the audio stimuli from the
images had a significant effect on the subjects' ability to
identify the correct image. The image selection success
rate was higher when the string corpus was used, followed
by the birds and the impact corpus, while the lowest success rate was observed for the wind corpus. The analysis
showed that the corpora that had the strongest effect on the
subjects’ successful selection rate were the string and the
wind.
In response to the third question, there was no statistically significant difference between the results of the expert and non-expert groups.

Table 5. General ANOVA model computed to investigate the effect of the AV associations, corpus and mapping on the perceived
similarity reported by the subjects. An asterisk (*) indicates statistical significance.
Group
Non-experts (s)
Non-experts (u)

Corpus
F
P
2.25
.1
.28
.8

Mapping
F
P
.9
.4
14.14*
<.001

Interactions
F
P
1.89
.1
1.93
.1

Total
223
215

Experts(s)

.70

.5

2.26

.1

0.75

.5

127

Experts(u)

4.74*

<.005

15.51*

<.001

1.7

.1

311

3

df

1

1
s=supervised / u=unsupervised

Table 6. General ANOVA model computed to investigate the effect of correct detection on the reported confidence level. An
asterisk (*) indicates statistical significance.
Correct selection
Group

F

Non-experts (s)
Non-experts (u)
Experts(s)
Experts(u)
df

7.53*
6.15*
.34
16.73*
3

P

Total

<.005
<.05
.5
<.001

223
215
127
311

s=supervised / u=unsupervised
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Figure 4. Data means and confidence intervals of participants’ confidence ratings for the mapping and corpus factors for all of
the groups. If intervals do not overlap the corresponding means are statistically significant.

show that when the wind corpus was used, participants felt
least confident, however for the other three corpora the results were not following a strong correlation pattern.

5. DISCUSSION
It is worth noting that overall there are consistencies in the
subjects’ responses across the groups and conditions. The
fact that there are consistencies between the two subject
groups (i.e. experts, non-experts) suggests that musical/sound training was not important. Furthermore consistencies in the subjects’ responses between the two experimental conditions (controlled environment and online)
suggest that both approaches to gathering data are equally
well suited to this type of experiment.
The first result of the study is that the choice of audio
corpus had an effect on participants’ image selection success rate and therefore affects the effectiveness of the mappings. A first interpretation is that when the sound corpus
is not harmonic and continuous, the resulting sounds can
be noisy and lack clarity. This could affect the effectiveness of the mapping by causing a reduction in the salience
of the audio-visual associations. This in turn weakens the
ability of the participants to pay attention to the causal relationship between the image and the sound.
As stated in Section 4.4, there was no statistically significant differences between expert and non-expert subjects.
The fact that musical/sound training was not a very significant factor suggests that the correspondences might be underpinned by either similarities between auditory and visual perception and/or by cultural conventions, but not specifically by the acquisition of advanced musical and listening skills. These findings are in agreement with [18] and
oppose the findings of [17], [20], [39].
Finally, the participants’ confidence ratings revealed no
correlation between confidence levels and correct image
selection. Although a trend can be observed between correct image selection and confidence levels reported by subjects (i.e. confidence levels on average are higher when
participants have responded correctly rather than incorrectly), the confidence levels reported on incorrect responses are very high (i.e. in most cases well above 50%),
which does not indicate that participants were aware that
their responses were incorrect. Overall, participants felt
more confident when the chromatic mapping and the string
corpus were used. Furthermore, the confidence ratings

6. CONCLUSIONS
We reported on the evaluation of Morpheme’s Audio-Visual mappings used to control a corpus-based concatenative
synthesizer through painting. One of the main motivations
of the present investigation was to explore how to best utilise empirically validated audio-visual associations in the
design of sound synthesis user interfaces. Many studies
have shown that people often map stimulus properties
from different sensory modalities onto each other in a manner that is surprisingly consistent. Furthermore, previous
research suggests that correspondences of stimulus properties may be innate or learned at very early stages of a
person’s life, [40]–[42]. This research project is motivated
by the idea that mappings which are consistent with users’
prior perceptual knowledge and the subtleties of multisensory aspects of perception, can better accommodate their
sensorimotor skills and support the comprehension of information and interaction with computer systems.
The present experiment tested the effects of four concatenative synthesiser corpora on the effectiveness of two AV
mappings, measured by the ability of subjects to identify
the image used to synthesise a sound they were presented
with. The results showed that when multiple parameters
vary simultaneously, the nature of the sounds present in
the audio corpus has a moderating effect on the mapping
effectiveness. For example, when the corpus consisted of
harmonic sounds, participants’ detection rates significantly increased in comparison to when using inharmonic
sounds. Finally, results indicated that sound/musical training had no significant effect on the perceived similarity between AV features or the discrimination ability of the subjects.
Further work includes making improvements to the mapping of Morpheme, for instance to minimise interactions
between audio parameters used (e.g. spectral flatness and
periodicity). A set of less correlated audio features is likely
to lead to more effective mappings. Another direction for
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future work involves testing a wider range of audio-visual
features.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the design and implementation of a
real-time adaptive digital audio effect with an emphasis on
using expressive audio features that control effect parameters. Research in adaptive digital audio effects is covered along with studies about expressivity and important
perceptual sound descriptors for communicating emotions.
This project was aiming to exploit sounds as expressive indicators to create novel sound transformations. A test was
conducted to see if guitar players could differentiate between an adaptive and non-adaptive version of a digital audio effect. The participants could hear a difference, especially when performing expressively. Although the adaptive effect did not seem to enhance expressive capabilities,
participants did report an increased sense of control and
general awareness of the effect. Overall, the preference
over the two versions varied evenly between participants.
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout history, advances in technology have played a
huge role in the development and progression of music [1].
Digital audio is but another advancement built upon foundations established by the early pioneers of digital processing [2]. Today, the progression of music technology is as
relevant as ever, and digital audio is at the heart of a wide
range of applications, from music production and performance, to the very way in which music is consumed.
’Adaptive’ effects automatically modify control parameters through mappings based on the analysis and extraction
of audio features derived from the audio signal [3]. Traditionally, adaptive effects tend to be based on the dynamic
properties of sound (examples of this include the compressor and noise gate) [3]. In this work, however, we will refer
to adaptive effects as effects based on spectral properties of
the input signal, which have a direct correlation to the notion of musical expression [4]. While adaptive effects can
be applied and used for many different purposes, this paper
will focus on its use with electric guitar playing.
Expression plays a crucial role in musical performances
Copyright: c 2017 Jonas Holfelt et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

Figure 1. ”Structure of an adaptive DAFx (A-DAFx), with
the input signal and the output signal. Features are extracted, and then a mapping is done between these features and user controls as input, and effect parameters as
output”. (Verfaille and Arfib, 2001 [4]).

[5]. Musicians tend to communicate emotions and messages through expressive play, which often involves expressive improvisation and deviations from notated music [6, 7].The expressive intention of a performer can be
investigated through the analysis of acoustic tone parameters, as these parameters carry sufficient information to
identify some of the underlying emotions that the musician is trying to convey [5].
Temporal variations in timing, dynamics and timbre, all
contribute to the expressive quality of musical performances. Such variations in the acoustic signal have been
previously considered in the context of modelling expressive performances for analysis [5, 6, 8] and synthesis [3, 7, 9, 10]. However, so far they have not been considered in conjunction with expressive intentions to control
adaptive audio effects. An interesting approach would be
to exploit such intentions with the purpose of interacting
with audio effects in musical performances.
The novelty of this approach has created an opportunity to
implement and evaluate a system which extracts expressive acoustical parameters, and maps them to relevant effect control parameters. A multi-effect delay engine was
chosen, as it provides scope to clearly test and interpret
parameter mapping relationships. In order to create this
system, the general structure for adaptive effect implementation was used with the following steps (see Fig 1) [4]:
1. Analysis and feature extraction.
2. Mapping between features and effect parameters environment.
3. Transformation and Re-synthesis
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2. RELATED WORK
Research on digital audio effects is highly interdisciplinary
in the sense that a wide variety of topics and technical principles have to be understood for their design and implementation. This section will take a methodical approach in
considering the various research paths explored during the
process of this project.
2.1 Adaptive Digital Audio Effects
Verfaille et al. proposed a new type of audio transformation: ’adaptive digital audio effects’ (A-DAFx). This
type of effect is also referred to as dynamic processing,
intelligent effects, or content based transformations since
the effect parameters are altered by the input source over
time [4]. The idea of altering the output sound based on
the input already exists in commonly used effects such
as compressors and auto-tune. However, adaptiveness
introduces a new kind of control since specific sound
features (or sound descriptors) can be mapped to alter
control parameters of the output. The implemented echo
effect uses the auto-adaptive approach, which is defined
as an effect where acoustic features are extracted from the
same source as to which the effect is applied.
The mapping of the sound features is an important
aspect of A-DAFx. Several different mapping strategies
have been suggested for adaptive effects, covering both
sound and gesture inputs [3, 4, 11, 12]. However, only
sound features were considered for the purpose of this
project. An important consideration for mapping of sound
features is the mapping strategy between extraction and
manipulation parameters. This choice can be difficult to
argue for, since it depends on musical intention [4]. If the
mapping gets too complex, the users ability to manipulate
the mapping depends on their prior knowledge about
DAFx and the techniques used.
2.2 Examples of A-DAFx
At this time, only three commercial adaptive products are
known to be aimed at guitarists, these are the ’TE-2 Tera
Echo’, ’MO-2 Multi Overtone’ and ’DA-2 Adaptive Distortion’ by ’BOSS’ [13–15]. However, no technical descriptions of these effects are known to be available.
2.3 Analysis and Extraction of Expressive Acoustic
Features
Adaptive effects are classified based on perceptual attributes, the main perceptual axes in sound being: timing, pitch, timbre, loudness and space, with the latter being
the least significant from a musical performance perspective [3]. The first four perceptual attributes will now be
examined in the context of expressivity.
The feature extraction portion of the project was to be used
for identifying musical expression in the acoustic spectrum
of the input signal, and required general insight into various music processing techniques and algorithms [3,11,16].
Acoustic tone parameters constitute of information outlining not only musical structure, but also the expressive in-

tentions of the performer. Friberg et. al stated that ’emotional expression of a music performance can be accurately predicted using a limited set of acoustic tone parameters’ [5].
Studies have found that variation of timing and amplitude
are essential features of auditory communication and music, as they carry information about expressive intentions
and provide higher resolution of auditory information [6].
In addition to the variety of existing software for extracting
tone parameters (e.g. audio to MIDI converters), Friberg
et. al developed the algorithm CUEX [5]to identify expressive variations in music performances, rather than providing accurate musical notations. The CUEX algorithm is
able to extract a wide variety of parameters, but places significant emphasis on onset and offset detection, as it contributes to many temporal feature extractions, such as tone
rate, articulation and onset velocity [5]. Hence, we chose
tone rate to provide a rough tempo estimation, and fluctuations in the tone rate are used to identify temporal expressive intentions for our A-DAFx.
Timbral deviations also play an important role in enhancing the expressive value of a performance, and have a significant effect on the interpretation of music. The brightness attribute for example, has a direct correlation to the
input force or energy of the sound. As a result, musicians
are able to utilise this parameter for control and expression,
which demonstrates a relation between acoustical timbre
and expressive intention [7].
Loudness, another expressive perceptual attribute, which is
related to the energy of a signal. Although amplitude variations do not influence expressivity to the same extent as
temporal variations, they still have a significant effect, and
as the energy of a signal can be intentionally controlled, it
serves as a powerful tool for musical expression. Contrary
to loudness, energy is not influenced by frequency, but this
low level feature is able to provide sufficient information
about the dynamics of the performance [6].
A guitar, as a string instrument produces nearly harmonic
sounds, and its pitch can be determined as a result [1].
Harmonies and melodies carry important information on
musical structure [3]. Yet musical structure is often established by a composer, therefore variations in pitch are not
necessarily related to expressive performance. A focus on
improvisational performance however, would allow the investigation of temporal changes in pitch as an expressive
detail. The physical counterpart of pitch is the fundamental frequency, which can serve as an adequate indicator.
3. DESIGN
Prior work provided us with an overall set of requirements
on developing an A-DAFx, and algorithms for extracting
expressive acoustic features.
We found the field of A-DAFx to have an emphasis on
implementation of algorithms and mapping strategies,
while comparably few user-oriented studies have been
done in the field, which highlights a potential area of
focus. DAFx are commonly used by electric guitar
players, making them an ideal main target group for the
purpose of this project. This led to an investigation on
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how to extract information and expressive features from
the electric guitar and how to map these features to the
A-DAFx parameters. A set of design criteria were formed
to frame and guide the project with a special emphasis
on implementing A-DAFx that would be beneficial for
electric guitar players.

replicates the nonlinearities introduced in valve amplifiers
by asymmetrical clipping of the input audio signal x.

Design Requirements:
• It should function in most Digital Audio Workstations
(DAWs) as a VST format.
• The plugin should work in real-time without notable latency.
• The extracted features should be generalised and
mapped to work with several different effects.
For the purpose of creating an A-DAFx, a digital implementation of the spatial ’echo’ effect was chosen.
To create a more interesting echo effect, a variety of
modulation and timbral effects were implemented into
the echo engine. These included highpass and lowpass
filters, vibrato, reverse delay, and saturation (tube). The
choice of effects was influenced by commercial delay
plugins that utilise similar effects, for example: Strymon’s
’Timeline’, ChaseBliss Audio’s ’Tonal recall’, and Red
Panda’s ’Particle Granular Delay/Pitch Shifter’ [17].
During the design phase, the DAFx was tested and
tweaked using MATLAB by MathWorks and its Audio
System Toolbox Library. The white paper by Mathsworks’
DeVane and Bunkhelia served as inspiration on how to
work with the library [18].

’

(
f (x) =

Q
x−Q
+ 1−edist·Q
0
1−e−dist (x−Q))
Q
1
+
0
dist
1−edist·Q

,

Q 6= 0, x 6= Q,
x=Q
(1)

At low input levels there should be no distortion in the
signal. Clipping and limiting should occur at large negative input values and be approximately linear for positive
values [3]. The work point Q, controls how much nonlinear clipping is introduced in the signal. Large negative
values for Q will provide a more linear output, and dist
increases the amount of distortion in the signal.
4.2.2 Vibrato
The implementation for the vibrato was inspired by
Zölzer’s et al. vibrato algorithm [3]. This algorithm produces vibrato in an audio signal by creating pitch variations
in a way that is similar to the Doppler effect. Varying the
distance between the sound source and the listener is the
same as varying the delay in the signal. If the variation in
the delay is periodic, then the pitch variation is also periodic.
To implement this, a circular buffer is used with a read and
write index. The write index is used for writing the audio
input in the buffer. The read index reads the delayed audio input from the buffer in an oscillating manner creating
periodic variations in the outputted delay.
4.2.3 Reverse Delay

4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Real-Time DAFx
Since the adaptive effect should work in real-time, some
modifications had to be made in order for the application
to work. Real-time audio processing follows a frame-based
pipeline where the signal is segmented into buffers for processing and output [19]. The frame size (also known as
buffer size) and sampling rate is unknown, since these parameters can be changed by the user. To prevent crashing due to using an input size or sampling rate that is too
large or small, the program needs to adjust itself and work
with variable sizes. Furthermore, efficiency needs to be
addressed since the user should not experience any notable
latency during playing. If the effect and feature extraction
algorithms require too much computational power, the input will output to the DAC too late, causing overrun and
undesired output. Although it introduces latency, this problem can be fixed by using a larger frame size. Efficiency
however was not a primary concern during the project implementation.

The inspiration for this type of effect stemmed mainly
from commercial pedals stated previously. The effect was
achieved by saving the input in a delay line, reversing it and
then reading from it. A variable was stored to keep track
of the delay time in samples with the purpose of using and
reversing the necessary buffer length. Pointer variables, a
write index and a read index, were used to keep track of
where the input was stored in the delay line, and what was
required to be sent to the audio output.
4.2.4 Filters
One very common design for a low-pass filter, which can
be easily implemented, is the biquad filter. This filter is a
second-order linear IIR filter with two poles and two zeroes. One big advantage of using a second-order filter over
a high-order IIR filter is greater stability [20]. The filter
can be controlled with three user-defined parameters: the
sampling frequency fs , the corner frequency f0 , and the
quality factor Q [21].
4.3 Expressive Feature Extraction

4.2 Delay Based Effects

4.3.1 Pitch Detection:

4.2.1 Saturation

The implemented pitch detection algorithm was inspired
by the ’Harmonic Product Spectrum (HPS)’ technique and
is used for extracting the fundamental frequency for any
given audio input signal in real-time. The main reason

The saturation algorithm is based on Zölzer’s implementation of tube distortion [4, pp. 122-123]. This algorithm
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for choosing this method was due to its ability to run in
real-time and perform well under a wide range of conditions [22]. An audio signal spectrum will usually consist
of a series of peaks, corresponding to the fundamental frequency with harmonic components at integer multiples of
the fundamental [23]. The HPS method utilises this by
down-sampling the spectrum a number of times, multiplying the compressed versions together, and comparing
it to the original spectrum. The resulting spectrum will
display an alignment of the strongest harmonic peaks and
consequently, the fundamental frequency. The HPS technique measures the maximum coincidence for harmonics
for each spectral frame according to:
Y (ω) =

R
Y

|X(ωr)|

(2)

r=1

Where R is the number of harmonics being considered,
The resulting periodic correlation array is then searched
for a maximum value of a range of possible fundamental frequencies to obtain the fundamental frequency estimate [22].
Yb = arg maxY (ωi )
(3)
4.3.2 Spectral Centroid:
The spectral centroid provides a strong impression of the
timbral feature; brightness. It is calculated by taking a
spectrum’s centre of gravity according to the following formula [24, 25].
PN −1
d
k=1 k ∗ X [k]
(4)
SChz = P
N −1
d
k=1 X [k]

as a detailed indication of tempo. In order to gain a better
resolution, we derive the average inter onset interval (IOI)
to indicate speed at which the musician is playing. The
onset marks a single point in time within the signal where
the transient region or attack starts, highlighting a sudden
burst of energy [28].
Onset detection based on spectral features include various robust methods, which generally require less preprocessing and potentially allow the bandwise analyses of
polyphonic signals. The reduction function transforms the
set of spectral windows into a so called novelty curve,
which indicates the location of prominent changes, and
therefore the possible onsets. The novelty curve is acquired
from the rectified spectral difference at each window, treating the onset as a broadband event, capturing only positive
changes in the magnitude spectrum [28, 29].
SD =

K
X

|X[k]| − |X[k − 1]|

(6)

k=0

The localisation of an onset relies on two threshold parameters. First, an absolute threshold on the amount of positive
change in the magnitude spectrum, to filter out the spurious
peaks. The second being temporal threshold, which makes
sure that only one onset is detected in a given range. In order to calculate the average inter-onset interval, the onset
intervals are accumulated over time in a vector and divided
by the total number of onsets in the same period.
4.4 Parameter Mapping
In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the effect we created a specific preset. The parameter mappings for the pre-

The calculation was implemented by applying a hamming
window for each buffer, to attenuate any unwanted frequencies that result from taking the Fourier Transform of a
segment of the audio signal. For music signals, the brightness generally increases with the presence of higher frequency components in the signal, which is often introduced
through inharmonic sounds [25, 26].
4.3.3 Energy:
Energy is a basic but powerful acoustic feature as it describes the signal energy [27]. Energy is calculated by
squaring and summing up amplitudes in a windowed signal, after which the sum is normalised by the length of the
window.
N −1
1 X 2
En =
x (n)
(5)
N n=0
The frame size of the input signal was used to decide the
window length. The value generated by the energy was
used to estimate the amount of force in the guitar strumming.
4.3.4 Tone Rate:
Tone rate was implemented to gain information on the performers speed of playing. It is roughly proportional to
tempo, as it refers to the number of successive tones over
a given period, but this range is not large enough to serve

Figure 2. Effect engine and parameter mapping structure
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set called ’Dreamy’, were determined by an attempt to construct meaningful relationships between feature extractions
and effect controls, and to also create an accurate representation of the preset name. The notion of dreamy music is
often associated with rich ambient and reverberant sounds,
which can be digitally replicated by utilising effects such
as delay, reverb and vibrato. An attempt to achieve this
type of ‘sound identity’ was made through the parameter relationships described. We found adaptive mappings
such as ‘Pitch Height → Delay Mix’ to make sense musically, as overly delayed signals in low frequencies can
create an undesired muddy low end. The mappings were
decided from what we found aesthetically pleasing and fitting to the chosen notion of dreamy. Further, to inform the
choice of adaptive mapping, the dreamy preset was subject
to initial tests. The non-adaptive versions static parameters
were centred in relation to the range of the adaptive mapping. Figure 2 displays the signal path of the whole effect,
with the coloured lines outlining the parameter mappings
for ‘Dreamy’. The adaptive mappings for the ‘Dreamy’
preset are as follows:
• Energy Level → Vibrato Depth + Filter Fc
• Spectral Centroid → Delay Feedback
• Tone/Rate → Vibrato Rate
• Fundamental Frequency → Delay Mix + Filter Q
5. EVALUATION
Having designed and implemented an adaptive digital audio effect that uses expressive audio features as input, we
now turn to evaluating its performance and use for a performer. In the following we will describe the evaluation
which was done to aswer the research question: Are users
able to distinguish between the adaptive and non-adaptive
version, and do they understand what the difference is?
5.1 Participants
In order to take part in the evaluation, we required that the
participant be able to perform basic guitar techniques. Additionally, we deemed knowledge about effects and various
musical terms necessary for the participant to understand
the questions asked during the experiment. Hence the target group was defined as intermediate guitar players well
acquainted with audio effects.
The participants were recruited through purposive sampling [30]. The researchers chose associative participants,
who fit the target group. A total of seven people participated in the evaluation. The participants were between 22
and 27 years old and the average guitar playing experience
was 9.8 years.
5.2 Procedure
We chose a within-participant design where players compared two versions of our effect, one adaptive and one nonadaptive. In order not to affect the behaviour of the participants in a systematic way [31], the presentation order of
the two versions was counterbalanced so that Participant 1
tested with A = non-adaptive, B = adaptive, while Participant 2 tested with A = adaptive, B = non-adaptive, etc.).

Initially a pilot test was performed, and the experimental procedure was adjusted accordingly. The final procedure was deducted as follows: Each participant was given
a short scripted introduction. They were told they would
be trying two versions of an effect, and were introduced to
the plugin interface. Thereafter the participant would be
asked to sign a terms of agreement, allowing for the experiment to be recorded. A small demographic questionnaire
was also conducted to obtain information on age, experience, and preferred genre. This was done to make sure that
participants fit the chosen target group.
The remaining test was structured as follows:
1. Basic tasks; 2. Short interview; 3. Expressive improvisational tasks; and 4. Follow-up interview.
In the first set of tasks, the participant was asked to perform a variety of basic playing styles on the guitar. The
goal of these tasks was to make sure that the participant
explored every aspect of the effect, and was able to gather
some thoughts about the difference between the two versions. After performing the basic tasks, a short interview
was conducted, where the participant was asked to explain
the difference between the two versions. There were questions specifically asking about the effect of certain features
(such as strum power or pitch), which helped clarify if the
participant understood changes in the sound.
The next set of tasks focused on the participants own interpretation of expressiveness. They were asked to try version A and B when playing deadpan and expressively. The
prediction was that the difference between A and B would
be more noticeable when playing expressively. Deadpan
was described as mechanical playing, adding no expressive variation to the playing. Expressively was defined as
performing as though you were trying to convey some musical expression and emotion to an audience.
Finally, another short interview was conducted. The participant was asked to explain if the difference between version A and B was more noticeable when playing expressively. Afterwards the difference was revealed by the experimenter, and the participant was asked to guess which
of the versions was the adaptive one. The complete test
lasted between 25-35 minutes per participant.
5.3 Data Collection
1) Qualitative Interview: The main method for gathering
data was through qualitative structured interviews: All of
the questions required the participants to provide a specific
answer (yes, no, A or B). This allowed for a structured
comparison between all their answers. Additionally, the
participants were encouraged to elaborate on each question, with the test experimenter taking notes of their answers throughout the interviews.
2) Observation: The tests were all video recorded for postobservation. The guitar was recorded with the effects applied. The recordings served several purposes:
1. Review the interviews, in case the test experimenter
missed any important notes. 2. Check for user errors did
they understand the tasks correctly? 3. Check for systematic errors glitches, and other types of unpredictable behaviour. 4. Triangulate with the data from the interviews.
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Question asked
Q1: Perceived noticeable difference?
Q2: In what version did the energy level change the effect?
Q3: In what version did the tempo change the effect?
Q4: In what version did the pitch change the effect
Q5: Were you at any point confused?
Q6: In which version did you have more control?
Q7: More noticeable difference when playing expressively?
Q8: Which version made you motivated to play expressively?
Q9: Preferred version
Q10: Which was adaptive?

Choice
Adapt.
Yes: 7
6
1
4
Yes:3
5
6
3
4
5

Choice
Non-Adap.
No: 0
1
1
1
No:4
2
1
3
3
1

Unsure
0
0
5
2
0
0
0
1
0
1

Table 1. Summary of the participant’s choices to the simple questions during the evaluation. The questions have been
condensed here, but can be found their actual format in the appendix. The data in ’bold’ outlines the successful choices in
the interview. Ad = the adaptive version. Non-Ad = the non-adaptive version. U = Unclear, Dont know or No perceived
difference.
5.4 Analysis Methods
As a first step, participants’ choices to the simple questions
were summarised (See table 1), after which a more thorough analysis of the interview was performed using Meaning Condensation and Content Analysis. The full interview
answers were reduced by performing meaning condensation, after which the content was analysed by searching for
keywords, patterns, and outliers to gain a broad perspective of the answers. To strengthen the validity of the study,
the data from the interviews was compared with the observation data. If the two sources are not congruent we
considered the data to be invalid.
6. RESULTS
6.1 Difference Noticed Between Versions
1) General: All participants perceived a difference between the adaptive and the non-adaptive version. The nonadaptive version was described as a flat, dry and more simple compared to the adaptive. The adaptive version was
described to have a thicker/fuller effect where there was
more happening with the effect.
2) Effect Change According to Energy Level: A vast majority said that the power of their strum changed some parameter of the effect in adaptive version. Generally, some
parameter of the effect changed according to the power of
the strum. There were different interpretations about what
happened, some of which were: sensitivity of an envelope
filter, added harmonics, and presence.
3) Effect Change According to Tempo: There was a lot of
confusion regarding the mapping of the tempo. Generally,
the participants were unable to perceive a difference from
their tempo fluctuations. The participants could not tell
the difference between the adaptive version and the nonadaptive version.
4) Effect Change According to Pitch: There was some confusion regarding the mapping of the pitch. Most were able
to hear a change of the effect in the adaptive version, however some could not perceive a difference between the two

versions. A change in the adaptive version was identified,
but the description of the effect was inconsistent between
participants. They could hear that something happened but
could not define exactly what it was.
6.2 Comparing ‘Deadpan’ to ‘Expressive’ Playing
6.2.1 Expressive Motivation:
The version that made the participants more motivated to
play expressively appeared to be random, and the version
that participants preferred in general was fairly random.
There was no agreed preference. The non-adaptive version
was deemed simpler and predictable, while the adaptive
version was deemed playful, stronger, and interesting for
experimenting with sounds.
6.2.2 More Noticeable Differences:
All, except for one participant, thought that the difference
between the two versions was more noticeable when playing expressively compared to deadpan. The majority of
participants guessed correctly when asked which the adaptive version was. Participants thought there was something adaptive happening in both versions when playing
expressively, but found it more clear in the adaptive version. Comments include that the effect seemed more static
in both versions when playing in a deadpan manner.
6.3 Usability
Some participants were confused about certain aspects of
the effect, but most found it intuitive. Most participants
felt that they had more control in the adaptive version, but
it was difficult to determine exactly what happened with
the sound. The adaptive version was deemed complex in
the sense that there were more things going on, while the
non-adaptive was deemed simpler in terms of control and
understanding.
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7. DISCUSSION
The results showed that the participants were able to perceive a notable difference between the two versions of the
effect, and they were able to tell which one was adaptive.
However, they had trouble understanding exactly what features actually affected the parameters of the effect. To gain
an understanding of why some of these issues occurred,
triangulation was performed.
7.1 General Comparison Between Versions
The participants described the non-adaptive version as flat,
dry and more simple compared to the adaptive. The adaptive version was described to have a thicker/fuller effect
where there was more happening with the effect. The influence of the energy was the most noticeable and a possible reason for this could be the direct relation between
the power of the strum and the perceived changes in the
vibrato depth and the cut off frequency. The influence of
playing tempo and the pitch on the effect was less clear to
the participants. The players could detect the influence of
pitch, but were not able to identify what parameter it was
controlling. The least successful mapping was the tempo
and the vibrato rate, which the participants were perceiving
the same in both cases. The noticed difference can also be
biased by the imbalanced influence of different mappings,
therefore the masking of one effect of another.
In the more free task involving expressive playing, players thought both the non-adaptive and the adaptive versions
were adaptive. But the players described the non-adaptive
version to be simpler and predictable, while the adaptive
version was deemed playful, stronger, and interesting for
experimenting with sounds.
7.2 Further Comments
The responses to the questions regarding general usability that participants answered at the end of the test can be
helpful to set design requirements for further development.
All the participants thought that an adaptive effect would
be useful, but mostly for experimental purposes. They generally wished that they had more control, or at least knew
what kind of parameters were active in the effect, which
highlights a clear need for transparency in the further design of such tool. The participants especially liked the idea
of being able to control the intensity of ’adaptive expression’ applied to the effect. They also had some ideas for
mapping the effect differently.

testing it was found that the participant generally did not
find that the adaptive version made them play more expressively than the non-adaptive, and that users did not prefer
the adaptive effect. However, when using the adaptive version, the participants felt they had more control and noticed
a bigger difference in the sound produced by the effect
when playing expressively compared to deadpan. It was
also found that the mapping of tempo and pitch were not
apparent to the users, whereas the energy mapping was easily recognised. To investigate A-DAFx further, it would be
worthwhile to test the effect in various environments (such
as in a recording or live setting). In conjunction with this, it
may be beneficial to apply a longitudinal testing approach
so that participants could integrate the effect in their own
creative and compositional work process.
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ABSTRACT
This work presents a novel virtual analog model of the
Lockhart wavefolder. Wavefolding modules are among the
fundamental elements of ’West Coast’ style analog synthesis. These circuits produce harmonically-rich waveforms
when driven by simple periodic signals such as sinewaves.
Since wavefolding introduces high levels of harmonic distortion, we pay special attention to suppressing aliasing
without resorting to high oversampling factors. Results obtained are validated against SPICE simulations of the original circuit. The proposed model preserves the nonlinear
behavior of the circuit without perceivable aliasing. Finally, we propose a practical implementation of the wavefolder using multiple cascaded units.
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1965, Bob Moog (1934–2005) presented his seminal
work on the design of a voltage-controlled filter (VCF)
at the 17th Annual AES Meeting [1]. Moog’s design became a key element of the celebrated Moog sound and
of electronic music in general. His work paved the way
for the development of a synthesis style known as ”East
Coast” synthesis, named after Moog’s New York origins.
Two years prior, in 1963, the San Francisco Tape Music Center, along with composers Morton Subotnick and
Ramon Sender, commissioned a voltage-controlled instrument from the Berkeley-based Don Buchla (1937–2016).
This led to the development of Buchla’s first synthesizer,
the Buchla 100, and the birth of ”West Coast” synthesis [2].
Although contemporaries, the synthesis paradigms of
Moog and Buchla had very little in common. In East Coast
synthesis, sounds are sculpted by filtering harmonicallyrich waveforms, such as sawtooth or square waves, with
a resonant filter. This approach is known in the literature
as subtractive synthesis. In contrast, West Coast synthesis eschews traditional filters and instead manipulates harmonic content, or timbre, at oscillator level using a variety
of techniques such as waveshaping and frequency modulation. The resulting waveforms are then processed with a
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lowpass gate (LPG), a filter/amplifier circuit that uses photoresistive opto-isolators, or vactrols, in its control path [3].
To set them apart from their East Coast counterparts, West
Coast oscillators are called ”complex oscillators”.
One of Buchla’s early waveform generators featured a
wavefolding circuit designed to control timbre. Wavefolding is a type of nonlinear waveshaping where portions of a waveform are inverted or ”folded back” on itself. When driven by a signal with low harmonic content,
e.g. a sine or triangular oscillator, wavefolders can generate
harmonically-rich waveforms with distinctive tonal qualities. This work presents a novel virtual analog (VA) model
of the Lockhart wavefolder, a West Coast-style circuit proposed by Ken Stone as part of his CGS synthesizer and
available as a DIY project on his personal website [4].
Recent years have seen an increase in the number of
manufacturers embracing West Coast synthesis and releasing their own takes on classic Buchla and Serge (another
famed West Coast designer of the 1970s) modules. Modern synthesizer makers, such as Make Noise, Intellijel and
Doepfer, all feature complex oscillators and LPGs in their
product lines. This growing interest in modular synthesizers, which are generally exclusively expensive, serves
as the principal motivation behind the development of VA
models of these circuits. VA synthesizers are generally affordable and are exempt from the inherent limitations of
analog circuits, e.g. faults caused by aging components.
An essential requirement in VA modeling is to preserve
the ”analog warmth” of the original circuit [5,6]. This perceptual attribute is associated with the nonlinear behavior
inherent to semiconductor devices and vacuum tubes, and
can be modeled via large-signal circuit analysis. This approach has been researched extensively in the context of
VCFs [7–11] and effects processing [12–19]. The use of
nonlinear waveshaping in digital sound synthesis is also
well documented [20–23].
A particular challenge in VA models of nonlinear devices
is aliasing suppression. High oversampling factors are usually necessary to prevent harmonics introduced by nonlinear processing from reflecting to the baseband as aliases.
Aliasing reduction has been widely studied in the context
of waveform synthesis [24–30]. Moreover, recent work
has extended the use of a subset of these techniques to special processing cases such as signal rectification and hard
clipping [31, 32]. The proposed Lockhart VA model incorporates the antiderivative antialiasing method proposed by
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Lockhart wavefolder circuit.
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Parker et al. [33, 34].
This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 focus on the analysis of the Lockhart circuit and derivation
of an explicit model. Section 4 deals with the digital implementation of the model. Section 5 discusses synthesis
topologies based around the proposed wavefolder. Finally,
Section 6 provides concluding remarks and thoughts for
further work.

↵R ICD2 ⇡ 0
IED2
IE2

Q2

R
V

2. CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
Figure 1 shows a simplified schematic of the Lockhart
wavefolder adapted from Ken Stone’s design [4]. This
circuit was originally designed to function as a frequency
tripler by R. Lockhart Jr. [4, 35], but was later repurposed
to perform wavefolding in analog synthesizers. The core of
the circuit consists of an NPN and a PNP bipolar junction
transistor tied at their base and collector terminals. In order to carry out the large-signal analysis of the circuit, we
replace Q1 and Q2 with their corresponding Ebers-Moll
injection models [10] as shown in Figure 2. Nested subscripts are used to distinguish between the currents and
voltages in Q1 from those in Q2 . For instance, ICD1 is
the current through the collector diode in Q1 .
We begin our circuit analysis by assuming that the supply voltages V± will always be significantly larger than
the voltage at the input, i.e. V– < Vin < V+ . This assumption is valid for standard synthesizer voltage levels
(V± = ±15V, Vin ∈ [−5, 5]V), and implies that the baseemitter junctions of Q1 and Q2 will be forward-biased with
approximately constant voltage drops for all expected input voltages. Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law around
both input–emitter loops (cf. Fig. 1) results in

Figure 2. Ebers-Moll equivalent model of the Lockhart
wavefolder circuit.
the emitter currents then yields:
IE1

=

IE2

=

V+ − VBE1 − Vin
,
R
Vin − VBE2 − V–
.
R

(3)
(4)

Next, we apply Kirchhoff’s current law at the collector
nodes:
Iout
IC1
IC2

= IC1 − IC2 ,
= αF IED1 − ICD1 ,
= αF IED2 − ICD2 .

(5)
(6)
(7)

Assuming that the contribution of reverse currents αR ICD1
and αR ICD2 to the total emitter currents IED1 and IED2 is
negligible, we can establish that
IED1 ≈ IE1

and

IED2 ≈ IE2 .

(1)
(2)

Substituting these values in (6) and (7), and setting the
value αF = 1 gives a new expression for the output current:
Iout = IE1 − IE2 − ICD1 + ICD2 .
(8)

where IE1 and IE2 are the emitter currents, and VBE1 and
VBE2 are the voltage drops across the base-emitter junctions of Q1 and Q2 , respectively. Solving (1) and (2) for

Combining (3) and (4) we can derive an expression for
the difference between emitter currents. Since the voltage
drops VBE1 & VBE2 across the base-emitter junctions are

Vin
Vin

= V+ − RIE1 − VBE1 ,
= VBE2 + RIE2 + V− ,
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approximately equal (i.e. VBE1 ≈ VBE2 ) for the expected
range of Vin , their contribution to the difference of emitter
currents vanishes. Therefore,
IE1 − IE2 = −

2Vin
.
R

(9)

Substituting (9) into (8) yields an expression for the total
output current Iout in terms of the input voltage and the
currents through the collector diodes:
Iout = −

2Vin
− ICD1 + ICD2 .
R

(10)

Now, the I-V relation of a diode can be modeled using
Shockley’s ideal diode equation, defined as
 VD

ID = IS e ηVT − 1 ,
(11)
where ID is the diode current, IS is the reverse bias saturation current, VT is the thermal voltage and η is the ideality
factor of the diode. Applying Shockley’s diode equation to
the collector diodes using ideality factor η = 1, and substituting into (10) gives us

 V
VCD
CD1
2
2Vin
VT
VT
− IS e
−e
.
(12)
Iout = −
R
Next, we use Kirchhoff’s voltage law to define expressions
for VCD1 and VCD2 in terms of Vin and Vout
VCD1
VCD2

= Vout − Vin ,
= Vin − Vout ,

to model the control circuit of the Buchla LPG [3]. Several
authors have used it to solve the implicit voltage relationships of diode pairs [3,36,37]. As described in [36], W (x)
can be used to solve problems of the form

(13)
(14)

(A + Bx)eCx = D,

(17)

which have the solution


CD AC/B
A
1
e
− .
x= W
C
B
B

(18)

Since the collector diodes in the model are antiparallel,
only one of them can conduct at a time [38]. Going back
to (10), when Vin ≥ 0 virtually no current flows through
the collector diode of Q1 (i.e. ICD1 ≈ 0). The same can
be said for ICD2 when Vin < 0. By combining these new
assumptions with (12)–(14), we can derive a piecewise expression for the Lockhart wavefolder:
Vout

2RL
Vin + λRL IS exp
=−
R



λ(Vin − Vout )
VT


, (19)

where λ = sgn(Vin ) and sgn() is the signum function.
This expression is still implicit; however, it can be rearranged in the form described by (17), which gives us:





λVout
λVin
2RL
Vin + Vout exp
= λRL Is exp
R
VT
VT
(20)
Solving for Vout as defined in (18) yields an explicit model
for the Lockhart wavefolder:


and replace these values in (12). This gives us
Iout = −

 Vout −Vin
Vin −Vout 
2Vin
− IS e VT − e VT
.
R

Vout = λVT W (∆ exp (λβVin )) − αVin ,

(21)

(15)
where

As a final step, we multiply both sides of (15) by the load
resistance RL and remove the exponential functions to produce an expression for the output voltage of the Lockhart
wavefolder:


2RL Vin
Vout − Vin
Vout = −
− 2RL IS sinh
. (16)
R
VT

α=

2RL
,
R

β=

R + 2RL
VT R

and ∆ =

RL IS
.
VT

(22)

An important detail to point out is that the output of the
Lockhart wavefolder is out of phase with the input signal
by 180◦ . This can be compensated with a simple inverting
stage.

3. EXPLICIT FORMULATION
Equation (16) describes a nonlinear implicit relationship
between the input and output voltages. Its solution can be
approximated using numerical methods such as Halley’s
method or Newton-Raphson. These methods have previously been used in the context of VA modeling, e.g. in
[10, 13, 16].
In this work, we propose an explicit formulation for
the output voltage of the Lockhart wavefolder derived using the Lambert-W function. The Lambert-W function 1
W (x) is defined as the inverse function of x = yey ,
i.e. y = W (x). Recent research has demonstrated its suitability for VA applications. Parker and D’Angelo used it
1 Strictly speaking, W (x) is multivalued. This work only utilizes the
upper branch, often known as W0 (x) in the literature.

4. DIGITAL IMPLEMENTATION
The voltages and currents inside an electronic circuit are
time-dependent. Therefore, the Lockhart wavefolder can
be described as a nonlinear memoryless system of the form
Vout (t) = f (Vin (t)),

(23)

where f is the nonlinear function (21) and t is time. Equation (24) can then be discretized directly as
Vout [n] = f (Vin [n]),
where n is the discrete-time sample index.
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SPICE Simulation

4.1 Aliasing Considerations

Vout [n] =

F (Vin [n]) − F (Vin [n − 1])
,
Vin [n] − Vin [n − 1]

(25)

where F () is the antiderivative of f (), the wavefolder function (21). This antiderivative is defined as
VT
α
2
F (Vin ) =
(1 + W (∆ exp (λβVin ))) − Vin2 . (26)
2β
2
Since the antiderivative of W is defined in terms of W
itself, this form provides a cheap alternative to oversampling. This means the value W , which constitutes the most
computationally expensive part of both (21) and (26), only
has to be computed once for each output sample.
Now, when Vin [n] ≈ Vin [n − 1] (25) becomes illconditioned. This should be avoided by defining the special case


Vin [n] + Vin [n − 1]
Vout [n] = f
,
(27)
2
when |Vin [n] − Vin [n − 1]| is smaller than a predetermined
threshold, e.g. 10−6 . This special case simply bypasses the
antialiased form while compensating for the half-sample
delay introduced by the method.
4.2 Computing the Lambert-W Function
Several options exist to compute the value of W (x). In
fact, scripting languages such as MATLAB usually contain
their own native implementations of the function. Paiva et
al. [38] proposed the use of a simplified iterative method
which relied on a table-read for its initial guess. In the interest of avoiding lookup tables, we propose approximating
the value of the Lambert-W function directly using Halley’s method, as suggested in [39]. To compute wm , an
approximation to W (x), we iterate over
pm
wm+1 = wm −
,
(28)
pm sm − rm
where
pm

= wm ewm − x,

rm

=

(wm + 1)ewm ,

sm

=

wm + 2
,
2(wm + 1)

0.5

0.5

Vout

1

Vout

The highly nonlinear behavior of (21) poses a challenge for
its accurate discrete-time implementation. As an arbitrary
input waveform is folded, new harmonics will be introduced. Those harmonics whose frequency exceeds half the
sampling rate, or the Nyquist limit, will be reflected into
the baseband and will cause unpleasant artifacts. Oversampling by high factors is commonly employed to mitigate
this problem but this approach increases the computational
requirements of the system by introducing redundant operations.
In this work, we propose using the first-order antiderivative method presented in [33] and [34]. This method is
derived from the analytical convolution of a continuoustime representation of the processed signal with a firstorder lowpass kernel. The antialiased form for the Lockhart wavefolder is given by

Proposed Model

1
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Figure 3. Input–output relationship of the Lockhart wavefolder circuit (inverted) measured using (a) SPICE and
(b) the proposed digital model, for load resistor values
RL = 1k, 5k, 10k and 50kΩ (in order of increasing steepness).
and m = 0, 1, 2, ..., M − 1. M is then the number of iterations required for pm to approximate zero. The efficiency
of the method will then depend on the choice of the initial
guess w0 . An optimized MATLAB implementation of this
method can be found in [40].
5. RESULTS
To validate the proposed model, the circuit was simulated
using SPICE. Figure 3(a) shows the input–output relationship of the system measured with SPICE for values of Vin
between –1.2 and 1.2 V and different load resistance values. Figure 3(b) shows the input–output relation of the
proposed model (21) simulated using MATLAB. The polarity of the transfer function was inverted to compensate
for the introduced phase shift. An ad hoc scaling factor of
2 was used on both measurements to compensate for the
energy loss at the fundamental frequency. The results produced by the proposed model fit those produced by SPICE
closely. As the value of the load resistor RL is raised, the
steepness of the wavefolder function increases. This increase in steepness translates into more abrasive tones at
the output.
Figures 4(a) and (b) show the output of the wavefolder
model when driven by a 500-Hz sinewave with a peak amplitude of 1 V, and RL = 10k and 50 kΩ, respectively. Both
curves are plotted on top of their equivalent SPICE simulations, showing a good match. The original input signal
has been included to help illustrate the folding operation
performed by the system.
Figure 5(b) shows the magnitude spectrum of a 1-V
sinewave with fundamental frequency f0 = 2145 Hz
processed by the trivial (i.e. non-antialiased) wavefolder
model (21). A sample rate Fs = 88.2 kHz (i.e. twice the
standard 44.1 kHz audio rate), was used in this and the rest
of the examples presented in this study. This plot shows the
high levels of aliasing distortion introduced by the wavefolding process, even when oversampling by factor 2 is
used. Figure 5(d) shows the magnitude spectrum of the
same waveform processed using the antialiased form (25).
As expected, the level of aliasing has been significantly reduced, with very few aliases left above the −80 dB mark.
As illustrated by the left-hand side of Fig. 5, the antialiased
form preserves the time-domain behavior of the system.
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Figure 5. Waveform and magnitude spectrum of a 2145Hz unit amplitude sinewave (a)–(b) processed trivially and
(c)–(d) with the first-order antialiased form. Circles indicate non-aliased components. Parameter RL = 50 kΩ.
bined with two-times oversampling, is on par with oversampling by factor 8. For all fundamental frequencies below approx. 4.2 kHz the ANMR lies below the −10 dB
line. In terms of computational costs, the antialiasing
method is approx. four times cheaper than trivial oversampling by 8 when measured under similar circumstances.
6. PRACTICAL SYNTHESIS USAGE
In practical sound synthesis applications an individual
wavefolder is rarely used as the timbral variety it can produce is quite limited. Most designs, for example the Intellijel µFold, employ a number of wavefolding stages in
series with intermediate gain elements used to space the
folds. The number of stages varies between designs, and is
in fact user variable in some cases. Typically somewhere
between two and six folders are used.
Timbral control is then achieved using two parameters.
The first is the gain at the input of the wavefolder. This
parameter allows the overall brightness of the sound to be
varied, and can be used to provide articulation to a sound
similarly to a filter in subtractive synthesis or modulation
index in FM synthesis. The second parameter is provided
by adding a DC offset to the input of the wavefolder. This
0

Magnitude (dB)

Magnitude (dB)

The proposed antialiased form is particularly effective
at reducing aliased components at low frequencies, especially below the fundamental. This behavior is illustrated
in Fig. 6 which shows the logarithmic magnitude spectrum
of a 4186-Hz sinewave (MIDI note C8 and highest fundamental frequency of a piano) processed both trivially
and with the antialiasing form. The signal depicted by
Fig. 6(a) suffers from a false perceived fundamental frequency at roughly 300 Hz. For the case of the antialiased
signal in Fig. 6(b) this issue has been ameliorated. This
low-frequency behavior is advantageous in our case because at low frequencies the audibility of aliasing distortion is only limited by the hearing threshold [41].
The performance of the antialiased model form was further evaluated by computing the A-weighted noise-tomask ratio (ANMR) for a range of folded sinusoidal inputs. The ANMR has been previously suggested as a
perceptually-informed measure to evaluate the audibility
of aliasing distortion [28, 41]. The algorithm computes the
power ratio between harmonics and aliasing components,
but takes into account the masking effects of the former.
For instance, aliases clustered around harmonics will be
rendered inaudible by the auditorty masking effects of such
harmonics. This phenomenon is particularly common at
high frequencies. An A-weighting filter is applied to all
signals prior to evaluation to account for the frequencydependent sensitivity of hearing for low-level sounds [41].
Signals with an ANMR value below −10 dB are considered to be free from audible aliasing.
Figure 7 compares the measured ANMRs of a set of
unit-amplitude sinewaves with fundamental frequencies
between 1–5 kHz processed by the wavefolder model using the antialasing form and different oversampling factors. The reference signals required to compute the ANMR
values were generated using additive synthesis as detailed
in [28]. All signals were downsampled back to audio rate
(i.e. 44.1 kHz) prior to evaluation. This plot demonstrates
that the performance of the proposed method, when com-
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Figure 4. Time-domain view of the circuit’s SPICE simulation vs the proposed model for a 500-Hz sinusoidal input
with values of RL = (a) 10 kΩ and (b) 50 kΩ.
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Figure 7. Measured ANMR of a range of sinusoidal waveforms processed using the Lockhart wavefolder model
(RL = 50 kΩ) under five different scenarios: direct audio
rate, oversampling by factors 2, 3 and 8, and oversampling
by 2 combined with the antialiasing form. Values below
the –10 dB threshold indicate lack of perceivable aliasing.

breaks the symmetry of the folding and varies the relative
amplitudes of the harmonics, without strongly effecting
the overall brightness of the sound. This parameter can
be modulated, e.g. with a low-frequency-oscillator (LFO),
to provide an effect reminiscent of pulse-width modulation
(PWM).
In order to build a well-behaved cascade of wavefolders,
we need to make sure the individual folders satisfy two criteria. Firstly, the individual folders must provide approximately unity gain when Vin ≈ 0, and approximately negative unit gain beyond the folding point, when |Vin | >> 0.
Secondly, each stage should start folding at the same point
with respect to its individual input. We can achieve this
with the model described above by appropriate setting of
RL and the addition of static pre- and post-gain stages.
An appropriate RL can be determined empirically. The
pre- and post- gain can be determined by measuring the
value of Vout at exactly the folding point. The pre-gain is
taken to be approximately this value, and the post-gain is
taken to be its inverse. In this case, RL = 7.5 kΩ was
chosen, which leads to pre- and post-gains of approx. 1/4
and 4, respectively.
The proposed structure is shown in Fig. 9, in this case
employing four folders. In addition to the folding stages,
a saturator is placed at the output to model the behaviour
of an output buffer stage. Table 1 summarizes the component and constant values for the proposed structure. Figure
8(a) shows the result of processing a unity gain sinusoidal
input with this structure for G = 10 and zero DC offset.
Figure 8(b) illustrates the outcome of processing the same
waveform for G = 10 and a DC offset of 5V.
A real-time demo of the proposed topology implemented
using Max/MSP and Gen is available at http://research.spa.
aalto.fi/publications/papers/smc17-wavefolder.

2/f0

Time (s)
(b)

Figure 8. Waveform for a unit gain sine signal processed
using the proposed cascaded structure with (a) G = 10 and
(b) G = 10 plus a 5-V DC offset.
Component
R
RL

Value
15 kΩ
7.5 kΩ

Constant
VT
IS

Value
26 mV
10−17 A

Table 1. Summary of component and constant values for
the proposed cascaded model. Parameter Fs = 88.2 kHz.
7. CONCLUSION
In this work we explored the behavior of the Lockhart
wavefolder circuit, a West Coast-style nonlinear waveshaper. A VA model of the circuit was then derived using
the Lambert-W function. Results obtained were validated
against SPICE simulations of the original circuit. To tackle
the aliasing caused by the nonlinear nature of wavefolding,
the proposed model was extended to incorporate the firstorder antiderivative antialiasing method. When combined
with oversampling by factor 2, the antialiased wavefolder
model is free from perceivable aliasing while still being
suitable for real-time implementation.
Furthermore, a proposed synthesis topology consisting of
four cascaded wavefolding stages was presented. The recommended structure demonstrates the capabilities of the
derived circuit model in a synthesis environment. However, the proposed topology is not unique, as it can be
modified according to the needs of the particular application. For instance, the number of stages can be modified.
Similarly, the value of the internal load resistance can be
increased for added brightness. This effectively showcases
the flexibility of VA models.
Future work on the topic of wavefolding will focus on
modeling the original Buchla timbre circuit. This kind of
work can then extend to the study of other West Coast circuits and synthesis techniques.
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ABSTRACT

cally but also through the tangible, spatial and interactive
characteristics of sound installations.

Highly recurrent networks that exhibit feedback and delay
mechanisms offer promising applications for music composition, performance, and sound installation design. This
paper provides an overview and a comparison of several
pieces that have been realised by various musicians in the
context of a practice-led research project.
1. INTRODUCTION
Over three years, the ICST Institute for Computer Music and Sound Technology has run a research project entitled FAUN – Feedback Audio Networks that explored
the musical potential of time-delay and feedback mechanisms within densely interconnected recurrent networks
[1]. Such networks are interesting for several reasons: The
changing activity of the network can be rendered audible
through direct audification which abolishes the need for a
potentially arbitrary sonification mapping. The manipulation of delay times provides a formalism of potential use
for both sound synthesis and algorithmic composition. The
networks lend themselves for generative approaches that
explore the sonic potential of self-organised processes.
The FAUN project follows a practice-led approach to
study how time-delayed feedback networks can be adopted
for musical creation. This paper considers how musicians
appropriate and integrate the conceptual, functional and
aesthetic principles of these networks into their own creative practice. Accordingly, the paper does not provide
a systematic analysis of particular network algorithms but
rather highlights and discusses the diversity of individual
approaches that were chosen by the musicians.
2. BACKGROUND
This section presents a brief overview of the application of
feedback and delay principles in sound synthesis. It also
provides information about approaches that transfer computational data and processes into experienceable representations. These approaches can inspire musicians to render sound synthesis techniques perceivable not only soniCopyright: c 2017 Daniel Bisig et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

2.1 Feedback and Delay in Sound Synthesis
Feedback and delay mechanisms play a prominent role for
the creation and processing of digital audio signals [2].
In digital signal processing, typical applications include
the design of recursive filters or the simulation of room
acoustics (see e.g. [3]) In sound synthesis, several physical
modelling techniques, such as digital waveguide synthesis,
employ feedback and delay to simulate the propagation of
acoustic waves through physical media (see e.g. [4]).
Approaches that employ feedback and delay mechanisms
within highly recurrent networks are much less common.
Such networks can give rise to interesting phenomena of
self-organisation. The term generative audio system is
used to designate generative approaches in computer music that do not operate on symbolic data but rather create
the sonic output through direct audification [5].
There exist a few examples that employ neural networks
for sound synthesis [6, 7]. Approaches that are not related
to neural networks are equally relevant. The computer music environment resNET represents an early example [8].
It permits the realisation of networks for sound synthesis
that consist of interconnected exciter and resonator units.
More recently, a sound synthesis system was realised based
on iterative maps whose variables are coupled via a network [9]. Recent research has been conducted on feedback
networks consisting of time-varying allpass filters [5].
2.2 Exposure of Generative Systems
Due to their complex dynamics, time-delayed feedback
networks can be employed as generative systems that exhibit autonomous and self-organised behaviours. This renders these networks attractive within the context of generative art [10, 11]. An ongoing debate in generative art refers
to the challenge of devising an artwork in such a way that
the specific characteristics of the underlying algorithms
manifest themselves as principal aspects of the work. By
directly exposing the algorithms in the perceivable characteristics of an artwork, the audience becomes engaged
not only on an aesthetic level but can also gain through
a process of experiential reverse-engineering an intellectual appreciation of the work [12]. The principle of rendering generative processes directly perceivable can serve
as a compositional strategy in computer music [13, 14]. In
this context, the method of mapping abstract algorithms
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into perceptible outcomes is important but also controversial [15]. By reducing the disjunction between algorithms
and the sonic material they organise, the correspondence
between formal and aesthetic principles can be made more
compelling. In the most extreme case, there exists a full
match between formal and perceptual properties of a generative system. Such a situation has been described as natural mapping [11] or ontological alignment [15].
3. WORKS
Several musicians have been invited to realise a work.
Apart from the requirement to employ time-delay and
feedback mechanisms as main means for sound creation,
the musicians were free in their choice of musical ideas
and technical implementations. The works include compositions, improvised performances, and sound installations. All works have been shown to the public during a
small festival which was organised in October 2016 at the
Zurich University of the Arts. An online video trailer provides a brief impression of the festival activities 1 For each
work, a representative video excerpt is available online:
Roj 2 , Twin Primes 3 , Errant it is 4 , Circular 5 , Thread 6 ,
Stripes 7 , Sheet Music 8 , Studie 24.2 9 , Watchers 10 .
To facilitate the comparison between the various works,
we standardise the description and depiction of the formal
aspects. For each work, the algorithms are described by
highlighting the characteristics of the network nodes, connections and topologies. Figures showing the internal characteristics of nodes and connections depict a single node as
circle and a single outgoing connection as outlined rectangle. The depicted number of incoming and outgoing signal connections is not representative of the actual network
topology. Fig. 1 shows a set of graphical symbols that represent common processing elements within a node or connection. Figures showing the network topology depict network nodes as circles and unidirectional network connections as black arrows. Arrows pointing on both sides are a
graphical simplification of two unidirectional connections.
Physical audio lines connecting the networks’ output or input to loudspeakers and microphones, respectively, are depicted as bold black lines without arrowheads.

Figure 1. Graphical symbols used for the schematic representation of network nodes and connections. From left
to right: summation, threshold function, sigmoid transfer
function, gaussian transfer function, negative exponential
function, gain function, root mean square (RMS), random
number generator, low pass filter.

and network topologies. For this purpose, the musician developed a network implementation that allows to dynamically change the connectivity among network nodes and
the mapping of control values on delay times.
The node and connection characteristics are depicted in
Fig. 2. Each node sums the incoming audio signals and
passes the result through a gain function before sending it
out to other nodes. This gain function forms part of an automated signal amplitude control mechanism. Sine oscillators or noise units can be added whose output is mapped
on the delay time.
The left side of Fig. 3 shows a schematic representation
of a network. While this network represents an arbitrary
example, it nevertheless highlights several key elements
that were used for the creation of musical material. The
network possess recurrent connections that connect different nodes with each other and single nodes back on themselves. Also, the network incorporates several number generators for automating changes in delay times. The acoustic output passes through a mixing desk which permits to
distribute the output spontaneously during a performance.

Figure 2. Node and connection characteristics for the piece
Roj.

3.1 Concert Performances
3.1.1 Roj
The piece Roj by Bojan Milosevic employs network-based
algorithms for creating a body of sonic material that was
later manually arranged and performed as tape music. A
core musical interest of the musician concerns the acoustic
effects that result from continuously changing delay times
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

https://vimeo.com/217825545
https://vimeo.com/217974487/5fc155cb32
https://vimeo.com/217974854/0ec449eac6
https://vimeo.com/217974122/4ac141f4c3
https://vimeo.com/217973648/30df6779f8
https://vimeo.com/217851901/f8a43e9e1b
https://vimeo.com/121604263
https://vimeo.com/121603682
https://vimeo.com/217859390/a32a315736
https://vimeo.com/217893895/ad977f1a11

Figure 3. Network topologies for the pieces Roj (left) and
Errant it is (right) . The labels stand for: F = Fourses
unit, N = Izhikevich neuron, R = Karplus-Strong resonator,
D = feedback and delay unit.
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3.1.2 Twin Primes

3.1.3 Errant it is

The piece Twin Primes by Philippe Kocher combines the
audio output of time-delayed feedback networks with instrumental sounds from two percussion sets. The piece establishes a relationship between musicians and network by
using the acoustic output of the musicians as input material
for the network. The gradual change of this relationship
forms part of the musical development of the piece. Initially, the network briefly processes the percussive sounds
before falling silent again, later on, the network assumes a
more autonomous role and produces sustained sounds.
The node and connection characteristics are schematically depicted in Fig. 4. The node contains the same auto
gain mechanism that was used in the piece Roj. The scaled
input signal is passed through a gating element whose
opening and closing is controlled by the amplitude of the
microphone input: The gate opens if the RMS of the microphone signal lies above a threshold. The gate closes
either after a predefined duration or when the microphone
input exceeds the threshold a second time. The opening
and closing of the gate is not instantaneous and its speed
constitutes an additional musical control parameter. Whenever the gate closes, it triggers a randomisation of the delay
values of the node’s outgoing connections.
The piece uses multiple network topologies which are
used either in parallel or sequentially throughout the performance (see Fig. 5). These networks receive audio input
from contact microphones which are taped to various instruments of the percussion set. The acoustic output of the
network nodes is routed to five speakers on stage according
to a fixed matrix. The switching of networks, the control
of network behaviours and parameters, and the routing of
the microphone output are all predetermined as part of the
compositional structure of the piece.

The piece Errant it is by Volker Böhm combines a computational model of spiking neurons with several audio signal
processing elements. This approach integrates the hardly
predictable dynamics of a biologically inspired model network with more familiar and easily controllable elements
from digital signal processing. The resulting heterogenous
network serves as an improvisation tools for live performance. This network integrates the following elements:
nodes that implement the Izhikevich spiking neuron model
[16], Karplus-Strong string resonators, a time-delay and
feedback network, and a so-called Fourses unit. This unit
creates audio signals by confining multiple sawtooth waves
within each others’ amplitude envelope. 11 During the performance, various network parameters are modified in realtime using a Midi controller. Initially, the musical output is
created solely from the acoustic output of the model neurons. Later on, the output of the Fourses unit is used to create rhythmic patterns. Towards the end, the musical output
is generated by the feedback and delay network which receives its audio input from a microphone.
A graph representation of the differential equation set that
describes the behaviour of the Izhikevich neurons is shown
in Fig. 6. The characteristics of the nodes and connections that were used in the feedback and delay network is
shown in Fig. 7. The nodes pass the summed input signal into an output connection. The connection contains a
DC blocker, a pitch shifter, an equaliser, and a delay unit.
The RMS of the node’s audio signal can be used to automatically control the delay time. The topology of the heterogenous network that was used during the performance
is shown on the right side of Fig. 3. The network is divided into two subnetworks. One subnetwork consist of
three Izhikevich model neurons and three Karplus Strong
string resonators which are connected to each other in a
circular arrangement. The other subnetwork consists of a
single node that possesses two recurrent delay connections
to itself. A single Fourses unit is connected to all Izhikevich
model neurons and serves as an external signal generator.
The acoustic output of the Izhikevich model neurons and
the time-delay feedback network node are mixed and then
routed to four loudspeakers.

Figure 4. Node and connection characteristics for the piece
Twin Primes.

Figure 6. Node and connection characteristics of Izhikevich neuron models for the piece Errant it is.
3.1.4 Circular
Figure 5. Example network topologies and audio routings
for the piece Twin Primes.

The piece Circular is different from the other pieces in
that it employs a physical feedback mechanism. The main
11

http://vboehm.net/2014/12/fourses/ (accessed 2017-02-26)
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Figure 7. Node and connection characteristics of a feedback and delay network for the Piece Errant it is.
role of the performer is to control the feedback effects
through the manipulation of a hand drum. This drum interferes with the acoustic transmission between a loudspeaker
and a microphone and serves as acoustic filter and trigger.
Fig. 8 shows a diagram of the stage setup on the left side
and a photograph of the performance on the right side. The
audio signal that is picked up by the microphone is routed
into a simple signal processing patch. This patch passes
the incoming audio signal through a multi band compressor and a gain unit, the latter of which can be controlled
with a Midi foot pedal.

Figure 8. Diagram of the stage setup for the piece Circular
(left) and a photograph of the performance (right). From
left to right, the graphical elements represents a foot pedal
and a hand drum.

a similar manner as has been described for the piece Twin
Primes.
Fig. 10 shows a diagram of two example network topologies that were used during different stages of the performance. In these two networks, the node in the top left
corner of each network deserves special mentioning. This
node functions as compositional element in that its activity
and the time delays of its outgoing connections are sequentially modified according to a predefined list of values.

Figure 9. Node and connection characteristics for the piece
Thread.

Figure 10. Example network topologies and audio routings
for the piece Thread.

3.2 Installations
3.1.5 Thread
The piece Thread employs four steel wires that serve as unconventional loudspeakers. These wires are 8 meters long
and attached to two hand-rails of a car ramp. The output of
multiple different feedback and delay networks which are
interactively controlled by the performer is routed through
transducers onto the wires. The realisation of the piece is
motivated by the following musical interests: The combination of the network-based sonic material with the highly
idiosyncratic acoustic properties of steel wires. A musical
improvisation based on the real-time exploration of different acoustic phenomena within subregions of a large network. The performance alternates between musically minimalistic phases during which the performer hardly interferes with the network’s behaviour and more musically diverse passages during which the network is subject to more
frequent manual control.
The characteristics of the network nodes and connections
is depicted in Fig. 9. Each node passes the sum of the input signals through a gating element before exiting through
outgoing connections. This gating mechanism operates in

Several musicians have realised sound installations. In
these installations, the acoustic output and certain aspects
of the physical and/or spatial setup are set into correspondence to properties of the network algorithms. The installations presented in this section were realised by members
of the ICST.
3.2.1 Stripes
The sonic output of the installation Stripes is generated by
a non-standard form of waveguide synthesis that consists
of a feedback system with four delay lines. Unlike regular waveguide synthesis, the delay times vary over time
and they do so independently from one another. This approach permits the creation of constantly changing timbres
and rhythmic gestures. The installation routes the output of
each network connection to a corresponding loudspeaker.
As a result, signal propagation through network connections becomes audible as a spatial propagation of sonic
changes across the loudspeaker arrangement.
The characteristics of the network nodes and connections
is depicted in Fig. 11. Each node employs the same auto
gain mechanism that was used in the pieces Roj and Twin
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Primes. The output connection contains a delay unit whose
time is constantly changed by linearly interpolating between random values. The network topology is shown on
the left side of Fig. 12. The network consists of a single
node and four recurrent connections that connect the node
with itself. The installation setup consists of four piezoelectric speaker films, each of them 1.8 metres long, that
hang from the ceiling (see right side of Fig. 12).

on top of a note stand (see right side of Fig. 14). Once the
installation is set up, the distances among the loudspeakers are manually measured and stored in a configuration
file to be read upon initialisation of the network. A more
thorough description of the installation is available in [17].

Figure 13. Node and connection characteristics for the installation Sheet Music.
Figure 11. Node and connection characteristics for the installation Stripes.

Figure 14. Network topology and audio routing for the installation Sheet Music (left) and a photograph of the piezoelectric loudspeakers (right).
Figure 12. Network topology and audio routing for the
installation Stripes (left) and a photograph of four piezoelectric loudspeakers (right).
3.2.2 Sheet Music
The installation Sheet Music employs a network algorithm
that resembles the functioning of a switch board. Whenever a node’s signal amplitude exceeds a threshold, the
node’s output is connected to another node. In combination with a one-to-one correspondence between node activity and acoustic output via a corresponding loudspeaker,
the switching behaviour gives rise to pointillistic sonic patterns that propagate through space. In addition, the installation establishes a relationship between delay times and
spatial distances among loudspeakers. The delay time between nodes is proportional to the spatial distance between
the corresponding loudspeakers. This allows to exploit the
spatial constraints of an exhibition situation in order to create a unique and site specific network configuration.
The characteristics of the network nodes and connections
is depicted in Fig. 13. Each node passes the summed input signals through a limiter and a routing mechanism that
switches in a round robin manner to its next setting whenever the node’s signal amplitude exceeds a threshold. The
network topology is shown on the left side of Fig. 14.
The installation setup consists of eight piezoelectric
speaker films, each of them an A4 sheet in size, sitting

3.2.3 Studie 24.2
For the realisation of the piece Studie 24.2 the existing setup of the installation Dodecahedron was used.
This setup possesses the shape of a platonic body and
places twenty loudspeakers at equal distances from each
other on the surface of a sphere. The piece appropriates
the given geometric setup as compositional constraint in
that it relates the physical loudspeakers and the metallic
struts to nodes and connections in a feedback and delaynetwork. By modifying the probabilities of signal propagation across different network connections, temporary
subnetworks are formed.
The node and connection characteristics are shown in
Fig. 15. Here, the RMS of the signal amplitude is passed
through a nonlinear gain function that boosts middle amplitudes while eliminating low and high amplitudes. In
addition, a global amplitude control mechanism uses the
RMS of all network signals to adjust the output gain of
network connections. The gain and delay values are continuously randomised, which serves to create gradually
changing timbres and helps to avoid the appearance of resonances.
Fig. 16 shows a schematic representation of the network
topology on the left side and a photograph of the Deodecahedron installation on the right side. According to the direct correspondence between installation scaffold and network topology, each node is connected to three neighbouring nodes. Signals propagate in a branching manner, i.e.
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a signal that arrives at a particular node from one of its
neighbouring nodes can only be propagated to the other
two neighbouring nodes. The probability and scaling of
this branching propagation are randomly changed. This
propagation principle leads to the appearance of local sonic
movement trajectories.

unique identifier that is communicated to other loudspeakers vie an infrared sender mounted at the front of their casing. This signal is received by other loudspeakers via an
infrared receiver that sits at the back of their casing. Each
loudspeaker then transmits the list of received identifiers
via Wifi to a computer which updates the topology of the
sound synthesis network accordingly. A more thorough
description of this installation is provided in [18].

Figure 15. Node and connection characteristics for the
piece Studie 24.2.
Figure 17. Node and connection characteristics for the
piece Watchers.

Figure 16. Network topology and audio routing for the
piece Studie 24.2 (left) and a photograph of an exhibition
setup (right)

Figure 18. Network topology and audio routing for the
installation Watchers (left) and a photograph of the exhibition situation (right)

3.2.4 Watchers

4. DISCUSSION

The installation Watchers allows visitors to manually alter
the horizontal orientation of loudspeakers and thereby affect the topology of the network-based synthesis system.
Each loudspeaker renders the activity of a particular network node audible. Loudspeakers possess a line of sight
which controls the existence of network connections. Depending on a loudspeaker’s orientation, different neighbouring loudspeakers fall into its line of sight. Network
connections are created between nodes that correspond to
loudspeaker that can “see” each other. Whenever the establishment of a connection leads to the propagation of activity among network nodes, the sonic characteristics of the
corresponding loudspeakers become gradually intermixed.
The characteristics of the network nodes and connections
is depicted in Fig. 17. A node contains an internal sine oscillator whose output is combined with the sum of the incoming signals. This combined signal is passed through a
sigmoid wave shaping function that serves as audio distortion and gating mechanism. The shape of the wave shaping
function changes based on whether the RMS of the input
signal lies within or outside a lower and upper threshold.
Fig. 18 shows a schematic representation of the network
topology and audio routing. Each loudspeaker is attached
to a rotational joint. Also, each loudspeaker possesses a

This section provides a comparison and discussion of the
musical approaches for the previously described pieces.
4.1 Algorithm Design
On a basic level, the design of sound synthesis network
algorithms can either be informed by techniques from digital signal processing or from the appropriation of algorithms from non-musical domains. The former approach
is familiar to most musicians whereas the latter results in
non-standard techniques whose musical usefulness is more
difficult to assess. In FAUN, most musicians chose a digital signal processing approach in their network implementation. Only the piece Errant it is implements a neural
network. However, this implementation is complemented
with more conventional signal processing algorithms.
4.1.1 Feedback Stabilisation
One of the challenges when working with feedback systems concerns the avoidance of instabilities caused by positive feedback. Most of the pieces employ an ad hoc approach for the automated stabilisation of feedback. The
corresponding mechanisms either directly control local or
global signal gain or employ a gate that closes whenever
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the signal exceeds a threshold. Only in two pieces for live
improvisation (Errant it is, Circular), the task of feedback
stabilisation is delegated to manual intervention.
Unique approaches for feedback stabilisation are employed by the following pieces: Sheet Music implements a
connection switching mechanism that cuts of the propagation of signals that exceed an amplitude threshold, Studie
24.2 uses a global signal attenuation mechanism and also
boosts signals with average amplitude that serves to maintain a fairly constant signal amplitude throughout the piece,
Watchers uses a wave shaping function to control signal
amplitude.
4.1.2 Network Topologies
While all networks described in this paper contain recurrent connections, the characteristics and topologies of the
networks are quite diverse. In all pieces with the exception of Studie 24.2, many or all recurrent connections connect a node back to itself. While this is obvious for networks that consist of one node only, local recurrent connections are important in larger networks as well since they
allow to maintain the activity of a node for extended periods of time. In many of the networks that consist of a
few nodes only (3 to 5), the recurrent connections across
different nodes serve to establish circular propagation patterns. In networks containing larger number of nodes (6
to 20), circular recurrent patterns appear as well but they
do not span all neurons and thereby create subnetworks.
The usage of subnetworks within larger networks plays an
important role in that it renders the complex feedback dynamics more manageable than in networks that are fully
connected. Also, subnetworks permit to maintain concurrent sonically distinct network activities while allowing the
occasional exchange of sonic material among the various
subnetworks. None of the pieces makes use of a larger network in which the nodes are fully connected.
With the exception of Errant it is, all pieces use networks
in which nodes and connections all possess the same characteristics. This is an indication that parametrical and topological variations in homogenous networks allow for the
creation of sufficiently diverse sonic material so that the
added complexity of heterogenous networks is not considered worthwhile by the musicians. On the other hand,
many musicians employ several different network topologies, either in parallel or successively throughout the piece.
Some of the pieces use multiple networks with fixed
topology (Errant it is, Twin Primes, Thread). By switching between these networks or by scaling the contribution of individual networks to the overall sonic result, the
pieces can progress in a predictable manner through different musical sections. Other pieces use only a single
network but continuously (Watchers, Sheet Music) or occasionally (Roj) modify its topology. This approach leads
to less predictable results since the musical result depends
both on the new topology and the former activity patterns
that still persist after a topological change. On the other
hand, the persistence of network activity helps to create a
sonic continuity throughout the development of a piece.

4.2 Compositional Approaches
The use of feedback and delay principles implies that all
sonic aspects of a musical piece (pitch, timbre, rhythm,
etc.) become mutually interrelated. Accordingly, a musician cannot freely decide to modify each of these aspects
individually. The specification of the velocity of the gating
mechanism in Twin Primes and Thread results not only in
spectral but also in rhythmical effects. The changing wave
shapes in Watchers and the connection switching mechanisms of Sheet Music serve a similar purpose. In Thread,
the rhythmic structure is largely predefined by the specification of delay times in connections that pass an initial
activation trigger to network nodes. Errant it is uses an
external mechanism for controlling rhythmicity: a Fourses
ramp generator occasionally controls periodic changes in
the membrane potential of the Izhikevich model neurons.
The piece Roj represents a peculiar case. By manually arranging pre-recorded material, external rhythmic and formal elements are imposed on the music that are unrelated
to the characteristics of a network mechanism. This approach offers the largest compositional freedom, but this
comes at the cost of sacrificing some of the potential of
the networks to operate as autonomous generative systems.
Most musicians tried to strike a balance between compositional freedom and generative autonomy.
An interesting relationship between human performer
and generative system develops in Thread and Circular.
In both pieces, the musician’s behaviour consists mostly
of spontaneous reactions to the complex behaviour of the
network. Accordingly, both the musician and the network
possess agency and it is the mutual interplay between the
two that shapes the development of the piece.
4.3 Experienceable Relationships
This section addresses the establishment of relationships
between network algorithms and experienceable results
that go beyond purely sonic considerations.
4.3.1 Spatialisation
In all pieces, the output of the network is spatialised by a
multichannel speaker setup, but two different approaches
are employed. Either the output of the network is routed
through a mixing desk before being distributed across the
loudspeaker setup, or the sonic output of each network
node is directly connected to an individual loudspeaker.
Only two pieces (Roj and Errant it is) follow the first approach. In a one-to-one routing of node output to loudspeaker, the spatialisation of the sonic output is predetermined to a large extend by the network’s topology. Accordingly, this approach treats acoustic spatialisation as
a property that is correlated with other musical aspects
through the behaviour of the network. While this second
approach constrains compositional freedom, it offers the
opportunity to expose the network’s dynamics as spatial
trajectories of sonic material.
4.3.2 Physical Correspondences
The one-to-one routing of node output to loudspeaker can
be understood as an ontological form of mapping between
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algorithmic properties and physical objects. That is, the
individual nodes in a network manifest both as acoustic point sources and tangible objects. Accordingly, the
speaker setup conveys information about the structure of
the network that might otherwise be hidden from the audience. This mutual object correspondence is emphasised in
Stripes, Sheet Music, Studie 24.2, and Watchers.
Apart from establishing a correspondence between network nodes and loudspeakers, some of the pieces also
experiment with the exposure of the network’s topology
through physical or spatial metaphors. Studie 24.2 uses
the given physical structure of an installation as guiding
principle for the network topology: each metallic strut between two loudspeakers corresponds to a connection between two network nodes. Another approach is chosen for
Sheet Music, where the distances among loudspeaker are
mapped onto delay times. This correspondence between
spatial properties of physical space and temporal properties of a sound synthesis system allows the physical space
to partially imprint itself on the musical characteristics.
In Watchers, relationships among loudspeakers are based
on the principle of line of sight. Since visitors can affect the “visibility” among loudspeakers either by manually changing the loudspeakers’ orientations or by blocking
the infrared signals with their bodies, this principle of correspondence can be exploited as an interaction affordance.
5. CONCLUSION
This publication provides a comparison of different musical approaches for working with time-delay and feedback
networks. We believe that the pieces realised in the context
of this project are sufficiently diverse to inform a general
evaluation of the creative potential of such networks. Nevertheless, it is clear that the chosen approaches hardly represent the full breadth of possibilities. Some of the pieces
do not follow fundamentally different approaches but belong to one of several families of similar works that have
emerged during the project. Furthermore, two different approaches are underrepresented in this body of works: first,
network-based forms of sound synthesis that incorporate
algorithms from outside the musical domain in order to experiment with non-standard forms of sound synthesis, and
second, installations in which musical strategies for establishing correspondences between musical algorithms and
physical properties are exploited as affordances for interactive engagement. In a future continuation of this project,
we hope to be able to offer calls for work that specifically
focus on these topics.
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ABSTRACT
The paper discusses a generative approach to the design
of experimental electronic circuits for musical application.
The model takes into account rewriting rules inspired by Lsystems constrained by domain-specific features depending on electronic components, and generates families of
circuits. An integrated production pipeline is introduced,
that ranges from algorithmic design to simulation up to
hardware printing.
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final physical output (i.e. electronic components) is a difficult task. On the other side, nowadays available technologies seem promising in favoring such an approach, as
a panoply of Electronic Design Automation (EDA) software solutions are available, that can be directly linked to
automatic circuit printing. In the following, we discuss a
generative methodology for audio circuit design, propose
an application, and describe an integrated pipeline solution
from circuit modeling to PCB printing.
2. ALGORITHMIC DESIGN FOR AUDIO
CIRCUIT

1. INTRODUCTION
A generative approach has been intensely pursued in the
digital domain, i.e. where a certain generative system has
an established connection between software and final output. Computer music has worked extensively on algorithmic composition techniques that have been applied since
its inception both to event organization and audio generation [1]. On the other side, physical computing [2] has
successfully tried in recent years to fill the gap between
computation and the physical world, by linking algorithmic design to a heterogeneous set of production systems,
e.g. in the extensive applications of 3D printing. Concerning electronics, and in particular electronic circuit design,
it can be observed that the latter is a complex task, as it
involves accurate selection of components in relation to a
specific desired output. Thus, algorithmic techniques are
used on the design side mostly for circuit optimization. As
an example, evolutionary algorithms have been used to design circuits: the rationale is that in some cases a certain
performance is expected and the algorithm is iteratively
run so to design a circuit to fit the targeted performance [3].
In this sense, generation is constrained by an expected result rather than focusing on the exploration of new behaviors (see also [4] for AI techniques based on an evolutionary computation for circuit design). Moreover, hardware
layout for electronic components involves many critical
steps, depending on both component features (packaging)
and routing constraints (e.g. non overlapping of routes).
Thus, a completely automated pipeline as required by a
truly generative approach, linking algorithmic models to
c
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Generative approaches to art and creativity are typically
intended as ways to yield complex structures by defining
compact formal procedures. A plethora of models and
techniques has been defined in the last decades, including, among the others, formal grammars, fractals, cellular
automata [5]. As such approaches are formal, they have
been applied/mapped to various aesthetic domains, including e.g. visual art and music composition. The rationale
at their base is to shift the focus from the final work to the
meta-level, that of a system capable of generating various
“legal”, “well-formed” outputs. In turn, outputs may be
evaluated, e.g. filtered in terms of acceptance/refusal in relation to some (un)desired features, and the evaluation may
be used to tune the system by means of a feedback loop. In
short, algorithmic techniques like the aforementioned ones
are mostly used to explore the output space of a system.
In the domain of sound production, analog audio synthesis
–far from being a dead end– has survived to digital audio
and it is at the moment flourishing among musicians, in
particular in hybrid systems that retain analog audio generation while assigning control to digital modules. In the
field of electronic circuits for music applications, modular
systems that can be assembled in various ways are a standard solution since the inception of analog electronic music, and recently various efforts have been made to create
miniature, highly reconfigurable modular systems (e.g. littleBits 1 ). However, as the assembly is left to the user, all
these systems are not suited for generative techniques. In
this sense, the generative process should move to a lower
hardware level. A generative approach to audio circuit design has not been investigated, as far as we know, as typical audio circuits implement well-defined schemes that are
a priori constrained in relation to specific needs, e.g. noise
reduction optimization or adherence to a certain already es-

stricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
author and source are credited.

1

http://littlebits.cc
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tablished model, as in the case of guitar pedal effects. On
the other side, many experimental music practices focus
on the manipulation of analog audio circuits with a clear
exploratory aim [6]. As an extreme example, the popular
practice of circuit bending [7] even proposes a paradoxical “anti-theory” as a knowledge background for a totally
empirical approach to electronic hacking. Differently from
the previous empirical approaches but sharing the same exploratory perspective, we propose a generative approach to
audio circuit design for experimental music. The main aim
of our project is to produce families of circuits, sharing
some basic features, that can be printed automatically, so
that each board is unique while retaining a family resemblance with the other from the same generative model.
The design methodology is a three-step process:

Figure 1. Diode clipping circuit.

1. Model retrieval: as a first step, an already established audio circuit is taken into account, so to start
with a well-know and working example;
2. Functional decomposition: the circuit is theoretically decomposed into functional units that can be
thought as closed elements provided with inputs and
outputs. These units can include various electronic
component configurations. Granularity at the single
component level (e.g. diode) is too basic to provide
an operative base for generation, as too many constraints would have to be taken into account.
3. Rule-based re-organisation: functional units are considered as symbols to be arranged in strings following a specific formalization.
While conceptually separated, the three steps are tightly integrated, as there is a constant feedback loop among searching for suitable audio circuits, investigating about their fitting into a modular approach, and assessing the robustness in scaling up component assembly via generative procedure. In the following, we will discuss the previous
methodology in relation to a case study.
3. MODEL RETRIEVAL AND FUNCTIONAL
DECOMPOSITION IN A TEST CASE
In this section we discuss audio analog electronics, that is,
in reference to the previous process, both models (1) and
decomposition (2). We will discuss a specific test case to
show various emerging issues, but the former is meant as
an example of the previously introduced, general methodology. As already said, while it might be desirable to uncouple electronic circuit design from generative modeling,
there is a feedback loop between the domain to be generatively modeled (electronic circuits) and the modeling system (see later). In general terms, our basic design choice
was targeted to define an expansion procedure of a certain
basic circuit. Indeed, other circuit designs may be taken
into account as candidates.
Our aim has been to look for an already established audio
schematic (methodology, step 1) provided with two features. First, it should be expandable by iterating a limited
set of basic units, as the goal of the main electronic circuit

Figure 2. Diode clamping circuit.

is to link some independent object characterized by audio
input and output (methodology, step 2). Second, it should
provide a spectral enrichment (a music desideratum) without a final amplitude overload (an audio constraint related
to generative procedure, as iteration results in stacking an
undefined number of components).
In relation to step 1, it can be observed that diodes applications have been widely used in audio. in particular,
diode clipping (Figure 1) is often used in analog and audio
circuits to create distortion effects or to protect a device’s
input from possible current overloads: as a consequence,
various schematics implementing this technique are available (e.g. [8]). Diodes used in analog effects for guitar
generally clip when the input signal voltage reaches the
forward threshold voltage of the component. For our circuit we decided to work with Schottky diodes so to have a
very low clipping threshold (typically 0.2 V against 0.7 V
of a silicon type).
In classical analog distortion guitar effects, the amplitude
of the input signal is limited in either directions by a fixed
amount. Indeed, in these devices, the reference threshold
voltage for diodes is the circuit ground, so that the input
signal clips at the small forward voltage of the forward biased diode. In practical applications, the threshold voltage
of the diode, and thus therefore the signal clipping point,
can be set to any desired value by increasing or decreasing the reference voltage [9]. It is therefore theoretically
possible to modulate the clipping threshold of a wave by
setting an audio-controlled variable threshold as the forward biasing of the diode. In our case, the threshold of the
diode is controlled by a clamping circuit [10] (Figure 2). In
order both to isolate the effects of two circuits (clamping
and clipping) and to control impedances to implement a
simulation of an audio-modulated diode with Spice3 [11],
we improved the theoretical schematics in Figures 1 and
2 by introducing two operational amplifiers, to be used as
voltage followers. The resulting circuit is shown schematically in Figure 3. It is still a theoretical circuit but sufficient to obtain a simulation of a “carrier” sine wave (220
Hz) dynamically clipped by another sinusoidal “modulator ” (439 Hz). Figure 4 shows a new simulation of the
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same schematic, this time featuring a 220 Hz carrier and
1239 Hz modulator. This schematic allows the modulation
of the negative half-waves of a carrier sine by changing at
audio rate the voltage reference at the anode of a diode.
In order to modulate both negative and positive parts of
the carrier sine wave, Figure 5 shows the implementation
of a duplication/reversal of the clamping schematic. Such
a clamping circuit is intended to limit a third modulating
wave in the positive range. This signal is used to induce a
fluctuation in the voltage at cathode of a further diode that
modulates the positive part of the carrier half-wave.
Figure 5 shows a Spice3 simulation with positive modulator = 1123 Hz, negative modulator = 439 Hz, and carrier
= 220 Hz.
The outlined schematic can be expanded by a systematic
development, through a nesting and multiplication of modulating objects around the axis of the carrier signal, thus
fulfilling the requirement of step 2 of our methodology,
that prepares rule-base organization (step 3). In order to allow the nesting of elements, we took advantage of typical
features of operational amplifiers. These components (op
amps, as commonly referred), thanks to their impedance
features and their ease of use, allow to simply cascade several parts, adding the possibility of frequency control by

Figure 6. a) dc+.
means of inserting few capacitors. In our schematic model
we add both a voltage follower object to use for coupling
the various circuit each other, and an op amp input amplifier to filter, amplify and/or attenuate three input signals: carrier, negative modulator, positive modulator. The
schematic model can be, then, decomposed into five units
(see later): dc+, dc-, buffer, sig in, sig out.
Figures 6 to 10 show all the schematics of the final single
objects. Figure 11 shows the complete root circuit ready
for a Spice simulation. Colored blocks represent previously discussed components, that is, a → dc+; b → dc-;
c → buffer; d →sig in; e → sig out (for other letters, see
Section 4, and the companion Figure 13). Figure 12 shows
a physical test implementation of the “root” circuit, a minimal assemblage of the components that acts as starting
state for generation.
4. RULE-BASED RE-ORGANIZATION
In general terms, many formalisms are available as generative models to govern an arrangement of audio components. In our case, we have explored L-systems [12]. L-
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Figure 7. b) dc-.

Figure 9. d) sig in.

Figure 8. c) buffer.
systems have been proposed in biology as formal models
to describe natural shapes that exhibit a clear generative
behavior, i.e. an accumulation of features resulting from a
growing pattern. They have originally proven successful in
modeling plants, and then inspired algorithmic approaches
to biological morphologies (shells, sponges, seaweed) [13]
[14]. As formal systems, and apart from their interpretation in the biological domain, they have been widely used
in generative art, including algorithmic music composition. In relation to our case, the choice of L-systems has
been driven by considering an electric circuit, if not a tree,
at least as a sort of vegetable rhizome. Hence the idea of
recursively expanding a basic topology into a more complex network. Analogously to what happened in the model
retrieval step, other formalisms may be explored.
L-systems are formal grammars in which a set of parallel rewriting rules (“production rules”) is applied against
an initial sequence of symbols (the “axiom”). Production
rules allow to generate new sequences of symbols against
which the former can be applied again. Even if the resulting morphology depends on the interpretation of symbols
in a certain domain, the formal system structurally encodes
features of a recursive organization. The following model
for audio analog electronic circuit is inspired by L-systems.
It can be defined as
E = (V, ω, P )
where
V = {a, b, c, d, e}
is the set of symbols,
ω = d ∗ @1 d ∗ @2 d ∗ @3 c1@4 a2@4 b3@4 c4@5 e5@∗

Figure 10. e) sig out.
is the axiom, and P :
a → c3@(k + 1) b2@(k + 1) c(k + 1)@(k + 2) a(k + 2)@4
b → c2@(k + 3) a3@(k + 3) c(k + 3)@(k + 4) b(k + 4)@4
is the production ruleset.
As a variation on standard L-systems, the proposed model
includes integers associated to each symbol in the form
i@o, where @ is a syntactic separator. The symbol k represents an integer associated to the complete rewriting n (i.e.
application of all rules), so that k = n × 4. Empty spaces
and brackets have only a typographical meaning for sake
of readability. In the interpretation context, only the string
resulting from the last rewriting is taken into account. Each
symbol from V is associated to the relative electric component (see Section 3). The symbols i and o are interpreted as
labels respectively for input and output ports. Thus, a symbol like b2@14 indicates that the component b has an input
port labeled 2 and an output port labeled 14. The symbol
∗ represents a null value: it can be seen that components d
have a null input, as they are signal generators that feed the
circuit, while e has a null output, being itself the output of
the system. In order to define the topology of the circuit,
port labels are taken into account, and input ports are connected to output ones with the same label, the signal flowing from output to input. Graphical interpretation of the
strings allows to inspect visually the resulting electronic
topologies. The following graphs have been obtained by
automatically scripting the dot language for graph visual-
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Figure 13. Axiom, with connection labels.
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Figure 12. Root circuit, first test.

e5@*

ization [15]. Figure 13 shows the topology of the circuit
of Figure 11 in relation to its modeled decomposition into
the axiom ω. Each component is colored in relation to its
type, and labeled according to the mapped symbol, like in
Figure 11. It can be seen that output ports are connected to
input ports with the same identifier. Figure 14 shows the
first application of the ruleset (n = 1).
The definition of the formal system has been driven by semantic constraints, i.e. by taking into account viable electronic connections. While increasing n, the resulting string
shows some spurious artifacts, in terms of its electronic interpretation. Figure 15 shows the topological graph with
n = 2 (labels have been replaced with the component
types). It is apparent from Figure 15 that buffers at the
graph’ side are misplaced in the electronic interpretation,
as they are isolated. To solve this issue, a recursive pruning
strategy is applied to the graph, so that no isolated buffers
are present in the final graph. Figure 16 shows the graph
of Figure 15 after pruning.
5. AN INTEGRATED PIPELINE
While algorithmic modeling of electronic circuit topologies can have a theoretical interest, it is indeed very far
from a practical application. The aim of a generative approach is indeed to obtain circuits whose complexity cannot be reached by hand design and that are (o should be)
still guaranteed to work by the system definition itself. This
requires an integrated automatic pipeline, ideally from formal model seamlessly to PCB printing. The implemented
solution is shown in Figure 18. Grey boxes represent used

Figure 14. First rewriting, with connection labels.

softwares, while white boxes are internal blocks developed
to perform specific functions. Plain text labels represent
textual data. The generative model has been implemented
in SuperCollider [16], an audio-targeted programming language that features high-level data collection manipulation. The SuperCollider component performs two task:
generation and mapping. L-Generator is the module implementing the L-system generation: it takes an L-system
specification as a textual input, and output a string (as a
result of rewriting). The string is fed into the Parser that
converts it into a data structure apt to be further manipulated by the Pruner module. The resulting data structure
can then be mapped into other formats. The mapping task
can be seen as a software gluing process. The DotGenerator creates a dot file to be subsequently rendered by the
dot program as a visual file. As discussed, this is instrumental in rapidly understanding the behavior of the generation process. LTGenerator creates input files (in the “asc”
ASCII format) for the LTSpice IV software [17]. LTSpice
IV includes simulation of the circuit via Spice3 (including audio generation, a crucial features in our case) and
schematic drawing. In order to generate asc files, component descriptions are stored in specification templates (spec
file), in which opportune textual replacements for identifiers and positions are performed. Component circuits (a–
e) are algorithmically placed on the board by following a
simple carriage return strategy over a fixed width grid and
using textual labeling of input and output as internal ref-
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tion file to PCB printing. Figure 22 shows the root circuit
PCB (i.e. the axiom) obtained by running the autorouting
procedure in EasyEDA.
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Figure 15. Second rewriting.
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Figure 16. Second rewriting, pruned.
erences. Figure 23 shows the circuit of Figure 17, as converted by LTGenerator into asc format and drawn by LTSpice VI, with a zoomed component for sake of readability.
Figures 20 and 19 show sonograms and waveforms from
Spice 3 audio simulation of a very large circuit, obtained
by four rewritings. It can be seen that complex spectra are
easily obtained, with many partials in various harmonic relations. Spectra are sensitive to small parameter variations,
thus ensuring a varied palette that can be exported as a user
control (e.g. in the case of the three modulating frequencies, the latter can be associated to rotary controls on the
final board). While Figure 19 illustrates a fixed spectrum,
Figure 20 shows an evolving one, resulting from real-time
parameter tweaking. While these results from extensive
tests –matching the typical flavor of analog audio modulation but in a very rich way– are very encouraging, the
main (in fact, surprising) drawback of simulation is that
it has proved to be far from accurate (see later), so a real
test phase has to be performed on the final hardware circuits. The asc format is also used as an interchange format
to communicate with EasyEDA 2 , a web-based EDA tool
suite. EasyEDA has functionalities to facilitate (even if not
to fully automate) routing for printed circuit board layouts
and to directly manufacture printed circuit boards. In this
way, it is possible to link the formally generated specifica2

https://easyeda.com/

6. OPEN ISSUES

buffer

At the moment of writing, we have tested physical circuits
on breadboard, generated layout diagrams, run extensive
simulations, while we have still not printed PCBs. Thus,
we cannot evaluate the very final product of the pipeline.
In any case, two main issues have emerged.
Simulation vs. Reality. For each object, various tests
were made in order to find the best configuration in terms
of matching between Spice3 simulation results and real
physical behavior (tested on breadboard implementations).
This is a crucial point, as –in order to simulate with a good
approximation the circuit even after several expansions by
the generative system– it is essential that the Spice simulation is very close to the actual behavior of the circuit. Otherwise, unpredictable, non-functional results may emerge
in the printed circuit. As a matter of facts, real circuits assembled on breadboard have always shown relevant differences in their behavior if compared to Spice3 simulations.
Three main factors account for these differences:
– the power supply quality which must be opportunely and
recursively filtered, unlike in the simulated schematic;
– the extensive need, between input and output of several
op amp, for decoupling capacitors, not necessary (at least
in the same amount) in the simulated circuit;
– the placement of the components on the board, that may
create ground loops, again absent from Spice.
The physical circuit is usually more sensitive to small, sometimes timy, variations in the starting conditions. Here, nonlinearity of the components seems to be more visible. For
example, in our case, small variations in the signal amplitudes (modulating and/or carrier) result in large differences
in the resulting output. The simulation in Spice seems to
smooth out the nonlinearity of the components. In this
sense, the diode clamping (circuits a-dc+ and b-dc-) is the
most sensitive to small variations of the input signals. We
tried physically different circuits to limit and optimize the
results. in order to allow a more flexible modulation of the
threshold of the diode we chose to use a circuit that allows
us to select by means of a potentiometer the amount of dcoffset output. A different amounts of offset corresponds to
a greater or lesser depth of action of the modulating diode.
Pipelining. Figure 21 shows an ideal, 5-step model. First,
an abstract topology of the circuit, such as the ones in Figure 14-16, is generated (1). Then, the topology is mapped
onto an actual electronic topology, incorporating data from
real electronic components, but without any metrics referred to the final circuit layout, so that a simulation can be
rendered (2). The electronic circuit should be rendered as a
schematic in order to provide a standard visual feedback on
the result (3). Finally, the circuit schematic should be converted into a description of the physical layout, including
component packaging and routes (4), so to be delivered for
PCB printing (5). Candidates for step 1 include substantially all available programming languages, better if shifted
towards high-level due to data manipulation in the formal
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Figure 17. Third rewriting, pruned.
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Figure 19. LTSpice audio simulation with 4 rewritings,
55, 44, 3345.7 Hz.
model. A standard candidate for step 2 is indeed Spice3,
that takes as its input a so-called netlist, i.e. a textual specification of components and connections, and is able to run
simulation (including audio) and perform various analysis.
Various software packages are available for steps 4 and 5,
like e.g Autodesk Eagle. Actual available softwares for
electronic layout are intended as computer-aided software
for interactive editing toward the final layout organization,
not as automated tools. A critical issue in relation to the
ideal pipeline is that all the data should automatically transit from one step to the other. As an example, our choice
(EasyEDA) has been determined by file format compatibility with LTSpice IV. On one side, schematic capture soft-

wares (as required by 4) are intended for design, and includes Spice3 as a simulation engine, so that typically they
are able to export netlist files but not to import them. This
depends on the fact that such a passage would require automatic layout for drawing circuit schematic. In our case,
we solved by defining a grid algorithm. On a different but
correlated side, EDA softwares (5) aim at computer-aided
layout design, but not at a fully automatic one. Autorouting facilities are available, but, as final physical layout depends on such a large number of parameters, automation
is only partially possibles. Of course, very large, automatically generated circuits still require a large amount of
hand-operated fine tuning of the layout before printing.
7. CONCLUSIONS
While still at a prototypical stage, we believe that our approach has shown potential interest for experimental computerdesign of audio analog synthesis, as can be seen from resulting signals in Figure 20 and 19. Generative models
allow to describe not circuits, but families of circuits, that
share some features but may differ one from each other by
details. Thus, with automatic PCB routing, it could be pos-
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sible to create singleton, unique synthesizers/processors.
Indeed, the most delicate point is the layout for PCB printing of large generated circuits, that is still not robust from
an automation perspective. But, once fine-tuned in relation
to real physical behavior, circuits can be simulated, and
only the final step (5) requires handcrafted operations. As
a future work, we are planning to print PCB boards and
test real final complex circuits, to analyze other analog circuits in order to decompose them, so that other generative
models may be taken into account.
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ABSTRACT
Music performance databases that can be referred to as numerical values play important roles in the research of music interpretation, the analysis of expressive performances,
automatic transcription, and performance rendering technology. The authors have promoted the creation and public
release of the CrestMusePEDB (Performance Expression
DataBase), which is a performance expression database
of more than two hundred virtuoso piano performances
of classical music from the Baroque period through the
early twentieth century, including music by Bach, Mozart,
Beethoven and Chopin. The CrestMusePEDB has been
used by more than fifty research institutions around the
world. It has especially contributed to research on performance rendering systems as training data. Responding
to the demand to increase the database, we have started
a new three-year project to enhance the CrestMusePEDB
with a 2nd edition that started in 2016. In the 2nd edition,
phrase information that pianists had in mind while playing
the performance is included, in addition to the performance
data that contain quantitative data. This paper introduces
an overview of the ongoing project.
1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of music databases has been recognized
through the progress of music information retrieval technologies and benchmarks. Since the year 2000, some
large-scale music databases have been created and have
had a strong impact on the global research arena [1–4].
Meta-text information, such as the names of composers
and musicians, has been attached to large-scale digital
databases and has been used in the analysis of music styles,
structures, and performance expressions, from the viewpoint of social filtering in MIR fields.
The performance expression data plays an important role
in formulating impressions of music [5–8]. Providing
a music performance expression database, especially describing deviation information from neutral expression,
can be regarded as a research in sound and music community (SMC). In spite of there being many music researches
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using music performance data, few projects have dealt with
creation of a music performance database open to public.
In musicological analysis, some researchers constructed
a database of the transition data of pitch and loudness and
then use the database through statistical processing. Widmer et al. analyzed deviations in the tempi and dynamics of each beat from Horowitz’s piano performances [9].
Sapp et al., working on the Mazurka Project [10], collected
as many recordings of Chopin mazurka performances as
possible in order to analyze deviations of tempo and dynamics by each beat in a similar manner to [9].
The authors have been promoting the creation and public release of the CrestMusePEDB (Performance Expression DataBase), which consists of more than two hundred
virtuoso piano performances of classical music from the
Baroque period through the early twentieth century, including music by Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, and Chopin
[11]. The 1st edition of the CrestMusePEDB (ver.1.0-3.1)
has been used musical data and has been used by more than
fifty research institutions throughout the world. In particular, it has contributed to researches on the performance
rendering systems as training data [12, 13].
The database is unique in providing a set of detailed data
of expressive performances, including the local tempo for
each beat and the dynamics, onset time deviation, and duration for every note. For example, the performance elements provided in the Mazurka Projects data [10] are beatwise local tempos and dynamics and precise information
with note-wise performance elements that cannot be extracted. In the MAPS database [14], which is widely used
for polyphonic pitch analysis and piano transcription, performance data does not include any temporal deviations
and thus cannot be thought of as realistic performance data
in the aspect of musical expression. Such detailed performance expression data are crucial for constructing performance rendering systems and realistic performance models
for analysis and transcription.
The size of the CrestMusePEDB 1st edition is not large
enough, compared with other databases for computer science. Demand for the database has been increasing in recent years, particularly in the studies using machine learning techniques. In addition, data that explicitly describe the
relationship between a performance and the musical structure intended by the performer has been required 1 . Responding to these demands, we started a three-year project
in 2016 to enhance the CrestMusePEDB in a 2nd edition,
1 In many cases, the apex (the most important) note in a phrase is selected by the performer, and there may be the case that phrase sections
are analyzed based on the performers own interpretation.
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which is described in this paper.

Score
MIDI file

audio signal

2. CRESTMUSEPEDB 1ST EDITION
Performance
Alignment

2

The 1st edition of the database CrestMusePEDB aimed
to accumulate descriptions of concrete performance expressions (velocity, onset timing, etc.) of individual notes
as deviation information from ‘mechanical’ performance.
It was focused on classical piano music from the Baroque
period through the early twentieth century, including music by Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and Chopin. We chose
51 music pieces, including those often referred to by previous musical studies in the past couple of decades. We
also chose various existing recordings by professional musicians. The database contains 121 performances played
by one to ten players for each score.
The CrestMusePEDB 1st edition consisted of the following four kinds of component data.
PEDB-SCR (score text information): The score data are
included in the database. Files in the MusicXML
format and in the standard MIDI file (SMF) format
are provided.
PEDB-IDX (audio performance credit): The catalogs of
the performances from which expression data are extracted: album title, performer name, song title, CD
number, year of publication, etc.

MIDI data

Deviation
Estimation

Music Editing Software
(commercial software)
Manual data-approximation
* attack & release time
* damper pedal
* velocity

Support software
(PEDB-TOOLs)
Rough matching tool
Velocity Estimation Tool

Support Software
(automatic processing)
Score Alignment
↓
Feature Extraction

Score Alignment Tool
Deviation Calculation

Tool
* metrical tempo
* metrical dynamics
* deviation of attack & release time of each note
* deviation of velocity of each note
MusicXML

Performance Deviation
Data (MusicXML)

Figure 1. Outline of database generation (1st edition)
Instead, it contained the catalogs of the performances from
which expression data were extracted.
Transcribing a performance audio signal into MIDIlevel data was the core issue for constructing the CrestMusePEDB. Although we had improved the automation of
the procedure, an iterated listening process by more than
one expert with a commercial audio editor and original
alignment software possessed higher reliability.
Fig. 1 illustrates the procedure for generating the PEDBDEV information.
3. PEDB 2ND EDITION OVERVIEW

PEDB-DEV (performance deviation data): Outline of
curves of tempo and dynamics, the delicate control
of each note; deviation regarding starting time, duration, and dynamics from the tactus standard corresponding to the note. Performances from 1 to 10
performers were analyzed for each piece, and multiple deviation data were analyzed by different sound
sources and provided for each performance. All data
are described in the DeviationInstanceXML format
[15, 16].
PEDB-STR (musical structure data): This contains the
estimated information on a musical structure data
set (hierarchical phrase structure and the top note
of a phrase) from performances. The data are described in the compliant MusicXML format. The
structure data corresponds with a performance expression data in PEDB-DEV. However, if multiple
adequate interpretations exist in a piece, the multiple structure data are provided in the performance
data.
PEDB-REC (original recordings): The recorded audio
performance data were based on the PEDB-STR.
Nine players provided 121 performances to compare
different expressions from a similar phrase structure.
The primary data were given in SCR (score text information data) and DEV (performance deviation data) files.
CrestMusePEDB does not contain any acoustic signal data
(WAV files, AIFF files, MP3 files) except for PEDB-REC.
2

http://crestmuse.jp/pedb/

The 1st edition of the CrestMusePEDB has contributed to
the SMC field, especially for performance rendering studies. The mainstream of the current performance systems
refers to the existing performance data. Above all, systems
based on recent machine learning techniques require large
corpora. The size of the 1st edition CrestMusePEDB is
not necessarily large, compared with the other databases
published for the research of natural language processing
or speech recognition. Demand for the database enhancement has been recently increasing.
Another expectation imposed on the performance
database is the handling of information of the musical
structure. Although virtuoso performances remain in the
form of an acoustic signal, it is hard to find a material that
shows the relationship between a performance and its musical structure that the performer intended. In many cases,
we had no choice but to estimate the performers intention
from the recorded performances.
Responding to these demands, we started a new threeyear project in 2016, to enhance the database with a 2nd
edition, with the goals of increasing the data size and providing structural information. One of the major problems
with making the 1st edition was the workload required
for the manual transcription processing of performances
in the form of an acoustic signal. To solve this problem,
we newly recorded performance data using YAMAHA
Disklavier, with the cooperation of skillful pianists who
have won prizes in piano competitions. This procedure enabled us to obtain music performance control data (MIDI)
and acoustic data simultaneously.
To improve the efficiency of further analysis and utiliza-
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tion of the database, each note in the performance data
should be given information of the corresponding note in
its musical score. For this goal, the matching file is generated using our original score-performance alignment tool.
We released the beta version of the 2nd edition of the
PEDB, which includes data of approximately 100 performances, at the end of May 2017, to meet users requirements regarding data format and data distribution methods. The beta version will include recorded MIDI files,
score MIDI files, score files in the MusicXML format, musical structure data, and matching files. Performance in
acoustic signals are also included as a reference material.
Music structure data released in the beta version include
phrase and sub-phrase, and apex notes in each phrase,
which are obtained by interviewing the pianists, in a pdf
format. Here, the apex note is the most important note from
the pianists’ perspective in each phrase. We are planning
to discuss with the user group of the database the format
of the machine-readable structure data and the deviation to
be included in the next formal version with the user-group
of the database.

Score+
Interpretation

Play + Record

MusicXML

Score
(MIDI)

Performance
(MIDI)

Sound

Alignment

Matching
File

Deviation
Data File

Interview to
Pianist

Interpretation
Resources

Phrase Data
(in PDF)

Phrase Data
(in MusicXML)

Figure 2. Outline of the database generation. Blue: data
included in the beta version.
4.2 Recording

4. PROCEDURE FOR MAKING THE DATABASE
4.1 Overview
The main goals of this edition are to enhance the performance data and to provide structural information paired
with the performance data. The outline of database generation is shown in Fig. 2.
Musical structure differs depending on pianists’ interpretation and even on the score version. Some of the musical
works have multiple versions of the musical scores; such
as the Paderewski Edition, the Henle Verlag, and the Peters
Edition, e.g., Mozart’s famous piano sonata in A Major K.
331.
Before the recording, the pianists were asked to prepare
to play their most natural interpretation of the score that
they usually use. Further they were requested to prepare
additional interpretation such as by a different score edition, by a professional conductor suggests, and by overexpressed the pianists’ interpretation. Pianists were requested to express the difference of these multiple interpretations regarding the phrase structure. After the recording, we interviewed the pianist on how (s)he tried to express the intended structure of the piece after listening to
the recorded performances.
Through these steps, source materials for the database are
obtained. Then, the materials are analyzed and converted
to the data, as they can be referenced in the database. The
main procedure of this stage is note-to-note matching between score data and the performance. Some notes in the
performance may be erroneously played, and the number
of notes played in trill is not constant. To handle such situations, we developed ’an original score-performance alignment tool based on a hidden Markov model (HMM) [17].
In the following subsections, the recording procedure and
the overview of the alignment tool are described.

The key feature in the creation of the 2nd edition PEDB is
that we can talk with the pianists directly about their performances. Before the recording procedure, we confirmed
with each pianist that the recorded performance should
clarify its phrase structure (phrase or sub-phrase) and its
apex note, as the “interpretation” of the performance.
Pianists are asked to (1) play based on their own interpretation for all pieces and to (2) play with exaggerated
expressions retaining the phrase structure for some pieces.
In addition, for some pieces, pianists are asked to (3) play
with the intension of accompanying a soloist or dancers. If
there are different interpretations or score editions of one
piece, they played with the both versions. For Mozart’s
piano sonata in A Major K. 331 and Beethoven’s ”Pathetique” Sonata, the 2nd movement, different versions of the
scores have been provided to the pianists by the authors.
Recordings were done in several music laboratories or
recording studios. As shown in Fig. 3, performances
played with a YAMAHA Disklavier were recorded as both
audio signals and MIDI data including controls of pedals,
via ProTools. We also recorded the video for the interview
process after recording.
4.3 Alignment Tool
After MIDI recordings are obtained, each MIDI signal is
aligned to the corresponding musical score. To improve the
efficiency, this is done in two stages: automatic alignment
and correction by an annotator. In the automatic alignment
stage, a MIDI performance is analyzed with an algorithm
based on an HMM [17], which is one of the most accurate and fast alignment methods for symbolic music. A
post-processing to detect performance errors, i.e., pitch errors, extra notes, and missing notes, is also included in this
stage.
In the following stage of correction by an annotator, a vi-
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USB

Figure 5. A sample of phrase structure data (W. A.
Mozart’s Piano Sonata K. 331, 1st Mov., Peters Edition.)
Square bracket and circle mark denotes phrase/sub-phrase
and apex, respectively.

Mac (Pro Tools)

Figure 3. Technical setup for the recording

Missing note

Score

Performance

Extra note
Pitch error

Figure 4. A visualization tool used to obtain the alignment
information (see text).
sualization tool called Alignment Editor is used to facilitate
the procedure. In the editor, the performance and score are
represented as piano rolls, and the alignment information
is represented as lines between the corresponding score
notes and performed notes, as well as indications for performance errors (Fig. 4). On each illustrated note, an ID
referring to the score notes is also presented, and the annotator can edit it to correct for the alignment. Upon saving
the alignment information, the editor automatically reruns
the performance error detection and updates the graphic.

mation regarding phrase and apex notes in phrases by in
PDFs (Fig. 5) and (4) the alignment information by the
original file format (matching file format) (see Fig. 2.)
In a matching file format, the recorded MIDI performance is represented as a piano roll. For each note, onset
time, offset (key-release) time, pitch, onset velocity, and
offset velocity are extracted and presented. In addition, the
corresponding score note, the score time, and performance
error information are provided for each performed note.
To represent the performance error information, each performed note is categorized as a correct note, a pitch error,
or an extra note, according to the results of the score-toperformance alignment. In the case of an extra note, no
corresponding score note is given. The file also describes
a list of missing score notes that have no corresponding
notes in the performance.
As shown in Fig. 4, the durations of the performed
notes are usually played shorter where the damper pedal
is pressed. When pressed, the damper pedal sustains the
sound of the notes until the pedal is released. It means that
there are two interpretations for note offset (key-release)
time: actual note-off time and pedal-release time. In a
matching file format, we adopted the actual note-off time,
as a offset (key-release) time. The pedal information is included in the recorded MIDI files.
The database is available from the PEDB 2nd Edition
url 3 .
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

5. PUBLISHING THE DATABASE
We released a beta version of the 2nd edition PEDB consisting of 103 performances of 43 pieces by two professional pianists at the end of May, 2017. Table 1 shows
the list of the performances included in the beta version.
As shown in this table, some of the pieces are played with
more than one expression or interpretation.
This edition provides (1) recording files (WAV and
MIDI), (2) score files (MusicXML and MIDI), (3) infor-

In this paper, we introduced our latest attempt to enhance
the PEDB and overviewed part of the database as a beta
version to investigate the users requests for the database.
Although the number of data currently collected in the beta
version is small, we have completed the workflow for the
database creation. In the coming years, we plan to increase
the number of performance data to more than five hundred
3

http//:crestmuse.jp/pedb edition2/
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Table 1. List of performances included in the beta version. self : the player’s expression, over: over expression, accomp.:
played as the accompaniment for solo instrument or chorus, waltz: focused on leading a dance, Hoshina: played along with
a professional conductor’s interpretation, Henle and Peters: used the score of Henle Edition and Peters Edition, and others:
extra expressions via discussion with the authors and each player.
Performances
No.

Composer

1
J. S. Bach
2
J. S. Bach
3
J. S. Bach
4
J. S. Bach
5
J. S. Bach
6
L. V. Beethoven
8
L. V. Beethoven
9
L. V. Beethoven
10 L. V. Beethoven
7
L. V. Beethoven
11
F. Chopin
12
F. Chopin
15
F. Chopin
13
F. Chopin
14
F. Chopin
16
F. Chopin
17
F. Chopin
18
F. Chopin
19
F. Chopin
20
F. Chopin
21
F. Chopin
22
F. Chopin
23
F. Chopin
24
F. Chopin
25
F. Chopin
26
F. Chopin
27
C. Debussy
28
C. Debussy
29
E. Elgar
30
G. Händel
31 Japanese folk song
32
F. Liszt
33
F. Monpou
34
W. A. Mozart
35
W. A. Mozart
36
T. Okano
37
T. Okano
38 S. Rachmaninov
39
M. Ravel
40
E. Satie
41
R. Schumann
42 P. I. Tchaikovsky

Title
Invention No. 1
Invention No. 2
Invention No. 8
Invention No. 15
Wohltemperierte Klavier I-1, prelude
Für Elise
Piano Sonata No. 8 Mov. 1
Piano Sonata No. 8 Mov. 2
Piano Sonata No. 8 Mov. 3
Piano Sonata No. 14 Mov. 1
Etude No. 3
Fantaisie-Impromptu, Op. 66
Mazurka No. 5
Mazurka No. 13
Mazurka No. 19
Nocturne No. 2
Prelude No. 1
Prelude No. 4
Prelude No. 7
Prelude No. 15
Prelude No. 20
Waltz No. 1
Waltz No. 3
Waltz No. 7
Waltz No. 9
Waltz No. 10
La fille aux cheveux de lin
Rêverie
Salut d'amour Op. 12
Largo / Ombra mai fù
Makiba-no-asa
Liebesträume
Impresiones intimas No. 5 "Pajaro triste"
Piano Sonata K. 331 Mov. 1
Twelve Variations on "Ah vous dirai-je, Maman"
Furusato
Oboro-zuki-yo
Prelude Op. 3, No. 2
Pavane pour une infante défunte
Gymnopédies No. 2
Kinderszenen No. 7 "Träumerei"
The Seasons Op. 37b No. 6 "June: Barcarolle"
Total:

by adding new data to the previous version, considering the
compatibility with the data-format of the PEDB 1st edition.
There is no other machine-readable performance
database associated with musical structure. We hope that
the database can be utilized for research in many research
fields related to music performances. As future work,
we would like to develop some applications, in addition
to the data-format design, so the database can be used
by researchers who are not familiar with information
technology.
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ABSTRACT
Novelty detection is a well-established method for analyzing the structure of music based on acoustic descriptors.
Work on novelty-based segmentation prediction has mainly
concentrated on enhancement of features and similarity
matrices, novelty kernel computation and peak detection.
Less attention, however, has been paid to characteristics
of musical features and novelty curves, and their contribution to segmentation accuracy. This is particularly important as it can help unearth acoustic cues prompting perceptual segmentation and find new determinants of segmentation model performance. This study focused on spectral,
rhythmic and harmonic prediction of perceptual segmentation density, which was obtained for six musical examples from 18 musician listeners via an annotation task. The
proposed approach involved comparisons between perceptual segment density and novelty curves; in particular, we
investigated possible predictors of segmentation accuracy
based on musical features and novelty curves. For pitch
and rhythm, we found positive correlates between segmentation accuracy and both local variability of musical features and mean distance between subsequent local maxima
of novelty curves. According to the results, segmentation
accuracy increases for stimuli with milder local changes
and fewer novelty peaks. Implications regarding prediction
of listeners’ segmentation are discussed in the light of theoretical postulates of perceptual organization.
1. INTRODUCTION
Musical segments are a representation of the perceived
structure of music, and hence carry its multifaceted, interwoven, and hierarchically organized nature. Transitional
points or regions between segments, which are called perceptual segment boundaries, can emerge from temporal
changes in one or more musical attributes, or from more
complex configurations involving e.g. repetition and cadences. Exhibited acoustic change can be measured to
yield an estimate of novelty with respect to previous and
upcoming musical events, with the aim to delineate perceptual segment boundaries: for each instant, its degree
Copyright: © 2017 Martin Hartmann et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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of acoustic novelty is expected to predict the likelihood of
indicating a boundary. Segmentation accuracies for different musical features, such as timbre and harmony descriptors, can be obtained via Novelty detection (Foote, 2000)
approaches. The success of predicting musical segment
boundaries from acoustic estimates of novelty depends on
the level of structural complexity of a musical piece. For
instance, music that unambiguously evokes few sharp segment boundaries and clear continuity within segments to
listeners should exhibit high accuracy, whereas pieces that
prompt many boundaries and a rather heterogeneous profile
might be more challenging for prediction. Music is however multidimensional, which implies that accuracy for a
given stimulus could depend on the musical feature or features under study.
This work focuses on the assessment of possible predictors of segmentation accuracy that could be obtained directly from musical features or from novelty points derived
from these features. We explored musical features of different types, because listeners rarely focus on a single dimension of music. To illustrate possible applications of the proposed approach, one could imagine a segmentation system
that could extract candidate features from a particular musical piece (Peiszer, Lidy, & Rauber, 2008), and discard any
features that would not seem to be informative of musical
changes in order to focus only on those changes that would
be deemed relevant for a listener. This would result in more
efficient prediction, as the system would not require to compute subsequent structure analysis steps for irrelevant features. Our endeavor is motivated by the direct impact of
music segmentation on other areas of computational music
analysis, including music summarization, chorus detection,
and music transcription, and its relevance for the study of
human perception, as it can deepen our understanding on
how listeners parse temporally unfolding processes.
MIR (Music Information Retrieval) studies on segmentation and structure analysis typically require perceptual data
for algorithm evaluation. Often, data collection involves
the indication of segment boundaries from one or few listeners for a large amount of musical examples; this results in
a set of time points for each piece. In contrast, approaches
on music segmentation within the field of music perception
and cognition commonly involve the collection of perceptual boundaries from multiple participants in listening experiments; the collected data is often aggregated across listeners for its analysis. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE,
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Silverman, 1986) has been used in recent segmentation
studies (e.g. Bruderer, 2008; Hartmann, Lartillot, & Toiviainen, 2016b) to obtain a precise aggregation across boundary data. This approach consists of obtaining a probability density estimate of the boundary data using a Gaussian
function; in a KDE curve, temporal regions that prompted
boundary indication from many listeners are represented
as peaks of perceptual boundary density. This continuous
representation of perceptual segment boundary probability
has been used to compare different stimuli, groups of participants, and segmentation tasks (Bruderer, 2008; Hartmann
et al., 2016b).
Prediction of perceptual boundary density in the audio
domain often involves the computation of novelty curves
(Foote, 2000), which roughly describe the extent to which
a temporal context is characterized by two continuous segments separated by a discontinuity with respect to a given
musical feature. Recent studies have compared novelty
curves with perceptual boundary density curves (Hartmann,
Lartillot, & Toiviainen, 2016a) and compared peaks derived from both curves (Mendoza Garay, 2014), showing
that novelty detection can predict segmentation probabilities derived from numerous participants.
A preliminary step in novelty detection and other segmentation frameworks consists of the extraction of a musical feature, which will determine the type of musical contrast to be detected. Timbre, tonality, and to some extent
rhythm (Jensen, 2007) have been considered to be important features for structural analysis. Relatively high prediction of musical structure has been found for two musical
features: MFCCs (Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients)
for timbre description (Foote, 2000) and Chromagram or
similar features (Serrà, Muller, Grosche, & Arcos, 2014)
for description of pitch changes; also combined approaches
have been proposed (Eronen, 2007). The segmentation accuracy achieved by novelty curves seems to highly depend
on the musical feature that is used, and on the choice of
temporal parameters for feature extraction (Peeters, 2004).
In addition, different musical pieces might require different musical features for optimal prediction (Peiszer et al.,
2008); as pointed out by McFee and Ellis (2014), structure in pop and rock is frequently determined by harmonic
change, whereas jazz is often sectioned based on instrumentation. No single feature can optimally predict all musical
examples; certain features are more appropriate than others
depending on particular aspects of musical pieces (Smith &
Chew, 2013).
This mechanism is however not well understood at
present: it is unclear what characteristics of musical features contribute to the segmentation accuracy for a given
musical piece. Addressing this issue would be important
since it would enable the possibility to select optimal musical features for further novelty detection, avoiding the computation of novelty curves that would not yield satisfactory
results; it would also help to develop better alternatives to
the novelty detection approach, with the aim of reducing
computational costs.
To analyze the impact of different factors associated to
novelty curves upon segmentation and compare different

segmentation algorithms, a number of performance measures have been proposed, such as precision, recall, and
F-measure (Lukashevich, 2008); also correlation between
time series has been applied for this purpose (Hartmann et
al., 2016a). One of the factors that has been shown to highly
contribute to the segmentation accuracy is the width of the
novelty kernel (e.g. Hartmann et al., 2016a), which roughly
refers to the temporal context with respect to which novelty
is estimated for each time point.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has
systematically investigated what specific aspects of novelty curves contribute to their accuracy for a given stimulus. It would be relevant to investigate what characteristics of novelty curves relate to their accuracy, as this could
allow to predict the relative suitability of a novelty curve
for a given stimulus without the need of direct comparison
against ground truth, and to bypass computation of novelty
curves that would be assumed not to deliver satisfactory
performance with regard to a particular stimulus. From the
viewpoint of music perception, it would be useful to better understand the extent to which musical characteristics
perceived by listeners are directly apparent from novelty
curves, and to gain more knowledge on the types of musical changes that prompt both boundary perception and high
novelty scores.
Recently, Hartmann et al. (2016a) studied segmentation
accuracy achieved for concatenated musical pieces using
different novelty curves. It was found that optimal prediction of perceptual segment boundary density involves the
use of large kernel widths; the study also highlights the role
of rhythmic and pitch-based features on segmentation prediction. This study is a follow-up to the paper by Hartmann
et al. (2016a), as it focused further on prediction of perceptual segmentation density via novelty detection, and examined the same musical pieces; in particular, we investigated
one of the perceptual segmentation sets (an annotation segmentation task performed by musician listeners) studied by
Hartmann et al. (2016a), and explored perceptual segmentation density and novelty curves for individual musical
stimuli. The aim of the present study was to understand
whether or not local variability of musical features and distance between novelty peaks are related with the accuracy
of segmentation models. The following research questions
guided our investigation:
1. What specific aspects of musical stimuli that account
for segmentation accuracy can be directly described
from musical features?
2. What stimulus-specific attributes of novelty curves determine optimal segmentation accuracy?
As regards the first research question, we expected to find
an inverse relationship, dependent on musical stimulus, between magnitude of local feature variation and accuracy obtained via novelty detection. For instance, musical stimuli
displaying unfrequent local tonal contrast would yield optimal segmentation accuracy via tonal novelty curves. The
rationale behind this hypothesis is that if there is not much
local change in a feature, then the local changes that occur
in that feature should be more salient. One of the most basic
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(2016b) and Hartmann et al. (2016a), respectively. The
bottom part of the figure, specifically the solid line connections, refer to investigation of correlates of perceptual
boundary density prediction, which is the main focus of this
study.

Musical
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Feature
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Segmentation
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Musical Feature

Boundary
Data
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To obtain perceptual segment boundary density of the stimuli, we collected boundary data from participants via a listening task that involved an offline annotation. This non
real-time segmentation task, called annotation task, is described with more detail in Hartmann et al. (2016b). The
reason for analyzing prediction of non real-time segmentation was to reduce the number of intervening factors: compared to a real-time segmentation, boundary placements obtained via offline segmentation are probably better aligned
in time with respect to musical changes; also, inter-subject
agreement has been found to be higher for offline than for
online tasks (Hartmann et al., 2016b).

Perceptual
Segmentation
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Musical Novelty

Feature Flux
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2.1.1 Subjects
18 musicians (11 males, 7 females) with a mean age of
27.61 years (SD = 4.45) and an average musical training of
14.39 years (SD = 7.49) took part of this experiment. They
played classical (12 participants) and non-classical musical styles (6 participants) such as rock, pop, folk, funk, and
jazz.

Zcorr

Segmentation
Accuracy

2.1.2 Stimuli

Figure 1. General design of the study.
Gestalt principles, the law of Prägnanz, relates to this rationale, because it states that, under given conditions, perceptual organization will be as “good” as possible, i.e. percepts
tend to have the simplest, most stable and most regular organization that fits the sensory pattern (Koffka, 1935).
Regarding the second question, we expected that stimuli
yielding higher accuracy for a given feature would exhibit
a relatively large temporal distance between novelty peaks
for that feature. Although this relationship could depend
on other factors such as tempo and duration, we believed
that the absolute time span between peaks would serve as
a rough predictor of accuracy for the reasons above mentioned regarding the law of Prägnanz. To give an example, optimal accuracy was expected for stimuli characterized by long and uniform segments with respect to instrumentation that would be delimited by important timbral
changes, whereas music characterized by more frequent
timbral change and gradual transitions would yield lower
accuracy for a timbre-based novelty measure.
2. METHOD
Figure 1 illustrates the research design utilized in our investigation. The upper part of the figure concerns computational prediction of segmentation via novelty detection
and a perceptual modelling of collected segmentation data
via perceptual segmentation density estimation. These two
topics were more thoroughly covered in Hartmann et al.

We selected 6 instrumental music pieces; two of them
lasted 2 minutes and the other four were trimmed down to
this length for a total experiment duration of around one
hour. The pieces (see Hartmann et al., 2016a) comprise a
variety of styles and considerably differ from one another
in terms of musical form; further, they emphasize aspects
of musical change of varying nature and complexity.
2.1.3 Apparatus
An interface in Sonic Visualizer (Cannam, Landone, & Sandler, 2010) was prepared to obtain segmentation boundary
indications from participants. Stimuli were presented in
randomized order; for each stimulus, the interface showed
its waveform as a visual-spatial cue over which boundaries
would be positioned (subjects were asked to focus solely
on the music). Participants used headphones to play back
the music at a comfortable listening level, and both keyboard and mouse were required to complete the segmentation task.
2.1.4 Procedure
Written instructions were given to participants; these included a presentation of the interface tools and a task description, which consisted of the following steps:
1. Listen to the whole musical example.
2. Indicate significant instants of change while listening
to the music by pressing the Enter key of the computer.
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3. Freely play back from different parts of the musical
example and make the segmentation more precise by
adjusting the position of boundaries; also removal of
any boundaries indicated by mistake is allowed.

First, for each time series 𝐹𝑑 , where 𝑑 corresponds to a feature dimension, the squared difference between successive
time points is obtained. Next, a flux time series 𝑣 is obtained as the squared root of the sum across dimensions:

4. Rate the perceived strength of each boundary (ratings
of boundary strength were collected for another study).
Start over from the first step for the next musical example.

√
√𝑁
𝑣𝑡 = √∑(𝐹𝑑 (𝑡) − 𝐹𝑑 (𝑡 − 1))2
⎷ 𝑑=1

2.2 Perceptual Segment Boundary Density
We obtained a perceptual boundary density estimate across
the segmentation data collected from musician participants;
this estimate would be further compared against novelty
curves to assess their accuracy. The perceptual boundary
data of all participants was used to obtain a curve of perceptual segmentation density using a KDE bandwidth of
1.5 s; values around this bandwidth were found optimal
for comparison between perceptual segmentation densities
(Hartmann et al., 2016b). From each tail of the perceptual
density curves, 6.4 s were trimmed for more accurate comparisons with novelty curves (see below).

Finally, mean Feature Flux is obtained by averaging the
flux time series 𝑣 across time points:
Feature Flux =

From each novelty curve, we obtained Mean Distance
Between Subsequent Peaks (MDSP), which describes the
peak-to-peak duration (in seconds) of novelty curves. To
compute this estimate, we first obtained from the novelty
curve a vector of novelty peak locations 𝑣, where 𝑣𝑖 corresponds to the i𝑡ℎ peak, and 𝑁 corresponds to the number
of peaks; MDSP was calculated as follows:
MDSP =

2.3 Feature Extraction and Novelty Detection
We computed novelty curves from 5 musical features
describing timbre (Subband Flux), rhythm (Fluctuation
Patterns), pitch class (Chromagram) and tonality (Key
Strength, Tonal Centroid) using MIRtoolbox 1.6.1 (Lartillot & Toiviainen, 2007); see Hartmann et al. (2016a)
for a description of the features used for novelty detection.
For each feature, a self-similarity matrix was obtained by
computing the cosine distance between all possible pairs
of feature frames. Novelty for each time point was computed via convolution between each self-similarity matrix
and a Gaussian checkerboard kernel (Foote, 2000) with half
width of 11 s; large kernel sizes have been previously used
to overcome high levels of detail in novelty curves (e.g.
Hartmann et al., 2016a).
As done with the perceptual density curves, we truncated
the novelty curves by trimming 6.4 s from each extreme
to avoid edge effects. We chose the smallest value that
would eliminate, for all stimuli, any novelty spikes caused
by the contrast between music and silence in the beginning
and end of tracks; trimming the extremes of the novelty
curves also increased the number of novelty points that derive from a full checkerboard kernel. Once the novelty
curves were computed, we also trimmed 6.4 s from the extremes of each dimension of the musical features in order
to obtain the predictors of accuracy described below.
2.4 Characterization of Musical Features and Novelty
Curves
Subsequently, we computed two characterizations in order
to estimate feature local discontinuity and temporal distance between music structure changes. From each musical feature matrix 𝐹 we calculated mean Feature Flux, an
estimate of the amount of local variation; Feature Flux is
the Euclidean distance between successive feature frames.

1 𝐾
∑𝑣
𝐾 𝑡=1 𝑡

1 𝑁
∑(𝑣 − 𝑣𝑖−1 )
𝑁 𝑖=1 𝑖

2.5 Segmentation Accuracy and its Correlates
We compared perceptual segmentation density and novelty
curves to obtain segmentation accuracy. To this end, we
performed correlations between novelty and perceptual segmentation density for each stimulus and musical feature.
We focused on the possible relationship between accuracy
and the aforementioned characterizations of musical features and novelty peaks. Hence, for each feature we correlated across stimuli the accuracy with Feature Flux and with
MDSP. In order to perform these correlations, the accuracies of each feature required to follow an approximately
normal distribution, so we subsequently transformed accuracies via Fisher’s 𝑧 transformation of 𝑟. The normalization of 𝑍𝑟 involved the calculation of effective degrees of
freedom to correct for temporal autocorrelation (Pyper &
Peterman, 1998).
3. RESULTS
3.1 Prediction of Perceptual Segmentation Density
Figure 2 shows the correlation between novelty curves and
perceptual boundary density for each stimulus. The prediction accuracies were found to vary depending on stimulus; for instance, Smetana yielded very high correlations,
whereas these were rather low for Couperin. Also, for any
given stimulus, accuracy differed according to the feature
and feature type used for novelty detection; for instance,
Smetana yielded higher accuracy for pitch-based features
than for rhythmic and spectral-based features. Interestingly, no single novelty feature successfully predicted perceptual boundary density for all stimuli.
At this point, it might be relevant to illustrate the data
analyzed in this study and at the same time explore two
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Subband Flux
Fluctuation Patterns
Chromagram
Key Strength
Tonal Centroid

Another reason behind the highly inaccurate prediction is
that listeners placed boundaries for changes of register,
rests and durational changes, which might partly explain
the higher accuracies obtained for spectral and rhythmic
features.

5

3.2 Finding Predictors of Segmentation Accuracy
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Table 1. Correlation between z-transformed accuracy and
characterizations of musical features (Feature Flux) and
novelty curves (MDSP).
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Figure 2. Correlation between novelty curves and perceptual boundary density.

musical stimuli that were found to be contrasting with respect to their prediction. Figure 3 visually compares representations for two stimuli that yielded optimal and worst
accuracies for Tonal Centroid, Smetana and Couperin, respectively. The upper graphs show the Tonal Centroid time
series for each stimulus; dimensions 1-2, 3-4 and 5-6 correspond to pairs of numerical coordinates for the circle of
fifths, minor thirds, and major thirds, respectively. The
middle graphs present novelty curves for Tonal Centroid,
which result from the representations in the upper graphs.
The lower graph shows perceptual segmentation density
based on listeners’ segmentation. Some clear differences
can be seen between the profiles for Smetana and Couperin.
The three most contrasting peaks of perceptual density for
Smetana correspond to changes of key: at 40 s the music
changes from an F key to a fugue in G min, at 66 s the
F melody is reprised in C♯, and at 104 s begins a similar
fugue transposed to F min. These changes are quite clear in
the Tonal Centroid representation, yielding a relatively adequate novelty prediction, although the rather gradual transition at around 66 s does not yield a stark novelty peak.
In contrast, the Tonal Centroid time series of Couperin
does not allow for a straightforward acoustic interpretation
of the perceptual segmentation density profile. According
to the peaks of perceptual density, listeners seem to base
their indications primarily on the ending of cadences; these
are characterized by the use of heavy ornamentation (e.g.
mordents) and chords, which are rather salient because the
piece is almost exclusively two-voiced. Due to these cues,
listeners seem to place more segment boundaries on endings of melodies than on beginnings, for instance at 23 s.
In comparison to this, Tonal Centroid and its corresponding novelty curve would describe slightly delayed musical
changes, as harmonic transitions become apparent only after enough development of subsequent melodic material.

Subsequently, we analyzed characterizations of extracted
features and of novelty curves derived therefrom, looking
for correlates of accuracy. We focused on Feature Flux,
a global estimate of the extracted features, and on MDSP,
which was obtained from novelty curves, to find whether
or not these would be indicative of novelty curve accuracy. Table 1 shows the correlation between segmentation
accuracies and the obtained characterizations of musical
features and novelty curves. We found a strong negative
correlation between accuracy and Feature Flux for pitchbased features; as regards accuracy and MDSP, we obtained moderate to strong positive correlations for tonal features (strong and moderate mean |𝑟| > .5 and .3 < |𝑟| < .5
respectively, following Cohen, 1988). Although these results did not reach statistical significance at 𝑝 < .05, some
interpretations can still be made. According to the results,
accuracy increases for stimuli with fewer local change in
pitch content and less peaks in pitch-based novelty curves.
A similar pattern of results was found for rhythm; we obtained for Fluctuation Patterns a moderate negative correlation between Feature Flux and accuracy, and a weak
positive correlation between MDSP and accuracy. Timbre seemed to yield an opposite trend, at least for Feature
Flux; Subband Flux exhibited a strong positive correlation
between Feature Flux and accuracy, and no or very weak
correlation between MDSP and accuracy. This suggests
that high accuracy is associated with more local variability
of spectral fluctuation.
4. DISCUSSION
Understanding which specific aspects of musical pieces influence novelty-based segmentation prediction is a crucial
but challenging issue. One possible way to address this
problem is to focus on the particulars of this approach and
tackle the question of what characteristics of musical features and their respective novelty curves predict segmentation accuracy for different musical pieces. This study tries
to fill the gap in this respect, and aims to open a discussion on the possibility of predicting accuracy directly from
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Couperin
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Figure 3. Tonal Centroid, novelty of Tonal Centroid and perceptual boundary density for stimuli Smetana and Couperin.
musical feature characteristics; we believe that automatic
segmentation systems could optimize their parameters for
stimuli of different idioms and that such an approach would
lead to an increase in accuracy.
Regarding the validity of the approach, we also highlight
that our method for studying segmentation involves amassing annotations from multiple listeners for the same stimulus; this possibility has been previously explored only by
few studies on segmentation prediction (Mendoza Garay,
2014; Hartmann et al., 2016a). In contrast, MIR studies on
music segmentation are often based on data coming from
one or few annotators; the computation of a KDE is usually
not needed since the set of annotated segment boundaries
is directly compared against peaks picked from a novelty
curve. In this sense, analyses of perceptual segmentation
based on data that is probably more representative of the
musician population should be useful for better understanding both perception and prediction of musical structure.
This section examines our research questions in light of
the proposed analysis, and assesses the extent to which the
stated hypotheses could be supported. Finally, we conclude
this article with possible directions for future research.
4.1 Segmentation Accuracy
The first step to address the research questions was to investigate the accuracy to predict perceived boundaries yielded
by different musical features for different musical examples. As shown in Figure 2, accuracy seems to highly vary

according to musical piece, motivating further analyses on
novelty detection that focus on each piece separately. It
is also apparent that no single algorithm is robust for prediction of all examples, suggesting the importance of incorporating combinations of multiple features (Hartmann
et al., 2016a; Müller, Chew, & Bello, 2016), multiple time
scales (Kaiser & Peeters, 2013; Gaudefroy, Papadopoulos,
& Kowalski, 2015), and other aspects of segmentation (e.g.
repetition principles, see Gaudefroy et al., 2015; Paulus
& Klapuri, 2006) into novelty approaches. Overall, however, the results seem to support the idea that performance
in structural analysis heavily may depend more on musical stimuli than on the algorithm used or the choice of parameters (Peiszer et al., 2008), which could serve to justify
subsequent steps of our analysis.
4.2 Feature-based Prediction of Novelty Detection
Performance
Our first hypothesis was that accuracy obtained via novelty
detection would increase for stimuli with low local variation of musical features. In support with this hypothesis, we
overall found Feature Flux to be a good predictor of correlation between perceptual segmentation density and novelty
(Table 1), and a same pattern of results for pitch-based and
rhythmic features. This suggests, for these features, that increased local feature continuity may be indicative of higher
accuracy of novelty curves.
The second hypothesis of this study was that accuracy
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would increase for stimuli with more distant novelty peaks.
Indeed, mean distance between subsequent peaks was
found to be somewhat indicative of the accuracy of novelty curves with respect to perceptual segmentation density.
This suggests, particularly for tonal features, that longer
novelty peak-to-peak duration is associated with higher correlation between detected novelty and perceptual segment
density.
Focusing on pitch-based and rhythmic features, the results
indicate that high local variability is associated with low
accuracy. A possible interpretation is that music characterized by few local changes in pitch or rhythm often involves
few, highly contrasting pitch-based or rhythmic structural
boundaries. For instance, rhythmically stable melodies are
clearly separated by highly discernible rests and long notes
in Dvořák. This could be interpreted in the light of theoretical approaches to musical expectation (Narmour, 1992),
according to which similarity between successive events
generates the expectation of another similar event. If eventually this expectation is not satisfied, a sense of closure
may be perceived, prompting the indication of a segment
boundary; this may explain why, for example, accurate
tonal-based segmentation predictions exhibit low variability at a local level and often involve few, perceptually stark
boundaries that delimit homogeneous groupings of events.
Related to our previous result, we found that novelty
curve characteristics can be used as predictors of accuracy: larger distance between subsequent novelty peaks
was found to result in higher novelty accuracy (Table 1),
especially for tonal features. As aforementioned, this relationship relates to the properties of “good” organizations
proposed by Gestalt theorists (Koffka, 1935). In this sense,
music characterized by novelty peaks that are clearly isolated should yield higher accuracy as they would relate to
perceptually salient musical changes.
We should highlight that the features yielding highest correlations with accuracy were tonal. It is possible that interpretations derived via perceptual organization rules and
expectation violation are better applicable to the case of
prediction via tonal features because these features focus
unambiguously on changes in perceived tonal context (and
not on e.g. loudness changes). In contrast, other descriptions used are somewhat more vague: i) Subband Flux
discontinuities encompass changes of instrumentation, register, voicing, articulation, and loudness; ii) Fluctuation
Pattern changes could be attributed to rhythmic patterns,
tempo, articulation, and use of repetition; iii) changes in
Chromagram are manifested in pitch steps, pitch jumps,
and use of chords. In this respect, tonal features consider
a single dimension of musical change, whereas other features analyzed in this study may yield more intricate descriptions.
Accuracy seemed to increase for stimuli with little local
change and more distance between peaks (Table 1), however Subband Flux seemed to yield an opposite trend. In
this regard, high local variability of changes in instrumentation, register, loudness, etc., seems to be associated with
higher accuracy. It could be the case that musical pieces
with high local spectral change and multiple novelty peaks

are also characterized by few structural sections of long
duration, and yield a relatively straightforward prediction;
for instance, Genesis contains multiple short sounds and
effects, yet its sections are clearly delimited by important
instrumentation changes, which probably had a positive effect on accuracy. Again, stylistic information might help
to disentangle these and other problems regarding segmentation accuracy.
4.3 General Discussion
One of the main aims of this study was to find out methods
to select musical features that would be efficient in segmentation prediction for a given stimulus; to this end, we investigated the relationship between accuracy and characterizations of musical features and novelty curves. According to
the results, for most features there is an inverse relationship
between local variability and accuracy, and a direct relationship between mean distance between subsequent novelty peaks and accuracy. This suggests that stimuli whose
features are characterized by low variation between successive time points, and whose novelty curves have few peaks,
are likely to yield higher segmentation prediction accuracy.
A possible reason that explains these results is that music
with infrequent musical change often yields perceptually
salient boundaries; according to the Gestalt rules of perceptual organization, similar events that are proximal in
time are grouped together, creating a strong sense of closure whenever a dissimilar event is perceived. Following
this interpretation, if a given musical dimension changes
frequently, an increase of listeners’ attention towards other
dimensions evoking strong closure may occur during segmentation.
4.4 Considerations for Further Research
Since this study focused on the analysis of segmentations
of the same musical pieces from multiple listeners, the number of segmented stimuli does not suffice to draw solid conclusions about the correlates of segmentation accuracy; this
should be considered a major methodological caveat. More
musical stimuli are clearly needed to assess the generalization ability of our results; future studies should in this respect increase the number of musical stimuli used for perceptual segmentation tasks while maintaining a satisfactory
participant sample size. As regards the sample of participants used, this study only focused on musician listeners,
mainly following MIR studies, which recruit expert annotators for the preparation of musical structure data sets. Further work should concentrate on annotation segmentation
from nonmusicians in order to understand accuracy of novelty curves with regards to the majority of the population.
Another issue to consider is that the novelty detection approach is designed to yield maximum scores for high continuity within segments and high discontinuity at segmentation points, so in this sense it is not surprising that music exhibiting clear discontinuity between large sequences
of homogeneity for a given feature will yield higher segmentation accuracy for that feature. In this regard, our results should be further tested using other approaches; for
instance probabilistic methods (e.g. Pauwels, Kaiser, &
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Peeters, 2013; Pearce & Wiggins, 2006) would be suitable
as they offer alternative assumptions regarding location of
actual boundaries.
Finally, as an outcome of this study it can be stated that listeners may tend to focus on musical dimensions that do not
change often. This interpretation is plausible and highlights
the importance of e.g. tonal and tempo stability, as well
as the role of repetition and motivic similarity in musical
pieces. Future work should test this possibility by conducting listening studies in which listeners would describe what
is the most salient dimension for different time points in the
music; further, as suggested by Müller et al. (2016), automatic detection of these acoustic description cues should
also be a relevant task regarding structural segmentation.
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ABSTRACT

‰

This work proposes a lexicalized probabilistic context free
grammar designed for meter detection, an integral component of automatic music transcription. The grammar
uses rhythmic cues to align a given musical piece with
learned metrical stress patterns. Lexicalization breaks the
standard PCFG assumption of independence of production, and thus, our grammar can model the more complex
rhythmic dependencies which are present in musical compositions. Using a metric we propose for the task, we show
that our grammar outperforms baseline methods when run
on symbolic music input which has been hand-aligned to a
tatum. We also show that the grammar outperforms an existing method when run with automatically-aligned symbolic music data as input. The code for our grammar is
available at https://github.com/apmcleod/met-detection.
1. INTRODUCTION
Meter detection is the organisation of the beats of a given
musical performance into a sequence of trees at the bar
level, in which each node represents a single note value. In
common-practice Western music (the subject of our work),
the children of each node in the tree divide its duration into
some number of equal-length notes (usually two or three)
such that every node at a given depth has an equal value.
For example, the metrical structure of a single 34 bar, down
to the quaver level, is shown in Fig. 1. Additionally, the
metrical structure must be properly aligned in phase with
the underlying musical performance so that the root of each
tree corresponds to a single bar. Each level of a metrical
tree corresponds with an isochronous pulse in the underlying music: bar, beat, and sub-beat (from top to bottom).
There are theoretically further divisions further down the
tree, but as these three levels are enough to unambiguously
identify the meter of a piece, we do not consider any lower.
The task is an integral component of Automatic Music
Transcription (AMT), particularly when trying to identify
the time signature of a given performance, since there is a
one-to-one relationship between time signatures and metrical structures. In music, each successive bar may have
a different metrical structure than the preceding one; however, such changes in structure are not currently handled
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Figure 1. The metrical structure of a 34 bar.
by our model, and are left for future work. Our grammar
can only be applied to pieces in which each bar is of equal
length, has the same number of equal-length beats, and
each beat has the same number of equal-length sub-beats.
That is, it can be applied to any piece where the metrical
tree structure under each node at a given level of the tree is
identical. In this work, we evaluate our grammar only on
2 , 3 , 4 , 6 , 9 , and
the simple and compound meter types X
X X X X
12 (where X can be any of 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16), and leave more
X
uncommon and irregular meters for future work. Those interested in asymmetric meter detection should refer to [1].
Our grammar is designed to be run on symbolic music
data such as MIDI. In this work, we present two experiments: one where the tatum—the fastest subdivision of the
beat (we use demisemiquavers, or 32nd notes)—is given,
and another where a beat-tracker is used as a preprocessing step to automatically detect some tatum (not necessarily demisemiquavers). Note that ideally, the beat-tracker
would be run jointly with our grammar, as beat and meter are intrinsically related; however, we leave such a joint
model for future work.
Thus, the task that our grammar solves is one of identifying the correct full metrical structure, composed of: (1)
meter type (the number of beats per bar and the number of
sub-beats per beat), (2) phase (the number of tatums which
fall before the first full bar), and (3) sub-beat length (the
number of tatums which lie within a single sub-beat).
2. EXISTING WORK
Most of the early work in the field of meter detection involved rule-based, perceptual models. Longuet-Higgins
and Steedman [2] present one which runs on monophonic
quantized data and uses only note durations, which was
later extended by Steedman [3] to incorporate melodic repetition. Both models were evaluated on full metrical structure detection on the fugues from Bach’s Well-Tempered
Clavier (WTC). Longuet-Higgins and Lee [4] describe a
somewhat similar model, also to be run on monophonic
quantized data, though only a few qualitative examples are
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presented in evaluation, and the model is unable to handle
syncopation. Spiro [5] proposes a rule-based, incremental
model for quantized data, combined with a probabilistic
n-gram model of bar-length rhythmic patterns, and evaluated on full metrical structure detection on a small corpus
of 16 monophonic string compositions by Bach. This remains one of the only successful models for meter detection to use a grammar thus far, though similar grammars
have been used for rhythmic and tempo analysis where the
meter is given [6–8]. While these rule-based methods show
promise, and we base some of our model’s principals on
them, a more flexible probabilistic model is preferred.
Brown [9] proposed using auto-correlation for meter detection, in which a promising, though limited, evaluation
on meter type and sub-beat length detection was shown for
17 quantized pieces, Meudic [10] later proposed a similar model also using auto-correlation on quantized MIDI
data for the same task. Eck and Casagrande [11] extended
this further, and were the first to use auto-correlation to
also calculate the phase of the meter (though phase detection results are limited to synthetic rhythms). They were
also the first to do some sort of corpus-based evaluation,
though only to classify the meter of a piece as duple or
compound. Though auto-correlation has performed well
for partial metrical structure detection, there is still a question about whether it can detect the phase of that meter, and
no work that we have found has yet done so successfully
from real symbolic music data.
Inner Metric Analysis (IMA) was first proposed for music
analysis by Volk [12], though only as a method to analyse
the rhythmic stress of a piece, not to detect the meter of
that piece. It requires quantized MIDI with labeled beats
as input, and it involves identifying periodic beats which
align with note onsets. Thus, detecting metrical structure
and phase using IMA is a matter of classifying the correct
beats as downbeats; it is used by De Haas and Volk [13],
along with some post-processing, to perform meter detection on quantized MIDI data probabilistically. We were
unable to run their model on our data, though they evaluate the model on two datasets, testing both duple or triple
classification as well as full metrical structure detection
(including phase). However, as the datasets they used are
quite homogeneous—95% of the songs in the FMPop corpus are in 44, and 92% of the songs in the RAG corpus [14]
are in either 24 or 44 time—we have decided not to include a
comparison in this work.
Whiteley et al. [15] perform full metrical structure detection probabilistically from live performance data by jointly
modeling tempo, meter, and rhythm; however, the evaluation was very brief, only testing the model on 3 bars of
a single Beatles piano performance, and the idea was not
used further on symbolic data to our knowledge. Temperley [16] proposes a Bayesian model for the meter detection of unquantized, monophonic MIDI performance data.
The general idea is to model the probability of a note onset occurring given the current level of the metrical tree
at any time with Bayes’ rule. This is combined with a
simple Bayesian model of tempo changes, giving a model
which can detect the full metrical structure of a perfor-

S
→ Mb,s
Mb,s → Bs . . . Bs (b times)
Bs → SB . . . SB (s times) | r
SB → r
Figure 2. The grammar rules which form the basis of the
PCFG. The subscript b is the number of beats per bar, while
s is the number of sub-beats per beat. The terminal symbol
r can refer to any rhythmic pattern.
mance. Temperley [17] extends this model to work on
polyphonic data, combining it into a joint model with a
Bayesian voice separator and a Bayesian model of harmony. This joint model performs well on full metrical
structure detection on a corpus of piano excerpts, and we
compare against it in this work.
3. PROPOSED METHOD
For our proposed method, we were careful to make as few
assumptions as possible so it can be applied to different
styles of music directly (assuming enough training data
is available). It is based on a standard probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG; presented in Section 3.1) with
added lexicalization as as introduced in Section 3.2. The
inference procedure is described in Section 3.3.
The basic idea of the grammar is to detect patterns of
rhythmic stress in a given piece of music with the grammar, and then to measure how well those stress patterns
align with metrical stress patterns. We use note length to
measure rhythmic stress in this work, assuming that long
notes will be heard as stressed. This assumption is based
on ideas from many of the rule-based methods presented
above, and works well; however, there are many other factors of musical stress that our grammar does not capture,
such as melody and harmony, which have been found to be
helpful for meter detection [18], and will be incorporated
into our grammar in future work.
3.1 PCFG
The context-free grammar shown in Fig. 2 is used to construct a rhythmic tree quite similar to the metrical tree from
Figure 1 above. Each bar of a given piece is first assigned
the start symbol S, which can be rewritten as the nonterminal Mb,s (representing the meter type), where b is the
number of beats per bar and s is the number of sub-beats
per beat (2 for simple meters and 3 for compound meters).
For example, M4,2 represents a meter in 44 time, and M2,3
represents a meter in 68 time.
A non-terminal Mb,s is rewritten as b beat non-terminals
Bs . Each beat non-terminal Bs can be rewritten either as s
sub-beat non-terminals SB or as the terminal r, representing the underlying rhythm of the beat. A beat may only be
rewritten as r if it contains either (1) no notes or (2) a single note which lasts at least the entire duration of the node
(the note may begin before the beat, end after the beat, or
both). A sub-beat SB must be rewritten as a terminal r,
representing the underlying rhythm of that sub-beat.
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Figure 3. An example
==== of the rhythmic tree of a 8 bar with
“
“
“
“
the rhythm ˇ ‰ ˇ ˇ ˇ .

6
An example of ==the
== rhythmic tree of a single 8 bar with
the rhythm ˇ “‰ ˇ “ ˇ “ ˇ “ is shown in Figure 3. Here, the first
beat is been rewritten as a terminal since it is the only note
present.

3.2 Lexicalization
One downside of using a PCFG to model the rhythmic
structure is that PCFGs make a strong independence assumption that is not appropriate for music. Specifically,
in a given rhythm, a note can only be heard as stressed
or important in contrast with the notes around it, though
a standard PCFG cannot model this. A PCFG may see a
dotted quarter note and assume that it is a long note, even
though it has no way of knowing whether the surrounding notes are shorter or longer, and thus, whether the note
should indeed be considered stressed.
To solve this problem, we implement a lexicalized PCFG
(LPCFG), where each terminal is assigned a head corresponding to its note with the longest duration. Strong heads
(in this work, those representing longer notes) propagate
upwards through the metrical tree to the non-terminals in a
process called lexicalization. This allows the grammar to
model rhythmic dependencies rather than assuming independence as in a standard PCFG, and the pattern of strong
and weak beats and sub-beats is used to determine the underlying rhythmic stress pattern of a given piece of music.
This head is written (d; s), where d is the duration of the
longest note (or, the portion of that note which lies beneath
the node), and s is the starting position of that note. The
character ‘t’ is added to the end of s if that note is tied into
(i.e. if the onset of the note lies under some previous node).
In the heads, d and s are normalized so that the duration of
the node itself is 1. Thus, only heads which are assigned to
nodes at the same depth can be compared directly. A node
with no notes is assigned the empty head of (0; 0).
Once node heads have been assigned, each beat and subbeat non-terminal is assigned a strength of either strong
(S), weak (W ), or even (E). These are assigned by comparing the heads of siblings in the rhythmic tree. If all
siblings’ heads are equal, they are assigned even strength.
Otherwise, those siblings with the strongest head are assigned strong strength while all others are assigned weak
strength, regardless of their relative head strengths.
Head strength is determined by a ranking system, where

B3,S (1; 0)

B3,W ( 31 ; 0)

ˇ “‰

SBE (1; 0)

SBE (1; 0)

SBE (1; 0)

ˇ “(

ˇ “(

ˇ “(

6
Figure 4. An example
==== of the rhythmic tree of a 8 bar with
“
“
“
“
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
including strengths and lexicalization.
the rhythm ‰

heads are first ranked by d such that longer notes are considered stronger. Any ties are broken by s such that an earlier starting position corresponds to greater strength. Any
further ties are broken such that notes which are not tied
into are considered stronger than those which are.
6
An example==of
=“ =“ the rhythmic tree of a single 8 bar with the
“
“
rhythm ˇ ‰ ˇ ˇ ˇ including strengths and lexicalization is
shown in Figure 4.
3.3 Performing Inference
Each of the LPCFG rule probabilities are computed as suggested by Jurafsky and Martin [19], plus additionally conditioning each on the meter type. For example, the replacement {M2,3 ( 21 ; 0) → B3,S (1; 0) B3,W ( 31 ; 0)} is modeled
by the product of Equations (1), (2), and (3). Equation (1)
models the probability of a transition given the left-handside node’s head, while Equations (2) and (3) model the
probability of each child’s head given its type and the parent’s head.
p(M2,3 → B3,S B3,W | M2,3 , (1/2; 0))

(1)

p((1; 0) | M2,3 , B3,S , (1/2; 0))

(2)

p((1/3; 0) | M2,3 , B3,W , (1/2; 0))

(3)

The meter type conditioning ensures that the model not
prefer one meter type over another based on uneven training data. Specifically, each initial transition S → Mb,s
is assigned a probability of 1. The actual probability values are computed given a training corpus using maximum
likelihood estimation with Good-Turing smoothing as described by Good [20]. If a given replacement’s head, as
modeled by Equations (2) and (3), is not seen in the training data, we use a backing-off technique as follows. We
multiply the probability from the Good-Turing smoothing
by a new probability equation, where the meter type is removed (again with Good-Turing smoothing). This allows
the grammar to model, for example, the beat-level transitions of a 98 bar using the beat-level transitions of a 34 bar.
Note that this does not allow any cross-level calculations
where, for example, the beat level of a 98 bar could be modeled by the sub-beat level of a 68 bar, though this could be a
possible avenue for future work.
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The grammar was designed to be used on monophonic
melodies, so we use the voices as annotated in the data.
Afterwards, only rhythmic information is needed. That is,
the grammar uses onset and offset times for each note, and
no pitch or velocity information.
The first step in the inference process is to create multiple hypothesis states, each with probability 1, and each
corresponding to a different (meter type, sub-beat length,
phase) triplet, which are treated as latent variables. Meter
type corresponds to the specific Mb,s which will be used
throughout the piece for that hypothesis (there is currently
a constraint that pieces do not change time signature during a piece). Sub-beat length corresponds to the length of
a sub-beat of that hypothesis state. This differentiates 24
time from 22 time, for example. Phase refers to how long of
an anacrusis a hypothesis will model. That is, how many
tatums lie before the first full bar.
Each state’s rhythmic trees are built deterministically, one
per voice per bar while that voice is active, throwing out
any anacrusis bars. A state’s final probability is the product
of the probabilities of each of the trees of each of its voices.
After running through a full piece, the states are ordered
by probability and the metrical structure corresponding to
the most likely state’s (meter type, sub-beat length, phase)
triplet is picked as the model’s guess.
One final optimization is made, related to the “rule of
congruence” as noted by Longuet-Higgins and Steedman
[2], and further described perceptually by Lee [21]. That
is, with few exceptions, a composer (at least of classical music), will not syncopate the rhythm before a meter
has been established. This means that if the meter has
not yet been established, and the underlying rhythm does
not match with the metrical structure of a hypothesis state
based on its (meter type, sub-beat length, phase) triplet,
we should be able to remove it. In practice, we allow up
to 5 mismatches before eliminating a metrical hypothesis
state. In tests, setting this value to anything from 2 to 20
makes no difference, just the lower the value the faster the
program becomes (and the less room for error there is in
the case of a particularly adventurous composer). For full
details on the implementation of this rule, see Appendix A.
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Figure 5. Top: The metrical structure of a 44 bar. If 44 is
the correct time signature, a guess of 24 with the correct
phase (bottom-left) would give P = 1.0, R = 0.67, and
F 1 = 0.8. A guess of 68 with the correct phase (bottomright) would give P = 0.33, R = 0.33, and F 1 = 0.33.
matched count as a false negative. Precision, recall, and
F1 can all be computed based on the resulting true positive, false positive, and false negative totals.
Examples of this metric are illustrated in Fig. 5. Given
a correct time signature of 44, and assuming that the phase
of the guessed metrical structure is correct, if the guessed
time signature is 24, there are only 2 true positives; however,
the bar-level grouping for 24 does not clash with the metrical
structure of 44, so it is not counted as a false positive. There
is, however, 1 false negative from the bar level of the 44,
giving values of P = 1.0, R = 0.67, and F 1 = 0.8. If 68 is
guessed instead, the sub-beat level again matches, giving 1
true positive. However, both the beat level and the bar level
clash (since 1.5 beats of a 44 bar make a single 68 beat, and 34
of a 44 bar gives a 68 bar), giving 2 false positives and 2 false
negatives. This gives values of P = 0.33, R = 0.33, and
F 1 = 0.33. Much lower, and rightfully so.
For evaluation on a full corpus, true positives, false positives, and false negatives are summed throughout the entire
corpus to get a global precision, recall, and F1.
4.2 Data

4. EVALUATION
4.1 Metric
To evaluate our method, instead of just checking whether
the top hypothesis’ metrical structure is fully correct or not,
we wanted some measure of partial correctness. For instance, if the correct time signature is 44, a guess of 24 should
achieve a higher score than a guess of 68. With that in mind,
we propose the following metric.
For each of the three levels of the guessed metrical structure, an exact match with a level of the correct metrical
structure is counted as a true positive, while a clash—when
all of the nodes in a level of the guessed structure cannot be
made by some integer multiple or division of nodes from
each of the levels of the correct structure—is counted as a
false positive. After all three levels have been tested, each
of the correct metrical structure’s levels which were not

We report our results on two main corpora: (1) the 15 Bach
Inventions, consisting of 1126 monophonic bars (in which
a single bar with two voices counts as two bars), and (2)
the much larger set of 48 fugues from the Well-Tempered
Clavier, containing 8835 monophonic bars. These two corpora contain quantized MIDI files, hand-aligned with a
demisemiquaver (32nd note) tatum, and we present results
using both this hand-aligned tatum and an automaticallyaligned tatum. The notes in each file are split into voices
as marked in the corresponding scores. We present additional evaluation in the automatically-aligned case using
the German subset of the Essen Folksong Collection [22],
4954 pieces in total, consisting of 66356 monophonic bars.
We use leave-one-out cross-validation within each corpus
for learning the probabilities of the grammar. That is, for
testing each song in a corpus, we train our grammar on all
of the other songs within that corpus. We also tried using
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Method
4
4

PCFG
LPCFG

Inventions
0.58
0.61
0.63

Fugues
0.45
0.63
0.80

Meter
Type

Table 1. The F1 of each method for each corpus using a
hand-aligned tatum.
Method
Temperley [17]
LPCFG+BT

Inventions
0.58
0.55

Fugues
0.63
0.72

Essen [22]
0.60
0.74

6
X
3
X
2
X
4
X

All

#
0
5
0
8
15

Inventions
LPCFG +BT
—
—
0.60
0.64
—
—
0.71
0.55
0.63
0.55

#
4
7
9
26
48

Fugues
LPCFG
0.58
0.57
0.89
0.90
0.80

+BT
0.83
0.88
0.76
0.66
0.72

Table 3. The F1 of the LPCFG and LPCFG+BT split by
meter type. Here, # represents the number of pieces in
each meter type, and meter types which occur only once in
a corpus are omitted.

Table 2. The F1 of each method for each corpus using an
automatically-aligned tatum.
cross-validation across corpora by training on the Inventions when testing the Fugues and vice versa; however, that
led to similar but slightly worse results, as the complexities
of the rhythms in the corpora are not quite similar enough
to allow for such training to be successful. Specifically,
there is much more syncopation in the Fugues than in the
Inventions, and thus our grammar would tend to prefer to
incorrectly choose meters for the Inventions which would
result in some syncopation.
4.3 Results
With hand-aligned input, the LPCFG is evaluated against
two baselines. First, a naive one, guessing 44 time with
an anacrusis such that the first full bar begins at the onset of the first note (the most common time signature in
each corpus). Second, the PCFG without lexicalization (as
proposed in Section 3.1, with Good-Turing smoothing and
rule of congruence matching).
With automatically-aligned input, we evaluate against the
model proposed by Temperley [17], which performs beat
tracking jointly with meter detection. For direct comparison, we use the fastest beat given by Temperley’s model
as the tatum, and we call this version of our grammar an
LPCFG with beat tracking (LPCFG+BT). It would be better to perform beat tracking and meter detection jointly, as
in Temperley’s model; however, we leave such joint inference for future work. The automatic alignment presents
some difficulty in computing our metric, since a metrical hypothesis generated from an incorrectly aligned input
may move in and out of phase throughout the course of a
piece due to beat tracking errors. Therefore, we evaluate
each meter based on its phase and sub-beat length relative
only to the first note of each piece, thus avoiding any misalignments caused by subsequent errors in beat tracking.
The results for hand-aligned input can be found in Table 1, where it can be seen that the LPCFG outperforms
all baselines, quite substantially on the fugues. The results for automatically-aligned input are shown in Table 2.
Here, the LPCFG+BT outperforms Temperley’s model on
the fugues and the Essen corpus, but is outperformed by it
on the inventions.
For both hand-aligned and automatically-aligned input, it
is surprising that the LPCFG (and LPCFG+BT) does not
perform better on the inventions, which are simpler com-

positions than the fugues. The reason for this lack of improvement seems to be a simple lack of training data, as
can be seen in Table 3, which shows that as the number of
training pieces for each meter type increases, the performance of the LPCFG improves dramatically, though the
LPCFG+BT does not follow this trend.
During automatic tatum alignment, beat-tracking tends to
quantize rare patterns (which may occur only a single meter type) into more common ones, allowing the grammar
to identify the rhythmic stress of a piece without having
to parse too many previously unseen rhythms. This helps
in the case of not enough training data, but can hurt when
more training data is available. These rare patterns tend to
be strong markers of a certain meter type, and if enough
training data is available to recognize them, such quantization would remove a very salient rhythmic clue. Therefore, for both hand-aligned and automatically-aligned input, more training data in the style of the inventions should
continue to improve its performance on that corpus.
Fig. 6 shows the percentage of pieces in each corpus for
which each method achieves 3, 2, 1, or 0 true positives,
and further details exactly what is happening on the inventions. The true positive counts correspond with those in
our metric, and represent the number of levels of the metrical tree (bar, sub-beat, beat) which were matched in both
length and phase for each piece. Thus, more true positives
corresponds with a more accurate guess.
The improvement on the fugues is clear for both types of
input. On the hand-aligned inventions, however, the naive
4 model gets 40% of the metrical structures of the inven4
tions exactly correct (3 TPs), while the LPCFG gets only
26.67%. The LPCFG gets significantly more of its guesses
mostly or exactly correct (with 2 or 3 TPs), and eliminates totally incorrect guesses (0 TPs) completely. This
shows that, even though it may not have had enough data
yet to classify time signatures correctly, it does seem to be
learning some sort of structural patterns from what limited
data it has. Meanwhile, on the automatically-aligned inventions, the LPCFG+BT gets slightly fewer of its guesses
mostly correct than Temperley’s model, but significantly
fewer (only one invention) totally incorrect, again showing
that it has learned some structural patterns. The slightly
lower F1 of the LPCFG+BT on the automatically-aligned
inventions is due to a higher false positive rate than Temperley’s model.
That our model’s performance is more sensitive to a lack
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Figure 6. The percentage of pieces in each corpus for
which each method’s metrical structure guess resulted in
the given number of true positives, for (a) hand-aligned
and (b) automatically-aligned beats.

Figure 7. The first bar of 15th fugue from WTC book I by
Bach (BWV 860).
of training data is further illustrated by the fact that our
model outperforms Temperley’s substantially on the Essen
corpus, where ample training data is available. Indeed, in
general, the LPCFG+BT performs worse than Temperley’s
model when there is a lack of training data, but outperforms it when enough data exists. 1
A specific case where increased training data would benefit the LPCFG is in the 15th fugue from WTC book I, the
first bar of which is shown in Fig. 7. This rhythmic pattern
is found throughout the piece, and is a strong indication of
a 68 bar, consisting of two even beats, each split into a subbeat pattern of strong, weak, weak. However, our grammar
guesses that this piece is in 44 time simply because it has not
seen the transition {B3,E → SBS SBW SBW } in a X6 meter type in training. This is indicative of the errors we see
throughout the data, showing again that with more training
data the results will only improve.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an LPCFG for full metrical structure detection of symbolic music data. We have
shown that this grammar improves over multiple baseline
methods when run on hand-aligned symbolic music input,
1 We do not include evaluation on the Essen corpus with hand-aligned
tatum because the pieces are very short and quite simple rhythmically.

and that it can be combined with a beat tracking model
to achieve good meter detection results on automaticallyaligned symbolic music data. The fact that lexicalization
adds definite value over a standard PCFG shows that there
are complex rhythmic dependencies in music which such
lexicalization is able to capture.
Our model is somewhat sensitive to a lack of training
data, though it does learn metrical stress patterns quickly,
and we will also look at more aggressive cross-level backoff techniques to make the grammar more robust to such a
lack of data. For example, it may be possible to model the
transitions at the sub-beat level of a X9 meter type using the
3 meter type. Furthermore, we
beat level transitions of a X
will also look to apply our model to more uncommon or
5 or 7 , perhaps as the conirregular meter types such as X
X
catenation of the more common meter types.
The proposed LPCFG shows promise in meter detection
even using only rhythmic data, and future work will incorporate melodic and harmonic information into the grammar. For example, harmonic changes are most likely to
occur at the beginnings of bars, and low notes occur more
frequently on strong beats, suggesting that incorporating
pitch and harmony into the lexical heads may improve performance. Without such additions, our grammar is helpless
to hypothesize a meter for an isochronous melody.
Another avenue of future work is to adapt the grammar
for use on live performance data by performing inference
on the grammar jointly with a beat-tracker. This is more
natural than performing beat-tracking as a preprocessing
step, as beat and meter are closely related. We will also
consider the grammar’s application to acoustic data; we
have run preliminary experiments using off-the-shelf onset
detection models, but found that a more complex approach
is needed. Specifically, some sort of voicing information
for the onsets would improve performance dramatically,
since it would give a more accurate measurement of the
lengths of the notes corresponding to each onset.
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A. RULE OF CONGRUENCE
A metrical structure hypothesis begins as unmatched, and
is considered to be fully matched if and only if both its beat
and sub-beat levels have been matched. Thus, a metrical
hypothesis can be in one of four states: fully matched, subbeat matched, beat matched, or unmatched.
If a hypothesis is unmatched, a note which is shorter than
a sub-beat and does not divide a sub-beat evenly is counted
as a mismatch. A note which is exactly a sub-beat in length
is either counted as a mismatch (if it is not in phase with
the sub-beat), or the hypothesis is moved into the sub-beat
matched state. A note which is between a sub-beat and a
beat in length is counted as a mismatch. A note which is
exactly a beat in length is either counted as a mismatch (if
it is not in phase with the beat), or the hypothesis is moved
into the beat matched state. A note which is longer than a
beat, is not some whole multiple of a beat in length, and
does not divide a bar evenly is counted as a mismatch.
If a hypothesis is sub-beat matched, it now interprets each
incoming note based on that sub-beat length. That is, any
note which is longer than a single sub-beat is divided into
up to three separate notes (for meter matching purposes
only): (1) The part of the note which lies before the first
sub-beat boundary which it overlaps (if the note begins exactly on a sub-beat, no division occurs); (2) The part of the
note which lies after the final sub-beat boundary which it
overlaps (if the note ends exactly on a sub-beat, no division
occurs); and (3) the rest of the note. After this processing,
a note which is longer than a sub-beat and shorter than a
beat is counted as a mismatch. (Due to note division, this
only occurs if the note is two sub-beats in length and each
beat has three sub-beats.) A note which is exactly a beat in
length moves the hypothesis into the fully matched state.
A note which is longer than a beat and is not some whole
multiple of beats is counted as a mismatch.
If a hypothesis is beat matched, it now interprets each
incoming note based on that beat length exactly as is described for sub-beat length in the previous paragraph. After this processing, a note which is shorter than a sub-beat
and does not divide a sub-beat evenly is counted as a mismatch. A note which is exactly a sub-beat in length is
either counted as a mismatch (if it is not in phase with
the sub-beat), or the hypothesis is moved into the fully
matched state. A note which is longer than a sub-beat and
shorter than a beat, and which does not align with the beginning or end of a beat, is counted as a mismatch.
Once a metrical hypothesis is fully matched, incoming
notes are no longer checked for matching, and the hypothesis will never be removed.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a framework for audio-to-score alignment on
piano performance that employs automatic music transcription (AMT) using neural networks. Even though the AMT
result may contain some errors, the note prediction output can be regarded as a learned feature representation that
is directly comparable to MIDI note or chroma representation. To this end, we employ two recurrent neural networks
that work as the AMT-based feature extractors to the alignment algorithm. One predicts the presence of 88 notes or
12 chroma in frame-level and the other detects note onsets
in 12 chroma. We combine the two types of learned features for the audio-to-score alignment. For comparability,
we apply dynamic time warping as an alignment algorithm
without any additional post-processing. We evaluate the
proposed framework on the MAPS dataset and compare
it to previous work. The result shows that the alignment
framework with the learned features significantly improves
the accuracy, achieving less than 10 ms in mean onset error.
1. INTRODUCTION
Audio-to-score alignment (also known as score following)
is the process of temporally fitting music performance audio to its score. The task has been explored for quite a
while and utilized mainly for interactive music applications, for example, automatic page turning, computer-aided
accompaniment or interactive interface for active music
listening [1, 2]. Another use case of audio-to-score alignment is performance analysis which examines performer’s
interpretation of music pieces in terms of tempo, dynamics, rhythm and other musical expressions [3]. To this end,
the alignment result must be sufficiently precise having
high temporal resolution. It was reported that the justnoticeable difference (JND) time displacement of a tone
presented in a metrical sequence is about 10 ms for short
notes [4], which is beyond the current accuracy of the automatic alignment algorithm. This challenge has provided
the motivation for our research.
There are two main components in audio-to-score alignment: features used in comparing audio to score, and alignment algorithm between two feature sequences. In this

paper, we limit our scope to the feature part. A typical
approach is converting MIDI score to synthesized audio
and comparing it to performance audio using various audio
features. The most common choices are time-frequency
representations through short time Fourier transformation
(STFT) [5] or auditory filter bank responses [6]. Others
suggested chroma audio features, which are designed to
minimize differences in acoustic quality between two piano audio such as timbre, dynamics and sustain effects [6].
However, the design process by hands relies on trial-anderror and so is time-consuming and sub-optimal. Another
approach to audio-to-score alignment is converting the performance audio to MIDI using automatic music transcription (AMT) systems and comparing the performance to
score in the MIDI domain [7]. The advantage of this approach is that the transcribed MIDI is robust to timbre and
dynamics variations by the nature of the AMT system if
it predicts only the presence of notes. In addition, the synthesis step is not required. However, the AMT system must
have high performance to predict notes accurately, which
is actually a challenging task.
In this paper, we follow the AMT-based approach for
audio-to-score alignment. To this end, we build two AMT
systems by adapting a state-of-art method using recurrent
neural networks [8] with a few modifications. One system takes spectrograms as input and is trained in a supervised manner to predict a binary representation of MIDI in
either 88 notes or chroma. The prediction does not consider intensities of notes, i.e. MIDI velocity. Using this
system only however does not provide precise alignment
because onset frames and sustain frames are equally important. In order to make up for the limitation, we use
another AMT system that is trained to predict the onsets of
MIDI notes in chroma domain. This was inspired from Decaying Locally-adaptive Normalized Chroma Onset (DLNCO) feature by Ewert et al. [6]. Following the idea, we
employ decaying chroma note onset features which turned
out to offer not only temporally precise points but also
make onset frames salient. Finally, we combine the two
MIDI domain features and conduct dynamic time warping
algorithm on the feature similarity matrix. The evaluation
on the MAPS dataset shows that our proposed framework
significantly improves the alignment accuracy compared to
previous work.

Copyright: c 2017 Taegyun Kwon et al. This is an open-access article distributed

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

The proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 1. The
left-hand presents the two independent AMT systems that
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trogram. We remove those dummy note bins, thereby having 183 dimensions in total. We augmented the input by
concatenating it with the first-order difference of the semitone filtered spectrogram. We observed a significant increase of the transcription performance with this addition.
2.2 Neural Network

Figure 1. Flow diagram of proposed audio-to-score alignment system

return either 88 note or chroma output and chroma onset output, respectively. The outputs are concatenated and
aligned with the score MIDI through dynamic time warping (DTW). Since our main idea is not improving the performance of AMT system but rather utilizing a neural-network
based system that produces features for audio-to-score alignment, we borrowed the state-of-art AMT system proposed
by Böck and Schedl [8]. However, we slighly modified the
training setting for our purpose.
2.1 Pre-processing
As aforementioned, our AMT system is based on the existing model. Therefore, we used the same multi-resolution
STFT with semitone spaced logarithmic compression in
the model. It first receives audio waveforms as input and
computes two types of short time Fourier transform (STFT),
one with a short window (2048 samples, 46.4 ms) and the
other with a long window (8192 samples, 185.8 ms), with
the same overlap (441 samples, 10 ms). The STFT with a
short time window gives temporally sensitive output while
the one with a longer window offers better frequency resolution. A Hamming window was applied on the signal
before the STFT. We only take magnitude of the STFT,
thereby obtaining spectrogram with 100 frames/sec.
To apply logarithmic characteristics of sound intensity,
a log-like compression with a multiplication factor 1000 is
applied on the magnitude of spectrograms. We then reduce
the dimensionality of inputs by filtering with semi-tone filterbanks. The center frequencies are distributed according
to the frequencies of the 88 MIDI notes and the widths are
formed with overlapping triangular shape. This process
is not only effective for reducing size of inputs but also for
suppressing variance in piano tuning by merging neighboring frequency bins. In the low frequency, some note bins
become completely zero or linear summation of neighboring notes due to the low frequency resolution of the spec-

The Böck and Schedl model uses a recurrent neural network (RNN) using the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
architecture. Compared to feedforward neural networks,
RNNs are capable of learning temporal dependency of sequential data, which is the property found in music audio.
Also, the LSTM unit has a memory block updated only
when an input or forget gate is open, and the gradients can
propagate through memory cells without being multiplied
each time step. This property enables LSTM to learn longterm dependency. In our task, the LSTM is expected to
learn the continuity of onset, sustain and offset within a
note as well as the relation among notes. The LSTM units
are also set to be bidirectional, indicating that the input
sequence is not only presented in order but also in the opposite direction. Throughout backward and forward layers
together, the networks can access to both history and future
of the given time frame.
While the Böck and Schedl model used a single network
that predicts 88 notes, we use two types of networks; one
predicts 88 notes or 12 chroma and the other predicts 12
chroma onsets. In the 88-note network, we reduced the
size to two layers of 200 LSTM units as it performed better in our experiments. In the 12-chroma, we downsized
it further having 100 LSTM units on the first layer and 50
LSTM units on the second layer. On top of the LSTM
networks, a fully connected layer with sigmoid activation
units are added as the output layer. Each output unit corresponds to one MIDI note or chroma (i.e. pitch class of the
MIDI note).
2.2.1 Backpropagation
Theoretically, LSTM can learn any length of long-term dependency through backpropagation through time (BPTT)
with a desired number of time steps. In practice, it requires large memory and heavy computation because all
past history of network within the backpropagation length
should be stored and updated. To overcome this difficulty,
a truncated backpropagation method [9] is usually applied
for long sequences (also with long time dependency). In
the truncated backpropagation, input sequences are divided
into shorter sequences and the last state of each segment
is transfered to the consecutive segment. Therefore, even
though the backpropagation is only computed in each segment, it can serve as an approximation to full-length backpropagation. For a bidirectional system, however, the backward flow requires computation on the full future and thus
the truncated backpropagation requires large memory as
well. To imitate the advantage of the truncated backpropagation within the computational availability, we split the
input sequence into relatively large sequences and perform
full-length backpropagation within each segment. We conducted grid search on the segmentation length between 10
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Figure 2. Examples of bidirectional LSTM networks that
predict 12 chroma: (a) ground truth, (b) without overlapping segmentation, (c) with overlapping segmentation.
Dotted lines indicate the boundaries of segments
frames to 300 frames (100 to 3000 ms) and finally settled
down to 50 frames (500 ms). This was long enough to
catch up the continuity of individual notes and also was
not computationally expensive. We conducted a comparative experiment between a unidirectional model with the
truncated backpropagation and a bidirectional model with
a non-transferred segmentation. The result showed that the
bidirectional model performs better.
To reduce the amount computation, our model works in
sequence-to-sequence manner. In other words, the output
of the network is a sequence with the same length of input segment. Therefore, frames on the edges of a segment
have only one-side context window. We observed that contagious errors frequently occur on such frames as shown in
Figure 2b. To tackle this problem we split the input sequence with 50% overlapped segments and take only the
middle part of output from each segment. This procedure
significantly increase transcription result as shown in Figure 2c.

Figure 3. (a) An excerpt of music score from Beethoven’s
8th sonata. (b)-(d) the prediction outputs of the AMT systems: (b) 88 note (c) 12 chroma (d) 12 chroma onset.
mance, frame-wise transcription performance for the 88note AMT system was measured on the test sets. We used
a fixed threshold of 0.5 to predict the note presence and
measured the accuracy with F-score to make the results
comparable to those in [10, 11]. The resulting F-score was
0.7285 on average, which is better than the results of RNN
with basic units [11] and lower than those with fine-tuned
frame-wise DNN and CNN [10].

2.2.2 Network Training
In order to train the networks, we used audio files and
aligned MIDI files. The MIDI data was converted into a
piano-roll representation with the same frame rate of the
input filter-bank spectrogram (100 fps). For 88 notes and
chroma labels, the elements of piano-roll representation
were set to 1 between note onset and offset and otherwise
to 0. For chroma onset labels, only the elements that correspond to note onsets were set to 1. The corresponding
audio data was normalized with zero-mean and standard
deviation of one over each filter in the training set.
We used dropout with a ratio of 0.5 and weight regularization with a value of 10−4 in each LSTM layer. This effectively improved the performance by generalization. We
used the network with stochastic gradient decent to minimize binary cross entropy loss function. Learning rate
was initially set as 0.1 and iteratively decreased by a factor of 3 when no improvement was observed for validation loss for 10 epochs (i.e. early stopping). The training
was stopped after six iterations. Examples of the AMT
outputs are presented in Figure 3. To verify the perfor-

2.3 Alignment
The AMT systems return two types of MIDI-level features.
For chroma onset features, every onset was elongated
√ for
10
frames
(100
ms)
with
decaying
weights
of
1,
0.9,
√
√
0.8, ... , 0.1 as proposed in [6]. The resulting features are combined by concatenation with either 88-note
or 12-chroma AMT output features. The corresponding
score MIDI was also converted into 88 note (or chroma)
and the chroma onsets are elongated in the same manner
before combined.
We used euclidean distance to measure similarity between
the two combined representations. We then applied the
FastDTW algorithm [12] which is an approximate method
to dynamic time warping (DTW). FastDTW uses iterative
multi-level approach with window constraints to reduce the
complexity. Because of the high frame rate of the features,
it is necessary to employ low-cost algorithm. While the
original DTW algorithm has O(N 2 ) time and space complexity, FastDTW operates in O(N ) complexity with almost the same accuracy. Müller et al. [13] also examined a
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similar multi-level DTW for the audio-to-score alignment
task and reported similar results compared to the original DTW. The radius parameter in the fastDTW algorithm,
which defines the size of window to find an optimal path
for each resolution refinement, was set to 10 in our experiment.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Dataset
We used the MAPS dataset [14], specifically the ‘MUS’
subset that contains large pieces of piano music, for training and evaluation. Each piece consists of audio files and
a ground-truth MIDI file. The audio files were rendered
from the MIDI with nine settings of different pianos and
recording conditions. This helped our model avoid overfitting to a specific piano tone. The MIDI files served as
the ground-truth annotation of the corresponding audio but
some of them (ENSTDkCl and ENSTDkAm) are sometimes temporally inaccurate, which is more than 65 ms as
described in [15].
We conducted the experience with 4-fold cross validation with training and test splits from the configuration I 1
in [11]. For each fold, 43 pieces were detached from the
training set and used for validation. As a result, each fold
was composed of 173, 43 and 54 pieces for training, validation and test, respectively, as processed in [10].
3.2 Evaluation method
In order to evaluate the audio-to-score alignment task, we
need another MIDI representation (typically score MIDI)
apart from the performance MIDI aligned with audio. We
generated the separate MIDI by changing intervals between
successive concurrent set of notes. Specifically, we multiplied a randomly selected value between 0.7 and 1.3 to
modify the interval. This scheme of temporal distortion
prevents the alignment path from being trivial and was also
employed in previous work [6, 16, 17].
After we obtained the alignment path through DTW, absolute temporal errors between estimated note onsets and
ground truth were measured. For each piece of music in
the test set, mean value of the temporal errors and ratio of
correctly aligned notes with varying thresholds were used
to summarize the results.
3.3 Compared Algorithms
To make a performance comparison, we reproduced two
alignment algorithms proposed by Ewert et al. [6] and one
by Carabias-Orti et al. [18]. We performed the experiments
with the same test set using the FastDTW algorithm but
without any post-processing. Ewert’s algorithms used a
hand-crafted chromagram and onset features based on audio filter bank responses. Carabias-Orti’s algorithm employed a non-negative matrix factorization to learn spectral
basis of each note combination from spectrogram. The latter is designed only for audio-to-audio alignment while the
1

http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/sss31/TASLP/info.html

Figure 4. Ratio of correctly aligned onsets as a function of
threshold. Each point represent mean of piecewise precision. Some data points with lower than 80% of precision
are not shown in this figure.
former can be applied to both audio-to-audio and audioto-MIDI alignment. Therefore, we made an audio version
of the distorted MIDI using a high-quality sample-based
piano synthesizer and employed it as an input. We tested
Ewert’s algorithms for both audio and MIDI cases. The
temporal frame rate of features were adjusted to 100 fps
for both algorithms.
For the aligning task with Ewert’s algorithms, we used
the same FastDTW algorithm. But since the FastDTW algorithm cannot be directly applied to Carabias-Orti’s algorithm due to its own distance calculation method, we applied a classic DTW algorithm, which employs an entire
frame-wise distance matrix. Because of the limitation of
memory, when reproducing Carabias-Orti’s algorithm, we
excluded 35 pieces that are longer than 400 seconds among
the test sets.
Note that even though the dataset for evaluation is different, the results of two reproduced algorithms were similar
to the results in their original works. The mean onset errors of Ewert’s algorithm on piano music was 19 ms with
26 ms standard deviation [6]. The result introduced in the
original Carabias-Orti’s paper [18] shows a quite large difference in terms of the mean of piecewise error, but we
assumes that the difference is due to the change of the test
set. The align rate of original result and our reproduced
result were similar (50 ms: 74% - 69%, 100 ms: 90% 92%, 200 ms: 95% - 96%). Hence, we assumed that our
reproduction was reliable for the comparison.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Comparison with Others
Figure 4 shows the results of the audio-to-score alignment
from the compared algorithms. They represent the ratio of
correctly aligned onsets in precision as a function of error threshold. Typically, tolerance window with 50 ms is
used for evaluation. However, because most of notes were
aligned within 50 ms of temporal threshold, we varied the
width tolerance window from 0 ms to 200 ms with 10 ms
steps.
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chroma
Proposed with onset
88 note
chroma
Proposed w/o onset
88 note
Ewert et. al. (audio-to-MIDI)
Ewert et. al. (audio-to-audio)
Carabias-Orti et. al.

Mean
12.83
8.62
48.01
25.31
16.44
14.66
131.31

Median
6.40
5.57
27.96
18.69
13.64
11.71
49.96

Std
56.22
31.14
152.06
63.26
32.52
25.38
305.52

≤ 10 ms
92.01
91.60
60.66
56.39
71.78
71.53
23.58

≤ 30 ms
97.44
98.00
84.65
86.42
91.38
92.43
49.40

≤ 50 ms
98.31
98.97
89.36
93.05
95.50
96.91
69.30

≤ 100 ms
98.98
99.61
93.72
97.48
98.03
99.13
91.60

Table 1. Results of the piecewise onset errors. Mean, median, and standard deviation of the errors are in millisecond.
The right columns are the ratio of notes (%) that are aligned within the onset error of 10 ms, 30 ms, 50 ms and 100 ms,
respectively.
Overall, our proposed framework with 88 note combined
with the chroma onsets achieved the best accuracy. Even
with zero threshold, which means the best match with resolution of our system (10 ms), our proposed model with the
88-note output exactly aligned 52.55% of notes. The ratio
was increased to 91.60% with 10 ms threshold. The proposed framework using 12 chroma showed similar precision to the 88-note framework, but the accuracy was slightly
lower. Compared to Ewert’s algorithms with hand-crafted
features, our method shows significantly better performance
especially in high resolution. Over 100 ms of threshold,
our framework with chroma and Ewert’s method shows
similar precisions but the difference becomes significant
with the intervals under 50 ms. Note that we penalized
our framework compared to the audio-to-audio scenario
of Ewert’s algorithm because the audio-to-audio approach
takes advantage from identical note velocities. We suppose Ewert’s algorithm performed better in the audio-toaudio scenario rather than the audio-to-MIDI for the same
reason. Carabias-Orti’s algorithm shows lower precisions
compared to others. We assume that the difference mainly
comes from the usage of onset features.
For the fair comparison of the results, we should note that
our framework is heavily dependent on the training set unlike the two other compared methods. On the other hand,
Carabias-Orti’s algorithm focused on dealing with various
instruments and online alignment scenario, which were unable to be fully appreciated in our experiment.
4.2 Effect of Chroma Onset Features
On the second experiment, we further investigate the effect
of chroma onset features. We removed the onset features
from each model and compared the mean onset errors and
shows their distribution. As can be seen in Figure 5, the
absence of onset features significantly decreases the performance. Thus we conclude that employing chroma onset
features can compensate the limitation of normalized transcription features. As we stated in Section 1, 88 note representation shows much better results compared to those
with chroma output features especially without onset.
Table 1 shows the statistics of piecewise onset errors.
This shows that the use of chroma onset feature is crucial
in our proposed method. The median of piecewise onset
errors was decreased from 18.69 ms to 5.57 ms when applying chroma onset features to the 88-note system. The

Figure 5. Comparison of mean onset errors between models with/without chroma onset features. Each point corresponds to mean onset error of a piece. Outliers above 60
ms of errors are omitted in this figure. Each number on the
top of the box indicates the median value in ms.
importance of the note onset feature for aligning piano music was also examined in [6].
In addition to these experiments, we also aligned some
real-world recordings through the trained system. Even
though a quantitative evaluation has not been presented
here, the sonification of the aligned MIDI files shows promising results. The synchronized MIDI-audio examples are
linked on our demo website 2 .
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a framework for audio-to-score
alignment of piano music using automatic music transcription. We built two AMT systems based on bidirectional
LSTM that predict note existence and chroma onset. They
provide MIDI-level features that can be compared with
score MIDI to be used for the alignment algorithm. Our
experiments with the MAPS dataset showed that the AMTbased features are effective in the alignment task and our
proposed system outperforms compared approaches. The
88-note model with chroma onset worked best. We also
2

http://mac.kaist.ac.kr/˜ilcobo2/alignWithAMT
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showed that chroma onset features take a crucial role in
improving the accuracy. In fact, the successful alignment
performance might be possible because we used the same
recording condition for both training and test sets. Considering this issue, we investigate the generalization capacity
of our model by evaluating it on various datasets in the future. Also, we plan to improve the AMT system by using
other types of deep neural networks.
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ABSTRACT
A theoretical basis of existing attempts to automatic fingering decision is path optimization that minimizes the difficulty of whole phrase that is typically defined as the sum
of the difficulties of each moves required for playing the
phrase. However, from a practical point of view, it is more
important to minimize the maximum difficulty of the move
required for playing the phrase, that is, to make the most
difficult move easiest. For this reason, our previous work
introduced a variant of the Viterbi algorithm termed the
“minimax Viterbi algorithm” that finds the path of the hidden states that maximizes the minimum transition probability along the path. In the present work, we introduce a
parameterized family of Viterbi algorithm termed the “Lp Viterbi algorithm” that continuously interpolates the conventional Viterbi algorithm and the minimax Viterbi algorithm. (It coincides with the conventional for p = 1 and
the minimax for p = ∞.) We apply those variants of the
Viterbi algorithm to HMM-based guitar fingering decision
and compare the resulting fingerings.
1. INTRODUCTION
The pitch ranges of strings of string instruments usually
have significant overlaps. Therefore, such string instruments have several ways to play even a single note (except
the highest and the lowest notes that are covered only by a
single string) and thus numerous ways to play a phrase and
an astronomical number of possible ways to play a whole
song. This is why fingering decision for a given song is not
an easy task and automatic fingering decision has been attracting many researchers. Existing attempts to automatic
fingering decision are mainly based on path optimization
by minimizing the difficulty level of whole phrase that is
defined as the sum or the product of the difficulty levels
of each moves. However, whether a string player can play
a given passage using a specific fingering depends almost
only on whether the most difficult move included in the fingering is playable. In particular, for beginner players, it is
most important to minimize the maximum difficulty level
of move included in a fingering, that is, to “make the most
difficult move easiest.”
To this end, our previous work [1] introduced a variant of
the Viterbi algorithm [2] termed the “minimax Viterbi alCopyright: c 2017 Gen Hori et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

gorithm” for finding the sequence of the hidden states that
maximizes the minimum transition probability on the sequence (not the product of all the transition probabilities
on the sequence). The purpose of the paper is to introduce a parameterized family of Viterbi algorithm termed
the “Lp -Viterbi algorithm” that continuously interpolates
the conventional Viterbi algorithm and the minimax Viterbi
algorithm and then apply it to HMM-based guitar fingering
decision. The framework of HMM-based fingering decision employs a hidden Markov model (HMM) whose hidden states are left hand forms of guitarists and output symbols are musical notes. We perform fingering decision by
solving the decoding problem of HMM using our proposed
Lp -Viterbi algorithm. We set the transition probabilities
to large values for easy moves and small values for difficult ones so that resulting fingerings make the most difficult move easiest as previously discussed in this section.
To distinguish the original Viterbi algorithm from our variants, we refer to the former as “conventional Viterbi algorithm” throughout the paper.
There have been several attempts to automatic fingering
decision and automatic arrangement for guitars. Sayegh
[3] introduced the path optimization approach to fingering decision of generic string instruments. Miura et al.
[4] developed a system that generates guitar fingerings for
given melodies (monophonic phrases). Radicioni et al. [5]
introduced cognitive aspects of fingering decision to the
path optimization approach. Radisavljevic and Driessen
[6] proposed a method for designing cost functions for dynamic programming (DP) for fingering decision. Tuohy
and Potter [7] introduced a genetic algorithm (GA) for fingering decision. Baccherini et al. [8] introduced finite state
automaton to fingering decision of generic string instruments. Hori et al. [9] applied input-output HMM introduced by Bengio and Frasconi [10] to guitar fingering decision and arrangement. McVicar et al. [11] developed a
system that generates guitar tablatures for rhythm guitar
and lead guitar automatically. Comparing to those previous works, the novelty of the present work lies in that it
introduces a new category of path optimization and variants of the Viterbi algorithm correspondingly.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 recalls the conventional Viterbi algorithm and the minimax Viterbi algorithm and connects them by introducing
the Lp -Viterbi algorithm. Section 3 recalls the framework
of fingering decision based on HMM for monophonic guitar phrases to which we apply the Lp -Viterbi algorithm and
evaluates the resulting fingerings in Section 4. Section 5
concludes the paper.
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2. LP -VITERBI ALGORITHM
First of all, we recall the definition of HMM and the procedure of the conventional Viterbi algorithm for finding the
sequence of hidden states with the maximum likelihood.
Next, we look at the minimax Viterbi algorithm introduced
in our previous work [1] for finding the sequence of hidden
states with the maximum minimum transition probability.
After that, we introduce the Lp -Viterbi algorithm that continuously interpolates the conventional Viterbi algorithm
and the minimax Viterbi algorithm.

where we write π(x1 ) = a(x0 , x1 ) for convenience. The
problem of finding the maximum likelihood sequence x̂ML
is called the decoding problem and solved efficiently using
two N × T tables ∆ = (δit ) of maximum log likelihood
and Ψ = (ψit ) of back pointers and the following four
steps.
Initialization initializes the first columns of the two tables
∆ and Ψ using the following formulae for i = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
δi1 = log πi + log b(qi , y1 ),
ψi1 = 0.

2.1 Hidden Markov model (HMM)
Suppose that we have two finite sets of hidden states Q and
output symbols S,
Q = {q1 , q2 , . . . , qN },
S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sM },

Recursion fills out the rest columns of ∆ and Ψ using the
following recursive formulae for j = 1, 2, . . . , N and t =
1, 2, . . . , T−1,
δj,t+1 = max(δit + log aij ) + log b(qj , yt+1 ),
i

ψj,t+1 = arg max(δit + log aij ).

and two sequences of random variables X of hidden states
and Y of output symbols,

i

Termination finds the last hidden state of the maximum
likelihood sequence x̂ML using the last column of ∆,

X = (X1 , X2 , . . . , XT ), Xt ∈ Q,
Y = (Y1 , Y2 , . . . , YT ), Yt ∈ S,

xT = arg max δiT .

then a hidden Markov model M is defined by a triplet

i

M = (A, B, π)
where A is an N × N matrix of the transition probabilities,

Backtracking tracks the maximum likelihood sequence
x̂ML from the last to the first using the back pointers of
Ψ for t = T, T−1, . . . , 2,

A = (aij ), aij ≡ a(qi , qj ) ≡ P (Xt = qj |Xt−1 = qi ),
B an N × K matrix of the output probabilities,

xt−1 = ψxt ,t .
2.3 Minimax Viterbi algorithm

B = (bik ), bik ≡ b(qi , sk ) ≡ P (Yt = sk |Xt = qi ),
and Π an N -dimensional vector of the initial distribution
of hidden states,

To implement a variant of the conventional Viterbi algorithm for finding the sequence of hidden states x̂MM with
the maximum minimum transition probability,

Π = (πi ), πi ≡ π(qi ) ≡ P (X1 = qi ).

x̂MM = arg max min(log a(xt−1 , xt ) + log b(xt , yt ))
x

(2)
where the minimum value is taken from t = 1, 2, . . . , T ,
we modify the second step of the conventional Viterbi algorithm as follows.

2.2 Conventional Viterbi algorithm
When we observe a sequence of output symbols
y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yT )
from a hidden Markov model M , we are interested in the
sequence of hidden states
x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xT )

x̂ML = arg max P (y, x|M )
x

= arg max P (x|M )P (y|x, M )
x

= arg max(log P (x|M ) + log P (y|x, M ))
x

x

Recursion for minimax Viterbi algorithm fills out the
two tables ∆ and Ψ using the following recursive formulae
for j = 1, 2, . . . , N and t = 1, 2, . . . , T−1,
δj,t+1 = max(min(δit , log aij +log b(qj , yt+1 ))),

that generated the observed sequence of output symbols y
with the maximum likelihood,

= arg max

t

T
X
(log a(xt−1 , xt ) + log b(xt , yt ))
t=1

(1)

i

ψj,t+1 = arg max(min(δit , log aij +log b(qj , yt+1 ))).
i

We modify only the second step and leave other steps unchanged. We call the modified algorithm the “minimax
Viterbi algorithm.” The modified algorithm finds the sequence of hidden states with the maximum minimum probability, that is, the minimum maximum difficulty. Although
the word “maximin” is appropriate in view of probability,
we choose the word “minimax” for naming the variant because it is intuitive to understand in view of difficulty and
the word conveys our concept of “making the most difficult
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move easiest.” The modified second step works in the same
manner as the original one but now the element δit keeps
the value of the maximum minimum transition probability
of the subsequence of hidden states for the first t observations. The term min(δit , log aij +log b(qj , yt+1 )) updates
the value of the minimum transition probability as the term
δit + log aij + log b(qj , yt+1 ) does the value of the maximum log likelihood in the conventional Viterbi algorithm.

Viterbi algorithm as follows. According to the change of
signs in the table ∆, we also modify the first and third step
as follows. We leave the last step unchanged.
Initialization for Lp -Viterbi algorithm initializes the first
columns of the two tables ∆ and Ψ using the following
formulae for i = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
δi1 = | log πi + log b(qi , y1 )|,
ψi1 = 0.

2.4 Lp -Viterbi algorithm
To implement a family of Viterbi algorithm that continuously interpolates the conventional Viterbi algorithm and
the minimax Viterbi algorithm, we consider a generalized
decoding problem of HMM defined with the Lp -norm of a
certain real vector. For a real number p ≥ 1 1 , the Lp -norm
of an n-dimensional real vector
v = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vn ) ∈ Rn

Recursion for Lp -Viterbi algorithm fills out the two tables ∆ and Ψ using the following recursive formulae for
j = 1, 2, . . . , N and t = 1, 2, . . . , T−1,

ψj,t+1

i

is defined as
||v||p =

q
p
δit p + | log aij +log b(qj , yt+1 )|p ,
i
q
p
= arg min δit p + | log aij +log b(qj , yt+1 )|p .

δj,t+1 = min

p
p

|v1 |p + |v2 |p + · · · + |vn |p .

(3)

In particular, the L1 -norm and the L2 -norm correspond to
the Manhattan distance and the Euclidean distance and are
widely used in the contexts of machine learning and compressed sensing. The regression models with the L1 and
L2 regularizations are the LASSO regression and the ridge
regression respectively. The L∞ -norm (the limit of the Lp norms for p→∞) is equivalent to the following definition,
||v||∞ = max{|v1 |, |v2 |, . . . , |vn |}.
We define two T -dimensional real vectors of the transition
probabilities a and the output probabilities b along the sequences of hidden states x and output symbols y,
a(x) = (π(x1 ), a(x1 , x2 ), . . . , a(xT −1 , xT )),
b(x, y) = (b(x1 , y1 ), b(x2 , y2 ), . . . , b(xT , yT )),

Termination for Lp -Viterbi algorithm finds the last hidden state of the maximum likelihood sequence x̂ML using
the last column of ∆,
xT = arg min δiT .
i

3. FINGERING DECISION BASED ON HMM
We evaluate our proposed Lp -Viterbi algorithm in the following section with the same fingering decision model for
monophonic guitar phrases used in our previous work [1].
In this section, we look at the monophonic fingering decision model based on HMM whose hidden states are left
hand forms and output symbols are musical notes played
by the left hand forms. In this formulation, fingering decision is cast as a decoding problem of HMM where a fingering is obtained as a sequence of hidden states.

and consider a generalized decoding problem,
x̂Lp = arg min || log a(x) + log b(x, y)||p ,

(4)

x

where log operates element-wise on vectors. The special
cases of p = 1 and p = ∞ of the generalized decoding problem (4) coincide with the conventional decoding problem
(1) and the minimax decoding problem (2) respectively.
Thus the generalized decoding problem continuously interpolates the conventional and the minimax decoding problems. Note that arg max in (1) and (2) changes to arg min
in (4) because the logarithms of probabilities are always
negative or zero and therefore taking the absolute values of
them in the Lp -norm (3) always inverts their signs. All the
elements of the table ∆ are negative or zero in the conventional and the minimax Viterbi algorithm while they are
all positive or zero in the generalized decoding problem.
We call the generalized decoding problem (4) the “Lp decoding problem.” To solve the Lp -decoding problem efficiently, we modify the second step of the conventional
1

3.1 HMM for monophonic fingering decision
To play a single note with a guitar, a guitarist depresses a
string on a fret with a finger of the left hand and picks the
same string with the right hand. Therefore, a form qi for
playing a single note can be expressed in a triplet
qi = (si , fi , hi )
where si = 1, . . . , 6 is a string number (from the highest to the lowest), fi = 0, 1, . . . is a fret number, and
hi = 1, 2, 3, 4 is a finger number of the player’s left hand
(1,2,3 and 4 means the index, middle, ring and pinky fingers). The fret number fi = 0 means an open string.
For the standard tuning (E4 -B3 -G3 -D3 -A2 -E2 ), the MIDI
note numbers of the open strings are o1 = 64, o2 = 59,
o3 = 55, o4 = 50, o5 = 45, o6 = 40 from which the MIDI
note number of the note played by the form qi is calculated
as
n(qi ) = osi + fi .

For p < 1, ||v||p does not meet the axioms of norm.
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3.2 Transition and output probabilities
The model parameters of HMM such as the transition probabilities and the output probabilities are usually estimated
from training data using the Baum-Welch algorithm [12].
However, we set those parameters manually as explained
in the following instead of estimation from training data
because it is difficult to prepare enough training data for
our application of fingering decision, that is, guitar scores
annotated with fingerings.
The difficulty levels of the moves from forms to forms
are implemented in the probabilities of the transitions from
hidden states to hidden states; a small value of the transition probability means the corresponding move is difficult
and a large value means easy. For simplicity, we assume
that the four fingers of the left hand (the index, middle, ring
and pinky fingers) are always put on consecutive frets. This
lets us calculate the index finger position (the fret number
the index finger is put on) of form qi as follows,
g(qi ) = fi − hi + 1.

minimax Viterbi algorithm, and the proposed algorithm.
Figure 1 shows the results for the opening part of “Romance Anonimo.” The numbers on the tablatures show the
fret numbers and the numbers in parenthesis below the tablatures show the finger numbers where 1,2,3 and 4 means
the index, middle, ring and pinky fingers. In the bottom
graph of the transition probabilities, we see that the red
line (the conventional Viterbi algorithm) keeps higher values (easy moves) at the cost of two very small values (very
difficult moves) while the blue line (the minimax Viterbi
algorithm) circumvents such very small values and makes
the most difficult move easiest. The green line (the Lp Viterbi algorithm for p = 3.0) falls into an intermediate
category. The top tablature uses the pinky finger two times
while the middle and the bottom ones avoids it. Figure
2 shows the results for an excerpt from the cello part of
“Eine Kleine Nachtmusik.” In the bottom graph, we see
again that the red line keeps higher values at the cost of
few very small values while the blue line circumvents such
very small values.

Using the index finger position, we set the transition probability as
aij (dt ) = P (Xt = qj | Xt−1 = qi , dt )


|g(qi ) − g(qj )|
1
exp −
× PH (hj )
∝
2dt
dt
where ∝ means proportional and the left hand side is normalized so that the summation with respect to j equals 1.
The first term of the right hand side is taken from the probability density function of the Laplace distribution that concentrates on the center and its variance dt is set to the time
interval between the onsets of the (t − 1)-th note and the
t-th note. The second term PH (hj ) corresponds to the difficulty level of the destination form defined depending on
the finger number hj . In the simulation in the following
section, we set PH (1) = 0.4, PH (2) = 0.3, PH (3) = 0.2
and PH (4) = 0.1 which means the form using the index
finger is the easiest and the pinky finger is the most difficult. The difficulty levels of the forms are included in
the transition probabilities (not in the output probability)
in such a way that a transition probability is adjusted to a
smaller value when the destination form of the transition is
difficult.
As for the output probability, because all the hidden states
have unique output symbols in our HMM for fingering decision, it is 1 if the given output symbol is the one that the
hidden state outputs and 0 if the given output symbol is
not,
bik = P ( Yt = sk | Xt = qi )

1 (if sk = n(qi ))
=
.
0 (if sk =
6 n(qi ))
4. EVALUATION
We evaluate our proposed Lp -Viterbi algorithm by comparing the results of fingering decision for monophonic
guitar phrases using the conventional Viterbi algorithm, the

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a variant of the conventional Viterbi
algorithm termed the Lp -Viterbi algorithm that continuously interpolates the conventional Viterbi algorithm and
the minimax Viterbi algorithm. The variant coincides with
the conventional Viterbi algorithm for p = 1 and the minimax Viterbi algorithm for p = ∞. We have applied the
variant to HMM-based guitar fingering decision. Our previous work [1] showed that the minimax Viterbi algorithm
minimizes the maximum difficulty of the move required
for playing a given phrase. In the simulation of the present
work, we have compared the fingerings obtained by the
conventional Viterbi algorithm, the Lp -Viterbi algorithm
and the minimax Viterbi algorithm to see that the Lp -Viterbi
algorithm is capable of making fingerings that fall into an
intermediate category between the conventional Viterbi algorithm and the minimax Viterbi algorithm. We hope that
those variants of the Viterbi algorithm find a wide range of
applications in a variety of research fields.
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ABSTRACT
Systema Naturae is a cycle of four compositions written
for various instrumental ensembles and electromechanical
setups. The workflow includes design and construction of
electromechanical instruments, algorithmic composition,
automated notation generation, real-time control of the setups and synchronization with the acoustic ensemble during the performances. These various aspects have to be integrated in a unique working pipeline, that has to be shared
between the two authors, and thus requires to define communication protocols for sharing data and procedures. The
paper reports on those aspects and on the integration required between hardware and software, non-real time and
real time operations, acoustic and mechanical instruments,
and, last but not least, between the two composers.

premiered in Paris (2016). The cycle is intended to have
a final chapter, Fossilia, to be premiered in 2017. Fossilia
is a conclusive piece, to be played together with all the
Regna as the final chapter of the Systema, and it is scored
for all the players and the three setups. Figures 1,2,3 show
respectively RepertorioZero premiering RA, RV setup installed during a performance by ensemble mosaik, Ensemble 2e2m rehearsing RL.
In the following, we will not discuss algorithmic composition techniques, rather we will focus on instrument design
and construction, and on shared communication protocols
for music composition in a physical computing environment.

1. INTRODUCTION
The cycle Systema Naturae (2013-17, [1]) includes four 20
minute pieces. Its main feature is the use of acoustic instruments together with computer-controlled physical objects
placed in a specific spatial organisation 1 .
Two references are at the base of whole cycle. The first is
the Medieval tradition of bestiaria, herbaria and lapidaria
intended as multi-faceted catalogues of miscellaneous beings. A second reference for the work is taxonomy, that is,
the systematic description of living organisms that dates
back to Linnaeus’ Systema Naturae (hence the name of the
whole cycle) as the rationalistic possibility of ordering the
polymorphous (and many times teratomorphic) appearance
of nature. Each piece of the cycle is organised as a catalog
of short pieces that receive an invented Latin name in binomial nomenclature (see two examples in Figure 11 and
14). Regnum animale (RA), featuring a string trio and 25
objects, has been commissioned by Milano Musica Festival and premiered by RepertorioZero (2013). Regnum vegetabile (RV), for sextet, includes 30 hacked hair dryers,
and has been commissioned by Ensemble Mosaik (Darmstadt, 2014). Regnum Lapideum (RL), for septet and 25
objects is a commission by Ensemble 2e2m and has been

Figure 1. RepertorioZero premiering Regnum animale.

Figure 2. ensemble mosaik performing Regnum vegetabile.

1 Photo/video documentation can be found at http://vimeo.
com/vanderaalle and http://www.flickr.com/photos/
vanderaalle/albums

Copyright: c 2017 Andrea Valle et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided

Figure 3. Ensemble 2e2m rehearsing Regnum lapideum.

the original author and source are credited.
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2. ELECTROMECHANICAL
INSTRUMENTARIUM
The main idea at the basis of the electromechanical setups is to create “residual orchestras” [2], that is, ensemble of instruments made up of debris and re-cycled objects
(hence on, sound bodies). Residual orchestras belong to
two worlds, as they are both everyday objects with a mechanized control and offer an acoustic behaviour similar to
music instruments. The main ratio at the basis of the composition of Systema naturae is thus to create and explore
a middle ground where mechanized objects can be controlled in a standard –even if basic– musical way (by creating events, exploring their spectra, organizing their dynamics) while music instruments are treated in an “object-like”
fashion by means of a wide usage of extended techniques.
As an example, string trio and guitar include strings prepared with Patafix glue pads to create inharmonic spectra,
while wind instruments largely use multiphonics and percussive sounds. To be successful, sound integration between objects and instrument has been based on a complete analysis of sounds, recorded from both objects and
instruments, so that acoustic information could be stored
and used as a sort of homogenous ground while composing. Audio simulation of the pieces has proven fundamental in avoiding misconception about acoustic behaviour and
in interactively exploring an unusual acoustic territory (see
Section 3). Given such a technological infrastructure, it has
then become possible to exploit a wide range of “classic”
algorithmic techniques for composition (e.g. cellular automata, canonic techniques, data sonification, etc.). On the
same side, a classification of objects in ethnomusicological
terms (see in the following) has proven useful in creating a
common conceptual ground with acoustic instruments.
Residual orchestras are meant to challenge the notion of
instrument by reducing it to its minimal root. The seminal classification by Hornbostel and Sachs (H-S) [3] has
prompted a vast, still on-going, debate among ethnomusicologists about the nature of music instrument [4]. By
taking into account also electronic and digital music instruments [5] [6] it is possible to propose a minimal definition, that considers a music instrument as a device capable of generating sound once a certain amount of energy is
provided. Three elements are thus relevant: the physical
body, an energy source, and a control interface that allows
a (variably) fine tuning of the latter, so that the physical
body can respond properly. In residual orchestras, physical
bodies are designed and assembled following three main
principles, inspired by sustainable design ( [7]; [8]; in particular here [9]): refabrication, softening, flexibility.
Refabrication: many practices around the world have traditionally developed specific attitudes towards the “refabrication” of objects as a normal way of shaping and reshaping the semiotic status of material culture [10]. A first
example of residual orchestra by the author is the Rumentarium project [11].
Softening refers to the sound body hardware: being so
simple and intrinsically costless, sound bodies can be “produced while designed” in an improvisation-like mood, starting from available materials. As a consequence, their hard-

ware nature is quite “soft”: sound bodies, and their parts,
can be replaced easily and effortlessly. Sound bodies in
most cases remain open, that is, accessible for manipulation. All the orchestras typically present a no-case look,
overtly showing components and connections.
Flexibility is here intended as the capability of the residual
orchestras to be modified in relation to specific needs: as
an example, a performance may require a certain setup in
relation e.g. to the presence of microphones for the amplification of sound bodies. Orchestras are assembly of various objects, thus they are made of modular components,
that e.g. can be easily replaced.
While the previous considerations may apply to a variety of
sound instruments based on a DIY approach, both acoustic [12] and electronic [13], in residual orchestras the energy source does not involve at all the human body (an important feature in ethnomusicological classification, [4]),
as it is electromechanical, ad typically (even if not always)
exploits low voltage motors/actuators. This feature is crucial in bridging sound bodies with computational control,
that covers the third element of the previous minimal definition of music instrument. Since 2000 microcontroller
boards (e.g. Arduino) have played a pivotal role in physical
computing [14], not only in providing an interface between
software and the physical environment, but have prompted
a new design perspective [15], that has revitalised the DIY
technological community. At the moment, many options
are indeed available, including the flourishing of singleboard computers, like Raspberry PI, UDOO or Bela. In
the context of residual orchestras, physical computing provides the control layer for instrument behaviour. Physical
computing also implements the principle of flexibility in
relation to information processing and symbolic manipulation, as a computer’s main strength is that it ensures not
only programming but also re-programming. In short, by
means of computational control, residual orchestras allow
to create an “acoustic computer music” [11]. Systema naturae is entirely based on various residual orchestras that
provides an apt correlate of the main aesthetic assumption
at the base of the cycle, nature as a catalog of heterogeneous –and most time bizarre– entities, that, yet, can be
used in relation to advanced algorithmic composition techniques. The instrumentarium prepared for Systema Naturae has to respect three complex constraints:
Low cost construction and maintenance: technical budget is typically very limited and must be distributed (by design) over a large set of sound bodies, the building of each
of them having thus to cope with a severely reduced average budget. Typically, budget does not allow to outsource
instrument building: setups are thus entirely designed and
built by the authors. A DIY approach is fundamental as,
due to the nature of sound bodies, maintenance is required
while installing setups for concerts.
Transportability: for each piece, the whole setup has to
be “designed for disassembly” [9], as it must be assembled/disassembled easily and quickly as possible in order
to perform the piece in various locations and in the context of concerts including other complex setups. All technical materials (sound bodies, physical computing inter-
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face, powering units, cables) should be included, to avoid
issues (and additional cost) on location with rented materials. Due to the hacked nature of the materials, some spare
parts should be included in the transported package. Moreover, the overall volume and weight of the technical material must be reduced to be easily transportable. Since their
premieres, both RA and RV have been performed more
than 10 times in various European locations.
Time responsivity: the previous two constraints necessarily reduce the complexity of sound body, so that their behaviour is extremely simple, in many cases resulting in the
production of a single fixed sound with unvarying spectral
and dynamic features. To cope with this from a composition perspective, it is crucial to be able at least to finely
tune their temporal behaviour. This means that sound bodies must provide a fast attack and decay, so that complex
rhythmical organization becomes possible.
In the following, we describe various designs for sound
bodies. As noted by [4], the classification of music instruments can be quite complex if only considering sound
production, while, on the other side, it can be extended to
include various criteria depending on specific ethnographical practices. The classic taxonomic organisation by Hornbostel and Sachs [3] (H-S) can be tailored to fit generic
needs by distinguishing among macrofamilies of instruments on the base of mechanical features. In fact, other criteria may be applied resulting in a multidimensional classification (as proposed by [5]). In our case:
Control behaviour: a basic distinction opposes sound bodies with discrete behaviour (on/off, D) to those allowing a
continuous one (C).
Control technology: most sound bodies are operated via
microcontroller (M), but a subset requires a soundcard (S).
While this is not relevant from the user perspective, thanks
to software abstraction, nevertheless this implies a specific different technical implementation. In turn, microcontrollers can be used to activate 12 V DC/AC devices or
> 12 V (mostly, 230 V) AC ones, a feature that requires
specific attention.
Pitch: an important feature in order to compose with sound
bodies is the opposition between pitched and unpitched
ones (P/U), as pitched sound bodies may be tightly integrated with harmonic content provided by acoustic instruments.
Setup context: sound bodies have been designed in relation to each piece of the cycle and its instrumental setup.
RA includes a string trio, surrounded in circle by an amass
of computer-driven, electro-mechanical devices built from
discarded and scavenged everyday objects and appliances
(electric knives, radio clocks, turntables, and so on). RV’
setup includes a traditional acoustic instrument sextet (string
and wind trio), placed behind a 7-meter line of 30 wind
sound bodies (vs. RA’s circle), all using the same model
of hair dryer. In RL the instrumental ensemble is focused
on percussive and plucked instruments (two strings, two
woodwinds, guitar, piano and percussion), and the same
happens for the electromechanical setup that includes plucked
strings and percussions, scattered on the floor. While RA
was mostly heterogenous and based on house appliances,

and RV focused on wind instruments, RL favours a metallic, percussive approach.
In the following, sound bodies are described following HS basic principles (see in particular [16]), adding specific
tags from the previous classification schema. The subscripts in the Control and Setup tags indicate respectively
the current voltage and type (only if V = 12 and type = AC)
and the number of occurrences in the specified piece. Figure 4 shows the resulting multidimensional classification,
in which only the parts of the H-S tree relevant for sound
bodies are represented (e.g. membranophones are not represented). Sound bodies have been named following a sort
of distortion process applied to various references to instrument/object name.
I. Idiophones
The idiophone family consists of objects that directly produce sounds by their whole body.
Cono (D, S, U, RL8 ): “coni” are 8 woofer loudspeakers to
be placed directly on the ground. Each cono is surmounted
by an object, simply placed on its top. Loudspeakers are
intended to deliver audio impulses that make the surmounting object shake or resonate. Objects include various metal
boxes and two large water PVC pipes, having the diameter
of the woofer and respectively 80 and 112 cm long. They
act as resonators, filtering the impulses provided, with a
clear kick drum sound. (see the two orange pipes in Figure
3).
Lampadina (D, M230 , U, RA1 ): a light bulb that can be
turned on/off via a relay. It allows to exclusively hear the
sonorous relay click while providing at the same time a visual rhythmic cue.
Meshugghello (D, M12AC , P, RA1 ) an AC doorbell, that
provides a metallic, intermittent pitched sound.
Cimbalo (C, M12 , U, RL2 ): “cimbali” are scraped instruments in which a plastic beater variably rotates over a metal
plate (e.g. a pan).
Sistro (C, M12 , U, RL2 ): a vessel rattle in which the beater
rotates inside a metal box, causing the scraping of various
elements (e.g. buttons, seeds, rice) on the internal surface.
Molatore (C, M12 , U, RA4 ): literally “grinder”, it is a
scavenged component from tape decks (typically, cassette
or VHS players) that generates low-volume, noisy, continuous sounds by rubbing against various metallic surfaces.
Spremoagrume (D, M230 , U, RA1 ): a juicer featuring a
low-pitched rumble caused by friction between its rotating
element and the container.
Rasoio (D, M12 , U, RA1 ): an electric shaver put into a
metal box partially filled with buttons, that provides a buzzing,
almost snare-like sound (Figure 5-4).
Segopiatto (D, M230 , U, RA4 ): a “segopiatto” is built by
shortly exciting a cymbal (or, in general, a metal resonating plate) by means of an electric knife. The knife’s blade
is leaning above the cymbal. The knife’s motor is operated
at 230 V and switched on/off by a 12 V relay. Figure 5-3
shows a segopiatto on a cymbal.
Tola (D, M12 , P, RL6 ): an idiophone made up of a metal
bar screwed into a metal can (Figure 7). Once the bar is
struck, the metal can acts as a resonator, the resulting sound
including both spectral components from the bar and the
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Figure 4. Taxomomy of sound bodies.
can. In order to struck the bar, an eccentric (Lego) wheel
has been connected to the motor axle, thus hitting the bar
once per rotation. To solve the complex stand issue [12],
each tola is loosely glued to the floor, and the motor is supported by small metal bars again taped on the floor.
II. Aerophones
Aerophone construction is particularly affected by design
constraints. In relation to air pressure for wind instruments, compressors have been widely used to in automated
instruments (e.g. by artists like Marcel·lı́ Antúnez Roca,
Cabo San Roque, Jean-François Laporte) but could not be
taken into account because of their dimension and weight.
As a general (and low cost solution), modified hair dryers
have been used for air generation with controllable, variable pressure. The heating resistor is removed from hair
dryers, that can thus be directly powered by a 12 V current.
As a result, they are typically not capable of delivering the
pressure required to activate reeds, with some exceptions.
Trombo (C, M12 , P, RV10 ): as low pressure is an issue
to be taken into account, trombi have been designed starting from football toy trumpet, that features a very thin,
and thus efficient, plastic membrane. In this sense, they
are reed instruments. Trumpet horns have been modified
in various ways, e.g. extended by means of water PVC
pipes, including curves for easier layout, reaching a low
B (≈ 61.7 Hz). Figure 6, a to d shows respectively the
toy trumpet mouthpiece glued to the hair dryer, the horn, a
PVC pipe extension, the use of curves.
Armonica (C, M12 , P, RA3 -RV6 ): they are built by connecting a harmonica to a hair dryer (Figure 5-5). As the
direction of the flow of air depends on motor polarity, by
inverting the wiring on the motor it is possible to use both
blow and draw reeds.
Anciolio (C, M12 , P, RL1 ): a single, large accordion reed
(C], ≈ 69.3 Hz) is accommodated inside a metal can, on
top of which a computer fan pushes the air flow.
Ancetto (C, M12 , P, RV1 ): a small toy reed instrument
(Figure 6, g).
Zampogno (C, M12 , P, RA4 -RV6 ): a “zampogno” is a set
of three recorders connected to a modified hair dryer, acting like a bagpipe (Figure 5-1). A zampogno may include
various recorder sizes, from tenor to sopranino. Some standard tunings produce microtonal alteration due to hair dry-

2

6

1
5
4
3
2

1

Figure 5. Sound bodies in Regnum animale.

ers’ air pressure.
Eolio (D, M24 , P, RL4 ): a hair dryer is used as source for a
PVC pipe flute, but, in order to increase air pressure, it is
operated at 24 V, and switched on/off via relays. The resulting wind instrument produces high pitched, gliding aeolian sounds, its actual pitch depending both on pipe length
and on the duration of the provided air packet.
Cocacola (C, M12 , P, RL1 ): a bottle of Coca-Cola blown
directly on its edge, with a clear pitch.
Sirenetto (C, M12 , U, RV2 ): three toy jet whistles packed
so to be operated via a single hair dryer (Figure 6, f).
Ocarino (C, M12 , P, RV2 ): two plastic ocarinas packed so
to be blown by a single hair dryer (Figure 6, h).
Fischietta (C, M12 , P, RV1 ): a toy whistle blown by hair
dryer (Figure 6, e).
III. Chordophones
The only member of this group is the “cetro”, but it is also
the most complex sound body used in the cycle. The Cetro
(D, M12 , P, RL1 ) is an automated zither. Inspired by instruments like the cymbalom, it features a wooden box with 12
electric bass steel strings. The cetro is tuned by tones from
low C] (≈ 69.3 Hz) to A] (220 Hz), with a semitone between the sixth and seventh string, thus distributing twelve
chromatic pitches over two octaves, in order to wide the
available register. In order to pluck the strings, twelve 12
V DC motors, one for each string, are suspended over a
bridge. As strings present a large gauge, reduced gear motors are in use, to ensure proper torque. Due to the inelastic
response of the axle, flexible rubber picks have been preferred to stiffer (e.g. vinyl) one, to avoid breakage.
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Figure 6. Some wind instruments for Regnum vegetabile.

Figure 8. The cetro.

3. ALGORITHMIC COMPOSITION PRACTICES
AND SHARED PROTOCOLS

Figure 7. “Tole” (It. plur. for “tola”).

IV. Electrophones
The electrophone extension proposed by Galpin to the original H-S taxa is notoriously problematic and the following
examples are not exceptions. In this sense, it has been suggested that the electronic generation can be intended as a
modification of existing categories [17]. In our case, on
one side all sound bodies are electromechanical in terms
of energy supply, on the other side, sound bodies that are
strictly based on electronic sound production, like the following ones, neither are inserted into an electroacoustic
control chain (they generate sound through internal amplification, as autonomous objects) nor are controlled in a
specific way.
Girodisco (D, M230 , U, RA3 ): low quality, self-amplified
turntables with a direct connection between the motor and
the rotating plate (Figure 5, 6). The relay opens/closes the
motor powering. This results in a gliding behaviour, both
in speeding up and down the plate. In order to emphasise the gliding sound, each girodisco plays a 33rpm disc
at 45rpm. Content of the disc is irrelevant, as what can be
heard is the gliding tone, almost uncoupled from the played
vinyl.
Radio (D, M230 , U, RA3 ): a small radio clock in which the
loudspeaker is interrupted by an associated relay (Figure
5, 2). By open/closing the audio signal going to the loudspeaker, a clicking burst of sound is obtained. In the case
of radios, a very fast attack is thus possible. Radios are
tuned on a frequency where no signal is detected (white or
hum noise).
From the previous behaviour description, it is clear that
girodisco and radio could be considered respectively as
friction and struck idiophones.

The design of the sound bodies (and of their control procedures) is a crucial part of the work, but it has a counterpart
on composition. Music composition, at least if referring to
the Western corpus of classic practices related to acoustic
instruments and Common Practice Notation (CPN), is typically a one-man activity, the composer working by her/himself.
On the contrary, Systema Naturae is a shared effort with
a minimum division of labour between the two authors.
Composition work includes the design and construction
of electromechanical instruments (see before), algorithmic
composition, automated notation generation, real-time control of sound bodies and their synchronization with the
acoustic ensemble during the performances. These various
aspects had to be integrated in a single working pipeline,
thus requiring to define communication protocols for sharing data and procedures in relation to all the aforementioned aspects. Moreover, the authors live in different countries, and large part of the work had to be realised remotely
via internet (e.g. via GitHub, file sharing services, VoIP):
in the case of RL the authors never met face to face while
composing. This working situation was particularly complex as it included experimentation with physical objects
(i.e. the sound bodies) and their behaviour. Finally, while
sharing a common attitude towards algorithmic composition, the authors favour different programming paradigms
and languages (respectively, functional programming in Lisp
via Open Music –OM– for ML [18], and object-oriented
programming in SuperCollider –SC– for AV [19]).
The composition work can be described as a three step
process: architectural design, sound organisation, performance design. In Figure 9 the three steps are represented
vertically (bold rectangles), activities by the two composer
are placed on opposite sides (ML and AV), while the dotted
area in the middle represents contents that are shared over
internet (shared information), crossbreeding both sides. Rectangles inside step 2 represent, more than objects, activity
modules that result in data outputs. Grey rectangles indicate outputs that are passed to step 3. In the following
discussion, numbers refer to Figure 9.
1. Architectural design
A pre-production phase that focuses on the meta-organisation
of a piece, including general organisation of the composition (e.g the catalog form, the average duration of each
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piece, the choice of acoustic instruments and timbre), the
design and building of sound bodies, the development of
software to be used while composing (e.g. music notation
generation, sound analysis, sound resysnthesis for simulating the result).
2. Sound organisation
The core step concerns indeed the organisation of sound
materials, that typically includes various algorithmic techniques (see Data/Models 1a-b). Shared output includes
data files, algorithms and implementations, graphics etc
(2). In order to clearly foresee composition results, sound
bodies are recorded (3b) and sound files shared (4). The
same happens for instrumental samples (3a), that are mostly
recorded from scratch (rather than imported form libraries),
as they include special playing techniques. These sound
files (4) can be used to feed various algorithms while composing, e.g. audio analysis to gather spectral data (in the
Algorithmic composition environments, 5a-b, respectively
in OM –Figure 10– and SC). The main output of the two
Algorithmic composition environments are “sb-scores” (i.e.
scores for sound bodies, 6). Sb-scores are ASCII files that
specify events to be triggered in the sound bodies. Sbscores are defined by the following protocol, loosely inspired by Csound score file format [20]:

in sb-scores) for events to be performed by acoustic instruments. Intermediate materials include indeed a very heterogenous collection of working materials. Sb-scores are
the final output of composition for sound bodies, but they
have also to be processed (5b) to obtain the final data format for real-time usage (see later), and then fed into the
Real-time Application (8). Sb-scores are played on the
electromechanical setups and recorded (9), thus providing
feedback on final composition results for sound bodies. A
Csound-based, non real time Simulator (10, see [21]) is
able to include all the sound samples (both of sound bodies and acoustic instruments) to generate an audio file with
a complete and accurate simulation of the piece (11). The
Algorithmic composition environment (5a) generates automatically click tracks via OM (12, i.e. audio files). Click
tracks are used to synchronise musicians with sound bodies
and have to be played back during live performance: they
are thus integrated into the Real-time application (8). Another component, the Real-time Simulator (13) performs
a different function, as it plays back sound files of the
sound body parts of pieces, syncing them with the relative click tracks on a separate channel. Its main usage is
during rehearsals with musicians, and proved fundamental, as setups cannot be easily transported, and simulation
of sound bodies’ parts provides accurate feedback for performers while rehearsing. The Music notation generator
(14a, via OM [22]) is used to generate CPN scores for instruments (music notation files, 15a), while the PS Generator (14b) creates automatic PostScript visualization from
sb-score parsing (graphic notation files, 15b), that gives a
visual overview of the sound body parts (Figure 11). In
general, automatic music notation generation is a complex
task but it is instrumental in ensuring an integrated algorithmic composition (IAC) pipeline, rather than a computer
assisted one (CAC) [23]. These two graphical outputs are
then assembled automatically by the Score assembler (18),
that generates ConTeXt files [24], a TEX-based typesetting
macropackage preferred to LATEX for its flexibility [23].
The resulting final complete music score (in PDF, 19) can
then be delivered to musicians.

ocarino1 79.876 0.036 210 210
zampogno7 37.556 0.074 50 50

where each line specifies an event by means of instrument
name, start time and duration (in seconds), initial and final
values (as integers with a 8-bit resolution). Sb-scores represent the main interchange format as they can be parsed on
both side in order to be modified (e.g. for post-processing,
or to be analysed in order to include acoustic instruments),
thus they are fed back into each Algorithmic composition
environment (5a-b). Similar scores, even if incomplete,
are exchanged as intermediate materials (7), e.g. as composition sketches including numerical specifications (like

Figure 10. Algorithmic composition environment (OM).
3. Performance design
A specific post-production step is dedicated to design and
development (hardware and software) of the real-time performance, particularly delicate as it includes musicians and
sound bodies. Rehearsing and live situations require to develop control strategies as robust and flexible as possible.
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Figure 11. PostScript automatic sound body notation.
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Figure 12. Arduino and transistor board.

This step includes GUI development for sound body control and simulation with click tracks.
In Sistema Naturae all the control is demanded to the
main computer, as many high-level processes are required,
including parsing of textual scores, real-time audio generation for click tracks, GUI creation for live performing.
The pieces are all performed live, but there is not interaction between sound bodies and musicians. The main DAC
components are Arduino boards converting digital control
data (via PWM in case of “continuous“ control) in analog
signals that drive a circuit based on a Darlington TIP120
transistor (or similar, see [14]). The transistor board then
modulates current to feed the electromechanical components of the objects. The operating voltage is 12 V, that
allows to directly drive small DC motors or to trigger relays that can be used also to switch on/off 230 V AC devices. Figure 12 shows an Arduino Mega 2560 encased
with its transistor board. In this case (RV), only the 15
PWM ports are used (as indicated). In case of loudspeakers, a sound card acts as a DAC, generating audio signal
(in form of impulses), then delivered to an amplifier and
finally to loudspeakers. Figure 13 depicts the flow of information for the real-time performance of the pieces, in
the general case of RL that includes also audio generation
for coni (loudspeakers). The software (in grey) is written in
SuperCollider, as the latter provides a high-level language,
GUI generation, audio synthesis and playback [19]. It features two components, the Controller and the Scheduler (in
solid lines). In Figure 13, GUI elements are dash-dotted,
data are dashed, normal lines represent control informa-

tion, bold lines audio information, solid line rectangles are
hardware components (already discussed). In the SuperCollider application, the Controller component accesses
the Arduino boards, opening the USB ports, and in the case
of audio generation, it is also interfaced to audio synthesis
for impulse generation (synths are standard SuperCollider
objects for sound synthesis). A GUI element allows easy
control over each instrument’s behaviour for checking, tuning etc. The Scheduler is responsible for real-time performance of the pieces. It delivers time-stamped information
to the Controller, that, in turn, activates the sound bodies.
In order to be sequenced in real-time, sb-scores are postprocessed and converted into a new format by means of a
sampling process with a sample period T = 0.01 seconds.
A note event, defined in the sb-score by its initial and final
values over a duration, is linearly sampled. Sampling is required by the Controller as the latter can only deal with the
setting of a specific value for a port in Arduino. Sb-score
sampling results in a sb × (100 × d) matrix, where sb is the
number of sound bodies and d is the duration in seconds of
each sb-score. During real-time scheduling, every 10 ms
a bundle of n messages is sent to the Arduino boards. A
control is performed so that, if the sound body is not playing or its value has not changed, the relative message is not
sent. This means that the bundle has a maximum size of sb
(all sound bodies playing) and a minimum of 1 (only one
instrument), while in case of silence no message is sent.
Sampling solves an issue related to having many parallel
process (i.e. “notes” in “voices”) by allowing to implement
a single scheduling process with a fixed computational cost
(and a maximum network cost). The Scheduler loads the
click audio files (one for each piece), the post-processed
sb-scores, and connects itself to the Controller module. Its
GUI allows complete control over the score scheduling and
is provided as the main interface for the performer. Figure 14 shows the scheduler GUI for Fossilia. It allows to
load a score by referring to its progressive number, and to
play/stop the score. For sake of simplicity, in live performances –after a score has been played back– the next score
is loaded automatically.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Systema naturae is a four year effort that has required to integrate elements and activities that are typically kept separate: sound bodies had to meet various criteria, from design
to packaging, from music control to live synchronisation
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method taking into account the form
of a tune upon several levels of organisation to guide music generation processes to match this structure. We first
show how a phrase structure grammar can represent a hierarchical analysis of chord progressions and be used to
create multi-level progressions. We then explain how to
exploit this multi-level structure of a tune for music generation and how it enriches the possibilities of guided machine improvisation. We illustrate our method on a prominent jazz chord progression called ‘rhythm changes’. After
creating a phrase structure grammar for ‘rhythm changes’
with a professional musician, the terminals of this grammar are automatically learnt on a corpus. Then, we generate melodic improvisations guided by multi-level progressions created by the grammar. The results show the potential of our method to ensure the consistency of the improvisation regarding the global form of the tune, and how the
knowledge of a corpus of chord progressions sharing the
same hierarchical organisation can extend the possibilities
of music generation.
1. INTRODUCTION
In jazz music, and more generally in improvised music, the
inherent form of a chord progression is often composed
upon several levels of organisation. For instance, a subsequence of chords can create a tonal or modal function
and a sequence of functions can be organised as a section.
This multi-scale information is used by musicians to create variations of famous chord progressions whilst keeping
their original feel. In this article, we define as equivalent
two chord progressions sharing the same hierarchical organisation. We call a multi-level progression an entity describing an analysis of a music progression upon several
hierarchical levels (for instance chord progression, functional progression, sectional progression, etc.) that can be
used to generate equivalent chord progressions. We want
to design a musical grammar from which we can infer this
hierarchical information and then use it to extend the possibilities of music generation.
Copyright: c 2017 Ken Déguernel et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

Machine improvisation systems use style modelling to
learn the musical style of a human improviser. Several
methods of style modelling have been used for music generation including statistical sequence modelling [1–3], extended Markov models [4], methods using deep and recurrent neural networks [5, 6], and methods based on the factor oracle, a structure from formal language theory [7, 8]
adapted to a musical context in [9]. Studies around style
modelling have made this structure a proficient tool for
improvised performance and interaction. These studies involve the creation of specific navigation heuristics [10], its
adaptation to audio features [11, 12] or its integration in a
system mixing background knowledge with the local context of an improvisation [13]. However, none of these systems takes the long-term structure of the improvisation into
account.
Improvising on idiomatic music such as jazz [14], where
the improvisation is guided by a chord progression, has
been a major interest in machine improvisation. Donze
et al. introduced the use of a control automaton to guide
the improvisation [15]. Nika et al., with ImproteK [16],
designed a system of guided improvisation, that is to say a
system where the music generation model uses prior knowledge of a temporal scenario (e.g. a chord progression).
The music generation model anticipates the future of a
scenario while ensuring consistency with the past of the
improvisation. It received positive feedback from professional improvisers and evolved according to musicians expertise [17]. However, these scenarios are purely sequences
of symbols. The chord progression is only considered on a
local level and it does not take into account the fact that the
same harmonic progression can have different roles when
played in different parts of a tune. Therefore, the improvisation does not adapt to the global structure. We would
like the improvisation to take this global structure into account in a similar way as humans apply syntactic cognitive
processes capable of handling the hierarchical structure of
a song [18].
Form analysis, i.e. the problem of defining and analysing
the global structure of a piece of music, is a major topic
in Music Information Retrieval and Computational Musicology and it has been studied with methods from different
fields. Giraud et al. use methods from bioinformatics and
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dynamic programming, based on the Mongeau-Sankoff algorithm [19], to perform fugue analysis [20] or theme and
variations recognition [21]. Geometric approaches have
also been used [22]; for instance, algorithms using the spiral array can be used to determine key boundaries [23] and
therefore reveal tonal functions. Another approach using
grammars was introduced in [24] for structure, rhythm and
harmony analysis in tonal music. Some generative grammars can infer a hierarchical multi-level phrase structure
[25]. This type of structure has been used in [26] to compute harmonic similarity of chord sequences. However, the
above form analysis methods were used for music analysis only. Focusing on music generation instead, Steedman
proposed a generative grammar based on rewrite rules for
jazz music [27]. This grammar was used in ImproteK by
Chemillier et al. [28] to create new instances of a given
chord progression. However, we would like to use generative grammars to create a hierarchical analysis of a chord
progression, thus creating a multi-level progression, and
then directly involve it in the generative aspect of the improvisation.
In this article, we present two contributions. First, we
propose a method formalising multi-level progression with
phrase structure grammars. The structural aspect of equivalent chord progressions is analysed with a musician but
the actual contents of the multi-level progression are then
automatically learnt on a corpus. The grammar enables the
system to generate multiple instances of a given progression rather than a single one and to provide its hierarchical
structure. Second, we introduce a method using the information from a multi-level progression to expand the current methods of music generation. This method is based
on the algorithms from [16] for music generation that we
adapt to take into account the information from a multilevel progression; thus, creating a system able to improvise
on a progression with changing voicing and considering its
position in the structure of the tune. We apply this method
to ‘rhythm changes’, the most played chord progression of
jazz music, after the blues [29]. We first create a phrase
structure grammar for ‘rhythm changes’, and then generate melodic improvisations over multi-level progressions
provided by the grammar.
In section 2, we explain how a phrase structure grammar can model a multi-level progression by creating a hierarchical structure and we create a grammar for ‘rhythm
changes’. Then, in section 3, we introduce a heuristic to
generate a music sequence following a multi-level progression. In section 4, we describe our experiments and the
results obtained with this new generation model. Finally,
we conclude and propose some perspectives for this generation model in section 5.
2. GENERATIVE GRAMMAR AND SYNTACTIC
STRUCTURE
In this section, we present how we can use a phrase structure grammar to create a multi-level progression from
equivalent chord progressions. First, we present the defini-

Sentence
VP

NP
Article

N oun

V erb

the

man

hit

NP
Article

N oun

a

ball

Figure 1. Diagram of the derivation of the sentence “the
man hit a ball”.

tion of a phrase structure grammar, and then show an application to a jazz chord progression: the ‘rhythm changes’.
2.1 Phrase structure grammar
A grammar G = (N, Σ, R, s) is defined by:
• two disjoint finite sets of symbols: N the set of nonterminal symbols, and Σ the set of terminal symbols,
• a singular element s ∈ N called the axiom,
• a finite set R of rewrite rules included in
(N ∪ Σ)∗ N (N ∪ Σ)∗ → (N ∪ Σ)∗
where ∗ is the Kleene star, i.e., X ∗ is the set of finite sequences of elements of X.
Phrase structure grammars are a type of grammar presented by Noam Chomsky, based on constituent analysis,
that is to say on a breakdown of linguistic functions within
a hierarchical structure. In [25], Chomsky presented this
example of phrase structure grammar:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Sentence → N P + V P
N P → Article + N oun
V P → V erb + N P
Article → a, the...
N oun → man, ball...
V erb → hit, took...

Rule (i) should be read as “rewrite Sentence as N P +
V P ”, i.e., a sentence consists of a noun phrase followed
by a verb phrase. Rule (ii) should be read as “rewrite N P
as Article + N oun”, i.e., a noun phrase consists of an article followed by a noun, etc.
A derivation is the sequence of rules applied to create
a specific sentence. Figure 1 shows a diagram representing the derivation of the sentence “the man hit a ball”.
This diagram does not convey all the information about
the derivation since we cannot see the order in which the
rules were applied. Nevertheless, it clearly shows the hierarchical syntactic structure of this sentence, thus creating a
visualisation of the constituent analysis.
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They mix various versions of ‘rhythm changes’ as they improvise [29], the chord progression can be different at every iteration. Using a phrase structure grammar to generate
‘rhythm changes’ seems therefore appropriate. Considering chords, functions and sections as constituents, we can
create a phrase structure grammar embedding the hierarchical structure of the ‘rhythm changes’ where chords are
the terminal symbols.

2.2 Application to ‘rhythm changes’

In order to create this phrase structure grammar for
‘rhythm changes’, we analysed with a professional jazz
musician all the ‘rhythm changes’ from the Omnibook corpus [13, 30]. This sub-corpus consists of 26 derivations of
‘rhythm changes’ and contains the melodies and annotated
jazz chord symbols [31]. We present here the grammar that
we created. This grammar has then been validated with
jazz musicians (cf. section 4.1).

In order to test the formalisation of multi-level progressions with phrase structure grammars, we create such a
grammar for a specific jazz chord progression: the ‘rhythm
changes’. We show how we can obtain a hierarchical analysis of the chord progression and that it can be used to
generate equivalent chord progressions.

(i)
Rhythm Changes → A1 + A2 + B + A
(ii) A1 → τI + τ + σ + τ
(iii) A2 → τI + τ + σ + ω
(iv) A → A1 , A2
(v) B → δIII + δV I + δII + δV
τI , τ, σ, ω, δIII , δV I , δII , δV are learnt on the corpus

A

III

Figure 2. Original chord progression of ‘I Got Rhythm’.

The ‘rhythm changes’ is a 32-bar chord progression used
in George Gershwin’s tune ‘I Got Rhythm’ (‘rhythm
changes’ is short for “chord changes of ‘I Got Rhythm’”).
Figure 2 shows the original version of this chord progression. The main feature of this chord progression is its
AABA structure with a B section (the bridge) that contrasts sharply with the A section.
• The A section is an 8-bar structure with fast changing chords based on:
– a series of turnarounds: a 2-bar function (for
instance, I VI- II- V7 ) affirming the tonic of
the tune on bars 1&2, 3&4 and 7&8. We note
τ a turnaround on the tonic. We also note τI
as a restriction of turnarounds starting with a
Ist degree chord (τ1 ⊂ τ ).
th

– a short modulation to the IV degree on bars
5&6. We note σ this modulation to the IVth
degree.
• The B section is an 8-bar structure consisting of
dominant seventh chords following the circle of fifths
(III7 VI7 II7 V7 ). Each chord is played on a two bar
span, giving a sense of key shifting. The improvisers usually emphasize this contrast, insisting on the
guide notes (the 3rd and the 7th ) of these dominant
seventh chords. We note δi these 2-bar dominant
seventh chords on the ith degree functions.
The ‘rhythm changes’ is an interesting case study for our
method because of the amount of variations existing around
this chord progression. This is actually one of the main interests for musicians; the changes can be modified on the
fly without discussion as long as the functions are present.

• Rule (i) shows the AABA structure of the ‘rhythm
changes’. These 8-bar sections are the biggest constituents after the whole chord progression itself.
• Rules (ii) and (iii) show the composition of an A
section in four 2-bar functions. An A section starts
with a τI in order to highlight the beginning of the
section with a Ist degree chord. Then, another τ is
played, followed by the modulation to the IVth degree σ. The difference between the first and second
A section is on the last two bars. On the one hand,
the last two bars of A1 is another turnaround τ , and
on the other hand, the last two bars of A2 is an end
slate on the tonic ω in anticipation of the bridge.
• Rule (iv) indicates that the final A section can be
either A1 or A2 .
• Rule (v) shows the composition of a B section in
four 2-bar functions. Each δ represents respectively
one key shift on the circle of fifth on degrees III VI
II and V.
• The possible contents for each function are then
learnt on the corpus. Each function is composed of a
sequence of four chords with a duration of two beats
each. Training them on a corpus enables the system
to take many different possibilities into account for
each function, and to constitute some form of style
modelling for the generated chord progressions. The
likelihood of each contents could be taken into account with probabilistic models [13] for a better emulation of the musical style. We trained the functions
on the ‘rhythm changes’ sub-corpus from the Omnibook.
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Figure 3. Diagram of a ‘rhythm changes’ derivation on Charlie Parker’s theme Celerity (each chord lasts two beats).
A → A1 denotes the application of rule (iv).

Figure 3 shows the diagram of one derivation of this
grammar for one of the chord progressions on Charlie
Parker’s theme Celerity.
3. GENERATING MUSIC ON A MULTI-LEVEL
PROGRESSION
In this section, we present a method using the information
from a multi-level progression to enrich current music generation methods using the knowledge of the hierarchical
structure and the equivalence between chord progressions.
We first present the concepts we used as a basis for our
work, and then introduce how to use the equivalent chord
progressions of a multi-level progression in a music generation model and how it extends its possibilities.
3.1 Generating music on a chord progression
We propose to base our generation model on existing methods of machine improvisation guided by a scenario, to
which we add the notion of multi-level progression.
The basis of our generation model is a simplified version of
ImproteK [16] which is inspired by the work from OMax
[32]. In OMax, improvising consists in navigating a memory on which we have information on the places sharing
the same context, i.e. the same musical past. The fundamental premise is that it is possible to jump from one place
in the memory to another with the same context. This nonlinear path on the memory results in the creation of a new
musical sentence that differs from the original material, but
that retains its musical style [10]. ImproteK uses a similar

approach, but with the addition of a temporal scenario used
to guide the improvisation. The scenario is a prior known
sequence of symbols (called labels) that must be followed
during the improvisation. Contrary to Omax, the memory
is not based on a sequence of pitches, but on a sequence of
musical contents tagged by a label.
The goal of the associated generation model is to combine at every time in the generation an anticipation step
ensuring continuity with the future of the scenario, and a
navigation step keeping consistency with the past of the
memory. Therefore, a phase of generation of a music sequence follows two succesive steps:
• The anticipation step consists in looking for an event
in the memory sharing a common future with the
current scenario. This is done by indexing the prefixes of the suffix of the current scenario in the memory using the regularites in the pattern [16]. Therefore, by finding such a prefix in the memory, we insure continuity with the future of the scenario.
• The navigation step consists in looking for events in
the memory sharing a common context with what
was last played in order to follow a non-linear path
in the memory, thus creating new musical sentences.
As in OMax, the search for places in the memory sharing
a common past is done thanks to the factor oracle: a structure from the field of formal language theory introduced by
Crochemore et al. [7, 8]. Initially designed as an automaton recognising a language including at least all the factors
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of a given word, the factor oracle has been widely used in
machine improvisation systems such as OMax, ImproteK,
PyOracle [11] or CatOracle [12].

Corpus

Phrase Structure Grammar

Equivalent Chord Progressions

3.2 Considering a multi-level progression
We now present a method to take into account a multi-level
progression, that is to say a scenario that is not just a sequence of symbols. If we want to keep the previous formalism, each label is now a list of symbols corresponding to each scale. We therefore need to propose a way
to adapt the previous method to take this additional information into account in both the anticipation step and the
navigation step.
• For the anticipation step, we first look for a prefix
of the suffix of the current multi-level progression
in the memory with exact labels; the contents of the
memory must match the contents of the scenario on
every scale. By doing so, we ensure the consistency
of the musical contents in the global context of the
scenario. If such a prefix cannot be found, we proceed to a search with equivalent labels. For instance,
we can accept places in the memory without the right
chord, but with the right function and the right section. We can favour places in the memory sharing a
similiar multi-level label as the one in the multi-level
progression according to a score (see below). The
system can thus react and generate an improvisation
on previously unmet chords, as long as they share
a similar role in the scenario as previously known
chords.
• The navigation step is done in a similar way. Using the information given by the factor oracle, we
first look for places in the memory sharing the same
context with exact labels, but we also open the possibilities to equivalent labels. This way, we extend
the realm of possibilities for music generation. Once
again, we can favour places in the memory sharing
similar multi-level label as the one in the multi-level
progression (with a weight); thus, taking better consideration of the progression’s hierarchical structure.
In order to compute a score of similarity between multilevel labels, a weight Wi can be attributed to each level in
order to evaluate the similarity of the considered places in
the memory with the scenario such as
X

Wi = 1.

i∈level

In this way, we can prioritise the choice of places in the
memory with high scores, or limit the choice to highest
scores according to a threshold. For instance, a user can
consider that matching the functions is more important than
matching the chords.
Finally, Figure 4 sums up the whole process for generating music upon multi-level progressions.

Multi-level label

Multi-level label

…

…

…

…

Multi-level progression

Memory

Content

+
…

…

Generated improvisation

Figure 4. Process for generating an improvisation on a
multi-level progression. First the phrase structure grammar
is constructed with a musician using a corpus of equivalent
chord progressions. Then the grammar is used to generate
a multi-level progression, and used to provide information
when creating the memory with multi-level labels. Finally,
the improvisation is generated by navigating the memory
guided by the multi-level progression.
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Figure 5. Example of derivation of ‘rhythm changes’ generated by the grammar.
4. EXPERIMENTATION ON RHYTHM CHANGES
4.1 Evaluation of the grammar
In order to evaluate our phrase structure grammar, we generated 30 derivations of ‘rhythm changes’ with it. The generated multi-level progressions have been assessed by the
musician, who helped creating the grammar and by another
professional jazzman, who was not involved in the initial
process and therefore analysed the generated multi-level
progressions strictly from a musicology point of view. Figure 5 shows an example of generated ‘rhythm changes’.
Other derivations of ‘rhythm changes’ can be found online
at repmus.ircam.fr/dyci2/ressources.
Every generated ‘rhythm changes’ has been validated by
both musicians. However, these generated chord progressions have to be seen only as realisations of ‘rhythm
changes’ for improvisation accompaniment. For automatic
composition of a chord progression for a theme, some par-
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Figure 6. First four bars from the bridge of an improvisation on An Oscar for Treadwell. The ’Improvisation’ lines shows
the chord and degrees played in the generated improvisation; the ’Memory’ lines shows the chord and degrees on which
the different parts of the melody used to generate the improvisation were actually learnt. We see that when generating
improvisations, we can reach places in the memory with a different chord label. The melody still makes sense in its
continuity and harmonically because the multi-level labels from the memory and from the multi-level progressions are
equivalent. The generated improvisations are therefore enriched with a new form of creativity.
allelism constraints assuring some symmetries between the
different A section would be welcome. Moreover, this
grammar covers the whole span of traditional bebop style
‘rhythm changes’ (on which it was trained on with the Omnibook corpus). No important possibilities were reported
missing by any of the musicians. However, as expected, it
does not create more modern versions of ‘rhythm changes’
such as the one of The Eternal Triangle by Sonny Stitt, or
Straight Ahead by Lee Morgan, for instance. However, this
is only due to the training corpus. No structural changes to
the grammar would be needed for these. It would be interesting in the future to extend our ‘rhythm changes’ corpus
to more varied chord progressions.
4.2 Improvisation on ‘rhythm changes’
In order to test the benefits of using a multi-level progression, we generated some improvisations on Charlie
Parker’s music. First, using the phrase structure grammar
trained on the ‘rhythm changes’ from the Omnibook, we
generated multi-level progressions. On these progressions,
we generated improvisations using two methods:
• the base generation model introduced in section 3.1.
In this case, only the chord progression level of the
multi-level progression was taken into account for
generation.
• the extended generation model introduced in section
3.2. In this case, all the information from the multilevel progression was taken into account, i.e., the
chord progression, the functional progression, and
the sectional progression. A score was attributed to
each level. We considered that for ‘rhythm changes’
the most important aspect was the functional aspect.
Therefore, we attributed a weight of 0.5 to the functional level. We then attributed a weight of 0.3 to
the chord level, and a weight of 0.2 to the sectional
level.
In both cases, the content of the memory is a tune from
Charlie Parker’s Omnibook. Examples of generated improvisations (with both models) can be listened online at
repmus.ircam.fr/dyci2/ressources.

We conducted a listening session with two professional
jazz musicians to analyse the generated improvisations.
First of all, the most significant difference seems to be that
when using the multi-level progression, the improvisations
are indeed better at following the structure. This can be
especially noticed during the B section of the improvisations, where the guide notes and 5th of each chord are more
pronounced (cf. example on An Oscar for Treadwell). Figure 6 shows an excerpt from the bridge of an improvisation
on An Oscar for Treadwell.
Second, when encountering chords that do not appear in
the memory, the freedom provided by the multi-level progression (e.g., playing on a different chord as long as it
shares the same functional role) enables the improvisation
system to generate musical sentences with less fragmentation, creating a better sense of consistence and fluidity
(cf. example on Thriving from a Riff ). Moreover, this generates a form of creativity exemplified by playing musical
sentences on a different chord than the original one, thus
playing new guide notes or extensions adding colour to the
improvisations, whilst keeping consistency (cf. example
on Anthropology).
These results are promising and show how using a multilevel progression can result in significant improvement on
how the improvisations are guided through the memory of
the system.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how we can model the multi-level progression of a chord progression with a phrase structure grammar, and how to use this information for machine improvisation. First, this abstraction of a chord progression enables the system to generate several instances (or voicings)
of this chord progression injecting some creativity in the
chord progression generation whilst keeping its multi-level
structure under control. Second, this additional musical
information is used during the generation of a melodic improvisation; the generation process is able to take into account the global form of the scenario with the multi-level
aspect to adapt to an ever-changing scenario and expand its
possibilities. We applied this method on ‘rhythm changes’
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and constructed a phrase structure grammar for this type of
chord progressions. This grammar was built and validated
with musicians expertise. We then generated improvisations on multi-level progressions generated with the grammar (including chord progression, functionnal progression
and sectional progression), using new navigation heuristics adapted to this multi-level information. The generated
improvisations give promising results according to professional jazz musicians. The global form of the chord progression is respected, and the improvisations are still consistent, even on unmet chord progressions.
The ‘rhythm changes’ grammar was trained on a corpus of
traditional bebop style ‘rhythm changes’. It would be interesting to extend this corpus to more modern variations
of ‘rhythm changes’ and to apply this method on other scenarios such as a blues structure or more abstract scenarios
such as Steve Coleman’s Rhythmic Cycles based on the lunation cycle [33]. It would also be interesting to see if this
hierarchical structure could be extended to a higher level to
take the organisation of an improvisation upon several successive occurences of the chord progression into account.
Finally, it would also be interesting to extend this work
into a system where not only the improvisation adapts to
the generated progression, but the derivations generated by
the grammar also take what is being improvised into account, or into a system with an automatic generation of the
hierarchical grammar based on machine learning on a corpus.
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ABSTRACT
Music constraint systems provide a rule-based approach
to composition. Existing systems allow users to constrain
the harmony, but the constrainable harmonic information
is restricted to pitches and intervals between pitches. More
abstract analytical information such as chord or scale types,
their root, scale degrees, enharmonic note representations,
whether a note is the third or fifth of a chord and so forth
are not supported. However, such information is important
for modelling various music theories.
This research proposes a framework for modelling harmony at a high level of abstraction. It explicitly represents
various analytical information to allow for complex theories of harmony. It is designed for efficient propagationbased constraint solvers. The framework supports the common 12-tone equal temperament, and arbitrary other equal
temperaments. Users develop harmony models by applying user-defined constraints to its music representation.
Three examples demonstrate the expressive power of the
framework: (1) an automatic melody harmonisation with
a simple harmony model; (2) a more complex model implementing large parts of Schoenberg’s tonal theory of harmony; and (3) a composition in extended tonality. Schoenberg’s comprehensive theory of harmony has not been computationally modelled before, neither with constraints programming nor in any other way.

The framework provides building blocks common to many
theories and that way simplifies the definition of custom
theories from scratch. The proposed framework provides
flexible representations of harmonic concepts (e.g., chords,
scales, notes, as well as their parameters like a note’s pitch
or a chord root), which allow users to define their own harmony models declaratively at a high-level of abstraction
with modular rules implemented by constraints that restrict
the relations between these parameters.
Users can freely declare chord and scale types (e.g., major and minor triads and scales) by specifying pitch class
intervals among chord or scale tones and their root. A
number of different pitch representations are supported including pitch numbers, pitch classes, enharmonic note representations, scale degrees of notes and chords, and specific chord tones such as the fifth or the third of a triad. All
these representations are freely constrainable. The framework supports the common 12-tone equal division of the
octave (12-EDO) and arbitrary other equal divisions.
These models can generate harmonic progressions. If the
harmonic rules are complemented by rules controlling the
melody, counterpoint and so forth, then they can also be
used more generally to generate music that follows given
or generated progressions.
The presented framework is implemented in the music
constraint system Strasheela 1 on top of the Oz programming language [5].
1.1 Plan of Paper

1. INTRODUCTION
In the field of algorithmic composition, harmony is a challenging area to address. Theories of harmony can be rather
complex, as the mere size of standard harmony textbooks
indicates. Also, different theories vary considerably depending on the musical style they address such as classical
music [1], Jazz [2], contemporary classical music in extended tonality [3], or microtonal music [4].
As there is no agreement on a single theory of harmony,
a flexible algorithmic composition environment should allow users to define their own theory. The present research
provides a framework by which users can model their own
theory of harmony, and then let the system generate music
that follows it.
Copyright: c 2017 Torsten Anders . This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
puts this research into the context of previous work. Application examples of the proposed framework are shown
in Sec. 3, while Sec. 4 presents formal details of the framework. Section 5 shows how to develop harmony models
with this framework. The paper closes with a discussion
that points out limitations of the proposal (Sec. 6).
2. BACKGROUND
Several algorithmic composition systems offer a rich representation of pitch-related and harmonic information, e.g.,
Impromtu, Opusmodus, the pattern language of SuperCollider, or music analysis systems like Humdrum and music21. However, such systems process this information
procedurally, which makes it difficult to model the complex interdependencies found in harmony.

permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

1

http://strasheela.sourceforge.net/
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The declarative approach of constraint programming [6]
is more suitable for that. In this programming paradigm,
users define constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) in which
constraints restrict relations between decision variables. 2
Variables are unknowns, and initially have a domain of
multiple possible values. A solver then searches for one
or more solutions that reduces the domain of each variable
to one value that is consistent with all its constraints.
Several surveys, partly by this author, give an overview of
how constraint programming has been used for modelling
music theory and composition. Pachet and Roy [7] focus
on constraint-based harmonisation, specifically four-part
harmonisation of a given melody. An introduction to the
field of modelling composition and music theory with constraint programming in general is the detailed review [8].
A further review [9] presents how six composers used constraint programming to realise specific compositions.
A particular extensive constraint-based harmony system
is CHORAL by Kemal Ebcioğlu [10], which generates fourpart harmonisations for given choral melodies that resemble the style of Johann Sebastian Bach.
Several existing systems allow users to define their own
harmonic CSPs, and each of these systems has its specific advantages. Situation [11] provides a family of minilanguages for specifying how the arguments to certain predefined harmonic constraints change across chords. ScorePMC, as subsystem of PWConstraints [12, Chap. 5] is well
suited for complex polyphonic CSPs where the rhythm is
fixed. PWMC [13] and its successor Cluster Engine allow
for complex polyphonic CSPs where the rhythm is constrained as well.
While all these systems allow users to define their own
harmonic CSPs, they restrict the constrainable harmonic
information to pitches and intervals between pitches. For
example, users can constrain harmonic and melodic intervals between note pitches, or represent an underlying harmony by chords consisting of concrete notes. However, the
music representations of these systems are not extendable,
and more abstract analytical information such as chord and
scale types or roots, scale degrees, enharmonic note representations etc. are not supported. Such analytical information is important for various music theories. Some information could be deduced from a pitch-based representation
(e.g., pitch classes), but other information is difficult to deduce (e.g., the chord type or root) and complex harmonic
CSPs are more difficult to define and solve this way.
An expressive harmonic constraint system that supports
such analytical information is the combination of the music representation MusES [14] and the constraint solver
BackTalk [15]. This combination was used, e.g., for automatic harmonisation. BackTalk supports variable domains
of arbitrary SmallTalk collections. The search algorithm
first filters all variable domains with a general consistencychecking algorithm, and then searches for a solution of this
reduced problem with a backjumping algorithm.
Many modern constraint solvers use constraint propagation for efficiency [16, Chap. 4]. Their variable domains
are restricted to specific types (e.g., Boolean, integer and
2

In the rest of the paper we just use the term variable for brevity.

sets of integers), and highly optimised domain-specific propagation algorithms filter variable domains before every step
in the search process, which typically greatly reduces the
search space. The design of MusES cannot be ported to
propagation-based constraint solvers, because it is not limited to the variable types supported by such solvers. MusES
has originally not been designed with constraint programming in mind, and the variable domains of CSPs defined
with MusES consist of complex SmallTalk objects.
This research proposes the first harmony framework that
supports various analytical information to allow for modelling complex theories of harmony at a high level of abstraction, and whose design is at the same time suitable
for propagation-based constraint solvers. Using constraint
propagation allows, e.g., to quickly solve CSPs with large
domain sizes and that way allows for microtonal harmony.
While the framework was implemented in Strasheela on
top of Oz, it could also be implemented with any other constraint system that supports the following features found
in various propagation-based constraint systems (e.g., Gecode, Choco, JaCoP, MiniZinc): the variable domains Boolean, integer, and set of integers; integer and set constraints
including reified constraints (meta-constraints, which also
constrain whether their stated relationship holds or not);
and the element constraint. 3
This framework is largely comparable in terms of its flexibility with the combination of MusES and BackTalk, although it has a different stylistic focus. MusES was designed for jazz, while this research focuses on classical
tonal music and contemporary music in an extended tonality including microtonal music.
3. APPLICATIONS
Before presenting formal details of the proposed framework, some examples showing the framework in action
will further motivate this research. Please remember that
all rules discussed for these examples are only a demonstration of the capabilities of the proposed framework, and
all these rules can of course be changed.
3.1 Automatic Melody Harmonisation
The first example creates a harmonisation for a given melody. It is comparatively simple, and is therefore discussed
in more detail.
While the proposed framework was originally developed
for music composition, it can also be used for analysis,
because it only controls relations between concepts like
notes and chords. This example demonstrates an intermediate case. It performs an automatic harmonic analysis of
a given folk tune, but additional compositional rules are
applied to the resulting harmonies. Voicing is irrelevant in
this example; only the chord symbols are searched for.
The harmonic rhythm is slower than the melody, as common is classical, folk and popular music. By contrast,
most automatic harmonisation examples in the literature
are choral-like with one chord per note.
3 For details on the element constraint see https://sofdem.
github.io/gccat/gccat/Celement.html, and also section
4.3.
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Figure 1. For the given melody this simple harmonisation
model has four solutions
For simplicity, this example defines relatively rigid basic conditions. Only major, minor, and dominant seventh
chords are permitted, and all chords must be diatonic in C
major. The harmonic rhythm is fixed, and all chords share
the same duration (e.g., a whole bar), but chord repetitions
are permitted.
The example distinguishes between harmonic and nonharmonic tones, but for simplicity only a few cases of nonharmonic tones are permitted (passing and neighbour tones).
All other melody notes must be chord pitches.
The example further borrows a few harmonic rules from
Schoenberg [1] in order to ensure musically reasonable
solutions. The example assumes that the given melody
starts and ends with the tonic – these chords are constrained
to be equal. A seventh chord must be resolved by a ‘fourth
upwards the fundament’ (e.g., V7 → I), the simplest resolution form for seventh chords. All chords share at least
one common pitch class with their predecessor (harmonic
band, a simpler form of Schoenberg’s directions for producing favourable chord progressions).
Figure 1 shows all solutions for the first phrase of the
German folksong “Horch was kommt von draussen ‘rein”
that fulfil the given rules. An x on top of a note denotes a
nonharmonic pitch.
Because of the relative simplicity of this example, it works
only well for some melodies and less good for others. The
harmonic rhythm of the melody must fit the harmonic rhythm
specified for the example (at least chords can last longer,
as repetitions are permitted). This is easily addressed by
turning the currently fixed chord durations into variables,
but doing so increases the size of the search space. Further, the nonharmonic pitches of the melody must fit the
cases defined (passing and neighbour tones). An extension
could define further cases, like suspensions and anticipations. Also, the melody currently cannot modulate. This
can be solved by additionally modelling scales, and applying modulation constraints between chords and scales (as
shown in the next example).
3.2 Modelling Schoenberg’s Theory of Harmony
The next example implements large parts of Schoenberg’s
tonal theory of harmony [1] – a particular comprehensive

theory – and that way demonstrates that the framework is
capable of modelling complex conventional theories. To
the knowledge of the author, Schoenberg’s theory of harmony has not been computationally modelled before, neither
with constraints programming nor in any other way. Also,
this example implements modulation, which has rarely been
done with constraint programming before. Among the many
proposed systems, Ebcioğlu’s CHORAL [10] is the only
system the author is aware of that supports modulation. As
the current example implements a lot of harmonic knowledge, it can only be summarised here.
The example modulates from C major to G major, but
features an extended pitch set that allows for non-diatonic
tones. Figure 2 shows a solution.
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Figure 2. A solution of the Schoenberg harmony model
modulating from C to G major; Roman numerals added
manually for clarity (altered chords are crossed out)
The example applies Schoenberg’s guidelines on chord
root progressions designed to help obtaining better progressions. Schoenberg distinguishes between three kinds
of root progressions. In strong or ascending progressions
the chord root progresses by a fourth up (harmonically the
same as a fifth down) or a third down. For example, in Fig.
2 chord 1 progresses to chord 2 by a third down (I → vi),
while chord 2 progresses to chord 3 by a fourth up / fifth
down (vi → ii). Descending root progressions form the
second type. They are the inversion of strong progressions:
a fourth down (fifth up) or a third up. These are not allowed
in this example. Finally, in superstrong progressions the
root moves a second up or down, as the chords in the penultimate bar do (IV → V). These different progressions
are explained in more detail and formalised in [17].
The chords are related to underlying scales, which change
during the modulation. The first five chords relate to the C
major scale, and the rest to G major. However, the example
also allows for non-diatonic tones. Schoenberg introduces
these as accidentals from church modes, namely the raised
1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th and the flattened 7th degree. These are
always resolved stepwise in the direction of their alteration (e.g., raised degrees go up). In order to support the
intended direction of the modulation (C to G), only raised
degrees are allowed in this example. In the solution above,
e.g., chord 4 contains a raised 4th degree of C major (F])
that is chromatically introduced and resolves upwards by a
step. Chord 7 contains a raised 5th degree of G major (D]).
A modulation constraint requires that chord 5 is a neutral
chord, i.e., a chord shared by both keys. In the solution
above this chord is iii in C and vi in G major. The modulation constraint further requires that the neutral chord is
followed by the modulatory chord, which is only part of
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the target key (vii∅7 in the solution). For clarity, the modulatory chord must progress by a strong root progression a
fourth upwards (into iii above).
The example also applies voice leading rules. Open and
hidden parallel fifths and octaves are not permitted. Also,
the upper three voices are restricted to small melodic intervals and small harmonic intervals between voices (larger
harmonic intervals are allowed between tenor and bass).
Root positions and first inversions can occur freely. For
example, chord 4 is a first inversion in Fig. 2. The number
of first inversions has not been constrained and it is rather
high in the shown solution (6 chords out of 11). More generally, statistical properties such as the likelihood of these
chords are difficult to control by constraint programming
(e.g., their overall number can be restricted, but they then
may be bunched early or late in the search process).
It should be noted that the pitch resolution of this example
is actually 31-tones per octave (31-EDO). This temperament is virtually the same as quarter-comma meantone, a
common tuning in the 16th and 17th century. It can be notated with standard accidentals (], [, [[ . . . ). This temperament has been used here, because it simplifies the notation by distinguishing between enharmonically equivalent
pitches (e.g., E[ and D] are different pitch classes in this
temperament). More generally, the use of this temperament demonstrates that the proposed framework supports
microtonal music [18].
3.3 A Compositional Application in Extended Tonality
The last example discusses the 7 minute composition Pfeifenspiel by the author, which was composed for the two
organs of the Kunst-Station St. Peter in Köln (premiered
at the Computing Music VIII series in 2012). An excerpt
from the piece is shown in Fig. 3 on the following page.
The music is tonal in the extended sense of Tymoczko
[19]: melodic intervals tend to be small; the dissonance
degree of the harmony is rather consistent; relatively consonant chords are used in moments of musical stability;
sections of the piece are limited to certain scales; and for
specific sections one tone is particularly important (root).
However, the piece is clearly non-diatonic. Suitable scales
where found by first searching with an ad-hoc constraint
program through about 200 scale and 50 chord types for
scales that contain many chords with a similar dissonance
degree (measured with an experimental algorithm). Solution scales were further evaluated manually by considering
all chords that can be built on each scale degree, and by
judging the melodic quality of scales. In the end, three
scales that are all somewhat similar to the whole tone scale
where selected: Takemitsu’s Tree Line mode 2, Messiaen’s
mode 3, and Messiaen’s mode 6. Two of these scales are
shown in Fig. 3 in the analysis in the lowest stave (e.g.,
Takemitsu’s Tree Line mode 2 on D in measures 6–7).
Based on these scales, a global harmonic and formal plan
was composed by hand, but concrete harmonic progressions were generated algorithmically with custom harmony
models for different sections. Also, contrapuntal sections
rendering the harmony were algorithmically generated (and
slightly manually revised), while some other sections were

composed manually (e.g., in Fig. 3 the septuplets in the
Great division, and the triplets in the pedal were composed
manually).
Some example constraints are outlined. Chords have at
least four tones, which all belong to the simultaneous scale.
The first and last chord root of a section is often the root of
its scale. To ensure smooth transitions between chords, the
voice-leading distance between consecutive chords is low
(at most 3 semitones in the excerpt). The voice-leading
distance is the minimal sum of absolute intervals between
the tones of two chords. For example, the voice-leading
distance between the C and A[ major triads is 2 (C → C =
0, E → E[ = 1, G → A[ = 1). Also, any three consecutive
chords must be distinct.
The actual notes (in staves 1-3) must express the underlying harmony (stave 4). Nonharmonic tones (marked with
an x in Fig. 3) are prepared and resolved by small intervals. Across the section starting in measure 8, the contrapuntal lines in the swell division rise gradually (pitch
domain boundaries are rising), and melodic intervals are
getting smaller (this section lasts over 10 bars, so this is
not obvious from the few bars shown). The contrapuntal
voices are never more than an octave apart; they don’t
cross; they avoid open and hidden parallels; they avoid
perfect consonances between simultaneous notes (one is
there in Fig. 3 after manual revisions); and voice notes
sound all tones of the underlying harmony. Also, the lines
are composed from motifs; and durational accents are constrained [20].
4. THE FRAMEWORK
This section describes formal details of the proposed framework. It explains how musical objects (notes, chords, and
scales) are represented. Notes are concrete musical objects
that produce sound when the score is played, but chord and
scale objects represent analytical information – the underlying harmony.
Notes, chords and scales are represented by tuples of decision variables. When users define harmony models with
this framework, they employ these objects and apply constraints between their variables. However, some wellformedness constraints must always hold between these variables,
and these constraints are discussed here as well.
For clarity and portability, this section shows core definitions of the framework in mathematical notation instead of
using any programming language (e.g., Oz). For simplicity, we leave out some auxiliary variables (intermediate
results represented by extra variables).
4.1 Declaration of Chord and Scale Types
In the proposed framework, the chord and scale types supported globally by a constraint model (e.g., major and minor
triads and scales) can be declared independently of the rest
of the model. The ordered sequence CT consists of tuples,
where each tuple specifies one chord type with a set of features as shown in the example below (1). The first tuple
declares the major triad type: it specifies the pitch class integer representing the untransposed chord root (C), and the
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Figure 3. Excerpt from the composition Pfeifenspiel composed by the author. The upper three staves show the actual composition, and the lower two an analysis of the underlying harmony. Chord and scale tones are shown like an appoggiatura
and roots as normal notes. Nonharmonic tones are marked by an x.
pitch classes of the untransposed chord – in this case the Cmajor triad, {C, E, G} – as a set of pitch class integers. The
given name is a useful annotation, but not directly used by
the framework.
[hname: major, root: 0, PCs: {0, 4, 7}i,
CT = hname: minor, root: 0, PCs: {0, 3, 7}i,
...]

(1)

Scale types are declared in the same way in an extra sequence of tuples ST. For example, the pitch class set of the
major scale type is {0, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11}, while its root is 0.
Users can also declare the global number of pitches per
octave (psPerOct), and that way specify the meaning of
all integers representing pitches and pitch classes in the
constraint model. 4 A useful default value for psPerOct is
12, which results in the common 12-EDO, and which was
used for the chord and scale type examples above.
4 Only equal temperaments that evenly subdivide the octave are supported. However, just intonation or irregular temperaments can be closely
approximated by setting psPerOct to a high value (e.g., psPerOct =
1200 results in cent resolution).

Instead of specifying pitch classes by integers as shown,
it can be more convenient to specify note names, which are
then automatically mapped to the corresponding pitch class
integers, depending on psPerOct. In 12-EDO, C 7→ 0,
C] 7→ 1 and so on. Alternatively, pitch classes can be
specified by frequency ratios as a useful approximation of
just intonation intervals for different temperaments. Again
in 12-EDO, the prime 11 7→ 0, the fifth 23 7→ 7 etc. 5
The format of chord and scale declarations is extendable.
Users can add further chord or scale type features (e.g.,
a measure of the dissonance degree of each chord type),
which would then result in further variables in the chord
and scale representation discussed in the Sec. 4.3 below.
Note that chord and scale declarations are internally rearranged for the constraints discussed in Sec. 4.3. For example, root CT is the sequence of all chord roots (in the
order of the chord declarations), PCs ST is the sequence of
the pitch class sets of all scale declarations, and so on.
5 Remember that for the frequency ratio r, the corresponding pitch
class is round((log2 r) · psPerOct).
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4.2 Temporal Music Representation
The underlying harmony can change over time. Temporal
relations are a suitable way to express dependencies: all
notes simultaneous to a certain chord or scale depend on
that object (i.e., those notes fall into their harmony).
The framework shows its full potential when combined
with a music representation where multiple events can happen simultaneously. A chord sequence (or scale sequence
or both) can run in parallel to the actual score, as shown in
the score example discussed above (Fig. 3).
Score objects are organised in time by hierarchic nesting.
A sequential container implicitly constrains its contained
objects (e.g., notes, chords, or other containers) to follow
each other in time. The objects in a simultaneous container
start at the same time (by default). All temporal score objects represent temporal parameters like their start time,
end time and duration by integer variables. A rest before a score object is represented by its temporal parameter
offset time (another integer variable), which allows for arbitrary rests between objects in a sequencial container, and
before objects in a simultaneous container.
Equation (2) shows the constraints between temporal variables of a simultaneous container sim and its contained objects object1 . . . objectn . Any contained object – objecti
– starts at the start time of the container sim plus the offset time of the contained object. The end time of sim is
the maximum end time of any container. The relations
between temporal variables of a sequential container and
its contained objects are constrained correspondingly, and
every temporal object is constrained by the obvious relation that the sum of its start time and duration is its end
time. The interested reader is referred to [21, Chap. 5] for
further details.
start objecti = start sim + offset objecti
end sim = max(end object1 , . . . , end objectn )

(2)

Temporal relations can be defined with these temporal
parameters. For example, we can constrain that (or whether,
by using a resulting truth value) two objects o1 and o2 are
simultaneous by constraining their start and end times (3).
Note that for clarity this constraint is simplified here by
leaving out the offset times of these objects, and remember
that ∧ denotes a conjunction (logical and).
start o1 < end o2 ∧ start o2 < end o1

(3)

Remember that all these relations are constraints – relations that work either way. The temporal structure of a
score can be unknown in the definition of a harmonic CSP.
Users can apply constraints, e.g., to control the harmonic
rhythm in their model, or the rhythm of the notes in a harmonic counterpoint.
If other constraints depend on which objects are simultaneous to each other (e.g., harmonic relations between notes
and chords), then the search should find temporal parameters relatively early during the search process.
4.3 Chords and Scales
The proposed model represents the underlying harmony of
music with chord and scale objects. This section intro-

duces the representation of these objects, their variables,
and the implicit constraints between these variables. The
representation of chords and scales is identical, except that
chords depend on the declaration of chord types CT, and
scales on scale types ST (see Sec. 4.1). Therefore, the rest
of this subsection only discusses the definition of chords.
A chord c is represented by a tuple of four variables (4)
– in addition to the temporal variables mentioned above
(Sec. 4.2) that are indicated with “. . . ”. 6
c = htype, transp, PCs, root, . . . i

(4)

The type (integer variable) denotes the chord type. Formally, it is the position of the respective chord in the collection of chord type declarations CT, see Eq. (1) above.
The transp (integer variable) specifies how much the chord
is transposed with respect to its declaration. PCs (set of
integers variable) is the set of (transposed) pitch classes
of the chord, and the root (integer variable) is the (transposed) root pitch class.
For chords where the root is 0 (C) in the declaration,
transp and root are equal. In a simplified framework,
the variable transp could therefore be left out. However,
sometimes it is more convenient to declare a chord where
the root is not C (e.g., leaving a complex chord from the literature untransposed, or stating the pitch classes of a chord
by fractions where the root is not 11 ). Therefore this flexibility is retained here with the separate variables transp and
root.
The constrains (5) and (6) restrict the relation between
the variables of any chord object c, and the collection of
chord type declarations CT. The element constraint is a
key here. It accesses in an ordered sequence of variables
a variable at a specific index, but the index is also a variable. 7 In (5), root CT [type] is the untransposed root of
the chord type. The (transposed) chord root is that untransposed root – pitch-class transposed by the constraint
transp-pc. Pitch class transposition in 12-EDO with modulus 12 is well known in the literature. The definition here
uses psPerOct as divisor to support arbitrary equal temperaments. A corresponding constraint for pitch class sets
is expressed in (6).
root c = transp-pc(root CT [type c ], transp c )
PCs c = transp-PCs(PCs CT [type c ], transp c )

(5)
(6)

When chords are extended by further variables (e.g., a
chord type specific dissonance degree) the chord declarations and chord object variables are simply linked by further element constraints (e.g., feat c = feat CT [type c ]).
4.4 Notes with Analytical Information
Note objects represent the actual notes in the score. A note
n is represented by a tuple of variables as shown in (7). As
with chords, temporal variables are left out for simplicity,
and are only indicated with “. . . ”.
6 Internally, some additional auxiliary variables are used in the implementation, untransposedRoot and untransposedPitchClasses.
7 The element constraint is notated here like accessing an element in
an array. x = xs[i] constrains x to the element at position i in xs, where
both x and i are integer or set variables, and xs is a sequence of such
variables.
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n = hpitch, pc, oct, inChord ?, inScale?, . . . i

(7)

The note’s pitch (integer variable) is essential for melodic
constraints. It is a MIDI note number in case of 12-EDO.
The pc (integer variable) represents the pitch class (chroma)
independent of the oct (octave, integer variable) component, which is useful for harmonic constraints. The relation
between a note’s pitch, pc and oct is described by (8); the
octave above middle C is 4.
pitch = pc + (oct + 1) · psPerOct

This scheme can further be used for chords with the pair
of integer variables hchordDegree, chordAccidental i. The
integer variable chordDegree denotes a specific tone of a
chord, e.g., its root, third, fifth etc.; it is the position of
a chord tone in its chord type declaration in CT, while
chordAccidental (integer variable) indicates whether and
how much the note deviates from a chord tone (for nonharmonic tones). This representation was also used in the
model of Schoenbergs theory of harmony discussed above
to recognise dissonances that should be resolved (e.g., any
seventh in a seventh chord).

(8)

The Boolean variable inChord ? indicates a harmonic or
nonharmonic note, i.e., whether the pc of a note n is an element of the PCs of its simultaneous chord c, implemented
with a reified set membership constraint (9). The Boolean
variable inScale? denotes equivalently whether notes are
inside or outside their simultaneous scale.
inChord ?n = pc n ∈ PCs c

(9)

4.5 Degrees, Accidentals, and Enharmonic Spelling
So far, the formal presentation used two common pitch representations: the single variable pitch and the pair hpc,
octi; further pitch-related representations can be useful to
denote scale degrees (including deviations from the scale),
tones in a chord (and deviations), and to express enharmonic notation. These representations are closely related.
They “split” the pc component into further representations,
depending on a given scale or chord. These representations
are only briefly summarised here; formal details are left out
due to space limitations.
Enharmonic spelling is represented with the pair of integer variables hnominal , accidental i, where nominal represents one of the seven pitch nominals (C, D, E, . . . ) as
integers: 1 means C, 2 means D, . . . , and 7 means B. 8 The
variable accidental is an integer where 0 means \, and 1
means raising by the smallest step of the current equal temperament. In 12-EDO, 1 means ], -1 means [, and -2 is [[
and so on. 9
The representation of enharmonic spelling depends on
the pitch classes of the C major scale: the nominal 1 is
a reference to the pitch class at the first scale degree of Cmajor, 2 refers to the second degree and so on. The same
scheme can be used with any other scale to express scale
degrees with the pair of integer variables hscaleDegree,
scaleAccidental i. The variable scaleDegree denotes basically the position in the pitch classes of a given scale.
If the variable scaleAccidental is 0 (\), then the expressed
pitch class is part of that scale. Otherwise, scaleAccidental
denotes how far the expressed pitch class deviates from the
pitch class at scaleDegree. This representation has been
used in the Schoenberg example described in Sec. 3.2 to
constrain the raised scale degrees I, II, IV, and V.

5. MODELLING WITH THE FRAMEWORK
The proposed framework consists primarily of the constrainable harmony representation presented in the previous section. Developing concrete harmony models with
this foundation is relatively straightforward: the variables
in the representation are constrained. This section shows
formal details of the first application shown in section 3.1.
For simplicity, this example only uses three chord types:
major, minor, and the dominant seventh chord. These are
declared exactly as shown previously in equation (1), where
only the dominant seventh chord is added with the pitch
classes {0, 4, 7, 10} and root 0. The example declares scale
types in the same way; only the major scale is needed.
The music representation of this example consists of a
nested data structure. The top level is a simultaneous container, which contains three objects: a sequential container
of notes; a sequential container of chords; and a scale. In
the definition, the note pitches and temporal values are
set to the melody (the folksong “Horch was kommt von
draussen ‘rein”), the scale is set to C major, and all chord
durations are set to whole note values. In other words, only
the chord types and transpositions, and hence also their
pitch classes and roots are unknown in the definition.
Space does not permit to discuss all constraints of this example, but the formalisation of some of them gives an idea
of the overall approach. As discussed before, the harmony
of notes are their simultaneous chords and scale; chords
also depend on their simultaneous scale. Only diatonic
chords are allowed: every chord pitch class set is a subset of the scale pitch class set.
However, the example allows for nonharmonic notes. Constraining the notes’ parameter inChord ? allows to model
these. Nonharmonic notes are surrounded by harmonic
notes, i.e., the parameter inChord ? of their predecessor
and successor notes must be true. Only passing tones and
neighbour tones are permitted: the melodic intervals between a nonharmonic note and its predecessor and successor notes must not exceed a step (two semitones). Equation (10) shows these constraints; remember that the operator ⇒ indicates the implication constraint (logical consequence).

8 The choice to start with C and not A as 1 is arbitrary, and it is very
easy to change that when desired. C is represented by 1 and not 0 for
consistency with scale degrees, where the lowest degree is commonly
notated as I.
9 This representation can also be implemented in a constraint system
that only supports positive integer variables by adding a constant offset to
all accidental variables.
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inChord ?ni = false ⇒
inChord ?ni−1 = inChord ?ni+1 = true
∧ |pitch ni − pitch ni−1 | ≤ 2
∧ |pitch ni+1 − pitch ni | ≤ 2

(10)
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The complete constraint problem definition is then given
to the solver, which returns one or more solutions.

6. DISCUSSION
The applications shown in this paper demonstrate that the
proposed framework is rather flexible. Complex theories
of harmony in different styles can be modelled; in composition applications, generated notes can depend on an
underlying harmony by ensuring a suitable treatment of
nonharmonic tones; and in an analysis, generated chords
can depend on given notes.
However, the proposed design is best suited for tonal music. For example, any atonal pitch class set can be declared
as well, but then information like the chord root is redundant (it can simply be ignored in a model, though).
While the framework also supports tonal music in an extended sense (see Sec. 3.3) and microtonal music, it is less
suitable for spectral music composition. Spectral music is
based on absolute frequencies (and their intervals) translated into pitches. This approach preserves the octave of
each pitch and that way the order of pitches in a chord.
By contrast, in the proposed model chord and scale types
are expressed by pitch classes. Individual chord or scale
pitches can thus be freely octave transposed while retaining the chord or scale identity. Such an approach allows to
control melodic and harmonic aspects independently with
constraints.
The proposed model could be changed to better support
spectral music by expressing chords with absolute pitches
instead of pitch classes, and by disregarding all information based on pitch classes (chord roots, scale degrees etc.),
but then tonal music theories depending on such analytical
information that is independent of an octave component
cannot be modelled anymore. The music constraint system
PWMC [13] and its successor Cluster Engine implement
such an approach.
A compromise could be special rules that constrain specific chord tones – e.g., tones at or above a certain chord Degree – into or above certain octaves, or above other
chord tones, like some popular music voicing recommendations do (e.g., in a V7]9 chord, the augmented ninth is
preferred above the major third).
The framework supports microtonal music, but only equal
divisions of the octave. Specifically, just intonation intervals are best represented by ratios, and unequal temperaments with floats, but the proposed framework only uses
integers, because constraint propagation works very efficiently for those. Nevertheless, just intonation intervals
can be closely approximated (see footnote 4 ).
In summary, this paper presents a framework for modelling harmony with constraint programming that is suitable
for modern propagation-based constraint solvers. Its representation of harmonic concepts such as chords, scales,
and a variety of pitch representations lead to harmony CSPs
with a high level of abstraction. Three applications demonstrated the range and complexity of harmonic CSPs that are
made possible.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the pch2csd project, focused on converting patches of popular Clavia Nord Modular G2 synthesizer into code of Csound language. Now discontinued,
Nord Modular G2 left a lot of interesting patches for sound
synthesis and algorithmic composition. To give this heritage a new life, we created our project with the hope for
being able to simulate the original sound and behavior of
Nord Modular.
1. INTRODUCTION
Clavia Nord Modular was one of most remarkable hardware synthesizers of the late 90s. It inspired a whole new
generation of modular synthesizer fans by combining the
immediacy of dedicated hardware with the power and flexibility of computer-based programming. The suite of components comprising the NM project included an extensive
list of modules (from oscillators to effects), an attractive
software graphical interface and on the hardware side, keyboard and rack options. This synthesizer has been used extensively by many artists such as Astral Projection, Autechre,
The Chemical Brothers, Somatic Responses, Junkie XL,
Mouse on Mars, Nine Inch Nails and Covenant among others.
What really makes Nord Modular unique and sustains its
relevance is the active community, which created a rich
archive of patches. Alongside their inherent use to musicians, these patches can also incorporate a valuable educational aspect, inspiring people to develop their own creative signal processing and sequencing skills.
Unfortunately, Clavia ceased the Nord Modular production in 2009, and at present time it could be hard to buy
the synth from the second-hand market to explore the vast
collection of creative patches that were made by the community since the late 90s.
To facilitate the liberation of the NM patches from the
closed source software and provide it with a continuing
existence, we started a project called pch2csd in 2015 to
(re)implement the Clavia Nord Modular G2 sound engine
Copyright: c 2017 et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the
terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited.
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in Csound, a well-known sound and music computing system. Csound is one of the oldest computer music systems,
it carries the sounds (and patches) from the past, which
were originally compiled on mainframe computers back in
the days, but have been continually re-compiled throughout the intervening years. Even now Csound can compile
many sources written for the older versions of the language in the 80s. But despite it’s heritage, at the present
time Csound is being actively developed, and currently,
the Csound code can interoperate with almost any programming language, providing robust, high performance
and cross-platform solution for sound computing in realtime applications. Csound had been ported to iOS, Android and Raspberry Pi, there are Csound-based DAWs,
tools to transform orchestra files to VST/VSTi plugins, a
library for the Unity3D game engine [1], Jupyter notebook
bindings and many more 1 .
The fist report on the pch2csd project was made at the
Third International Csound Conference (St. Petersburg,
Russia 2015) [2]. We presented the main concept of the
project, the brief description of the code and a very simple “proof of a concept” working example. Since then, a
number of improvements has been made, including new
modules, mapping tables, and other code generation improvements.
This paper provides the report on current project status,
as well as the engine implementation details.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists some
other works on simulating music hardware in Csound. Section 3 provides the overview of Nord Modular G2 and it’s
patch format. Section 4 describes the implementation of
the sound engine in Csound language, including the transformation from the NMG2 patch format. Section 5 discusses several patch conversion examples. Section 6 describes the limitations of the project. In the section 7 we
conclude the paper and provide some directions for future
developments.
2. RELATED WORK
Csound already has its own history of hardware emulation. There are several opcodes which emulate Moog filters and also the mini-Moog synthesiser. The DirectHam1 A (not extensive) list of tools and instruments built on top of Csound
can be found at the community websie, URL: http://csound.
github.io/create.html
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mond synthesiser written by Josep Comajuncosas emulates
Hammond with the Leslie effect [3]. The Csound Book
gives a simulation of the famous Roland TB303 [4]. Another example of TB303 was given by Iain McCurdy, who
also wrote a code for emulation of Korg Mini Pops 7 and
Roland TR-808 drum modules [5]. Csound had been used
for emulating Yamaha DX7 [6]. Several experiments were
carried to emulate the sound of Access Virus and Roland
JP80xx, for example [7]. Eugenio Giordani and Alessandro Petrolati created a commercial app which emulated
VCS3 by EMS [8].
The DX7 implementation stands apart from other examples, as it translates the synth’s presets into a dynamically
generated Csound code. Essentially the same approach is
used for this project, but the code generation is more complex in our simulation.
3. NORD MODULAR OVERVIEW
Nord Modular and Nord Modular G2 were a unique hybrid
software-hardware systems. They ran on several DSPs, but
were controlled through a GUI using the software editor
which is still available from the Clavia website 2 . Once
(re)programmed, device can be run in a stand-alone hardwareonly mode. For programming, the device should be connected to PC or Mac via USB cable. One can also find a
freely downloadable copy of demo editor.
The Nord Modular system works only in real-time so
the number of modules and voices are the most important parameter. Different modules cause different load.
To optimize the performance several modules were used
with almost identical functions, but with different operability. For example, OscA oscillator allows changing its
wavetype on a flight, comparing to OscD, which uses the
same wavetypes but demands the patch to be recompiled.
There are two main parts of the patch: voice and fx. The
voice part is a subject of polyphony, comparing to fx part
which receives the mix of all voices. Obviously, the greater
the number of voices played simultaneously, the lesser number of modules can be used before overrun.
Nord Modular G2 uses fixed sampling rate of 96 kHz for
audio signals and 24 kHz for control rate signals (i.e. modulation). The overall number of modules is around 200, including numerous sound generators, envelopes, lfo, filters,
random generators, mixers, delay units, switches, MIDI
units, logics, waveshapers, sequencers and FXs.
There are 17 sound generators, most of which provide
classical waveshapes with modulations. There are also noise
generators, simple physical models and a built-in DX7 model.
The Filter part consists of 14 filters, i.e. various LP, HP, BP
and BR models, and also comb filter, formant filter and a
16-band vocoder. The section also includes three different
equalizers of up to 3 bands. The Envelope section provides
9 envelope generators from simple Decay-only generator
to multistage one. There are 16 units in a Mixer sections
starting from one channel volume controller to 8 channel
mixing unit. The FX part includes chorus, phaser, flanger,
2 Nord
Modular G2 official page,
URL:
www.nordkeyboards.com/downloads/legacy/
nord-modular-g2

http://

Figure 1. An example of the input-to-input connection:
the output of the oscillator is connected to the both (left
and right) inputs of the stereo output module.
digitizer, frequency and pitch shifters, scratcher, reverb and
a compressor. Delay units are included in the separate Delay section. There are 10 different units, from static onetap delay to complex stereo delays. The Switch section
contains various switches and dmux/mux units. The Logic
includes common binary logic units, i.e. typical logical
functions, flip-flops, pulse dividers and counters. There
are also ADC and DAC converters. All waveshaping units
are placed in the Shaper part. There are 7 of them, i.e. clip,
drive, saturation, rectifier and wrapper units. The Level
section relates to any modulation types. It also contains
the envelope follower unit. The Random section includes
6 various random generators. The Sequencer part includes
5 sequencers of different kinds. All of sequencers can be
linked in chain. There also MIDI, In/Out and Note sections. The detailed info on each unit can be found in official NM2 manual.
A sound programmer connects the modules using virtual
cables. The main cables types are: red (audio signals @ 96
kHz), blue (control signals @ 24 kHz), yellow (logic signals in the form of pulses @ 24 kHz), orange (logic signals
@ 96 kHz).
In addition to these cable types there are also two userdefined types: green and violet. Actually the user can color
any cable in any color using the context menu of an editor,
i.e. change color of red cable into yellow. Also there are
’dead’ cables of grey color. They appear if you break the
valid link of modules.
Another peculiar feature of Nord Modular system is an
ability to connect one input to another. So if you want
to connect the output of a generator to both inputs of the
Out module, it is allowed to connect one input to another
(Fig. 1), and the output from the generator will be passed
to both inputs.
Also, several modules can change their type, i.e. from red
to blue, depending on input connections, i.e. connecting a
red cable to any input of mixer turns it from default blue
type to a red one.
Moreover, there are some hidden modules which were not
included in the release version of the editor, i.e. Resonator,
Driver, AR-Env, PolarFade. Most of them are not working,
but some can be useful 3 .
3.1 Patch format
Nord Modular G2 stores patches in a binary file with the
extension pch2. The format is proprietary and has not been
3 A discussion about hidden modules in Nord Modular G2:
http://www.electro-music.com/forum/viewtopic.
php?t=54650
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officially published by Clavia, so we rely on a community effort to decode the format done by Michael Dewberry in the 2005 [9]. According to the information he
published, the pch2 file starts with a text header terminated
by the NULL byte. It contains general information about
the patch (e.g. version, file type, etc.) in human readable
form. This text header is followed by a two-byte binary
header, representing the patch format version and the file
type (a patch or a performance). All other information is
stored in a series of “data objects”. A byte layout of some
objects is presented in the Appendix. For the purpose of
this project we do not use such objects as Knob Assignments, MIDI Controller Assignments, Module Names and
Textpad. Hence we read only those, representing the actual sound modules and their connections. For this, we
first read Patch Description object (Table 3), then read two
Module List objects (Table 4) for VA and FX 4 , then skip
the Mystery Object 5 (Table 1), then read two Cable List
objects for VA and FX (Table 2), and finally we read two
Module Parameters objects for VA and FX (Table 5).

Figure 2. An amplitude spectra demonstrates the aliasing
in the NMG2 sawtooth oscillator waveform. A solid vertical line to the right is the Nyquist frequency.
Filter analysis has been performed through connecting
white noise generator to the corresponding filter of Clavia
and comparing the output amplitude response with the filter models created by the authors.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Overview
The project is implemented as a C program. The program
extracts module and connection lists, as well as parameter
values from the pch2 file, and then composes a csd file
from Csound code templates and mapping tables stored
as plain-text files. We currently have 100 modules implemented as Csound user-defined opcodes (including filters,
mixers, etc.) and 35 hand-crafted mapping tables to map
values from the linear MIDI range to non-linear parameter
range. Storing the data as text allows anyone to change the
behavior of the modules without touching the C code.
4.2 Modeling NMG2 modules
We began with the challenges related to oscillators modeling. Any sound synthesis algorithm starts from some
generator, thus the first and the most important part of the
patch to be simulated is an oscillator section. The Nord
oscillators produce aliased waveforms at 96 kHz. The Figure 2 shows the amplitude spectra of Clavia’s sawtooth.
The audio was recorded at 96 kHz/24 bit on the Focusrite
Saffire PRO 40 audio interface. The solid line at the right
border of plot is a Nyquist frequency (48 kHz). The spectra
was calculated using 2048 points FFT with Hann window.
We can clearly see the aliasing part of the spectra, mirrored from the Nyquist frequency. This feature of Nord
Modular distinguishes it from the popular family of socalled analog-modeling synthesizers, which typically produce alias-free waveforms, and makes it possible to simulate the corresponding waves by simple generation of ideal
piece-wise functions. Numerous records of the oscillator
waveforms also prove it well.
4 Note, that objects like this appear twice in the patch file, in the Voice
Area and in the FX Area.
5 We do not currently know the purpose of this object, but in our
project we are only interested in a list of modules and their connections
to reconstruct patches in Csound, and we have not yet found any cases
where we would need to inspect this object more closely.

4.3 Csound implementation details
To simulate the sound and behavior of modules of Clavia
Nord Modular G2 we used Csound [10]. It is an opensource language for computer music and digital audio processing developed in MIT 1986 by Barry Vercoe and recently developed by a global community of enthusiasts.
Csound can be run on all popular platforms including Android and iOS. Through Csound API it can be embedded
in lots of applications, which makes it a nice candidate for
Nord simulation together with a great amount of included
opcodes 6 .
Csound document typically consists of two sections. The
Instruments section contains all definitions of instruments
to be used, and the Score part contains timeline events and
function tables. Each of Nord modules is modeled as an
User-Defined Opcode (aka UDO). At the conversion from
pch2 to Csound the UDOs, which relate to patch’s modules
are read from txt files and included to the Csound document. Csound compiler reads code lines from top to the
bottom, which is completely different approach to graphical system of patching, like MAX, Pd or Nord. Fortunately, Csound has a special patching system called zakspace. It provides a given number of audio rate (a-rate) and
control rate (k-rate) buses to intercommunicate between
different instruments and UDOs. There are separate commutation matrix for audio rate signals and another one for
control rate signals. They are completely independent from
each other, comparing to Nord patching system, where the
cables are sequentially numbered. A separate part of our
code solves that disparity by renumbering the cables after reading their numbers from the patch file. Comparing
to typical behavior of Csound opcodes, where each opcode
6 All up-to-date Csound features can be found on the community website: http://csound.github.io
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typically accepts an input data as some parameters and outputs the result, our zak-based UDOs do not have any outputs.
In more practical view, the typical Csound opcode/UDO
is applied like this:
aOut1 SomeOpcode aIn1, aP1, kP2 [, ...]

where aIn1 is an input of audio type, aP1 is an a-rate
parameter, kP2 is a k-rate parameter, and aOut1 is an arate output.
In our system we have

1-pole LP filter and an Output module. We give this extremely primitive patch not for the purposes of timbre discussion but rather to present a clear example of how our
converter works.
The converter default output file is test.csd in the program
directory. Comments are given after semicolons.
The algorithm detects three different types of modules
and take their UDO definitions from the library.
sr = 96000
ksmps = 16
nchnls = 2
0dbfs = 1.0

;
;
;
;

audio sampling rate
times k-rate lower than a-rate
number of output channels
relative amplitude level

SomeOpcode aP1, kP2 [, ...], kIn1, kOut1
zakinit 4, 3 ; Init zak-space

where aP1 is an a-rate parameter, kP2 is a k-rate parameter, kIn1 is a number of some k- or a-rate bus to read input
data from, and kOut1 is a number of some k- or a-rate bus
to send data to.
After parameter field our UDOs have IO field, in which
the numbers of buses in zak space are listed. Using described approach we are free to list the opcodes in any order, just like Nord Modular user can add the modules in
arbitrary order. So the first indexed module can be easily
the last one in the audio chain.
Another important aspect to be described here is mapping. Nord modules have several different controllers of a
lot of ranges, i.e. audio frequency range, amplitude range,
normalized values in the range from 0 to 1, delay time
ranges, envelope stage durations, etc. The real values of
the controllers can be seen only when using editor. The
patch file stores 7 bit MIDI values without any reference
to appropriate range. It made us to manually fill the table
with data types, ranges and values. Special mapping files
of pch2csd project contain numbers of tables to be used for
each parameter of each module.
I.e Module #112 (LevAdd module) table contains following lines:
s 2 LVLpos LVLlev
d BUT002

It means that the mapping table for the first parameter of
LevAdd (value to add to input) is dependent on a second (2)
parameter, which is the two-state button (table BUT002).
The button switches LevAdd from unipolar to bipolar range
of values. The mapping tables are placed in a separate subdirectory of a project.
Also during the development we had to solve a polymorphism issue. Several Clavia modules are polymorphous.
Unfortunately there is no direct indication of current module type (a-rate or k-rate). It can be discovered only through
analyzing cable connections. So our algorithm checks the
module type, and its input connections. In case of nondefault type of the input, the corresponding module twin is
used instead of the default one.
5. EXAMPLES
Here we demonstrate the conversion of a real Clavia’s patch
(see picture ...). It consists of a noise generator, a simple

opcode Noise, 0, kkk ;White Noise generator
kColor, kMute, kOut xin
if kMute!=0 goto Mute ;mutes sound if Mute is On
aout rand 0.5, 0.1 ; seed value 0.1
aout tone aout, kColor ; Csound simple LP filter
zaw aout, kOut
Mute:
endop
opcode FltLP, 0, kikkkkk ;One-pole LP filter
; Keyboard Tracking has not been implemented yet
kKBT, iOrder, kMod, kCF, kIn, kModIn, kOut xin
ain zar kIn
kmod zkr kModIn
aout tonex ain, kCF+kmod*kMod, iOrder
zaw aout, kOut
endop
opcode Out2, 0, kkkkk; Output module
; Only stereo output has been implemented
kTarget, kMute, kPad, kL, kR xin
if kMute!=0 goto Mute:
aL zar kL
aR zar kR
outs aL*kPad, aR*kPad
Mute:
endop
opcode Constant, 0, kk
;Constant value
; Only bipolar mode now
kVal xin
zaw kVal, kOut ; CHANGE
endop
instr 1; VA section
Noise 10000,0,2
FltLP 0,1,0.5,1050,2,2,3
Constant 24,2
Out2 0,0,1,3,0
endin
instr 2; FX section
endin
; Here goes the score part of Csound.
; We just let it run for a long time...
i1 0 [60*60*24*7]
i2 0 [60*60*24*7]

We use two special buses per each matrix. Buses #0
contain silence. They connected to inputs without cables.
Buses #1 are trash collectors. If output is not connected, it
goes there.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 3. Sawtooth waveform’s amplitude modulated with
an envelope. Nord Modular G2 is on the left, our implementation is on the right.

Figure 4. White noise filtered with LFO modulated lowpass filter. The file lengths are equal to 3 seconds. Nord
Modular G2 (left) compared with our implementation
(right). The Clavia’s LFO is not exactly a sine.

6. EVALUATION
The practical study of the software shows several issues.
Beginning from the oscillator block of the synthesis process, we discovered that Clavia oscillators run at arbitrary
initial phase. So at each run or patch re-compilation the
composite waveform of the sum of oscillators slightly differs. Also the exponential form of Clavia envelope generators seems to be sharper than real exp function 3. We
also discovered that typical sine LFOs actually produce a
bit asymmetric function. The figure 4 shows the difference
between spectrograms of signals at the output of modulated LPF.
During developing we estimated several main limitations.
First is related to the modules with non-determinate behaviour, i.e. all modules from the Random group. Each of
those modules generates a random sequence, in which the
current value depends on previous one. Such a behavior is
not typical for Csound random generators. Another limitation relates to the patch presets. Each of Nord Modular
patch contains 8 presets called Variations. User can select
the desired preset from the interface. This feature has not
been implemented yet. Despite listed limitations, we hope
to completely overcome them in our future work.
Certainly, the in-depth evaluation of such project should
include much more aspects than listed. Meanwhile, at the
present stage of developing we are concentrated mostly on
creating simulation which should be close to the original
sound of NM2.

At its present state, the pch2csd project is ready for further
development by international computer music enthusiasts.
The core has been test to work on Windows and OSX systems. The user is able to open Clavia’s patch file format
pch2. The conversion log shows status of all dependencies, i.e. Csound UDOs, mapping tables, etc. It allows user
to update the dependencies and also create his or her own
versions of UDOs and mappings if needed. The module
completion status is far from uniform. Most of straightforward modules are finished, i.e. mixing operations or
switching. Random section seems most difficult, because
of its ambiguous behavior. The same should be reported
on FX section, although the actual quality of the reverb or
chorus modules does not correlate with algorithmic patch
behavior, which makes it not so critical.
Another important goal we started working on recently
is to make the project hackable, so users would be able to
easily modify module implementations to contribute to the
project or to modify sound for their own tastes. The plain
text modules and mapping tables were made as well as for
that purpose, but the user experience here is still poor. As
a first step to mitigate this we plan to develop a simple
Electron-based UI 7 with an embedded text editor in the
near future.
Our next to-do after providing a completely working solution is an integration with some existing Clavia patch editor. It will actually establish the new Clavia-based software
modular system running on a Csound core. Also, the native
Csound developments, i.e. Cabbage Studio 8 (a graphical
UI for Csound build by Rory Walsh) seem very promising
in the context of further integration.
Current tool sources can be found on the GitHub 9 : https:
//github.com/gleb812/pch2csd.
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Appendix: NMG2 binary patch format
Field name
Header byte
Length

Value / Comment
0x69
0x4a
Unknown

Bits
8
16

Table 2. Cable list binary encoding

Field name
Header byte
Length
Unknown
Voice Count
Height of FX/VA bar
Unknown
Red cable visibility
Blue cable visibility
Yellow cable visibility
Orange cable visibility
Green cable visibility
Purple cable visibility
White cable visibility
Mono/Poly
Active variation

Category

Table 1. Mystery object

Value / Comment
0x21
0: off, 1: on
0: off, 1: on
0: off, 1: on
0: off, 1: on
0: off, 1: on
0: off, 1: on
0: off, 1: on
0-7
0: No Cat, 1: Acoustic,
2: Sequencer, 3: Bass,
4: Classic, 5: Drum,
6: Fantasy, 7: FX,
8: Lead, 9: Organ,
10: Pad, 11: Piano,
12: Synth, 13: Audio In,
14: User 1, 15: User 2

Padding
Table 3. Patch description binary encoding
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Bits
8
16
12
5
14
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
8

8

-
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Field name
Header byte

Value / Comment
Bits
0x4a
8
0: FX Area,
Location
2
1: Voice Area
Module Count
Nr. of modules in the area
8
Then, for each module according to module count:
8
Module type
Module ID
8
Module index
Horiz. position
7
7
Vert. position
Color
8
4
Appendix
If Appendix != 0:
2
Unknown
Hidden parameter
4
End of iteration
Padding
Table 4. Module list binary encoding

Field name
Value / Comment
Header byte
0x52
Length
Location
0 / 1: FX / Voice
Module count
For each module:
Module index
Param. count Nr. of parameters
For each parameter:
Variation
0
Value
7-bit MIDI value
Variation
1
...
8
Variation
Value
7-bit MIDI value
End of both iterations
Padding
8

Bits
8
16
2
8
8
8
8
7
8
8
7
8

Table 5. Module parameters binary encoding
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ABSTRACT

of three major areas of study [7] which are:

The use of Answer Set Programming (ASP) inside musical domains has been demonstrated specially in composition, but so far it hasn’t overtaken engineering areas in
studio-music (post) production such as multitrack mixing
for stereo imaging. This article aims to demonstrate the
use of this declarative approach to achieve a well-balanced
mix. A knowledge base is compiled with rules and constraints extracted from the literature about what professional music producers and audio engineers suggest creating a good mix. More specially, this work can deliver either a mixed audio file (mixdown) as well as a mixing plan
in (human-readable) text format, to serve as a starting point
for producers and audio engineers to apply this methodology into their productions. Finally this article presents a
decibel (dB) and a panning scale to explain how the mixes
are generated.
1. INTRODUCTION
The stereo mixing process in a glance, results by placing
each independent recorded instrument between two speakers or channels using a three dimensional space in a balanced way; this means, working with depth (volume), width
(panorama) and height (frequency). Audio engineers and
music producers with specific knowledge and skills usually
do this task by using certain software called Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) with no feedback from the computer or any intelligent system. Nevertheless, there are
many rules regarding mixing. Some rules describe conventions about volume settings, placing instruments in the
panorama or even equalize instruments within certain bandwidth frequencies. This leads to the idea of gathering all
these rules and let a computer produce mixes automatically
or at least set a starting points that can be modified later in
a DAW.
On the other hand, besides the DAWs available to create
your mix, related work has already explored several tasks
that compel the mixing procedure in an automatic way
such as: Levels balancing, automatic panning, dynamic
range compression and equalization, among others [1–6].
From this point, there are some automatic mixing systems
that integrate the tasks previously mentioned by using one
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• Machine Learning techniques, trained on initial mixes
to apply the learned features on new content.
• Grounded Theory approach, aims to acquire basic
mixing knowledge including psychoacoustic studies
and user preferences to eventually transfer this compilation to an intelligent system, and
• Knowledge Engineering, feeds an intelligent system
with already known rules and constraints.
All these related work uses low-level features (audio analysis) and their mixing decisions are solely based on this information. So far none has used a declarative proposal as
an alternative to mix multiple tracks. As an alternative, this
paper shows an innovative way to create mixes using Answer Set Programming (ASP) [8] as part of the Knowledge
Engineering category. This proposal uses high-level information extracted from the literature including audio engineering books, websites and peer-reviewed papers such
as [7, 9–14] without taking in consideration (yet) low-level
information.
Previous work has shown the use of a declarative language such as ASP to compose diverse types of musical
styles [15, 16] including lyrics that matches the composition [17]. Other works proposes to build and compose
chords progressions and cadences [18, 19], create score
variations [20] or fill the spaces to complete a composition [21]. The reason why ASP fits perfectly for this type
of problem is because of its declarative approach that allows in a compact way, describing the problem rather than
the form of getting the solution. Another benefit is the possibility to add or change rules without taking care of their
order of execution. Also mixing is a high combinatorial
problem meaning that there are many ways to do a mix [9]
independently of the audio files used. Using a generateand-test approach may deliver valid, and even not yet proposed (heard) results.
The goal of this work is to demonstrate the use of rules,
the easy modelling for mixing rules and engineering knowledge representation, as well as the high-performance of
ASP to create a balanced studio mix and a human-readable
plan file. This audio mix is not intended to be closed to
a specific genre, although only a fixed set of instruments
is used. Audio input files can be given to generate the
mixdown file and render a WAV file using Csound [22].
Besides, due the lack of real-life examples settings or common practices describing professional’s approaches on how
to balance the audio files [7], this work proposes a decibel (dB) and a panorama scale to place each instrument in
the sound field. To prove the basic modeling of a mixing
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procedure, the scope of this work focuses on balance and
panning only, leaving further processors such as dynamic
range compression, equalization and filtering for future developments.
The result of this work is a static mixdown file, which
is a rendered file with at most 16 instruments mixed. The
user can adjust the number of instruments in the mix. According to Gibson [10], the most common instruments in
a mix are: bass drum (also known as kick), snare, hi hats,
hi and low toms, left and right overs, ride cymbal, a bass
line, lead and rhythmic guitar, lead and back vocals, piano,
violin and cello. These fix but vast number of instruments
is sufficient enough to illustrate the goal of this paper.
This document starts by giving a brief explanation of the
concepts that are involved the mixing process. The next
section describes what ASP is and how the mix is modeled
in a logic form. Finally, this paper concludes with an evaluation and results of the mix and the plan files as well as a
discussion on further work.
2. THE MIXING PROCESS
The mixing process involves many expert tasks that accurately described, can be implemented in software or hardware [23]. All this expert knowledge extracted from the
literature consists of sets of rules, constraints, conventions
and guidelines to recreate a well-balanced mixdown. As
stated before the mixing process can be divided in three
major areas: Dynamics (depth), Panning (Width) and Frequencies (Height) and it is common to find in the literature [7, 9–14] that this sequence persists as the main flow
of the mix. The first step in a mix is to handle the depth of
the track.
2.1 The Dynamics inside the Mix
The dynamics represents the emotion that the mix creates
and it is made by adjusting the volumes of different tracks
respecting which instruments should be louder than others.
The first step that most experts state is the need to have a
lead instrument which will sound the loudest compared to
the remaining instruments in the mix. The reason behind
this is that every song has its own personality and is mixed
based on the lead instrument. Once the lead instrument
is selected, the next step will define the volumes of the
remaining instruments.
David Gibson states [10] that a good practice is to set
each instrument into one of six apparent volume levels, but
before setting the amount of volume of each instrument,
first let’s introduce about sound pressure level, decibels,
and amplitude ratio. When you raise a fader on a mixing board, you are raising the voltage of the signal being
sent to the amp, which sends more power to the speakers, which increases the Sound Pressure Level (SPL) in
the air that your ears hear. Therefore, when you turn up a
fader, of course, the sound does get louder [10]. The decibel (dB) is a logarithmic measurement of sound and is the
measure for audio signal or sound levels. The relationship
between dB and the percentage of the sound states that 0
dB equals a 100% of the recorded (or incoming) sound,

in other words the incoming signal remains untouched. If
the fader is moved 6 dB up it will double the incoming
sound (+6dB = ∼200%) and the same occurs in the opposite way, if the fader is decreased 6 dB below 0 dB it
will represent only half power of the original sound (-6dB
= ∼50%). This comes from the relation between the Amplitude Ratio-Decibel function which is dB = 20log10 N,
where dB is the resultant number of decibels, and N equals
the Amplitude Ratio. This formula states that an amplitude
ratio of 1, equals 0 dB, which is the maximum volume of
an incoming signal without distortion. The Table 1 demonstrates that 41 dB represents a full-scale domain from the
incoming sound percentage (ISP) from 1 to 100%.
Table 1. Amplitude Ratio-Decibel Conversion Table
dB
ISP (∼%)
Amplitude Ratio
+6
200
1.9953 (∼2)
0
100
1
-1
89
0.891
-2
79
0.794
-3
71
0.708
-6
50
0.501 (∼1/2)
-10
32
0.316
-20
10
0.1
-30
3
0.0316
-40
1
0.01
The six apparent volume levels that Gibson proposes are
conventions to set the recorded instruments into the sound
field. Table 2 shows a scale for this six volume levels used
in this work. According to Gibson, the room contains six
Table 2. Six Volume Levels- dBs Range Table
Volume Level dBs (From) dBs (To)
ISPs
1
0
-1.83
100 - 81
2
-1.94
-4.29
80 - 61
3
-4.44
-7.74
60 - 41
4
-7.96
-19.17
40 - 11
5
-20.0
-24.44
10 - 6
6
-26.02
-40.0
5-1
levels; nevertheless the literature doesn’t count a real dB
scale to map this room. Most of the literature only display
analogies about how far or how close an instrument should
be from another. The scale in Table 2 maps the room using
the information in Table 1 as reference. The half of the
room (between levels 3 and 4) equals the half of the sound
which is -6 dB (50%) and from this point the rest of the
values are divided in a uniform way to cover the six levels.
After balancing all the instruments by placing a dB or SPL
value according to the previous information, the next step
is panning.
2.2 How Do We Turn The Pan Pot?
Moving the instruments between the speakers from left to
right does the panning or the positioning of each instru-
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ment in the sound field (normally with the use of a physical or digital pan pot) with the purpose to gain more clarity
in the mix. The panning is not the result of treating each
channel individually, instead, it is the result of the interaction between those channels.
The engineer’s job is to maintain the balance of the track
across the stereo field and one recommended technique is
setting the sounds apart with similar frequency ranges. Another strong suggestion is to avoid hard panning which is
panning an instrument fully right or left. Low-frequency
tracks must not be panned out of the center and the reason is to ensure that the power of the low-frequency tracks
are equally distributed across the speakers. That’s why the
lowest frequency instruments are not panned like the bass
line and the kick.
This work uses the -3 dB, equal power, sine/cosine panning law, which consist of assigning values from -1 (hard
left panning) to +1 (hard right panning) to determine the
relative gain of the track between channels. This law is the
most common to use according to audio engineering literature [11]. The formulas to calculate the amount of energy
that each speaker will generate in both, left and right channels are:
Lef tGain = cos(π(p + 1)/4)
(1)
RightGain = sin(π(p + 1)/4)

(2)

To get the value of “p” which corresponds to the panning
value of a single instrument, a scale which contains 21 possible values is proposed, 10 assigned to the left (from -1 to
-0.1), 10 to the right (from 0.1 to 1) and 1 value for centered instruments (0 for center panning).
3. ANSWER SET PROGRAMMING

hold unless atom A is derived to be true. Letting the ex+
pression head (r) = a0 , body(r) = {a1 , . . . , am }, and
−
body(r) = {am+1 , . . . , an }, r denoted by head (r) ←
+
−
body(r) ∪ {∼a | a ∈ body(r) }. A logic program P
consist in a set of rules of the form (3). The ground instance (or grounding) of P , denoted by grd (P ), is created
by substituting all variables in a with some elements inside the domain of P . This results in a set of all ground
rules constructible from rules r ∈ P . A satisfiable ground
rule r of the form (3) contains a set X of ground atoms
+
−
if body(r) ⊆ X and body(r) ∩ X = ∅ refering that
a0 ∈ X. If X satisfies every rule r ∈ grd (R), X is a model
of P and X is an answer set of P if X is a subset-minimal
+
−
model of {head (r) ← body(r) | r ∈ grd (P ), body(r) ∩
X = ∅}.
For cardinality rules and integrity constraints the expressions are in the form
h ← a1 , . . . , am , ∼am+1 , . . . , ∼an

(4)

where ai , for 1 ≤ m ≤ n, an atom of the form p(t1 , . . . , tk )
with predicate symbol p, and t1 , . . . , tk are terms such as
constants, variables, or functions. The head h can be either
⊥ for integrity constraints or of the form l {h1 , . . . , hk } u
for cardinality constraint in which l, u are integers and
h1 , . . . , hk are atoms. Similarly a ground cardinality rule is
satisfied by a set X of ground atoms if {a1 , . . . , am } ⊆ X
and {am+1 , . . . , an }∩X = ∅ implying h = l {h1 , . . . , hk }
u and l ≤ |{h1 , . . . , hk } ∩ X| ≤ u; finally a ground
integrity constraint if {a1 , . . . , am } 6⊆ X or {am+1 , . . . ,
an } ∩ X 6= ∅. Both ground cardinality (in a rule’s head)
and ground integrity constraints are satisfied under certain
conditions like only satisfied by a set of ground atoms X
if X does not satisfy its body 1 . In case of a ground cardinality constraint if the statement before is not fulfilled, X
must contain at least l and at most u atoms of {h1 , . . . , hk }.
For example, given the following program in ASP code:

ASP is a logic-programming paradigm on the use of nonmonotonic reasoning, oriented on solving complex problems originally designed for the Knowledge Representation and Reasoning domain (KRR). ASP has become very
popular in areas, which involve problems of combinatorial
search using a considerable amount of information to process like Automated Planning, Robotics, Linguistics, Biology and even Music [24]. ASP is based on a simple yet
expressive rule language that allows to easily model problems in a compact form. The solutions to such problem
are known as answer sets or stable models [25], nowadays handled by high performance and efficient Answer
Set Solvers [26].
This paper gives a small introduction to the syntax and semantics of logic programming and ASP including the normal or basic rule type, cardinality rules and integrity constraints . For further reading and a more in-depth coverage
of the expressions shown in this section, refer to [8,24,27].
A normal rule expression r is in the form:

the unique answer set is {a, b, c}. The default-negated
value not d satisfies b, because there is no evidence of d
as a fact. Saying this, both facts c, b satisfies the first rule
to get a. Note that f cannot satisfy e because there is no
prove of f to be true.
The following section shows the ASP programs (encodings) that lead to possible configurations of a mix which
may include rules with arithmetical functions i.e., {‘+’,
‘-’, ‘*’, ‘/’} and also comparison predicates {‘=’, ‘!=’,‘<’,
‘<=’,‘>=’,‘>’}. This work uses the state-of-the-art grounder
gringo [28] and solver clasp [26].

a0 ← a1 , . . . , am , ∼am+1 , . . . , ∼an

4. MIXING WITH ASP

1
2
3
4

Listing 1. ASP Basic Code

(3)

where ai , for 0 ≤ m ≤ n, is an atom of the form p(t1 , . . . , tk )
with predicate symbol p, and t1 , . . . , tk are terms such as
constants, variables, or functions. The ∼ai stands for default negation, meaning that a literal not A is assumed to

a :- b, c.
b :- not d.
c.
e :- f.

The procedure about how to achieve a mixed audio file or
a mixdown file is divided in 6 parts being the instruments
1 For cardinality constraints,
it does not hold
{a1 , . . . , am } ⊆ X and {am+1 , . . . , an } ∩ X = ∅
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in the mix, the lead instrument, the room definition, setting
dynamics, panning instruments and stereo mix evenness.
The instruments inside the mix can be user defined and as
stated before there are 16 possible instruments to mix. The
resultant mix can contain any number of instruments from
the mentioned list. Each desirable instrument to appear in
the mix must be reflected as a fact trackOn(I), where
I is the instrument name like “kick”, “snare”, “piano” or
“bass”. Listing 2 shows part of the instruments definition.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

trackOn(kick).
trackOn(snare).
trackOn(hihats).
trackOn(bass).
trackOn(piano).
trackOn(leadVocals).
trackOn(leadGuitar).

Listing 2. Instruments Definition
Similarly to the previous part, the lead instrument can be
defined as a fact as leadInstrument(I) or a rule can
deduct the lead instrument (if not defined) as shown in line
1 of Listing 3. From lines 3 to 12 a set of integrity constraints is coded in order to forbid certain instruments to
take a lead position. In other words, from the 16 instruments defined, only six are candidates to lead the mix (piano, lead guitar, lead vocals, bass, cello and violin).
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1 { leadInstr(I) : trackOn(I) } 1.
::::::::::-

leadInstr(kick).
leadInstr(snare).
leadInstr(hihats).
leadInstr(hitoms).
leadInstr(lowtom).
leadInstr(leftOvers).
leadInstr(rightOvers).
leadInstr(ride).
leadInstr(rhythmGuitar).
leadInstr(backVocals).

1

volumeLevel(1..6).

3
4

1 { instrVolumeLevel(I,VL) :
volumeLevel(VL) } 1 :- trackOn(I).

6
7
8

1 { instrDB(I,DB) :
volumeLeveldB(VL,DB) } 1 :instrVolumeLevel(I,VL).

10
11
12

:- instrVolumeLevel(LI,VL),
trackOn(LI),
leadInstr(LI), VL != 1.

14
15
16

:- instrVolumeLevel(I,VL),
trackOn(I),
not leadInstr(I), VL == 1.

18
19
20
21
22

:::::-

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

:- instrVolumeLevel(bass,VL), VL>3,
not leadInstr(bass).
:- instrVolumeLevel(leadGuitar,VL),VL>3,
not leadInstr(leadGuitar).
:- instrVolumeLevel(leadVocals,VL),VL>3,
not leadInstr(leadVocals).
:- instrVolumeLevel(piano,VL),VL>4,
not leadInstr(piano).

instrVolumeLevel(kick,VL), VL>3.
instrVolumeLevel(snare,VL), VL>3.
instrVolumeLevel(hihats,VL), VL>5.
instrVolumeLevel(hiToms,VL), VL<3.
instrVolumeLevel(backVocals,VL),VL<2.

Listing 5. Dynamics

Listing 3. Lead Instrument and Integrity Constraints
The third part of the encoding consists of the room definitions as stated in Table 2. The encoding below contains
the range of dB for each volume level.
1
2
3
4
5
6

(line 20), contrary to the kick drum that only can be placed
at levels 2 and 3 (line 18). The integrity constraints from
lines 24-31 also limit these instruments to a certain volume
level. The main difference is that this constraint only applies if the instrument is not lead.

volLeveldB(1, -1..0).
volLeveldB(2, -3..-2).
volLeveldB(3, -6..-4).
volLeveldB(4, -10..-7).
volLeveldB(5, -15..-11).
volLeveldB(6, -20..-16).

Listing 4. Room Definition in ASP
The following encoding (Listing 5) describes in a generateand-test approach, how each instrument gets a volume level
and a dB value (lines 3-4). This section also contains an
extract set of constraints that according to experts, some
instruments must sound louder than others meaning that a
certain instrument must respect certain volume levels only.
The lines 10-12 states that there must not be other instrument louder than the lead instrument, placing the lead sound
in the volume level 1. The lines 14-16 says if an instrument I is not lead, it cannot be at level 1. Other type of
instruments like the hi hats can play around levels 2 and 5

1

panDirection(left;right;center).

3
4

maxPanValue(10).
panLevels(1..MPV) :- maxPanValue(MPV).

6
7
8

1 { instrPanDirection(I,PD) :
panDirection(PD) } 1 :trackOn(I).

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

:- instrPanDirection(kick,PD),
PD != center.
:- instrPanDirection(bass,PD),
PD != center.
:- instrPanDirection(leadVocals,PD),
PD != center.
:- instrPanDirection(snare,PD),
PD != center.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

:::::::-

instrPanDirection(hihats,center).
instrPanDirection(lowTom,center).
instrPanDirection(leadGuitar,center).
instrPanDirection(rhythmGuitar,center).
instrPanDirection(piano,center).
instrPanDirection(violin,center).
instrPanDirection(rightOvers,center).

Listing 6. Pan Directions
The panorama (in a similar way to the volume level decisions) starts generating and tests the possible outcomes
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by picking one of three possible direction of the stereo
field, left, center or right (lines 1-8). Additionally each
instrument in the mix needs to respect the panning constraints. Listing 6 shows an example of these constraints,
stating that the kick, bass, lead vocals and the snare instruments must respect a centered position (lines 10-17). On
the other side, there are instruments that cannot be played
in the center (lines 19-25). Listing 7 also contains another
set of integrity constraints to respect sides. Examples of
these are: The left overs cannot be on the right and vice
versa (lines 1-4). If the two guitars, lead and rhythm are
in the mix, without evidence that the piano is the mix, the
guitars must be on different sides (lines 6-10). Also if there
is no evidence that the lead guitar exists, but both rhythm
guitar and piano are facts, pan both in different sides too
(lines 12-16).
1
2
3
4

:- instrPanDirection(leftOvers, PD),
panDirection(PD), PD != left.
:- instrPanDirection(rightOvers, PD),
panDirection(PD), PD != right.

6
7
8
9
10

:- instrPanDirection(rhythmGuitar,PD),
instrPanDirection(leadGuitar, PD),
not trackOn(piano),
trackOn(leadGuitar),
trackOn(rhythmGuitar).

12
13
14
15
16

:- instrPanDirection(rhythmGuitar,PD),
instrPanDirection(piano,PD),
not trackOn(leadGuitar),
trackOn(rhythmGuitar),
trackOn(piano).

Listing 7. Side Panning Constraints
After picking sides, the next step is to figure out how far
left or right each instrument will be panned (Listing 8).
The firsts four lines states that if the instrument is not centered, choose one pan level and place it there. The literature does not force to pan an instrument to a specific position, except from the ones in the center. This open opportunities to play around and listen some instruments in different positions on each mixing configuration. To avoid hard
panning, lines 6 to 9 are in charge to satisfy this constraint.
Similarly, lines 11 to 14 avoids that two instruments both
panned left or right, stay at the same panning level.
1
2
3
4

1 { instrumentPanningLevel(I,PD,PL)
: panLevels(PL) } 1 :instrumentPanDirection(I,PD),
PD != center.

6
7
8
9

:- instrPanningLevel(I,right,MPV),
maxPanValue(MPV).
:- instrPanningLevel(I,left ,MPV),
maxPanValue(MPV).

11
12
13
14

:- instrPanningLevel(I1,PD,PL),
instrPanningLevel(I2,PD,PL),
I1 != I2,
PD != center.

Listing 8. How Far Left or Right Constraints
Finally, the part six counts the total number of instruments, the ones in the center, left and right (Listing 9).

The last four lines (19-22) avoid that the mix is uneven or
unbalanced between the instruments positioned in the left
and right. The mix must not be charged to one side.
1
2

countTracksOn(X) :X = #count{0,trackOn(I):trackOn(I)}.

4
5
6
7

countPanCenter(X) :X = #count{0,
instrPanningLevel(I,center,PL) :
instrPanningLevel(I,center,PL)}.

9
10
11
12

countPanLeft(X)
:X = #count{0,
instrPanningLevel(I,left,PL) :
instrPanningLevel(I,left,PL)}.

14
15
16
17

countPanRight(X) :X = #count{0,
instrPanningLevel(I,right,PL) :
instrPanningLevel(I,right,PL)}.

19
20
21
22

:- countPanLeft(N) ,
countTracksOn(X), N >= X/2.
:- countPanRight(N),
countTracksOn(X), N >= X/2.

Listing 9. Making the Mix Even
Given this knowledge base it is possible to get a configuration of a balanced mix using volumes and pan only.
The solution output from ASP (depending on the number
of instruments) can contain facts such as: countTracks
On(8) countPanCenter(3) countPanLeft(2) count
PanRight(3) leadInstrument(leadGuitar) intru
mentDB(hihats,-2) intrumentDB(bass,-2) instr
umentPanningLevel(kick,center,0) instrumentP
anningLevel(rhytmicGuitar,left,7) instrument
PanningLevel(lowTom,right,1) instrumentPanni
ngLevel(leadGuitar,right,3).

The facts above are an extract of an answer set. This notation can be parsed into human-readable text for the mixdown plan and to Csound code to render the WAV file.
5. TESTING AND RESULTS
To test the performance towards an automated mixing tool,
five songs from different genres were mixed using only the
rules mentioned. Rendered mix files were generated starting from the grounding and solving processes by gringo
and clasp respectively. Followed by two Perl file parsers,
one to convert the answer set to a human-readable plan and
the other to parse the output to Csound code. There is no
audio treatment in Csound, just indicating the volume in
dB and the resultant panning values. A Csound function
automatically determines if the incoming file is mono or
stereo in order to use that file in the mix. No low-level features are extracted and no further processors are applied to
the mixes.
The audio stems used for testing are high quality recorded
publicly available from the Free Multitrack Download Library by Cambridge Music Technology website 2 .
The mixes lasts between 20-60 seconds and the number
2

http://cambridge-mt.com/ms-mtk.htm
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of tracks varies depending on the genre. For each song,
four different answers were asked to the solver in order to
test that:
1. All the mixdown files generated didn’t cause clip
(distortion). Even though it is possible to tell Csound
to leave certain headroom below 0 dB (also suggested by the literature).
2. All the selected instruments were heard in the mix.
3. In fact all the mixes respect a balanced distribution
of the instruments through the sound space.
4. No inconsistencies were found when running and
switching between different types of instruments. In
other words, there are no rules that contradict others.
5. Using the aforementioned rules, this work can deliver a vast number of different and valid mixing
configurations.
Less than 100 ASP code lines (not included comments
and white spaces) are enough to develop a rule-based approach for multitrack stereo mixing. Also letting a nondeterministic solver to propose thousands possible answers
in short amount of time (Over 1000 different results in less
than 0.031 seconds) gives the option to ask for another
mixing plan without changing the input audio files. This
value was obtained by running Clingo 5 on a Intel based
machine with 3.07GHz CPU with 15 GB RAM.
One of the main features discovered is that taking different stems with some files nearly recorded at 0 dBFS,
the rendered file doesn’t clip, even as it is mentioned, this
work doesn’t read audio spectral information.
The results shows that the track stems worked better if
they were (peak) normalized or recorded nearly 0 dBFS.
Examples of input tracks with a highest peak of -5 dB,
got lost inside the mix and depending on their loudness
some stems couldnt́ be heard. Examples of barely audible
or none audible are the kick, snare, toms and particularly
the kick fights against the bass in the low-end. Masking issues were generated because of the lack of EQ, but certain
clarity was achieved because of the panning rules. This
escenario can be dealt by having two options, being the
first one to use normalized tracks only or analyze data such
as peak level, crest factor, loudness and root mean square
(RMS) level from a track. Adding this new knowledge will
treat each instrument in a different way.
Changing the lead instrument between executions showed
significant differences in the mixes. Not having the lead
vocals in the (instrumental) mixes allowed the guitars and
piano play around different positions compared with the
mixes that use vocals. Also when vocals are played in the
mix different results showed clarity in instruments more
closed to fully right or left.
Also no inconsistencies were found during all the executions. This knowledge base can produce mixes up to 16 instruments and be a starting point to add more instruments.
The generated mixes with their mixing plans can be found
in http://soundcloud.com/flavioeverardo-research/sets.

6. DISCUSSION AND FURTHER WORK
This work introduced a Knowledge-Engineered approach
with the use of ASP for proposing mixes in an automatic
way using high-level information. This work can be the
upper layer from one of the existing work which rely on
low-level features, convinced that this integration will lead
to more real-life mixes. On the other hand this work can be
extended to a formal system and it is necessary to integrate
low-level features such as cross-adaptive methods [2, 29]
and even sub grouping mixing rules [30].
Saying this, another imminent goal is the development
of the third axis for frequencies equalization including filters like bandpass, low-pass, hi-pass or shelf to solve interchannel masking. Also the addition of a processing chain
that includes compressor, and time-based effects like delay
and reverb.
For further code testing, several configurations can be developed to fulfill different mixing requirements for specific
music styles. An example of this is giving the openness
to define different “room” types (different volume level
and dB scale) and panning values depending on the music
genre. So far this work uses rules for most common instruments and the addition of new instruments like digital
synthetizers and other electronic-music related instruments
like pads, leads and plucks (to mention some of them) are
necessary to open this tool to other music styles and mixes.
The use of ASP leaves the option to change and modify rules and constraints to describe other parts of the mix.
Also this allows keeping the knowledge separated from the
sound engine. This knowledge base can be used independent from Csound allowing other options for the sound
treatment. Adding to this, one further development is that
different filter types, compressors and other audio effects
can be coded in Csound. Afterwards add this information
as rules so different instruments can be treated with different audio processing.
Lastly but not least, the benchmarking and assessment
process against other automated mixing systems, professional audio engineers and subject test rating (like shown
in [11]) needs to be done in order to evaluate the efficiency
of the rules and constraints explained in this work.
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2. RELATED WORK

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the use of a MIDI-enabled pipe organ
console at Ryerson United Church in Vancouver for music
service during worship, as well as a custom built dedicated
librarian and performance software that opens up possibilities for exploration in alternative control of the instrument via various gestural interfaces. The latter provides
new possibilities for expression and extended performance
practice including dance and interactive installations. Future work on both the artistic use of the system as well
as technical development of the interfacing system is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
The pipe organ, unlike most other acoustic instruments, allows modification of its mapping [1]. In other words, it is
possible to change the behaviour of the instrument through
stops and couplers, affecting the sound produced when the
keyboard manuals and pedals are played. Most modern organs are controlled with electronic systems that provide
faster and more scalable performance [2]. However, in
addition to technical improvements, digital systems also
allow easy addition of external interfaces such as MIDI,
which support extended control techniques using other devices. A MIDI enabled pipe organ’s console can be used as
an interface that allows performer input to be recorded or
transmitted to other sound generators, and the sound producing mechanism of the instrument effectively becomes
a synthesizer that can be controlled with compatible signals. In this paper, we describe the use of a MIDI-enabled
pipe organ console for use in worship service as well as
explorations in alternative control.

Copyright: c 2017 Johnty Wang et al. This is an open-access article distributed
under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original author and source are credited.

The Yamaha Disklavier 1 is an example of a MIDI-enabled
instrument that can be controlled externally as a synthesizer. In the case of the pipe organ, the spatial arrangement of the pipes and wide spectral range provide additional possibilities over the single array of strings of the
piano.
The Organ Augmented Reality project [3] extends the
output of a pipe organ through real-time projection mapping of audio visualizations as well as sound processing
and spatialization.
Chris Vik’s “Carpe Zythum” [4] is a composition that
makes use of a Microsoft Kinect sensor to provide gestural
control on a similar organ console. The work described in
this paper, in contrast, makes use of the MIDI functionality
for musical service at the church, as well as the construction of a platform to support new performances.
3. RYERSON UNITED CHURCH ORGAN
Ryerson United Church, in addition to being a place of
worship, hosts a large number of musical events including
the “Sundays at 3” concert series, the Pnuema Children’s
Choir, Dunbar Ryerson Voices Choir (a large community
choir that performs 2 oratorios each year with orchestra),
and a number of concerts by various professional and amateur choirs in the community.
The organ is, shown in Figure 1 is 4 manual instrument
built by the Canadian builder Casavant Frères in 1964. The
modern control system is installed by Steve Miller of Solid
State Organ Systems 2 . In 2005 the organ was rebuilt and
part of the process included the addition of a MIDI-capable
controller. In 2012 the actual MIDI interface was physically exposed, providing an externally accessible interface
of the control system. The built-in features of the current
console include a sequencer that can store and playback
recordings on a USB stick, and extended capabilities include connection with a tablet application 3 that can be
1

http://www.disklavier.com/
http://www.ssosystems.com/
3 http://www.ssosystems.com/pages/palette.html
2
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2, Bach choral movements from Cantatas. Orchestral parts
can be entered into a MIDI sequencer with wind and string
parts represented on different divisions or manuals which
presents the music as it was written and in a way that cannot be performed by a live player through a transcription
of the score.
4.4 Tuning Aid
Finally, due to the large distance between the pipes and the
console, the tuning process of a church organ can be quite
cumbersome. In the traditional process, a particular stop is
activated and either an assistant in the form of a real person
(or a device such as a pencil) is used to depress and hold a
key on the manual to sound the pipe while another person
performs the tuning of the pipe. With this interface, it is
possible to use a wireless controller and activate any stop
or key remotely, thereby making the process much easier
with a single person.

Figure 1. The Organ at Ryerson United Church.
used to control various settings of the instrument. The
MIDI output port of the console will emit messages pertaining to keyboard and pedal action using note messages,
as well as system changes representing the state of the couplers and stops via System Exclusive (SysEx) commands.
The MIDI input provides reciprocal features of the output and allows note and system state control from external
sources using the same protocol.
4. USE OF MIDI CONSOLE IN MUSIC SERVICE
In this section, we document some of the ways that the
MIDI system has been employed by performers in the music service as well as concert and rehearsal settings.
4.1 Rehearsal/Audition Aid
The basic use of the MIDI system with a sequencer has
proven to be an invaluable learning tool for all of the organists who practice and perform at Ryerson, since it allows
them to record various ways of performing a piece and then
play those back in order to hear their registrations, tempi,
phrasing etc. as it sounds from the audience’s perspective.
4.2 Playback
Since the playback of a MIDI sequence would result in the
exact sound produced by a live performance, it is possible to playback recordings to provide background music in
the church as if it was performed live, far more realistic
than any audio reproduction technique. While this is by no
means intended to substitute live performance, this feature
greatly increases the versatility of the church space.
4.3 Accompaniment
There has been some experimentation with performing Sunday service ‘postludes’ using the sequencing features of
the MIDI, click track and live piano, with performances of
Bach, Halley, and Hymn ‘preludes’.
A number of choral anthems were performed using the
MIDI sequencer, such as the Duruflé Requiem mvts 1 and

5. EXPLORATIONS IN ALTERNATIVE CONTROL
To provide an entry point in exploring alternative control
of the instrument, we first built an interface patch to expose access of the internal configuration of the console.
The keyboard/pedal and swell controls are done with standard MIDI note and volume messages which are directly
accessible in most programming environments for digital
media, but the internal state of the active stops can only
be accessed via System Exclusive (SysEx) messages. We
have implemented a Max/MSP driver patch to translate
between the internal protocol used by the instrument and
the user interface. From there, additional user applications
performing various mapping between gestural signal input,
mapping patches and/or external signals can then communicate locally within send and receive objects, or via network protocols such as Open Sound Control (OSC) [5].
5.1 Overview of Max/MSP Interface Patch
While the Ryerson organ uses MIDI SysEx protocol and
can accept MIDI messages, the low speed of MIDI communication can preclude the use of the MIDI transmission speed on such a complex instrument. Instead, the
core transport medium is packet-based Ethernet. The organ
console is scanned at approximately 500 Hz and a packet
containing the complete state of the organ is sent whenever
a change is detected. Thus, the complete state of the organ can be changed with one packet. To accommodate the
MIDI protocol, 8k transmission buffers are used. However,
with no pacing on the interrupt-driven transmission buffer,
care must be taken to avoid flooding the system with data.
The full configuration of the organ’s stops and couplers
is represented by a 22 byte SysEx message, as shown in
Figure 2. The first two bytes contain the header and manufacturer ID. Then 3 bytes are used to select the bank or
group of the configuration. Following are 16 bytes of configuration data appended by the single byte corresponding
to the terminating SysEx footer.
Each stop is associated with a specific bit in the 16 bytes
for a given bank, so activating and deactivating a stop con-
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Figure 2. SysEx message format
sists of setting a specific bit to be on or off. When any
stop is toggled on or off, its bit value is added to or subtracted from the current status of all stops. This change
is immediately read and transmitted as a packet containing
the complete state of the organ.
Presets can be created by storing a packet of the organ’s
current state. When the packet is retrieved and passed to
the organ, it automatically updates the state of all stops and
combinations. The packet is also passed to the Max/MSP
patch which converts the data to bit values and configures the GUI to reflect the organ’s state. Any incremental
changes can be performed using bitmasking operations so
only the stop of interest is affected.
Control of the organ stops
was effected through the
creation of a Max/MSP organ stop bpatcher, as shown
in Figure 3.
Each stop
bpatcher displays the Casavant Frères stop ID number
in the upper left, the name of
the stop (Trompette, Bourdon, etc.), and the length of
Figure 3.
The stop
the stop (4, 8, etc.) in the
bpatcher
lower centre. Clicking on
the blue button toggles the
stop on and off, sending a message with the stop’s identifying bit turned on or off. This bpatcher also provides visual
indication of the status of each stop that may be triggered
via the organ console itself.
5.2 Modes of Operation
While the Max/MSP software was designed to work specifically with the Casavant organ at Vancouver’s Ryerson United
Church, it was coded with an eye/ear towards being useable with similar organs and systems. To that end, the software has learning and performance modes.
In Learning Mode the user arms a particular GUI stop by
clicking on its green toggle button. The red LED begins
flashing, indicating that the stop is active and ready. The
user then pulls the appropriate stop on the organ console.
Activating the console stop sends the stop’s unique SysEx
message to the Max/MSP patch, where the packet is stored
in a buffer. The user then clicks on the blue button in the
GUI stop, and the packet is saved to a buffer using a coll
object. The green toggle then turns off, and the red LED
stops flashing. Going through this for each stop allows
the user to build up the entire stop library, thereby having
access to the entire sound capabilities of the instrument.
In Performance mode, the organist plays as per usual, and
the status of the organ is reflected in the GUI as the stops

are engaged and disengaged. However, external MIDI control is also possible by having a MIDI controller send noteon, note-off, volume, sustain, etc. messages. By sending
messages external controllers are also able to turn individual stops on and off, or activate entire combinations of
stops.
A screenshot of the main Max/MSP patch is shown in
Figure 4. In our explorations thus far we have used OSC
endpoints via the udpreceive object with manual message
routing for external control from user patches and external sensors. This allows us to trigger both note and stop
change messages from any device on the network.
5.3 Mapping Examples
We have created a number of preliminary mapping demonstrations with the system 4 , which serve to show the potential for building new performances and interactive installations with the system:
Hand Gesture Control: Using a variety of interfaces
such as the Leap Motion 5 , a wrist-worn fitness tracker
with motion sensors and mobile phones, we have demonstrated preliminary methods of mapping hand motion to
note actuations on the instrument. Simple hand-location
to note frequency mappings were done, but since sensors
provide a wealth of other information (e.g. finger joint position, rates of rotation, drawing gestures on a touch screen,
etc.), there are many further possibilities.
Dance: One area of particular interest to us is the ability to use Kinect hardware and custom-written software
to track one or two dancers, and use the resulting data to
control the organ. The Kinect software, Kinect Controlled
Artistic Sensing System (KiCASS) is being developed at
the University of British Columbia in capstone projects
carried out by undergraduate Engineering students collaborating with the School of Music digital performance ensemble Sonic UBC Laptop Sounds and Sensors 6 . KiCASS runs on a Surface Pro II and can track up to 25 points
on each of two dancers. Using a local router it broadcasts the tracking data in OSC format, allowing multiple
computers to access the data for use in performance. For
dance with the Ryerson organ, a dancer is tracked using
the KiCASS system, the resulting OSC data is acquired by
a laptop running Max/MSP, and the data is mapped to various performance parameters and sent to the organ through
a hardwired MIDI interface. With limb motion, posture,
and location the dancer is able to control the generation of
MIDI note data and stop configurations.
Prenatal Musical Instrument: A brief experimentation
was performed during the development of a prenatal instrument [6] where fetal movements, detected via pressure
sensors attached to the belly of the mother, was mapped to
trigger notes on the organ.
All of these examples are relatively rudimentary mappings that provide an entry point to more interesting possibilities afforded by the system.
4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TuJ5PlTIA0
https://www.leapmotion.com/
6 https://ubcsubclass2016.wordpress.com
5
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Figure 4. The Max/MSP Interface Patch showing a.) the panel of bpatchers for each stop, b.)basic usage instructions and
c.) miscilleneous controls and status output
5.4 Towards a unified control and mapping
framework
The distributed nature of the components of the pipe organ spread across the church building, coupled with the
potential for new control input as described above, lends
naturally to distributed mapping and control schemes. The
Max/MSP patch that was implemented can be seen as a
configurable driver application that provides a single point
of access to control to the instrument and provides an interface between user input and the lower level SysEx control
messages. While it is possible to use end-to-end protocols like OSC to communicate as we have done so far in
the examples, explicitly defining connections can quickly
become cumbersome in a collaborative setting where multiple sensing devices are spread across multiple machines.
A potential platform to work with is the libmapper [7] library, which builds self discovery and dynamic mapping
between devices on top of end-to-end protocols like Open
Sound Control. Libmapper provides mapping tools that
allow simultaneous and potentially different visualization
and editing tools of the mapping between devices on the
network.
6. FUTURE WORK
For the music service at Ryerson, we intend to continue
working pieces that can utilize the orchestral playback and
accompaniment features provided by the MIDI system including standard organ repertoire, orchestral and chamber

music, and choruses.
One current limitation of the sequence based accompaniment is that they are following the fixed tempo of a recording, and synchronization between the conductor and other
instrumentalists and the sequencer are done through click
tracks. While it is possible to apply tempo changes as implemented by the“tempo map” feature in many sequencer
software, once set it cannot adapt to live performance variations. By employing sequencing software that allows adaptable real-time tempo tracking via gestural input such as
NoteAbilityPro [8], it would be possible to provide more
flexible accompaniment options during live performance.
For the click tracks it may be possible to use haptic instead
of audio channels such as the VibroPixel system [9], or the
SoundBrenner 7 which eliminate the need for musicians to
wear headphones during performance.
Continuing work with the existing Kinect system we are
currently working on an interactive dance piece that will be
incorporated into a church service. Associating visual gestures in the choreography with sounds emitted by an instrument that is familiar to the congregation provides novel and
engaging ways to explore themes presented in the scripture.
Thus far, all of the mapping demonstrations using new
controllers have been focused on activating notes. As the
large number of different pipes of the organ and their mixtures provide an immensely rich tonal palette, the control
of registration (combination of different sets of pipes) is
7

http://www.soundbrenner.com/
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a natural feature of any interactive system involving this
instrument.
In terms of software development, our long term goal is to
provide an easy to use mapping system that allows artists
to access the sonic capabilities of the instrument. By creating and exposing a standard protocol for access along with
support with mapping libraries such as libmapper facilitates the use of the system by composers, musicians, and
digital media artists.
Since many other organs are equipped with similar control systems, it would be possible to implement the same
system in more than one location as well, and provide further possibilities such as teleperformance. In these situations, the self learning feature of the driver patch, extended
with the ability to define the number and name of the stops,
would be very useful to automatically capture the different
stop configuration in other Solid State Organ consoles employing the same SysEx format.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented the use and initial explorations in alternative control of a MIDI enabled pipe organ
in a church. Ways that this additional piece of technology has extended the existing musical service has been described, along with the technical developments and demonstrations of the system using additional gestural sensing
technology showing the potential for creating new performances and interactive installations. Finally, we present
our plans for the continued use of the system in service
as well as new compositions as well as technical developments to scale up the usability of the system. From a
cultural perspective, the work documented in this paper
presents a method of utilizing technology and music to foster new forms of dialogue between the religious communities where these instruments have been used traditionally
and wider society.
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ABSTRACT

spectral components, but can lead to a unique emerging
timbre, with phenomenon such as the orchestral blend [4].
Given the number of different instruments in a symphonic
orchestra, their respective range of expressiveness (timbre, pitch and intensity), and the phenomenon of emerging
timbre, one can foresee the extensive combinatorial complexity embedded in the process of orchestral composition.
This complexity have been a major obstacle towards the
construction of a scientific basis for the study of orchestration and it remains an empirical discipline taught through
the observation of existing examples [5].

This paper introduces the first system performing automatic orchestration from a real-time piano input. We cast
this problem as a case of projective orchestration, where
the goal is to learn the underlying regularities existing between piano scores and their orchestrations by well-known
composers, in order to later perform this task automatically on novel piano inputs. To that end, we investigate a
class of statistical inference models based on the Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RBM). We introduce an evaluation
framework specific to the projective orchestral generation
task that provides a quantitative analysis of different models. We also show that the frame-level accuracy currently
used by most music prediction and generation system is
highly biased towards models that simply repeat their last
input. As prediction and creation are two widely different endeavors, we discuss other potential biases in evaluating temporal generative models through prediction tasks
and their impact on a creative system. Finally, we provide
an implementation of the proposed models called Live Orchestral Piano (LOP), which allows for anyone to play the
orchestra in real-time by simply playing on a MIDI keyboard. To evaluate the quality of the system, orchestrations
generated by the different models we investigated can be
found on a companion website 1 .
1. INTRODUCTION
Orchestration is the subtle art of writing musical pieces
for the orchestra, by combining the properties of various
instruments in order to achieve a particular sonic rendering
[1, 2]. As it extensively relies on spectral characteristics,
orchestration is often referred to as the art of manipulating
instrumental timbres [3]. Timbre is defined as the property
which allows listeners to distinguish two sounds produced
at the same pitch and intensity. Hence, the sonic palette offered by the pitch range and intensities of each instrument
is augmented by the wide range of expressive timbres produced through the use of different playing styles. Furthermore, it has been shown that some instrumental mixtures
can not be characterized by a simple summation of their
1

https://qsdfo.github.io/LOP/
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Among the different orchestral writing techniques, one
of them consists in first laying an harmonic and rhythmic
structure in a piano score and then adding the orchestral
timbre by spreading the different voices over the various
instruments [5]. We refer to this operation of extending a
piano draft to an orchestral score as projective orchestration [6]. The orchestral repertoire contains a large number of such projective orchestrations (the piano reductions
of Beethoven symphonies by Liszt or the Pictures at an
exhibition, a piano piece by Moussorgsky orchestrated by
Ravel and other well-known composers). By observing an
example of projective orchestration (Figure 1), we can see
that this process involves more than the mere allocation of
notes from the piano score across the different instruments.
It rather implies harmonic enhancements and timbre manipulations to underline the already existing harmonic and
rhythmic structure [3]. However, the visible correlations
between a piano score and its orchestrations appear as a
fertile framework for laying the foundations of a computational exploration of orchestration.
Statistical inference offers a framework aimed at automatically extracting a structure from observations. These
approaches hypothesize that a particular type of data is
structured by an underlying probability distribution. The
objective is to learn the properties of this distribution, by
observing a set of those data. If the structure of the data is
efficiently extracted and organized, it becomes then possible to generate novel examples following the learned distribution. A wide range of statistical inference models have
been devised, among which deep learning appears as a
promising field [7, 8]. Deep learning techniques have been
successfully applied to several musical applications and
neural networks are now the state of the art in most music
information retrieval [9–11] and speech recognition [12,
13] tasks. Several generative systems working with symbolic information (musical scores) have also been successfully applied to automatic music composition [14–18] and
automatic harmonization [19].
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from unseen piano scores. We investigate a class of models called Conditional RBM (cRBM) [24]. Conditional
models implement a dependency mechanism that seems
adapted to model the influence of the piano score over
the orchestral score. In order to rank the different modOrchestration
els, we establish a novel objective and quantitative evaluation framework, which is is a major difficulty for creative
and systems. In the polyphonic music generation field,
French horns
a predictive task with frame-level accuracy is commonly
Orchestra used by most systems [15, 17, 25]. However, we show
Trumpets
score
that this frame-level accuracy is highly biased and maxiTrombones
mized by models that simply repeat their last input. Hence,
we introduce a novel event-level evaluation framework and
Tuba
benchmark the proposed models for projective orchestration. Then, we discuss the qualitative aspects of both the
models and evaluation framework to explain the results obFigure 1. Projective orchestration. A piano score is protained. Finally, we selected the most efficient model and
jected on an orchestra. Even though a wide range of orimplemented it in a system called Live Orchestral Piano
chestrations exist for a given piano score, all of them will
(LOP). This system performs real-time projective orchesshare strong relations with the original piano score. One
tration, allowing for anyone to play with an orchestra in
given orchestration implicitly embeds the knowledge of the
real-time by simply playing on a MIDI keyboard.
composer about timbre and orchestration.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
first section introduces the state of the art in conditional
models, in which RBM, cRBM and Factored-Gated cRBM
Automatic orchestration can actually cover a wide range
(FGcRBM) models are detailed. Then, the projective orof different applications. In [20, 21], the objective is to
chestration task is presented along with an evaluation framefind the optimal combination of orchestral sounds in orwork based on a event-level accuracy measure. The modder to recreate any sonic target. An input of the system
els are evaluated within this framework and compared to
is a sound target, and the algorithm explores the different
existing models. Then, we introduce LOP, the real-time
combination using a database of recorded acoustic instruprojective orchestration system. Finally, we provide our
ments. The work presented in [22] consists in modifying
conclusions and directions of future work.
the style of an existing score. For instance, it can generate a bossa nova version of a Beethoven’s symphony. To
our best knowledge, the automatic projective orchestration
2. CONDITIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
task has only been investigated in [23] using a rule-based
In this section, three statistical inference models are deapproach to perform an analysis of the piano score. Note
tailed. The RBM, cRBM and FGcRBM are presented by
that the analysis is automatically done, but not the allocaincreasing level of complexity.
tion of the extracted structures to the different instruments.
Our approach is based on the hypothesis that the statistical regularities existing between a corpus of piano scores
2.1 Restricted Boltzmann Machine
and their corresponding orchestrations could be uncovered
2.1.1 An energy based model
through statistical inference. Hence, in our context, the
data is defined as the scores, formed by a series of pitches
The Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) is a graphiand intensities for each instrument. The observations is a
cal probabilistic model defined by stochastic visible units
set of projective orchestrations performed by famous comv = {v1 , .., vnv } and hidden units h = {h1 , .., hnh }.
posers, and the probability distribution would model the
The visible and hidden units are tied together by a set of
set of notes played by each instrument conditionally on the
weights W following the conditional probabilities
corresponding piano score.
nh
X
It might be surprising at first to rely solely on the symp(v
=
1|h)
=
σ(a
+
Wij hj )
(1)
i
i
bolic information (scores) whereas orchestration is mostly
j=1
defined by the spectral properties of instruments, typically
nv
X
not represented in the musical notation but rather conveyed
p(h
=
1|v)
=
σ(b
+
Wij vi )
(2)
j
j
in the signal information (audio recording). However, we
i=1
make the assumption that the orchestral projection performed
by well-known composers effectively took into account the
1
is the sigmoid function.
where σ(x) = 1+exp(−x)
subtleties of timbre effects. Hence, spectrally consistent
The joint probability of the visible and hidden variables
orchestrations could be generated by uncovering the comis given by
posers’ knowledge about timbre embedded in these scores.
Thus, we introduce the projective orchestration task that
exp−E(v,h)
pmodel (v, h) =
(3)
is aimed at learning models able to generate orchestrations
Z
Piano
score
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where
E(v, h) = −

2.2.2 Factored Gated cRBM
nv
X

ai v i −

nh
nv X
X

i=1

vi Wij hj −

i=1 j=1

nh
X

bj hj (4)

j=1

with Θ = {W , b, a} the parameters of the network.
2.1.2 Training procedure
The values of the parameters Θ of a RBM are learned
through the minimization of an error function, usually defined as the negative log-likelihood


1 X
L(θ|D) =
− ln p(v (l) |θ)
(5)
ND (l)
v

∈D

where D is the training dataset and ND the number of elements that it contains.
The training procedure then modifies the parameters Θ
of the model by using the gradient of the error function.
However, the gradient of the negative log-likelihood is intractable. Therefore, an approximation of this quantity
is obtained by running a Gibbs sampling chain, a procedure known as the Contrastive Divergence (CD) algorithm
[26,27]. The method alternates between sampling the conditional probabilities of the visible units while keeping the
hidden units fixed (Equation 1) and then doing the opposite, until the vector of visible units is close to the real distribution of the model. CD provides an adequate approximation for minimizing the loss function and guarantees
that the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the model
and data distribution is reduced after each iteration [28].

The Factored Gated cRBM (FGcRBM) model [29] proposes to extend the cRBM model by adding a layer of
feature units z, which modulates the weights of the conditional architecture in a multiplicative way. The dynamic
biases of the visible and hidden units are defined by
XX
âi = ai +
Aif Akf Alf xk zl
(8)
f

b̂j = bj +

f

(9)

(10)

i

−

XX
f

Wif Wjf Wlf vi hj zl −

ijl

X

b̃j hj (11)

j

This multiplicative influence can be interpreted as a modification of the energy function of the model depending on
the latent variables z. For a fixed configuration of feature units, a new energy function is defined by the cRBM
(v, h, and x). Ideally, the three way interactions could be
modeled by three dimensional tensors, such as Wijl . To
define this, the number of parameters should grow cubically with the number of units. Hence, to reduce the computation load, the three-dimensional tensors are factorized
into a product of three matrices by including factor units
indexed by f such that Wijl = Wif .Wjf .Wlf .
3. PROJECTIVE ORCHESTRATION

Conditional models introduce context units, which provides
an interesting way of influencing the learning. We briefly
present the cRBM and FGcRBM models and redirect interested readers to the original paper [29] for more details.
2.2.1 Conditional RBM
In the cRBM model, the influence of the context units is
implemented by introducing an additive term on the biases
ai and bj of both visible and hidden units.

b̃j = bj +

Bjf Bkf Blf xk zl

kl

and the energy function by
X
E(v, h) = −
ãi vi

2.2 Conditional models

ãi = ai +

kl

XX

nx
X
k=1
nx
X

Aki xk

(6)

Bkj xk

(7)

In this section, we introduce and formalize the automatic
projective orchestration task presented in Figure 1. Then,
the piano-roll representation used to process the scores is
detailed. Finally, the application of the previously introduced models in this particular context is defined.
3.1 Task formalization
In the general setting, a piano score and an orchestral score
can be represented as a sequence of states P (t) and O(t).
We consider that the time instants of both sequences are
aligned. The projective orchestration task consists in predicting the present orchestral state given the present piano
state and the past orchestral states

k=1

Ô(t) = f (P (t), O(t − N ), ..., O(t − 1))

where ã and b̃ are called dynamic biases (by opposition
to the static biases a and b). The additive term is a linear
combination of a third set of random variables called context units x = {x1 , .., xk , .., xnx }. By learning the matrices of parameters A and B, the context units can stimulate
or inhibit the hidden or visible units depending on the input. Hence, this provides a mechanism that can influence
the generation based on a particular context. After replacing the static biases by dynamic ones, the conditional distributions (Equation 1), energy function (Equation 4) and
training procedure remains the same as for the RBM.

(12)

where N is a parameter representing the temporal order (or
horizon) of the task.
3.2 Data representation
A piano-roll representation is used to process both the piano and orchestral scores. This representation is commonly
used to model a single polyphonic instrument (Figure 2).
Its extension to orchestral scores is obtained straightforwardly by concatenating the piano-rolls of each instrument
along the pitch dimension in order to obtain a matrix. The
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rhythmic quantization is defined as the number of time
frame in the piano-roll per quarter note. Hence, we define the sequence of piano and orchestra states P (t) and
O(t) as the sequence of the column vectors formed by the
piano-roll representations, where t is a discrete time index.
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3.3.2 cRBM and FGcRBM
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In our context, we define the cRBM units as
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However, extensive efforts are made during the training
phase to infer values that are finally clamped during the
generation phase. Conditional models offer a way to separate the context (past orchestra and present piano) from the
data we actually want to generate (present orchestra).

œ- œ- œ- 6 œ- œ œ- œ n œ- œ4
-

and the FGcRBM units as

6
œ- œ- œ 4 œ- œ- œ- n œ œœ- -

v = O(t)
x = [O(t − N ), ..., O(t − 1)]
z = P (t)

Horns

Trumpets

Piano-roll
representation

Trombones

Tuba

Time

Figure 2. From the score of an orchestral piece, a convenient piano-roll representation is extracted. A piano-roll pr
is a matrix whose rows represent pitches and columns represent a time frame depending on the time quantization. A
pitch p at time t played with an intensity i is represented by
pr(p, t) = i, 0 being a note off. This definition is extended
to an orchestra by simply concatenating the piano-rolls of
every instruments along the pitch dimension.

3.3 Model definition
The specific implementation of the models for the projective orchestration task is detailed in this subsection.
3.3.1 RBM
In the case of projective orchestration, the visible units are
defined as the concatenation of the past and present orchestral states and the present piano state
v = [P (t), O(t − N ), ..., O(t)]

(13)

Generating values from a trained RBM consists in sampling from the distribution p(v) it defines. Since it is an
intractable quantity, a common way of generating from a
RBM is to perform K steps of Gibbs sampling, and consider that the visible units obtained at the end of this process will represent an adequate approximation of the true
distribution p(v). The quality of this approximation increases with the number K of Gibbs sampling steps.
In the case of projective orchestration, the vectors P (t)
and [O(t − N ), ..., O(t − 1)] are known, and only the vector O(t) has to be generated. Thus, it is possible to infer the
approximation Ô(t) by clamping O(t − N ), ..., O(t − 1)
and P (t) to their known values and using the CD algorithm. This technique is known as inpainting [26].

Generating the orchestral state O(t) can be done by sampling visible units from those two models. This is done
by performing K Gibbs sampling steps, while clamping
the context units (piano present and orchestral past) in the
case of cRBM (as displayed in Figure 3) and both the context (orchestral past) and latent units (piano present) in the
case of the FGcRBM to their known values.
3.3.3 Dynamics
As aforementioned, we use binary stochastic units, which
solely indicate if a note is on or off. Therefore, the velocity
information is discarded. Although we believe that the velocity information is of paramount importance in orchestral
works (as it impacts the number and type of instruments
played), this first investigation provides a valuable insight
to determine the architectures and mechanisms that are the
most adapted to this task.
3.3.4 Initializing the orchestral past
Gibbs sampling requires to initialize the value of the visible units. During the training process, they can be set to
the known visible units to reconstruct, which speeds up
the convergence of the Gibbs chain. For the generation
step, the first option we considered was to initialize the
visible units with the previous orchestral frame O(t − 1).
However, because repeated notes are very common in the
training corpus, the negative sample obtained at the end of
the Gibbs chain was often the initial state itself Ô(t) =
O(t − 1). Thus, we initialize the visible units by sampling
a uniform distribution between 0 and 1.
4. EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
In order to assess the performances of the different models
presented in the previous section, we introduce a quantitative evaluation framework for the projective orchestration
task. Hence, this first requires to define an accuracy measure to compare a predicted state Ô(t) with the groundtruth state O(t) written in the orchestral score. As we experimented with accuracy measures commonly used in the
music generation field [15,17,25], we discovered that these
are heavily biased towards models that simply repeat their
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Piano
present

h(t)

Bkj

Wij
x(t)
Orchestra
past

Aki

Orchestra
present

v(t)

Figure 3. Conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machine in the context of projective orchestration. The visible units v represent
the present orchestral frame O(t). The context units x represents the concatenation of the past orchestral and present piano
frames [P (t), O(t − N ), ..., O(t − 1)]. After training the model, the generation phase consists in clamping the context units
(blue hatches) to their known values and sampling the visible units (filled in green) by running a Gibbs sampling chain.
last input. Hence, we discuss the temporal granularities
used to process the scores as piano-rolls and propose two
alternatives that we call frame-level and event-level accuracy measures.

Frame-level
quantization = 2

Frame-level
quantization = 4

Event-level

4.1 Accuracy measure
In order to discriminate the performances of different generative models, the ideal evaluation would be to compute
the likelihood of an unseen set of data. However, we have
seen that this quantity is intractable for probabilistic models such as the RBM, cRBM and FGcRBM. An alternative criterion commonly used in the music generation field
[15, 17, 25] is the accuracy measure defined as
Accuracy =

T P (t)
T P (t) + F P (t) + F N (t)

(14)

where the true positives T P (t) is the number of notes correctly predicted, the false positives F P (t) is the number
of notes predicted which are not in the original sequence
and the false negatives F N (t) is the number on unreported
notes.
4.1.1 Temporal granularities
When the accuracy measure defined in Equation 14 is computed for each time index t (termed here frame-level granularity) of the piano-rolls, this accuracy highly depends on
the rhythmic quantization. Indeed, it can be observed on
the figure 4 that when the quantization used to compute
the piano-roll gets finer, an increasing number of successive states in the sequence become identical. As a consequence, a model which simply predicts the state Ô(t) by
repeating the previous state O(t − 1) gradually becomes
the best model as the quantization gets finer.
To alleviate this problem, we rely on an event-level granularity, which only assesses the prediction for frames of the
piano-roll where an event occurs. We define an event as a
time te where Orch(te ) 6= Orch(te −1). Hence, the temporal precision of the event-level representation no longer de-

Figure 4. Frame-level and event-level granularities. In the
case of the frame-level granularity (left and middle), we
can see that, as the rhythmic quantization gets finer, an increasing number of consecutive frames become identical.
However, with the event-level granularity, the bias imposed
by the temporal quantization can be alleviated, while still
accounting for events that are truly repeated in the score.

pends on a quantization parameter and the scores are seen
as a succession of events with no rhythmic structure. In
the general case, this measure should be augmented with
the notion of the event durations. However, in our case,
the rhythmic structure of the projected orchestral score is
imposed by the original piano score.
In the following section, we discuss the impact of the
frame-level and event-level measures on the performance
of the different models.

5. RESULTS
5.1 Database
We created a specific MIDI database of piano scores and
their corresponding orchestrations performed by famous
composers. A total of 223 pairs of piano scores and corresponding orchestrations have been collected and 28 different instruments are represented. The database is freely
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available 2 , along with detailed statistics and the source
code to reproduce our results.
Following standard notations, all instruments of the same
section are grouped under the same part in the score. For
instance, the violins, which might be played by several instrumentalists, is written as a single part. Besides, in order
to reduce the number of units, we systematically remove,
for each instrument, any pitch which is never played in the
database. Hence, the dimension of the orchestral vector is
reduced from 3584 to 1220.
The dataset is split between train, validation and test sets
of files that represent respectively 80%, 10% and 10% of
the full set. For reproducibility, the different sets we used
are provided as text files on the companion website.
5.2 Quantitative evaluation
We evaluate five different models on the projective orchestration task. The first model is a random generation of the
orchestral frames from a Bernoulli distribution of parameter 0.5 in order to evaluate the complexity of the task.
The second model predicts an orchestral frame at time t
by repeating the frame at time t − 1, in order to evaluate
the frame-level bias. These two naive models constitute a
baseline against which we compare the RBM, cRBM and
FGcRBM models.
The complete implementation details and hyper-parameters
can be found on the companion website.

Model

Frame-level
accuracy (Q = 4)

Frame-level
accuracy (Q = 8)

Event-level
accuracy

Random
Repeat
RBM
cRBM
FGcRBM

0.73
61.79
7.67
5.12
33.86

0.73
76.41
4.56
34.25
43.52

0.72
50.70
1.39
27.67
25.80

Table 1. Results of the different models for the projective
orchestration task based on frame-level accuracies with a
quantization of 4 and 8 and event-level accuracies.
The results are summarized in Table 1. In the case of
frame-level accuracies, the FGcRBM provides the highest
accuracy amongst probabilistic models. However, the repeat model remains superior to all models in that case. If
we increase the quantization, we see that the performances
of the repeat model increase considerably. This is also the
case for the cRBM and FGcRBM models as the predictive
objective becomes simpler.
The RBM model obtains poor performances for all the
temporal granularities and seems unable to grasp the underlying structure. Hence, it appears that the conditioning
is of paramount importance to this task. This could be explained by the fact that a dynamic temporal context is one
of the foremost properties in musical orchestration.
The FGcRBM has slightly worse performances than the
cRBM in the event-level framework. The introduction of
three ways interactions might not be useful or too intricate in the case of projective orchestration. Furthermore,
2

https://qsdfo.github.io/LOP/database

disentangling the interactions of the piano and the orchestra against the influence of the temporal context might not
be clearly performed by the factored model because of the
limited size of the database. Nevertheless, it seems that
conditional probabilistic models are valid candidates to tackle
the projective orchestration task.
Even with the event-level accuracy, the repeat model still
obtains a very strong score, which further confirms the
need to devise more subtle accuracy measures. This result directly stems from the properties of orchestral scores,
where it is common that several instruments play a sustained background chord, while a single solo instrument
performs a melody. Hence, even in the event-level framework, most of the notes will be repeated between two successive events. This can be observed on the database section of the companion website.
5.3 Qualitative analysis
In order to allow for a qualitative analysis of the results,
we provide several generated orchestrations from different models on our companion website. We also report the
different accuracy scores obtained by varying the hyperparameters. In this analysis, it appeared that the number of
hidden units and number of Gibbs sampling steps are the
two crucial quantities. For both the cRBM and FGcRBM
models, best results are obtained when the number of hidden units is over 3000 and the number of Gibbs sampling
steps larger than 20.
We observed that the generated orchestrations from the
FGcRBM might sound better than the ones generated by
the cRBM. Indeed, it seems that the cRBM model is not
able to constraint the possible set of notes to the piano input. To confirm this hypothesis, we computed the accuracy
scores of the models while setting the whole piano input to
zero. By doing this, we can evaluate how much a model
rely on this information. The score for those corrupted inputs considerably dropped for the FGcRBM model, from
25.80% to 1.15%. This indicates that the prediction of this
model heavily rely on the piano input. Instead, the corrupted score of the cRBM drops from 27.67% to 17.80%.
This shows that the piano input is not considered as a crucial information for this model, which rather performs a
purely predictive task based on the orchestral information.
5.4 Discussion
It is important to state that we do not consider this prediction task as a reliable measure of the creative performance
of different models. Indeed, predicting and creating are
two fairly different things. Hence, the predictive evaluation framework we have built does not assess the generative ability of a model, but is rather used as a selection criterion among different models. Furthermore, this provides
an interesting auxiliary task towards orchestral generation.
6. LIVE ORCHESTRAL PIANO (LOP)
We introduce here the Live Orchestral Piano (LOP), which
allows to compose music with a full classical orchestra in
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real-time by simply playing on a MIDI piano. This framework relies on the knowledge learned by the models introduced in the previous sections in order to perform the
projection from a piano melody to the orchestra.
6.1 Workflow
The software is implemented on a client/server paradigm.
This choice allows to separate the orchestral projection task
from the interface and sound rendering engine. That way,
multiple interfaces can easily be implemented. Also, it
should be noted that separating the computing and rendering aspects on different computers could allow to use
high-quality and CPU-intensive orchestral rendering plugins, while ensuring the real-time constraint on the overall system (preventing degradation on the computing part).
The complete workflow is presented in Figure 5.
The user plays a melody (single notes or chords sequences)
with a MIDI keyboard, which is retrieved inside the interface. The interface has been developed in Max/Msp, to facilitate both the score and audio rendering aspects. The interface transmits this symbolic information (as a variablelength vector of active notes) via OSC to the MATLAB
server. This interface also performs a transcription of the
piano score to the screen, by relying on the Bach library
environment. The server uses this vector of events to produce an 88 vector of binary note activations. This vector
is then processed by the orchestration models presented in
the previous sections in order to obtain a projection of a
specific symbolic piano melody to the full orchestra. The
resulting orchestration is then sent back to the client interface which performs both the real-time audio rendering
and score transcription. The interface also provides a way
to easily switch between different models, while controlling other hyper-parameters of the sampling

pact distributed representation might be found. Lowering
the dimensionality of the data would greatly improve the
efficiency of the learning procedure. For instance, methods close to the word-embedding techniques used in natural language processing might be useful [30].
The general objective of building a generative model for
time series is one of the currently most prominent topic
for the machine learning field. Orchestral inference sets a
slightly more complex framework where a generated multivariate time series is conditioned by an observed time series (the piano score). Finally, being able to grasp longterm dependencies structuring orchestral pieces appears as
a promising task.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a live-performance system that enables
a user to arrange the vocal part of music audio signals and
to add a harmony or troll part by modifying the original
vocal part. The pitches and rhythms of the original singing
voices can be manipulated in real time while preserving
the lyrics. This leads to an interesting experience in which
the user can feel as if the original singer is directed to sing
a song as the user likes. More specifically, a user is asked
to play a MIDI keyboard according to the user’s favorite
melody. Since the vocal part is divided into short segments
corresponding to musical notes, those segments are played
back one by one from the beginning such that the pitch and
duration of each segment matches a key push by the user.
The functions needed for this system are singing voice separation, vocal-part segmentation, key-to-segment association, and real-time pitch modification. We propose three
kinds of key-to-segment association to restrict the degree
of freedom in manipulation of pitches and durations and to
easily generate a harmony or troll part. Subjective experiments showed the potential of the proposed system.
1. INTRODUCTION
We enjoy music not only in a passive way but also in an active way, such as arranging or playing existing songs with
a musical instrument. By arranging and playing songs, we
can substitute for any part in the music a favorite melody
or rhythm pattern. Today, more and more people arrange
a part in an existing song, play the arranged part overlaying the original song, and upload the performance to video
hosting services such as YouTube.
Arrangement systems for existing songs have already been
proposed [1, 2]. These systems help a user arrange an instrumental part in an existing song. Similarly, there exists a situation we hope to arrange a vocal part in existing
songs. In fact, many amateur singers uploads vocal covers
called “Me singing” on video hosting service 1 . If one does
1 More than 98 million “Me singing” videos are uploaded on a popular
video sharing service YouTube.
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Screen presented to the user

A MIDI keyboard

Figure 1. Example of how the proposed system is used.
The original vocal part is visualized on a screen, and a user
modifies it by using a MIDI keyboard.
not sing well enough to substitute his or her singing voice
for the original singing voice, one needs to make use of
a singing voice synthesis system such as VOCALOID [3].
Such a system, however, requires lyrics and pitch information in advance, and this information is not easy to get.
This paper proposes a vocal arrangement system that directly manipulates the original singing voice extracted from
existing songs in real time (Fig. 1) 2 . There are two advantages in using the original singing voice. The first is that
the arrangement is realized without preparing lyrics. The
second is that the individuality of the singer is preserved after the arrangements. By preserving the individuality, this
system provides an experience as if the original artist sang
in a way as a user likes. The arrangements we focus on
are pitch modification and changes of onset/offset timing,
and we need our system to let users manipulate the pitches,
onset times, and durations of notes simultaneously and intuitively. We therefore use a MIDI keyboard as the user
interface. This lets users perform singing voice arrangement as if they were playing a piano.
To realize this system, we tackle three problems: estimation and visualization of musical notes in a vocal part, appropriate assignment of a musical note to the key played by
a user, and real-time resynthesis of the singing voice after
its pitch modified. For the first problem, we first extract an
F0 trajectory of the singing voice by using robust principle
component analysis (RPCA) [4]. Then, we estimate mu2 A demo video of the proposed system is available online:
http://sap.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/members/ojima/smc2017/index.html
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Figure 2. The description of three assignment modes. Each balloon represents the lyrics assigned to a note. In the Free
Arrangement mode, the note in the original vocal part is assigned one by one from the beginning for every key operation.
In the Time Fixed mode, only the pitches can be changed and the onset/offset timings are not changed. In the Easy
Arrangement mode, a user modifies the pitch by specifying its interval relative to the original melody.
sical notes from the F0 trajectory to visualize pitch information by using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [5]. For
the second problem, we prepare three assignment modes
to make it easy to reflect users’ various intentions for arrangement (Fig. 2). Since these assignment modes can be
switched during the performance, a user can perform as
they likes. For the third problem, we use the pitch synchronous overlap and add (PSOLA) algorithm because the
algorithm is simple enough to work in real time. Since the
arrangement is performed in real time using a MIDI keyboard, this system can be used for a live performance as a
DJ plays a song.
2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we consider work related to different aspects of our vocal arrangement system. We first review
various music applications and then we focus on arrangement systems because our system aims to arrange an existing music by using signal processing methods. At the end
of this section, we review the signal processing methods
that are deeply relevant to our system.
2.1 Music Applications
Our system supports active music listening by visualizing the vocal part and by replacing the melody with the
one a user likes. Regarding active music listening, several
studies have been made. Goto et al. [6] proposed a Web
service called Songle that enriches music listening experience by visualizing the music structure, beat structure,
melody line, and chords. Mauch et al. [7] proposed an interface called Song Prompter that displays the structure of
a song, chords, and lyrics without preparing musical scores
or manually aligning the lyrics and chords with the audio.
Nakra et al. [8] designed an interactive conducting system
that enables a user to change the tempo and dynamics of
an orchestral recording by Wii Remote.
On the other hand, another aspect of our system is that
it is a music generation system. Many music generation
support systems have been proposed. Simon et al. [9] proposed one that generates a chord progression to accompany
the given vocal melody. Using this system, users who are
not familiar with musicography can easily try composing
a musical piece. McVicar et al. [10] proposed a system
that composes a guitar tablature when a chord progression

is given as an input. Since this system needs tablature and
chords given in advance for training, the generated guitar tablature may vary according to the data used in training. This contributes to the generation of guitar tablature
that reflects individuality underlying in the training data.
Methods that generate the harmony part have also been
proposed. Yi et al. [11] proposed a method to generating
four-part harmony automatically when a melody is given.
Dannenberg et al. [12] focused on the music performance
generated by cooperating with computers. They aim to enable musicians to incorporate computers into their performances by creating computer performers that play music
along with music.
Our system is also regarded as an automatic accompaniment system for a vocal part generated by a user. Several
such accompaniment systems have been proposed. Originally, Dannenberg [13] proposed an algorithm for finding
the best match between an input music score and a solo
performance with allowing some mistakes. Using that algorithm, he designed a system that produced an accompaniment in real time. Cont [14] also proposed an automatic accompaniment system. He used hidden hybrid
Markov/semi-Markov models to estimate the current score
position and dynamics of a tempo from input audio and a
symbolic music score.
2.2 Arrangement Systems for Existing Songs
Many systems that can arrange existing songs have been
proposed [1, 2, 15]. Yasuraoka et al. [2] proposed a music
manipulation system that can change the timbre and phrase
of a certain musical instrument in polyphonic music when
the corresponding musical score is given. They define a
musical-tone model to extract the target musical instrument. In this system, a user is asked to show his or her
desirable arrangement in advance in the form of a music
score. Tsuzuki et al. [16] proposed a system that extracts
multiple vocal parts from existing songs and uses them to
make a mashup. That system extracts multiple vocal parts
of different singers singing the same song. The extracted
voices are then overlapped on one shared accompaniment.
Some systems that assist the manipulation of an original instrumental part in real time have also been proposed.
Yoshii et al. [1] proposed an arrangement system for a
drum part. It enables a user to control the volume and
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timbre of a drum part and to edit drum patterns in real
time by using a drum sound recognition method and beattracking. Yamamoto et al. [15] propose a user interface
for synthesizing a singing voice for a live improvisational
performance. This interface enables real-time singing synthesis when lyrics information is given in advance.

① Notes ② Note that will be played next ⑤ Mode indicator
③ Notes played in the original pitch
⑥ Original onset timing
④ Notes played after pitch modification ⑦ Elapsed time ⑧ Pushed key

⑦
⑤

①
②

2.3 Signal Processing Methods
We review relevant studies on vocal-and-accompaniment
source separation (VASS), musical note estimation methods from F0 trajectories, and pitch modification in this section.

③

2.3.1 Source Separation

④

⑥
⑧

Methods for vocal-and-accompaniment source separation
(VASS) have intensively been studied [4, 17, 18]. Rafii et
al. [17] proposed a repeated pattern extraction technique
(REPET). They focus on repetitive structures in music to
extract a vocal part since accompaniments are repeated
while a vocal part is not repeated. Huang et al. [18] realized singing voice separation by using robust principle
component analysis (RPCA). They model an accompaniment part with repetitive structures as a low-rank component and model a vocal part as a sparse component.
Ikemiya et al. [4] combined RPCA and pitch estimation
of singing voices to realize VASS. They focus on the mutual dependency of singing voice separation and F0 estimation, and they improve singing voice separation in a unified
framework.

Figure 3. A screenshot of the proposed system. Each note
comes down from above and is colored corresponding to its
status. The current playing mode is indicated in the upper
right corner. The pushed key is highlighted green.

2.3.2 Musical Note Estimation from F0 Trajectories

We propose a vocal arrangement system that enables users
to manipulate a vocal part as if they were playing an instrument by using a MIDI keyboard. We focus on the following functions:
• Replacing the melody of the original vocal part with a
melody as the user likes
• Adding a harmonic part
• Adding a troll part (i.e. an auxiliary part that follows a
main part)
On the occasion of these arrangements, users change the
features of the vocal part (i.e. the pitches, onset times, and
durations) simultaneously. To treat these manipulations intuitively, we use a MIDI keyboard as the user interface.
The target users are therefore the persons who can play the
piano.
In this system, the vocal part is divided at the point where
the pitch changes and is arranged. We henceforth refer to
each divided segment as a note. When a key of a MIDI
keyboard is pushed, the system first determines a note that
is a target of his or her key operation. We henceforth refer to this note as an target note. Then the pitch and the
duration of the target note are modified corresponding to
user’s key operation. We prepare three arrangement modes
to determine the target note and to specify its pitch: Free
Arrangement mode, Time Fixed mode and Easy Arrangement mode (Fig. 2).
Free Arrangement mode The note which has the earliest
onset time in the notes that have not played by a user yet
is estimated as the target note. The pitch of the target

There have been several attempts to estimate musical notes
when an F0 trajectory is given. In note estimation, discrete values with the interval of semitones are estimated
from a continuous F0 trajectory. In Songle [6] these discrete values are estimated by using a majority-vote method
for every time unit (e.g., half beat). Laaksonen et al. [19]
proposed a method of creating a symbolic melody when
a chord progression and audio data are given. Ryynänen
et al. [20] considered some states within one musical note
(e.g., vibrato and overshooting) and represented the interstate transitions by using a hidden Markov model (HMM).
Nishikimi et al. [5] represented the generative process of
an F0 trajectory from underlying musical notes by using a
Bayesian HMM.
2.3.3 Pitch Modification Algorithms
Pitch modification is a major requirement in music arrangement and has been examined in many studies [21].
In the time domain, pitch modification that preserves the
original duration is achieved by time stretching and compression/expansion of the waveform. Many algorithms for
time stretching have been proposed, and the simplest is that
of Roucos et al. [22]. In their method, the waveform is
divided into overlapping segments of a fixed length, and
then they are shifted and added to realize time stretching. Hamon et al. [23] expanded this algorithm to make
use of pitch information. In their method, the length of
divided segments is determined according to the original

pitch. Some of these segments are repeated or discarded to
realize time stretching or time compression.
3. USER INTERFACE
This section gives detailed descriptions of the proposed
system and its user interface (Fig. 3). Section 3.1 explains
the user experience which this system provides. Section
3.2 describes the user interface in detail.
3.1 Overview of the Proposed System
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note is shifted to the pitch of a key played by a user.
While key operation is needed for every musical note, a
user can change the onset time and the pitches no matter
how far they are from the original ones.
Time Fixed mode The note being played in the original
vocal part at the moment a user pushes the key is estimated as the target note. While the onset times and the
durations are unchangeable, a user can change the pitch
at the middle point of a note in this mode. The pitch of
the target note is shifted to the pitch of a key played by
a user as in the Free Arrangement mode. Moreover, a
note is automatically assigned to music one by one even
though a user keeps a key pushed for multiple notes.
A user therefore does not have to push a key again if
they wants to play multiple continuous notes in the same
pitch.
Easy Arrangement mode The target note is determined
in the same way as in the Time Fixed mode. In this
mode, how the system modifies the pitch of the target
note is specified by the number of semitones between a
key pushed by a user and C4 (e.g., if a user pushes E4,
the pitch of the target note is increased by four semitones).
These three arrangement modes are prepared to cope with
several different motivations for arrangement. When a user
wants to manipulate all the vocal part as they likes, the Free
Arrangement mode is suitable. On the other hand, when a
user wants to manipulate a portion of the vocal part and
leaves the rest as it is, the Time Fixed mode or the Easy
Arrangement mode is suitable since with it the user does
not have to make keyboard manipulations for notes that
they wants to leave unchanged. When a user wants to add
a harmonic part, the Easy Arrangement mode may be helpful because typical harmonic parts are played in a certain
pitch relative to the original melody line (e.g., third below)
and the onset times and durations in harmonic parts are
the same as ones in the original melody. Since a user can
switch these modes at a keyboard during the performance,
thereby more easily accessing the functions they need to
accomplish the arrangement, the system can handle the different kinds of arrangement in a unified framework.
Furthermore, since some users want to eliminate the original vocal part while others just want to add a harmonic or
troll part, leaving the original vocal part unchanged, the interface lets a user toggle the original singing voice on and
off. This operation is also controllable during the performance. A user can also pause or resume the song by using
a MIDI keyboard. Since a user needs to keep his or her
eyes on the screen and cannot spare the attention needed
to operate any equipments other than a MIDI keyboard, all
the operations during the performance are controlled using
only a MIDI keyboard.
3.2 Design of the Screen
The requirements for the screen presented to the user are
as follows:
• The pitches and durations of musical notes in the original vocal part are shown in the way that they are intuitively and immediately evident to the user.

Preprocessing part

Input audio
A

VASS
Beat information
Vocal
Note estimation

B

User’s keyboard operation
Notes
Onset times of notes
C

Accompaniment

Screen

Determination of the objective note
Pitch modification

Arranged notes

Resynthesis part

Figure 4. Overview of the proposed system: Inputs are
indicated by blue letters and outputs are indicated by red
letters.
• The response to a user’s operation is displayed immediately.
• Users can predict the effect of their operation before
performing the operation.
The first requirement is imposed because users sometimes
refer to the original melody during their arrangement.
The second requirement is imposed to make arrangement
smooth and stress-free for users. The last requirement is
imposed to let users get the modified performances they
expect.
We designed the screen to meet these requirements
(Fig.3). To meet the first requirement, we design the screen
to have the horizontal direction indicating the pitches of
the original vocal part. Moreover, we colored each line
white or gray in order to represent white and black keys on
a MIDI keyboard. This layout is like the one of a MIDI
keyboard. Moreover, the line that indicates C4 (MIDI note
number 60) is shown in red to make the octave of keys
explicit. Musical notes in the original vocal part are visualized as rectangles coming down from above. This design
is similar to the one of existing musical games, so users
easily understand the presented screen.
To meet the second requirement, the color of the line corresponding to the key played by a user is changed to light
green and the colors of notes that have already been played
by user are changed into light blue or brown. By these
changes in colors, the interface lets users understand the
effect of their key operation and the pushed key without
looking at their hands.
To meet the last requirement, the target note at the moment is shown in orange. This helps prevent unexpected
manipulations.
Since the number of pitches that appear in the original vocal part varies according to the song, the number of lines
shown in the screen changes according to the highest pitch
and the lowest pitch in the song. The elapsed time is visualized at the top of the window.
4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the signal processing techniques
used in the system. As shown in Fig.4, the system is
roughly divided into two parts: a preprocessing part and a

resynthesis part. In the preprocessing part, a singing voice
is extracted from the song. This is enabled by vocal-andaccompaniment source separation (VASS). Then the timings that the pitch switches are estimated and the singing
voice is divided at those timings. This is enabled by note
estimation from an F0 trajectory. In the resynthesis part,
a vocal part is manipulated and resynthesized according to
the user’s operations. The pitch of the note is modified to
the one specified by the user, and then a modified singing
voice is re-synthesized.

Original waveform

1. Division and
1. rearrangement
1. (Time stretching)
2. Add the
2. overlapping segments

3. Compression
2. or expansion
2. to the original length
2. (Pitch modification)

4.1 Vocal-and-Accompaniment Source Separation
We used the VASS method proposed by Ikemiya et al. [4]
to extract a singing voice (“A” in Fig. 4) because it not only
extracts a singing voice but also estimates an F0 trajectory
that can be used to estimate musical notes. This method
first represents the given music spectrogram as the sum of
a low-rank matrix and a sparse matrix by applying RPCA.
Since the singing voice is predominant in the sparse matrix,
we extract the sparse matrix by applying a binary-mask and
treat the extracted sparse matrix as a rough vocal spectrogram. Then the most likely F0 trajectory of a rough vocal
spectrogram is estimated by subharmonic summation. Using this F0 trajectory, a harmonic mask that passes only
the harmonic partials of estimated F0s is made. Finally
it is integrated with the binary-mask mentioned above to
extract a vocal spectrogram and an accompaniment spectrogram from the music spectrogram. The singing voice
and the accompaniment are then synthesized using these
spectrograms.
4.2 Note Estimation from an F0 Trajectory
We used an HMM-based method [5] for musical note estimation (“B” in Fig. 4). In this method, the process generating an F0 trajectory from underlying musical notes is
modeled by using a Bayesian HMM. When beat information is given in advance, the pitches with the interval of
semitones are estimated at a sixteenth-note level. Using
this information, the notes of the vocal part are displayed
to a user and the extracted singing voice is divided by note
durations.
4.3 Pitch Modification
After the assignment of the note to the key, the pitch of
the note is modified to the pitch of the key (“C” in Fig.
4). As noted in Section 2.3.3, several pitch modification
algorithms have been proposed. We used PSOLA algorithm (Fig. 5) because it is simple enough to work in real
time. Since it uses pitch information, the sound quality
is also improved compared to the simplest SOLA algorithm. In this algorithm, first the waveform is divided by
twice the length of its estimated wavelength, which is calculated from the estimated pitch. Then the divided segments are rearranged for time stretching, in which some
segments are repeated or discarded if needed. Each segment is overlapped with the neighboring segments. After
the rearrangement, overlapped segments are weighted by
a window function and added. Finally, the rearranged segments are compressed or expanded to the original duration.

Duplicate

Waveform
after pitch modification

Figure 5. PSOLA algorithm: First the waveform is divided
by twice the length of its wavelength and rearranged to
realize time stretching, and then it is compressed or expanded to realize pitch modification.
5. EXPERIMENT
This section reports the subjective experiments conducted
to evaluate the effectiveness of this system.
5.1 Experimental Conditions
We asked four subjects to use this system on RWC-MDBP-2001 No.7 in the RWC music database (popular) [24].
In the experiment, we first showed the subjects the performance made by one of the authors as a tutorial. Then,
we observed how each subject used the system and asked
for his or her opinions in terms of the functionality of the
system, the user interface, and the signal processing. We
also asked the subject to evaluate the system in terms of
the evaluation items shown below in a 5-point Likert scale
(i.e., strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly
agree).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Free Arrangement mode was easy to use.
The Time Fixed mode was easy to use.
The Easy Arrangement mode was easy to use.
The displayed information was understandable.
The lyrics were distinguishable after the pitch modification.
6. The pitches were modified as intended.
7. The individuality of the singer was preserved after the
pitch modification.
In this experiment, we used as the notes shown on the
screen the correct notes in the experiment. Finally, we used
as the notes shown on the screen the notes estimated from
an F0 trajectory to examine whether or not the precision of
notes shown in the screen affects the ease of performance.
The subjects were four university students (three males
and one female). All the subjects had played the piano for
more than five years. Before the experiment, we asked the
subject to listen to the original song.
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Figure 6. Evaluation of the proposed system. Each number
represents the number of subjects who selected the corresponding item.
5.2 Experimental Results
In the experiment, the subjects tried multiple modes implemented on the system and the Time Fixed mode was
mostly used. Most subjects used the Easy Arrangement
mode to add a harmonic part to the original vocal part.
In the Free Arrangement mode, sometimes it seemed hard
for the subjects to comprehend the note they were playing. The result of the system evaluation is shown in Fig.
6. According to the result, the Time Fixed mode was popular among all the users. Moreover, the Easy Arrangement
mode was mostly highly evaluated. On the other hand, the
Free Arrangement mode was lowly evaluated due to its difficulties. As for the signal processing, the pitches were
modified as the users intended, and the lyrics were recognizable after the pitch modification. On the other hand, this
result indicates that the individuality of the singer was lost
after the pitch modification. The remarkable opinions we
obtained after the experiment are shown below.
The following opinions were obtained on the function:
• The system enabled me to get the sense of manipulating
the vocal as if I were playing an instrument.
• It was fun to manipulate the vocal part as if the singer
hit a wrong note.
• The assignment mode could be switched seamlessly.
• This system may be useful for practicing piano.
• The easy mode was useful for adding the expressions
such as glissando or vibrato.
The obtained opinions show the effectiveness of the system
as a kind of musical instruments for a singing voice.
The following opinions were obtained on the user interface:
• Practice is needed to arrange the original song because
the manipulation speed required is too fast for arrangement at sight.
• The system should be unified into one device such as a
tablet because it is strange that the screen and the keyboard are separated.
The difficulty on playing at sight is also seen in an ordinary
piano performance.
The following opinions were obtained on the signal processing:
• Pitch modification sometimes significantly degrades
the sound quality.
• The gap between the correct pitch and the estimated
pitch makes me feel unpleasant when the estimated
notes were shown on the screen.

Considering these opinions, we assume that the former
problem occurs when the F0s of the singing voices contain some vibratos. PSOLA algorithm do not work well in
such situations because it assumes that the F0s are invariant within one note. On the other hand, the latter problem
occurs when extracted F0s contain some accompaniments
and therefore some unnatural notes are generated.
5.3 Discussion
The opinions obtained encourage us to tackle following
three problems: (1) making it easier to master the system,
(2) improving sound quality after pitch modification, and
(3) adding more functions. First, we plan to make the system easier to use by implementing it on a tablet that has a
touchscreen as an input device to unify the device that displays information with the device that a user operates. By
unifying the device, a user is free from paying attention to
two different devices (i.e. the screen and the keyboard) at
once and able to concentrate on their hand. Second, we try
to use short-time Fourier transform and handling the signal in the time-frequency domain (e.g., a phase vocoder).
The sound quality after pitch modification is low due to the
vibratos in singing voices. In the time-frequency domain,
on the other hand, the envelope of the voice spectrum can
be estimated and therefore it may contribute to preserving
the individuality of the original singer. This improvement
may make the arranged voice clear enough for a listener to
recognize the original lyrics. Third, we are considering the
feasibility of adding functions to change the volume and
to assign two or more notes at the same time, which were
desired in the subjective experiment.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a system for singing voice arrangement in real time. The subjective experimental results indicated that the proposed system provided users with the
experience that they were arranging a vocal part as if playing an instrument. On the other hand, we found that the
system is hard to use at first because the screen and the
keyboard are separate devices. We therefore plan to implement this system in tablet that has a touchscreen as an input
device. We also plan to improve the sound quality by using
other signal processing methods such as a phase vocoder.
Moreover, we plan to extend the function for arrangement
of an accompaniment part and a drum part as well as a
vocal part. This extension would provide a new user experience, the rearrangement of the component parts in songs.
While this kind of arrangement is already partially realized by electronic organs, our goal is different from them
because we aim to use the original parts contained in the
original song.
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ABSTRACT
Certain properties of isomorphic layouts are proposed to
offer benefits to learning and performances on a new musical instrument. However, there is little empirical investigation of the effects of these properties. This paper details an experiment that examines the effect of pitch adjacency and shear on the performances of simple melodies
by 24 musically-trained participants after a short training
period. In the adjacent layouts, pitches a major second
apart are adjacent. In the unsheared layouts, major seconds are horizontally aligned but the pitch axis is slanted;
in the sheared layouts, the pitch axis is vertical but major
seconds are slanted. Qualitative user evaluations of each
layout are collected post-experiment. Preliminary results
are outlined in this paper, focusing on the themes of learnability and playability. Users show strong preferences towards layouts with adjacent major seconds, focusing on
the potential for learning new pitch patterns. Users confirm advantages of both unsheared and sheared layouts,
one in terms of similarity to traditional instrument settings,
and the other to ergonomic benefits. A model of participants’ performance accuracy shows that sheared layouts
are learned significantly faster. Results from this study will
inform new music instrument/interface design in terms of
features that increase user accessibility.
1. INTRODUCTION
Designers of new or extended musical instruments are often concerned with ensuring accessibility for users either
with no previous musical experience, or for those who
already have training in another instrument, so that they
can easily alter/learn new techniques. Several claims regarding the optimal pitch layout of new electronic instruments/interfaces have been made, but as yet there is little
empirical investigation of the factors that may enhance or
disturb learning and performance on these devices.
1.1 Isomorphic Layout Properties
Since the nineteenth century, numerous music theorists
and instrument builders have conjectured that isomorphic
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pitch layouts provide important advantages over the conventional pitch layouts of traditional musical instruments
[1–4]. Indeed, a number of new musical interfaces have
used isomorphic layouts (e.g., Array Mbira [5], Thummer [6], Soundplane [7], AXiS-49 [8], Musix Pro [9],
LinnStrument [10], Lightpad Block [11], Terspstra [12]).
An isomorphic layout is one where the spatial arrangement of any set of pitches (a chord, a scale, a melody, or a
complete piece) is invariant with respect to musical transposition. This contrasts with conventional pitch layouts
on traditional musical instruments; for example, on the piano keyboard, playing a given chord or melody in a different transposition (e.g., in a different key) typically requires
changing fingering to negotiate the differing combinations
of vertically offset black and white keys.
Isomorphic layouts also have elegant properties for microtonal scales, which contain pitches and intervals “between the cracks” of the piano keyboard [13]. Although
strict twelve-tone equal temperament (12-TET) is almost
ubiquitous in contemporary Western music, different tunings are found in historical Western and in non-Western
traditions. Isomorphic layouts may, therefore, facilitate
the performance of music both within and beyond conventional contemporary Western traditions.
In this paper, we do not compare isomorphic and nonisomorphic layouts. Instead, we focus on how different
isomorphic layouts impact on learnability and playability.
This is because there are an infinite number of unique isomorphic layouts: they all share the property of transpositional invariance (by definition) but they differ in a number of other ways that may plausibly impact their usability.
For example, successive scale pitches, like C, D, and E, are
spatially adjacent in some isomorphic layouts while in others they are not; additionally, in some isomorphic layouts,
pitches are perfectly correlated to a horizontal or vertical
axis while in others they are not [14]. In some layouts, octaves may be vertically or horizontally aligned; in others,
they are slanted. 1
Properties such as these are typically non-independent:
improving one (e.g., pitch axis orientation) may worsen another (e.g., octave axis orientation). Choosing an optimal
layout thus becomes a non-trivial task that requires knowledge of the relative importance of the different properties.
To shed light on this, the experiment presented in this paper explores how two independent spatial transformations
1 With respect to the instrumentalist, the “horizontal” axis runs from
left to right, the “vertical” axis from bottom to top or from near to far.
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of isomorphic layouts – adjacency and shear – impact on
their learnability and playability for melodies. The four resulting layouts are illustrated in Figures 1–4. Each figure
shows how pitches are positioned, and the orientation of
three axes that we hypothesize will impact on the layout’s
usability. Each label indicates whether the layout has adjacent major seconds or not (A and A0 , respectively) and
whether it is sheared or not (S and S 0 , respectively). The
three axes are the pitch axis, the octave axis, and the major second axis, as now defined (the implications of these
three axes, and why they may be important, are detailed in
1.1.2).
• The pitch axis is any axis onto which the orthogonal
(perpendicular) projections of all button centres are
proportional to their pitch; for any given isomorphic
layout, all such axes are parallel [15].
• The octave axis is here defined as any axis that
passes through the closest button centres that are an
octave apart.
• The major second axis (M2 axis, for short) is here
defined as any axis that passes through the closest
button centres that are a major second apart. 2
1.1.1 Adjacent (A) or Non-Adjacent (A0 ) Seconds
Scale steps (i.e., major and minor seconds) are, across cultures, the commonest intervals in melodies [16]. It makes
sense for such musically privileged intervals also to be spatially privileged. An obvious way of spatially privileging
2 When considering tunings different to 12-TET (e.g., meantone or
Pythagorean), alternative – but more complex – definitions for the octave
and M2 axes become useful.
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intervals is to make their pitches adjacent: this makes transitioning between them physically easy, and makes them
visually salient. However, when considering bass or harmony parts, scale steps may play a less important role.
This suggests that differing layouts might be optimal for
differing musical uses.
The focus of this experiment is on melody so, for any
given layout, we tested one version where all major seconds are adjacent and an adapted version where they are
nonadjacent (minor seconds were non-adjacent in both versions). Both types of layouts have been used in new musical interfaces; for example, the Thummer (which used the
Wicki layout (Fig. 3)) had adjacent major seconds, while
the AXiS-49 (which uses a Tonnetz-like layout) [17]) has
non-adjacent seconds but adjacent thirds and fifths.
1.1.2 Sheared (S) or Unsheared (S 0 )
We conjecture that having any of the above-mentioned
axes (pitch, octave, and M2) perfectly horizontal or perfectly vertical makes the layout more comprehensible: if
the pitch axis is vertical or horizontal (rather than slanted),
it allows for the pitch of buttons to be more easily estimated
by sight, thereby enhancing processing fluency. Similar
advantages hold for the octave and M2 axes: scales typically repeat at the octave, while the major second is the
commonest scale step in both the diatonic and pentatonic
scales that form the backbone of most Western music.
However, changing the angle of one of these axes typically requires changing the angle of one or both of the
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others, so their independent effects can be hard to disambiguate.
A way to gain partial independence of axis angles is to
shear the layout parallel with one of the axes – the angle of
the parallel-to-shear axis will not change while the angles
of the other two will. 3 As shown by comparing Figure 1
with Figure 2, or by comparing Figure 3 with Figure 4,
we used a shear parallel with the octave axis to create two
versions of the non-adjacent layout and two versions of the
adjacent layout: each unsheared version (A0 S 0 or AS 0 ) has
a perfectly horizontal M2 axis but a slanted (non-vertical)
pitch axis; each sheared version version (A0 S or AS) has a
slanted (non-horizontal) M2 axis but a vertical pitch axis.
In both cases the octave axis was vertical.
In this investigation, therefore, we remove any possible
impact of the octave axis orientation; we cannot, however, quantitatively disambiguate between the effects of the
pitch axis and the M2 axis, although qualitative information can provide some insight into their independent effects
(see Sec. 3.1).
Sheared and unsheared layouts are found in new musical interfaces – the Thummer and AXiS-49 both have unsheared layouts; the crowdfunded Terpstra keyboard uses
a sheared layout.
1.2 Motor Skill Acquisition
Learning a new musical instrument requires a number
gross and fine motor skills (in order to physically play a
note), and sensory processing (of feedback from the body
and of auditory features, e.g., melody, rhythm, timbre)
[18]. For trained musicians adapting to a new instrument,
they may be required to learn a new pitch mapping, which
means they must adjust their previously learned motorpitch associations [19]. In learning a motor skill there are
three general stages [20]:
• a cognitive stage, encompassing the processing of
information and detecting patterns. Here, various
motor solutions are tried out, and the performer finds
out which solutions are most effective.
• a fixation stage, when the general motor solution has
been selected, and a period commences where the
patterns of movement are perfected. This stage can
last months, or even years.
• an autonomous stage, where the movement patterns
do not require as much conscious attention on the
part of the performer.
Relating this to how a performer learns to play a particular a musical instrument, we define the first cognitive stage
as learnability and the second fixation stage as playability.
Essentially, learning the motor-pitch associations of a new
instrument requires the performer to perceive and remember pitch patterns. Once these pitch patterns are learned,
3 A shear is a spatial transformation in which points are shifted parallel
to an axis by a distance proportional to their distance from that axis. For
example, shearing a rectangle parallel to an axis running straight down its
middle produces a parallelogram; the sides that are parallel to the shear
axis remain parallel to it, while the other two sides rotate.

the performer becomes more focused on eliminating various sources of motor error. 4 To test how well the participants have learned the new layouts and perfected their
motor pattern, we are interested in the transfer of learning
from one task to another. For instance, a piano player will
practice scales, not only so they will achieve a good performance of scales, but so they can play scale-like passages
in other musical pieces well. In our study, we designed
a training and testing paradigm for the different pitch layouts such that the test involved a previously un-practised,
but familiar (in pitch) melody.
1.3 Study Design
For this experiment, we are interested in examining how
features of a pitch layout affect the ease with which musicians can adapt to it. Musically experienced participants
played three different layouts successively. In each such
layout, they received an equivalent training program and
then performed a test melody four times. The independent
variables were Adjacency ∈ {0, 1}, Shear ∈ {0, 1}, LayoutNo ∈ {0, 1, 2} (respectively the first, second, or third
layout played), and PerfNo ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} (respectively the
first, second, third, or fourth performance of the melody
in each layout). Participants were presented the layouts in
different orders to permit analysis of ordering effects. In
using musically-experienced participants, we assume that
they share a high level of musical information processing
skill, thereby reducing its impact on the results. Participants’ preferences were elicited in a semi-structured interview, and the accuracy of their performances was numerically assessed from their recorded MIDI data.
2. METHODS
2.1 Participants
24 participants were recruited (age mean = 26, range: 1844) with at least 5 years of musical experience on any one
instrument (excluding the voice).
2.2 Materials
2.2.1 Hardware and Software
The software sequencer Hex [14] was modified to function
as a multitouch MIDI controller, and presented on an Asus
touch screen notebook, as shown in Figure 5. Note names
are not shown on the interface, but middle D is indicated
with a subtly brighter button to serve as a global reference.
The position of middle C was indicated to participants, this
being the starting pitch of every scale, arpeggio, or melody
they played.
In order to present training sequences effectively, both
aurally and visually, Hex’s virtual buttons were highlighted
in time with a MIDI sequence. All training sequences were
at 90 bpm and introduced by a two-bar metronome count.
4 Because achieving motor autonomy is a lengthy process – one that
can seldom be captured by experiments – our current study focuses on
only the first two elements of motor learning.
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knowledge of the melody. They were then given 20 seconds initially to explore the layout and find the correct
notes before giving four consecutive performances. Again,
these performances were instructed to be played in time
with a 90 bpm metronome. Although this represents a
fairly simple task, the nursery rhyme was chosen as it facilitated measurement of participants’ skill with each particular layout. We assume that as the participants’ memory
for the melody was intact, their performance would only
be affected by their memory of the layout itself.
Figure 5. The multitouch interface used in the experiment.
2.3.3 Post-Experiment Interview
2.2.2 Musical Tasks
Melodies for musical tasks were chosen to be single-line
sequences to be performed solely with the right hand. The
training melodies consisted of a set of C major scales and a
set of arpeggios (again only using the notes of the C major
scale) spanning two octaves, and all starting and ending on
middle C. The well-known nursery rhyme Frère Jacques
was used as a test melody; it too was played in C major
and began and ended on middle C.

In a semi-structured interview taking place after the training paradigm and test performances concluded, participants were asked to choose their preferred layout from the
three presented. Participants were asked to detail what they
liked or disliked specifically about their preferred layout
(and any of the others). When required, the experimenter
would prompt participants to consider how it felt playing
the scales, arpeggios, or melodies from the training section.

2.3 Procedure
Participants played three out of the four layouts under consideration: all 24 participants played both AS 0 and AS,
with 12 participants each playing either A0 S or A0 S 0 .
The layouts were presented in four different sequences,
with each sequence played by 6 participants: AS 0 then
A0 S 0 then AS; or AS 0 then A0 S then AS; or AS then
A0 S 0 then AS 0 ; or AS then A0 S then AS 0 . This means that
the non-adjacent seconds layouts (A0 S 0 and A0 S) were always presented second, and that participants who started
with the unsheared adjacent layout (AS 0 ) finished with the
sheared adjacent layout (AS), and vice versa.

2.4 Data Analysis
2.4.1 Qualitative User-Evaluation Statements

2. playing along with the audiovisual highlighted sequence three times

Preferences for any specific layout were noted only for participants who clearly indicated a distinct preference (23 out
of 24). 102 statements were made by the 24 participants
regarding their likes and dislikes of the layouts they were
exposed to. Eight statements were categorized as preferences for a specific layout feature without any clarification. Two statements were deleted as they neither identified
a preference nor discussed any particular layout feature.
The remaining 92 statements were coded independently
by the two authors, categorized as issues of Learnability
or Playability. Mention of visual aspects of a layout, or
any reference to a collection of buttons in rows or patterns
that may represent cognitive processing on the part of the
performer was classified as Learnability (see Section 1.2).
Mention of any physical aspect of playing that may represent the perfection of motor skills was classified as Playability. Each category was further classified into whether
statements made were positive or negative.

3. reproducing the sequence in the absence of audiovisual highlighting, for four consecutive performances.

2.4.2 Quantitative MIDI Performance Data

2.3.1 Training Paradigm
For each of their three layouts, participants were directed
through a 15-minute training paradigm involving i) scales
and ii) arpeggios. For each stage, this involved:
1. watching the sequence once as demonstrated by audiovisual highlighting

All demonstration sequences and participant performances
were played in time with a 90bpm metronome, and
recorded as MIDI files.
2.3.2 Testing
A final production task asked participants to a well-known
nursery rhyme – Frère Jacques. Participants first heard
an audio recording of the nursery rhyme to confirm their

Each MIDI performance was analyzed for accuracy of
pitches by comparing against an ideal performance of the
melody at 90bpm. To account for participants who may not
have been able to play the full melody, a score was given
for the number of ‘correct’ notes played. This score was
adjusted by giving negative points for any wrong or extra
notes. The maximum score for a performance in this case
was 32.
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Learnability

Playability

Learnability/Playability

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

A
A0
Both

25
3
1

3
24
0

13
2
0

2
10
0

8
0
0

1
0
0

AS
AS 0
Both

6
9
10

3
0
0

7
6
0

0
2
0

5
2
1

1
0
0

A0 S
A0 S 0

1
2

15
9

1
1

6
4

0
0

0
0

Table 1. User evaluation statements categorized by Learnability, Playability, or Learnability/Playability. These statements
are separated in terms of the positive or negative meaning, and the particular layout they were referring to in terms of
Adjacency (A, A0 ) and then Shear (S, S 0 ).
layout AS. Three statements from two participants clarified that the shear contributed to confusion in being able to
separate out the different rows of buttons.

3. RESULTS
3.1 User Evaluations
3.1.1 User Preferences

3.1.4 Playability

There was a strong consensus amongst the participants in
terms of Adjacency (22 participants selecting either layout
AS or AS 0 , 1 participant selecting layout AS). However,
no conclusive preference was registered in terms of Shear,
with 12 participants selecting layout AS, and 10 participants selecting layout AS 0 .
3.1.2 User Statements
Participants made from 0 to 7 qualitative statements each
(mode = 4). Only two participants made no useable statements. Table 1 shows the statements as they referred to at
first the Adjacency of the layout, and then as they refer to
the Shear.
3.1.3 Learnability
The large majority of statements made (61%) concerned
the learnability of a certain layout. 29 statements were positive, 25 of which related to the adjacent M2 layouts (AS
and AS 0 ). Performers noted that the pattern in the adjacent
M2 layout was easy to grasp, easier to remember and see
where the notes were, implying that they quickly perceived
the appropriate pitch patterns for the scale and arpeggio
exercises. The consecutive adjacent notes were mentioned
explicitly as being helpful to remembering where pitches
were, as well as the “3-4 pattern” formed by the diatonic
scale. The three positive statements made in relation to
non-adjacent M2 layouts all concerned the adjacent octave
notes. One statement again referred to the aligned octaves
in reference to both adjacency types. 24 negative statements were made regarding the layout adjacency, particularly in nonadjacent (A0 ) layouts. These referred to the difficulty in “seeing the lines”, “finding the notes” and it being
harder to determine which note was which. Shear in these
non-adjacent layouts did not appear to particularly help or
worsen the confusion. Negative statements that referred
specifically to the shear of the adjacent layouts referred to

29% of statements referred to the playability of the layouts. Again, the majority of positive statements referred to
the adjacent layouts (AS and AS 0 ) and the majority of negative statements referred to the non-adjacent layouts (A0 S
and A0 S 0 ). Five participants made six positive statements
in total regarding the unsheared layout AS 0 , mentioning
that the straight line in particular helped them to play, and
that the circles made the notes spaced out a bit more than
the ovals (an effect of the shear). They also liked fewer
notes to a row (in comparison the the non-adjacent layouts). The statements on playability for the sheared layout
often contained specific details to do with the shear itself.
Participants liked the ergonomics of the slant, commenting on its versatility, the better angle for the hand, and the
ease of moving between rows. Two positive statements referring to the non-adjacent layouts (one each for A0 S and
A0 S 0 ), commented that the larger width between adjacent
notes made it easier to play, and that the layout gave them
more freedom. The negative statements (largely referring
to non-adjacent layouts), commented on having to physically spread the fingers out more to play consecutive notes.
The close proximity of non-adjacent notes (due to the interleaved layout of buttons), also contributed to some discomfort as performers mentioned that they often hit the
wrong note on the wrong “row”. Two statements referred
to the unsheared adjacent M2 layout (AS 0 ), commenting
that the vertical alignment of rows made the performers
more likely to miss a note as their hand was in the way.
3.1.5 Other
The remaining 10% of statements did not fit into one category as they mentioned both cognitive and physical aspects of playing. These all referred to the adjacent layouts.
Two participants stated that AS 0 was the easiest layout to
“get used to”, particularly as it was very similar to other
instruments like the piano. The statements referring to the
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Figure 6. Performance scores, averaged across participants, as a function of layout number (where 0 codes the first layout
presented to the participant, 1 codes their second layout, 2 codes their final layout), and performance number (where 0
codes their first performance in each layout, 1 codes their second performance, etc.). The error bars show 95% confidence
intervals obtained by bootstrapping.
Fixed Effects
(Intercept)
Adjacency
LayoutNo
Adjacency×Shear
Shear×LayoutNo
PerfNo×LayoutNo

Estimate

SE

t-Stat

DF

p-Value

26.25
−3.38
3.95
4.70
−3.05
−1.04

1.49
1.28
0.81
1.85
1.25
0.39

17.65
−2.65
4.86
2.54
−2.44
−2.69

274
274
274
274
274
274

.000
.008
.000
.012
.015
.008

95% CI
[23.32, 29.17]
[−5.90, −0.87]
[2.35, 5.55]
[1.06, 8.33]
[−5.51, −0.59]
[−1.80, −0.28]

Table 2. A linear mixed effects model of Score with random effects on the intercept grouped by participant. For simplicity,
non-significant predictors are not shown, although they were included in the model.
sheared, pitch-adjacent layout AS commented on the angle
of the rows making it easier to visualize where the fingers
would go next and an intuitive sense of moving upwards.
As these statements hadn’t specifically stated whether this
related to learning/visualizing the patterns of pitches or the
actual ergonomics of playing, we did not further categorize
them.
There were also eight extra statements (separate to those
in Table 1) that noted a preference for a specific feature
of one or more of the layouts. Participants here noted a
preference for the circle rather than oval buttons (an effect of the shear), and a preference for the “compact” layout that minimized gaps between notes (adjacency). Two
statements noted the flat (unsheared) layouts were easier,
and one noted that the sheared, adjacent layout (AS) would
work well as a split screen when considering two-handed
playing.
3.1.6 Summary
Participants clearly show a preference in terms of adjacent M2 layouts. Their main concerns are reflected in
the learnability of a layout, and being able to figure out
the pitch patterns. Playability is concerned particularly in
statements regarding the shear of a layout.
3.2 MIDI Data
The scores (correct notes played) for performances of
Frère Jacques, averaged across participants, are summa-

rized in Figure 6 as a function of layout type (AS, AS 0 ,
A0 S, or A0 S 0 ); layout number (where 0 is the first layout presented to the participant, 1 is the second layout presented, 2 is the final layout); performance number (where 0
is the first performance in any given layout, 1 is the second
performance, etc.). The 95% confidence intervals were obtained with 10,000 bootstrap samples.
The correlation between participants’ preferences and
their correct note score was r = −.05 and not significant
(p = .441).
3.2.1 Model 1
To analyse which factors, and which of their interactions,
impact on participants’ scores, a linear mixed effects
model was run with Score as the dependent variable,
and the following fixed effects predictors: Intercept,
Adjacency, Shear, PerfNo, LayoutNo, Adjacency×Shear,
Adjacency×PerfNo, Shear×PerfNo, Shear×LayoutNo,
PerfNo×LayoutNo,
Adjacency×Shear×PerfNo,
Shear×PerfNo×LayoutNo.
Because all non-adjacent
layouts were second, interactions between Adjacency and
LayoutNo are not linearly independent of the main effects
and so cannot also be included in the model. The intercept
was treated as a random effect grouped by participant,
which allows the model to take account of participants’
differing aptitudes regarding the task as a whole.
The strongest significant effect is the interaction Adjacency×Shear, which indicates the generally superior per-
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Fixed Effects
(Intercept)
Shear
PerfNo
Shear×PerfNo

Estimate

SE

t-Stat

DF

p-Value

21.72
8.71
2.14
−1.75

2.03
2.86
0.54
0.75

10.70
3.05
3.99
−2.33

91
91
91
91

.000
.003
.000
.022

95% CI
[17.69, 25.75]
[3.21, 13.50]
[1.08, 3.21]
[−3.25, −0.26]

Table 3. A linear mixed effects model of the scores obtained during the first presented layout, which was either AS 0 or AS.
formance of the sheared and adjacent layout AS. The significant negative conditional effect of Adjacency indicates
that Adjacency reduces the score with unsheared layouts.
This results from the fact that non-adjacent layouts were
only presented second, by which time learning had already
resulted in Score approaching the ceiling. This can be seen
in Figure 6 by observing the course of the blue lines (the
unsheared layouts) – the initial score is relatively low, but
rapidly improves due to learning and has hit the ceiling by
the time the second (non-adjacent) layout is presented.
The conditional effect of LayoutNo indicates that it has
a strong positive impact across the first performance of
unsheared layouts; the negatively-weighted interaction between PerfNo and LayoutNo shows that the impact of LayoutNo reduces as PerfNo increases, and vice versa.
The negatively-weighted interaction between LayoutNo
and Shear shows that the positive impact of Shear is essentially swamped by the time the final layout was presented
– another consequence of the ceiling effect.

The design of the experiment may also have contributed
to the preferences and disparity of statements concerning
Adjacency. Each participant was exposed to three different
layouts: two with adjacent major seconds (sheared and unsheared); one with non-adjacent major seconds (sheared or
unsheared). The adjacent M2 layout always came second;
a more complete set of orderings would be desirable. The
experiment tests for right-handed performance of singlenote melodies after a short training paradigm.
Results presented on a transfer task immediately after
training show an effect of shear on learning of this singlenote melody, however, as different tasks are theorised to
benefit from different layouts, effects may differ for performance of chords or left-handed bass lines, not to mention
more complicated tasks such as modulation or improvisation. Further testing would also be necessary to determine
the long-term effects from training.

3.2.2 Model 2

Non-standard pitch layouts have been proposed since the
late nineteenth century and, over just the last ten years,
a number of products utilizing novel pitch layouts have
been demonstrated at conferences such as SMC and NIME
[6,7,9,21–23], or released commercially (as previously referenced). Purported advantages of such layouts are often
theoretically plausible but they are rarely subjected to formal experimental tests. There is a multiplicity of different
factors that may play a role in the learnability and playability of pitch layouts; furthermore, these factors are often non-independent. We have used two independent spatial manipulations (Adjacency and Shear) – realized with
a multitouch interface – to tease apart some of the underlying factors that affect learnability and playability. These
spatial manipulations allow us to gain insight into the impact of: spatially privileging major seconds by adjacency
or angle; spatially privileging the pitch axis by angle.
The quantitative MIDI analysis indicates that shear provides a significant improvement in participants’ ability to
learn quickly and to play accurately – indeed, even on
first performance, their correct note score was typically
very good. Having the non-adjacent M2 layouts presented
only second makes the impact of this factor on learnability
harder to assess. Fortunately the user evaluations provide
insight here.
The user evaluations suggest that M2 adjacency has a
strong effect on the learnability of a layout, with adjacent
M2 layouts easier to grasp and process, perhaps due to familiarity with previous motor-pitch associations, and perhaps due to their importance as an interval in Western mu-

The ceiling effect, established above, suggests that the results that are most indicative of the initial learning of a
new layout are those that arise during the first presented
layout (i.e., when LayoutNo = 0). Table 3 summarizes a
regression of the scores obtained during only the first presentation on PerfNo and Shear and their interaction, with a
random effect on the intercept grouped by participant.
This model shows that – for the first presented layout,
which always had adjacent seconds – both Shear and
PerfNo have strong positive effects on Score. However,
the interaction shows that the positive impact of PerfNo
is much smaller when the layout is sheared, and that the
positive impact of Shear is somewhat reduced as PerfNo
increases. As before, these inferences can be readily identified in Figure 6.
3.3 Limitations
The current analysis considers the correct note score for
performances of a well-known melody, where the maximum score is 32. We see a strong ceiling effect, particularly for layout AS where performances are close to the
maximum number of correct notes possible. The musical
task used for testing is simple to ensure that performance is
affected only by the layout manipulations and not by participants’ ability to memorise a new melody. What may
be more revealing is an analysis of the timing with which
participants are able to play these melodies.

4. CONCLUSIONS
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sic. In the user evaluations, shear is only considered as a
secondary concern, when a motor-pitch pattern has already
been acquired and needs to be perfected.
The quantitative analysis does not allow us to determine
whether the key factor behind shear’s impact is how it
changes the direction of the pitch axis or how it changes
the direction of the M2 axis. The user evaluations, however, suggest that both underlying factors play a role. Future research may aim to differentiate between these two
explanations, and to collect more data to eliminate the ordering effect on adjacency.
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